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INTRODUCTION.

§ I. NAMES.

1. The Masoretic title is Proverbs of Solomon (."!»'?(£' 'h^yi.
Mishit Shelomo, by the later Jews usually abridged to Mishle).
That this is old appears to be shown by the Grk. ((S^) title
irapoifiiai (the subscription is simply TT. in Cod. B, TT. SaAo/xoivros
in K, TT. %o\. in A and C). The name might naturally have been
suggested by i K. 4^^ (5^^), but would originally have been given
to the collection 10^-22^^, whence it would have been extended to
the whole book as additions were made to it from time to time.
That this was the common Talmudic title is shown by Bertheau.*
On the meaning of mashal and its synonyms see notes on i^"®
within.
2. By early Christian writers the book was commonly called
Wisdom or All-virtuous Wisdom,^ 17 Travaperos cro^ia, names which
were also given to Ben-Sira {Ecclesiasticus) and Wisdom of Solomon. X Other designations were 17 <ro^^ )8t)8A.os (Dionys. of Alex.)
and 71 iratSaywyiK^ troc^ta (Greg. Naz. Oral. 11). Whether this
o-o</)ta represents an ancient Heb. title riMn is uncertain. Fritzsche
{Die Weisheit Jesus-SiracK's, Einl. p. xx) holds that the name
ao^ia. given to Ben-Sira bears witness to a similar name for our
Proverbs; but this is not certain. It is possible that the title
Wisdom was common in Jewish circles, and thence passed to the
Christians; so Hegesippus (quoted by Euseb. ubi sup.) refers the
* Einleitung to his Comm'y on SprUche.
t Clem. Rom. Cor. i^?, Euseb. Hist. Eccl. 4, 22.
X Cf. Fritzsche, Welsh. Jes.-Sirach ; Nowack, Spriiche Salomo's. The expressions (ro0ia and T\ iraf. ao<(>. sometimes, however, designate Wisdom simply (as the
speaker), and are not titles of books. Cf. Frankenberg, Die Spriiche, Einl., \ i.
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designation to " unwritten Jewish tradition." But in that case it
would be rather a descriptive term than the official title, and in
the former sense we may naturally take the Talmudic name Book
of Wisdom.* In the same way we may explain the somewhat
curious fact that the Midrash on Proverbs begins by citing Job 28'^:
" and wisdom, where can it be found ? " the author has merely in
mind the fact that Proverbs deals with wisdom, which term was
obviously used to define the contents of all the philosophical
books.f
§ 2. DIVISIONS.

The divisions of the Book indicated in the text itself are as
follows:
I. A group of discourses on wisdom and wise conduct (1-9) :
I. General title (i^), purpose of the Book (i^'"), central or fundamental principle ( i ' ) ; 2. Warning against consorting with sinners (i^^") ; 3. Wisdom's appeal (i^o-ss) • 4. Wisdom as guardian
against bad men and women (2) ; 5. Advantages attending obedience to the sage's instruction, the fear of Yahweh, and devotion
to wisdom (3) ; 6. Exhortation to obey the sage (4) ; 7. Warning against unchaste women (5) ; 8. Three paragraphs, against
suretyship, indolence, slander, here misplaced (6'"'^) ; 9. Warning against unchaste women (6^°"^) ; 10. A similar warning (7) ;
Xy. Function of Wisdom as controller of life, and as attendant of
Yahweh in the creation of the world (8) ; 12. Wisdom and Folly
contrasted as hosts {(^-^•^^'^^), and an interjected, misplaced paragraph of apophthegms on wisdom (9'"^^).
II. A collection of aphorisms in couplet form (10^-22^^).
III. Two collections of aphoristic quatrains (22^-24^^, and
24^).
IV- A collection of aphoristic couplets (25-29).
V A collection of discourses of various characters (30. 31) :
the " words of Agur " (30*^) ; the certainty of God's word (30*-") ;
* nt53n "IDD, the name given to Proverbs in Tosephot Baba Bathra, 14 b.
t See Hermann Deutsch, Die Spriiche Salomo's nach der auffassung im Talmud
und Midrasch, 1885. Deutsch also cites a synagogal prayer of the 12th century, in
v^hich Proverbs is styled nn^nn li3D; but this hardly proves anything for the earliest
times.
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prayer for moderate circumstances (30'^"') ; against slandering servants (30^") ; a collection of aphorisms citing certain things arranged in groups of fours (30""^) ; instruction to a king (31^"') ;
description of a model housewife (31^"^').
The purpose of all these sections is the inculcation of certain
cardinal social virtues, such as industry, thrift, discretion, truthfulness, honesty, chastity, kindness, forgiveness, warning against
the corresponding vices, and praise of wisdom as the guiding principle of life. If we compare Proverbs in this regard with BenSira, we find that the latter, while it deals in general with the
same moral qualities, goes more into detail in the treatment of
social relations, and has more to say of manners as distinguished
from morals.
§ 3. STRUCTURE OF THE MATERIAL.

The divisions indicated above suggest, by their differences of
tone and content, that the Book has been formed by the combination of collections of various dates and origins. It is not probable
that one man was the author of the philosophical discourses of
chs. 1-9, the pithy aphorisms of 10^-22^®, the quatrains of 22^^-24,
the couplets of 25-29, and the mixed material of 30. 31.
A similar conclusion is indicated by the repetitions which occur
in the Book. Thus, as between II. and III. we find variant couplets: cf. ii'^and 22*^-^; 18* and 24^*; identical lines: 11" and
24^; 13^ and 24^; 14^ and 24^; 20^^ and 24^. As between II.
and IV.: identical couplets ; cf. 18'and 26^^; 19^ and 28®; 19^*
and 26^^; 20^® and 27^^; 21^ and 25^''; 22^ and 27'-; variant couplets: 12" and 28'^; 13^* and 29^; i s l a n d 2 5 " ; 16^^ and 25*;
16^ and 26^; 22^ and 29^ j 22'* and 26'^ j identical lines : 10^
and 29*; 15^'* and 29^; 17^ and 27^^; 19^^ and 27^*. As between
III. and IV., an identical line: cf. 24^^ and 28^^ Cf. also 6'"-^^
with 24^-^.
From these repetitions we infer that the collectors of II., III.,
IV., were mutually independent — no one of them was acquainted
with the work of the others. In I. and V- we find no matter
that can be called repetition; the peculiar tone of each of
these divisions kept it apart from the others; 6^"^^ and 9''^ are
misplaced.
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Subdivisions or smaller collections also appear to be indicated

,4-and X9^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ J ^ / ^ r

«-d

x o - xo« and io'«

'°33' H r8 " i 6 - and i 8 - ; 19" and 20^ Within I I I . : couplets
^^ thus- 22^4nd 23^^ 22^^ and 231" (the couplets which in z^'-'^''
forr'^ne quatrain are in 2 2^=^-^^ divided between two quatrains) ;
2^5"" and 24^^; 23^^ and 24" (a similar division of couplets) ; on
if^ see notes. Within IV : 28'^ and 29^
In some cases these latter repetitions may be scribal errors.
Ewald, Dehtzsch, and others, endeavor to determine the limits of
the smaller subdivisions, which are held to be indicated sometimes
by similarity of material, sometimes by catch-words; see the
notes. The paragraphal divisions are obvious in I. and V., and in
parts of III. and IV-; in II. the absence of logical arrangement
makes it very difficult, if not impossible, to recognize any such
paragraphs, and the divisions which have been suggested are commonly arbitrary and useless, as is pointed out within.
The misplacement of certain passages, as 4'^ e^"'-«""• ^^^^ 9'"^,
and of a number of lines in II. is discussed in the notes.
§ 4.

RHYTHM AND PARALLELISM.

I. Hebrew poetry, as is now generally agreed, has neither
metre in the Greek and Latin sense, nor systematic rhyme; there
are occasional sequences of syllables, which may be called iambic,
trochaic, anapaestic, etc., and occasional assonances or rhymes;
but these are of irregular occurrence, and obviously do not belong
to the essence of the form of the verse.*
* On the rhythmical form of Hebrew poetry see J. Ley, Grundziige des rhythmus
etc., 1875, and Leit/aden der Metrik, 1887; G. Bickell, Carmina Vet. Test, metrice,
1882, his additions in Zeitschr. f. Kath. Theol., 1885-1886, and the introductory
remarks to his Kritische Bearbeitung d. Proverbien in the Wiener Zeitschr. f. d.
Kunde d. Morgenlandes, 1891 ; C. A. Briggs, Biblical Study^, 1891, Hebraica, 1887,
1888, General Introduction to the .Study of Holy Scripture, 1899, <^hs. xiv-xvii;
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The rhythmical form of the poetic line or verse is marked not
by the number of words or syllables, but by the number of accents
or beats. The accent of each word or group of words is fixed by
the laws of Hebrew accentuation; accepting the Masoretic system
as correct (and we have nothing else to guide us), we can with
reasonable probability determine the number of beats in any line.
The chief source of uncertainty lies in the presence of possibly unaccented words, which are to be combined into rhythmical unity
with following words; such are short prepositions, conjunctions,
negatives, and nouns defined by following nouns {status constructus). These may or may not have an accent; in determining
this point we may sometimes be aided by the Masoretic punctuation (the Maqqef or hyphen), which gives the pronunciation of
the seventh century of our era; but this is not always decisive,
and we must, in the last instance, be guided by the general nature
of the rhythm.
In order to avoid the possibly misleading suggestions of the
terms "dimeter, trimeter, tetrameter, pentameter, hexameter,"
etc., the lines are here called binary (" having two beats "), ternary, or quaternary. For the guidance of the English reader
(the translation rarely giving the rhythmical form of the Hebrew)
the rhythmical definition of every couplet is marked in the commentary ; thus, ternary means that both lines of the couplet are
ternary, ternary-binary that the first line is ternary and the second
hne binary, etc.
In Proverbs the lines are arranged almost without exception in
couplets (distichal). A certain number of triplets occur (tristichal), and these must be dealt with every one for itself. The
presence of triplets, even in a passage predominantly distichal,
must be admitted to be possible. In some cases the third line
appears to be a corruption of some other line, or the remains of a
separate couplet, or an erroneous scribal insertion; where there
is no reasonable ground of suspicion, beyond the irregularity, the
triplet form must be accepted.
2. Strophes (quatrains and other forms) occur in all parts of
the Book except II. It is not to be assumed that a discourse
Grimme, in ZDMG., 1896. On Babylonian rhythm see Delitzsch, Bab. Weltschopfungsepos; H. Zimmern, in ZA TW., 1898.

must be strophic in form; in every case the question must be decided by the logical connection of the material.*
The principle of arrangement by couplets and strophes may
properly be used for the criticism of the text, always, of course,
with due caution; it may easily be pressed too far.
3. The form of the parallelism varies in the different Sections.
In I. it may be said to be, in accordance with the tone of the discourses, wholly synonymous ; the apparent exceptions are 3^-31-32-35,
9**, all occurring in misplaced or doubtful paragraphs. II. divides
itself into two parts : in chs. 10-15 the form is antithetic, in 16-22"
the couplets are mostly comparisons and single sentences, with a
few antitheses. III. is made up of synonymous lines, except 24^''.
IV- shows a division into two parts : in chs. 25-27 we find comparisons and single sentences, except in 25^, 2 7''-^-^^, which contains antitheses, while in chs. 28. 29 the two forms are nearly equal
in number (33 antithetic couplets, 22 comparisons and single
sentences). In V the parallelism is, with a few exceptions (see
2Q12. 24-28 -jiSO), synonymous.
So far, then, as the rhythmical form may be regarded as an
indication of origin we must put in one group chs. 10-15 and part
of chs. 28. 29, and in another group chs. 16-22'", 25-27 and part of
chs. 28. 29. I. and V. stand by themselves, and III. stands midway between II., IV., and I.
If we compare the rhythmical forms of Proverbs and the Psalter,
we find that most of the Psalms, being connected discourses, resemble I.; the aphoristic f 37 shows the same variations as II.,
III., IV. Lamentations is rhythmically unique, but belongs in the
same general category as I., as does also Canticles.
§ 5.

THOUGHT.

Proverbs may be described as a manual of conduct, or, as
Bruch calls it, an " anthology of gnomes." Its observations relate
to a number of forms of life, to affairs domestic, agricultural,
urban (the temptations of city life), commercial, pohtical, and
military.
* On strophic structure in the Old Testament see, besides the works mentioned
above, D. H. Miiller, Die Propheten, 1895, and Strophenbau und Responsion, 1898,
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Many of the sayings are simply maxims of commonsense prudence, enjoining industry and caution (61-^*^" l o * " ii^' 12^
14** 16^ 20* 23^-^ 25* 28^ 30^", etc.), sometimes with what
seems to be a humorous or sarcastic turn ( 6 ^ 19^* 23^*^ S^^)The most are ethical, inculcating lessons of truth and general goodness. A rehgious tone is found in different degrees in different
sections: in I., if we omit the cosmogonic hymn in ch. 8, the references to God occur almost exclusively in chs. 1-3, and there
partly in passages (such as 2 ^ 3^'"^) which appear to be editorial
insertions; the divine name is mentioned most frequently in II.
(21 times in chs. 10-15, 13 times in chs. 16. 17, 21 times in 1822^^); in III. there are 6 occurrences, and 8 in IV. (2 in chs. 2527, and 6 in chs. 28. 29) ; in V- a reference to God is found only
in 30*"^ (3 times). It appears then that II. is relatively more
religious, the rest of the Book more definitely ethical.
None of the aphorisms, however, — not even such as " go to
the ant, thou sluggard," or " answer a fool according to his folly,"
or the tetrads in ch. 30, — are popular proverbs or folk-sayings.
They are all reflective and academic in tone, and must be regarded as the productions of schools of moralists in a period of
high moral culture. The ideas of the Book may be considered
under their ethical, rehgious, and philosophical aspects.*
A. Ethical.
I. The high ethical standard of the Book is universally recognized. Its maxims all look to the establishment of a safe, peaceful,
happy social life, in the family and the community; the supposed
exceptions, cases of alleged selfish prudence (as, for example, the
caution against going security), are only apparent, since proper
regard for self is an element of justice.
Honesty and truthfulness in public and private life, especially in
business-transactions and courts of justice, are throughout insisted
on, and respect for human property and hfe is enjoined; the moralist has particularly in mind the urban crimes of perjury, theft,
* Cf. A. F. Dahne, Geschichtl. Darstellung d.jild.-alex. Relig.-philosophie, 1834;
T. K. Cheyne, yob and Solomon, 1887; C. G. Montefiore, Relig. Value of the Book
of Prov., in JQR., 1890; R. Pfeiffer, Relig.-sittliche Weltanschauung d. B. d. Spriiche,
1897; Cheyne, Jewish Relig. Life after the Exile, 1898.
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robbery, and murder. A fine conception of political equity is
given in the picture of the king (not a Messiah, but an ideal
sovereign in general), who is represented as the embodiment of
justice in his dealings with his people; the references to royal
authority occur almost exclusively in chs. 16-29 (the other instances are 8" 14^*-3= 303^ 31^-'). The idea of justice is prominent
in all parts of Proverbs (as also throughout OT., and in Egyptian
and Greek ethical systems) ; and, as the fundamental virtue in
human intercourse, it is identified with general probity or righteousness, the same terms being used to express both conceptions
(see notes on i3 al.). Warnings against unchastity constitute a special feature of I. (they are found elsewhere in 22" 23^^ 30^°) i one
of the terms used for harlot, " strange woman " (2'^«/.), designates
the vice in question as an offence against the well-being of the
family. Kindness to man (3^ al.) and beast (12^°) is enjoined frequently in II., and once in I. and V. each; the fact that the term
(as elsewhere in OT.) is several times associated with " truth " (33
14^^ 16^ 20^^) may indicate that the element of justice entered into
the conception of kindness. Love is extolled (lo^^) as ministering to peace. There is a sharp polemic against slander and malicious gossip (6i^-i*'^ 16^ al.). Special regard is shown for the
interests of the poor (22^^ al.). Irascibility is condemned (14^),
and pride (13'") ; and modesty or lowhness is approved (11^).
Frank acknowledgment of wrong is enjoined (28^^). Revenge is
forbidden (24"), and kindness to enemies is insisted on. Industry is praised, sloth is ridiculed, temperance in eating and drinking
is urged. The ideal of family-life is high (especially in I., III.,
and ch. 31) : monogamy is assumed; parents are the responsible
guides of their children, and entitled to their obedience and
respect (love to parents is not mentioned, but is doubtless involved), the mother having equal honor with the father. Woman
is spoken of only in the relations of wife, mother, and housewife:
she is a power in the house, capable of making home miserable
(19^3^/) oj happy (18-2 3i28) • she has not only housekeepingcapacity, but also broad wisdom (i* 2,\^-^) ; her position is as high
as any accorded her in ancient life (Egypt, Greece, Rome).
Proverbs speaks (i* al.) of the training of children at home ; but
of the method and extent of the education of children in Hebrew
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postexilian communities we know little (cf. note on 22*). The
fi-equency with which terms for " instruction " occur in the Book
makes it probable that a definite apparatus of training existed.
Among the virtues not mentioned in Proverbs are courage (see
note on 28^), fortitude (see 3"), moderation in thought, selfsacrifice, intellectual truthfulness. The silence of the sages (and
of OT. generally) respecting these traits is doubtless to be interpreted as indicating not that they did not exist among the Israelites, but chiefly that the moralists attached more importance to
other quaUties as effective forces in the struggle of life; the lastmentioned virtue, further, belongs to a mode of thought which was
foreign to the Jewish mind. The obligation to seek truth is recognized in I. (i^ 3^ al.), but the "truth" is that law of conduct
©bedience to which secures prosperity and happiness. Of beauty
as an element of life nothing is said; the failure to mention it is
due not to the rehgious character of the Book (for much of the
material of Proverbs is non-religious), but to the fact that the Jewish sages had not been trained to distinct recognition of the value
of the beautiful in the conduct of life. So also the silence of
Proverbs in regard to international ethics must be referred to the
times; the Jews were not then a nation, and could not have
political relations with the surrounding peoples, and moreover, a
science of international ethics did not then exist in the world.
2. Life is contemplated on its external and visible side, as a
mass of acts. The freedom of the will is assumed, but there is no
inquiry into its nature and its relation to the absolute will of God
or to conditions of temperament and education. There is no
reference to such inward experiences as swaying between opposed
lines of conduct, struggle with temptation, and the mistakes of
conscientious ignorance. Men are judged, without allowance, according to their actual conformity to law, and are sharply divided
into good and bad; in x^ " simpleton," " scoffer," and " fool" are
equivalent terms, and these classes are set over against the obedient in i32-33_ jj, ii._v characters are regarded as fixed; in I.
the exhortations assume the possibility of change, but it is said
(i^) that when the hour of punishment comes it will be too late
to turn. There is no reference to sorrow for sin or in general to
processes of conversion from bad to good, or from good to bad
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(so in Ez. 18). The advantages and disadvantages, for practical
morality, of this strictly external conception of hfe are obvious.
The absence of all inquiry into the psychological basis of the
moral hfe (which Proverbs has in common with the rest of OT.) is
due to the Jewish practical, unspeculative habit of thought. There
are no terms for " conscience " and " duty " in Hebrew, and no
Hebrew prophet or sage troubles himself to examine into the
origin of the sense of obligation. The OT ethical thought is
wholly occupied with the question how to make the best of life.
3. The same practical point of view controls the determination of
the grounds of moral judgments, and the motives for the good hfe.
For the standard of rightdoing the appeal in Proverbs is to
commonsense or to the command of God. There is no reference
to the good of society as a whole, no recognition of society as an
ethical cosmos,* no attempt to define the relation between society
and the individual or to harmonize egoism and altruism in the
unity of the cosmos.
The motive urged for good living is individualistic utilitarian or
eudaemonistic — not the glory of God, or the welfare of men in
general, but the well-being of the actor. Nor'is there specific
reference to man's obligation to seek moral perfection for its own
sake. The only point directly insisted on is that happiness follows
o^dience to the law of right. It is unnecessary to call attention
to the fundamental value of this principle in practical life, and to
its ethical limitations. On the other hand, it cannot be assumed
that the broader and more ideal points of view were unknown to
the Jewish moralists; we can infer only that such points of view
did not seem to them to have practical importance.
The scheme of hfe in Proverbs cannot strictly be called either
optimistic or pessimistic. The existence of moral and physical
evil is recognized, without attempt to explain its origin or to
reconcile it with the moral perfection of God. But there is also
recognition of the possibihty of escaping or rising superior to all
evil; universal happiness is contemplated as the ideal ultimate
lot of humanity.f
* That is, no recognition by the individual as guide of his own life.
philosophical conception of the cosmos is found in ch. 8; see p. xvi.
t On a supposed pessimistic sentiment in 14I3 see note on that verse.
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B, Religious.
1. Monotheism is taken for granted, God is regarded as supreme and absolute in power, wisdom, and goodness, and the only
trace of anthropomorphism in the theistic conception is the unsympathetic (hostile and mocking) attitude of God toward the sinner
(i** I I * «/.). This conception is in the main that of OT. generally, and is a part of the practical point of view of the moralists.
4. Of other supernatural beings (angels and demons) there is
no mention (see note on 30'*). The existence of such beings no
doubt formed part of the popular belief of the time (Job i® 33''^
i/f 91" 1 C. 21^) ; but the sages, dealing with the everyday moral
life, saw no occasion to refer to these administrative agencies, and
confined themselves to the visible facts. Idolatry is not mentioned
— the audience addressed in Proverbs is Jewish,
3. Sin is the violation of law in the most general sense, and
salvation, which is deliverance from earthly evil, is secured by
obedience to law, human and divine. There is no reference or
allusion to a Messiah, or to any national deliverance (see notes on
the passages relatiag to kings).
4. The only fetional element in the Book is the mention of
sacrifice, which feccurs five times; of the occurrences only three
(15* 21^-^) have an ethical tohe, the others (7" 17^) being merely
allusions to feasting in connection with sacrifices. There is no
mention of temple or priests. As to a supposed reference to
tithes in 3' see note on that verse. Obviously the temple-cult is
recognized, but is not supposed to have a close connection with
moral hfe.
5. The sage speaks in his own name, without reference to divine
inspiration or to any book as authority. The " law " of which he
speaks is the law of his own conscience and reason; he does not
name Moses or the prophets. In some cases (as in 6^"^) he
appears to depart from the Pentateuchal legislation. He does
not mention a collection of sacred books; but this silence is due
partly to the hterary custom of the time, partly to the nature of
his material; even the author of the Wisdom of Solomon, though
in chs. 10-19 be follows closely the narrative of the Hexateuch,
does not name that book. In Proverbs (30* *) there are two quo-
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tations, one from ip 18"', the other from Dt. 4^ 13^ and neither of
these books is mentioned. The sages were doubtless acquainted
with the greater part of our Old Testament, but they use its material freely as literature, and do not cite it as a Canon of Scripture. *
Proverbs does not mention a class of scribes or extol learning as
Ben-Sira does ( 3 8 ^ - 3 9 " ) , but it makes mention of sages, and
assumes the existence of systematic instruction, in which the study
of the literature no doubt played an important part.
6. The eschatology is of the simple and primitive sort that is
found in the greater part of OT. : Sheol, the abode of all the
dead, has no moral significance; there is no judgment after death,
and the position of men in Sheol has no relation to their moral
character; see notes on 2^^-" 5' al. The divine judgment is manifested in the last moment of life (mriK, <,^ al^. The idea of ethical
immortality was either unknown to the sages or was regarded by
them as unimportant for practical life.
7. The thought of the greater part of the Book is definitely
religious, standing in sympathetic and reverent contact with the
conception of a just and wise divine government of the world.
The sages are independent thinkers, but refer their wisdom
ultimately to God.
C. Philosophical, f
I. In agreement with other Wisdom books, and in contrast with
the rest of OT., Proverbs, in all its parts and especially in I., identifies virtue with knowledge. Its position is thus sharply distinguished from that of the Prophets, the Law, and the Psalmists, in
which Yahweh, as national God, is always ready to favor his people
if he alone be recognized and obeyed. The central idea of the
Book is " wisdom," which performs all the functions elsewhere in
OT. ascribed to Yahweh {y^'' 2"^^^ 3^3-18 ^1-0 ^^'^i ^/_)_ -phis wisdom is, in parts of the Book, also identified with religion (i^ al.)
— a point of view proper and necessary for a Jew. But the sage's
chief interest, particularly in I., is in the intellectual grasp of practical truth; in certain places, as in 2^"*, an editor has thought it
* Cf. the manner in which Jeremiah is referred to in Dan. 9^, and the way in
which the translator of Ben-Sira puts his grandfather in the same category with the
prophets and other Israelitish writers.
t Cf. H . Bois, Origines d. I.philosophic judeo-alexandrine, 1890.
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desirable to introduce a specifically religious statement into the
sage's picture of the all-sufficiency of wisdom. The religious
coloring in I. and elsewhere is, however, not to be referred to a
desire on the part of the philosophers to placate the orthodox
party (Oort), but must be regarded as a natural expression of the
view of the authors of the Book.
The conception of the world as a physical and moral cosmos or
orderly arrangement is found, at least in germinal form, in such
OT. passages as Gen. i, {j/ 104. But the conception is far distincter in Pr. 8, in which wisdom is said to control all human
society and to have been present at the creation of the world.*
Wisdom in Proverbs is a human quality, generally (in II.-V.)
regulating the ordinary affairs of men, but sometimes (in I.)
appearing in the larger character of sovereign of life. It is then
only a step to the still broader conception of her in (8^^^') as a
divine attribute, as in fact the chief attribute of God. How this
scheme of different conceptions is to be unified is not explained
by the sages, and we cannot be sure that they had worked out a
self-consistent philosophical system. But the idea of " wisdom "
appears to be parallel to the OT. idea of "spirit" — a life common to God and man, breathed into man by God — treated ordinarily in its human relations and activities merely, but, in the
highest flights of the philosophical imagination (as in ch. 8), regarded as universal and all-controlling. The conception is not
" pantheistic " in the modern sense of that term, but is an ethical
and philosophical expansion and purification of the old tribal and
national idea of the unity of the deity with his people. Cf. WS. 7.
The question whether the representation of Wisdom in ch. 8 is a
personification or a hypostatization is discussed in the notes.
2. An expression of philosophical skepticism appears to occur
in 3 0 ^ (Agur) on which see notes; the doubt expressed relates
to man's capacity to understand God. The parallels are all in the
Wisdom books (Job 3, 9^^ 19*' al., Eccl. 3"). Elsewhere in OT.
(as in if/ 139) the greatness of God is treated as a ground of awe
and reverence; here it is regarded as a reason for refraining from
attempts to define him.
* See footnote on p. xir.
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D. Comparison with Other Books.
1. In its ethical code Proverbs agrees in the main with the
more advanced Jewish canonical and uncanonical books (the Ptrke
Aboth is especially important) and with the New Testament; in
the later period of Jewish history there had come to be a generally recognized moral code.* In some cases (as in 6^^"^) Proverbs
modifies the old law for the better, and its prohibition of revenge
(24''-^^ 25^') not only stands in striking contrast with such sentiments as that of i// 109, but appears to be unique in OT. (it is not
exactly paralleled in Lev. 19'^ \\i 120').
2. Its religious point of view is in general (in respect to God,
sin, salvation. Messianic expectation, the future life) the same as
that of the other Wisdom books except Wisdom of Solomon; but
it is less national than Ben-Sira (see, for example, BS. 24), and
differs from our book oi Job in that it makes no mention of subordinate supernatural beings (cf. Job i'' 3^ 5^ 26^^^-'^ 2>'^^)) WS.
is much later than Proverbs, and represents a different order of
ideas.
3. In its picture of social life it most resembles Ben-Sira f;
the two books deal, in fact, with the same sort of society, chiefly
city life, with its commerce, its feasts, its gossip, its temptations to
Hcentiousness, its relaxation of family-ties, its worship of money,
and its close relations with royalty; cf., among other passages,
Pr. 3^ and BS. 7" (slander), Pr. 5. 7 and BS. 9^-9 23'8-2« (the harlot), Pr. 6'-= if^ and BS. 29i'i«i8 (suretyship), Pr. 13^" and
BS. 30'-^^ (chastisement of children), Pr. 11* 22^^ and BS. 5*
(riches), Pr. 1431 22^'' and BS. d^-^ (the poor), Pr. 14^ 28'^ and
BS. io3 (kings), Pr. 152" 3 0 " ! ' and BS. 3"8 (conduct toward
parents), Pr. 18^* and BS. 6"« (friends), Pr. 20^ 23^^35 ^nd BS. 19'
3127-30 (wine), Pr. 20" and BS. 27^ (buying and selling), Pr. 23'-'
and BS. 32^-" (conduct at feasts). Ben-Sira goes more into detail
than Proverbs in the description of social relations, but the social
* Ben-Sira sometimes falls below the general level; on this point and on the
ethics of Prov. and BS. see C. G. Montefiore in Jewish Quart. Rev. I I . (18891890), pp. 430 ff.
t And we may add the Syriac Menander, given in Land's Anecdota Syriaca,
Vol. I.; see Frankenberg's article in ZATW., 1895.
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organization contemplated appears to be the same in the two
books.
4. More generally, as regards the moral and religious point of
view and aim of the books of the Wisdom group : Job is a passionate discussion of the question whether the divine government
of the world is just; Proverbs and Ben-Sira ignore this question,
and confine themselves to cheery practical suggestions for the
conduct of everyday-life; Ecclesiastes treats life as a logically and
ethically insoluble riddle, and advises a moderate and wise enjoyment of its good things; Wisdom of Solomon dwells on eternal
wisdom, the architect and inspirer of the world, as the guide of
life, and on the hope of happy immortality as the consolation amid
earthly trials. Proverbs and Ben-Sira thus form a separate subgroup, devoting themselves to practical morals in contrast with
tlie speculative element in the other books.
§ 6.

ORIGIN AND DATE.

I. Various authors are named in the titles: to Solomon are
ascribedchs. io'-22". 21^-20. and apparentlv chs. 1-9 (though the
title in i^ may be intended to refer to the whole book), to "tKe
sages" 22^^-24^^ and 24^^^, to Agur 3 0 ^ (and possibly but noj^'
probably other parts of ch. 30), to the Mother of King Lemuel
31^^; 3ii''-3i and probably 30^"^ are anonymous.
No OT. titles are in themselves authoritative in the sense that
they can be accepted without reference to the material involved.
The name " Moses" stands for legislators of all periods; no
psalm or other production ascribed by the tradition to David can
be assigned him without examination of its contents ; large parts
of the books of Amos, Isaiah, Micah, Zephaniah, Jeremiah, and
Zechariah were certainly not written by the prophets whose names
they bear, and Jonah and Daniel had nothing to do with the composition of the books called after them. The name " Solomon "
in titles is of equally doubtful import. The fact that he is said to
be the author of Proverbs, Canticles, Ecclesiastes, and 1^ 72. 127 *
shows that the Jewish tradition came to regard him as the ideal of
* T o which somewhat later were added Wisdom of Solomon and Psalms of Setomon.
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wisdom and a writer of ideahzing non-hturgical poetry,* and
ascribed to him indiscriminately everything of this sort. If the
titles in Canticles and Ecclesiastes cannot be accepted as authoritative, neither can those in Proverbs be so regarded. And if little
or no weight is to be attached to i^ (as is now generally held),
the same thing must hold of lo' and 25^ As to the latter title it
is sometimes said that so definite a statement (namely, that proverbs of Solomon were edited by scholars of Hezekiah's time)
must have an historical basis. But still more definite statements
are prefixed to certain obviously late psalms ascribed to David
(see, for example, \^ 51-60), and the history of the Prophetic and
historical writings makes it improbable that the collection and
editing of hterary material began so early as the reign of Hezekiah.
Agur and Lemuel's Mother are shadowy figures of whom Uttle
of a helpful nature can be said ; see notes on 30' 31^ With " the
sages " the case is somewhat different; the term specifies not an
individual, but a class, and, since it is apparently derived from the
nature of the material, so far carries with it its own justification;
but from it in itself we get no more chronological aid than we
should get in the criticism of the Psalter from the statement that
the book was composed by " psalmists." Whether the ascription
to " sages " is probable must be determined by an examination of
the contents of the sections in question.
In the body of the book oi Proverbs there is no mention of any
historical person or event from which a date can be drawn. Ithiel
and Ucal (30^) appear to be corrupt forms, the attempt of Geiger
to find a King Alcimus in 3o3' is unsuccessful, and the absence of
historical allusions elsewhere in the Book is intelHgible from the
nature of the material.
For the determination of origin and date we must, therefore,
have recourse to internal data.
2. The following facts appear to point to the postexilian period
as the time of origination of the Book.f
The tacit assumption of monotheism can hardly belong to an
* * 72 appears to have been referred to him because it gives the picture of a
splendid monarch, and >/ 127 because of his fame as builder of the Temple,
t Cf. Stade and Holtzmann, GVI., \\., pp. 292 ff.
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eariier time. Ezekiel (Ez. 6. 8. 23 al.) declares that idolatry was
rampant in Israel down to the destruction of Jerusalem by the
Chaldeans, and its existence more than a century later is probably
vouched for by Zech. 13^.* It may be said that the sages, as morahsts, might ignore purely religious errors, even though they were
as common as in the preexilian period; but astral worship is referred to in Job 31^'^, and it is hardly hkely that in a book of so
wide a range as that of Proverbs there should be no hint of a
usage that would have been the destruction of the " fear of
Yahweh."
The absence of characteristic national traits points in the same
direction. The terms " Israel, Israel's covenant with Yahweh,
temple, priest, prophet" (see note on 29'*), all common in the
Prophetic writings, do not occur in Proverbs. These expressions
ate found in postexilian writings, and their absence in Proverbs is,
therefore, not merely a matter of date; but it is difficult to understand how an Israelitish ethical and religious writer of the preexilian time, whatever the literary form of his work, could refrain
from mentioning them. The same remark holds of other religious
ideas referred to above (§ 5, B). The fact that the term "law,"
which (whether priestly or Prophetic) in preexilian writings always
means the command of Yahweh, here denotes the instruction of
sages is significant. As for the national name " Yahweh," frequent
in Proverbs, it occurs in Ben-Sira, and we must assume that it
was in common use among the Jews down to the second century
B.c.t In a word, if for the name Yahweh we substitute " God,"
there is not a paragraph or a sentence in Proverbs which would
not be as suitable for any other people as for Israel. This nonnational form of thought belongs to a sort of culture which did
not exist among the Jews till they were scattered throughout the
world and came under Persian and Greek influence.
The social life depicted in Proverbs does not bear the marks of
* Zech. 1-8 and Malachi bring no accusation of polytheism against their contemporaries; perhaps idolatry, held under in the period of reconstruction, showed
itself at the later time represented by Zech. 132. It could not, however, have been
very prominent or dangerous after the exile.
t When the Jews began to give up the utterance of the name Yahweh, and to
substitute for it Adonay and other terms, is uncertain.
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Old Israel. While polygamy is recognized as legal or is assumed
in an exilian code (Lev. i8'^), here monogamy is taken for
granted. Agricultural pursuits are mentioned (3" al.), but the
chief attention is given to city life with its special occupations and
temptations (see § 5). There are numerous and emphatic warnings against malicious gossip, going security, greed of money, nocturnal robbery, murder, and unchastity — vices and faults which,
though possible in any tolerably organized community, were specially prominent in the postexilian cities ; on the last-named vice,
to which so much space is given in chs. 1-9, see notes on 2" 53 al.
The system of education assumed as existing is of a much more
advanced sort than that indicated in Dt. 6. The frequent mention of kings as a class in the world, and as persons whom the
private citizen might meet socially (see 23^- ^, and other references
in § 5), belongs to an order of things foreign to the older life (cf.
Dt. 17'*"-" Isa. 11^"* al.) ; the best commentary on it is found in
the pictures of royal life given in Josephus and similar histories.
The philosophical conceptions referred to above (§5, C) are
out of place in any preexilian century or during the exile. They
manifestly belong to the time when the Jews came into close intellectual contact with the non-Semitic world. It has been supposed
that they were derived from Persia, but this is hardly probable if
we may judge from the extant Persian sacred books : wisdom
plays no such prominent part in the Avesta as it plays in Proverbs;
in the Gathas, it is true, various qualities are personified, but
among these it is wisdom to which least importance is attached,
and the Avesta is in general more ecclesiastical than philosophical.
In the West * it is only in Greece that we find that identification
of knowledge and virtue which is characteristic of the Jewish
Wisdom literature — a trait which in Proverbs is especially prominent in chs. 1-9, but appears also throughout the Book. The
Jews seem not to have become acquainted with Greek philosophy
before the conquest of Alexander.
3. The same date (postexilian) is indicated by the use of the
terms " wisdom " and " wise " in OT. More than half of the oc* The Indian systems may be left out of consideration; there is no good historical ground for supposing a Hindoo influence on Western Asia as early as the
third century B.C.
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currences of these terms are found in the Wisdom books, and in
the other books (except in half a dozen passages inflate reflective
psalms) no philesophical sense attaches to them. In the historical and Prophetical writings they refer to mechanical or artistic
skill (Ex. 35^" Isa. 40^ i Chr. 22'^), cleverness in ordinary affairs
(2 Sam. 13^ 14^), political sagacity (Gen. 4i33 Dt. i " Isa. 3^ 19"
Jer. 8' Ez. 27* 28^ Esth. i^*), magical or prophetic knowledge
(Ex. 7" Dan. 5^^), or general intelligence (Hos. i4''<'"' Isa. 11^).
In Proverbs and the other Wisdom books they relate to a definite
class of sages whose function is the pursuit of universal moral and
religious wisdom — men who, unlike the prophets, lay no claim to
supernatural inspiration, but make their appeal simply to human
reason. In at least one passage of the later preexihan time (Jer.
^23(22;^ there is the suggestion that the ethical prophets looked
with suspicion on the contemporary " wise men," whose wisdom
appears to be contrasted with the true ethical knowledge of Yahweh ; but in Proverbs the sages present themselves as legitimate
and competent teachers of this knowledge. There occurred, obviously, a noteworthy change in the character and position of the
wise men, and the change could have taken place only after the
exile.
Confirmation of this view may be obtained from the consideration of the unity of the group of Wisdom books {Job, Proverbs,
Ben-Sira, Ecclesiastes, Wisdom of Solomon). All these books,
though there are differences among them, are substantially identical each with the others in their philosophical points of view and
in their ethical codes. They have the same conception of wisdom,
and, if we omit Job, they portray the same general condition of
society. The similarity between Proverbs and Ben-Sira is especially striking.* It is not impossible that the similarity is due in
part to borrowing (though it may be equally well accounted for
by supposing that the two books drew material from the same
sources, and BS. has not the tone of an imitator) ; but in that
case the fact that Ben-Sira imitated Proverbs rather than the
• The most notable difference between the two books is the nationalistic conception of wisdom in one passage of the latter (ch. 24); but tliis does not impair
the general similarity between them. BS. 24^8 (which in its present form appears
to identify wisdom with the Tora) is possibly a gloss.
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Prophetical books suggests that his affinities, intellectual, moral,
and religious, were with the sages, and that he belonged to their
period. When we consider the uniqueness of the Wisdom group
and the substantial mutual identity of the books composing it, it
is difficult to avoid the conclusion that they all sprang from one
intellectual and religious tendency, and that they belong to the
same cultural period. Three of them (BS., Eccl., WS.) are certainly of the second and first centuries B.C., and the other two
cannot be very far removed in time.
4. It may be possible to obtain a more definite date for Proverbs by comparing the Wisdom books one with another. A twofold division of these books may be made, according to the point
of comparison. In regard to speculative thought they fall into
two sub-groups : Job, Eccl, WS., discuss the question of the justice
of the divine government of the world; Prov. and BS. ignore this
question. In regard to literary form and general religious tone
there are the sub-groups : Job, Prov., BS., which agree in rhythmical form, in the conception of the righteous and the wicked, and
in the view of the future hfe ; and Eccl, WS., which depart from
the old literary form, and attack and defend the new doctrine of
immortahty.
Though arguments from diction have to be used with great
caution, the following statement of the occurrences of 24 ethical
terms in Job, Prov., and Eccl. may be of value, it being borne in
mind that in extent the three books are to one another about as
35 : 32 : 13.* Of the terms involving the idea of wisdom the
stem DSn is most frequent in Eccl., somewhat less so in Prov.,
much less in Job; the adj. p3 is found 9 times in Prov., once
in Eccl, not at all in Job, of substantives •liata ( = wisdom) is
peculiar to Prov. (chs. 1-9) ; ,133 is frequent in Prov. (mostly
in I.), much less frequent in Job, wanting in Eccl.; nsJT is common in Prov., much less common in Eccl, still less in Job ; ,"i32n
is not infrequent in Prov., rare in Job, not found in Eccl., n^B
and iTETi (more general terms) are equally common in Job and
* It would be desirable to include Ben-Sira in the comparison; but this will not
be possible till we have more of its Hebrew text. Cf. the list of Heb. words given
in Cowley and Neubauer's Ecclesiasticus (BS. 39^^-J,')^^) ; the list, however, needs
revision. Ben-Sira appears to contain more late words than Proverbs.
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Prov., and are lacking in Eccl. Of words expressing folly bos is
frequent in Prov. and Eccl, and wanting in Job; biK is common
in Prov., very rare in Job, lacking in Eccl.. TiS is peculiar to
Prov. The verb Ktan sin occurs 8 times in the poem oi Job,
once in Eccl., not at all in Prov., the participle is not infrequent
in Eccl, less frequent in Prov., lacking in Job, the substantive is
about equahy common in Job and Prov., and is wanting in Eccl.
Of terms for instruction the noun nPiDn is found only in Prov.,
the verb of this stem is about equally common in Job and Prov.,
and is lacking in Eccl.; the stem ID'' is rare in Job, frequent in
Prov., not found in Eccl. Of words signifying way in the sense
of conduct '^JUO occurs only in Prov., "l"n is common in Job and
Prov. and rare in Eccl., while mx and nsriD, about equally common in Job and Prov., are lacking in Eccl. The terms non and
|n, kindness and favor, are not uncommon in Prov., but the first
is rare in Job and wanting in .S^r/., while the second is rare in
Eccl. and wanting in Job. m2iO command is found lo times in
Prov., twice in Eccl, once in yi?/^, but tora 11 times in Prov., once
in yb<J, and not at all in Eccl. Words = ethically crooked do not
occur in Eccl.; tPpU is common and bnss rare in Prov., and both
terms are very rare in Job (on the other hand mu, found several
times in Job, does not occur in Prov. and Eccl).
It will be observed that, so far as this list goes, Eccl. is nearer than Job to
Prov. in certain terms of the more strictly scientific vocabulary
(DSn, nasn, p3, n n , ^^^2, Xtsn), in general avoiding terms that
have a religious, ecclesiastical, or hortatory coloring; Job, on the
other hand, is nearer Prov. in the diction which the latter shares
with the Psalter. We may thence probably infer that the philosophical conception of wisdom is less developed in Job than in
Proverbs, and that the former book is earlier than the latter. The
same conclusion seems to be' suggested by a comparison of the
representation of wisdom in Job 28 (in which wisdom is said to
be undiscoverable by man, but is identified, as is also often done
in Prov., with obedience to God) with that in Pr. 8 (in which
wisdom is almost identified with God himself) .*
* For the opposite view see Budde's Hiob, Einleitung.
Some critics regard v.^s
of Job 28 as an editorial addition; the excision of this verse will not materially
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The general inference from these considerations is that most ol
Proverbs stands in time between Job and Ben-Sira. The aat(
of the latter book is about B.C. 190. For Job the similarity be
tween its historical milieu and that of Isa. 53 Mai. 3"-^" suggests .
time not earlier than c. B.C. 400, and the non-national and specu
lative tone of the book points to a date fifty or a hundred year
still later.* We thus have c. B.C. 300 as the upper limit for Prov
erbs; for the lower limit see the following paragraph. In thi
statement of the relation between Job and Proverbs there is on(
point that may seem to make a difficulty. It is held by somi
critics that the sceptical tone of the former must belong to a late
period than the calm unspeculative attitude of the latter, whicl
accords with the position of Job's Friends. But this point, ver
interesting in its suggestions, seems not to be decisive for thi
chronological relation of the two books. It is obvious, on the on(
hand, from Malachi that the sceptical movement began as earl'
as B.C. 40o,f and, on the other hand, from Ben-Sira it is no les
obvious that the unsceptical attitude was retained as late a
B.C. 200. What we have to conclude, therefore, is that the tw(
points of view continued to be held side by side for a consider
able period, and it is perhaps an accident that we have only hint
of scepticism (as, for example, in Agur) between Job and Ecck
siastes. And that there was a continuous development of scepti
cal thought is made probable by a comparison of the tones oi Joi
and Ecclesiastes — the one passionate and profoundly religious
the other indifferent and feebly religious ; these different phasei
appear to indicate widely different periods of culture. The differ
ence between Job and Provej-bs is one not merely of time, but ot
point of view as well. We must assume that the Jewish sage;
of the four centuries preceding the beginning of our era were ol
two general classes, the one content to consider the question:
of practical everyday hfe, the other not satisfied with an)'thinf
less than a solution of the great ethical and rehgious questior
affect the view above expressed. Job 28 is, however, now out of place and inter
ruptive, and may well belong in the same period with Pr. 1-9.
* On the date of Job cf. the commentaries of Davidson and Budde, and th(
articles in Hastings' Dictionary of the Bible, Cheyne's Cyclopaedia Biblica, anc
HerzogS.
.f And cf. Jer. 13I 20^.
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of the world — the question of the justice of the divine government of men. The first line is continued in Proverbs, certain
psalms, and Ben-Sira, the second in Job, certain psalms, Eccles.,
and Wisd. of Solomon. In these parallel lines the chronological
relations of the various writings may be measurably determined by
such considerations as are presented above.
5. It remains to ask whether the internal indications enable us to
fix the chronological order of the various parts of the Book. There
is an obvious division into three parts, I., II.-IV., and V., and of
these the central part appears to form the kernel of the Book.
a. Taking first this central part, we may begin by separating
III. (22*^-24), which clearly differs from its context. It consists
of quatrains, with synonymous parallelism, which form short hortatory discourses. It assumes a system of instruction by sages, and is
maAed by ethical inwardness and depth. It indicates, therefore,
an advanced stage of reflection and teaching. In its rhythmical
and strophic form it resembles Ben-Sira.
Its two parts, 22"24^^ and 24^*^, though separate collections, are so nearly akin in
form and thought that they must be considered to be products
of the same period and the same circle of sages.
b. The remainder of the central part is composed of two sorts
of aphorisms, i. In chs. 10-15 and half of chs. 28. 29 we find antitheses, restrained and lapidary in style, expressing general moral
sentiments, with frequent mention of the divine name and of the
terms " righteous " and " wicked." 2. In chs. 16-22^® 25-27 and
half of chs. 28. 29 there is a predominant employment of comparisons and other single sentences, the style is more flowing than in
the first group (10-15, etc.), the material is more varied, and
there is much less frequent use of the terms above-mentioned.
The question of chronological priority between these two sorts
of aphorism is not easy to decide. The compressed and vigorous
antithesis may seem to different persons to be earlier or later than
the more flowing form. It is probable that the two do not stand
far apart in time, but the more human and pointed tone of the
second group accords more closely with the style of Ben-Sira.*
* It is this fresh picturesqueness that has given us a number of household words
from chs. 25-29 (Davidson), but this characteristic does not in itself indicate great
antiquity.
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This analysis indicates that there once existed various small
bodies of aphorisms (in oral or written form), and that these were
variously combined into small books. They were all the products
of cultivated ethical reflection, though part of their material was
doubtless old. Thus the sub-section chs. 10-15 appears to have
been a separate book of antitheses, and a similar work was used
by the compiler of chs. 28. 29, and, more sparingly, by other
editors. We have another aphoristic book in 16-22'", and still
another in chs. 25-27 and parts of chs. 28. 29. From portions of
these works an editor compiled our section io'-22^", and from
other portions the section chs. 25-29 was independently put
together. All this material was regarded by the tradition as
Solomonic, and, when the sections were combined, the editor,
aware of a difference, referred the formation of the second to the
scholars of Hezekiah's time (see note on 25'). This statement
of the editor proves not the chronological priority of 10^-22'*,
but only that this latter collection was made before the other.
Smaller collections, such as the Book of Fools (in 26'"'^) are
referred to in the notes, and are further indicated in the lists of
repetitions given in § 3. Throughout the central part (chs. 1029) the marks of editorial hands are visible.
c. The first main division of the Book (chs. 1-9, except 6^"*
9^"'^) appears to be later than the central part. Such later date is
suggested by its precise pedagogic form, its philosophic conceptions (ch. 8); and the prominence it gives to certain sins (robbery
and unchastity). The question might be raised whether the section is a unit — whether it does not divide itself naturally into two
parts, one (ch. 8 and parts of chs. 3. 4) philosophical and speculative, the other hortatory and practical. There is, no doubt, such a
difference in the contents, but it is hardly of a sort to indicate
duality of authorship : the general conception of wisdom is the
same throughout, and the practical hortatory tone is not confined
to the distinctively pedagogic paragraphs. The relation between
the section and the Bpok of Job has already been referred to.
The two have the same rhythmic form (synonymous parallelism,
and frequency of quatrain arrangement) ; but a similar agreement
exists between Proverbs, many psalms, and Wisdom of Solomon,
and is of no use for the determination of relative priority in time
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between these books. The fact that the pessimism of Job is not
found in Proverbs is referred to above (in paragraph 4 of § 6).
It is held by some critics that in Job 15' there is a direct allusion
to Prov. 8^^-3', that Ehphaz asks Job whether he is the personified
Wisdom there described.* But this view rests on an improbable
interpretation of the couplet. In the first hne Ehphaz asks
whether Job was the first man created, assuming, apparently, that
the first man stood very near the counsels of God and was endowed with special wisdom (cf. v.^) The parallelism (synonymous
throughout the chapter) suggests that the second line is identical
in meaning with the first, and that the expression "before the
hills" is a rhetorical synonym of "in hoar antiquity." Or, if the
two hues be not mutually equivalent, the second must be regarded
as a heightening of the first, with more cutting sarcasm : " were
you created first of men? or, forsooth, before the world?" There
is no obvious allusion to a primeval Wisdom, or to any cosmogonic
history (and v.* relates not to the past, but to the speaker's present) . Finally, even if the second line be supposed to refer to the
same fact that is mentioned in Prov. 8^, it does not appear why
Job, rather than Proverbs, should be considered the borrower;
the conception in the latter book is certainly the more highly
developed. And, in general, the conception of wisdom seems to
be more developed in Prov. 1-9 than in Job; in the latter book
(omitting ch. 28, which, on exegetical grounds, is probably to be
regarded as an interpolation) wisdom is the reflection of sages,
handed down orally, on one great question — a question which
has its roots in the Prophetic writings ; in Prov. 1-9 wisdom is
the guide of life, with organized instruction, and in one passage
(ch. 8) there is a philosophical personification which approaches
nearer to WS. 7 than to Job 28.t Cf. nof?s on 30^
The paragraphs 6^"^ 6""" 9"^ belong partly in the same category
with III., partly with V.
* So Ewald, Davidson, Budde, al. The couplet in Job reads
Wert thou the first man born?
Wert brought forth before the hills?
tCf. Seyring, Die Abhangigkeit d. Spr. Sal. Cap. I.-IX., etc., 1880; Strack, in
Stud. u. Krit., 1896; Wildeboer, Litt. d. A T.
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d. Chs. 30. 31, a collection of unconnected fragments, have the
appearance of an appendix. The cool agnosticism of Agur reminds us of Koheleth rather than oi Job. The artificial tetradic
form is probably late; see note on 3 0 " ff. The terms wise and
wisdom either relate to common-sense sagacity (30^'' 31^®), or when
they denote philosophical depth, are treated with contempt (30^).
On the strange titles in 30' 31^ see notes on these verses.
The history of the formation of the Book appears to be some-,
what as follows : Out of certain current collections of aphorisms
were first put together our subsections chs. 10-15, 16-22'", 25-27,
and 28. 29, and from these by different editors the sections 10-22"
and 25-29 were made, the editor of the latter being aware of the
existence of the former.* The two may have received substantially their present form between B.C. 350 and B.C. 300, the second
a httle later than the first. During the next half-century the section III. (22^^-24) was produced, and a book of aphorisms was
formed by combining II. and IV. and inserting I I I . between them;
it is not apparent how this position came to be assigned III., but,
as 25^ (" these'also are proverbs of Solomon " ) seems to presup-

pose 10' ("proverbs of Solomon"), and HI. is referred not to
Solomon but to the " sages," it is likely that it was added after II.
and IV. had been combined; it is possible, however, that it was
first attached to II., the collection IV., with its title unchanged,
being then added. The opening section (omitting 6'"^® 9"^) may
have been composed about the middle of the third century B.C.,
and was combined by its author (or by some contemporary editor)
with II.-IV ; the introduction (i^"0 is couched in the technical
terms of the schools, and is probably the work of the author of
the section; he seems also to have prefixed the general title (i').
The additions to the section (6'"'^ 9"^), which resemble III., V.,
and II., may be due to the final redactor, or to a very late scribe.
Finahy the work was completed by the addition of the fragments
contained in chs. 30, 31, the completion falhng in the second
century B.C. Succeeding copyists introduced into the text a number of errors, not only in words and phrases but also in arrangement of lines and couplets.
* It is possible, however, that the title in 25! was inserted by the fipal redactor.
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6. The Hnguistic phenomena of the Book are in accord with
these dates: while the style, especially in the earlier parts, does
not differ substantially from that of the " classic " period (which
maybe taken to include centuries 8-5 B.C.), there are passages,
chiefly in the later parts, which show a nearer approach to the
later usage. It is to be borne in mind, of course, that the vocabulary and syntax are probably to some extent affected by the nature
of the material: in such a work there would naturally be a large
number of philosophical terms, and the more popular aphorisms
would use words which, though not new, might not be found elsewhere.* Such expressions may characterize the individual style
of the Book, but do not determine its date. It is to be noted also
that a certain number of peculiarities are to be set down as scribal
errors. These deductions being made, there still remains a small
numBer of expressions which appear to belong to the later usage.
Some of these (as 13 in 31^) are Aramaisras, others are lateHebrew ; reference is made to these in the critical notes. BenSira, so far as we can judge from the part of its Hebrew text
which we have (chs. 39'^-49"), contains a greater number of late
expressions than Proverbs — a fact which we might expect from
its later date and its fuller and freer treatment of matters of everyday life. It is doubtful whether any Arabisms occur in Proverbs ;
the words which have been so explained may all be otherwise
satisfactorily accounted for. There are no Persian or Greek words.
§ 7. TEXT AND VERSIONS.

I. The text is not in good condition ; errors are more frequent
in II.-V than in I., the simple style of the latter having saved it
to some extent from scribal misunderstandings and misrepresentations. The mistakes are to be set down partly to the ignorance
of copyists, partly to the freedom which they allowed themselves
in deahng with this book as with other OT. books ; we find much
the same state of things in Samuel, Isaiah, Ezekiel, and Psalms.
It does not appear that changes were made in Proverbs in the
interests of theological opinion or from a sense of propriety or de* This is the case with most of the words mentioned as rare in Driver's Introd.
to Lit. of OT.
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cency {causa honoris, c. reverentiae, etc.).* Such changes were
made in other OT. books; the immunity of Proverbs is due in
part to its untheological character, in part to the fact that it was
looked on as less sacred and authoritative than the Pentateuch
and the Prophetic writings.
2. The extant Ancient Versions of Proverbs are the Septuagint
(from which were made the Coptic and the Hexaplar Syriac), the
Peshitta Syriac, the Targum, fragments of the later Greek translations (Aquila, Symmachus, Theodotion, etc.), and the Latin of
Jerome.
Of these the oldest and, for the criticism of the text, the most
valuable is the Septuagint. It represents in general an older text
than that of the received Hebrew tradition; f- but its value as a
presentation of the old Jewish aphoristic thought and as a critical
instrument is impaired by the corruptions it has suffered and by
certain pecuharities in the mode of translation. In a number of
cases it offers good suggestions for the restoration of the original
Hebrew. In not a few instances the translator does not understand the Hebrew. \ He sometimes departs from the literal
rendering in order to give the translation a smoother and more
idiomatic Greek form, § sometimes also in order to obtain a better
antithesis or a more appropriate thought. Possibly he is sometimes influenced by the desire to reproduce the later Pharisaic
orthodoxy, || but this is not clear; there is no trace of distinctively
Christian ideas. The Greek book is somewhat longer than the
Hebrew : some Hebrew couplets and lines it omits, but it includes
much that the Hebrew text has not. The omissions usually indicate a Hebrew scribal plus. The additions are sometimes in the
* Geiger, Urschrift, pp. 378, 400, 403, finds an example of such change in 7I8,
and Hitzig in 3081, on which see critical notes.
t T h e translation may have been made as early as 100 B.C.
X Such ignorance is found abundantly elsewhere in the Septuagint, but is here
especially obvious — a fact which may be due in part (as Frankenberg suggests) to
the absence of a good exegetical tradition; Proverbs was not so much read and
commented on as some other books. It is not certain that one man translated the
whole of Proverbs.
^ Cf. Jager, Observations in Prov. Sal. vers, alex., 1788. This, however, hardly
warrants us in supposing (Frankenberg) that the translation was made for a nonJewish public.
II This hypothesis is carried to excess by Heidenheira.
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form of doublets, but oftener contain entirely new matter, which
the Greek translator has either himself composed, or, as is more
probable, has inserted from current collections of proverbs. They
appear sometimes to be based on a Hebrew original, sometimes to
have been written originally in Greek. There is rarely ground for
supposing of any one of them that it formed part of the original
Book of Proverbs; but they show that our Hebrew Book is only
a selection out of a great mass of material then current, and they
thus corroborate the view of date given above. An unsettled condition of the early Hebrew MSS. of Proverbs is possibly indicated
by the Septuagint order of sub-sections in HI., IV., V., which (if
we designate the chapters as in the Hebrew) are arranged thus :
22i'-24^; 3 0 " * ; 2 4 * ^ ;

30'^;

31'-^;

2 5 - 2 9 ; 3i"»-3i_*

Prom

the point of view of similarity of material this arrangement is
manifestly inferior to that of our Hebrew text — it breaks up III.
and ch. 31 by the interposition of alien matter, and places IV. far
from its natural connection. But it does not follow that the malarrangement is due to the caprice of a Greek translator.f The
subsections composing III.-V must once have circulated as separate treatises, and may have been combined in different ways by
Jewish scribes or editors. What we know of the procedure of
Greek translators elsewhere in OT. (for example, in Jeremiah)
does not favor the supposition that they acted capriciously in this
regard.
The Coptic Version is useful for the control of the Greek. It
sometimes offers material not found in our Greek MSS.; all such
cases must be judged by the critical rules applied to the Greek
Version. %
The present Peshitta Syriac text of Proverbs has a perplexing
mixture of readings, agreeing sometimes with | ^ against (@, sometimes with (© against "^ ; the more important readings are given
in the Critical Notes. '"As it follows | ^ in general in material and
• Cf. the Greek arrangement of Jeremiah, and numbering of the Psalms, and
the modern attempts at rearranging Ecclesiastes.
t So Strack and Frankenberg. The latter observes that the Greek arrangement
divides the latter part of the Book into two Solomonic collections, with only two
titles (loi 25!). This may have been the principle of arrangement, but the translator may have found it in his Hebrew manuscript.
X Cf. Bickell, who makes much use of the Coptic.
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arrangement, it is probable that it is based on the Hebrew; at
the same time we know too little of the history of Syriac translations to be able to say whether or how far the present text has
been corrected from the Hebrew. On the other hand, the nature
of the agreements between S and <3 favors the view that the former
has in certain passages followed the latter; whether, in that case,
this rendering from the Greek was the work of the original Syriac
translator or of a later reviser is a difficult question, though the
former supposition seems the more probable. If we add to aU
this that the Syriac translation is often free, it is obvious that it
must be used with caution in the criticism of the Hebrew or the
Greek.*
The Targum, as is now generally held, is based on the Syriac,
though in a number of cases it follows the Plebrew.
Jerome for the most part follows the Masoretic text closely, and
gives little material for getting back of it. Where he follows the
rendering of @ or inserts from it couplets which are not in f^, he
probably retains the older Latin text, which was made from the
Greek. He represents the Jewish exegesis of his time, but is
rarely helpful in those cases in which the Hebrew is peculiarly
difficult or obscure.
§ 8.

CANONICITY.

According to Rabbinical authorities f the reception of the Book
into the Canon was for a time opposed on the ground of its contradictory statements (26*') and its too highly colored descriptions (7^"^). The latter class of objections seems to have arisen
early, if any chronological conclusion can be drawn from the statement of the tradition that they were set aside by the " men of the
Great Synagogue." The solution of the question appears to have
been found in the allegorical interpretation of the passage in ch. 7.
The Talmud says nothing of any difficulty in connection with
Agur. The doubts concerning Proverbs soon passed away, and
its value was universally recognized. It is quoted or used in NT.
frequently (over twenty times) and in the Talmud (especially in
* On details of S and ST see J. A. Dathe, 1764, in Rosenmiiller's Opuscula, 1814,
Th. Noldeke, in Archiv f. luiss. erforschung d. AT., ii., and Pinkuss'articles in
ZATW., 1894.
t Shab. 30 b, Aboth Nathan, Cap. i
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Pirke Aboth), is cited abundantly by the early Christian writers,
has always been highly esteemed for its practical wisdom, and a
number of its aphorisms have become household words.
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A COMMENTARY ON T H E BOOK OF
PROVERBS.

I.

CHAPTERS I.-IX.

A series of discourses on the excellence of wisdom, with illustrations of its principles taken from everyday life. These are
preceded by a general introduction, before which stands a general
title. On the date and origin see the Introduction.
I. contains the title (v.^), an introduction (v.^'''), and two
discourses (y.^-'^'-^o-^s).

1. Title. — The proverbs of Solomon, son of David, king of
Israel. The title king of Israel belongs to Solomon. On the
ascription to Solomon, and on the term proverbs (Heb. mishle) as
name of the book, see the Introduction. The title was probably prefixed by the collector of I., or by the editor of I.-IV., or, possibly,
by the last compiler. The Heb. word mashal {proverb) probably
signifies similarity, parallelism (nearly = comparison), and seems
to have been used at an early time of all poetry, hardly with
reference to the form (parallelism of clauses, clause-rhythm, being
the distinctive formal characteristic of old-Semitic poetry), but,
probably, with reference to the thought (short distiches made by
the juxtaposition of related ideas, originally comparisons with
famihar objects) ; * the men called mashalists (Nu. 21^) appear,
like the Greek rhapsodists and the Arabian rawis, to have been
reciters (doubtless also sometimes composers) of narrative and
descriptive poems. There is no one English equivalent for ma* There is no O T . word iox poetry, though there are terms for various species of
poetical composition, song, etc. On the late Hebrew terms for liturgical poetry and
poets,/«y«^, paitan (TTOIJIT^S), see Delitzsch, Zur Gesch. d. jiidisch. Poesie, pp. 49 ff.
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shal— it seems to cover the whole ground of Hebrew poetry. It
may signify a simple folksaying or aphorism (i Sam. lo^^ 24*'"'
Ez. 12''* 18"), an allegory (Ez. \f), an enigmatical saying (Ez. 21'),
a byword (Jer. 24* Dt. 28^), a taunting speech (Isa. 14* Hab. 2«),
a lament (Mic. 2^), a visional or apocalyptic discourse (Nu. 23'
24^*), a didactic discourse (i/f 49. 78), an argument or plea (Job
29*).* In the Book of Proverbs it is either an aphorism (10-22)
or a discourse (1-9, 23^®^ 27''^^).
2-7. Preface or introduction, stating the object of the book,
namely, that men may be induced to accept the teaching of
wisdom. — The structure is distichal, with synonymous parallelism
(except v.'^). The thought is similar to that of 22^^"^^ and the
preface, like the title, was probably prefixed by a late, perhaps the
latest, editor; the paragraph is syntactically a continuation of v.*.
2. That men may acquire wisdom and training.
May understand rational discourse,
3. May receive training in wise conduct —
In justice and probity and rectitude,
4. That discretion may be given to the inexperienced,
To the youth knowledge and insight.
5. Let the wise man hear and add to his learning,
And the man of intelligence gain education,
6. That he may understand proverb and parable,
The words of sages and their aphorisms.
7. The fear of Yahweh is the beginning of knowledge —
Wisdom and discipline fools despise.

As the Hebrew text stands the introduction appears to consist
of two parts, the statement of object ( ^ ) , and the definition of
knowledge (') ; and the former divides itself into a general reference to men (^•^), with special regard to the immature (*), and a
particular reference to the wise (^ ®) — that is, the work is said to
be addressed to all classes of intelligence. The definition (')
stands by itself, being of the nature of a general reflection, an
appendix to the statement of object. V,* appears to be a parenthesis or an editorial insertion — the syntactical construction
* Cf. Delitzsch, op. cit., pp. 196 flf.
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here changes (to be resumed in v.*), and there is a certain incongruity in bidding a sage learn to understand the words of sages.
If these two couplets be omitted, we have a symmetrical para^aph of two quatrains : ''•', "that men may acquire wisdom," and
*•*, "that the immature may be educated into understanding the
discourses of the sages."
2-4. The general object of the book. — The syntactical connection with v.* is close : the proverbs of Solomon . [whose
object is] that men may acquire, etc. — 2. Synonymous, ternary.
L i t : to acquire (or, know), etc., the subject of the Infinitive
being " men " or " the pupil." The parallel expressions are practically equivalent in meaning. Wisdom is the general expression
for knowledge of all good things; it is practical_sagacity (Ju. 5^
2 Sam. 13^ 14^ 20^®), the jkilL-cf the artisan (Ex. 31^), wide
acquaintance wiiiLlacts (i K. 4^*^^ [S*""])* learning (Jer. 8^), skill
in expounding^secret things (Ez. 28^), statesmanship (Jer. 18'*),
and finally, knowledge of right living in the highest sense. This
last is its sense here — moral and religious inteUigence. It excludes not only the morally bad, but also (in contrast with Greek
wisdom) the philosophically speculative, though, in parts of Proverbs, Ecclesiastes, and Wisdom of Solomon, it is tinged with Greek
philosophical thought. In it the religious element is practically
identical with the mora^,: no stress is laid in Proverbs on the
rituahstic side of life (sacrifices, vows), the devotional (prayer,
praise, reading sacred books), or the dogmatic (monotheism, sin,
salvation) ; the writers of chs. 1-9 and of the whole Book are
concerned with practical affairs; the law of God is for them
simply the moral law. — The second terra, training, discipline,
(or, instruction), signifies properly the fact of teaching, education (sometimes chastisement), but must here be taken to mean
the result of right teaching, that is, wisdom ; the teacher may be
Go3,'or a man who imparts the law of God. Rational discourse
is lit. words of understanding; this last term = " discernment,
comprehension," is in Hke manner identical with wisdom.—
Man's relation to wisdom is expressed by the word acquire (lit.
know or learn).
So far as stress is thus laid on intellectual
recognition of right as the basis of a good life the thought of our
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section (and of the whole Book) is allied to the Socratic-Stoic
conception of morality. The OT. term, however, like the Greeks
expresses more than bare intellectual recognition — it involves
intellectual assimilation and practical accejotance of truth as the
rule of life; see Am. s^" Hos. 6^ 13^ Isa."'!''Jer. 14^ Job 2o»
i/' 5i'(*>. Still, knowledge is here set forth as the foundation of
conduct, that is, it is assumed that men will do right when its
nature and consequences are clearly understood by them. The
conception of a change of heart is not found in Proverbs. In the
second clause the verb understand = discern, distinguish, apprehend, is a synonym of know. — 3. Ternary; line 2 is the definition of the last word of line i. The element of assimilation is
expressed in the term receive = " apprehend, accept, and apply as
a rule of life." — The term training (or, instruction) is usually
defined by its source (v.^ father, 3^^ Yahweh), but here by its
object or aim, as in Isa. 53* the chastisement of \_= which should
procure'^ our peace. The aim is here expressed by four terms (so
RV.), wise conduct,}fustice, probity, rectitude, \h& three last of
which are Tjettei; taken a:s setting forth the content of the first.
From the signification of these words they cannot be understood
as objects of the verb receive (Nowack, Frankenberg), or as expressing the content of the term instruction (Dehtzsch). Kamphausen * renders : that men may accept instruction that makes
wise {klug), righteousness and \sense of] the right and rectitude,
taking instruction as = " the fact of teaching," and leaving it
uncertain whether the terms in the second clause are the object
of receive or are in apposition with instruction. Delitzsch and
Frankenberg, not so well: to attain intelligent instruction.— Wise
conduct is action which springs from insight and sagacity, in ordinary affairs (i Sam. 18*' Gen. 48" 3* Prov. 10' 14^ al), and especially in the moral and religious life (Jer. 3^* t/f 119^). Such action,
in its best sense, is controlled by moral principle, and is accordingly
here defined by several synonymous terms. Justice (RV- righteousness) is a forensic term, expressing the quality of the character
and action of that one of the two parties to a lawsuit who has the
right on his side, and thus comes to signify right conduct in gen-

* In Kautzsch's Heilige Schrift.

eral. Probity is the procedure of a judge, especially legal decision (Ju. 4* 2 Sam. 15*) or custom ( i Sara. 2" lo*^), law (Dt. 4*),
God's acts of moral government in the world (Isa. 26* ^105'),
then general conduct in accordance with legal decision (assumed
to be morally right) whether made by man or by God. Rectitude
is levelness, straightness, .straightfor\yardness of conduct, as opposed to the crooked ways of those who abandon the guidance of
moral truth. These three words are variant expressions of rectitude, and thus define the content of the general term wise conduct.
V ^ declares that knowledge of right principle is the basis of true
life; v.^ assumes that this knowledge necessarily leads to action
controlled by moral principle. — 4. Synonymous, ternary. From
the point of view of the teacher; lit.: to give discretion, etc. The
inexperienced (RV. simple) are the uninstructed, the immature;
the Word is here used in a negative, indifferent sense, to indicate
need of instruction (used in v.^ with bad connotation). The Heb,
term appears to signify those whose minds are open to influence,
who can be easily led. The parallel youth likewise emphasizes the
idea of immaturity (so that there is no need to substitute a term
= stupid) ; the word may mean babe (Ex. 2^), child (2 K. 4^^),
young man (Ju. i f), or, without respect to age, servant { 2 Sam. 9^),
The Book of Proverbs addresses itself to men only, not to women;
the silence respecting the latter is doubtless due to their domestic
isolation and coraparative security frora grosser temptations; more
attention is paid them in Ben-Sira (7''*'^ 9^ 22*' 2 3 ^ ^ 25^^* 26
36^"^ 42*"").—Discretion is cleverness in general (Gen. 3^), either
for good (so throughout Pr.) or for evil (Ex. 21"). The synonym
insight, or discretion, is the power of forming plans or perceiving
the best line of procedure for gaining an end, then the plan itself,
good or bad; in Pr. sometimes employed in a bad sense (12* 14''
24*), oftener, as here, in a good sense.
6. Synonymous, quaternary-ternary (possibly ternary). The
tehc sense that the wise man may hear (RV. Orelh) is not a
correct rendering of the Heb.; the hortative sense let
hear
(De., Frank.) though not in accordance with the construction of
the rest of the paragraph, is that which best suits the expression
of object which characterizes the introduction. The declarative
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rendering is adopted by the Vrss., Schult., Kamph.; the sentence
then breaks the connection, and must be taken to be parenthetic
cal. It seems, indeed, not to belong here, but in some such
connection as that in which the similar aphorism 9" now stands.
It is perhaps an old gloss (found in all the Vrss.) the design of
which is to point out that the teaching of wisdom is appropriate
not only for the immature (v.^), but also for the wise. Learning
is that which is received, the content or material of instruction.
The parallel expression in the second clause appears to be a nautical term (so the Grk. and Lat. Vrss.) derived frora the word for
rope, and meaning steering, guidance; used in Job 37^^ of God's
guidance of the clouds; in Pr. 11" 12* 20^* 24^ = counsel, and
here power of guidance, of sound direction of life, = education.
— 6. Synonymous, ternary. The scholarly aim. The verse connects itself immediately with v . ^ ; these refer to the subjectmatter of teaching, v.® to its form. The allusion here seems to he
to organized schools, and to the habit of Oriental teachers of
couching their instruction in figures, parables, and allegories (sec
especially ch. 30). The reference is not to esoteric teaching
intended to conceal the highest wisdom frora the mass of men —
there is no evidence that such esoterism existed anywhere in the
ancient world * — though the teacher would naturally speak more
freely to the inner circle of his pupils (cf. Mt. 13^). — The three
terms here employed to describe the form of the sage's instruction
have no exaci representatives in English. On proverb see note
on v.^. The meaning of the stem of the second term (ny'jis)
appears to be turn, bend; Gen. 42?^ an interpreter is one who
translates discourse from one language into another, and so the
Babylonian ambassadors or interpreters of 2 C. 32''; Isa. 43^ the
mediators or interpreters are the representative men, prophets, and
priests (the Grk. not so well, rulers), who made God's words intelhgible to the people, and the mediating angel of Job 33^ interprets
man's case to God. Our word thus appears to mean a turned or
figurative saying, one that looks toward another sense, a parable;
in the only other place in which it occurs, Hab. 2^, it has the

* This statement can, I believe, be substantiated. The Greek Mysteries, and
such passages as Dan. la', do not form exceptions.

connotation of taunt, sarcasm; cf. the similar use of proverb.
Here it signifies a didactic utterance (rhythmical in form), in
which the figurative need not be the predominant feature.—The
third expression (mTi) comes in like manner frora a stem meaning
turn aside, and signifies some sort of deflected discourse. Its
eariiest use seems to be that of riddle, as in Ju. 14, i K. 10^
( = 2 C. 9^) ; in Ez. 17^ it = parable, and in Nu. 12* the parabolic
or visional form of the ordinary divine comraunication with priest
or prophet, in contrast with the direct speech which Yahweh
employed with Moses; in Dan. 8^ Antiochus Epiphanes is described as understanding hidoth, which must mean tortuous (morally tricky) words or procedures; a shading of scorn and ridicule
appears in Hab. 2®, while in i/f 49^^^^ 78^, as in Pr., the sense is
simply didactic. Here it obviously = aphorisms. — The three
termy are here synonyms. Their etymology indicates that the
earliest teaching was figurative in form (riddle, proverb, parable,
allegory) ; but, as prophecy naturally advanced from ecstatic
utterance to straightforward discourse, so the Israelitish sages
gradually abandoned the figurative form in the interests of clearness, though it continued to be employed by popular teachers,
v.* assumes that it is a part of good education to understand
the aphorisms of the sages, and these, as Pr. and Ben-Sira show,
were simple and direct expositions and enforcements of duty. —
That a definite class of teachers with some sort of school-organization existed as early as the third century B.C. appears probable
from the way in which the sages are spoken of in Pr. (especially
22"'^'), and Eccl. 12", and from the account given in Pirke
Aboth of the heads of schools and their sayings from the middle
of the second century on. The aphorisms, and particularly the
discourses, in Pr. and Ben-Sira are for the most part not popular
in form, but bear the irapress of cultivated thought. Later the
title sages was given to the teachers of the law.*
If v.* be oraitted, v.''"'- * form a symmetrical strophe or paragraph:
To
To
To
To

know wisdom and instruction, to discern words of understanding,
receive instruction in wise conduct, in justice and probity and rectitude,
giv£ discretion to the inexperienced, to the youth knowledge and insight,
understand proverb and parable, the words of sages and their aphorisms.
• See Schiirer, Jewish People, Eng. tr., II. i. 324.
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7. The motto. — Antithetic, quaternary. This general definition
of wisdom may be regarded as the motto of the whole book, and is
probably to be ascribed to the final editor; see^iii'".
The beginning oi knowledge, its choicest feature, its foremost and essential
element, is said to be the fear of Yahweh. The term fear goes
back historically to the dread which was felt in the presence of the
powerful and stern tribal or national deity; Semitic deities were in
the historical period generally conceived of as lords or kings, exercising constant control over their peoples, and inflicting punishment
on them for disobedience. This is the prevailing attitude of the
pious man toward God throughout the OT.; only the sentiment
gradually advances from the form of mere dread of the divine
anger to that of reverence for the divine law. It never entirely
loses, however, the coloring implied in the word fear. The OT.
ethical conception of Hfe is not love of a moral ideal, as the
suprerae good, but regard for it as an ordination of the supreme
authontjr; the world is looked on not as a household in which
God and raan are co-workers, but as a realra in which God is king
and man is subject. This conception, the result of the moral
strenuousness of the Jewish people and of their Oriental govern'mental scheme of life, helped to develop moral strictness. It is a
fundamental principle of moral life, though not the only principle.
The idea of the Hebrew sage is that he who lives with reverent
acknowledgment of God as lawgiver will have within his soul a
permanent and efficient moral guide ; other conditions of ethical
experience, such as native character, knowledge, temptation, surroundings, are left unmentioned, not deliberately excluded, but
omitted because they are not prominent in the writer's thought;
his purpose is to emphasize the one principle of reverence as
paramount, and he identifies the man's own moral ideal with the
divine moral law. — The use of the name Yahweh instead of the
more general Elohim is not significant as to date or as to ethical
feeling. Yahweh, though in narae nothing but the national deity
of the Jews, is here regarded as the supreme and only God. The
personal name was gradually replaced by the Lord (as in the
ancient Versions, except the Targum), or the Holy One (as in
the Talmud), or God (as in Ezra, Neh., Eccles., and some
Psalms), but, as appears from some late Psalms, continued to
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be freely used, in certain circles, down to the second century B.C.
It is possible, however, that both in Egypt and in Palestine it was,
in this later time, though written, not pronounced, but replaced in
reading by Adonay {the Lord). — The second clause states, not
formally but in substance, the antithesis to the first, the sense
being : " absence of the fear of Yahweh (in fools) is negation (contempt) of wisdom." The fool is primarily a person lacking in good
sense in general, uninstructed (Isa. 35*), unskilled (Pr. 11'^), or
offensively ignorant (10^ 20' 29*), then, as here, one who is lacking
in the highest wisdom, and therefore devoid of piety toward God
(so the Grk. here). Such an one despises wisdom, is ignorant of
and does not value its high function, nor accept it as guide.—
Instead of the couplet of the Heb. the Grk. has a quatrain :
The beginning of wisdom is the fear of God,
And a good understanding have all they that practise it;
Piety toward God is the beginning of knowledge,
But wisdom and instruction the impious will set at naught.

The second hne of this quatrain now stands in i/f iii^", and the
third line appears to be a doublet of the first (except that the
terms wisdom and knowledge exchange places), but may be an
original parallehsm. Whether the longer form of the Greek is an
expansion of Heb. or Grk. scribes, or belongs to the original
reading, it is difficult to say. As this verse is an isolated aphorism, its length does not affect the rhythmical structure of the
succeeding discourse. Cf. BS. i""^
I. 1. The primitive sense of the stem St^D is doubtful. In all Semitic
languages it means to be like or equal, in Canaanitish (Heb., Phoen.) also
to rule, and in Arab, to stand erect, be eminent, superior. The original
force is perhaps to be alongside of, above (cf. S'j = on, superposition, and at,
juxtaposition), whence the notions of similarity and superiority. See Schultens, Prov., Fleischer (in De.), Ges. TAes., BDB. — J^ hti-\v> HSD; (3 St
i^aalXevaev iv 'lapa-ffK, possibly a variant reading (cf. Eccl. l^), but hardly
an indication (Jager) that the Grk. translator considered the paragraph v.^"*
to be non-Solomonic. — 2. The primary sense of the stem D3n seems (from
the Arab.) to be firm, fixed, whence the verb control, restrain, and the
noun fixedness of opinion, knowledge. — 3. Satt".-! is taken as = intelligence,
wisdom, by Oort, Theol. Tijdsch., xix. 380 (IL doctrinae), as in Dan. l " ;
the Inf. occurs elsewhere in Pr. twice, in 21II = make wise, teach, in 21I*
= wise conduct, the latter sense is preferable here. DntS"D is collective
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plu., a mass of equitable actions = equity; syn. -iwo, Mai. 2' Isa. w^^ i,^(^.
A different sense occurs in Dan. n^. — 6 divides the v. into three stiches:
Utia.a6a.t n aTpo4>k% 'Kbyuv, vorjaat re SiKauxrbyriv d.\r)dri, Kol Kpt/io. Karevdivem.

On o-T/j. \oy. see Schleusner, Lex. What Hfb. it represents is doubtful; Lag.
nuDin turnings (cf. Ez. 41^-2<), which, however, is not used of speech; Heidenheim (in Vierteljahrsschr. f. theol. Forsch., ii. 401) IDID ^npS, the teachings of
discipline, which hardly explains (5; co^o-at = SscnS, dXij^^ is scribal insertion
(Lag., on the contrary, rejects 5JK. as usual rendering), Kar. = some form of
^;^", perh. la^D taken as Inf., less probably Hif. lifin. IL = ?§. S /<J receive
instruction and fear, where NnSm seems to be scribal error. 2C = J§, except
that it prefixes 1 to pix. — Graetz inserts nn3in before IDID (as in 6^3), and
writes V'iB'n'? and onif'D tOBtfDi, making a tristich (so (S).—4. aiNnc, written
yiffl. 32 Qinflj the N is vowel-letter, and should be omitted. St. nnc = o/^«,
wide (Gen. 9 ^ ) , then to be persuaded, enticed, seduced; '>nc open-minded, persuadable, simple-minded, inexperienced; Ar. fata = broad-minded, generous,
and young man, fatwd = /^^a/ decision (opening, expounding of a legal <^t%tion), mufti = judge. — J§ nnS; (§ ?ra 5^, free rendering. J§ "ipjS; @ iratSi
S^ vitfi, in which v^v is perh. dittogram (Jag.), but may be orig. (Lag.); according to Held, it is miswriting of vioi, the two words ir. and v. being designed to
form a parallel to plu. 'o. For ipj Graetz unnecessarily writes lya stupid.
Rashi ij;: = "lyijD i-aj/ out from or destitute of learning. — 5. A telic force for
jJDB'i is hardly supported by such a construction as that of TDB'> Isa. 13' in
which the two clauses are closely combined. — niSann is denominative noun
of action; @ Kvpipvri<nv, % gubernacula, ASS gubernationes; on S ^ see
notes of Lag. and Field; Fleischer (in De.) compares Ar. tadbtr, 'Srjx. duboro.
— V.^ is regarded as interpolation by Ziegler, and as parenthetical by Wildeboer.— 6. J§ nxi'?D; (§ dKOTtivhv \670v; A9 ep/xevelav, and so 3L Rashi, AV.,
against the parallelism, the interpretation, marg. an eloquent speech, "RN. figure.
— 7. On the etjTnology of S'IIM as = thick, dull, stupid, see Fleisch., De., SS.,
BDB.; Malbim, Heid. (in De.) sceptic, from iSw perhaps. — Bickell {Wiener
ZKM. V. 86) adopts the reading of (§ on the ground that beginning of wisdom
as well as beginning of knoxvledge is here absolutely necessary; he holds that the
Psalmist took the passage from Pr. and that the translator of the ^ followed the
translation of Pr., the clause falling out of ^ by homoeoteleuton. It is, however, equally possible that Pr. followed the f. Further, it is not clear what Heb.
would be represented by (5 efio-^/Seia ets Bihv, which Bickell renders by nim n«l^;
but tia. nowhere else represents "1% and the expression looks like original Greek
rather than like a translation. It is found in CI. AL, Strom., 161. The Heb.
author may have written nj)T in first clause because he had neon in second.

8-19. Discourse against organized robbery: exhortation to
listen to instruction (v.*- *•); the temptation to robbery and
murder (v.«*-"); warning against it, fate of the robber (v.^^').
— The arrangement is in couplets, with varying number of beats.
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Bickell further arranges it in quatrains: v.»- »• >"• "• "• ^^- "• "• "• "• ".
The text is not quite clear; some good emendations are suggested
by the Greek.
8. Hear, my son, thy father's instruction,
And forsake not the admonition of thy mother;
9. For a chaplet of beauty they will be to thy head,
And chains about thy neck,
ID. My son, if sinners entice thee, consent thou not,* —
11. If they say: " Come with us,
Let us lay wait for the 1 perfect,'
Let us lurk for the innocent [ ] ,
12. Let us, like Sheol, swallow them alive,
Sound as they who go down to the Pit;
13. All precious wealth we shall find.
We shall fill our houses with spoil;
14. Cast thou thy lot among us,
One purse we all will have," —
15. [ ] Walk not in company with them,
Keep thy feet from their paths; f
17. For in vain the net is spread
In the sight of any bird,—
18. And they for their own blood lay wait.
They lurk for their own lives.
19. Such is the < fate > of all who by violence seek gain:
It destroys the lives of its possessors.

8, 9. Exhortation. V,* is synonymous, ternary; v.® synonymous, ternary-binary. On instruction see note on v.^. Admonition (Heb. tora, sometimes = law) is here synonym of instruction.
Forsake, more exactly reject, repel. Chains = necklace. The
address my son = my pupil, is characteristic of chs. 1-9, and
also, though less markedly, of 22^-24^; it occurs once (27")
in the section chs. 25-29, and once (19^) in the central division
* Perhaps better:
10. My son, if sinners entice thee,
11. If they say: Let us lay wait for the < perfect,12. Let us, Hke Sheol, swallow them alive,
Sound as they who go down to the Pit;
»• i6. For Iheir feet run to evil.
And haste to shed blood.
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of the Book, 10^-22'^ It indicates an organized system of instruction, probably in schools ; see note on v." above. The instruction
here mentioned, however, is that not of sages but of parents. It
is assumed that the teaching of father and mother will be wise,
and this moral training of home would naturally form the basis of
the fuller instruction of the schools. The reference is to the
moral law in general, not specifically to the Tora (Law of Moses),
though this would naturally be the foundation of Jewish home
teaching. The Talmud (Ber. 35 a, Pes. 50 b, Sanh. 102 a) explains
father here as = " God," and mother as = " Israel" (Ez. 19^);
according to Rashi the instruction of the father is what God gave
to Moses in writing and orally, while the law of the mother means
the words of the Scribes or Rabbis whereby they made a hedge to
the Law.* Ornaments of head and neck were anciently worn by
men as well as by women.f
10-19. Alhance with bands of robbers and murderers can be
attended only with disaster. The organized robbery here referred
to suggests city hfe of the later time, the periods when, under
Persian and Greek rule, Jerusalem and Alexandria sheltered a
miscellaneous population, and a distinct criminal class became
more prominent. The references in the preexilian prophets are
to a less organized sort of crime; they speak rather of legalized
oppression of the poor by the rich ; see Am. 8**' Hos. 4^ 6*' 7'
Isa. i2« 5« lo^ Mic. 2" 3^ 6>2 f-^ Zeph. 3^ Jer. 5^ 7"" Ez. iS^'^^^
2 2^^; the passages in Hos. are the only ones that seem to relate
to bands of robbers, and they represent a state of anarchy under
the last kings of Samaria. The description here might be understood (so Frank.) as referring not to literal robbery and murder,
but to spoliation under legal forms ; but the language of the paragraph (v."- '*) and the manner of I. (portrayal of open vice,
chs. 5. 6. 7) favor the former view. Frank, compares BS. 31^'.
10. The rhythm is irregular: the first clause is ternary, the
second has only one beat; the latter might be attached to v.", or
* On the education of Jewish children see J. Wiesen, Gesch. u. Meth. d. Schulwesen im talmud. Alterthume; for the Greek customs, Becker, Charicles, Eng. tr.,
pp. 217 ff.; for the Roman, Gallus, pp. 182 ff.
t See Ju. 826; Masp6ro, Anc. Egypt and Assyria ; Becker, Char., 198, n. 6, Gal.,
429 ff.

I. 8-12
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omitted as gloss, and ^"^ "* will then form the couplet. — Sinners
is the general term for wrongdoers, persons of bad moral character, etymologically " those who miss the mark " ; they are men who
fail in the performance of duty, and thus miss the aim of life.
The noun occurs most frequently in Ps. and Pr. (13^' 23''), the
verb is common in all parts of OT. Instead of the conditional
construction the Grk. has the hortative : let not impious men lead
thee astray, but the conditional protasis is a natural if not necessary prehminary to the hortative apodosis of v.'*. — 1 1 . A triplet
in the Heb., ternary-binary-binary; the verse division is doubtful
(see note on v.'"). The Heb. text instead of perfect has blood,
and at the end of the verse adds without cause; the first emendation (requiring the change of one Heb. letter) is called for by the
parallelism, and the addition without cause is superfluous, since
the victims are described as innocent. If the reading blood be
retained, it must be understood elliptically, as = to shed blood; it
cannot be taken (Fleisch. in De.) to mean a youth, a young blood.
The adv. without cause must qualify the verb lurk ; the translation
innocent in vain (that is, their innocence does not save them),
while grammatically possible, does not accord with the connection. — Bloodshed is assumed to be a natural accompaniment of
robbery, and it is accomplished by lying in wait in the dark places
of the city. Ancient cities were badly hghted at night, and not
usually well policed. (Zi.\p 10^. —12. Synonymous, ternary. The
word rendered sound is generally used of moral completeness
= perfect (Gen. 6^ Pr. 2^'), and is here so taken by some (as
Kamph.) ; but the parallelism favors the physical sense in full
bodily health and strength, equivalent to the parallel alive (as in
Ez. 15', cf. the ritual use, Ex. 12° al). The sense of the passage
is: we will swallow them (Grk. him) alive and sound so that
they shall be as completely destroyed from the earth as those that
go down by course of nature into the pit of Sheol (that is, those
who die). Sheol (and so its equivalent the Pit) is the Underworld, the abode of the dead, good and bad, a cheerless place
whose denizens have no occupation (Eccl. 9'") and no relations
with Yahweh * (Isa. 38") ; descent to it is a misfortune, since it
* It is probable that in the oldest form of the Heb. religion (as in the BabyIonian) Sheol was under the control of a separate deity, independent of Yahweh;
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deprives man of activity and happiness, but not a punishment except when it is premature (i// ss'-''^^'). —The second clause reads
in the Grk.: and let us take away the remembrance of him from
the earth (cf. i/'34*'''^'' 109^'), which represents a diff'erent Heb.
text from ours, the general sense being unchanged; in the Heb.
the parallehsm to the first clause is presented in the adj. sound, in
the Grk. in the verb take away. The course of thought favors the
Heb.; the Grk. is probably an imitation of the psalm-passage.—
13. Synonymous, ternary. The object of the assault is treasure;
the house is to be broken into (Mt. 6^^). The robbers have their
own houses, are residents of the city. The Vrss. give slightly
different readings ; <&: let us seize his costly possessions ; & : all
his wealth and glory; ST: all wealth and glory (or property).
1^ gives a good sense = "aU sorts of wealth." —14. Synonymous, ternary. The word lot is primarily the thing (a die or
something of the sort) used to procure the answer of the deity
(as by Urim and Thummim) to a question (Lev. 16^), then the
thing assigned to the questioner by the divine decision (Jud. i^),
then in general one's part in Hfe (Jer. 13^ ^ 16^ Dan. 12'^) ; cast
thy lot among us = share our fortunes, identify thyself with us.
The disposition of the booty indicates a regular organization in
the robber-band. There is to be one purse, a common fund of
spoil to be equitably distributed among the members of the gang.
This is held out as an inducement to the neophyte, who would
thus get more than he could hope to gain by his own separate
efforts. Murder is lightly passed over by the robbers as a natural
and easy feature of their occupation; the young man is supposed
to be accessible to the temptation of easily acquired wealth. The
picture of manners here given is historically valuable. For another
interpretation see note above (on v.^""^^). —15-19. The reason
for avoiding such companions: their path, though it may be temporarily successful, leads finally to destruction. — 1 5 . Synonymous,
ternary. The received Hebrew text begins the verse with my son,
as in V.-'', and a justification for this expression may be found
but in OT. there is no trace of any divine government in the Underworld (which is
an isolated and anomalous place) till late postexilic times when the one God
became universal (Job 14I3 266) and the idea of resurrection arose (Dan. 122, cf.
the doubtful Isa. 2619).
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in the length of the preliminary description, v.^""", which might
make the resumptive my son natural (Baumg.) ; but, on the other
hand, as it is not found in (©, is unnecessary at the beginning
of the apodosis, and is rhythmically undesirable, it is better to
omit it. —16. Synonymous, ternary. On both internal and external grounds this verse is probably to be regarded as a scribal
insertion. It breaks the connection between v.^* and v.^'', the
latter of which gives the ground (namely, the peril of the robbers'
course) for the exhortation of the former; and the section v.^*"'^
is devoted to a description not of the character of the robbers
(which is given in v.^""") but of their fate. Verse''', further, is
identical with Isa. 59^", and is not found in the best Grk. MSS.
It appears to be the gloss of a scribe who thought a reference to
the bloodthirstiness of the robber-band here appropriate, or wrote,
as a remark, on the margin this paraUel expression, which was
then inserted in the text by a subsequent scribe, — In the second
clause we may take/^i?/ as subject of rnake haste, or we may insert
the subject they (the robbers). — 1 7 . Single sentence, ternary.
This statement is introductory to that of v.'^, and its meaning is
fixed by the relation between the two: v.'^ declares that the
robber murderer's course is destructive to him, and v.^'' must
therefore set forth the destruction and the blindness not of the
victim but of the murderer himself; the comparison refers not to
the futility of laying snares in the sight of birds (who thus see the
trap and avoid it), but to the blindness and folly of birds who,
though the snare is laid in their sight, nevertheless fall into it. In
hke manner the criminal. Winded by desire for gain, fails to see
the snare which God (working through society and law) spreads
for him, and falls irredeemably into it. The connection is not:
go not with them, the net which they spread for thee is clearly
visible, thou wilt surely not be blinder than a bird (Ziegl., De.),
but: go not with them, for, like silly birds, they fall into the net,
and thou wilt be entrapped with them (Ew., Nowack, Strack., al,
and cf. Schultens). Frank, renders : for without success is the
net spread, etc., that is, the efforts of the snarers [the sinners] are
without result for themselves — they catch no birds; a possible
sense and good in itself, but the couplet appears to state a fact
always true of bird-snaring. Moreover, the sage probably intends
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not to deny that sinners get booty, but to affirm that, though they
get it, it does not profit them in the end. — A different text is
off"ered by (©, which reads : for not in vain are nets spread for
birds (inserting not, and neglecting in the sight of), that is, not in
vain are there pitfalls for criminals in the shape of human laws and
dispensations of God — they (v.^*) are laying up punishment for
themselves. This gives a natural connection of thought, but looks
like an interpretation of a text not understood. — The Heb. expression possessor of wings, = bird, is found only here and Eccl.
lo^. — 1 8 . Synonymous, ternary-binary. Their criminal procedure, begun for their profit, turns out to be a plot against themselves ; they overreach themselves and become the executors of
their own doom. It is not said how this result is brought about,
but the allusion doubtless is to human law and divine judgments.
This is the old-Israelitish view that wrongdoing wiU be punished
in this Hfe — perhaps also the belief that criminals cannot in the
long run escape the vigilance of the law. — (© for they who have
to do with blood lay up evils for themselves, and the overthrow of
lawless men is grievous, in which the first clause is incorrect rendering of the whole Heb. verse, and the second clause is a paraUel,
probably a scribal addition; the contrast given in 07vn blood is
ignored, in accordance with the Grk. reading of v.'^. —19. Single
sentence, ternary. Lit.: such are the ways, the manner and outcome of Hfe (or, the sense latter end, fate, may be got by a sHght
change in the Heb. word). Grk., second cl.: for by impiety they
destroy their lives, an appropriate idea, but here probably not original. See 15^^ 28'® Job 8'* Hos. 4". The term gain has here the
connotation of violence, injustice, as in Ez. 22'^; the simple sense
profit is found in Gen. 37^" Mai. 3 " Job 22". — The argument of the
section v.'""^'' is an appeal not directly to the sense of right, but to
rational self-'regard : robbery and murder bring destruction on the
perpetrator, and must therefore be avoided. The connection,
however, indicates that this law of prudence is regarded as the
law of God.
9. ri'iS, only here and 4^, lit. twisted, any adornment for the head, pjy
apparently a denom. from pj? neck, a word which occurs in Jew. Aram, and
Arab., but not in Heb. Graetz, with little probability, emends to rh'h^ perfect.
3) omits. —J^ ^D1D; ©B TroiSeiay, (gxAC y^/iious (and so S ) ; the latter is prob.
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scribal variation (cf. 6^''), hardly (Lag.) rendering of iDiDJ for -\0m; Heid.
holds that it comes from a Pharisaic hand. — | ^ en; (gn Sd^'o, (S^ l^y, perh.
free rendering (Heid.: allusion to phylacteries), perh. representing a variant
reading, though the original in that case is not apparent. —10, H . @ divides
y 10.11 as follows : My son, let not impious men seduce thee. Nor consent thou
if they urge thee, saying. Come with us, go shares in blood. And let us hide
the just man unjustly in the earth. Bickell, omitting i"" for rhythmical
reasons, writes: Consent not if they say, come with us. Let us lay wait for
blood, let us lurk for the innocent. The Heb. rhythm is not satisfactory, but
it is hardly improved by these variations. Bickell's omission of i"* is
unwarranted, and the resulting form is not good, either rhythmically or
rhetorically. <§ is rhythmically better, but its rendering of | § is partly
incorrect, partly free. J^ may be retained if we suppose i"*" to be purposely
short, and take ii as couplet: If they say, come with us. Let us lay wait for
the perfect, let us lurk for the innocettt, or, if we throw out I"''- H", and part
of 1'*, and take the rest as couplet. It is hardly possible to recover the
original form. —10. J^ a^; (g /*ij = SN. — J§ Nari (from nax), in which the
N and 3 have changed places (full form n^N.-i), or the x is the writing of an
Aram, scribe for n, the initial N of the stem being omitted because it was
unpronounced. The regular form nj^n is found in a number of MSS. (see
De' Rossi), and either it should here be written, or we should, with Bi., write
3Nri; in several MSS. the verb is understood as Nn ( N U P , N3n), which is
improbable. — 1 1 . After nONi <§S have -(^, perh. repetition from following
nsS. (5 7rapaKa\^<r(0(rt may = ' N \ — J§ naiNj; © Kotciii'Tjo'oi', from 3iy or "\3n
(Lag.). — ^ onS; Dyserinck, Theol. Tijd. 17, 578, reads onS, which suits the
next clause; Oort, ib., 19, 381, holds that the reading of v.i^ (which ver. is
clearly parallel to v.H) sustains Di here. — J§ njoxj seems to be intrans. (as
apparently in ^ 10* 56"); elsewhere the Qal is trans., and so it is here taken
by Frank, who renders: we will set {a trap). — J^ 'pi'^; (5 &vSpa Sticatov,
either not having the S, or (Lag.) taking it, according to the Aram, const., as
sign of Ace. —1§ ojn, found in the Vrss. ( S ^^'P maliciously), but superfluous, and probably a gloss (Bi.). The whole clause may be omitted without
detriment to the sense, and with advantage to the rhythm.— 12. J§ DySaj;
Graetz Pi., as in 19^^ 2I'-'''.—As 2d clause @ has Kal Apoj/jjev avroO T');I' livfj/xriv
iK 7^s, representing the Heb. of ^ 34I'' 109^^, perh. editorial variation; Lag.
suggests that, the Heb. text of <§ being effaced, it took the appropriate
passage from the Ps.; for J^ DiD'>Dni may have stood annoi; Heid. supposes
that (3 may have had HDIND ornyni opni, improb. late H e b . - - 1 3 . ?^ pn;
® T'Jji' KTrjcnu airov; Bi. D)^n, not so good a reading as that of | § . —
14. ?§ S'sn; (31L&K have Impv., which is better, though not absolutely
necessary, since the assertory form of statement is possible; Bi. omits 'n as
marring the parallelism, but thy lot is with us is hard. — <§'' has a doublet, a
free and a literal rendering; the former is probably the original (Jag., Lag.,
Baumgartner), the latter a correcting gloss. —15. 1^ 'ja; (§><<:" vXi, H-P 23
( = V), 252, 254, 295, 297, vii p.ov, lacking in (@><ABC^ ^nd should probably be
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omitted. — Jg nainj sing.; plu. in @ILS3E and several Heb. MSS., the diff. not
appearing in script, defect. — % T17.3, lacking in !L De'R 249. —16. Wanting
in the uncials of (g (exc. «c. a A) and in Copt. (Sahidic and Memphitic);
Cod. 23 (of H-P) adds to it from Rom. 31^-1^, and the cursives which contain
it place it some before and some after v.". It appears not to belong to the
original text. — After on S has N'3T ( = 'p;, as in Isa. 59'). —17. 6 prefixes
oil; 3) has 1 instead of ^3, and for J^ m'ln plu. act. Part. Y^-\a. — J§ n^'ip in
sense of spread is difficult, the word elsewhere meaning scatter, winnow;
Schult. here ventilatum; Rashi, in vain is {grain) scattered {on) the net.
We should perhaps read ne'T ninbn ((§ SIKTVO) or 'n wnD ojn, which is
phonetically not too hard. In Hos. 5I (@ renders 'a by iKretveiv, which is its
expression here, — ^ '^ya; plu. in (Sll^t. and 4 Heb. MSS. —18. % mN<;
(S /utT^X'"''''*'; see v.ii. J§ Dm; (@Bai. ^^you (H-P 23 at/ndToo/) = Dim, not
so well. <S, rendering ijoxi by Bijffavplj^ovinv, adds Koicd as necessary complement. Si appears to make v.^^ a continuation of v.^^ (Pink.) —19. J§ nim«;
<5 nnnN, probably to be adopted; see 5* Nu. 23I0 ^^ 3737.38 J^^T- 'IK is not
elsewhere used as = fate, the sense here required by the connection. —
3§ yhyn; & rg aae^dq, = nSij?3 (Jag.).

20-33. The appeal of Wisdom. — Wisdom, standing in a public
place, exhorts the ignorant and the scornful to listen to her words,
threatening them with destruction, if they refuse. The section is
independent, having no immediate connection with the preceding
or the succeeding context. It resembles the first half of ch. 8,
but is minatory while that is persuasive in tone. As the text
stands, it is arranged in couplets (except v.^- ^- ^, which are triplets), which may be naturally combined into quatrains. After the
introduction (v.'"-^') comes the address, which consists of a denunciation (v.*^'^), the charge of disregard of her teaching (v.'^'^), a
description of the fate of the despisers (v.^^^), and a contrast
between the doom of fools and the happiness of the obedient
(v.^^-^). Wisdom is personified, as in chs. 8. 9.
20. Wisdom cries aloud in the streets,
In the broad places utters her voice,
21. Calls out at the head of the < high places,'
In the gates of the gateways [] * she says:
22. How long, ye dullards, will ye love ignorance [] f,
And fools hate knowledge?
* The Heb. adds : in the city.
t The Heb. adds; and scoffers delight in scoffing.
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23> [ ] * I will utter my mind to you.
Will tell you my decision:
24. Because I have called, and ye refused,
I have stretched out my hand, and none regarded,
25. Ye have ignored all my counsel,
My admonition ye have rejected, —
26. I, in my turn, will laugh in [the day of] your calamity,
I will mock when your disaster comes,
27. When your disaster comes like a storm,
And your calamity like a whirlwind. [ ] f
28. Then will they call on me, but I will not answer.
They will seek me, but will not find me,
29. For that they hated knowledge,
And chose not the fear of Yahweh.
30. They would none of my
All my admonition they
31. Therefore they shall eat
And be sated with their

counsel,
despised;
of the fruit of their own conduct,
own counsels.

32. For the indifference of the insensate will slay them.
The careless ease of fools will destroy them.
33. But whoso hearkens to me will dwell secure,
Will be free from fear of harm.

The interpretation of the paragraph depends in part on the
view taken of the relation between v.~ ^ and the following verses.
If the former are held to contain an exhortation to repentance
(v.^*), they can hardly be closely connected with the latter, since
these presume that the caU of Wisdom has been rejected, and the
discourse should state, after v.^^, the repellant answer of the persons addressed; as the text stands, v.^^^ constitute a separate
discourse which states the result of disobedience. Unity of
thought may be gained by omitting v.^^*, and taking the whole
piece as minatory, the connection being : you have turned a deaf
ear to me long enough (v.^^), I have lost patience and will tell you
my decision (v.^) : because you have refused, etc. (v.^^^).

20, 21. Introduction: the publicity of Wisdom's appeal.—
Synonymous, ternary. Miex gateways the Heb. has /'« the city her
» v.23a in the Heb.: turn ye to my admonition.
t Heb. v.27c : when distress and anguish befall you.
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words she says ; the expressions in the city and her words, which
mar the rhythm in the original, appear to be glosses, the former
intended as an explanation oi gateways (stating definitely that the
reference is to city gates), the latter noting that the following
verses give the words then uttered by Wisdom. The Grk. has a
somewhat different reading : Wisdom sings in the streets (Ht. exits),
in the broad places boldly speaks, proclaims on the summits of the
walls, sits at the gates ofprinces, at the gates of the city boldly says;
this seems to be partly misreading, partly expansion, of our Heb.
text. — Broad places are the wide open spaces in front of city
gates ; instead of high places the Heb. has a word which is commonly rendered noisy places, understood to mean crowded thoroughfares (including bazaars and market-places) ; but this sense
is doubtful, and a better term is given in 8^ {high places), or by
Sept. {walls) ; walls may be included in the high places; these,
together with streets and gateways, were gathering-places for the
people. The gateway was a long structure entered at the extremities through gates. The verb cries aloud expresses an excited
emotional utterance, usually of joy (Lev. 9^^ Isa. 12® Job 38'),
sometimes of sorrow (Lam. 21^''), or general excitement (i/'78^),
here of intensity of feeling. — Wisdom does not content herself
with being wise at home, but seeks men out in their everyday
life — she is a preacher. The custom of speaking in places of
concourse was an old one, famihar to the prophets; see Jer. f,
and cf. Mic. i* Isa. 20^ Jer. 5 ' ; so also Socrates (Xen., Mem. I. i,
10). The later Jewish custom resembles both that of the prophets and that of the Greek philosopher, the former in its hortatory
tone, the latter in its reflective, ethical subject-matter. The choice
of the term wisdom to denote the rehgious teacher points to a
phase of life which came after the great prophetic period (in the
prophets wisdom is not religious), and probably indicates the
influenc.e of the Greek atmosphere in which the Jews lived from
the close of the fourth century B.C. on* (see Introduction, §6).
* Cf. the similar use of wisdom in Ben-Sira, Eccl., Wisd. of Sol. The title
Koheleth, given in Eccl. to Wisdom (speaking in the person of Solomon), if, as
is possible, it means a caller (or member) of a public assembly, supposes acquaintance with Grk. forms of life; see the commentaries of Tyler, Plumptre, Reuss,
Siegfried, Wildeboer, and Cheyne's Job and Solomon.
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The exhortation in Prov. is not: put away all other gods and
serve Yahweh alone, or: bring offerings to the temple according
to the Law, but: listen to reason and conscience, which are the
voice of God in the soul.
22-33. The discourse of wisdom in the received Heb. text
falls naturally into two parts, an invitation, v.^^-^, and a denunciation, v . ^ ^ The connection between the divisions is not clear
(see note above on v.^"^).
The denunciation is introduced
abruptly, as if the invitation had been refused, though nothing
is said of a refusal. On this point the Versions offer nothing
different from the Heb., and there is not good ground for extensive alterations of the text (see below). A closer connection
between the parts might be secured by giving v.^^-^ the conditional, form, the apodosis following in v.^®, but against this is the
form of the verbs in v.^^" ^, Failing this we shall have to consider
the divisions as separate discourses, or suppose that an explanatory transitional statement has fallen out after v.^, or, what seems
most satisfactory, omit v . ^ ; v.^- ^ will then contain not an invitation, but a denunciation. Cf the connectedness and smoothness
of the similar discourse 8^"",
22, 23. The Heb. has two triplets : v.^^ is quaternary-quaternaryternary, v.^ binary-ternary-ternary; on the text see below. The
three classes of persons are practically the same, though the
words have different shades of meaning. Dullards (or simpletons, RV. simple) are the inexperienced (v.*), here those who
positively love ignorance, and deliberately refuse to listen to
instruction in right living. — The terms scoffing (or scorn) and
scoffer (or scorner) belong almost exclusively to the later religious vocabulary of Pss., Pr.; they occur elsewhere only Hos. "f
Isa. 28"-^ 29^" Job 16-", in which passages they express contempt
in general; in Pr. scoffer = bad man, one who turns his back on
what is good (so \^ i'), the special element of contempt not
being significant; the simple sense occurs in 2oV In i/^ 119'' the
reference is to apostate Jews or foreign enemies ; in Pr. there
is no reference to the nation Israel. — Fool (Heb. kes'il) is also
a term of the reflective moral literature, occurring, in the intellectual or ethical sense, only in Pss., Pr., Eccl. (the verb is
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found once, Jer. lo*) ; it seems to mean a stolid, dull person,
in Pr. one who is insensible to moral truth and acts without
regard to it. By these three terms the sages express the contrast to that wisdom which consists in acceptance .of and
obedience to the divine law of conduct written in man's heart.
— As only two of these classes {dullards and fools) are mentioned
in v.^^ (which is a r^sum^ of the preceding statement), there is
ground for supposing v.^^*" to be a scribal addition; Wisdom is
here dealing with the unwise. — In v.^" of the Heb. these persons
are urged to listen to instruction, to turn (that is, give heed) to
(not at) the admonition of Wisdom; she promises to impart her
knowledge to them. Admonition (or, reproof) (used chiefly in
Pss., Pr.) is exhortation tinged with imputation of blameworthiness.
For the reason given above this line should probably be omitted;
the remaining couplet (v.^^) will then be Wisdom's declaration that
she now utters her final word. The word rendered utter (RV.
pour out) is a poetical synonym of speak ; so 15^- ^^' 1/' 19^**' 78^ 94*
191"' 145^; and mind {spirit) = thought, here = purpose or determination. The Heb. word commonly rendered spirit means first
wind and so breath, and then the inward life or being; in Pr.
it generally has this last sense, as 11*^ i6--^^ 25^* 29" (so Isa. 40"
the mind, judgtnent of Yahweh). Here the meaning is given by
the parallelism : / tvill tell (or make known) my words = / will
utter my thought.* The words (here = decision) and the mind
are stated in the following address (v.-^^^). My spirit may also
= myself. — The Heb. introduces the second line of v.^ with
behold. — @ construes the two verses diff"erently : So long as the
guileless hold fast to righteousness they shall not be ashamed, but
the foolish, being lovers of insolence, have become impious, have
hated knowledge, and have become liable to reproof; behold I
will pour forth to you the utterance of my breath, and teach you
my word. The declarative form (instead of the interrogation
of the Heb.) is improbable, and the contrast in v.^^ is against
the connection. — Bickell reads : How long will ye love ignorance,
and scorners delight them in scorning, and fools hate knowledge
and incur my reproof? He thus gains a rhythmically symmetrical
* So Salomon ben Melek, cited by Heid.

1. 22-27
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quatrain, and (by obliterating the invitation of v.^) gets rid of
the break 'between v.^^- ^ and the rest of the discourse. But the
substitution of incur for turn is arbitrary, v.^*"- ° (which he omits)
is a natfiral introduction to the denunciatory discourse, and the
omission of the subject {dullards) in v.^^" is, from the paraHeHsm,
improbable. ^ makes v . ^ conditional: if ye turn
. I will,
etc.; but this construction only introduces confusion, since v.^^*^assume that they have not turned.
24-33. The denunciation, consisting of a direct address (v.^*"^),
a description, in 3 pers., of the fate of the recusant (v.^^'), and
a statement of the contrasted positions of the ignorant and the
wise (v.^^^).
24-27 Wisdom will mock at the calamity of those who reject
her invitation.—The lines may be read as ternary, but the law or
rule governing the beats is not clear.—V.^^- ^^ ^'^ are couplets, vF is a
triplet in the Heb.; the Grk. converts v.^^ into a quatrain (or two
couplets) by adding at the end when destruction comes upon you.
BickeH, by omissions, substitutions, and transpositions, makes out
of v.^"- ^ a quatrain : / also will laugh in {the day of) your calamity,
when distress and anguish come upon you, I will tnock when your
fear comes as a storm and your desolation comes as a whirlwind.
V,^ in the Heb. is expansion of the predicates of v.^^, a recognized
poetical form. It is not necessary to insist on absolutely symmetrical couplets at all hazards; but, as the rest of the paragraph is
arranged in couplets and quatrains, and as the two predicate-terms
of y^, calamity and disaster, are given in v.^*-'', and v.^° appears
to be an afterthought (a scribal insertion), it is better to omit this
last. — The verbs in v.^*- ^ refer to Wisdom's invitations in the past,
that is, all the good influences of life ; warning has not been lacking, and on the despised warning foHows this minatory discourse.
The first verb in v.^ is primarily go freely about and let go free,
then neglect, avoid, ignore; the sense of "allowing full play or
license " is found in Ex. 5* 32^ Pr. 29'*, that of " neglecting, avoiding," in 4'* 8^ 13^** 15^^. — Laugh at (instead of laugh in, etc.),
v.^, is possible (Gen. 39"), but does not agree so weU with the
designation of time in the following clause. Mock is stronger than
laugh, expressing bitterness or exulting derision. The / in my
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turn (RV. I also) brings out the contrast of persons : "You have
had your turn, and I shall have mine." Disaster is Xxi. fear (parallel to calamity) = ground or cause of fear. Instead of storm we
may render by desolation (RV marg.), but the former sense is
favored by the parallelism. Distress and anguish are synonyms
(cf. Isa. 8^^ 30^), both signifying distressful limitation, straitness,
opposed to largeness, freedom of movement (i/' 31*''" 118°). Befall
is lit. come upon. V ^" is probably not original; see note above.
— The address is minatory. The offence (v.^* ^) is disregard of
the exhortation of Wisdom — she has implored, they have turned a
deaf ear. Their posture of mind is that of deliberate disregard —
they have had sufficient warning. Whether their neglect came
from lack of previous training, or from superficiahty and frivolity
of nature, or from conscious choice of evil in preference to good,
is not said. The picture is presented objectively : these persons,
for whatever reason, are outside the domain of Wisdom. This
objective view is characteristic of the old-Israelitish thought, which
does not seek nice psychological distinctions ; the prophets judge
individuals and nations by their relation to the law of Yahweh or
to the nation Israel, without examination of mental experiences;
compare also the distinction, in the Fourth Gospel, between the
domains of light and darkness. Solidity of ethical judgment is
thereby gained, though at the cost of sympathetic discrimination.
— The result (v.^^ ^) is that when the punishment comes the disobedient win bfe without the support of Wisdom. The calamity
(as everywhere in Pr.) occurs in this life — it is not said to be
inflicted by Wisdom, but comes in the natural course of things; it
is inevitable, a necessary result of the divine government of the
world, which includes both natural law and special divine intervention. On the one hand, the sage intimates, those who neglect
Wisdom will naturally find themselves defenceless i» the evil day
which Wisdom alone can avert; on the other hand, God as governor win punish the evildoer. Wisdom is here first ordinary
human sagacity, which saves man from misfortune, and then that
higher sagacity which is the comprehension and assimilation of
the good as divine, of that highest truth and right which God has
embodied in his law. There is an approach here to the conception of communion with truth, or with the divine source of truth.

1. 24-31

2/

as the strongest support of the ethical life. The personified
Wisdom, who speaks as the final arbiter of men's destinies, is the
insight that rules the world, and is identical with God's moral law.
— The discordant note in the announcement of retribution is
Wisdom's mockery of the wretched sufferer. This is not in accord
with her character as pure, divine intelligence, friendly to man (as
she appears, for example, in 8^')*; the unhappy fate of the evildoer, it-would seem, should call forth sorrow and not exultation.
Such, however, is the tone of the old Hebrew thought; the
prophets exult in like manner over the downfah of the enemies of
Israel. The Hebrew, whether prophet, psalmist, or sage, was a
thoroughgoing partisan, identifying himself with his circle, and
identifying his interests with the eternal order. Further, his governmental conception of the world was purely external: the bad,
from whatever point of view they were adjudged bad, were
regarded as enemies of the realm, and their destruction was
hailed with joy. Such seems to be the point of view of the writer
of this passage. He does not feel that, though sin is to be denounced and its consequences set forth, the sinner has a claim on
the sympathy of his fellowmen; he does not take into account
temptations and struggles of soul. He contents himself with
dividing men into two classes — those who heed and those who
reject wisdom.

28-33. Resumptive description of the fate of the unwise
(who are spoken of in third person), consisting of a detailed
explanation of their punishment (v.^*'*^), and a statement of the
general rule of compensation in life (v.^^ ^).
28-31. Resumptive description of punishment.—Well formed
couplets, synonymous, ternary, except that v.^"' is binary, the penult
being a very long word. The correspondence with the preceding
••paragraph is close, with inversion of the order of thought: v.^^
answers to v.^- ^, and v.^' ^ to v.^^- ^ ; the conclusion is repeated
in v.^\ The rendering seek early (AV.) or seek diligently (RV.)
rests on the derivation of the verb from a noun meaning morning,
as if it signified to rise betimes in order to do one's work dili• According to the Masoretic Hebrew text; see note on that verse below.
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gently;* but this derivation is improbable in the face of 7" 11^,
Job f^ — the verb means simply seek, here parallel to call The
terms hated, chose not, would none, despised (v.^**) are synonyms,
expressing indifference or hostility to the instructions of Wisdom.
In v.**'^ the counsel (or counsels) and admonition (or admonitions) of Wisdom are contrasted with the man's own way ( = manner or scheme of life, conduct) and counsels (or devices). In v.^
Bickell would read the knowledge of God as the appropriate
parallel to the fear of Yahweh (so in z"), which is also, perhaps,
rhythmically an improvement of the text; yet, as the former expression occurs only once in Pr. (and elsewhere in OT. only twice,
Hos. 4^ 6^ knowledge of the Most High once, Nu. 24^"), it is perhaps better to retain the general term knowledge, which in v,' is
identified with the fear of Yahweh. — The thought is the same
with that of the preceding paragraph, only with an added touch of
irremediableness in v.^*. The offenders who have deliberately
rejected the counsels and appeals of Wisdom will find, when the
day of punitive distress comes, that they need her aid, but they
will ask it in vain ; she will be deaf to their cries, as they were deaf
to her appeals. This is only a more vivid statement of the principle affirmed in v.®\ that every one must eat of the fruit of his
own doings — a universally recognized law of life. If it be asked,
what room is here left for repentance? the answer of the sage is
that the off'enders have had ample opportunity to amend their
ways, and have refused to change (v.^). As to the term of
repentance and the limit of Wisdom's patience, it is assumed that
at a given moment God intervenes to punish, when sin has grown
too great to bear, when the iniquity is fuU (Gen. 15^" i8^-^), but
this moment is known to God alone. The point of view is external : at a certain moment retribution inevitably comes (whether
in the course of natural or civil law, or by supernatural intervention), and then, in the nature of things, it is too late for the
sinner to retrace his steps; there is no reference here to a state
of punitive blindness and moral deadness in which the man
desires to repent and cannot, or is conscious that he is morally

* It need hardly be added that the word early in this rendering of AV. has
nothing to do with the time of life.
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lost; * the cry of the sinner in v.^ is for deliverance from physical evil.
32, 33. The general rule. — Both couplets are synonymous,
ternary. — 32. Indifference (nawa) = averseness, apostasy, recusance, refusal, is the " turning away " from instruction and consequently from right living. Careless ease (mb'ir) is primarily quiet,
freedom from care and anxiety (as in 17^), here, in bad sense,
repose gained by ignoring or neglecting the serious responsibihties
of Hfe (nearly = negligence). The two terms are, in their primary
senses, mutually complementary : rejection of knowledge produces
false security and deceptive peace, and the latter presupposes the
former; they are here substantially synonymous : refusal is indifference, negligence. Insensate ( = dullards) a.nd fools as in v.^^.—
33. Secure may mean, objectively, free from danger (as in 3^
Jer. 23^), or subjectively, free from sense of danger (as in 3**^
Ju. 8"). The contrast with the slay of v.*^ favors the former
meaning, but the second line {fear = apprehension) makes the
latter probable. The sense of security is thus put over against the
careless ease of fools (v.^^). — Wisdom sums up by stating the general principle that ethical folly is self-destructive (so 5^- ^) ; as to
the means by which this destruction is effected see note on preceding verse. — In contrast with the false peace of the ignorant is
put the true peace which comes from wisdom — a security which
is assured by obedience to the laws of man and God. The reference is to freedom from outward misfortune; the whole tone of
the Book makes it improbable that the writer has in mind the
inward peace which is independent of external experiences ; elsewhere harm (RV. evil) is visible "misfortune" or "mischief"
(^29.30 gi4.18 j^2i jg4 J^3 ja^ al).
luward peace, resting on consciousness of right and trust in God, was no doubt recognized and
valued, but it is assumed in Pr. to be coincident with free(^m
from outward calamity, and is not treated as an independent fact.
20. T h e form n'lDsn, found elsewhere only 9I 2 4 ' ( a n d by emend. 14I)
^ 493(4)^ ig prob. not abstr. sing, for niD3n (Ols., Ew., D e . ) , but plu. of exten* This is the doctrine of J. A. Alexander's hymn, beginning: " T h e r e is a time,
we know not w h e n " {New York Church Praise-Book, 1881), o r : " T h e r e is a line,
by us unseen " {Congregational Hymn-Book, 1858), but it is not found here or elsewhere in the Bible.
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sion and intensity (Bott., Now., Siegf., Strack in Comm., B a r t h ) ; its predicates
are sing. exc. in 24' * — njin, 3 sing. fem. Qal energic (or possibly Q. plu. of
t J l ) ; it is unnecessary to point njnn (as in Job 39'^^); Heid.'s emendation
n j i n}fin3, adopted by Oort, is simple, and secures parallelism in the nouns,
but loses it in the verbs. (@i vfiveirai ( L a g . = n j i n ) is perh. Mid., prob. error
for i/jivet; a Pass, is inappropriate and improbable. — 21. | § n v p n ; (S reix^av
= ninin; so IE. x . m o the tower (or castle or palace).
T h e Partcp. 'n never
occurs alone, but always as predicate (7^^ 9'^ 20^ Isa. 22^ Jer. 4I8 Ez. 7I6),
and it is doubtful whether it can here be t a k e n as subst.; the reading D'Dio
(8"'') is graphically not too hard, or, after (§, we may read Pen. — J§ onyB';
(3 SwaffTuv = D n r (here inappropriate) to which irapedpeOei is added, apparently to fill out t h e clause. J a g . thinks iwl
irapedpeiiet add. from 8^.—
Bickell omits Dni'c and I D N P (both of which, however, are called for by the
connection), and for T ^ i writes D-\v. W e should rather omit •('j;3 and nnDu
as glosses. T h e Vrss. (exc. (3) follow | § with unimportant variations, and
t h e glosses must have been early. — 2 2 . TID IJJ {(§ 6(TOV tv xpbvov) is always
interrog. in O T . — On o;ns see note on v.* above; the final letter of the stem
is omitted because not pronounced — i3nNn Qal = i3ni<p; (g exwi-Tai, perh.
free rendering, perh. ( L a g . ) scribal error for ipGivrai. — Instead of Perf. ncn
we expect Impf. — (g dae^eTs yev6/ji,evoi, perh. ( L a g . ) = D''S''D3 on^nS (read
Dnrn3) instead of J^ '31 onS. — 23. J§ l a w p ; (3 Kal iireiOvvoi iyivovTo possibly = I3in' (Lag., Heid., cf. Aboth, 1, 11) or (Bi.) = iDifN^i. But as 3in is
prob. a loan-word from the Aram., found only D a n . l^" ( E z . 18' the noun is
corruption, probably of sitf), its occurrence here is doubtful. If the line (v.23»)
b e retained, t h e Impf. (which cannot have I m p v . force) must be changed to
I m p v . ^•2'W (the n perh. repeated from preceding p y i ) ; so also Dyserinck. —
paj gush, 18*; elsewhere only Hif. = speak, exc. in Eccl. 10^, where the text
is doubtful. — J^ i n n ; @ ip.ri% irvo'qi prjaiy, paraphrastic, perh. (Lag.) to avoid
the expression irvo^v •jrp'oieaOai = die; the verb has the sense of
utter.—The
change of pers. in the verbs in v.^^-^^ is a common rhetorical usage in OT.—
24. ?§ j y , omitted by Bi., apparently for the sake of the rhythm, is desirable,
if not necessary, as introduction to v.^^. — 1 § UNoni; © Kal ovx vinjKoiaaTe,
free rendering of | § , or from some form of yott' or niy (hardly from S'B'pn, as
in 2'^); S9C ppjDv-i NS, from irDNP NS. &^K
render 3'!:'|ip by a verb 2 plu.,
assimilation of the t r a n s l a t o r . — 2 5 . ipn3im, noun as obj. of nsN only here,
elsewhere (as v.^") with pref. h, and so perh. to be written here ( O o r t ) . The
two nouns in this v. are plu. in <3B, the second in IL, variations coming from
script, defect.—26.
(§ prefixes roi'yapouv as natural connective. — J§ Tt*;
(5 iir(j}\tt</i, as Job 2l3 30!^; H e i d . , = 13N. — J§ i n o ; (§ 6\e8pos, perh. = I'fl
( G r . ) , which, however, is nowhere else so rendered (24*^ Job 30^^* 31^')- —
27. K . niNBJ, Q. HNittr, both from .-IN;-; <g freely a^vw, and so &, Rashi, and
apparently %. — J§ ino and T N ; (g ebpv^os and KaraarpoipT], rhetorical varia* On piSSm, Eccl. il7 al^a/., cf. Barth, NB., § 2591, Comms. of Tyler and Palm,
and Strack in Stud. u. Krit., 1896, IV.
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tions from the renderings in v.^". — S attaches v.^^a to v . ^ , and & adds a fourth
hne (Jag., Lag.) in v.^''; these changes show that the old translators found
difficulties in t h e rhythm. — Bi. takes v.26- 2? in the following o r d e r : ^S"- 2").
26b. 2!a^ tranferring ns'i^'j to v.^', throwing out DDinij N 3 3 in v.'^^ as scribal
repetition, and writing asiii' instead of DDIIN. T h e rhythm thus gained is
hardly better than that of | ^ , except in that it gets rid of the triplet. It would
be simpler, if the triplet is judged insupportable, to regard v.^'^ as a gloss, the
addition of a familiar expression (see note on this line a b o v e ) ; cf. the similar
expression in the triplet of ^ ii6*, in contrast with t h e couplets of V i8*-^.—
28. (3 wrongly puts v.^^" as direct a d d r e s s . — T h e verb i n » occurs, outside of
Job, Pss., Pr., only in H o s . 5^^ Isa. 26^; IL here inane consurgent {a.tiA similarly
elsewhere in Pr., exc. 7^^). Denominatives of t h e caus. stem (rarely of t h e
simple stem) are frequent in Arab, and H e b . (so •3'.:'n) to express t h e doing
of a thing at a certain time of t h e day, but they do not t h e n contain a substantively additional idea like seek ; the primitive sense of t h e stem is doubtful. On
the old ending j of the verb in ijvnn'i" see Bottcher, Lehrb., I I . § 930, 1047 f.,
and To)j, in Trans. Amer. Phil. Assoc.,N(A. X I . 1880.—After -c^ l3 adds
KaKol as subject, unnecessary general interpretative gloss, not ( L a g . ) addition
of a Christian scribe to avoid contradiction of Mt. 7"''. — 29. | § PJJI; ( § " a^otj>tav, for which we should expect ataffri<TLv, yet <T. is not necessarily Christian
(Lag.) or Alexandrian ( H e i d . ) ; (g'^ •iraiStav, 3L disciplinam
{— IDID v . ^ ) . —
?^ PKT; (g^ \b~iov, perh. interpretation of an Alex, scribe. — 30. © has the
two nouns in plu. {script, defect.).-—31.
J^ Pspb; © freely dtre/Se^as; 'D is
used in OT. in bad sense, exc. Pr. 22-'. — 32. njiiiT, always in bad sense in
OT. — ® deS' <Jc 7dp •YJUKOVV v-qirtovs, taking 'a as trans. = turn aside, oppress,
hardly = retributioti
(Jag. because of retribution for \their treatment of~\
children they shall be slain), or from nsi!:'n (Schleusn.) assailing, or ( L a g . )
Pi;'3n injustice. — J§ P l S r ; (g eJeTacr/i6s = P S N ^ or pSi' (so S'^) SST lyia
error, free rendering of | § . — 1 § npi i n s D ; © ^3^ at^ib^wi d-trh -iravros KaKov,
where ir. is insertion for sake of definiteness. Cf. Clem. Alex., 162, 181. — In
5§ PISB* and pNB' there seems to be a verbal play. — nj33 is adverbial. — n;)i
^^B may mean disaster of harm, but s, = disaster, is not elsewhere defined by
a noun of source.

II. A discourse setting forth the blessings conferred by Wisdom, the sage (and not Wisdom herself) being the speaker. It
consists of one well-sustained sentence (Ew.), each paragraph
being hnked to the preceding by a connective word; the rhythmical arrangement appears to be in quatrains. After the protasis,
stating, as the necessary condition, earnest application to the
teaching of wisdom (v.'^), comes the long apodosis (v.*""), giving
a double result: first, the knowledge of God and its attendant
blessing (v.*^, apparently an insertion or a parenthesis) ; second
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(v.^2'), the comprehension of probity (v.^-^), and the possession
of wisdom as guide (v."* " ) , which will deliver from evil men
(v.^^-'^) and evil women (v.^""), and so lead to the reward of the
upright (v.^^), in contrast with the fate of the wicked (v.^).

1-4. The condition of enjoying the protection of Wisdom.
1. My son, if thou receive my words
And lay up my commandments with thee,
2. So that thou incline thine ear to wisdom,
Apply thy mind to discernment,
3. If thou cry to understanding,
And invoke discernment,
4. If thou seek her as silver,
Search for her as for hid treasures —

1-4. Mind, lit. heart, is (as always in OT.) the whole inward
nature, here particularly intellectual capacit}', attention (so that thy
heart substantially = thyself).
Discernment and understanding
are synonyms, equivalent to intellectual perception and wisdom,
here with ethical-religious coloring. It is unto (not for) discernment and understanding that the pupil is to cry — he caHs to her
to come to him and instruct and help him. — The Grk. and Lat.
Vrss. divide the sentence differently from the Hebrew. Grk.:
If thou receive the utterance of my com?nandtnent and hide it with
thee, thine ear shall hearken to ivisdom, and thou shall apply, etc.;
Lat.: If thou receive
and hide
, that thine ear may hearken,
etc. {then) incline thy heart, etc. But it seems clear that the condition includes the whole paragraph, v.'^. — The sage emphasizes
the necessity of earnestness in the pursuit of wisdom — the expressions increase in intensity from receive, lay up {hide), incline,
apply, to cry, lift up the voice, and then seek, search. Study of
wisdom is represented as an organized discipHne requiring definiteness of purpose and concentration of powers. The prophets
demand conformity to the law of Yahweh, and exhort that he
himself be sought; here attention is directed to a principle and
body of moral and religious knowledge.
1. Synonymous, ternary. The sage speaks on his own authority
{my words), appeahng neither to a divine revelation to himself.

ii- 1-4
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nor to the teaching of a human master (a trait characteristic of
the Wisdom literature). H e is conscious of having words to utter
which it behooves all men to hear. H e does not stand apart from
the law of God, but he is an independent expounder of the divine
moral law, having received it into his mind, and comprehending
its nature and effects intehectually and morally. The prophet
speaks in the name of Yahweh, and gives a specific divine
message; the sage speaks in his own name, representing philosophical reflection, the authority in which is the divinely given
human reason and conscience. The term commandments, the
same that is used in the prophetical and legal books for the moral
and ritual ordinances of Yahweh, here denotes the sage's own instructions, which in v.^ are identified with wisdom. — 2. Synonymous, ternary. Epexegetical equivalent of v.^, put in H e b . as
purpose {in order t/iat thou mayst incline), or, as we more naturally conceive it, as result {so that). — Mind {Mi. heart) is the
whole inward perceptive nature. The Heb. word is not properly
represented by Eng. heart, which conveys to the modern reader
the impression of a particularly emotional element. Physiologically, the OT. locates emotion in the bowels, and intellect in the
heart; the brain (not mentioned in OT.) was not regarded by
the ancients as having intellectual significance.*—3. Synonymous,
ternary. The H e b . begins with a particle (usually =for) which
may probably be rendered_y^a (so RV.) ; it is merely resumptive,
and may be oraitted in an Eng. translation. The Syr. reads and
if; the Targ., by the change of a vowel, has and call understanding mother., Invoke, lit. lift up the voice to — call to, synonym of
cry to. — 4. Synonymous, ternary-binary. Hid treasures, etymologically something hidden, then treasure, from the custom, in the
absence of secure places in houses, of hiding valuables in the
earth or in holes in rocks : see Jer. 41^ Job 3"' Gen. 43-' (something concealed and unknown), Isa. 45^ (where the word = simply
treasure, the adj. hidden being added) ; cf Mt. 13^^; the notion
of something hidden away for safety seems generally to inhere in
the expression; here there is also the suggestion that effort is
necessary to find and secure it.
* Of the Semitic languages it is only Arabic that has a word {dimZig) for brain;
the origin of this word is uncertain; the adj. damig means stupid.
D
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I I . 1. IDN (poetic word) always in plu. in Pr., 131 being used for sing.,
I l l s al. — 2. As to the force of "? and Inf. here cf. Ew., § 280d; (3 vwaKoi<rerai <70<t>las rb ols (rov; % ut audiat sapientiam auris tua, perh. free translation, perh. taking iJtN as subject, as in Isa. 32^ (Qal I m p f . ) , in which case,
though Inf. is possible, we should expect Qal Impf., since tiN never occurs as
subj. with Hif. (apparently not in i/- I Q I ' ) ; S E render by the Impf. in continuation of the construction of v.i, perh. = 3'i'pPi, a good reading, yet it is
doubtful whether ( S S C had a text different from that of ? ^ . — T h e Impf. nan
continues the telic or ecbatic sense of the preceding construction; a 1 before
it is appropriate but not necessary. (SSiE render it by a Put., IL by an Impv.
(@ begins the apod, with v.'^. — v.^b is given by @ in double form, first = J§,
and then an improbable variation (regarded as genuine by Jag., Lag.) in which
•113'^ is read instead of ^3'?, but the introduction of son is pointless, doubtless
scribal error. — 3. 13 cannot here = for ((@2L), nor can a« '3 = hut (Hitz.),
with supposition of a preceding neg. clause. ST omits o and inserts 1 before
DN; S> has simply Nnpni, perh. free rendering of ?^. There is no good
ground in ancient authorities for omitting 13, and it must be taken {•= yea)
as emphatic introduction of the new conditional clause. — 1 § 3 N ; 2C DN, and
so D e ' R . 874 (379) in Bibl. Erfurt. I . ; see Berakoth 57 <7, where this clause is
cited for the interpretation of a dream respecting one's mother, and cf. Cappel.,
Crit. Sac. 5. 2. 2. T h e reading of % comes from an old midrash (Norzi), and
t h e omission of 13 is a consequence of free citation. — | ^ nj>3; @ <To<t)iav
(instead of <ppbvr)<ris), which Heid. takes to be Alexandrian Jewish, and Lag.
Christian. — Some MSS. of (5 (B»b "'«• '"f- A sup ras C ) and edd. (Comp. Aid.
and S ^ obel.) add at end of v.^ rrjv 5^ atcrdrjaiv t^i^T^riaxis fieydX-g TT; (fewv^,
which Jager considers to be the true (3 text of b, = Sij hp2 a'psn njnnSi; in
favor of this is its divergence from | § . Against its being the true text of Pr.
is perh. the parallelism and t h e occurrence of Z'p2 in the next verse.—Gr.
suggests, with little probability, that 3'' may be dittogram of 2^.

5-8. The consequence of the condition expressed in v.i-*. If
wisdom be embraced, then the man will understand the fear of
Yahweh (v.*), for Yahweh is the source of wisdom (v.^), and the
protector of the upright (v.''-*). Apparently an editorial insertion.
The proper apodosis to v.'"^ is v."*''-: if thou seek wisdom, then
(v.^") wisdom wiU come to thee. V/'"** introduce a new thought, and
were probably added by an editor who thought that the central
idea of these discourses, the fear of Yahweh, ought not to be
lacking here. See further in notes below.
5. T h e n shalt thou understand the fear of Yahweh,
And find the knowledge of God;
6. For Yahweh gives wisdom.
Out of his mouth come knowledge and discernment;
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7- He lays up deliverance for the upright,
Is a shield to those who walk in integrity;
8. He guards the paths of probity,
And protects the way of the pious.

5. The fear of Yahweh. Synonymous, ternary. The divine
name God {Elohim) occurs elsewhere in Pr. four times, 2*' 3* 25^
30^; the expression knowledge of God in OT. only here and Hos.
4' 6* (Nu. 24^" knowledge of the Most High).
In the preexihan
literature Elohim is used as proper name only in the Elohistic
narrative (Am. 4" Hos. i2^<*' seem to be citations frora this narrative), not in any prophetic writing except in the passages above
mentioned (not in Hos. 4^ 6^ Mic. 3'). After the exile it gradually became a proper name (the local, national sense of Yahweh
disappearing), and in Pr. = Yahweh. The change of name here
is rhetorical variation. The fear of Yahweh (the fear or reverence directed toward him) is equivalent to the knowledge of God
(the knowledge which has to do with him). The first expression
represents the God of Israel as the source of all ethical authority
and law, and reverent obedience to him as the principle of Hfe;
the second declares that true learning is concerned with the ethical
character of God and the duties which he imposes; knowledge is
not only inteHectual apprehension, but also communion of soul.
Wisdom is thus conceived of as both an attitude of soul and a
body of knowledge, all in the sphere of religion. This oldHebrew point of view stands in the Book of Proverbs in organic
union with the human ethical conception of life in this way : the
moral content of life is based not on ritual and ecclesiastical law,
but on reason and conscience, and these are the gift of God (see
next verse). We have here, on the one hand, the recognition of
the mind of man as a source of truth, and, on the other hand, the
assertion that the moral potency of the mind is the creation of
God. This larger conception came to the Jews through natural
growth under the stimulus of foreign (mainly Greek) thought.
Instead of shalt (which implies determination on the part of the
speaker, or else is hypothetical) we may write wilt (which expresses futurity simply). Cf. note on i'^—^6. Synonymous, ternary. Yahweh the source of wisdom. This is stated as the
ground of the affirmation of v.*, and brings this paragraph into
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logical relation with v.'"*. He who seeks wisdom will understand
the fear or knowledge of God, because all knowledge comes from
him. The reference is probably to the whole moral thought and
conduct of man — human instincts, the results of experience, the
common-law of morality, as well as the ethical prescriptions contained in the Israelitish canonical and oral codes. The stress,
however, is laid on man's moral nature, which is represented as a
divine gift. — The expression out of his mouth (Grk. from his
presence) means from him; he utters his command and man
receives wisdom; the reference seems not to be to his giving a
law (the Tora), which would not agree with the general connection. The mouth of Yahweh, a frequent expression in the prophets, is found only here in Pr. (Str.) ; here alone God is teacher,
elsewhere Wisdom. The expression occurs in Job 22^^, and in a
few late i/'S, 105° iig''^-^ 138*. — 7, 8. Synonymous, ternary.
Yahweh protects the upright. The word rendered deliverance
occurs, except Isa. 28^ and (the textually doubtful) Mic. 6^, only
in Job and Pr. It appears to signify the act or power of estabHshment or arrangement, and so fertility in expedients, wisdom,
and, as result, achievement, help, deliverance. The last sense is
the one here naturally suggested by the parallel shield. This latter
word is to be taken (in the present Heb. text) as in apposition
with the subject (Yahweh) of the preceding clause.—'The synonymous expressions the upright and those who walk in integrity
indicate right conduct in general; the upright are those who conforra their lives to the straight line of moral and religious propriety ; integrity is perfectness of life. The reference is to general
substantial rectitude, not to absolute fi-eedom from sin or error, or
to the inner Hfe of the soul; cf Gen. 20' i K. 9^ i/' loi^ Pr, 19^ —
8 presents the same thought in the form of purpose or result
(epexegetical equivalent), so as to guard, = he guards the way,
that is, the Hfe and interests, of those who obey him. The expression guai-d the paths of probity is pecuHar and difficuH ; the
verb means either keep, observe, or guard, have an eye on; in the
former sense it is foUowed as object by the law observed, as in 3'
5^ 28^ Dt. 33" xp iig^ al; in the latter sense by the person or
concrete thing to be defended, as in 2" 4" Isa. 26^ al (once, 22^^,
by knowledge), or by the thing to be watched, as in Job 7^. As
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Yahweh is subject, it is the latter sense that appears to be
intended here; yet everywhere else the path of probity (or its
equivalent) is something that is walked in, as in v.*, not guarded,
though the way of a man is said to be scrutinized (Job 13^) or
controlled (i/* 139^) by God. As the text stands, paths of probity
must be regarded as a poetical variation of paths of the upright
(cf V.*), equivalent to the parallel way of the pious (Heb. his
pious ones, RV saints). On probity see note on i^.—The pious
man (TOn) is he who is characterized by kindness, love (nopi).
The stem seems .to signify any strong feeling toward a person,
whether unfriendly, envy (as in Arabic), or friendly, kindness (as
in Heb.), or both (as in Aramaic, and cf 14** 25'° Lev. 20"').
The substantive is used of kindness shown to man by man (Gen.
24'^) or by God (Ex. 34'', often in Pss.), whether of man's acts
toward tiod (Hos. 6^« y\i Z(f' 2 Chr. 32'- 352" Neh. 13") is doubtful. The adj. is used twice of God (Jer. 3*^ i/' i8''''2'" = 2 Sam.
22^^), many times of man. It may be active, = loving, or passive,
=beloved. It is the former sense in which it is used of God, and
this seems to be its meaning throughout OT., though the other
is possible, and, in most cases, appropriate; the deity might be
thought of as the bestower and the worshipper as the recipient of
favors, or the latter might be regarded as bound to his god by a
sentiment of love and devotion, which, at first physical and mercenary, would grow more and more ethically and spiritually pure;
the active sense is favored by the parallelism in \p 18^^'^"', with the
kind (merciful, good) thou wilt show thyself kind. The adj.
occurs first in the second half of the seventh century (Mic. 'f Dt.
33^ Jer. 3^^), and elsewhere only in late poetry (i Sam. 2" 2 Chr.
6''* Pr. 2^ and Pss.). When it began to be employed in the sense
of devoted to God, pious (the rendering sai^it is inappropriate)
can hardly be determined. In the second century, in the struggle
between Antiochus Epiphanes and the Jews, it appears as a technical term to designate those who strictly maintained the religion
of Israel against the inroads of HeHenism (i Mac. 2''^ •Ao-tSatot,
Hasidean or Asidean).* In some Pss. (79'^ 86^ 116"* al.) it means
pious Israel in contrast with surrounding heathen oppressors or
*Cf. Wellhausen, Die Pharisdcr
People, I I . ii. 26.

u. d. Saducaer;

Schiirer, Hist, of the

Jew.
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apostate Jews. In Pr. it is found only here, in an editorial insertion (perhaps of the second century B.C.) ; it is here a general
term for pious.
5. (gBXA <riiv7j(reis ^ijSop, for which Clem. Al., 121, has vo-q(Teis Beoa^pttav.
In v.'^b (3^ = ? § ; Cl. Alex. K. at<xdy}(Tiv Oelav evp^riaeis ( a n d so Orig.), free rendering, probably original ( L a g . ) . — 6. J^ r s c ; (3^ dirb irpoatiwov airov =
rjs::, apparently scribal error. —-7. K joxi, Q ( a n d some MSS.), better, )Br
(iL custodiet), since the couplets appear to be independent statements;
3 K. e-riaavpl^ii, = J§ Kethib (not = i 3 x ) , as in li^. — J§ n^ifip; © (MSS.)
coirriptav, IL salutem, Cl. Al. ^o^rideiav, 2E in MS. (cited by Levy, Chald.
Wbch.) i;ri3, in Bibl. Rab., 1568, "n3D help, in Buxt.,-Lag. •\in3U' glory.—
| § jic, rendered by vb. or partcp. in the Vrss.: (§ inrepacrirtei, i t et proteget,
^K !';.DDl; ^ is curt poetic construction, instead of the ordinary Nin -c; we
expect a verb = protect (but the stem does not occur in OT. in this sense) or
a noun •^z:! protection as object of jax' (but no such noun suggests itself); 'D
cannot be object of '^ — 1 § ah oSnS; @ TTI\V iropelav avrtav = DP3''SnS (Vog.,
Schleusn.), as in ^ 67 (68)^^. — 8. | ^ "yih, equivalent proposition represented
as purpose or result; S has 1 and Perf., and we may here read Impf.; Gr.
IXjV, but this does not accord with *>. — J§ iJisi'D is given in all the Vrss., except
that (S (except Cod. 23) has plu. — K. iDn sing.; Q and many H e b . MSS.
a n d all Vrss. have plu., as the context requires; 2E omits the suffix. — Oort, to
secure perfect parallelism, r e a d s : nniyi iion T n i aitd {that they 7nay) preserve the ivay of piety toward him (or, the way of his kindness);
but this is
not in keeping with the general idea in v . ^ in which Yahweh is subject, and
iiDn -[-n is h a r d ; it would be easier to change oott'D to DTi'i or opix (cf. v'^").

9-22. The proper conclusion to the condition stated in v.i-*:
first, the comprehension of righteousness (v.^^), then the guidance and protection of Wisdom (v.'*^"), with the reward of
goodness and the punishment of wickedness (v.^' ^^).—V.^" should
probably be transposed so as to stand next after v.^ In its present
position it interrupts the connection between v.^' and v.^\ while
by its thought it attaches itself naturally to v.".
9, 20. Comprehension of rectitude.
9. T h e n shalt thou understand righteousness and probity,
< Shalt keep > every path of good,
20. That thou mayest walk in the way of good men,
Mayest follow the paths of the righteous.

9. The verse is not a poetical couplet in the Heb., which reads
in second line : and rectitude — every path of good, giving the first
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three nouns in the order in which they occur in i l There the
rhythmical form is proper; here it is defective, and (though it is
possible that the three nouns may have been originally taken from
1^) it seems better (by an easy emendation) to write the verb
which the parahelism calls for : cf the expressions keep {^follow)
the paths in v.*, and keep my ways in 8^^. On the nouns in first
line see notes on i^ — Path (2'*'^ 4"-^^ 5^-^^ \p 23^) is lit. wagonroad, then any way ; the following ^^(7^ defines the path as lying
in the domain or leading in the direction of what is (moraUy)
good. — The then attaches this section to v.^"^: " if thou earnestly
seek wisdom, thou shalt be moraHy enhghtened, shalt acquire intellectual acumen in ethical questions, and [if the emendation suggested above be correct] the power of right action " ; freedom of
choice is implied, and it is assumed that he who fully knows the
good way wiU foHow it.* On the substitution of wilt for shalt
see note on v.^ above. — 20. Synonymous, ternary. The purpose
that thou mayest walk involves result. The verse thus expands
the second line of v.^. — At the end of first line the Heb. has
simply the word good (plural) ; the parallelism favors the rendering good men (not good things). Good is the general term for
fitness of all sorts, here used of moral fitness and rectitude. —
Follow is lit. keep. — The righteous or just man is he who does
justice, rightness (see note on i^). The epithet is applied in OT.
to man and to God, but its significance, depending on the content of the current idea of justice, varies with the different periods
of Heb. history. Yahweh is just to a man or to Israel when he
acts in accordance with natural or legal right. In the earlier
phase of thought Israel's national right was held to be victory over
its enemies, and justice came to be equivalent to victory, as in
Ju. 5" I S. 12^ Jer. 51'". The purely ethical conception grew
with the general ethical growth of the people; and in the prophetical and later books (see, for ex., Ez. 18) tends to become
predominant, though the primitive idea lingers in places. In Pr.
righteous = morally and religiously good in general; the word
(like good and perfect) expresses not absolute sinlessness, but general rectitude. In late exilian and postexilian writings it is often

* So Plato and the Stoics.
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a synonym for the faithful part of Israel (Isa. 5 3 " 26^^ \(/ 3i'*<i8) 94a
al.). — The Grk. reads the verse as a conditional sentence, and
connects it immediately with v.'": for if they had gone in good
paths they would have found the paths of righteousness easy; the
H e b . is preferable. — Bickell omits the verse as marring the
strophic structure of the paragraph ; but this difficulty disappears
in the arrangement here adopted.

10-19. The moral protection afforded by Wisdom.—Wisdom,
entering the soul (v.'") and keeping watch over it (v."), saves
the man from the influence of bad men (v.'''"^^) and bad women
10. For wisdom shall enter thy mind,
And knowledge shall be pleasant to thee,
11. Discretion shall watch over thee,
Discernment shall guard thee,
12. To save thee from the manner of life of bad men,
From men whose speech is wicked,
13. Who leave the paths-of uprightness.
To walk in ways of darkness,
14. Who rejoice in doing wrong,
[And] in iniquities take delight,
15. Whose paths are crooked,
And iniquitous their ways —
16. To save thee from the lewd woman.
From the harlot with her cajoling words,
17. Who forsakes the friend of her youth.
And forgets the covenant of God.
18. For her house leads down(?) to Death,
And her paths unto the Shades;
19. None that go to her return,
Or attain the paths of life.

10, 11. Wisdom as guardian. — 10. Synonymous, ternary.
The entrance of Wisdom into the soul; cf. Job 14'". Knowledge
= wisdom; see note on i l — On 7nind (ht. heart) see note on
v.- above. — Filter and be pleasant to are synonyms, = " become
acceptable to thee, a part of thy intellectual and moral being." —
Thee is Ht. thy soul; the term soul means the principle of life,
and so life or being, and my soul, thy soul, are common expres-
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sions in OT. for/«<? (or, myself), thee (or, thyself). The Heb.
word does not emphasize spirituality of thought, but, being a general term for the principle of Hfe, it may, like its synonym mind,
express any inteHectual power. — 1 1 , Synonymous, ternary-binary.
Oxi discretion (or, insight) a.n6. discernment (or, intelligence) see
notes on i^ and 2^ — The guardianship (the result of Wisdom's
entrance into the soul) is subjective — the man's security is in his
own reason and conscience, in the law of life which these give;
the whole is, however, viewed as finally the ordination of God,
though not in the form of an external law. — These two verses
give the ground of the preceding statement (v.^- ^) ; understanding win be gained by the entrance of Wisdom into the mind, not
in a forced raanner, but so that she shall be acceptable, pleasant
to the soul. The man is represented as assimilating wisdom,
coming" into harmony with it, foUowing it not through external
pressure, but by inward impulse; to do right becomes delightful
to him. This is largely because he sees the advantages of rectitude (v.^') ; but there is probably still to be recognized here the
germ of the idea of transformation of nature (a development out
of such conceptions as those of Jer. 31^ Ez. 36^). — The Grk.
takes v.'" as condition, and v." as its result: 10. for if wisdom
enter
and knowledge seem beautiful
11. good counsel
shall guard thee, etc. (the same construction raay be got from the
Heb. by rendering when Wisdom shall enter). This construction
is not decidedly against the context, and gives a good sense; it
seems, however, to be less natural than the causal construction
{for), not because the nouns in v." are identical in meaning with
those in v.^" (such repetition would not be against the manner of
Pr.), but because, as v."-^" state the result of the condition of v.'"*,
we more naturally expect in v.^" not a XV^'H condition, but a ground
or reason of the preceding statement. The general sense is the
same in the two constructions. There is no need to take v.^"-" as
parentheses ; v.^^ is logically connected with v." (see below). —
Bickell, in order to gain an additional couplet (an omission being
indicated, as he thinks, by a discrepancy of gender in the Heb.)
expands v.^" as follows : for wisdom shall enter i?ito tliy mind and
knowledge unto thy soul \shall come, instruction shall be good to
thy mind, and learning to thy soul'\ shall be pleasant. This inser-
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tion is without support from the Anc. Vrss., and seems not to he
necessary or probable; the text, as it stands, gives a satisfactory
sense and a good rhythm, and the quatrain, which is here desiderated, is gained by the transference of v.^. On the grammatical
point see critical note.
12-15. First, Wisdom saves frora bad men. —12. Synonymous,
ternary. Instead of the Infin. to save, expressing purpose or result,
we may, by a slight change, read she will save (Bickell); the change
does not affect the general sense.—Manner of life is lit. way, and
whose speech is wicked is lit. who speak wickedness (or wrong or
wicked things). The Heb. has, in second clause, sing, man (apparently used 'in coHective sense) ; the plu. form accords better in
Eng. with the following verses. Instead of way of bad {men) we
may render way of the bad {man), and so in second clause the
man who speaks; or way of evil; or, possibly, evil (or, wicked)
way. The concrete form {man or mefi) in first clause is favored by
the parallelism, and the plu. is more natural here in English. The
adj. bad or evil (ui) is used in OT. of any sort of badness, of
body (Gen. 41^), of appearance or deportment (Ex. 21*), of experience or fortune (Jer. 4^), of moral or religious conduct {passim);
it describes whatever does not conform to a norm — it is the opposite of the equally general term good (Sita) ; it is here the 7norally
bad. Cf note on the subst. evil, i^. — A wrong thing (mssnn)
is that which is turned aside from the path of right; its meaning
is not precisely expressed by perverse (which answers to it etymologically) , or by RV froward (which = refractory, perverse, obstinate) ; it may sometimes be properly rendered hy false, but in
Pr. it is a general terra, signifying that which is opposed to the
right ( = wicked, bad) ; it occurs in Dt. 32^ {they are a generation given to falsities, persons in whom no confidence can be placed),
and elsewhere only in Pr. — Bad men are here described by their
conduct or manner of life {way) and their speech ; the two things
are treated as equivalent each to the other, speech being regarded
as the indication of thought and life. The sage lays stress on the
power of evil association: to avoid bad raen is to be saved from
evil suggestion from without, from the reinforcement that sympathy gives to the evil within the heart. He warns against a
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malign moral influence, which is not the only one in life, but is
the most obvious, and one of the most powerful. Rashi says that
the men here referred to are Epicureans (that is, heretics in general), who seduce Israel to idolatry and pervert the law to evil.*
—13. Antithetic, ternary. Description of the conduct of bad
men. Uprightness is a general term for rectitude; it appears first
in the Deuteronomistic vocabulary (Dt. 9* i K. 9* i C. 29''), and
then only in the Wisdom books; it always has a religious coloring,
except in Job (P, and, perhaps, Eccl. 12'". That these men leave
{or forsake) rectitude does not imply that they had once followed
right paths, but only that they have chosen other paths. Their
walk is the way of darkness in contrast with the light which iUumines the way of wisdom, the darkness (as the parahelism suggests) here characterizing the sphere (as in Jno. 3^^"^^) rather than
the result (as in 4^') ; evil (in contrast with uprightness) seeks
the concealment of darkness. Such, from the parallelism, seems
to be the sense in this passage, though everywhere else in OT.
where light and darkness are used figuratively it is the guidance
and safety of the former and the danger of the latter that are indicated (Isa. 2' 42" ./r 2f Pr. 41^ 6^ i3« 16" Isa. 58i«./. i82«'2«> Eccl.
2" Pr. 20*), and so it may be here with the term darkness. The
employment of the two terms to express spheres of life characterizes the Mazdean sacred books. —14. Synonymous, ternary.
A stronger touch. The connective and is inserted in accordance
with the general norm of the couplets. Iniquities (lit. iniquities
of evil) is the same word in the Heb. that is rendered wrong
things in v.^^; there the reference was to words, here it is to
deeds — in both cases it is the opposite of right that is meant; it
is here (if the text be correct), for the sake of emphasis and
vigor, qualified by the term evil (or, wickedness). — The rejoice
and delight are a heightening of the forsake of the preceding verse ;
bad men, it is said, not only dehberately choose wicked ways, but
also take pleasure in them. The sage, in stating this familiar fact,
is probably to be understood not as implying that men delight in
evil as evil, but only as meaning that wrongdoing, interwoven into
life, becomes a source of enjoyment, the enjoyment coming from
* On the terms Epicureans and Minim (Talmudic designations of heretics) see
Buxtorf, Le.x., and Cheyne's Cyclop. Biblica, Art. " Canon."
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the moraentary good result, not from the consciousness of committing an unlawful or unrighteous deed. Other things being equal,
men, as a rule, prefer right to wrong. The murderer in i""" is
represented as comraitting murder not for its own sake, but to get
gain of goods; his wrong is not in desiring wealth, but in using
improper means to secure it. Wicked men are those whose consciences are not tender and strong enough to prevent their enjoying good things evilly gained. There is a formal resemblance
between this v. and Job -f^, perh. imitation by our author.*—
15. Synonymous, ternary-binary. Variation of the preceding verses
— description of bad life as departure from the right path. The
Heb. reads (with insertion of a pronoun) whose paths are crooked
and {they) iniquitous in their ways (so substantially AV.). SHght
changes in the text give the renderings who are crooked in their
paths and iniquitous in their ways (so substantially Oort, RV.),
or who make crooked their paths (Dyserinck, Kamphausen) and
in their ways turn into bypaths (Kamp.), or whose paths are
crooked and their ways iniquitous (so substantially raost of the
Ancient Vrss.). Of these the last is simplest, requiring only the
omission of one letter of the Heb.; the meaning is the same in
aU. — Two new adjs. are here introduced, synonymous with each
other and with the iniquities of v."; they occur in OT. in the
ethical sense only. Crooked {yi'p^) is that which departs from
the right way (allied to false) ; outside of Pr. the adj. occurs in
Dt. 32^^ ij; i8'''(2'> ( = 2 S. 22^') loi^ the vb. in Mic. 3" Isa. 59* Job
9^". Iniquitous also (nbj, found, outside of Pr., only in Isa. 30'^)
is that which turns aside into wrong ways, morally perverted,
wrong, false.
16-19. The second class of evil persons from whom Wisdom
delivers men: licentious women. The prominence given in Pr.,
especially in chs. 1-9, to the vice of Hcentiousness shows that it
was a notorious social evil at the time when the book was written.
In the preexilian and exilian books comparatively litde is said of
it. That there were harlots and adulteresses in Israel from an
early time is shown by such passages as Judg. 11^ (Jephthah's
mother) i K. 3'" (the two women who appeared before Solomon)
* Cf. Strack, Stud. u. Krit., 1896, IV.
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Hos. 3^ (Hosea's wife), by the prophetic denunciations of the
crime (Hos. 4^ Jer. f Mai. 3^), by the laws against it (Ex. 20"
Dt. 22 Lev. 20'°), and by the employment of the terms harlotry
and adultery (in Pent. Judg. Chr. Ps. Hos. Mic. Jer. Ez.) as designations of religious unfaithfulness. Prostitution was a feature of
the Canaanitish rehgious cults, and made its way into Israel. If
we exclude the references to this last usage, the mention of the
vice in question in the prophetical books is not frequent; less
stress is laid on it than on the oppression of the poor by the rich.
In a polygamous society and in a country without great cities it
was not likely to grow to great proportions. The case was different when the Jews were dispersed through the world, and lived in
cities like Jerusalem and Alexandria, centres of wealth and luxury,
inhabited by mixed populations. This form of debauchery then
became commoner and better organized. Hetairae flocked to
the cities. Naukratis in the Egyptian Delta was famous under
the Ptolemies for its brilHant venal women. The temptations of
Alexandria are iHustrated by the story told by Josephus {Ant. 12,
4, 6) of Joseph the son of Tobias. The picture of society given
in Ben-Sira (9*-" 19= ^f-"^ 2^^"-^ 26^12 42"""), based on life in
Jerusalem and Alexandria in the third and second centuries B.C.,
agrees in substance with the descriptions of the Book of Proverbs.
The tone is modern. Instead of the old clan-life of Israel, with
its definite family-ties and local bounds, we have the personal freedom of the Greek period in Syria and Egypt. This tone, most
observable in chs. 1-9, is not wholly wanting in the rest of the
book. The woman is represented as the temptress, the man as
the silly victim.
16. Synonymous, ternary. To save may be read (as in v.^^)
she will save. The terms lewd woman and harlot are both lit.
strange woman (or, stranger). With her cajoling words, lit. :
who makes smooth her words (RV. flatters, etc.). The reference
is to dissolute women, but the precise sense in which the term
strange is here used is differently understood. The Heb. has two
synonyms, both of which occur in OT. in three significations : one
who is outside the circle of one's family or one's clan; an alien
to one's nation, = " foreigner " ; one not one's self, = " another."
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For the first term (ni) see i K. 3" Dt. 25^ Nu. i'^; Ex. 30^3 Lev.
22"; Pr. 6^ ii'^ 14" 27^ (this third sense is found only in Pr.).
For the second term (n32) see Gen. 31^^ Job 19" 1/' 69*'"^ Eccl. 6^;
Dt. 15" I K. 11^; Pr. 27^. Women of this class were doubtless
often non-Israelites, and such might be the sense here (so Siegfr.,
Stade, and, so far as the second term is concerned, De.) ; but
the general character of the descriptions here and in chs. 5, 7,
9'^^^, and the contrast expressed in 5^^- ^, make it almost certain
that the writer has in mind dissolute women without regard to
nationality, and that the strange woman is one who is not bound
to the man by legal ties, who is outside the circle of his proper
relations, that is, a harlot or an adulteress. Rashi: Epicureanism.*
— The smooth, cajoling words are given in 71^2'*; f is identical
with our verse, except in the first word — the similarity between
the themes of the two discourses makes the repetition natural —
The Grk. connects v.^®- ^^ not with v.", but with v.^°, taking them as
the description of the influence of bad raen, and fohowing a Heb.
text very diff'erent from ours : 16. To remove thee far from the right
way and estrange thee from righteous opinion. My son, let not
evil counsel take possession of thee, 17. which forsakes the teaching
of youth and forgets the divine covenant. This is a bit of rabbinical or Alexandrian allegorizing, while in 7^ the Heb. is literally
translated. —17. Synonymous, ternary. The strange woman's
social and religious infidehty. The reference is to a married
woman, and the friend of her youth is not God (to which sense
the parallehsm is supposed by some to point), but her husband.
For the use of the term friend {^'A) see 16^* 17^ Mic. f Jer. 3*
^^^13(14)^ the sense ^/«^i?, instructor, is not found in OT. The
expression of our verse is perhaps taken from Jer. 3^"^, where the
adulterous spouse Israel, charged with her infidehties by Yahweh,
is exhorted to cry to him : my father, thou art the friend of my
youth, that is, " the husband of my youth (cf Hos. 2^- ^^<"' ^'' Ez.
16'"*) whom I have forsaken for others" ; but while the infidelity
* Cf. Buxtorf, Lex., s. v. ' m s , for the use of Aramaean woman as = foreign
woman and harlot. On the OT. sense of strange woman see Kuenen, Einl., iii.
\ 97 ; Wildeboer, Litt. des A T., § 23, Anm. 7; Bertholet, Die Stellung der Isr. und
Juden zu den Fremdcn, p. 195. —Cf. the Maxims of the Egyptian Any, of the New
Kingdom (Eng. transl. in art. Egypt. Literature in Library of the World's Best
Literature).
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in Jer. is national and ritual, in Pr. it is individual and physical.
At the same time, the raarriage-obligation is here regarded as a
divine law (Ex. 20"), and so as an agreement with God to obey
him and thus obtain his blessing. The Heb. has of her God; the
more general form of God (as, apparently, in the Grk.) is better.
— The conception of the marriage-relation involved in the verse
(and throughout the Book) is a high one. The old polygamy or
bigamy (the rule up to the exile) is ignored; monogamy is
assumed as the established custom. The husband is the trusted
friend ; the marriage-tie has a divine sanction (cf Mai. 2"). The
expression covenant of God may refer simply to the general idea
of sacredness involved, or it may possibly allude to a religious
marriage-ceremony. Of the Israelitish marriage-ceremonies of
the pre-Christian time we know little. The old custom was that
the woftian was brought into the man's dwelHng, by that act becoming his wife (Gen. 24"^ 29^ i Sam. 25^° Dt. 21^^), purchasemoney {mohar) being paid the father (Gen. 34^- i Sam. 18^);
sometimes the man, in the presence of witnesses, affirmed his purpose to take the woman as wife (Ru. 4'""'^) ; a feast was sometimes held (Ju. 14'" Tob. 8'"), and the bride was led to the husband's home in procession {\^ ^^u. 15(15. le) ^^ j^^.^ 251-1").* A trace
of a religious ceremony appears in Tob. 7'^- ^*"-1^', where Raguel
takes his daughter by the hand and gives her to Tobias as wife,
saying : according to the law of Moses take her to thy father (there
was also a written contract, Tob. f^'^^^'i) ; it is not improbable that
in this later time it was customary for the father or guardian of
the bride to address a word of pious counsel to the newly married
couple. No part in the ceremony appears to have been taken by
priest or other official person. The modern Jewish marriage,
though it differs considerably fro'm the customs of Bible and Talmud, is still essentially a family-cereraony.f —18, 19. Synony* On the view that Canticles is a wedding-poem, consisting of the songs sung
by bride, bridegroom, and companions in the marriage-festival, see Wetzstein,
in De.'s Comm'y on Canticles; K. Budde, in the New World, March, 1894, and in
his Comm'y on Cant., in Marti's Hand-Commentar;
C. Siegfried, Hoheslied, in
Nowack's Handkommentar.
t See the Talm. treatises, Ketub. and Kiddush., J. F. Schroder, Satzungen u.
Gebrauche d. talm.-rab. Judenthums, and I. Abrahams, Jewish Life in the Middle
Ages, 1896.
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mous, ternary. The fate of those who yield to the seductions of
the adulteress : physical death is their portion. The raeaning is
plain, but the exact rendering of v.'*" is doubtful. The Heb., as it
stands, must be rendered she sinks down to death, her house; but
death, the house appointed for all living (Job 30^''), would hardly
be called the house of one person ; the rendering she
together
with her house, that is, with her visitors (Bottch. De. Now.), is not
permissible. The reading of the Grk. (whose text differed from
our Heb.), she has set her house by death (adopted by Bickell),
does not give a satisfactory thought — her house, which is on the
earth, is not naturally represented as being by Death, which is
here the underground-world ; and the Heb. preposition, = unto,
must also then be changed to one raeaning near, by. The parallelisra suggests that house is the subject, and a change of the Heb.
accents (not the consonants) gives the possible sense, bows down,
or sinks down, = leads down, for the verb. The picture presented is of a path which leads frora upper earth to Sheol, Hke
those by which Odysseus and Aeneas descend to Hades (less
probably of a pit through which one sinks into Sheol) ; on this
downward path she and her guests enter, and frora the land of
the dead they never return. A slight change in the Heb. gives a
verb meaning goes down, = leads down (17'", used in Job 21''
of descent to Sheol), a sense which is perhaps favored by the
similar expression in 5*. — House (if the text be correct) is the
abode, the place from which goes the path to the Underworld,
with connotation of "household," the woman and those who go
to her house. Death = the realm of death, Sheol (cf. i/' 9^'*"' Pr.
5^ f).
It is not a place of punishment, but the abode of all the
dead. The punishment referred to in the verse is premature and
unhappy death, which is represented everywhere in OT. as a misfortune, a visitation of God as retribution for wrongdoing (29*
t/' gi''!*') ; long life is the reward of the good (3^^), but the days of
the wicked shall be cut short (10^). This is the old-Hebrew conception, which Hmits moral-spiritual life to the present world.
Here God, it was held, dispenses rewards and punishments ; when
one has entered Sheol, God no longer takes account of him (only
in Job 14^^ 26'-^ is there a suggestion that the power of the God
of heaven may extend to the Underworld). Death is the physical
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event which transfers raen from the sphere of activity to that of
inactivity, where there is no relation between man and God (Isa.
2gi8.i9^_ This conception seems to be a survival of the early
behef which assigned the Underworld to a separate deity (so in
Babylonia), independent of the deity who ruled the world, and
supreme in his own domain; the subterranean deity vanished
from the Israelitish system, but the gap between Sheol and the
God of Israel remained. Proverbs retains the old view; its idea
of the future life is without ethical elements. — The Shades (Rephaim) are the dead, the inhabitants of Sheol.* Earthly conditions, such as distinctions of rank, are represented sometiraes as
continuing in Sheol (Ez. 32^^^ Isa. 14"), sometimes as not continuing (Job 3'^"!'' 1^ 88'<®'). The rephaim are without mundane
power or significance (Isa. 14^°), and the pious among them
cannot praise God (Isa. 38^* i// 88'°'"*). Yet they were popularly
thought of as being gods, or as possessing supernatural powers
(i Sam. 28'" Isa. 8'**, a survival of the primitive belief on this
point). In Pr. the facts emphasized are that their existence is
without happiness, and that they never return to live the life of
this earth.t — The paths of life = the ordinary earthly life, not
moral-spiritual life or salvation. The statement that for the victims of the adulteress there is no return to this Hfe is not meant
to indicate that for others (the followers of Wisdom) there is
return, but only to emphasize the fact that the fate of adulterers
(premature death) is irreversible. Pr. has nothing elsewhere on
the impossibility of return from Sheol, but it may be assumed that
its authors shared the opinion expressed in the other Wisdom
Books (Job 14"^ Eccl. 9" Ben-Sira 17*).
9. ?^ Dnu'iD ( l ^ Dna'D) is rendered as noun {SM. in slat, constr. and so
Gr.) by all Vrss. except perh. (§, whose KaTop6ii<Teii may be noun = 'D (so
Lag. Baumg.), or verb = thou shalt establish ; the noun-form occurs elsewhere
only once, \p 96^ ( H e b . 97^), and then sing. = j o n ; between noun and verb
it is hard to decide. T h e text of | § presents a serious rhythmical difficulty
* Whether the term has any etymological connection with the gentilic name
Rephaim (Dt. 211 al.) is uncertain. Cf. Schwally, in ZA T., 1898, i. pp. 132 ff.
t In the obscure passage Isa. 26I9 it is doubtful whether the reference is to a
national resuscitation (as in Ez. 37) or to some sort of appearance of the rephaim
on the earth.
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(in i3b, in which the same three nouns occur, the rhythm is g o o d ) . T h e difficulty may be removed by writing icu'P, from which a i m might come without
difficulty, especially if the scribe had l^ in mind. Gr. 'iriD ooa'C. — 1 0 . J§ >3;
(§ idv ydp = DN •'2. — J§ p S ; (3^ TTJV Bidfotav, © ^ ^ crV didvoiav. — J§ oyj';
(3 Ka\ri elvai Sb^-tj. — T h e masc. vb. oyr with fem. subj. nj;"i is poetic license,
as in 81" 14" 29^5 (where Bi., who here by a long insertion introduces a masc.
subj., retains t h e masc. v e r b ) ; ' i is construed with fem. predicates in Isa. 47W
f 139^ D a n . 12*, that is, in O T . three times with masc. and three times with
fem. predicates. I n the former case it appears to be conceived of in a general
way as a thing (perh. as the act of knowing) without regard to gender; see
other cases of such freedom in Ew., § 174^. — 1 1 . | § naro; © (foil, by S )
/SoyXrj KOXT), to indicate that 'D is here used in good sense. Similarly for
^ n u a n (g ( a n d so Sb) has iwoia b<Tla. — On the suff. in nsnxjn see Ew.,
§ 250 a, Ols., § 97 a ; t h e n3_ is for n 3 : _ , in which n is vowel-letter, and j the
verb-ending (survival of the Energic form). — 1 2 . f§ "iS'xnS; <3 Iva pia-qrat
ae, apparently = | § ; 5 Nxonni, E 'n n , % ut eruaris, perh. Impf. instead of
h and Inf., perh. free rendering of J § ; Bi. writes iSsn on the ground that this
paragraph is not a consequence but an explanation; on this point see notes
on v.2. })-\ better t a k e n as subst. defining i - n ; the Vrss. render it by adj.
Gr. y i p ? — niDsnn; (gBNACoi. /i,j5^y TTIO-TOV ( a n d so S " m a r g . ) ; H - P 23
( = C o d . Venet. San Marco, V ) diacrTpap.p.ii'a (and so S**) = J§. — 1 3 . (@
begins the v. with d>, apparently reading Nn, a particle which does not occur
elsewhere in Pr., and would not be appropriate here. On t h e vocalization of
t h e art. ( n ) see Miklol, 53 b, and on the accentuation see Bar-Delitzsch, note
on this verse. — I n 2 cl. instead of "? and Inf. (naSS) S^CIL have 1 and vb. or
partcp. and walk, free rendering which gives the sense of JQ correctly, substitution of the coordinate for the subordinate construction. Bi. here retains | § .
— 1 4 . H - P 23, 68 al. prefix Ci. — 1 § j;i pwy'?; (5 kirl KaKois. — J§ njDnr,
written defect, in some MSS., taken as sing, in ( S S E ^ r - — T h e second j)i,
supported by all Vrss., is somewhat hard. Gr. regards it as dittogram, but the
rhythm calls for a word h e r e ; Dys. emends to y i , but the iniquities of another
is hardly possible. Failing a satisfactory emendation, J§ may be retained. —
15. T h e text of pj may be rendered who are crooked as to their paths and perverse in their ways, or a 3 may be prefixed to anipniN, or the 3 omitted (so
Oort) before onSjyc; but t h e order D'K'py ' i x (or ' I N 3 ) is not quite satisfactory (cf. lo" 19I 286-18); Dys. (followed by K a m p . ) writes a'r|i;'D (as in lo^),
a phonetically easy emendation, the D being supposed to have fallen out
through preceding 3, but the order is slightly against this construction also.
T h e simplest reading is that of the Vrss. (except A G ) , which apparently did
not have 3 before 'po, whose paths are crooked and their ways iniquitous;
the
order in that case hardly makes a difficulty. — Field suggests that IL et infames
gressus eorum may have been influenced by A Kal BpvKovaiv; cf. Job 17^
where (5 dp-bX-r^pa (or epi\\-i\p.a) — J^ ^vo by-word. — 1 6 . @ has a text wholly
different from that of J^ : rov p.aKpdv ere irotija^at dirb bSoO eidelas Kal d\X6rpiov T^s biKatas •yvtbp.rji — a consequence attached to v.i^ instead of a new
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paragraph. This is not a scribal heterogram of the particular words of J^,
but an independent allegorizing reading of the schools. The next section also
is taken as a description of moral folly, and is introduced by the words vU p.-r)
ae KaToKd^tg KOKT; ^OV\T^ (cf. BS 7I). The connection favors the personal
picture of J§; the reading of (@ illustrates the manner in which the expounders
and scribes, in Jerusalem and Alexandria, sometimes dealt with such ethical
texts as this. — S writes Impf. at the beginning (and so Bi.), inserts Nnnsn as
subj., omits ni( (for the sake of brevity), and for f^ npiSnn has NOijnc, possibly = nB>'7nn (Baumg.), though this is generally rendered by ']hntt (Pink.).
Bi. omits ni-iDN on rhythmical grounds, but this seems hardly necessary. —•
17. pj 11*?**; © di.daaKa\iau {(3^ p,dd-q<Tiv), probably in accordance with its
allegorical conception of the passage (cf. Aram. JSSIN), and so 2I;B"X. 2 ;
S NJU1D rearer, educator, A •})yepx>va, 0 •fiyoip.evov, 3L ducein. Though no
Vrs. renders by friend, this sense is assured in Heb., and is the most appropriate here. The st. = come or bring together, whence Semitic thousand, Heb.
leader (head of clan or tribe), Ileb. Kx. friend, Arab, compose (a book),
Aram, tiach ; the origin of the senses ox (N. Sem.) and ship (Ass., Aram.) is
not clear. — ||J n'lnSs' n n 3 ; G 8i.ad-fiKi)v detav = u^'rh<A '3 (and so tE Bi), a
better reading than that of Pj. —18. P? nny (mil'el); ©Bal. idero = r\TZ-;
(@v (Jpjo-ej/; S) she forgets (n;-!3 = nnyi-, repeated from preceding v.) the
thresholds {z= ^iDBTi) of her house and the way (=: ms') of her paths; %,
freely, whose house is in the depth of death ; ?L inclinata est
domtis eitis.
^ nni', fem., can hardly stand with masc. n o (if '3 were meant as collective,
it would probably have a plur. verb); nni' (st. third n), though it occurs in
Qal only once, and then not certainly (Isa. 5i'-')> ™ay '^e taken as = inclines,
sinks (Ibn Janah), or we may write nn'.:' (cf. V 107^'); perh., however, we
should read nnj.—Jj DINSI SN; (5 p-erd rdv yqyevQiv ( H - P 103 yritvuv) —
'•^ PN; ytf/. is rendering of '1 in <j^^, elsewhere of aiN (Jer. 32-'') or aiN 1:3
{\j/ 492(^'); in WS 7I yrffevov^ •wpuTOTv^darou is Adam. Can yrftvuv earthy
be the true reading here and 91*? cf. 7'^i'i'os, S Job 4I* = io;'3. (5 has the
doublet irapd rf g.8ri = SINS' SN (cf. g^^). The meaning of the stem in '1 is not
certain, possibly = weak, poiverless (cf. Isa. 141"); but this can hardly be the
signification of the gentilic -1. —19. On the ending in 1131^1 see critical note on
i28_ — For v.i^^ (@ has two readings: one, which appears to be the earlier (so
Lag.) takes •\xv. as pass., KaraXappdvovrai, and for nimht has vTrb ivLavrCiv
= nur, or •'nil (cf. i K. 8^^ where ev. = a r ) , scribal errors, the latter, perh.,
from 32; the other is identical with fjj except that for a"n it puts euSei'as {i3^
dyaeds), which maybe a moralizing interpretation after the manner of v.i"- "•, or
perh. (Lag.) a marginal note, or (Baumg.) a familiar term, which has ejected
the original word. Neither of these readings offers any advantages over that of
3g_ Yox pj ijiiyi S has jnainc, remember, which in the connection yields
no sense, and is emended by Lag. to paiiD attain. ® omits suff. in niN3,
and, by way of interpretation, adds DSI'3 after p3W.
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21, 22. Conclusion, stating the consequences of good and bad
doing.
21. For the upright shall dwell in the land,
And the perfect shall remain therein;
22. But the wicked shall be cut off from the land,
A n d the transgressors shall be rooted out of it.

21. Synonymous, ternary. The reward of the good stated as
motive for right conduct. On upright see note on v.^, on perfect,
note on i^^ The reward of good men is permanent abode in the
land; the remain — survive (or be left), imphes that certain persons are ejected or destroyed frora the land (see next verse), in
which in all catastrophes the righteous are raaintained. The
expression dwell in the land (not earth) refers to the land of
Israel. The ancient Israehtish conception (found also in other
peoples) was that gods and men were attached to the soil. The
god protected his own land and no other, and the citizen as such
enjoyed the benefits of this protection. To leave the land was to
lose one's connection with its deity (i S. 26^^ 2 K. 5") and to
give up the rewards which his favor promised. Hence in part the
anxiety of the Israelitish law to secure to each tribe family and
individual raan a possession in the land (Ju. 2^ Ez. 47'^'^- Nu. 36'
Ru. 4^ and the genealogies in Chron. and Neh.), infringement on
which was regarded as a great crime (Mic. 2^ Dt. 19'* 27^'' Pr. 22^*
23^"). Israel, and not any other nation, was Yahweh's own possession and property (Ex. 19^ Dt. 14'' 26^^ ^ 135^, cf Tit. 2"
I Pet. 2^). Thus the expression dwell in the land (i/'37^ "'^j cf
Mt. 5^) came to be equivalent to enjoy the divine favor and all the
blessings of life, and such is its sense here. Though in later times
a large part of the Jews dwelt out of Palestine, the old expression
held its own as the symbol of happiness, and with it the hope
remained of living and dying in the land with which the divine
promises were believed to be connected.* — 22. Synonymous, ternary. The contrasted fate of evildoers. Wicked is employed in
Pr. as a general term (along with foolish) for those who discard
and disobey the divine law of wisdora. The primitive sense is
* Much of this feeling still remains in countries in which the Jews are excluded
from the rights of citizenship; it has almost completely disappeared in countries in
which they have full civil recognition.
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doubtful, but in OT. it commonly means morally bad. It is also
a forensic term (the opposite oi just), signifying one whose case
in law is bad, wrong, or adjudged to be bad (cf Ex. 2'^) ; the
Causative of the verb = adjudge one wrong or guilty in court {17"
Ex. 22^'^> Isa. 50^ Job 15^). In the prophetical and historical
books the noun generally means those who violate the moral law;
in the Pss. it is often used, by a natural transition, as a narae for
the persecutors of Israel {^ \f sS^**'"' 1^^^^ w^^'^ al).
In Pr.
there is no national liraitation; the wicked are they of aH nations
who disobey the law of right. —The term transgressors ox faithless
is here employed as equivalent to wicked. The original sense of
the word seems to involve the idea of underhand dealing, faithlessness to an agreement, treachery (Ju. 9^ Jer. 3^), but it is
extended to include faithlessness to duty and right in general
= transgressors. In the Pss. it sometiraes raeans Jewish apostates ()/' 25^). — The verbs in the verse express violent extirpation
by any means, by the hand of man or God. The first ( m s ) is
the term used in the legal books to express the execution of intolerable offenders {that person shall be cut off from his people,
Lev. 7^ al.) ; the second (noj) is once used (Dt. 28^) for the
expulsion of the nation from its land. The writer of the verse
probably has these half-technical uses in mind, but employs the
terms in the broadest sense; unrighteous persons, he says, shaH
have no place in the land of promise, no claim, that is, to happiness in this life. Here, as elsewhere, the mode of execution of
the punishment is not stated, but the divine judgment is to be
understood as coming in the way of natural law (courts of law,
failure of plans, sickness, natural death), or through special divine
interposition (violent death).
20. J§ aoia ^ n ; (§ rpt^ovs d-yaBds, according to Lag. false reading of
the abbrev. '3i3. — 21. The Grk. MSS. exhibit two renderings, with a number
of verbal variations. The one which appears to be nearer to J^, writing
XP'OCTol and S.KaKoi, is found (as doublet) in Compl. Aid. and (with obel.)
Si^, in (@A(gx*(5>! <;• \ H - P 23, 103, 109, 147, 248, 252, 253, 254, al., a group
which suggests a combination of the recension of Lucian and some other
recension; the other, writing eudeis and Scrioi, is the text of (3^, and appears
to show the hand of an Alexandrian revisor (see note on v.'^).-—22. For pj
D'V^ni 3 has bbol dire/Suic ((§'^ bdol 3^ d<7.), as in f l"* (Jag.), free or careless
transcription of a Grk. scribe, perh. corruption of STL (Heid.). —1§ inos Qal
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Impf., must be taken as indef., but the parallelism suggests a Pass., as all
Vrss. have it (though this may be free rendering); we may point as Hof. (so
Bi.), a form which, however, is not found elsewhere; Gr. im', Plof. of mj;
Oort, Frank., Nif. of nDj. — Bi. omits y-\m (as perh. gloss to UDD), which in
fact does not appear in the similar passages i/' 379-22.28.38. yet such determinations of ni3 by nouns of place occur elsewhere (Jer. 35I9 Ez. 25' Lev. 17W),
and both rhythm and syntax appear to demand a word here, njDD being
otherwise left without antecedent.

This chapter states the economical or prudential conception of
the good life which is the prevailing view of the book of Proverbs
(see note on i^) ; the motive urged for good living is the earthly
weH-being which attends it. This sort of eudaemonism, in which
the individual actor alone is considered, and the reward of virtue
is represented not as inward but as outward (long Hfe, peace,
honor, riches, see ch. 3), may seem to us ethicaUy defective in
several points. It does not present the good as an independent
ideal, to be pursued solely for its own sake ; it does not hold up
the highest well-being of the world as the goal and standard of
moral conduct; it says nothing of a sympathetic community and
cooperation of men as the instrument for the development of the
moral life; it makes no direct mention of the function of conscience as moral guide ; and it makes the unmodified declaration
that virtue is always attended by outward prosperity. In this last
point Pr. represents the old-Hebrew view, which made no analysis
of the inner Hfe, conceived of goodness as obedience to outward
law, held that the deity controHed every man's life by occasional
and immediate intervention, and so necessarily regarded prosperity as the accompaniment of obedience to divine law. This
view is combated in the book of Job; but it appears that Job's
argument made Httle impression (perhaps by reason of the absence
of an ethical conception of the future life), and that many or
most of the sages saw nothing more practically helpful than the
old position. As soon as the idea of future compensation was
estabHshed (WS. 3), the doctrine of present reward was modified ;
in Pr. this idea is not accepted. See the Introduction, § 5, A,
and § 6, 4. — The defects of ethical theory mentioned above are
in part explained by the aim of the book. The sages no doubt
recognized the function of conscience, and beheved in the value
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of right in itself. But they probably held that what men need is
not ethical theory, but practical considerations which, shall help
them to live virtuously. In this they were right — the mass of
men are controlled by their relations to one another in society,
and by the hope of reward and the fear of punishment. It is true
also that men's experience has led them to believe that goodness
is profitable for this Hfe as well as for the Hfe to come. Further,
an ideal element is introduced by the identification of wisdom
with the will of God, which is held to be the absolute right, and
by the personification of wisdom (ch. 8) as God's first creation
and intimate friend. The sages, it may be inferred, mean to say
that he who connects his ethical law with God is provided with a
restraining influence so far as he fears God, and with an elevating
influence so far as he loves him. In certain passages (as, for
exampTe, 2'") they appear to reach the ultimate moral conception,
namely, the ethical union of raan with God conceived of as the
moral ideal. These considerations must modify our judgment of
what seems to be a baldly prudential scheme of ethical life.
III. Three independent discourses or paragraphs, introduced
each by the address 'my son,' all more or less fragmentary.
The first (v.'""*) consists of exhortations to follow the teacher's
instruction (v.^"^) and observe kindness and truth (v.^^), to trust
in Yahweh and fear him (v.^*), and to honor him with one's
wealth (v."^"). The second (v."-^) sets forth the value of divine
chastening (v."-^^), the preciousness of Wisdom (v.^^'*), and her
function in creation (v.^"^"). The third (v."-^) describes the
safety which comes from discretion (v.^^-^^) and from the protection of Yahweh (v.^' ^''), enjoins neighborly kindness (v.-'"^'), and
sets forth the retribution of the upright and the wicked (v.^^^).
The third approaches, in parts (v.^''"^), the form of discourse of
chs. 25-27. The poetical structure of the chapter is distichal, with
four-line strophes, though in some places the form is obscure.
FIRST DISCOURSE.

V.

i-io.

1. My son, forget not my instruction,
But keep my commandments in mind;
2. For length of days and years of life
And peace will they bestow on thee.
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3. Let not kindness and faithfulness leave thee —
Bind them on thy neck [ ] * —
4. So wilt thou find favor and good < repute'
With God and man.
5. Trust to Yahweh with all thy heart,
And lean not on thine own understanding;
6. In all thy ways acknowledge him.
And he will smooth thy paths.
7. Be not wise in thine own eyes —
Fear Yahweh, and turn away from sin —
8. Then will there be health to thy < body >
And refreshment to thy bones.
9. Honor Yahweh with thy wealth,
With the best of all thy revenue —
10. Then will thy barns be filled with < corn >
And thy vats will overflow with must.

The teacher exhorts the pupil to remeraber his instruction,
urging the advantage it will bring him. — 1. Synonymous, ternary.
Exhortation. L i t : let thy heart ( = mind) keep ( = guard, preserve) my cotn?nandments. Son = " pupil," as in i*. The content of the instruction (law, tora) is to be inferred from the
precepts of the Book of Pr.; it is almost exclusively moral and
rehgious, never national, but always individual, very rarely ceremonial, never dogmatic. It thus stands in contrast with the tora
of the prophet, which is national-religious (sole worship of Yahweh
and obedience to his will), and with that of the priest (Pentateuch), which is ritual. The sage presents himself as authority
and source of moral wisdom; priest and prophet speak only in
the name of Yahweh, declaring his word. The prophet, it is said,
who shaH speak a word not given hira by God shall die (Dt. 18*),
even though he has been deceived by Yahweh (Ez. 14^) ; the sage
finds his word in his own mind — in the prophet this is a crime
(Ez. 13-^). This diversity is the result of the difference of the
points of view of diff'erent periods of Israelitish history. The
sages represent a period of reflection, in which huraan life is
studied for its own sake, and its natural laws investigated.—
* The Received Text adds: Write them on the tablet of thy mind (lit. heart).
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2. Single sentence, which may be taken as binary, or as quaternaryternary. The reward. Long life is considered in OT. to be one
of the chief blessings of man's lot (Ex. 20'^), including, as it does,
the idea of happiness (so that the first line might be rendered : a
long and happy life).
Sheol offered nothing — the longer one
lived on earth the greater one's opportunities for work and enjoyment (Isa. 38^^ 65^).* Peace is originally wholeness, completeness
of condition. It is used of bodily health (Gen. 29*), of political
concord (Jud. 4'^), of friendly relation between men (1/^ 41°'^"*),
of national tranquilHty and safety (Jer. 6" 33^), and, as here, of a
general condition of freedom from danger and disturbance.f The
reference is primarily to outward quiet, though inward serenity is
of course involved. This delightful ideal, a long and peaceful life,
is the favorite one in Proverbs. It is represented both as the natural product of devotion to wisdora (intehigent uprightness of life),
and as the gift of God — two ideas easily harraonized by the conception of wisdora as having its root in reverence for God.—
Bestow on thee, lit. add to thee.
3, 4. An injunction parallel to that of v.^- ^, and apparently
intended as explanation or definition of it. — 3. Synonymous, ternary (or, ternary-binary). The verse is perhaps epexegetical of
V.', a description of the law of wisdom as the maintenance of kindness and faithfulness. This combination of quahties (or its equivalent) occurs often in OT. (Gen. 24^" Ex. 34^ Dt. f rp 25>'' 85^''(">
Pr. 14^ 16** 20^ al.) as the expression of perfectly good relations
between man and raan, or between raan and God. Kindness
is friendly good feeling and the conduct appropriate thereto (see
note on 2*), love of raan for man (Esth. 2'^) or of raan for God
(Hos. 6^). It is not properly mercy, corapassion, cleraency, forgiveness (for which ideas Heb. has other expressions, Dt. i3''(*"
Ex. 34^ Dan. 9^**'). Yahweh is good and kind to Israel because
he loves the nation — that is the normal condition of things ; and
• Cf. Cic. De Senectute.
t The OT. shelem (RV. peace-offering) is an offering which completes one's
duty to God or makes one whole with him by the fulfilment of a vow or by a free
gift of gratitude for favors received. Arabic Islam (" submission, resignation ") is
the putting one's self in a position of soundness with God by faith, obedience, and
submission.
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even when his kindness is brought into connection with the removal of transgression, as in i/' 103, it still remains simple kindness.
—Faithfulness {firmness) is steadfastness, fidelity to one's word
and to the obligations which spring from one's relations with
men. It is thus sometimes equivalent to truthfulness {xf> 15^) or
to truth (i K. 10" Dt. i3"'''0> but has usually, as here, a wider
signification. — The two qualities together, complementing each
other (love being thus saved from feebleness, and fidelity from
harshness), may be said to form a perfect raoral character, "^hey
are to be attached to the neck not as an amulet to ward off evil
(though such ornaments may originally have been amulets),* but,
as the general connection indicates, as a necklace (i") or a sealchain (Gen. 38'^, possibly as bearing a seal-ring), that one may
carry them with him always, and have them in reraembrance. —
The Heb. adds the parallel line : write them on the tablet of thy
mind, a form of expression which occurs only here and in 7^ Jer.
17^ but the same idea is found in Dt. 30" Jer. 31^. The allusion
is to the tablets of the decalogue, and to the comraand (Dt. 6*-^)
to write the divine precepts on hands and forehead, doorposts
and gates (the later phylacteries, etc.)t; cf the Arab, expression
to write a thing with a needle on the inner corner of the eye. The
moral law is not only to be accepted as an external code, but also
to be received into the mind and form part of the man's nature
(cf Jer. 31^). — This third clause is lacking in some Gk. Mss.,
and is probably not original — the verse is complete without it,
and it mars the symmetrical distichal form of the paragraph; it
may have been inserted by a Heb. scribe frora f, where it is in
place. — The general idea of kindness tended to pass into that of
pity for the poor and almsgiving; so the Lat. Vulg. here has misericordia, and the Grk. a word (cAcij/xoo-vVat) which was later employed iox alms (BS. 3" Mt. 6^ Lu. i i « Diog. Laert. 5, 17), and
has given us our word eleemosynary, though here it seems to mean
pity, mercy. — 4 . Single sentence, ternary. The recompense.
* The preexilian Israelites wore amulets called saharon (Isa. 3I8, cf. Jud. 821-»)
and lahash (Isa. 320) ; apparently also earrings served as amulets (Gen. 35'', cf.
Hos. 213(15)). How long this practice continued is uncertain. T h e thummim
{tummim, sometimes improperly identified with Arab, tamima) was not an amulet.
t Such legends also appear to have been originally of the nature of amulets.
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The Heb. reads: And thou wilt find [lit. and find 1^ favor and
good understanding in the sight of God and 7nan, in which the
Xsxxa. understanding \^ unsatisfactory, ^ince good understanding (or,
intelligence) is not of the nature of recompense, parallel to favor,
but is rather the cause of the latter (so 13^* good understanding gives
favor). Most of the Vrss. have found difficulty with the expression. The Grk. attaches the first part (through the word favor)
to V.*, and then renders : atid devise excellent things in the sight of
the Lord and of men (so quoted freely in Rom. 12'" 2 Cor. 8-') ;
but this does not agree with the connection, from which we expect
the statement of the result of acting as v.^ enjoins. The Peshitta
Syriac has
favor and good and understanding, and the Targum
favor and understanding and good. A slight change in
the Heb. gives name instead of understanding; the expression
favor and good name (cf 22^) expresses the recompense required
by the connection. — Oxi favor see note on i^ 'Yo find favor ii,
to be acceptable, approved, weU thought of (Gen. 6* Ru. 2'°) ; a
kind and faithful character, says the sage, will be acceptable both
to God and to men (so Lu. 2^^) ; in the sight of = "on the part
of," " with " ; the same isolation of moral qualities as the condition of the divine favor is found in Isa. i^*- ^^ 66^ y\i 24 al, but is
more complete and persistent in Pr. than in any other Bibhcal
book. The good reward of right doing (if we accept this reading)
is this favor and the benefits (friendship, protection, aid) which
naturally flow from it.
5-10. The blessing attendant on trusting and honoring God.
Exhortation to trust (v.^), acknowledge (v.*^), and fear him (v.^),
the result of which will be health (v.^). Exhortation to honor
him in the use of wealth (v.^), the result of which will be
abundance of wealth (v.^"). — TRe preceding paragraph (v.^"^)
deals with the ethical side of life, this with the rehgious side.
5-8. Benefit of dependence on God. — 5. Synonymous, ternary,
or ternary-binary. The Grk. has God instead of Yahweh ; the interchange of divine names seems not to be significant in Proverbs,
but the Grk. preference for God may indicate the later Jewish
feeling. To trust to God is, frora the connection, to regard him
as the source of wisdora and power, the guide in the raoral life
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and in all other things, to obey his law, and have confidence in
him ; see note on i' We may render trust in, understanding this
expression in the sense indicated. With all the heart = with the
whole conviction and force of the nnind, absolutely. — Opposed to
this posture of mind is the leaning on one's own understanding
(insight, wisdom) as on a prop or staff" (2 S. i" Mic. 3'^ Job 24*).
The assumption is that man's intellect, apart from God, wiU not
guide him aright. This assumption is founded not on any theory
of raan's native depravity (such a theory does not exist in OT.),
but on observation of Hfe. Man is often blinded by passion and
at the raercy of temptation (i'"""), but he may avoid sin by his
own will (i^") if he will give heed to God's law, which is a fixed
rule of conduct unaffected by the mutations and perversions of
human passion. Man, further, is falHble, and does not always
know what is best to do — he must have confidence in a higher
wisdom if he wishes to feel secure and be free from anxiety. This
sense of security and peace is involved in the term trust (cf
Ju. 8"). The sage probably does not mean to exclude human
thought and effort. In times of great national distress prophets
and psalmists sometimes represent the mihtary strength of nations
as nothing when compared with the absolute power of the God of
Israel (Hos. i^ Isa. 2^' 10. 31 i/^ 20^**' ii8^-^) ; but here, as generally in OT., the idea seems to be that human wisdom and strength
must be guided and sustained by God. — 6. Single sentence, ternary. Repetition of the injunction, with statement of the result
of obedience. Acknowledge = know, have intimate acquaintance
with, that is, know and obey the divine law, recognize its supremacy and take it as guide. To smooth is to make level; the metaphor is derived from the preparation of a highway, as in Isa. 40".
The usual way of huraan life, the sage intimates, is full of inequahties and difficulties, but he who has in mind the' law of God will
find these hindrances reraoved and his path raade easy. The
reference is not to nice moral problems which shaH be solved by
the divine law, but, as the context indicates, to external difficulties
and dangers, such as poverty, sickness, enmities, evil allurements.
The paths are aU a man's ways, social, comraercial, political,
religious; he has only to do right and trust in God, and affairs
win be raade easy for hira — he wiU enjoy prosperity in the sense
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of v.^"- '^- -*'"; it is the old doctrine of the prosperity of the righteous.— At the end of the verse some Grk. MSS. add and thy foot
shall not stumble, a scribal insertion from v.^^. — 7. Synonymous,
ternary, or, ternary-quaternary. Repetition of the warning against
self-confidence. Progressive parallelism. The holding one's self
wise is represented as the contrast to or negation of fearing God,
an antithesis similar to that of v.' — it is assumed that to trust to
one's own wisdom is to follow another law than that of God,
ordinary human standards of judgment being different from the
divine standard; a somewhat different view of conceit of -wisdom
is given in Eccl. 7^^. The fear of Yahweh, which is assumed to
be the true wisdom (as in i'), is defined as turning away from
sin (lit. evil). The evil in this case cannot = misfortune, escape
from which would then be the result of fearing God (as in v.®**),
for the verb means a voluntary avoidance, and expresses moral
character (as in Job i^ Pr. 16"). The fear of Yahweh, it is
impHed, gives the proper ethical norm of Hfe, and wisdom, as
generally in chs. 1-9, is understood to involve a religious eleraent.
Clem, of Alex. {Strom., 155) has fear God who alone is mighty, a
free expansion, perhaps suggested by Mt. 10-^ (Lag.). — 8. Synonymous, ternary-binary. The reward. The first Hne may be read :
it (the fearing Yahweh and departing from sin) will be, etc., but it
is better to take health as subject of the verb; and then raay be
inserted (after the Grk.) as giving a better syntactical connection
with the preceding verses. Instead of body the Heb. has navel, an
improbable reading, since elsewhere (Ez. i6^ and a similar term
Cant. 7^) the term is not used for the whole body and being. A
sHght change in the Heb. gives the word for body (so the Grk.
reads) or the word for flesh. The latter terra occurs in ii'^ for
the whole raan; the combination body and bone {= flesh and
bone) is found, in this sense, in Gen. 29" 2 Sam. 5^ Job 2^ (and cf
Job 21^^ 30^). Each of these terms is used as = self (designation
of the spiritual from the physical), as in Neh. 9**' 1/^16^ 35^" 63'*^',
and we may here render : thou wilt have health and refreshment.
Of these two words the first is properly an abstract noun of action,
healing (deliverance from disease), and the second, refreshment, is
that which refreshes (lit. drink, as in Hos. 2' ^ 102'"). The sense
of the verse is that obedience to the law of God secures for a raan
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a thoroughly healthy and happy condition of being. The happiness is primarily freedom from bodily and other outward ills, but
necessarily involves inward peace.
9, 10. Religious use of wealth. — 9. Synonymous, ternarybinary (or, ternary). The word here rendered revenue (RV.
increase) commonly refers to agricultural produce, and this sense
is indicated by v.^°; elsewhere in Pr. (as, for example, in i6*) the
word appears to have a wider meaning. The reference in the
injunction seems to be rather to a general righteous employment
of riches thAi to the payment of the legal tithes. There is elsewhere in this part of the book (chs. 1-9) no reference to the
ceremonial law as obligatory (in 7" sacrifice is mentioned as a
popular observance), and the immediate context favors the more
general interpretation. The term here rendered the best (rTK"i)
is so used in Am. 6^ \p 78°^ 105^° (of persons) i Sam. 2"^ Am. 6" (of
things). See the injunction to give freely in v.-^, and compare the
similar injunction in Ben-Sira 29"-'^ God would thus be honored
by obedience to the commands respecting the care of the poor
and other general moral precepts. — The sense will, however, be
substantially the same if we translate with (or, out of) the'firstfruits of all thy revenue, the reference then being to the triennial
tithe for the poor (Dt. 14^^-^'') and the annual tithe for the teinpleministers (Dt. 18'-^^' Nu. 18^-"). These were doubtless regarded
as obligatory by all pious Israehtes, though in Prov. they are elsewhere silently passed over as part of the acknowledged routine of
rehgious life, observance of which did not necessarily argue a genuine spirit of obedience to the moral law. — With is Ht. out of, a
form of expression which is meant to indicate that it is a portion of
one's wealth that is to be thus used. The verse reads in the Grk.:
Honor the Lord out of thy righteous labors, and give him the first
of thy fruits of righteousness, which appears to be a scholastic paraphrase or interpretation of the Hebrew. —10. Synonymous-ternary. Statement of the reward of such use of wealth. Our Heb.
text reads : thy barns will be filled with plenty; but this last term
is elsewhere always adverbial (Gen. 41*° Eccl. 5'-'"')) ^nd never a
thing with which something may be filled ; an easy emendation
(suggested by the Grk.) gives corn, parallel to must Corn is
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a general term for cereals. Must (triTn, which the Vrss. here all
render by wine) is the wine-crop, the grape-juice expressed and
gathered into vats; it is frequently mentioned, along with corn
and oil, as one of the main crops of the land of Canaan (Dt. 7'^
Neh. 5"). Apparently it was not commonly drunk till it was fermented ; it is spoken of as exhilarating (Ju. 9'^) and intoxicating (Hos. 4"). The reward of honoring Yahweh is here physical,
in keeping with the old-Hebrew idea. The agricultural life contemplated suits the Palestinian Jews throughout the whole of the
OT. period; abundance of the standard crops, corn and wine,
was a synonym of prosperity down to the final dispersion of the
people (A.C. 70). So wealth, in v.", = "agricultural revenue."
III. 1. (S vopXpiJiv {Yi-V, 68 al. vbp.uiv) takes niin as plu., possibly (Heid.)
a Pharisaic reading to include the oral tradition, more probably induced by
the plu. in •>; Cl. Alex. 6e<Tp.Giv, perh. from memory (so the Draconian laws
were called). — (3 p'ffp.ard for | ^ nwc is rhetorical, untechnical rendering, not
reference to the decalogue. — ixj is properly preserve, keep safe (and so substantially = remember), though " keeping in mind " may be practically equivalent to "observing, obeying" {\jj 25'"' 78^). — 3. Jager gets rid of the triplet
form by attaching '^ to v.^ (changing SN to N*^), but this clause belongs by its
content to v.^. It is better to omit '^, which is lacking in © " "'• (found in
(@A»!. e s Compl., Aid., Cl. AL, Proc, S " sub asl. ILSE) ; see note on f. The
different positions given the clause in Grk. MSS. suggest that it is a gloss
(Lag.). — 3 i>.erip.oaivai (for iDn) here = kindness, mercy, as in Gen. 47^^,
not alms. — 4. For | ^ Impv. NXD Bi. writes Nsor, which, however, is unnecessary, the Impv. being not uncommon in prot. and apod, of a conditional
sentence (6* 8'^ g" al.). — J§ hrit- is taken by <3 as Impv., irpovoxj, against the
connection; 3L disciplinam, a meaning which the word will hardly bear; as
^yy (perhaps occasioned by 131^ f m l " ) here affords no satisfactory sense,
we may emend to a r , which suits the connection, though it is without support
from MSS. or Vrss. — SM lake 3lB as subst, inserting 1 before it, % following
the order of J^, S transposing '.;• and "C. This latter fact may seem (Baumg.)
to indicate that S here follows IK, only introducing an error; but elsewhere %
seems to be dependent on S, though it sometimes shows a correction after J^.
— 5. pj SK (twice) ; read Sy (so (3 in second occurrence); throughout OT.
we should probably emend SN after n-.33 to Sv. —?§ nvT; (<5 Beip. — Q. p? inyi;
3 air-fiv, scil. aorptav, against the connection; (@ takes i" as telic. — 7 . |l? nini
(5 rbv Bebv..— 8. In MP nwDi it is doubtful whether the subject of mn is ' i or
the statement in v.'^; in the latter case we should expect XM after i , in the
former case a connecting particle, as in fact (3 introduces the verse with rbre,
and Si with telic i ; a connective seeu.'^ preferable: so ivill there be or that
there may be. nwfll is an Aramaic form. — | ^ lU' navel; © cnhparl, and so
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S " ; S> 103; i L - | l ? ; ST IB'UO (Lag.) or iiyji3 (Buxt.) = | § (the word, in
Syr. is'njo or iirji:', seems to be a compd. of ia', but the force of the first
element is doubtful). Read i r i , with (3, Cler., Bi.; or, with Vog., Schl., Ew.,
Hi., Oort, Kamp., INB'. — On 3 iirip.^\eia as rendering of ilptt' see Schleusner's
note; Procop. iirip^pcia stability: 'A iroTiapJ>s, of which Deissmann {Bibelstudien, p. 152) finds an example as early as B.C. 240. — 9. (§ renders [H.i by
biKalwv irbvui', a homiletical expression intended to warn against the unjust
acquisition of wealth; for a similar use of TT. see BS. 141^ 28^^, and for the
idea Pr. IQI''; labor = wealth Eccl. 2^2 al. (3 similarly defines nNian by
diKaioaiJi/ris, and further omits ^j, which term, here unnecessary though not
out of place, may have been lacking in the Heb. MS. of (3. —10. J^ JIJE';
(3 TrXrjffpoviji (rtrov (so rightly Procop.; the text has alTip by scribal error, or,
if TTX. did not originally stand in the Grk. the Dat. (rirtj) might have been used
after the vb. •Klp.irX'qTai.); but a marg. note in 5'* (which = | ^ ) states that
the <r. is found neither in the Heb. nor in the Grk., from which it may be
inferred that the Grk. MSS. here varied. The text of (3 presents a conflation
of two readings, TTX. = yar and <r. = lan", of which the latter is more likely to
be original, and the former a correction after Heb. The reading 13^ suits
the context and is adopted by Oort, and regarded as original by Frankenberg;
it is perh. against it that in the combination corn and wine in OT. it is always
JJlT and never I3i;' that is used, though this is not decisive, and 132' seems to
be required by the parallelism; for its use see Gen. 42' "'• Am. 8* Neh. io^2_

11, 12. A separate paragraph (a quatrain) on the benefit of
divine chastening, possibly here placed as a modification of the
preceding paragraph, to explain cases in which worldly prosperity
does not follow rectitude. It would then be of the nature of an
editorial insertion.
11. Reject not, my son, the instruction of Yahweh,
And spurn not his reproof,
12. For whom 1 he > loves he reproves,
And he afflicts < him > in whom he delights.

11. Synonymous, ternary- (or, quaternary-) binary. Instead of
reject we may render despise (the general sense is the same in the
two renderings), and instead of spurn (Ht. loathe) the nearly
equivalent be wearied out with, weary of (so RV.), as in Gen. 27*;
The Grk. \\2i's, faint not (so quoted in Heb. 12^), = " give not up thy
self-command and endurance," which may be an interpretation of
our text, or may represent another Heb. term. —12. Synonymous,
ternary (in the emended text). In the first line the Heb. has
Yahweh {Yahweh loves instead of he loves), which is a scribal

insertion {explicitum) for clearness. — The second line reads,
according to the Masoretic pointing, and \^ —yea, reproves hitn\
as a father l^reproves'] the son in whom he delights, or delights in
him as a father in his son. These renderings, though possible,
are hard, and the suggested representation of God as father would
perhaps make a difficulty, since it would be unique in Proverbs.
The translation afflicts given above (which the Heb. consonants
permit) is supported by the parallelism, by the Grk., and by
Job 5^^ The parallehsm naturahy suggests (though it does not
absolutely require) an explicit reference to disciplinary suffering.
The Grk. has for whom the Lord loves he reproves, and scourges
every son whom he receives (so quoted in Heb. 12"), in which
scourges = afflicts. Job 5^'"- '* reads :
H a p p y is the man whom God reproves.
Therefore despise [or, reject] not the instruction of Shaddai,
For he wounds and binds up.
H e smites and his h a n d heals.

The similarity between the passages in Job and Prov. makes' it
probable that one is an imitation of the other, or that the expressions used were current in the schools.*—The word son in second
line should be changed to him, so as to secure a better paraHelism.
— Whichever translation be adopted, the sense is the same : the
suffering of a good man is to be regarded as a divine chastening
dictated by love. The thought is found in Job 4. 5 (EHiDhaz) and
33 (Elihu), but only here in Proverbs. The sages of Prov. elsewhere adopt the old view (defended by the three friends in Job)
that suffering is always the punishment of sin; the author of our
passage (following the school of Eliphaz and EHhu) considers the
exception to the rule, and finds the explanation of the suffering of
the righteous in the disciplinary love of God, which is also the
NT. view (it is suggested in OT. in such passages as Am. 4**"").
Though hinted by the earliest of the Israelitish ethical writers
(Amos), it appears to have made no lasting impression tih after
* Recent writers are divided in opinion on the question of priority between Job 5
and Pr. 1-9. As Pr. agrees, in the point of view under discussion, with Ben-Sira, it
should probably be regarded as the later, unless Job be put very late (in the second
or first century B.C.). In both Pr. and Job it is individual rather than national
suffering that is contemplated.
F
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the acceptance (in the second or first century B.C.) of the doctrine
of ethical immortahty.*
11. For various unimportant var. lect. of (S in v."- i^ see H-P. J§ >j3
should probably be omitted as (early) scribal insertion. —12. nx without
Makkef, as in f 47^ 6o'^, probably a scribal accident, nin^ in v.^^ is sustained by all Mss. and Vrss., but may be omitted (as explicitum) with advantage to the rhythm. For ?1J 3N31 read Hif. 3X3:, after © pxx(jTi-io'i, and as in
Job 5!*; Pi. 3N3 (Dys., cf. Cappell.) is possible, but does not occur in OT.—
|B? p nN; 3 (exc. H - P 106) irdyra vVov, adopted by Bi.; the TT. is natural,
and may be rhetorical explanation; the universality indicated by JtJ in "is
involved in the Heb. of ••. The J3, found in all texts, i)robably suggested the
pointing 3Nr, and must be early; yet it is not appropriate here (it probably
has no connection with the common address 'J3 of v . ^ ) ; we expect IS'N or
li'X SJ, and this reading may be adopted as the most probable.-—|^ nxT;
<3 Trapad^x^rai, free rendering of ^, as in Mai. l^^; S6K '11 seems to be repetition from preceding cl., or, instead of nxii they perh. read nxi'' or m i \

13-20. Excellence of wisdom. — A group of 8 couplets, v."-^
forming a separate sub-paragraph.
13. Happy the man who finds wisdom,
And the man who gains understanding;
14. For the profit she brings is better than [] silver,-|And the revenue she bestows than gold.
15. She is more precious than corals —
No treasures [] X can compare with her.
16. Long life is in her right hand,
In her left hand riches and honor.
17. Her ways are ways of pleasantness,
And all her paths are peace;
18. She is a tree of life to those who grasp her —
Happy are they who hold her fast.
19. Yahweh by wisdom founded the earth,
By understanding established the heavens.
20. By his knowledge the waters well forth.
And the clouds drop down dew.

13. Synonymous, ternary, or, quaternary-ternary. The Grk.
and Syr. Vrss. have two terms for 7Han {human being . mortal),
* On the doctrine of the Talmud, see Weber, Theol. \ 69.
+ Heb.: better than the profit of silver.
X Heb.: no treasures of thine.

and it is not improbable that the Heb. originally had such a variation, perhaps = homo
vir, or two equivalent words = homo.
Whether wisdom is acquired by one's own effort or received as a
gift from God, is not said ; the two points of view were probably
not distinguished by the writer. The beatitudes of Prov. all (with
the exception of 16-°) relate to tlie individual moral life, standing
thus in contrast with those of the legal and historical books (and
1/' 32^^ 146* Eccl. 10") which refer to national life, and to those of
the Psalter, which, with a few exceptions, have a personal-reHgious
tone.* — 1 4 . Synonymous, ternary-binary (in the emended text).
Literally : for her acquisition is better than the acquisition of silver,
and her revenue than gold. The expression rendered her acquisition may mean the acquiring her, or wliat she acquires {her gain,
profit)^ or what she produces ( = the gain that one gets from
her), or her trade, or trading in her ( = RV the merchandise of it,
the word merchandise being used in the now obsolete sense of
commerce). The meaning seems to be fixed by the second clause,
in which her revenue must signify either what comes to her {her
income), or wliat she yields to her possessor {the income from
her); the second of these senses is supported by the connection, in which the topic is the advantage that man derives from
wisdom, and by the similar passage 8^" 7ny fruit is better tlian
gold and my revenue than silver, that is, as v.^' suggests, what she
has to offer to her followers. From the parallelism we may conclude that her acquisition or gai^i signifies the profit she brings.
The translation for to acq2iire her is better than to acquire silver
and to gain her {is better) than gold, though intelligible and not
out of keeping with the context, is hardly allowed by the Hebrew.
Grk.: for it is better to traffic for her than for treasures of gold
and silver; cf. Mt. 13''*""'. Latin Vulgate : for the acquisition of
her is better than traffic in silver and her fruit is of best and
purest gold. Peshitta Syriac and Targum : for traffic in her is
better tlian traffic in silver and her fruit than pure gold. I'hese
various translations give the same general idea. The parallelism
here and S'" suggests the omission of the ?,QCOX\A profit (or acquisi* The Psalmist, however, often speaks as a member of the nation; his individual
experience is the common one.
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tion) in first line. — In i/^ i9'*'<"* similar praise is given to the
Tora ; the points of view of the sage and the psalmist are different.
— 15. Synonymous, ternary. The Heb. has all thy treasures cannot ( = none of thy treasures can) compare with her, the Possess.
Pron., which is inappropriate, is better omitted with all the ancient
Versions. The meaning of the H e b . noun in first cl. (n'WB) is
uncertain.
It was unknown to the ancient Vrss.: Grk., Syr.,
Targ., here have precious stones, Lat. Vulg. has all wealth, elsewhere Lat. has a number of other renderings; in Job 28'* Targ.
has pearls. The rendering corals is based on Lara. 4", where the
word is used to indicate ruddiness of complexion. There and
here RV. has rubies in the text, and corals in the margin (see
Job 28^*) ; the ruby would be appropriate in Lam. 4^ by its color,
but the word here employed never occurs in lists of gems (such
as Ex. 28^'"^ 39^°'''' Ez. 28'^), but only in poetical books (Lam.,
Job, Prov.). The coral was highly valued by the ancients (Plin.,
H.N., 32, 11), and, as it was found on the coast of India and in
the Red Sea, might well have been known to the Jews. The rendering pearls (Bochart, Ewald, Reuss, Noyes, Strack, al.) would
suit if the complexion in Lam. 4^ could be understood as pearly;
corals is favored by Gesen., Fleischer, De., Kamphausen, and
others. Treasures is lit. what is desired, desirable, precious.
Wisdom is a source of gain (v.") and is thus precious. — Between
the clauses of the H e b . text the Grk. inserts nothing evil shall
resist fier, she is well known to (or easily recognizable by) all who
approach her; the first of these added clauses may be a corrupt
form of the Heb. second cl. (perhaps for nothing desirable can be
set over against her), and the second may come in like manner
from Heb. first clause. The addition is an interruption of the
connection, and its meaning is obscure. — 1 6 . Equivalent clauses,
ternary. At the beginning of second cl. and may be inserted, with
the Grk., and after the prevailing norm of the couplets. The preceding description of the excellence of wisdsm is figurative —
nothing is said of the precise nature of the benefits she confers.
Here we have an explicit statement of the raaterial rewards that
attend her; see n. on N? Long life is lit. length of days. The
riches and honor, here mentioned in addition to long life, are to be
taken Hterally. The sage's point of view seems to be twofold,
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On the one hand, his conception of wisdom includes prudence
and sagacity, quahties that usually secure both wealth and the
esteem of m e n ; cf. such passages as lo'' ii^^ 12" 14^^ 19^ 21^^
22^ 2 4 ^ 27^^ ^i^"^^ — this idea runs through the whole book.
These qualities do not exclude the higher side of the conception
of wisdom which appears elsewhere in the book. On the other
hand, there is the idea that God, by some direct intervention or
according to the general laws of his government of the world,
bestows prosperity on those who obey the precepts of wisdom. —
After this verse the Grk. adds : out of her mouth proceeds righteousness, and law and mercy she bears on her tongue, cf. Isa. 45^^ out
of my mouth proceeds righteousness (Yahweh is the speaker) and
Pr. 31^® a7id the law of kind7iess [ = kindly i7is true tion'] is on her
tongue (said of the good housewife). This couplet, which is not
in keeping with the context, is the addition of an annotator who
felt that the passage should contain not a Pharisaic glorification
of the Tora (Heid.), but a recognition of the ethical elements of
wisdom. Our present Grk. text of 31""'' (on which see note) is
different from the clause here cited, and the latter must have beer>
translated from the Heb. or from a Grk. text which followed the
Hebrew; the Grk. should probably here read : the law of kindness, etc. The ethical element introduced by the Grk. Hes outside the idea of the Heb. sage, whose purpose is simply to describe
wisdom as the su77i7num bonum. — 17. Synonymous, binary, or
ternary. HYIQ pleasa7it7iess and peace are to be interpreted according to v.^^: a life controlled by intellectual and moral wisdom will
be free from disturbances and cares. Cf Job 5^* where peace is
the reward of the man whom God instructs. It is outward peace
that is primarily meant, but this would doubtless be accompanied,
in the view of the writer, by serenity of mind ; the Heb. conception of Hfe, as is apparent throughout the Book of Proverbs,
was distinctly objective, but it necessarily included, as all human
thought does, the posture of soul. Peace ! is the common salutation among men in O T (as now among the Arabs), a general
expression, covering all the outward conditions of life; the distinctively inward application of the term does not appear in OT.
Cf Jno. 14-^ 16''. — 1 8 . Synonymous, probably ternary-binary.
Tree of life is a figurative expression (probably a commonplace of
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the poetical vocabulary), equivalent (as appears frora i i ^ x'j^
15*) to source of long life a7td peace ; the statement of this verse
is thus identical in meaning with that of v.''=" The poetical
image of lifegiving fruit (found also Ez. 47^^ and cf the fountain
of life, Pr. 10" al.) is probably connected with the conception of a
primitive sacred tree of life, and it is not unlikely that the aUusion
here is to the tree of Gen. 2 . 3 ; if this be so, it is the only such
allusion, besides that of Ez. 47'^ in OT. (the description of the
garden of God in Ez. 28 has no mention of this particular tree).
In Genesis the life is physical; the man, it is said, would have
lived forever if he had eaten of the fruit of the tree, even after he
had violated the comraand by eating of the other tree (Gen. 3^^).*
Here also the life is physical, as appears from v.'**; there is no
reference or allusion to existence beyond the grave. But the sage
departs from the account in Gen. in that he attributes long life to
a quahty of mind.
19, 20. A separate paragraph. From a description of the
blessings which wisdom confers on man, the sage goes on to
exalt it as a guiding principle of God in the creation and
maintenance of the physical world; the same conception is
found in 8'^3' (and cf Job 28^°--^), BS. i^^ WSol. 7. This view is
characteristic of the Wisdom books, while in the Prophets (Am. 4"
5** (f Isa. 40 — there are no such references in preexilian writings)
and the Psalms (89. 104. 139) God's works are cited as illustrations of his greatness and his care for his people. The cosmical
conception, which dweHs on the order of the world for its own
sake, belongs to the post-prophetic period and indicates an influence of Greek thought.f This paragraph obviously connects itself
with the preceding and not with the following (which is an exhortation to obey the laws of wisdora) ; whether it originally formed
part of a larger section is uncertain. —19. Synonymous, quaternary-ternary. Wisdom as primeval attribute of the Creator.
* On the tree of life in Gen., see Dillmann, Genesis; Budde, Bibl. Urgeschichtc •
Cheyne, Job and Sol., p. 123, and Bampton Lect., p. 441 f.; Schwally, Leben nach d.
Tode, p. 118.
t There is perhaps a trace of Persian thought also; cf. Cheyne, Jew. Relig. Life
after the Exile, pp. 151, 208. Whether the sages were affected by Egyptian cosmogonic ideas is uncertain.
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It is the skill shown in the creation that is had in mind (as
in Job 28 Pr. 8) ; contrast the national point of view of the
prophets and the psalmists, the social interest of Gen. 2, and
the statistical form of Gen. i. Wisdom here seems to be simply
an attribute, with no approach to hypostatization. — The expressions founded and established belong to the old-Hebrew cosmogonical ideas. The earth was conceived of as a plane mass,
resting on an ocean {\\i 24^ 136''), as having foundations (Isa. 51'^
^ 104^ Pr. 8^) and as supported by pillars (Job 9" \\i 75^*^'); Sheol
was apparently supposed to lie beneath the subjacent ocean (cf.
Am. 9"*). Above the earth the heaven or sky was thought of as
a material expanse (Gen. i^), fixed in its place by God and supported by pillars (Job 26" \\i 18'''**), by wliich we are probably to
understand the mountains. The plu. heavens represents the sky
as made up of contiguous parts; the expression Jicavens of heavf/is, elsewhere used of the celestial abode of the deity (Dt. 10"
I K. 8-'^ ij/ 148^) conceives of it as including different planes. The
three divisions of the world are given in Ex. 20*: the heaven
above, the earth beneath, the water under the earth.* — The
monotheistic view of creation is here assumed as generally held
(while Isa. 40 contains a polemic against polytheism). — 20. Parallels, ternary. Wisdom in the divine direction of the material
ivorld. The verbs are better taken as Present; v." deals with the
:reation of the world, here we pass to its present guidance ; if the
/erbs be rendered as Past, the reference will be to the original
irrangement. Lit. the deeps are cleft, that is, the subterranean
structure is broken up so that the water may flow. The waters
nclude aH bodies of water that issue from the ground, namely,
springs and rivers, and also the sea; these come from the sub;erraneous ocean. Along with them is mentioned the water that
s held to come from the other great aqueous supply: the dew
s supposed to fall from the clouds, and the term is probably
ueant to include rain (cf Job 28-^-" 36-^); the reference is to
m ocean above the sky. Cf (Gen. 7") the double process by
vhich the flood is produced : the fountains of the great deep
* For later Jewish cosmogonic ideas see Secrets of Enoch, ed. R. H. Charles;
Veber, Theol., \ 44. On Babylonian ideas cf. Jastrow, Relig. of Bab. and Assyria,
>P- 442 f-. 489.
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burst forth (that is, water rises from the subterranean ocean), and
the windows of heaven are opened (that is, openings are made in
the sky through which the water of the celestial ocean may faU).
Apart from any scientific conception of method the verse declares
that the divine wisdora appears in the distribution of water in the
world. It is possible that in the original form of the section other
illustrations of God's wisdora followed. Cf 8^^"^^
13. ^ a i «
DIN; <3 (followed by S ) dvdpdnros {dvi]p)
Opiirbs;
we should perh. read viin or if^N (so K a m p . ) instead of second 'N; % omits
i t . — ? ^ pifl'; (3 e'tSev, Cl. Alex. Migne I. 357 ehpe (but 552 oUe), assimilation
to vb. of "; Saadia |ii3i. — 1 4 . m n D ; @ airrjv ipiiropeieadai {C\. Al. epiropevOiivaL, Bed. 9 1 ) ; & V XP^'^'.ov K. dpyvplov d7)(xavpois, prob. free rendering of
1^, cf. 31'^ where D is rendered by ipyd^eadai;
& follows J^, only inserting
pn^D ( = 3b), before last word. — 1 5 . T h e tone in nipi is drawn back for the
sake of the r h y t h m . — K D":£;, scribal error for Q. D''j'':o; a similar error in
Lam. 4^ was perh. the source of 3L chore aiitiquo. — For | ^ T'Son read with all
anc. Vrss. oixsn (so Oort, Bi.), the restrictive suff. being out of keeping with
the context. — p j lia"; (§ djioy, and, in the doublet, dfTiTd^erat («'=•"• A di/rirdcrcreTat). (3 doublet wovrjpbv (i'Dn), perh. for irod-qTbv (Jag., Grabe, cited
by Schl.). (3, second doub. evyvoiffrbs iuTiv wdatv TOIS iyyl^'oviriv airy
(Proc. by scribal error 6p'yit;ovaiv, i3^ i<t>airTopivoi%) perh. = ['73S] Nin nyiu
.T'3ii|i or H'jo'? l'.:'^'? n'j; in any case not original. — For | § n3 Oort would
rather read rh; the Prep, after n i r {= like, equal) is V or "?« except here
and 8^1 Esth. 7'*; the 3 may introduce the noun of estimation. — 1 6 . After
O'D' ^1S (3 adds Kal iriq fw^s, apparently from v.^; the addition mars the
rhythm. (3 also introduces the v. by yap (adopted by Bi.), but the causal
form does not agree with the context. — On the couplet inserted by 3 see
what is said above, and cf. notes of Lag. and Heid. I n •• we should perh.
read vbpjov bk e\iov. — 1 7 . | § aiSi': (gB ai. ^^ eipi^vri, (gV"'- p^r' eip., 3^ omits
p r e p . ; f^ is to be retained. — 1 8 . I n % as often elsewhere (rhetorical expansion), (3 prefixes TTSO-I to the Part, (o^pnnts). — Instead of n3 the suff. might
be attached to the Partcp. — In •> J§ has sing. pred. IB'ND with plu. subj.
n''3DP. IL (and so Bi.) makes subj. sing., and S E pred. plu., but these renderings do not necessarily indicate the precise form of the H e b . text of the
Vrss., since they might in any case make their translations conform to grammatical rules; in the construction of | § , which occurs elsewhere (Gen. 27^'
Ex. 3 1 " al., see Ew. § 3 1 9 « ) , the sing. pred. is distributive or individualizing, or it is a simplified (unitary) form similar to initial sing. vb. followed by
plu. subject.
T h e vb. ii:',x = make or call happy seems to be Denom.—
Clause •> stands in (S^* rcai TOIS eTepeidop^vots iir' avrrjv iis iirl Kiipiov; ^^'•^
adds d(T(t>a\^ri and (g-ita. A do-^aX^j, and so S " Proc. H i l . ; air^. = I'J'^o
(taken as Pi. I's.rt. = guide or as 'Pa. =^ guided, and perh. read n w s c ) , is
understood as referring to wisdom; uis e. K. apparently = n>:, repetition out
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of n>3DP (Lag., Oort). The Heb. text of © = | § , only with Prep. S before
'.1.—19. 'Ev ( = 3) is prefixed to (rocplq. by several Fathers, and to (ppov-qaei
byjgsc.a.A many curss. and several Fathers (see H - P ) , probably a scribal
variation. S3C attach 3 sing. masc. suff. to the second noun, S to the first
also. — 20. Suff. in inyi omitted by (3^^, inserted by (§••< "•^ H-P 69 al. Comp.
Aid.—The precise sense of the expression vp^J nbnn is not quite clear; we
expect: " the rock (or, the earth) was cleft, and the waters issued," as in \p 78^^
The construction in Pr. is supported, however, by Gen. 7^1 ^ 74^^; the latter
passage can hardly be rendered: thou didst cleave a way for fountain and
brook. Apparently the subterranean isnn is regarded as a mass, lying motionless, and requiring to be cleft in order that its waters may move. Instead of
wyi' 4 MSS. have ffliy^ with same meaning (cf. Dt. 32^), perhaps scribal
error, or euphonic variation; on transposition of radicals in stems see Bottch.,
Lehrb., I. § 265-267.

21-26. A separate section (parallel to but distinct from the
preceding), exhorting to the practice of Wisdom on the ground
that it will give security to life. Hitzig's reasons for regarding
the section as an interpolation (naraely, that the repetition of the
promise of reward is unnecessary, that the vocabulary contains
late expressions, and that the omission of these verses secures a
division of the chapter into paragraphs of ten verses each) are
now generally rejected. The whole section, chs. 1-9, is not early,
but late; it is made up of sub-sections, in which there is necessarily repetition; and the hypothesis of decimal division is arbitrary.
2\b. My son, keep [with thee] wisdom and discretion,
21 a. Let them not depart from thy sight;
22. They will be life to thy being,
Adornment to thy neck.
23.
24.
25.
26.

Then wilt thou go thy way securely;
Thy foot will not stumble;
When thou < sittest down > * thou wilt not be afraid,
Thou wilt lie down, and thy sleep will be sweet.
Thou wilt not fear the calamity that befalls the < foolish,' f
Nor the storm that strikes the wicked;
For Yahweh will be thy protector.
And will keep thy feet from snares.

21. Synonymous, ternary, or, in the emended text, quaternarybinary. The present Heb. text reads : t7iy son, let them 7iot
* Heb.: liest down.

f Heb.: Fear not sudden calamity.
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depa7-t (or, swe7-ve) fro7n thine eyes, keep wisdom (or, sagacity)
and discretion. But the subject of the first cl. is lacking. The
antecedent of the7n cannot be supplied from v.'"' -" (where ivisdom,
U7ide7-sta7idi7ig, and k7iowledge are attributes of God, and in any
case such reference to them would be too abrupt), or from the
second cl. (which would be against Heb. usage). A similar objection applies to the rendering (obtained by a slight change in
the Heb.) let it [wisdom] 7iot swe7-ve: the reference to wisdo/n
is abrupt, and the sing, does not agree with v.^^ The Vrss. are
unsatisfactory. Grk. (the text of which may be corrupt) : 7}iy
S071, do 7iot escape (lit. flow away) ; Lat.: let not these flow away
f7-0771 thine eyes ; Syr. Targ.: let it 7iot be despicable in thi7ie eyes.
The beginning of the paragraph, which contained the antecedent
of the/n, may have fallen out; it may perhaps be supplied from
the closely paraUel passage 4^^^. We may either insert a verse
similar to 4^, or supply a single word and read let 7iot my words
(or, let 7iot wisdo/7i) swerve, etc. The term swe/'ve, turn aside,
seems strange in this connection, and the Vrss. assumed different
stems. We expect one of the usual words iox depart, as in 27-^
or 17^^, or else, with inversion, turn 7iot away fro77i 77iy i/istruction.
A proper form may be got by transposing the clauses : 77iy son,
p7-eserve sagacity and disc7-etion, let the77i not depart _/;'(?;« thine
eyes (Umbreit), which is without Versional support, but seems to
be the simplest solution of the difiiculty of the first clause. On
the terms sagacity ( = wisdo77i) and discretion see notes on 2' and
I*, and on keep see notes on 2-° 3^ — 22. Synonymous, ternarybinary. The reward (the description of which goes through v.^).
Instead of will, here and throughout the paragraph (simple statement of result), we may render shall (authoritative statement).—
Grk. i7i order that, but the verse is better understood as expressing result. The life is physical, as in 3^- ^''. Being is here better
than soul (as rendering of trsj), since the latter term conveys to
us a spiritual sense not contained in the Hebrew; we might translate they will (or, shall) be life to thee, that is, they wiH (or, shall)
confer on thee long life, a supreme blessing. Ador7i7ne7it is lit.
beauty, grace of fo/yn (see note on 1°), and so an ornament as a
thing of beauty, and as a lasting possession ; see notes on 1^ 3'.
True sagacity, it is declared, will bring its possessor not only long
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fe but also loveliness and graciousness, the reference being to
le attractiveness of a character moulded by a high. Godfearing
itelhgence, beautiful in itself and attractive to men. — The Grk.
ere inserts v.*, with a sHght variation {flesk instead of body). —
%. Synonymous, ternary. Security in walk. The second cl. (which
:ads lit. a7id shalt 7iot st/ike thy foot) occurs in ^ 91'^ with the
ddition agai7ist a stone ; there the guidance is referred to angels,
ere to wisdom; the whole psalm is paraHel to our section, and
tiows the difference between the points of view of psalmist and
ige. — A slight change in the H e b . gives the reading thy foot
till (or, shall) 7iot stu7nble (so (irk. RV.) ; the sense is the same
1 both renderings. The expression was probably a common one
) express safety; it is unnecessary to suppose that Pr. took it
•om i/', or t//from Pr. — 24. Parahels, ternary. Security at home,
he Heb. text reads: 7vhen thou liest down thou wilt (or, shalt)
ot be af-aid, yea, thou wilt (or, shalt) lie dow7i and thy sleep
'ill (or, shall) be szuect. The repetition of the verb is somewhat
;range, though it is defensible on rhetorical grounds. The H e b .
b. has the two senses lie down and sleep, and Schultens thinks
lat the first of these is to be understood in first cl., and the
;cond in second cl.; but this is not permissible. Grk., in first
1 : when thou sittest dow7t; Targ.: wiic7i thou liest dow/i a7id
'eepest; Syr.: a7id thou shalt sleep, Lat.: if thou sleep thou shalt
ot be afraid, thou shalt 7-est, etc. In \p 3°^'" 4**''' the expression is
e down and sleep; in Dt. 6^ we have the pairs sit dow7i, walk,
id lie down, rise. We might retain the H e b . text, and underand it to refer to sleep undisturbed by attacks of robbers and
lurderers ; but a more natural form is obtained by changing the
rst//> to j;V. — 25. Synonymous, ternary. Security from calamy. Lit. ter7-or (or, cala77iity) of tlie foolish and stor7n (or, desofion) of the tvicked. The Heb., instead of ter7-or of the foolish,
IS sudden terror, which gives a good but less appropriate sense ;
le paraHelism favors a reference to a class of persons, and this
;ading is supported by i^"-^'' The translation foolish requires no
lange in the consonants of the Hebrew. At the end of second
le the Heb. has whe7i it co7nes, an addition to complete the
lythm, but unnecessary to the sense. — The declarative renderig thou wilt (or, shalt) not be afraid is required by the connec-
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tion; the iraperative be not afraid is here out of place. The
wicked will be visited with storms of calamity, but when these
corae the raan who is guided by the divine wisdom need not fear
— they shall not reach hira. Cf the sirailar stateraents in Job 5^'
i/'91^^ — 26. Progressive, ternary. The ground of hope. Protector is lit. confidence = ground of confidence ; cf Job 8" 31'^
The specifically religious theistic point of vic^w (as in Job 5''"^
i/'9i) is here introduced — wisdom is identified with trust in God,
according to the fundamental principle stated in i '
21. If J§ ^h^ be referred to st. nS, this use of the word ( = depart) must
probably be regarded as peculiar to the Hokma diction. 3 {•Tapapvrjs = 'jin)
and IL {effluant) appear to have taken it from Vij fiow, S2E ("JH, foil, by
Prep. 3) from SSr despicable. In 4^1 (g has iKXtiriaatv, S2C j'^tJ (from S'jt),
IL recedant (from TlS or Sfj). Lag. supposes that irapappv^s (as he writes the
word, but apparently without MS. authority) comes from preceding epptrnjaav
by erroneous repetition of ppvris, and he thinks it impossible to restore the
verb. (3 (which omits J^ TJ'VD) must be rendered do not slip away (that is,
frofn my instruction, or, from wisdom), a strange reading, and S3EIL are
equally unsatisfactory. There seems to be nothing better than to retain J^;
on the construction of the verse see note above. Bi. reads iSr, 3 sing, fem.,
understanding wisdom as subject; Oort iSf (cf. the stem SIN). The reading
of SST is found in Kenn. 95, 150, and is adopted by Houb., and the form
v S ' (as in 4^1) occurs in some printed edd. (see De' Rossi). — In ' ' © S attach
I pers. suff. to the nouns, and S treats ixj as Inf. Heid.'s remark that S2C
reverse the order of the nouns is not correct (cf. Pink.). — 22. 3 'tva i''yg
V f"X''^ <"'^ (or (TT; ^VXV H - P 23, 252) is free rendering of ^ . —23. 3 ireiroi.6dis and iv elp-nvy, doublet; Trdiras, rhetorical insertion. —1§ l u n ; the Qal is
regularly trans., and is so rendered ^ 91I2 by ©IL; here intrans. by 31L and
apparently by $K; Saadia i!f3 ^'7J1 Dixn NSI, in which the verb may be taken
either as trans, or as intrans., and thy foot will not strike (or, thou wilt not
strike thy foot) against anything (rendered intrans. by Derenbourg and Lambert). There is no reason for abandoning the ordinary sense of the word.—
24. ?§ has 33a' in both clauses, Impf. and Perf., rhetorical variation; a better
reading is given in " by (§ (foil, by S>^), Kde-g = 3rn (referred by Hitz., Heid.
to influence of Dt. 6'), adopted by Bi. on the ground that | § is intolerably
tautological. The Vrss. all vary the expressions: (3 Kde-g and KaSeuSjs;
tH ^mn1 33B'n in " and ' a r in i"; 5, -ip in », '.i'n in •>; IL dormieris and quiesces; and so Saad. lie down and sleep. These renderings may be rhetorical
variations of Jg. In i j the ' r i i is explanatory addition to 'ini ( S ) . —25. ?§
Ss may be changed to NS, after the norm of v.^*, or perhaps may be taken
as declarative, which force it possibly sometimes has in poetry (Job 32^') and
elevated prose (Jer. 14I'), though in these passages it may be scribal error.

11
For ins Gr. proposes TD, referring to i^fi. 27 -where 0 has SXeOpos and
pv^os; yet these may be understood as free translations of ino taken
= cause of fear; (3 here has wTbrjiriv iiceKBoxJaav, in which TT. = ins, and
is repetition from •> or represents DNPB read as some form of NI3. The
rror and storm of J^ are understood by ©, against the connection and
[ainst the suggestion of l^- ^, as an attack made on the righteous by the
icked. —1§ °>*??; point DNHO (Oort). — J§ N3n 13; cf. {<33 i'^-^. — 26. On
e Beth essentiae in ^'?D33 (so Ex. 18* Isa. 401° ^ 146^) see Ges.^'', § 119 i, Ew.,
2293, and cf. 3C lii'D3; on the similar Arab, construction see Casp. ed.
bright, II. § 56a and Rem. a, ed. Miiller, § 423, 2a-, % in latere tuo and S
jy take '3 as = loin, fiank, <3 eirl TraaQv bbtov aov = •|nSDD3. — | ^ isS dir.
17.; Oort suggests that it may be pointed as Qal Inf. or written Nif. Inf.
hn; ©Boj. (raXevdris ( = taiD or 1JJ?), which Semler would change to dypevOys
.0 H-P 23, 252™"s-, and S " iixnn), and Lag. to <rv\\ii<t>8v'.

27-30. A detached group of sayings, enjoining kindness to
le's fellowmen. They are prosaic in style, roughly formed
Duplets, with scarcely perceptible rhythm. In their horaely char:ter they resemble rather some of the aphorisras of chs. 10-29
lan the discourses of chs. 1-9, and seera out of place here,
heir presence appears to indicate that these two divisions of the
00k were finally edited about the sarae time. Cf. 6^'^-^"-^^^^
'-^ Eccl. 7I-3.
27. Withhold not good from thy < neighbor >
When it is in thy power to do it;
28. Say not to thy neighbor: " Go and come again,
And tomorrow I will give," when thou hast it by thee.
29. Devise no injury to thy neighbor,
Seeing he dwells in confidence by thee.
30. Strive not with a man without cause.
If he have done thee no harm.

27, 28. Two nearly identical exhortations to beneficence. In
^ the Heb. has from its possessors, which cannot mean from the
•oor (Grk.), as if they were lawful owners of alms, or fro7n them
' whom it is due (RV.) ; nor can we render, with Lat. Vulg.:
'estrain not him who can from doi7ig good; if thou art able, thy•If do good. The connection {y?^-"^) suggests some such word as
eighbor, which may be got by a not very difficult change of the
lebrew. The word is wanting in Peshitta and Targum, which
ive the general precept refrain notfro7n doing good, but the con-
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nection favors the reference to the "neighbor." The term
means associate, clans7nan, neighbor, friend, but seems here to
be employed in the wider sense in which it is used in Dt. 15^
Lu. io2''-29.37 (taken from the Grk. of Lev. 19^*). Similar injunctions are found in ii^''-^^ 14'' '' 17'' 21'" 27'" BS. 29i-2-»> In all
these the tone is one of broad human sympathy. — 28 enjoins
prompt and hearty help, as in our proverb : " who gives quickly
gives twice " ; there is no ground for restricting the injunction to
paying a hired raan his wages (see Rashi). The first ch may he
understood as quoting two equivalent speeches of the man who
puts his neighbor off: Go and come again and Tomorrow I will
give. Grk. omits to thy neighbor, perhaps by scribal error; the
expression is possibly an insertion of the Heb. scribe for the sake
of clearness, certainly not (as Lag. thinks) to restrict an injunction which was thought to be too general. Cf the omission of
the sirailar expression of v.^' by the Aramaic Vrss., which likewise
seems to be scribal abridgment or inadvertence. At the end of
the verse Grk. adds for thou knowest not what the next day
will bring forth, a not very appropriate gloss, taken from 2 7^ —
29. Single sentence, ternary. Against malicious conduct. Seeing
he dwells in confidence by thee, that is, dwells unsuspecting, or, as
the Grk. has it, seeing he dwells by thee and trusts in thee. Trustful
feeling, here stated as the ground of obligation of kindness, is the
basis of social life; to a generous mind the plea is a strong one.
— 30. Single sentence, ternary. Against groundless quarrelling.
The verb in first cl. raeans contend, in general, and in this sense is
found in proper names, as Jerubbaal, = " Baal [that is, Yahweh]
contends [for me]." It is a comraon term for Htigation, but is
here used for any (unfriendly) disputation. The verse is tautologous, the second cl. merely repeating the without cause of the
first clause. One or the other of these might be omitted without
detriment, and in fact Syr. omits second cl., probably for simplification ; but the repetition may be retained as rhetorical fulness.
The Grk. has, in second cl., lest he do thee ha7-m, a suggestion similar to that of 6^"° 14^^ 20'' 2 2^*-^^, but here not in keeping with the
context, which contains raerely injunctions without stateraent of
consequences. The meaning of the verse is that while contention
is sometiraes right and necessary, it must always be for good cause.
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27. In expressions of position or quality Sy3 always signifies one who
mploys or controls the thing in question: httsband= owner of a wife; ally,
en. 14^^ = one who enters into and employs a treaty; dreamer. Gen. 371'' =
ne who has and employs dreams; archer. Gen. 49^8 = one who uses arrows;
man of affairs, Ex. 24^*, conducts his affairs; creditor, Dt. 15^ = one who
lakes and controls a loan; the hair of a hairy ?natt, 2 K. i^, belongs by
ature to him; a legal adversary, Isa. 50*, is one who conducts the prosecuon; one who is sworn, Neh. 61*, makes an oath; a bird, Pr. l^', uses its
ings; a waster effects waste; an angry man, 22^* 29^^, feels and shows anger;
glutton, 232, has appetite; a rogue, 24', makes mischief; a babbler, Eccl. IQH,
ses his tongue. There is thus no authority in Heb. usage for the statement
made by Schult., De., and others) that 3IB hys may here mean not him who
oes good but him to whom good is done; and further, the sense actually
iven by them is something still different, namely, him who stands in need
f good or deserves it. Nor does Aram, permit such a rendering. The word
lust be either, with SSE, omitted, or else changed; a corruption of i^yi into
'?y3 offers no great graphic difficulty. From <3 evSeij Gr. suggests vVxi', and
lort sees nothing better than jrax; but 3 is probably free rendering of J^.
- K •'11 is possible, but marginal reading ii is the common form and is found
L many MSS. of Kenn. and De'R.; Rashi gives two explanations, one = IL,
ne = 3. — 28. | § v i is sing., the Yod being third rad.; the omission of
lis letter, as in margin, is unnecessary, though it is omitted in many Span.
[SS. As the next word is "i*?, the ornission of T'yi'? in (3 may be due to
omoeoteleuton, or possibly to homoeoarkton, especially if it were written in
le abridged forni'iS. — S, probably by scribal inadvfttence, transfers IPN tvi
om end to beginning of the verse. On the addition in (3 see note on this
;rse above. — 29. | § B'in.i; (@ reKT^v?;; BS 712(13) dporpta; the figurative
mse devise comes more naturally from carve, but possibly also from plough.
-30. ?§ NS DN; (§ p,'{\, perh. taking J§ as = [s, or perh. reading NS ICN or
7 'iy«. — It was hardly on moral grounds that •> was omitted in S .

31-35. Comparison between the fortunes of the wicked and
le righteous — a separate group of aphorisms, similar to the
;ligious aphorisms of chs. 10-22, having a general connection
ith the preceding paragraph. It is a warning against the seducon of the apparent prosperity of wickedness.
31. Envy not the man of violence,
And take no pleasure in his ways;
32. For a bad man is an abomination to Yahweh,
But between him and the upright there is friendship,
33. The curse of Yahweh is on the house of the wicked.
But the habitation of the righteous he blesses.

8o
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34. Scoffers he scoffs at,
But to the pious he shows favor.
35. Wise men obtain honor.
But ignominy is the < portion > of fools.

31. Synonymous, ternary. The warning. The second line
may be rendered : take pleasure in none of his ways (lit. take not
pleasure in all his ways). The parallelism calls for take pleasure
{x"^ Gen. 6^) rather than choose (which, however, gives a good
sense). The violence is highhanded, unlawful procedure of any
sort; 7nan of violence = wicked man ; the " violence " was generaHy practised for purposes of pecuniary or political gain; cf 10°
16^°. It is assumed that there is something in the fortunes of
such a person which one might be terapted to envy, and so to be
pleased with (or, choose) ; for the explanation see ^ Z'f^'- If is
the problera of the Book of Job, which is here solved in the old
way; see next verse. — Grk. reads procure not the reproaches of
bad men, and covet not their ways, in which first clause comes
frora scribal error, but second clause is favored by the parallelism
and by 24'^ \\i 37^ On the other hand our text is supported by
24', and gives a good sense. Lat. do not imitate his ways, which
represents the Hebrew. — 32-34. The reason for the warning is
here found in the way in which God deals with the righteous and
the wicked. The rewards and punishraents are earthly and external ; there is no recognition of ethical iraraortahty, and life is
regarded on the side of its outward experiences. — 32. Antithetic, ternary-binary. This forra is coraraon in chs. 10-22, but not
in chs. 1-9. The term abomination is used in the earlier historical,
the prophetical, and the legal literature of what is contrary to a
religious cult or usage, Israelidsh or foreign, as in Gen. 43^^,
K. 142*, Dt. 14^ Ez. 59, etc.; in later books it is extended to
include moral off'ences, as here; it raeans something which is
incompatible with the nature of Yahweh. The bad (or iniquitous)
man (for the term see note on 2'^) is as abhorrent to Yahweh as
an idol or other abomination, but with the upright he sits as with
familiar friends (lit. with the tipright is his friendship). The word
rendered f-iendship means private, intimate converse and friendly
relation, then the assembly or persons who thus converse together,

m . 31-34
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nd finally the secret counsel they take and the design or plan
tiey form. The connection must decide in any given case which
f these significations is most appropriate. With this passage cf.
ob 29'''^ !/» 25" (and i/^ 55'''*'*'), in which the sense is clearly
'riendship. The ground for avoiding the ways of the wicked
v.^^) is that Yahweh is hostile to him and friendly to the rightous; what this friendliness secures is stated in the next verse. —
3. Antithetic, quaternary-ternary, or ternary (as in chs. 10-22).
4^e may render on the house or in the house. The value of Yahweh's
"iendship is here said to be the (external) prosperity it brings ; no
eference is made to the raoral benefit of communion of soul beiveen God and man — this latter is rather regarded as the ground
f the blessing. A curse in the mouth of God is a sentence or proouncement of evil; in the mouth of man it is an imprecation, an
ivocation of divine punishraent. Similarly God blesses by proouncing good, raan by invoking good frora God.* — Lat. poverty
'rom the Lord is an interpretation of curse of Yahweh suggested
y second clause. — 34. Antithetic, ternary (or, ternary-binary).
'he surely of RV is incorrect; see critical note below. Nor is
He hypothetical rendering satisfactory : if (or, though) he sco7-ns,
tc, yet he shows, etc., the preceding and succeeding verses being
eclarative. StiU less can v.''^ be protasis and v.^ apodosis. A
aria tion of the preceding stateraent. On scoffers see note on i^^
'or the conception of reciprocity in first cl. cf \^ i^^(^).'M^) . the
epresentation of God as acting toward raen as they act toward
im rests on an ancient anthropomorphism, which in Pr. is probbly purified by the conviction that God, as just, must be hostile to
vildoers; but the thought never rises to the point of conceiving
f him as merciful to fools and sinners. — The word here transited pious (D^JU) is that which is variously rendered in RV
y poor, afflicted, hu7nble, lowly, 7neek. Its primary sense seems
3 be 07ie who is bowed, bent, or 07ie who bows himself (under or
efore a hostile force) ; it thus comes to signify one who suffers
"om financial poverty (Am. 8* al), one who is oppressed by the
trong, particularly the nation Israel in the time of national afflic* T h e Heb. term for bless never means curse, blaspheme, or renounce ; in Job i''- n
• ^ the Heb. word is to be changed so as to read curse.
G
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tion (i^ 74^9 al), or, one who afflicts himself by fasting or is
humble before God, and so in general the Godfearing, pious (so
used of Moses, Nu. 12'', and so f 37", quoted in Mt. 5^). This
last is the sense suggested by the parallelism here, though lowly,
humble, is also appropriate. — Grk.: the Lord resists the proud,
but shows favor to the hu7nble, quoted, with slight variations, in
Jas. 4^ I Pet. 5*. — Bickell omits the verse as an interpolation
which breaks the connection between v.^ and v.^; it is, however,
closely parallel to v.^, and, if any verse is to be omitted as irrelevant, it should rather be v.^'* (see note on this verse below).—
For the sentiment cf. i6'^ — 35. Antithetic, ternary. The first
cl. = honor is the portion of wise men. The thought is that of 11*
12^ 13^ 14^^ 22^9 al.: raen of integrity and insight wiU receive
recognition at the hands of their feHowinen — the approbation
of society is presented as a motive for rightdoing — a powerful
inducement. The term wise doubtless includes raoral and religious as well as intellectual eleraents, and so fools in the second
clause. The verb raeans priraarily to have or obtain possession (as
in Jos. 14'), and secondarily to inherit, a sense which is here not
appropriate. Honor is the respect or high recognition accorded
by God to man, or by man to God or man (i K. 3^^ Gen. 45^'
I Sara. 6^); opposed to it is the sha7ne of the second cl., slight
estimation, contempt. —|The translation of the second cl. is doubtful, one word being apparently corrupt. This word, as it stands,
may" mean lift up (frora the ground, 2 K. 2'*), exalt (i/r 89^), take
away, re77iove out of the way (Hos.' 11^ Isa. 57"), offer a.s gift or
sacrifice (that is, lift up before the deity, Ex. 35^^ Lev. 4'). None
of these senses are here suitable : fools do not exalt or remove or
offer ignominy, nor does ignominy do these things to fools. No
satisfactory translation of the clause has been made. Grk.: the
godless exalt dishonor; Lat. (followed by RV.) : igno7niny is the
exaltation {ox, p7-omotion) of fools {lit. shame exalts fools), and
so Schult.: the brand of infamy gives noto7-iety to fools; Syr.
Targ.: fools suffer (lit. receive) shame, which is not a translation
of the Heb., the word in Heb. raeaning not " to take away for one's
own benefit or use," but " to take out of the way, do away with,"
and, in the ritual, " to take a portion not for one's self but for
God." A slight change of text, with an insertion, gives the ren-
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dering fools change \their glory~] into shame (cf Hos. 4' Jer. 2"
i/f 106*), but the insertion is improbable, and the resulting sense
not clear or appropriate. Another slight change gives fools increase shame (cf Isa. 40^ Eccl. 6" 10"), a good and natural
sense; and a similar rendering is appropriate in 14^. But an
equally easy and more probable emendation gives the verb possess,
get possession of {= obtai7i). In any case the meaning of the
second cl. is igno7ni77y is the portion of fools, that is, of those who
are not wise enough to see that it is their duty as weU as their
interest to obey the divine law. The ignominy and the honor, it
is to be supposed, are assigned by God. The couplet appears not
to belong with the preceding quatrains, from which it differs in
tone; it is probably the addition of an editor.
31. (^ p-T) KT-qaiQ [njpn] KaKuv dvSpCov dvetdrj, in which ov. may = J^ Dan

(Baumg.) as in 26^ Job 19'', K. being epexegetical; Lag. suggests that K. a. 0.
is simply poetical expression of K. a., like p4ya adivo% 'Her^wvos =: 'Heri'wi'. —
f7)Xc6(r5js may = | § in3,n; according to Oort, it = innn, which seems unnecessary.*— 32. <3 seems to make irapdvop.os (tlSj) subj. of •> iv b^ biKaloLS oi
avveSpid^ei, but doubtless ov is scribal error, repetition of following cru (Lag.),
and Kipios is subj. — Heid., noting that (3 has Trap, instead of o-KoXidfoic (14^)
and aKddapTos instead of the usual pb4\vyp.a, sees in this v. a Pharisaic attack
on the Sadducees, the paranomists, and regards cuyeSpidfei as an allusion to
the Sanhedrin. This is possible, but not necessary, and the supposed allusion
in (TiiceS. vanishes with the disappearance of oi. — 33. pj nil''; (3 OeoO. All
following nouns are plural in (3, perh. stylistic variation of the translator,
perh. representing variations from our Heb. text; so SSE Saad. have plu. in »,
IL in •>, and in <31L the vb. in b is Pass. plu. — 34. D'xSS DN cannot here mean
ivhen he deals with scorners (Lag., De., Kamp.) as separate protasis (with
cS^ Nin as apodosis), nor can DN = surely (RV.), since, in asseverations, this
word has negative force. Gr., Oort, change DN to D''n'?N (after Jas. 4^ I Pet. 5^),
and Oort omits pref. S; but mni is the divine name used above in the paragraph, and the >sin further must then be omitted. Dys.'s emendation to ay,
with omission of pref. S (which may easily be doublet) is simpler, bringing
the sentence into the norm of •^ iS'^^. Or, we may, with 3 Kipioi VTr€pr]4>dpois
dvTiTdaaerai, omit DN (so S9EIL), though this is graphically not so easy.
3 Kipios may represent nin^, or may be explicitum. — K. Qi'jy; Q Diuy, for
which S has ND'3n. P'or •<ch-< S2D have linoj casts down, free rendering.—
35. ?§ D11C; ® ui/'wo-ac; ^% p'73pj; IL stultorum exaltatio, apparently taking
\hp as subj.; Dys. emends to DniDD, Gr. better to D^3ip, but we should probably read tj^nh or :f i \
* Heid., by oversight, quotes Procop.'s comments as additions to the Grk. text.
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IV Three exhortations (v.i-», v.'"-'", y.'^'^), the theme of all
three being the excellence and beneficent power of wisdom.
— They are like those of chs. 2. 3 in that the advice is of a general nature, while in chs. 5. 6. 7 it is directed against a particular
sin.
1-9. The sage cites the instruction given hira by his father.
The text is, in parts, in such condition that we cannot be sure of
the exact sense. The Vatican Grk. makes the teacher's instruction (and not wisdom) the subject of praise.
1.
2.

Hear, O children, the instruction of a father —
Give heed that ye may comprehend wisdom.
For good counsel I give you —
Forsake ye not my teaching.

3.

When I was offender age, [ ]
Beloved by my ' father,'
4 a. He used to teach me and say to me:
4 b. " Let thy mind retain my words.
4c. Keep my commandments and live;
5 a. Get wisdom, get understanding.
6. Forsake her not, and she will preserve thee,
Love her, and she will keep thee.*
8.
9.

Prize her, and she wilt exalt thee,
She will honor thee if thou embrace her;
She will encircle thy head with a chaplet of beauty,
Bestow on thee a crown of glory."

1. Extensive or exegetical (the second cl. repeating first cl.
and giving the reason for it), ternary. Exhortation to hearken.
The sage (by the plu. children or sons) addresses himself to a
circle of hearers, a school, though the difference of number is not
significant; when the sing, is used, the address is to a class of
persons, young men in general. Father is not here used in the
stricter (family) sense of the word, but with the wider connotation of teacher; see note on i", and cf v.^ below. On instruction
and wisdom (the term usually rendered understanding) see notes
on i^ The word rendered give heed, = hearken, attend, is a synonym of hear used only in poetry and solemn prose. Co77ipre* On the omission of v.^b. 7, see note on these verses below.
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hend = know (i"). The source of authority of the teaching is
the experience of the teacher. — 2. Continued thought, ternary(or, quaternary-) binary. The ground of the sage's claim to be
heard. The sage speaks with conviction and authority ; he believes
that his teaching is sound and important, and the teachi7ig or law
that he gives is his own, that is, is grounded in his own soul,
though derived from divine teaching; the prophet, on the contrary, never speaks in his own name. Coimsel or inst7'uction
(RV doctri7ie), with which laiu is synonymous, is here given to
others; in i® (on which see note) it is received frora others.
Grk. gift = something received. Lat. / give you a good gift
(omitting for, which, though not necessary, is appropriate, nearly
= na7nely). — 3. The sage refers to his own chHdhood. The
Heb. reads : For I was a son to my father [or, 7ny father's so7i\,
te7ider\— of tender age, weak'] a7id an only child in the presence of
[ = with'] 7ny 7nother. Grk.: / also was a so7i, obedient to a father,
and beloved in the presence of a 7nother. The first cl. is strange —
it seems unnecessary and unnatural to describe a boy as the son
of his father, and it is not probable that any writer would use such
an expression; we expect a word descriptive of the son's relations with the father (as the relations with the mother are described in the second cl.). The obedie7it of the Grk. seems to be
free rendering of our Heb. (instead of tender), though it may represent a different Heb. word; something like this would be possible, but is not particularly appropriate; it would require a
change in the order of the words. The otily child also is improbable; an adj. like the beloved of the Grk. would be appropriate;
but this sense (RV 07tly beloved) does not properly belong to the
Heb. word here used ; the expression as an only child would be
in place. After calling on his pupils to give heed to his instruction, the writer (in order to give the weight of tradition to his
words) might naturaHy say for I myself was a son, under the
authority of a father, a7id beloved by a 77iother. But, as only the
father is referred to (in the Heb. text) in the following couplet, it
seems probable that the mention of the mother here does not
belong to the original form, and that my 77iother took the place of
my father in the second line after the expression to my father had
been introduced, by scribal error, into the first line. If, with this
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correction, we substitute beloved for only son, we have a simple
and clear sentence. — The verse suggests an interesting picture of
the family-training of the time (probably the third century B.C.).
The father is the authoritative guide of the children.* The instruction is oral — there is no reference to books; books were
rare, and were probably used only by advanced students, though
children of the better families may have been taught to read at
home. There is no sign of the existence of children's schools at
this tirae.f — 4-7 It is not easy to determine the precise connection of thought in this passage. V.^° "^ and v.® are plain; the
difficulty lies in v.*"^-^^ The fohowing considerations may help to
fix the wording. V.'^, since it interrupts the connection between
v." and v.^, is syntactically confused, and is not found in the Grk.,
may be oraitted (see note on this verse below). V.^** also interrupts the connection between v.^" and v." (this last verse supposing
a preceding reference to wisdora), and should be omitted. We
shall thus have to form a couplet out of v.*'= and M!^. The resultant
paragraph is not free from difficulties; but it follows the indications of the Heb. text, and affords a clear sense. — 4. The two
first clauses make a couplet, continuous, ternary. The father's
address, beginning with the second clause, appears to extend
through v.". The father alone is here cited, in the Heb., as
teacher (see note on preceding verse). Grk. (reversing the order
of the verbs) : they said and taught 7ne, thus including the mother;
in V.*, however, it makes the father alone the speaker, and so, probably, it should be throughout, in accordance with the manner of
the rest of the section, chs. 1-9. — On nwtd (lit. heart) see note
on 2^ i?d'/a/« = grasp, hold firmly in hand, hold fast. — The
third Hne of the verse is identical with the first Hne of f, and is,
for this reason, here thrown out by some critics as a scribal insertion ; but such repetition is possible (for ex., i*** = e^"*"). Grk. has
only the first half, omitting the words and live; but for this omission there is no good reason. In the present state of the text there
seems to be nothing better than to attach the Hne to the first line
* The mother also was doubtless the instructor of the child (see 18), whether or
not she is mentioned in this verse.
t On the education of children see Nowack, Heb. Arch., I. p. 172; Schurer,
Gesch. {— Hist, of the Jew. People, II., 2, \ 27), and the literature therein named.

IV. 3-b
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of the next verse, though it is an objection to this construction
that the resultant couplet does not present a satisfactory parallelism— we expect a whole couplet devoted to wisdom, preparatory
to v.*. No arrangement of the lines, however, is entirely free
from objections. — And live = that thou tnayest {by the77i) live,
that is, "that they may secure the happiness of a long earthly
hfe; " for the idea see 3^ — 5. The present Heb. text reads : get
wisdom, get U7idersta7iding, fo7get not, and tur7i not away /;•<?;«
the words of my mouth. If the wording be genuine, the iteration
expresses the earnestness of the sage, who identifies his instructions with wisdom. But the present form is hardly original. The
second line {and turn, etc.) belongs naturally with v.*''; and the
expression forget not should properly foHow not get wisdom, etc.,
but ke^ my com7nandj/ients. The forraer phrase is oraitted in the
Grk., which reads: keep C077ima7idme7its, fo7get not, a7id neglect
not the discourse of my 7nouth; this is in itself clear, but it makes
the teacher's discourse the antecedent of v.^ {fo/sake it 7tot),
whereas the tone of v.^-*• ® almost forces us to regard wisdo7n as
their subject. It is, therefore, better to omit the second clause
{and turn, etc.) as a gloss on v.*-", and also the fo7get not, and
retain the rest as an introduction to v.®. — Other proposed constructions are : forget 7iot to acqui7-e wisdo77i, a7id swe7-ve not fro7n
the words of her 7nouth (Graetz), which has the advantage of offering only one subject (as in v."), but is open to the objection that
Wisdom's " mouth " is nowhere else mentioned ; Oort also would
omit get understandi7ig (as gloss on get wisdo77i), and add to
forget not some such expression as my law (as in 3'), but thinks
that the whole verse is probably a scribal insertion; get wisdom,
get unde7-standi7ig, forget not \_the instruction of 7ny lips], and
swerve not, etc. (Bickell). While the general sense is plain, the
original form can hardly be recovered. It seems probable that in
v.* the writer passes frora reference to his own " instruction " to
the praise of" wisdora." If the Grk. reading of v.^'^-^ be adopted
(see above), we must probably suppose a break at the end of v.^,
the following paragraph (v."^^-^) having lost a couplet in which
wisdom was introduced. — 6. Synonymous, binary. In the Heb.
the subject of the discourse is wisdo7n or understanding which
preserves its followers, as in 2 " ; in the Vat. Grk. the subject is
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the utterance or instruction of the sage, the function of which is
the same as in 3'-^; the essential thought is the sarae in both.
The verb love, used in the ethical sense, with raan as subject, here
has the abstract wisdo7n as object (in i^^ its opposite, igno7-ance) ;
in the Prophetical books (Am. 5'' Mic. f al.) the object is generally right conduct, in the legal books (Dt. 6^ Lev. 19'* al.)
Yahweh and man, in \\i (26^ 119"^ al.) Zion and the Tora. — The
sing, her appears to point to one antecedent in v.', whereas Heb.
there has two terms. — 7. The text is corrupt, and the verse
should probably be omitted. The Heb. reads: the beginni7ig of
wisdo7n—get wisdo77i, a7id i7i all thy substance get understa7iding,
or buy wisdo7n, and, with all that thou hast gotte7i, buy, etc., that
is, buy wisdom at the price of aH thy property, cf 23^'' Mt. 13^'^,
or, along with all, etc. (AV with all thy getting is incorrect).
The rendering wisdo/n is the principal thi7ig (RV. Zockler, in
Lange) is here out of the question; the word ( n ' ^ s n ) , in the
sense of best, chief, pri7tcipal, never occurs undefined (only twice
in OT. undefined, Isa. 46^" and the doubtful Gen. i \ both times
in the sense oi begi7t7ii7ig), and here we obviously have the familiar
expression tlie begi7ini7ig of wisdo7n. This expression cannot be
brought into intelligible connection with the rest of the verse.
The statement the begin7ii7ig of wisdo7n is "get wisdom," if syntactically possible (which is doubtful), involves an intolerable tautology, and the same objection holds to the rendering (obtained
by changing Impv. to I n f )
to get wisdo7n. BickeH, to avoid
the tautology, reads the beginning (or, chief) of thy wealth is,
etc., which is out of keeping with the tone of the paragraph, is
without Versional support, and is an unnatural form of expression.
— The resemblance between v.^ and v.'* is obvious; the former is
expansion of the latter, or both are corruptions of the same original. In any case v.'^ interrupts the connection between v." and
V.*, and is probably a gloss. Possibly the expressions get wisdom
and get U7ide7-standi7ig, written in the margin as a summary of v.*"^
got into v.^, and then in expanded form were inserted as v.^; this,
if it happened, must have happened after the Vat. Grk. Vrs. was
made — the omission of such passages by the Grk. translator is
not probable. See note on v.^ — 8. Synonymous, binary. The
meaning of the first vb. is not quite certain. It raay signify cast
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up an embankment against a thing, or (Grk.) around a thing,
so as to protect it; or, make a ra7npart of a thing (Jager),
surround one's self with a thing as a protection; or cast up as a
highway (cf is"* Isa. 57"), and so raake plane and firm; or, perhaps, simply raise up, exalt, esteem highly, prize (cf the similar
form in Ex. 9''). This last agrees with the parallel e7nbrace, and
is adopted by raost expositors. Syr. Targ. have freely love her;
Lat. Rashi: lay hold of her; Saad.: give thyself up to her. A proposed eraendation is : despise her not (Frankenberg), which gives
a good sense but not a perfect parallelism. — 9. Synonymous, ternary. Lit. give to thy head a chaplet. Beauty (or, grace) and
glory are physically descriptive terms — the sense is beautiful
chaplet and glorious (or, splendid) crown; cf i" BS. 6^*^^ 25".
The expression may be suggested by a custom of wearing chaplets
and cfowns at feasts, or on other joyful occasions, as weddings;
cf Ez. 16'^ 23^^ Isa. 28^ Job 19'' BS. 32^; how far such a custom
existed among the earlier Hebrews the OT. does not inform us,
but it raay easily have been borrowed at a later tirae.*
1. S takes n y i as subst., and connects it by 1 with . i r 3 . — 2. J§ npS;
3 SUpov, IL donum. — J^ THi.i; H - P 68. 161. 248 Comp. Aid. rbv epbv \byov,
which hardly represents a different H e b . text from ours — not necessarily
Christian correction ( L a g . ) , more probably rhetorical variation. — 3. © V-ITTIKOO!
may be rendering of J^ ^1 taken as = soft, submissive; Lag. holds it to be
rendering of ^D poor ( L e v . 2^^"');
H e i d . of i i oppressed (26^8 r// 10^^al.),
neither of which terms is here appropriate, or likely to be rendered by VW-^KOOS.
The connection in J§ requires a descriptive term between J3 and ''3NS; ^1
might be transposed so as to stand before '*? or before 'r^-'n, but t h e signification would still m a k e difficulty unless it could be understood as = petted
(5C pJBo), parallel to beloved in b. Read O N IJOS I I M I I >D>p p 's. — T h e
Kdyii of (3 is probably inserted to bring out the proper emphasis. — ^ T n ' ;
read T T " ; (3 here has dyairiip-evos; l^n' is rendered by dya^n-rirbs Gen. 22^^^^^^^
{3^ does not contain these passages) Am. 8^" Jer. G^ Zech. 121", by povoyev^s
Ju. ll^* (©A adds dyairriTii) \j/ 22'-^i 25^^ 35^^, and by povoTpbirovi \j/ 6 8 ' ; I ' l ' is
always rendered by some form of d7aTr.; we cannot, therefore, determine J^
from (3; but in any case i''n'' must here mean only child, and this in the
connection is inappropriate.
On the MS. reading •'•^ih instead of ijoS see
De' Rossi's n o t e . — 4 . In '' the vbs. might be read as sing., as in J§, or plu.,
as in ( § . — ' ^ p u b i T w may represent | § l a n ' taken as Nif. (see Concord, of
• Cf. Nowack, Heb. Arch., I. p. 185 f., and for the Grk. and Rom. customs, Becker,
Char., Exc. I., Gall., Exc. I., and the refs. in the Diets, of Antiqs.
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Grk.), or perh. ^0D' (De.). — 6 iipirepoi \byos, = U13i, hardly original, probably rhetorical interpretation of Grk. translator. — | ^ .i<n% lacking in ©B (^H
ast., retained by Proc.); the clause was perhaps introduced from 72, where it
is natural ( S adds f^ at end of v.); according to Lag. n>ni comes from the
half-obliterated nD3n of a gloss (see note on next verse). — After ^S tK inserts
nin% so as to express divine authority for the teaching, or it = ", erroneous
repetition of the two > in ^Dn^ ih (Pink.). — 5. | § nj>3 njp nD3n r[:p, lacking
in <@B (-^H ast.); Gr. reads 'n nu'i as obj. of n3rn ha, and omits '3 p as gloss,
but '|i as obj. of 'n does not occur elsewhere and is not a natural construction.
The whole expression (together with nini) interrupts the connection between
'niXD (v.*) and 'n hit, and if v.* be retained must be regarded as a gloss;
it may be retained if v.*'' be thrown out; see note on v.'. — 7. Lacking in (S^
( S ^ asl.); it interrupts the connection between v.^ and v.', is syntactically
and lexicographically difficult, and must be regarded as scribal insertion.
Lag.'s explanation of v.' and v.*" is as follows: v.', in distichal form, stood
in the margin of some Heb. MS., and was incorporated into the text in two
places by two different scribes; one inserted it after v.^, writing nD3n for an
illegible word which followed niCNi (the word should be a synonym of pjp,
and Bi. writes SM) ; the other found ' i and iJ'Ji? '733) illegible, and omitted
them, made n-'m out of the first 'n, and attached the resulting sentence to v.''.
This ingenious and complicated reconstruction still leaves an unsatisfactory
couplet the best of wealth is get wisdom and, etc. As 'n ' l cannot be brought
into syntactical relation with the rest of the sentence, it may be better to
regard it as a fragment of a distich similar to i", and to take the rest of the
verse as a fragment of another distich similar to 23^2, though it is hard to say
how the text assumed its present shape. — 8. J§ '?D'7D; © (and so S^) TepiXapdKijicrov; S2C 3i3n; IL arripe.
The vb. may be denom. from nSSb or
nSpD; but, as from these nouns it may be inferred that the st. = lift up (so
here Aben Ez. Qamhi), it may here be rendered, in general accord with the
rest of the v., prize. For other renderings see Schultens' note. Frank, proposes to emend to mSon SN, from Aram. nSo, = Heb. Ii3, on which see note
on this v. above. — In '• ©, not so well, takes 133 as Impv. with 3 sing. fem.
suff., attaches 2 sing. suff. to 'n.'^, and connects by 'iva (|§ o ) . SM reverse
the positions of the vbs. — 9 . nil*? occurs only twice in OT., here and i^; the
stem in Heb. and Aram. = be attached to, accompany, in Arab, and Eth. twist,
zvind (so perh. also in Heb. jniiS), which is the meaning in n>iS. Gr. (as in
I^) reads nS''?3. — | ^ ^J)D^; © UTre^oo-irfo-T;, but stem pn { —give, give up
Gen. \i^ Hos. ii*) is not connected with pn shield, which appears to come
from p enclose, protect. Gr. proposes uyn bind (see 6'^i) which is hardly
better than | § .

10-19. A separate discourse, consisting of exhortation to obey
the sage's instruction (v.^*^^''), and to avoid the way of the
wicked in view of their character (v.^"'), with a description
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of the paths of the righteous and the wicked (v.^* '"). The
order of verses in the second half is unsatisfactory, and is variously
changed by commentators. Hitzig omits v."-^'' as interpolation,
inverts the order of v.'*- ", and before the latter inserts for;
Dehtzsch, Nowack, Strack, Graetz simply invert the order of
v.^'-^**; Bickell places v.^"-"' after v.'*". The inversion of the
order of v.^*- ^^ seems to be all that is needed to secure a natural
sequence.
10. Hear, my son, and receive my words.
And the years of thy life will be many.
11. In the way of wisdom I instruct thee,
Lead thee in the paths of uprightness.
12. When thou walkest, thy steps will be unimpeded,
And if thou run, thou wilt not stumble.
• 13. Hold fast < my ' instruction — let it not go —
Keep it, for it is thy life.
14. Enter not the path of the wicked.
Walk not in the way of bad men;
15. Avoid it, traverse it not,
Shun it, and pass on.
16. For they sleep not unless they have done harm.
Nor slumber unless they have made some one stumble;
17. They eat the bread of wickedness,
And drink the wine of violence.
19. The way of the wicked is like darkness —
They know not at what they stumble.
18. But the path of the righteous is like the light of the dawn
Which shines ever brighter till the full day comes.

10. Protasis and apodosis, ternary, or quaternary. Lagarde (by
a slight change of text) reads : hear, my son, the instruction of my
words, etc., but elsewhere instructio7i is ascribed not to words, but
to a person, and the verb receive is favored by 2}. The form of
address is sirailar to that of v.^; on sing. so7i, instead of plu. sons,
see note on that verse. The reward — long life — as in 3^- ^^ It
is again the sage that is the source of instruction. — 1 1 . Synonymous, ternary. The sage (as in v.^) characterizes his instruction.
Not (RV.) have taught (or, instructed) and have led; the reference is to the present instruction. Wisdom is here parallel to
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uprightness, practical moral goodness. There is no mention of a
divine law ; this, no doubt, is taken for granted, but the teacher's
present interest is the practical guidance of life. —12. Synonymous, ternary-binary, or ternary. The inducement. For the expression of first cl. cf Job 18''; lit. thy step will 7iot be straitened.
The life of a good man is likened to a journey on a well-made
road — there wiU be no narrow and difficult ways, nor any stones
or other occasions of sturabHng, even when one runs; cf 3*- ^.
13. Synonymous, ternary. Repetition of exhortation. The 77iy instruction (after the Grk. — the Heb. has simply instruction) is in
accordance with v.'"-", in which the teacher offers his own words
for the guidance of the pupil. The it is fem. in the Heb., though
the word for instruction is masc.; the writer in thought identifies
the latter with wisdom; cf 2'-^ .^-'Lixia.^ ^^y^ jg ^^ ^^ understood
as in v.'"; it includes not only length of days, but also all else
that is desirable; while the reference is not primarily or chiefly to
the inner Hfe, this is probably involved in the writer's scheme —
moral enlightenment, he raeans to say, is the essence of life (cf.
Eccl. 12"), and is to be resolutely grasped and held. Grk.: keep
it for thy life, the sarae idea as in the Hebrew.
14-17. Warning against association with bad men on the
ground of their moral character. —14, 15. Synonymous; v." is
ternary, v.^' is binary (curt, sharp injunction). Warning. Emphatic
iteration. In v.'*"* the sense is not even if thou enter, co7itinue not
to walk therein. On walk see critical note. —16, 17. Synonymous ; v.^*' is quaternary, v." ternary. Characterization of the
manner of Hfe of the wicked. Hyperbolical expression of their
life as one of violence (legal and illegal unkindness, oppression,
robbery, murder). The type of character portrayed is an extrerae one, reckless violence ; no account is taken of those whom
moral evil has only slightly touched. The writer may have in
mind the foreign and native oppressors of the Jews in the fourth
and third centuries B.C, as in i/^ 14. 53. 64. 74, etc.; more probably he is thinking of a class of men that was numerous in the
great cities of that period, unscrupulous government agents, revenue farmers, grasping and desperate men of aH sorts, some of
whom are described by Josephus. The conditions of the society

if the time were favorable to violence and oppression, and it is on
hese conditions that the writer bases his description, which must
hus be taken as a local picture of life. His division of men is
imple : they are wholly good, or wholly bad, or ignorant and
tupid; he does not recognize the nicer and more complicated
ixperiences of the soul. There is a certain justification for this
;eneral point of view: evil, it may be said, whatever its degree,
s always evil, and therefore to be avoided; dallying with transp-ession of assured raoral rules is dangerous. This is the sharply
lefined, objective old-Hebrew view, which stands in contrast with
he modern disposition to distinguish and divide, to recognize
;ood and evH in all things. — The defining terms wicked7iess and
liolence (v.") may express substance or origin; the meaning may
)e that these are the food and drink of the wicked (cf Job 15'''
54^), or that the latter procure the necessaries and goods of life
3y these means (cf 9"), and both these senses are permitted by
;he general connection and by the paraHelism of v.'^; the first
nterpretation is favored by Procopius, Schultens, Umbreit al, the
iecond by C. B. Michaelis, De., Zockler, Strack, Nowack. The
general sense is not affected by this difference of interpretation;
:he first sense appears to suit the context better.—The last word of
/}^ cause {some 07ie) to stumble presents a difficulty : the object is
aot expressed in the Heb. (the form in the text is intrans., the
:rans. form is given in the margin), and the Syr. has till they do
(heir desire; the Heb. may be corrupt, but no satisfactory emenda:ion is obvious. — Hitzig oraits v.^"' ^'' on the ground that they have
no logical connection with v.^', but the relation between the verses
seems clear.
18, 19. Contrasted fortunes of wicked and righteous, presented as a motive for living righteously. .\s v." connects itself
by the sense with v.", and the initial a7id {but) of v.'^ more naturally indicates a contrast with v.", it is better to transpose the two
verses. —19. Progressive, ternary. The characterization of the
Hfe of bad men as uncertain and perilous follows fitly on the preceding description of their moral character. The figure is that of
a man sturabHng on in darkness — so the wicked is exposed to
perils of fortune. These pertain not to his inward moral and
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rehgious experiences, but to his outward fate; the reference, as
the context shows, is not to the darkening of the intellect and the
hardening of the conscience by sin, but to outward uncertainty
and misfortunes, such as sudden death and the loss of worldly
goods (cf i"-^^ 2^^ etc.). — Instead of as darkness some Heb.
MSS..have in darkness, and the ancient Vrss. dark; our text is
favored by the as of v.'*. The noun, used only in poetry and
solemn prose, means deep darkness and gloom; so in Ex. lo''^
Dt. 28^ Joel 2^ etc., and cf the similar terra in Job 3® 10^^ i/f 91'.
—18. Comparison, quaternary. Frora the connection the reference is not to the glory of the righteous life, but to its security.
The good raan walks in safety — his path is clear, and not beset
with dangers; the explanation is given in 3^"^®. It is happiness
and security from outward evHs in this life that is meant. Such a
conception of the perfect well-being of the righteous may have
paved the way for the later doctrine of immortahty, though this
doctrine is not hinted at in Proverbs. — The rendering dawn is
not certain. Grk., taking the word as verb: t^^eways of the
^ighte£us-'Shi7ic like light—grammaticaHy good, but not favoret
by the forra of v.^'', in which the standard of comparison is a noun
{darkness). The rendering of the Lat. Vulg. (and so Syr. Targ.
RV ), shining light (obtained by a change of vowels), is not
probable, as this expression (Hght defined by its brightness) does
not occur elsewhere. The terra brightness is used in a general
way (Ez. i'' Isa. 62^), and with reference to the Hght of fire
(Isa. 4^), of the raoon (Isa. 60'^), the stars (Joel 2^*), the sun
(Ara. 5^° Isa. 60** Hab. 3^ 2 Sara. 23*); here, as in Isa. 60', it
seems to be the light that precedes the full day. — The last expression in the v., lit. till the day is established (or, certain), probably
raeans the coming of full day in contrast with early light or dawn
(see critical note). Many expositors, however (Rashi, Schult,
Fleisch., De., Reuss, al.) understand it to signify noon, when the
day reaches its height, or (De.) when the sun appears to stand
stiH in the zenith, or (Fleisch.), in a figure taken from scales,
when the tongue of day is vertical. The perfect day of the Lat.
(adopted by RV.) lends itself to either interpretation, and is perhaps preferable for that reason. Ewald, who takes the reference
to be to the forenoon sun, thinks that the figure is derived from
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u. 5^* (the rising sun dispersing darkness). — However the doubtul terms be rendered, the general sense is plain : the God-fearing
nan walks in a light (divine guidance) which, so far from growing
ess, continually increases, and shields hitn frora all harra.
10. Instead of | ^ n|ii the noun nil'' is read by Lag., who objects to the
ibj. after two Imps.; yDB", he thinks, cannot well be taken as isolated exhortaion,and elsewhere in this series of paragraphs (4^-^ 5') the initial vb. of hearig or heeding is followed by its own noun (some word signifying utterance or
caching). On the other hand, see note above on this word; (g = |^. In >> ©
las two renderings, one = | § , while in the other niniN or o n stands instead
f nu:', or (Held.), less probably, ni'?''3i' (•''?i3i'?), which does not occur elsewhere in Pr. The second rendering, as freer, is prob. original (Jag., Lag.),
nly bbol, which is unnatural, seems to be scribal error, through incorrect hear3g of the copyist (itacism), or through bSoiis in next v., or through corruption
f the Heb. — 2C 'jr, error for •'Vc. — 11. The vbs. are Pres. Perfs.—1§ ^ n ;
I bSois (and so SSC), which agrees with plu. in •>, and may be rhetorical
ssimilation, or original Heb. reading. — 12. |(^ lyx, poetic and elevated term
3r step, walk; plu., by natural usage of language, in ©SJL and RV.—
i IViiJ shaken, free rendering of ^ "W. — 1 3 . Read noir, with <3 iprfs
aibdai, as the connection requires. In '' (@ has free rendering of J§. —
4. | § isiNi (st. as in 1::", and Arab, ID) ; the Pi. occurs elsewhere only in
aus. sense = lead, or call happy, and, as the connection (parallel i<3n) here
uggests the meaning go forivard, walk, it is better to point as Qal, as in g**;
.ag. writes iViTi (for II^'NP), which perh. gives an easier rhythm. The Vrss.
ranslate by regard as fortunate {desirable), be pleased with, envy, 3 ^riXda^ris,
L9 paKapl<ri[is, BK t23'r, IL tibi placeat (and in " 3L, by assimilation, has
'electeris). —15. | § iipio is sustained by parallel noir; (@ (foil, by S ) iv
I dv TbiTip (TTparoTreSeiaiocnv, perh. = in;:iD (Jag.) or myiD (Lag.), or anyiD
Oort) their pasture-ground or camp, though the word occurs in OT. only of
ocks; Heid. suggests the improbable ^Ss district (only Neh. 3^ "'• (3 irepl.bipoi); Schult., after the Arab., disturba seriem ejus, " give up association
dth them; " JC^'S- cnN (Buxt. tt'ix ^ r . tt'iix), heed not, pass over, without
uff., and following suffs. in plu. — nutt' is perhaps Aramaism. — 16. J§ K
'VW, Q better lSiS'3'' (so SE), though without obj. expressed (see Ew., § 303 c);
I KoipGivrai (writing 1 instead of DN) = 133'i'^ (Schleusn., Lag.) or 133^
Oort), less prob. iji'^ (Heid.); S> nnj'3!( pi3y do their will, not = iS'tt-si
00k, mature (Umbr.) or ib^'ii-c get control o/'(Heid.), but free rendering or
iterpretation of | § = (/o harm, work their wicked will on (2t work fall or
'estruction). Oort proposes to read mini" destroy, of which, he suggests, the
ytr< of v." may be mutilation. Bi. regards | § as scribal erroneous copy of
1st word of v.^' (which v. he puts immediately before v.^^), and reads ijiSi
'lurinur, speak blasphemously, which <3, he holds, took wrongly in its other
ense of lodge. These readings offer no advantage over |i§. — 17. | ^ a^Don;
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3 •rrapavbpip = pj —1§ intt"; 3 pediaKovrai = lisa"! or 113^, wnich Oort
thinks may be the true reading of | § , the miS" being then corruption of in^ni"
(see n. on v.i''). SiE their bread {ion'?) is the b. of wickedness {W of the
wicked), which is not favored by b. —19. pj n^j'-js;; 15 MSS. and Bibl. Brix.
have 3 instead of 3, and so 3^WL have adjs. = dark, a reading which agrees
well with *>, giving explicitly the reason why the wicked stumble — their way is
in darkness ; on the other hand pj is favored by the 3 of v.'^ — the way is dangerous, like darkness. — Instead of •^s-y^ na3 Bi. (on what ground he does not
state) reads ISS'3D3 \they do not perceive or take note of~\ its stumbling-blocks,
which does not appear to be rhythmically or otherwise better than | § . —18. (5
takes njj, iSin and l'.s as preds. of nix (which it reads as plu., 65oi); this is
hardly possible so far as regards the two last, which naturally refer to the noun
11K; the first may be understood as Partcp. agreeing with IIN (so SStiL and
RV.) or, less probably, with n i s (in which case it must be fem. — so perh.
(@), or as vb. (Oort) referring to nix (so perh. (§), or as subst. defining 11N.
In this last case it must mean dawn, early light, and this rendering is favored
by the fact that it offers a contrast to the full day of ''. The pointing as
Partcp. agreeing with iix, while grammatically good, is rhetorically not probable; light is said to shine (Isa. g^t'' Job 18'' 22^8), and the moon is said
(Isa. 13'") to cause its light to shine, but light is not elsewhere described as a
shining thing; if the epithet were employed, the expression would naturally
be defined by the name of the luminary or source of light, nji does not elsewhere in OT. certainly occur in the sense of dawn (possibly in Isa. 62I, cf.
2 Sam. 23*); but cf. S x m j BS 50^, where © has dar^p euBivbs and II siella
matutina. —1§ ;'3i, an impossible pointing, since the word is not a subst.;
point J133, Perf. Nif. The OT. meaning of the word is ^xm'^i^ fixed, firm,
which may here refer either to full day or to noon; on the expressions TA
(TTadepbv TTJs •fjpipai, TJ aradepd p^arip^pla, Arab. iNnjSx PCXp, = noon, see
Schult., Ges. {Thes.) Fleisch., De., and cf. Lucan, Phars., ix. 528, 529.

20-27. A paragraph sirailar to the three preceding, containing
injunctions to give heed to the teacher's instructions (v.^^)
and to practise rectitude (v.-^^').
20. My son, attend to my words.
To my instructions lend thine ear.
21. Let them not depart from thee.
Keep them in mind.
22. For they are life to those who find them.
Health to their whole being.
23. With all vigilance guard thou thyself.
For thus wilt thou gain life.
24. Banish from thee wickedness of mouth.
Sinfulness of lins nut far from thee.
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25. Let thine eyes look straight forward,
Thy gaze be directed straight before thee.
26. Let the path of thy feet be smooth,
Let all thy roads be firm.
27. Turn not to right nor to left,
Keep thy feet away from evil.

20, 21. The exhortation. — 20. Synonymous, ternary. Instructions and lend are lit. sayings (or, words) and tur7i (or, i7icline).
See notes on 3^' 4^-^*'. — 21. Synonymous, binary-ternary. Lit.:
Let them not depart fro77i thine eyes, keep the77i i7i thy 77iind (lit.
heart, the inward being), = keep them in mind. On depart see
note on 3^^ Syr. and Targ. have the improbable reading let them
not be despicable in thine eyes. — 22, 23. Ground of the exhortation.— 22. Synonymous, ternary (or, binary). The grammatical
number is uncertain. We may read : for they are life to those
who find them and health (or, healiitg) to all their bei7ig {\\\.. flesh),
or
to hi77i who
finds
all his.. Life, as in 2^' 3^ ^- 4'^, =
long life or preservation of life, which comprehends all outward
earthly blessing. The synonym health (or, healing), involves deliverance frora the evils of life ; cf 3^. Flesh stands for body, and
so = being; cf bones and (in the corrected text) body in 3^. The
terms flesh, heart, soul often = self. The Gk. here has all flesh,
= all 7)ien, as in Gen. 6'^, etc. — 23. Single sentence, ternary.
Vigilance as source of life and happiness. The Heb. in first line
reads: more than all guarding ( = "with more vigilant guarding
than in any other case ") watch thou over thy heart, = " watch thy
heart (or, thyself) more than anything else " ; the same general
sense is given by the rendering : above all that thou gua7-dest, etc.
(De., RV- marg.), but this signification ("the thing guarded")
the word has not elsewhere in OT. In this interpretation the
object of the comparison (between the heart or self and other
things) is not clear, and is not found elsewhere in Proverbs. A
better sense is given by the Greek reading: •with all watching
guard etc., that is, in every way, with aH possible vigilance and
diligence (so AV., RV.). — The second line is lit.: for fro7n it
are the outgoings of life, that is, the beginning or origin (usuaHy
the " border " or " boundary," Ez. 48"', once, apparently, " escape,"
^ g320(2i)^ _ 'j-jjg ^f jjjg^y gramraatically refer to heart, but Prov.
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everywhere else (as in 32-r. »• ^i-22 44. lo. u gas gs*) represents life as
the result of acceptance of wisdom and obedience to instruction;
we should probably, therefore, take the it to refer to the " guarding" of first Hne: "therefrom ( = from thy diHgent obedience)
proceeds Hfe." * The word heart is to be understood as = self,
and not as indicating a contrast between inward and outward life;
such a contrast is not found in Prov. — the outward hfe is treated
as the expression of the inward self — Life = prosperity. The
sense of the couplet is : with utmost care guard thyself from sin
— thus wilt thou be happy. The use of heart as = intellectual
being does not rest on a belief that the heart is the centre of the
physical Jife. The blood was held, by common observation, to be
the life (Dt, 12^), but the function of the heart in the circulation
of the blood was unknown to the Hebrews, and, whatever importance they may have attached to this physical organ as prominent
in the cavity of the body, no less importance was attached to
other organs, as the bowels and the kidneys (and perhaps the
liver, but not the brain). The ground of their assignment of particular mental functions to various physical organs is not known to
US'. — 24, 25. Against wicked speech. — 24. Synonymous, quaternary. Wicked/iess and sinfulness (RV. froward and perverse)
mean departure (turning aside) from truth and right, contrariness
to good; cf notes on 2^' 3^^. The man's utterance is understood
to express and be identical with his thought and purpose; so that
the precept is equivalent to "think no evil." There is perhaps
also the implication that evil thought, when embodied in words,
acquires greater consistency, and goes on its bad mission beyond
the thinker's control. — 25. Synonymous, ternary. Uprightness
of conduct symbolized by straightforwardness of look, in contrast
with the devious and crooked ways of wickedness (v.^*). The
serious man fixes his gaze on the goal and suffers nothing to turn
it aside. The rendering in first line: look to the right {= righteousness) (Frank.) is unnecessary, and is not in keeping with the
figurative form of second line and v.^*^-^. — 26, 27. The path of
rectitude. — 26. Synonymous, ternary-binary (or, perhaps, ternary). That is, "raake thee a plane, solid road in Hfe." The

* This seems to be the interpretation of Saadia and Rashi.
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figure is taken frora the preparation of a highway for a king or an
army (Isa. 40' *) — hUls are cut down and valleys fiHed, crooked
roads are made straight and rough places smooth, so that there
shaH be no need to turn aside from the highroad. Even so a raan
must arrange his path in Hfe, walking in the straight and smooth
way of rectitude. — The word /nake level occurs in 5^-^^ Isa. 26',
i/r 78^; the sense weigh, ponder (denom. from scales, ij/ 58-*^') is
not here appropriate. The second verb is equivalent to the first,
meaning put in good condition of stability a7id security, not 77iark
off, lay out, though these terms, like orde7-ed and RV established,
involve the sarae general idea; like the first it has the general
sense of preparedness (Ex. 19" \\i 7"). Grk.: 7nake straight
paths for thy feet (so freely Heb. 12*^) and 7nake thy ways
straight, which agrees in sense with the Heb., though it is not
verbairy accurate; evil is crookedness (v.^^) and good is straightness.— The plane and solid way in life is to be secured (v.^^^)
by accepting the instruction of the sage, that is, of Wisdora. —
27. Synonymous, ternary. The straight way. Duty consists in
walking unswervingly in the path so prepared (v.^") — to swerve,
the second cl. explains, is to fall into evil, physical and moral. —
Grk. appends the quatrain : For the ways of the right ha7id God
knoweth, but distorted a7-e those of the left. And he himself will
make straight thy paths, a7id guide thy goi7igs /« peace. The conception here differs from that of v.^"^'^ in two points (Hitz.) :
right and left, instead of representing both of them divergencies
from the straight path of rectitude, express the one the good way
and the other the bad, and the ways are made straight not by the
man but by God. The insertion (Which is the expansion, by
the addition of the second and fourth Hues, of a modified form
of 5^^) was made by some one who felt that the fact of divine
supervision ought to be strongly brought out. Lagarde thinks
that it does not go back to a Semitic original, but is the work of
a Greek-speaking Christian of the primitive period; he refers to
the numerous dissertations on the two ways in Hfe.* On the
other hand, De. shows that it can be naturally expressed in Hebrew. It is hardly possible to determine whether it is due to a

* Plato, Laws, iv, 717, referred to in Plut., Isis, 26.
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Jew or to a Christian, but in any case it bears witness to the freedom, in dealing with the text, which copyists or editors allowed
themselves. — Hitzig regards the Heb. v.^ as a superfluous scribal
ampHfication; however, it adds soraething to the thought of v.^,
is not out of keeping with the tone and raanner of the section,
and is found in aH Ancient Versions.
21. J§ ifS' H i . , only h e r e ; we should perh. read Qal (as in 3*1), so Bi.
3 STTWS pT] iKMiruKrlv (re, perh. reading iS?>, from Vu; cf. note on 321. For
|IJ nij'i'p (SAB.s have al irr/yat (TOV ( = TJ'J?C) and (§23. 2M. 254. w „; ^ . ^^^
^oirjs <rov (©-^^ omits <roii); L a g . regards the latter (which Procop. also has)
as the original; but as the reading of (gAB.>! has no meaning, the words
T. f. a. may have been added by a Grk. scribe to make sense. Nor is there
probability in Lag.'s view that the bid iravrbs ( = pp S33) of (@-'^-297 (inserted
after ^33S) belongs to the H e b . original; cf. <3 ()^.
Heid. suspects in 3 provision against a possible Pharisaic interpretation of the cl. as a reference to
the frontlets of D t . 6*! — S E 1JV3 ( L a g . ya) \hvi, from S*?!, as in 3^1, on
which see note. -—22. As the suffs. in anixxb a n d 11173 are inconcinnate, one
of them must be c h a n g e d ; the sing. 1 cannot be retained as individualizing;
S2C write the first as sing; (3 here has plu., but in •* (§B ^* IL omit suff.
(giving an improbable r e a d i n g ) , airov is added in x""- A 23, 254 Si^^ and
aiTuv in 109, 157, 252, 297; these all go back to ||J, and show that its form is
early. — T h e TTSO-I of (g'^iaj. before rots evpi<TKov(ri.v may be a part of the Grk.
original, but does not call for the insertion of '73 in J^. T h e airifv in " seems
to have pi^o-is (v.^") in view. — 23. JtJ ICI^D SSD; the prep, is \a in ST and A 0
(d7r6 iravrbs (fevXdyparos), 3 in S a n d apparently in (§ {ird<r-ri <pv\aKrj), and
IL {omni custodia);
the latter is adopted by Oort, Bi., Frank., RV., and
seems preferable; 'D means properly the act of watching, hardly the thing
watched—the
two interpretations give the same general sense. — The TOI)TWI'
of 3 in •* appears to refer to the \byoi% of v.^" (so Procop. understands i t ) ;
the pronouns in the section are strangely varied in (§.—-24. T h e Vrss. except
3E, render by various adjs. the .substs. which in J§ are defined by no and
c\-iD'.;' (so R V . ) S xp'cy deep, representing J§ nviVV, is apparently miswriting of xn'p;' ( a ; x.iip'V); cf. S 22'. — On -•ii'; see Ew., § 165 b, Stade, § 304^,
Preuschen, in ZAT., 1895, ^nd De.'s n o t e ; the regular form of slat, const.
(from II'?) would be S — this seems to be poetic variation, unless it be from
an otherwise unknown st. 7\-^, like 013::', n o . : ' from 13;;'. T h e forms in m
appear to be Aramaisms. — 25. Both terms of direction na'jS and ^^JJ are
improperly understood by 3 in an ethical sense, bpQd and blKaia (and so S ^
Procop.), and the first by S E I L (not by A G S ) ; cf. ^ 178. — 2 6 . | ^ * is paraphrased by §M keep thy feet (lit. make t. f. pass by) from evil ways (as in
v.27). IL dirige for DSD. — ?§ 13 is omitted by 3 (in reversal of its custom,
which is to insert a ^^3 in such statements), except H - P 296 (correction after
J § ) . 1:31 is taken as active by ( g A S e . — For variations of patrist. writers see

lOI
H-P. — 27. ?5 y i r ; (3 dirb bbov KOKIJS, as in 2^^. — On the added quatrain
in 3 see note above.

V A discourse against sexual licentiousness in men. — After
the usual introductory exhortation to give heed to instruction
(v.''^), the deadly influence of the harlot is described (v.^"), the
pupil is cautioned to avoid her lest loss of wealth and destruction
come on hira (v.''"), and is urged to conjugal fidelity (v.^'"^), the
motive presented being the fate of the wicked (v.^^^).* Cf
BS. 23''-*' 42*-".
T H E DEADLY POWER OF THE HARLOT.

V.i-^.

1. My son, give heed to [ ] wisdom,t
To [] understanding f lend thine ear,
2. That discretion may watch <over thee,>
That knowledge [] may preserve ithee,'
[To save thee from the harlot.
The woman of enticing words.]
3. For the lips of the harlot drop honey.
Her words are smoother than oil;
4. But at the last she is bitter as wormwood.
Sharp as a two-edged sword.
5. Her feet go down to Death,
Her steps lead down to Sheol;
6. < No > well-built highway of life she walks.
Uncertain her paths and not < firm.'

1, 2. The general exhortation. — 1. Synonymous, ternary. The
Heb. (in this foHowed by all Anc. Vrss.) has the poss. prons. 77/y
wisdo77i and 7ny U7iderstandi7ig; but the sage, while he speaks of
his own words, coi/i7na7idi7tents, law, inst7-uction, never elsewhere
claims wisdo77t ( = understandi7ig, knowledge, i7isight, or discretion)
as his own, but represents it as the goal to which his instruction
leads; see 2^"'""" 3' ^' 4'- ^- ^° ^ ; for the meanings of the terms see
note on i^"^. — 2. The text is in disorder, and can be only conjecturaHy restored ; and the connection between v.^ and v.^ is not
expressed. The Heb. (foHowed substantiaHy by aH Vrss. except
* On V.21 see note on that verse below.
t Heb. : my wisdom and my understanding.
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Grk.) reads to preserve [ = that thou mayest preserve] discretion
[ = sagacity, insight], and that thy lips /nay keep knowledge. But
the reference to the lips of the pupil, proper in 4^^ is out of place
here; lips utter, but do not keep; we should rather expect thy
tnind {heart), as in 3^ 4*, or siraply keep thou, as in 4'^ 7^, if the
point is the inward acceptance of wisdora or instruction. The
mention of the lips of a strange woman, in v.*, might suggest, as
contrast, my lips; so Grk.: and the knowledge of my lips is enjoined [or, according to another reading, / enjoin] on thee. This
is so far better than the Heb. as it refers to the utterance of Hps,
but it is syntactically not in accord with the preceding (in which
the pupil is the subject), and the expression is strange — the lips
of the teacher are nowhere else described as the possessors of
knowledge, though they are said (15^) to scatter knowledge, that
is, by words. These considerations are unfavorable to the emendations that the knowledge of my lips may be p7-ese7^ed for you
(Oort), and that 77iy lips may enjoin knowledge on thee (BickeU).
It is hardly possible to construe the expression thy lips (or, my
lips), which appears to have been introduced by an early scribe
from the next verse. Dyserinck, omitting this expression, and
seeking a connection between v." and v.^, reads : that thou mayest
keep discretio7i a7id knowledge, that they t7tay preserve {thee) from
the strange wo77ian (cf. 7^). Some such forra as this is required
by the connection. The reserablance between this passage and
2I1.16 yi-s jg Qbvious, and we should probably here introduce a
couplet like 2^*^ 7*, and read : that discretion may watch over thee
and knowledge pteserve thee, to save thee from the strange woman,
etc. (as in the translation given above).
3-6. Description of the harlot; cf 2^^^^ ^5-21.26.2: -phe description foHows abruptly on the exhortation, while elsewhere
there is an easy transition frora the appeal {hear, attend) to the
subject-raatter of the instruction. Before v.^ the Grk. inserts give
no heed to a worthless woman (Lat.
to a wo7nan's deceit) ; but
this destroys the distichal forra of the verse; it is a scribal effort
to secure connection between v.^ and v.^, but it is not in the
manner of sirailar passages, and probably does not represent a
Heb. text. On other proposed transitional expressions see note
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above; some reference to the strange woman must have preceded
v.*, but it was early lost. — The warning is addressed only to raen ;
nothing is said of the danger to woraen frora the seductions of
men. This silence may be due in part to the behef that woraen
were more hedged in and guarded by social arrangements, and
less exposed to temptation than men; but it is chiefly the result
of the fact that in the OT. (as in raost ancient and modern works
on practical ethics) it is only men that are had in mind, the raoral
independence of women not being distinctly recognized. The
only addresses to woraen as such in OT. are the denunciation of
the luxurious ladies of Jerusalera in Isa. 3''-4' (connected with
the nation's defection frora Yahweh), and the sirailar sarcastic
prediction of .'Vra. 4'"^, directed against the great ladies of Saraaria.
Ez. (13'^"^) denounces the prophetesses in their official capacity.
Ben-Sira (25^-^ 26^" 42^") directs the husband how to deal with
his erring wife, and the father how to manage his daughter, but
addresses no word of advice to women. In our chapter the man
who is warned is thought of as married (v.'^), and, if we may conclude from 7^^, the woman against whom he is warned is raarried.
The married state is regarded as the normal one; in ancient life,
men, as a rule, were married at an early age. — 3. Synonymous, ternary. On stra7tge wo7nan, = harlot, see note on 2'^. The specious,
soft-speaking Hps are compared to a honeycorab, and are said to
drop honey (the word raeans the honey of the comb), an expression
which in Cant. 4" denotes not sweet speech but bodily sweetness.
Bickell judges, from the parallelism, that the verb drop does not
belong here, but has been introduced from Cant. 4", and that we
should read the lips
are honey; the emendation hardly improves the rhythra of the Heb., and is otherwise improbable —
the sweetness of honey is a standard of comparison in the Bible
(Ju. 14'*' Ez. 3'' Rev. lo®'" \p 19^'' 119^"''), but neither mouth nor
Hp is called honey; we raight, perhaps, say are sweet as honey, or,
are as honey, though, while words are called honey (16^*), the
mouth or the lip is rather the source from which the honey drops
or flows. — The terra rendered words (RV- 7nouth) is properly
palate (roof of the raouth), to which the tongue cleaves frora
thirst (Lara. 4'') or frora emotion (Job 29'"), the result being
sometimes dumbness (Ez. 3^") ; it is the organ of physical taste
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(Job 12"), and thence comes to express inteHectual discernment
(Job 6^") ; and it is used, as here, for the vocal cavity as the seat
of speech (8' Hos. 8') ; its smooth/iess denotes flattery (29*) or
hypocrisy {ij/ 5^") ; so Eng. smooth and oily. — The woman is described as mistress of cajoling, enticing words ; see the specimen
of her persuasions given in 7'*"^. Rashi and other Jewish expositors explain the figure of the woman as Epicureanism (philosophical scepticism, irreligiousness), or as heresy in general (including
idolatry) ; and it was similarly allegorized by some early Christian
writers. — 4. Synonymous, ternary. Lit. the end (RV latter end)
of her is bitter, etc., that is, the final outcome or result of relations
with her; the terra end (Heb. aharith) always involves the idea
of final judgment. In contrast with the sweetness and smoothness of the woman's speech and demeanor is put the bitterness
and sharpness of the doom she brings on raen (v.*). Wormwood
is a symbol in OT. of suff'ering, as the result of raan's injustice
(Ara. 5^ 6>'), or as divine punishraent (Dt. 2^^^^^''"' Jer. g'^'"' 23"
Lam. 3"- ^'•') or, as here, as the natural outcome of raan's sin. The
plant raeant is some species of Arte77iisia *; the word is probably
here used in a generic sense ; Grk. bile, the other Vrss. absinthium.
— 5. Synonymous, ternary. See 2^*. Death is here a place, = the
realm of death, = Sheol — Lead down to is lit. take hold on (as
in 1// 17*) = cleave to, follow (or, keep) the path to. On Sheol
see note on i^l The woman's manner of life is represented as
fatal to earthly weH-being — to enter into relations with her is to
go the way that shortens one's days; the purely moral side of the
procedure is not referred to. This is part of the general representation of the Book that wickedness brings death, that is, premature and unhappy death ; so 2"'^-""'' 4'» Whether in the present
case death comes from the weakening of bodily strength or by
direct intervention of God is not said. The connection does not
suggest a reference to legal punishraent. — Grk.: for the feet of
folly (perh. a philosophical abstraction) lead her associates with
death to Hades, a7id her steps are not firmly fixed, paraphrase, with
instead of to, incorrect division of the verse, and consequent inser-

* See Celsius, Hierobotanicum ; Tristram, Survey ; J. H . Balfour, Plants of the
Bible.
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tion of the negative. Lat., second cl.: her steps pe/ietrate unto
the Underworld or the dead {ad i/iferos). — 6. Text and translation are uncertain. The H e b . reads : the path of life lest she [or,
ihou] tnake level, her ways are unstable \_totter, reel, wa7ider aimlessly], she k7iows not [or, thou knowest 7iot] ; that is, her ways
are unstable in order that she 7nay not [or, t/iat thou 7nayest not]
prepare the paths of life; but in sentences in which the protasis
is introduced by lest, the apodosis always states that which is
done in order that something else may not happen (the two
things must, of course, be different), while here the two clauses
are identical in meaning — to say that her paths are unstable in
order that they raay not be stable, or, in order that thou, if thou
walk in them, mayest not be stable (cf 4^"), gives no sense, and
could not have been written by the Heb. author. The Anc. Vrss.
take fiffet cl. as an independent affirmation parallel to second cl.,
and have not instead of lest, and this no doubt gives the proper
general forra (but RV- so that
not is impossible). The connection indicates that it is the woman (and not the man) that is
spoken of throughout the verse ; the verb in first cl. raeans 77iake
plane, and not enter on, walk in (Anc. Vrss.), or, ponder (Schult.
RV. marg.). The last phrase of the verse, she knows not, is
strange, whether it be taken to mean that she knows not that her
ways are unstable, or that she knows not whither her ways wander
— the point indicated by the connection is not her ignorance (in
9'^ ignorance is appropriately introduced, and cf \\i 35"), but the
evil character of her paths. Our verse is clearly intended to
express the contrast to 4^": there 77iake level the path of thy feet,
here she does 7iot make level the way of life ; there let all thy ways
be made firm, here her paths are U7istable and, after which we
expect an expression = 7101 firm. There might seem, further, to
be tautology in the terms way of life and 77iake level, since a way
that leads to life must of necessity, according to OT. usage, be
level; but life here appears to stand as contrast to the death of
the preceding verse, and the verb raay be retained in the sense of
prepare, or raay be changed to one meaning tread or enter, as in
the Versions. We may, with probability, read : she prepares not
a highway of life, her paths wander and are not fir/n. — Notwithstanding the uncertainties of the text, the general sense of the
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verse is clear: the path of the harlot is unstable and does not
lead to life — the verse states negatively what v.* states positively,
that is, she and her associates are doomed to a premature and
wretched death.
1. Drop the I pers. suffs.; see note above. — (3 writes •> as in 42", Xjyois
(so S, only sing.), exc. H-P 23, 252, which have <t>povfi<rei. S ^ has doublet,
first = ©B"'- (with obel.), second = ?§©-3-232, the latter being correction after
J§. Between 3^ and pj it is not easy to decide; | § is perh. favored by the
parallelism. — 2. To iDiS''? Bi. appends suff. I, which is proper (as subj.),
though not necessary in poetical style. SST, taking 'D as subj., render 'th by
Pass. Impf. and insert 3 before 'C. — JfJ niDta; (@ evcoiac dyad-fiv. — In •>
(gB.-<*(vid) di(r6ri<n% bi ipQiv xeiX^wv ivriWerat <rot=.llx< iS iPiiB''11 (Jag.,
adopted by Bi.); the other MSS. of <3 di<T6ri<nv
ivriWopal (TOI =
nisN
.; on the objection to this reading and that of J^ see note above.
The passage should perhaps stand as follows (cf. 2"- '*') :
^1Xr njjii nniD ^1D!S'^
npiSnn nnDN nn30D m? n-ifni^ ^S•>!tn'7
Or, the first half only of second line may be inserted, and we shall then have
a couplet quaternary-ternary. — 3. (3 (and so substantially IL) prefixes /i?)
irpbffex^ 0ai5\r) yvvaiKl, = nVilN ns'S'S 3iif|">n ha, against which the objection
based on the rhythm seems decisive, though some such connecting phrase (see
note on v.'* above) is necessary. — '^ nit; 3 irbpvqt, = njr, or free rendering
of f§. —1§ phn; IL nitidius ( = tnore shining or sleeker), free trans, of J§, or
perh. from some form of S'^n.—J^ pa'n; & irpbs Kaipbv apparently (Lag.)
for irpb iXalov; 2 9 vwip eXaioy; for abv read rbv (Jag.). — Bi. improperly
omits njBBP, which is required by the usage of language. — The primitive
sense of in (for "ijn) palate is uncertain, perh. a narrow aperture or passage
(Ges. Thes., Dillm. Lex. Ling. Aeth., cf. p:n, py,)); the vb. is denom., = in
Arab, to rub a child's palate (with chewed dates, etc.) when it is named, probably by way of dedication to the clan-deity (W. R. Smith, Kinship, p. 154)) and
hence perh. initiate, dedicate, educate; in Heb. train a child (22*), dedicate a
private residence (Dt. 20^) or a temple (l K. S'^); cf. note on 22'; the proper
name ^1J^ (if it be Heb.) may, like Arab. I'jn, mean a man of experience or
wisdom. Cf. Lane, Lex.; BDB. — On 2C see Lag., Pink. — 4 . Instead of % as
(3) 3 has than (D = \a); cf. Heb. 4I2 S has JD in both clauses, ST in •> only;
there was confusion between 3 and D in the Heb. MSS. (easy in either the old
or the square script). — At end of » (5 rhetorically adds eu/)i}(rets, and S) makes
suff. to nnnx plu., referring to its words in v.^ (J§ i n ) . — 5. On the paraphrasing text of 3 see notes of Jag., Lag.; it paraphrases suff. in n'Sji, takes
mill as Hif., has riN before nis, and Nif. of tan, before which it inserts neg.;
3M Gr. "icD; IL penetrant; S " nrD ( = © ) ; Bi. writes -m "x sing.; there is
no reason for-changing J^, unless, as in 2^^, preps, be inserted before nro and
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SINS', though these may stand as objectives without preposition. — 6. J§ [o is
unintelligible; the connection requires a neg. (perh. '?3), as all Anc. Vrss. take
it. Succeeding interpretations have been various. Talmud, Moed Katon, g a :
do not ponder the path of life (that is, to discover the precepts, obedience to
which is most rewarded by God); Rashi: do not ponder the ivay of the life of
the woman, for all her paths lead to death; Schultens (connecting it with 5'') :
(she plunges into Sheol) lest perchance she should ponder, etc., and possibly
repent (a result which she wishes to avoid) ; C. B. Mich.: (her ways wander)
lest thou ponder, etc.; Ew. al. lest she ponder ; Nowack, Strack : that she
may not enter on; Kamp.: that she may miss; De. (adopting an untenable
translation of \Q) : she is far from entering; Noyes: she gives no heed to;
Frank, omits the line as incapable of satisfactory translation, but thinks that
3 gives the sense properly. The objections to jo are first its position (not at
beginning of clause), and secondly, the identity of content of the two clauses;
on the supposed similarity in this last respect of 1528 {\yvh, cited by Now.),
see note on that verse. — J§ nix; S x;"i><, miswriting of sniw (Vogel).—
?^ DVA.IJ 3 freely iwipxeTai (and so S C ) ; IL ambidant, referring to pedes
V.*, or to gressus v.^; Gr. "[SD.I subvert. | § may be retained. — ^ pin N'? is
omitted by Bi. as marring the parallelism; it is rhythmically and in sense
inappropriate. The Vrss. represent |fj; (§ (foil, by SiL) KOI oiK evyvwaTot
(referring to rpoxi-al), = she knows them not; 2C, reproducing J§ exactly (only
pref. 1) xyi' N S ; Schult. haud curat, and so most later expositors (as RV.)
she knows (or, observes) it not, C. B. Mich.: so that thoti knowest ttot (where
thou art). Some expression here seems required by the rhythm, and we may
doubtfully emend to 1:31 (4^^).

7-14. After this general description of the perils of association
with the harlot, the discourse repeats the warning against her
(v''), basing it on the suffering she brings, namely, loss of
wealth (v."^"), and closing with a picture of the victim's useless regret (v.""").
7. Now, therefore 1 my son,' hearken to me,
And depart not from the words of my mouth.
8. Keep thy path far from her.
Go not near the door of her house;
9. Lest
The
10. Lest
And

thou give up thy 1 wealth > to others,
(toil of) thy years to < aliens,'
strangers enjoy thy substance,
thy labors (go to) an alien's house;

11. And thou groan at last,
When thy body and flesh are consumed,
12. And say: "Alas ! I have hated instruction,
And guidance I have despised;
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13. I have not listened to the voice of my teachers.
Nor hearkened to my instructors;
14. I had wellnigh come to complete grief
In the congregation and the assembly."

7, 8. Synonymous, ternary. Exhortation : " seeing she is as I
have said, avoid her." The Heb. has plu. sons, but the sing, is
caHed for by the rest of the address, and is found in the Grk. and
the Latin. The woman (probably married, but whether raarried
or unmarried) has her own house.
9, 10. Synonymous ; v.' is ternary-binary; v.'" is ternary. More
particular statement of the loss she inflicts. Our Heb. text reads :
9. Lest thou give up thine ho7ior to others and thy years to the cruel
[or to a cruel 07ie], i o. lest strangers be filled with thy st7-ength,
and thy labors {go) into an alien's house. The strength of v."' =
wealth, as in Job 6"^ (RV. substa7ice). In v.^ (which seems intended to express the same thought as v.^") the paraHelism suggests the reading wealth (or perhaps life, as in the Grk.) instead
of ho7ior, and the raeaning will then be that aH the outcome, the
earnings, of the raan's life pass into the hands of others. If the
reading honor be retained, this word must be interpreted similarly, as equivalent to years, that is, the labor of years, wealth,
caHed honor because it gives a man an honorable position among
men. The two clauses of v.^ must be taken as synonymous; we
cannot understand honor as expressing the freshness and grace of
youth, and years the dignity of age. The term cruel, if it be the
right reading, is parallel and equivalent to others, strangers, aliens,
and is to be understood as describing the pitiless character of
these persons (creditors, sharpers, the woman and her friends,
including, perhaps, the husband) who get possession of the victim's money. It is, however, a surprising term in this connection
(the general reference being siraply to the fact that the man loses
his property), and seems to be scribal error for the word meaning
alien (as the Targ. has it). The quatrain appears to give a complete double set of synonyms, four words signifying " wealth," and
four signifying " other persons." — In any case the penalty predicted for the debauchee is loss of worldly wealth, as, on the other
hand, riches is the reward of the wise (3^** 8'*). The reference (cf
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r.^) cannot be to the punishraent of deatli for adulterers ordained
n the Israelitish law (Ez. 16^ Lev. 20'°), since there is here no
tiint of such a fatal ending or of legal procedure (cf note on v."),
out the intimation is that the punishment, loss of wealth, comes
from ordinary social causes. Still less is it raeant that the offender
may be emasculated and become the slave of the injured husband
(Ew.) ; no such provision exists in the OT. law. It is simply
that the licentious man, careless and prodigal, is preyed on by
others (chiefly the woman and her husband and lovers), and thus
sacrifices his years to aliens. This is the sting of his doom, that
tiis toil goes to build up not his own house but another's, and his
life thus becomes a failure. The point of view is external — there
IS no reference to corruption of soul; that is no doubt assuraed.
Out the morahst uses what he thinks the raost effective deterrent
argument, the social destructiveness of the vice in question.
11-14. The man's lamentation over his broken life. — 1 1 . Progressive, binary-ternary. At last (lit. i7i thy aftertime or at thy
'.nd) — when the results of thy action show themselves ; the refersnce may be to the period iraraediately succeeding the loss of
wealth or to the end of life. Body and flesh ( = the being, personality) are consumed, worn out, the allusion being not to the
physical results of sexual indulgence (the point is not excess, but
iUegality and iraraorality), but to the loss of social position and
power, in general to the failure of the raan's life. The picture is
dentical in substance with that of v.®- ^'^, loss of wealth involving or
expressing loss of all that makes life enjoyable. — Grk. : and thou
repent at last whe7i the flesh of thy body is consumed, a reading which
represents shght modifications of our Heb. text: groa/i, mourn,
yepent are practically equivalent, groan being the strongest; the
rhetorical repetition body and flesh is more effective than the pre:isery?^jA of body. —12, 13. Synonymous, ternary. Lit. my heart
( = myself) has despised (v.^^), and lent (lit. inclined) mine ear to
nine instructo7-s {v}^). The Heb. prefixes how to the whole quatrain, the sense being : how have I hated
despised
how
have I not listened
and not i7icli7ted /, an awkward form of
expression in English (RV. has an ungrammatical sentence in
'.**, and drops the hoiv in v.'^). Heb. eraploys this how as in-
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troduction to laments (2 Sam. i^ Zeph. 2" Ez. 26" Isa. 14* i^'
Lam. i' 2^ Jer. 48") with the sense hoiv lat/ientable the case!, here
how foolish I was !, a meaning which is expressed by alas ! Instead of the Perf have hated, etc., we raay render by the Pret.
I hated, etc. On instruction and guidance see notes on i*-^.—
The sage here reaches the gist of his discourse — obedience to
instruction would have saved the raan from this unhappy fate.
The teachers are wise men, fathers of families and heads of
schools. Here, as elsewhere in the book, it seems to be assumed
that more or less organized schemes of raoral instruction for young
men existed — incipient universities such as appear in the second
century B.C. —14. Progressive, ternary. Lit.: had wellnigh fallen
into all evil. If the evil be moral, the congregation (or, assembly)
is the crowd of bad companions who lead the raan astray, or the
coraraunity which witnesses his downfah; but this interpretation
does not agree with the connection — he declares (v.'^- '^) not that
he came near descending, but that he did descend into the depths
of moral evil, and he reflects that he has barely escaped something else, naraely, crushing suffering. This sense of the term
m/occurs in 13'' \^ 10^ 27*; here it appears to mean official punishraent. Congregation and assembly (synonyraous terms) signify
first any mass of persons gathered together, and then particularly
a coraraunity (soraetiraes the whole body of Israelites) in organized political or judicial forra, here the official gathering of the
raan's coraraunity to take cognizance of offences against law. In
the early tirae every Israelitish coraraunity appears to have exercised judicial and executive powers (Dt. 17' 21 Lev. 24*^) In
the Roraan times also the Jewish communities all over the empire
seem to have had the right of jurisdiction over their merabers, and
this was probably the case in the Grk. period in Palestine and
Egypt.* The aduherer raight, perhaps, have been sentenced to
death (but see notes on 6''*'') ; he sees that he came near losing
his life or suff'ering some other overwhelming punishment; cf BenSira 23^^ It is obvious that the point here is different from that
of v." '", and that in v.^ also the reference is general, not particularly to legal punishment. The stress here laid on the verdict of
the coraraunity is to be noted.
* Cf Schiirer, Jewish People, i, 2, § 31.
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III

7. | § 0''J3; 3 vU; read ''J3, as in v.'-^, and make the vbs. sing.—
^ 1'"?;'!:; (3 dir'aiTrjs; Bi. unnecessarily njoc. — J§ nnp and n o written
y 3 (in several different forms) plu., by Heb. or Grk. scribal inadvertence.
- 9 . ?§ I l l ; SI® ''•'n; (3 fw^c, which may perh. represent in taken (like 13D,
ee Dillm.'s note on Gen. 49^, Geiger, Urschrift, p. 319) as = soul (Lag.), but
lore probably is rendering of "n, which is favored by the parallel nv, (§ ^lov;
tort }in, which Gr. regards as the Heb. text of S> (cf. Pink.), and it should
robably here be read instead of | § in. — J§ >ir3N, emend to 'I3i; 3 dviKt/[io(rii'(and so S>IL); % here and 1 1 " pNi3U ( = Heb. n s i ) , regarded by Vog.
s scribal error for pNlt3N, by Baumg. for N1113J (so 17'^); the connection
Ivors %. —10. | § IS (lacking in ^^ ^^) is omitted by Lag. as bad Heb.,
ince the force of the part, in v.* may extend through v.i"; but such repetition
i rhetorically permissible.—The Vrss. properly supply a vb. in •'; |JJ is poetially concise. With use of n3 as = wealth cf. similar use of S^n. — 1 1 . J§ nnnj;
5 (followed by S ) , not so well, peTap£\i\6'i)U'rj, — ntjnj. — J^ •|niin!<3; Clem.,
^ttrom. 122, iirl yiipijis (and so S ) , regarded by Lag. as the genuine text of (5,
ir' ^(rx<i»w>' being revision. —The adpKcs criiparbs crov of (3 (adopted by Bi.)
i rhetorically not so good as |^. Geiger, Urschrift, p. 418, supposes that the
riginal text had nS3 instead of nSs. — 12. The diff. between J§ nnsi.i and
5 eX^x""' is one of pointing (in i?'^ J^ has plu. and © sing.), and there is
ttle choice between them. (§23.252.297 Constitt. 98 Arab, but not Aeth. (Lag.),
dd biKatwv, an addition natural but not found elsewhere. — 1 3 . In N'?! omit 1,
'ith 3. Instead of '?ip3 a number of MSS. have SipV, which is perh. better. —
.ag. points out that the reading of 3^ "'• •jraibeiovTb! pe Kal bibdtTKovrbs jtie is
le original Grk. (though not the translation of the original Heb.), and that
f®^"'-, conformed to the Heb., a correction. — 14. JIJ 0';C3; ^ Trap'oXlyov;
. iis bXtyov; Schol. iv ppaxuTdrip; ILpene; S2C '''''73 ip wholly; Gr. emends
) DNDJ despised. — S2E pB'U takes yi as plural.

15-20. Exhortation (couched in erotic terras) to avoid harotry and observe conjugal fidelity. The sacredness and social
alue of the faraily are impHed. It is assuraed that men are marled, and the exhortation indicates that conjugal infidehty was a
rying evU of the tirae. The paragraph consists of two parts, the
irst (v.^^') figurative, the second (v.'^*) the literal interpretaion of the first. The terras cistern, waters, etc., are used figuraively, but the allegorical interpretation of the wife, as = wisdom,
tc, is excluded by the connection.
15. Drink water from thine own cistern,
Running water from thine own well.
16. Should thy springs be scattered abroad?
Thy streams of water in the streets?
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17. Let them be for thyself alone,
And not for others with t h e e .
18. Let thy fountain be < thine own,' *
Get thou joy from the wife of thy y o u t h ;
19. [ ] Let her breasts intoxicate thee always,t
Be thou ever ravished with her love.
20. W h y shouldest thou [J J be ravished with a stranger.
Embrace the bosom of another woman?

15. Synonymous, binary-ternary. The cistern is a receptacle
(often hewn out of the rock, Jer. 2") into which water faHs or
flows frora without and in which it remains motionless; in the
well (Nu. 21^''*) the water rises from beneath and has movement,
life (so here 7-unning water is not spoken of in connection with
the cistern) ; the two terms are rhetorical variations of expression
for a supply of drinking-water. The figure appears to be a general
one : let thy own wife be thy source of enjoyment, as refreshing
as water to a thirsty raan. The enjoyment meant is sensual, but
there does not seera to be a comparison of the female form to a
cistern or weH, or a designation of the wife as the source of children (cf. Ex. 21'", Koran 2^^) ; there is no reference to children
in the paragraph. The basis of the figure is given in Isa. 36'"
where drinking from one's (literal) cistern is the symbol of enjoyment of one's home. The general idea of origin is expressed in
Isa. 51^: Abraham is the rock whence was hewn the stone for the
building of the nation, Sarah the rock-pit (the same word that is
here used for cistern) whence the nation was dug; in this there
seems to be no pictorial allusion to the mother's womb — father
and mother are spoken of in the sarae way. In Eccl. 12* also
cistern stands in a general way for life. § A close approach to the
wording of our verse is found in Cant. 4'*, in which the heroine is
called a garde71-fountai7i, a well of living water, of streams from
Leba7ion (and cf v.^^), that is, a source of refreshing and enjoy* H e b . : blessed.
t On the omission of first line of v.i9 see note on this verse below.
X Heb. inserts my son.
^ In Eccl 12I the emendation cistern (113) or well (lN3), =wife, instead of
creator (.S113), is not favored by the connection, and is, on rhetorical grounds,
extremely difficult if not impossible; probably iiiub. i2la is orthodox scribal
insertion.
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lent (the similarity of expressions in Pr. and Cant., here and
isewhere, suggests that one of these books drew from the other).
- Grk., by a slight change of text, has drink waters out of thine
vi;n vessels (dyyeitoi/), and in NT. (i Th. 4* i Pet. 3^) vessel
o-KtCos) = wife; the latter terra represents the body as the locus
r instrument of the soul or of service, and often = person, but
le Grk. term here means drinking-vessels. — Our Heb. text inroduces the wife not as child-bearer, but as source of pleasure,
'or the general figure cf. BS. 26^. —16. Synonyraous, ternaryinary. It is a question whether the infidelity here referred to is
lat of the husband or that of the wife. The connection clearly
Ivors the forraer interpretation; the reference in v." and in v.'^^"
i obviously to the raan, and it is not likely that the discourse
'ould be interrupted by the introduction of a topic which is menloned nowhere else in the chapter; and v.^, further, appears to
ive the literal raeaning of v.^^-", as v.^^ gives that of v.'^. The
ense is: seek not thy pleasure in the streets (from harlots, see
'^), frora all sorts of sources {scattered abroad). Spri7igs and
(reams syrabolize sources of enjoyment, and particularly such as
re commonly outside of one's house-land ; while cistern and well,
^ (also sources of enjoyment) are properly attached to the
ouse. — The interrogative forra (which raay be rendered by a
legative), though not given in the Heb., is permissible, and is
lemanded by the connection. The declarative or the jussive forra
thy st7-eams will be [or, let thy strea7ns be] sp7-ead abroad), adopted
ly a number of expositors (from Aquila and Saadia on), is held
0 mean "thou shalt have numerous descendants" (Schult.), or
let thy generative power act freely within the marriage-relation "
De.); but these interpretations are not favored by the context,
i'he terms springs, etc., cannot naturally be taken to mean " genrative power " (Ew., De., al.); the connection shows that they
ignify "sources of pleasure" (here sensual pleasure). — Those
i'ho make the woman the subject interpret: " let not thy wife
tray abroad" (as a result of thy infidelity). — Grk.: let not thy
vaters overflow, etc. (the negative is involved in the interrogative
orm). — Others : " d o not squander thy virile strength," which is
:orrect in general sense (see above), but incorrect in form.—
.7. Synonyraous, ternary, or binary. Repetition of the exhorta-
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tion of v.'^ = " let thy pleasures belong to thyself alone (that is,
be derived frora thine own wife), and not be shared with others
(as they raust be, if thou consort with harlots)." — On the less
probable interpretation : " let thy wife be for thee alone, and not
for others with thee" ( = let not thy wife becorae a harlot) see
note on preceding verse. —18-20. This group repeats and interprets the exhortation of the preceding in literal terms — the erotic
expressions (cf. Canticles) are partly explained by the fact that
women did not in ancient times form part of the audiences addressed by raen, or of the public for which books were written.*
— 18. Synonyraous, ternary. Fountai7i, parallel to water, springs,
rivers of v.'^-'®, is explained in second cl. as = wife, as source of
physical pleasure. The Heb. reads : let thy fountain be blessed.
The " fountain " raay be regarded as blessed when it is enjoyed
in accordance with the laws of God and man, that is, in the marriage-relation, in contrast with the pleasures of ilHcit love; as
appears from the connection, there is no reference to the blessedness of children born in wedlock — the wife is viewed not as childbearer but as pleasure-giver. The term blessed is, however, not
what we should expect; the section contrasts the wife as one's
own with the harlot as stranger, and there is probability in the
Grk. reading let thy fountain be thine own or for thee alo7ie
(which represents a slight modification of our Heb. text) (cf
v.^'). The fountain of Lev. 12' 20^* refers to the blood of childbirth and menses and has nothing to do with our passage. The
joy of second cl., as appears from the following context, is sensual.— Among ancient peoples marriage was considered a duty,
and early marriage appears to have been the general custom;
such a custom is assumed in the expression wife of thy youth, and
the writer probably had in mind its value as a guard against
debauchery. It has been suggested t that the astonishing vitahty
of the Jews is due in part to their maintenance of early marriage
(a custom which they have always kept up except when, as now to
some extent, they have fallen into the habits of other peoples). —
19. Synonyraous, ternary (the first line of the Heb. being omitted).

* Cf. the Idyls of T h e o c , Bion, Moschus.
t For ex., by Leroy-Beaulieu, Israel chez les nations, Ch. VH.

IIS
Expansion of second Hne of v.^*. As first line of v.'^ the Heb.
has : Lovely hi7id, char/ning wild goat — an expression which, if
it be retained, raust be regarded as a parenthetical exclamation,
whether it be attached to this verse or to the preceding; but it
interrupts the discourse and destroys the distichal forra, and is
doubtless the insertion of a scribe, a gloss on wife. Bickell, inserting one word, writes the verse as a quatrain : Lovely Imid, charmi7ig wild goat. Let her breasts intoxicate thee. Let her always 7nake
thee quiver. Be ever ravished with her love ; but the inserted word
is doubtful and improbable. — The hind is some variety of deer
(Dt. 12'^), probably red or fallow. The wild goat (i Sara. 24^*^'
Job 39' \\i 104'"), an inhabitant of the rocks, is gray in color, and
of great agility and grace; it is said to be stiH found at Engedi,
where David's men may have hunted it; the renderings roe (RV.)
and gazelle (Strack, Kamph., a/.) are hardly allowable.* This is
the only place in OT. where a woman is compared to an animal as
type of beauty (Cant. 4'-^-^ are not properly exceptions), though
such comparisons for raen are not rare. — A change in the vowels
of the Heb. gives in first line love instead of breasts, but the latter
reading is favored by the bosom of v.^. — The Targum interprets
the wife as = the law wisdo7n lear7i thou always, and to love of
it ever stre7iuously apply thyself. — 20. Synonymous, ternary. This
verse is naturally taken in connection with the preceding exhortation. The question is asked : why seek another woman ? the
answer expected is: there is no reason for so doing, seeing thy
wife is sufficient; the appeal is based on the foregoing section.
If the verse be connected with what foHows, it should be rendered : why wilt thou be ravished with (or, fascinated by), etc.?,
that is, seeing thou wilt certainly be punished for such conduct
(v.^^, but see note on that verse below). — The address my son in
the Heb. is rhythmically hard, is not found in the Grk., and is better omitted. — With this section cf BS. 9*'^. The sage of Prov.
combating a particular vice, here treats the wife not as inteHectual
companion of the husband or as mother of the family, but as satisfaction of bodily desire ^—he sets lawful over against unlawful
passion; but, of course, it is not thence to be inferred that the
* See Tristram, Fauna, etc., in Survey of West. Pal.
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teachers of the time did not take the higher view of the maniagerelation; cf. 3i"^\ BS. 2 6 ' - 3 " " s^""^""^'
21-23. General concluding reflection, sirailar to what is found
at the end of chs. i. 2. 3, without special bearing on the body
of the chapter, perhaps the addition of the final editor.
21. For the ways of a man are before the eyes of Yahweh,
And he weighs all his paths.
22. His iniquities shall catch him [ ] , *
And in the net of his sins he shall be taken.
23. He shall die for lack of instruction.
And < perish > f through the greatness of his folly.

21. Synonymous, ternary. The universal supervision of God is
cited as a general reason for carefulness in conduct; the principle
applies to all men, not especially to adulterers. In second cl. the
parallehsm favors the rendering weighs — God has his eye on,
estiraates and judges human actions (Grk. observes, Targ., Syr., all
his ways are uncovered before him). We may also translate makes
plane (see note on 4^), understanding this expression to mean
arranges, makes possible, that is, God so ordains life that the bad
raan may run his course and meet his punishment, raan is free
(De., Now., Str.) ; but here, as in i^^''^, it seems to be the
judgment of God rather than the freedom of raan that the writer
has in view. The way in which the divine government shows
itself is explained in the following verses. — Such must be the
course of thought if the present text be correct. But the connection between v.^^ and the following verses is not clear. V.'*
regards ah raen, good and bad, v.^- ^ regard bad raen only. The
insertion of the words the wicked, in v.^^, appears to show that the
reference in the hi7n was thought to need explanation; and it is
natural to suppose that, when the verse was written, the reference
was clear, that is, that the antecedent of hi7n had been expressed.
The sarae thing is true of the his in first line of v.*^ — it has now
no expressed antecedent. It follows either that v.^* originally
referred to the wicked (a supposition with which the general verb
weigh does not agree), or that some passage (perhaps a couplet)
* Heb. inserts the wicked.

t Heb.: go astray.
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jferring to the "wicked" has fallen out, or that v.^^ is the inseron of an editor. The last construction would still require a
lodification of v.^^ (see note on this verse below). — 22. Synonqjous, binary-ternary (in the emended form of the couplet).
1 first cl. the Heb. has shall catch him, the wicked, in which both
bjects cannot be original, and it is more probable that the
xpHcit term the wicked is an old scribal explanation (found in
arg., Syr., Lat., but not in Grk.). The rendering (obtained by
hanging the text) his own i7iiquities shall catch the wicked is posble but syntactically hard. Possibly we should read : the wicked
hall be caught in his iniquities, or, less probably (with Grk.) :
liquities shall catch a man. — The figure is that of an animal
aught in a net, the man is caught in his own wrongdoings (the
lu. sins is given in most of the Anc. Vrss.). This is the dispenition oT God, and it is implied that it is also the natural course
f things. Net is literally strings or threads. — 23. Synonymous,
;rnary. The thought is that of i^- ^^ — sin is the result of lack of
istruction, of the guidance of divine wisdora as given particularly
1 the teaching of the sages; see the preceding sections passi7n.
further, death is the outcorae of sin, see i^^, etc. The parallel>m, with comparison also of such couplets as i^^, seems to require
lie sense perish in second cl. (so one reading of the Grk.). The
leb. has go astray, an expression so weak alongside of the die of
rst cl. that those who retain it have to interpret it as = stagger or
'all into the grave or i7ito iitter ruin (Noyes, Reuss, De., al), a
ense which the Heb. verb nowhere else has, or wander fro7n the
'>ath of life (Wild.), for which pregnant sense there is no author:y. — V.^^'^^, as regards the idea, constitute a separate paragraph,
?hich, however, does not give the expected quatrain-form ; some
ritics, therefore, attach v.^' to v.^ (with which it is not logically
onnected). The chapter, as it stands, has an uneven number of
ouplets, and, consequently, at least one defective quatrain. This
lefect may be removed by changes of text, as by the omission of
couplet {e.g. v.^ or v.'' or v.^'), or by the expansion of one couplet
ito two (see note on v.'"). FaiHng a satisfactory emendation of
liis sort, we have to accept a formal irregularity in this chapter,
rith the possibihty that the writer allowed himself a certain
cense in the construction of quatrains and paragraphs.
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16. ^^ as ?§, and so E in »; in ^ (3, followed by E , substantially = %~
| § 113; <§ dyyetojv, which may be free rendering of |^, giving the sense
drink frotti thy drinking-vessel, or may represent D<3, hardly = 1S3 (Heid.),
which would be graphically hard; Lag. refers @ to Syr. 113, graphically easy,
and in Geopon. 23'*a/. •= dyyetov (and cf. Payne-Smith, Thes., Syr.); the
usual sense of the Aram, word is hive (of bees), but Jewish Aram. ,1113 occurs
with the more general meaning box, pot (see the references in Buxt., Levy,
Jastrow). — 16. Of 3 MSS. B alone inserts py\ before the vb. in *; the sense
thus obtained is correct, but the insertion of the neg. in | § is unnecessary (see
note on v.'* above). Whether pT\ belongs to the Grk, original is doubtful;
Lag. thinks that p^ virepeKx^taBia represents a single Heb. word (a view not
supported by the oiK ipelberai of v.^). — The insertion of vbara in * was made
necessary by the reading of D in iinjiyn as prep.; in '' uSs was understood
as vb. —18. J^ nii3; (© ibla (whence Chrys. v. 98 a/. p.bv(p), probably = ^^3S
(Vog.), as in v.^', after which | ^ should probably be emended; Heid. improbably ^1»3, out of nii3; Bi. emends J§ to T I 3 , after v.'^; Oort thinks it probable
that the Grk. transl. read :ii3 (let thy fountain be thy cistern) and gave a free
rendering; Oorl's own reading l i b beneficent hardly suits the idea of the paragraph, in which the soleness of the wife is the theme. —1§ •^>?'?^i for which
12 Heb. codd. and one cod. of 3E (De' Rossi) have '.s'3, 3 M^^rd and so SIL
Arab., the commoner construction, and possibly the right reading here and
elsewhere (Eccl. 2^° 2 C. 20^'); Midr. Mishle has D, Shohar Tob 3 .—
19. I l l ' is the reading of the Occident, recension, and the Q of the Orient.,
which as K. has fiii^ (Ginsb.). For njiyn 3 codd. of De' Rossi have njiyn
increase, prob. scribal error. The Vrss. find difficulty in construction and
sense. © fills out "• with bpCkdriji <roi, in •> has ibla (li3S ?) for nn^, and ijyela-du (ii"?) and (Tvvi<rTw (u'l'?) for ii'' (Lag.) (but these terms may be
merely allegorizing paraphrases), in •= renders i''Dn by TTOXXOO-TAS eirij. S
writes nnnilN in ^, either allegorizing or reading ni3n for n i n . SE allegorizes
throughout; only AS (and doubtless 9) IL Arab, follow | ^ literally. Bi., taking avviaroi aoi as = ^'7 yin, inserts ^'?yii before ny '733, thus gaining an
additional line, parallel to the '^ of J§, an attractive emendation if the sense
required {intoxicate) could be shown to belong to Hif. of Syi; see note on
this verse above. The text of | § is to be retained in bc^ but it is doubtful
whether * formed part of the original Heb.; see n. on this v. above. The
emendation m i for n n i (Hitz., al.) is not necessary; cf. Geiger, Urschrifl,
397 ff. — 20. % njtyn, in 3 codd. -i-n; (g TTOXI)?, = Aram, njipn; cf. BS. 9*.
% jjitt'n lead astray, S) NjJon go astray. — pn is omitted in B-D by typographical error. — 21. Nin should be inserted before xhaxi. — 22. Omit ns
jjifin as scribal explicitum, with (g; the termination of the vb.'S' is (-, not
1J-. — © dvbpa, whence Bi. i^xn, which is not probable; dvbpa seems to be
merely explicit expression of the Heb. suffix. Possibly we should read: 'J\y3
pB-in 13^'' (cf. 62 116 Eccl. 726). — 23. NM, supported by the Vrss., gives unnecessary emphasis, and has perh. got into this place by scribal transposition
from V.21. — (5 /nerd d-Kaib^iTiiiv, perh. error for bid diraibtvatav, as 2 has it.—
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J§ njB''', weak and inappropriate, perh. scribal repetition from v.^" — we expect
a vb. like nni" or I3N or better j)ij, which occurs along with run in Job 3*1 4!";
the change of yu' into nji;-' is graphically not very difficult. 3 i^epl(p'r) perh
= ISB"! or tt'ir. For its PibrriTos (which stands in the place of inSiN) Schl.
suggests ^Xt^i6rr/Toj. (3 adds the line Kal dirJiXero St' d4>po<T6vr]v, which
Jager, Baumg., take as rendering of ", Schl., Lag., more probably as rend, of"
(Schl. writes bid TTOXXTJV airov d<pp.), and the vb. dir. sustains the change
of text above proposed.

VI. The second half of the chapter (v.^*^) is a discourse
against adultery, similar to that of ch. 5. — The first half consists
of four short sections wholly different in style from the rest of this
Division (chs. 1-9) ; while the other discourses are general
praises of wisdom, or warnings against robbery and debauchery,
conceived in a broad and solemn way, these are homely warnings against petty vices, with one arithmetical enumeration of
sins. V,*^: against going security for others; v.^": against
sloth; v.'^'*: against mischief-making; v.^*'"^": against seven sins.
In tone these closely resemble 22^-24*' and 30'^'^^, with which
they obviously belong. Since they interrupt the course of thought
in chs. 1-9, it is not likely that they were here inserted by the
author of this Division ; they were probably misplaced by an editor
or scribe, and at an early period, since they occur here in all the
Ancient Versions. The metrical unit is the couplet, most of the lines
being ternary; a division into quatrains is not always recognizable.
1-5. In eager, semi-huraorous fashion men are cautioned
against pledging themselves pecuniarily for others — a thrifty, selfregarding, prudent injunction, sound from the point of view of
social-economic justice and kindness, though the author would
probably not deny that there are times when such prudential
maxims must be thrown to the winds. Cf 11'* 17'* 20'® 22^ 27''',
BS. 29'''^; in favor of suretyship is BS. 29'*"" Commercial lending is to be distinguished from lending to the poor and unfortunate (Ex. 2 2^<^*' ijj 37^"), though borrowing is regarded in 22' as a
misfortune.
1. If, my son, thou hast become surety for thy fellow,
Hast pledged thyself for another,
2. Hast snared thyself by thine own t lips,' *
Trapped thyself by the words of thy mouth,
* Heb.: the words of thy mouth.
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3. Then do this, my son [ ] * —•
For thou art come into thy fellow's power—
Go in hot haste,
And beset thy fellow,
4. Give not sleep to thine eyes
Nor slumber to thine eyelids,
5. Free thyself as a gazelle from the < snare,' t
And as a bird from the hand of the fowler.

1, 2. Synonymous, v.' ternary, v." (as emended) binary. The
earnest, eager tone suggests that the writer has experienced or
observed the predicament which he describes — it is a businessman advising his friend. The address my son, with which the
Heb. begins, here not inappropriate, is by some critics omitted on
rhythmical grounds. Pledged thyself, lit. struck thy hand, reference to a legal procedure for concluding a bargain (cf 2 K. 10").
In v.*" lips (instead of the words of thy mouth of the Heb.) is taken
frora the Grk., and is in accordance with the usage of the context,
in which synonyras and not repetitions are eraployed. Fellow
and another (RV. stranger) here mean any person with whom
one has dealings — the terras are not contrasted, but synonymous;
for the first see Gen. 11* Ex. 2" 20'" Pr. (P, etc., for the second
I K. 3'^ Job 15'^ Pr. s'", etc. The figure of the couplet is taken
from hunting — the unwary surety is an animal caught in a trap.
— 3-5. The rest of the section urges the surety to get out of his
difficulty as quickly as possible. — 3. Probably a quatrain (as in the
Grk.), though the text is not quite certain; the first couplet may
be taken as ternary, the second couplet as binary. This refers to
what follows. The expression and fi'ee thyself, added in the Heb.
at the end of the first line, is anticipatory, unnecessary, and interruptive; it was probably inserted by a scribe from v.^ The
second Hne is parenthetical, and states the reason for prompt action;
power is Ht. hand; the commoner expression is to fall into one's
hand (2 S. 24" Lam. i', cf Nab. 3'^). The verb in third Hne is
doubtful in form and signification. It is taken by some to mean
tread, stamp, crush thyself down, de77iean, humble thyself {RY.); by
others, as denominative from a word raeaning mire, in the equivalent sense get down into the mire (see Ez. 34'*, and cf Pr. 25*).
* Heb. adds (probably from v.S): and free thyself.

t Heb.: hand.
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The connection favors the raeaning violently bestir thyself (RV.
narg. bestir thyself), act impetuously or move quickly (so the
i^'ulg.). Grk.: Do, my son, what I bid thee, and save thyself—
for thou art come into the hands of bad men on thy friend's ac-.ount—be not slack, but sharply assail thy frie7id also for whom
fhou hast pledged thyself— the same general raeaning as that of
;he Heb.: no time is to be lost and no soft words to be used —
JO and insist on being released from your pledge. Importune
(RV.) is hardly strong enough; beset, besiege, or assail better
express the impetuosity involved in the Heb. term. Then (RV.
now) is iUative, not temporal; so in Ex, 33'" Job 9* 17^' al. —
1, 5. Synonymous, v.* ternary-binary, v.^ ternary. Continuation
3f exhortation. In v.'" the Heb. has simply from the hand (so
Vulg.), and RV. (as AV.) suppHes, by conjecture, of the hu7iter;
this is a. natural construction, and it is possible that the defining
ivord may have faHen out of the Heb.; but it is simpler to read
^7iare or trap, with Grk., Targ., Syr.; see this expression in BS.
27^. — The animal named in v.^* is a deer (Dt. 12'^), swift, an
inhabitant of the plain (2 S. 2^^) and of the mountain (i C. 12^,
perh. 2 S. i^^), a symbol of masculine beauty (Cant. 2^ 8"), and
50 is generally understood to be the gazelle {Tabitha, Acts 9^, is
the fem. form of the equivalent Aramaic word) .*
Of the details of the old Heb. law of suretyship or endorsement
ive have no information. Besides the procedure of Judah in
pledging himself for Benjamin (Gen. 43^), and a couple of allusions to the practice (Job 17^ i/' 119^^^), vi'e find in OT., outside
Df Pr., only one description of a business-transaction involving
personal security (Neh. 5"^), and this is rather of the nature of a
mortgage given by a man on his children regarded as his property.
The allusions to personal endorsement all occur in postexilian
ivritings ; it is probable that the custom (for which there was no
ground in the comraercially simple preexilian Hfe) sprang up when
the Jews were scattered through the Persian and Greek empires
ind entered on their real commercial career. On the law of
pledges of things see Ex. 22^^^ Dt. 24^*^". — The surety was
sometimes financially ruined by having to meet the obligations of
* See Tristram, Wood, Nowack,
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the debtor (BS. 29'*'"), and was thus at the mercy of the latter,
who might throw him into the hands of the creditor; the bad
men of the Grk. in v.'' appear to be creditors. Probably all of a
man's property might be pledged for debt; whether there was a
homestead-exemption law is uncertain, nor does it appear whether
the debtor could be sold as a slave.
6-11. Against sloth. The example of the ant is adduced,
and the sluggard warned that poverty will overtake hira. The
tone is perhaps satirical; the passage is a speciraen of the popular
teaching of the sages. — The paraHel passage, 24^"^, does not
adduce the ant, but describes the neglected condition of the sluggard's field, and has the sarae conclusion as our section : 24^-^* =
Ht. 6"'-". The two paragraphs are variations on the same theme;
both have taken the ending from the same source (some familiar
expression, or some earher coHection of aphorisms, now lost), or
one has borrowed frora the other. In either case our passage has
a clearer unity than that of ch. 24, in which our v.^ must be introduced before v.^ in order to connect the conclusion with what
precedes. BickeH so transfers v.^, and omits v.'"" as identical
with 24^- **; but both sections raust be retained entire as parallel
passages, with the possibility that one has borrowed from the
other. Obviously our section does not belong in its present
place, though when and how it was misplaced we cannot say;
the change was made early, since the Versions here accord with
the Hebrew. Cf BS. 22^ I
6. Go to the ant, thou sluggard.
Consider her ways and be wise.
7. She, having no chief.
Overseer, or ruler,
8. Provides her food in summer.
Gathers her provision in harvest-time,
9. How long wilt thou sleep, O sluggard?
When wilt thou rise from thy slumber?
10. A little sleep, a little slumber,
A little folding of the hands to rest —
11. So shall thy poverty come as a highwayman,
And thy want as an armed man.
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6. Progressive, ternary. Cf 30-^ On the ant in proverbial
literature see Malan on this verse.* On the habits of the animal
see Encyl. Brit., Darwin in Journ. of Linnaean Soc. VI. 21, Lubbock, Ants, Bees, and Wasps. What particular species is here
meant is uncertain; cf. Tristram, Nat. Hist, of the Bible. — The
term sluggard appears to belong to the parenetic vocabulary of
OT.; it occurs only in Proverbs. But the observation of the
habits of the ant and its use as an example of industry may be
old; cf I K. 4^ (s'^). — 7. Synonymous, ternary-binary. The
three terms eraployed are here used as synonymous, though they
have their different shades of meaning. The first is employed in
OT. of both civil and military leaders (Ju. 11" Isa. 3^) ; the second
denotes a sort of roll-officer, who keeps a hst of names and superintends the men at their work, in peace or in war (Ex. 5^ Dt. 20*
2 Chr. 1*9") ; the third is a general terra for ruler, royal or other
(i K. 4^' [5'J Isa. 16' Jer. 51^). — Ants are said by recent writers
to have an elaborate social organization, soraetiraes with king and
queen, soraetiraes with a slave-class acquired (as by the ter77iites
or white ants) by capture and forced to do the work of the coraraunity. This organization seeras to have been unknown to the
ancients (Aristotle, De A7ii7n., I. i. 11, calls thera anarchal, without governraent), though Aelian (in his History of Aniraals, third
cent, of our era) speaks of their leaders and nobles. — This verse
is omitted by Bickell as a prosaic gloss, which weakens the comparison and introduces the irrelevant consideration of governmental direction — irrelevant because men are industrious not by
pressure of rulers, but frora regard to their private interests. The
second and third points are not weH taken : social organization
certainly helps huraan industry, and our writer says that ants, without this advantage, set raen a good exaraple. The arguraent frora
lack of poetic form has more weight, — the verse is not a complete
couplet, — but we can hardly throw it out on that account. Grk.
makes it a triplet, and possibly some word or phrase has fallen out
of the Heb. text. — 8. Synonymous, ternary. The vbs. provide
(Ht. establish, p7-epare) and gather here amount to the same thing,
and the x\o\i,x\?, food and provision are synonyms. The word ren* De. mentions also Goldberg, Chofes Matmonim,
aliquot Aramaeae.

and Landsberger, Fabulae
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dered sum7ner is sometimes used for the warm season in general, as
opposed to winter (Gen. 8^^ ./^ 74"), extending apparently through
harvest-time (Jer. S^"), soraetiraes for the latter part of the fruitseason (Isa. 28* Jer. 40^°). Ha7-vest also is teraporally indefinite,
varying with the crop, frora March (barley, 2 S. 21*) to September
(grapes, Isa. 18*), The two clauses are identical in meaning;
the sense is not that the ant does one thing in summer and another in harvest-time. Nor is it intended to express progress in
the action (by the different Heb. verb-forms) : begins to provide in
summer, completes the gathering in autu7nn. The structure of the
other verses of the section points to an identical parallehsm here.
— As to the industrial habit spoken of in the verse, the latest
authorities hold that some species of ant are graminivorous and
store up food ; for the modern opinion see the works cited above,
and for ancient statements see Malan. — Grk. adds : Or, go to the
bee and learn how diligent she is and how seriously she does her
work — her products kings and private persons use for health —
she is desired and respected by all— though feeble in body, by honor'
ing wisdom she obtains distinction. The addition comes from a
Grk. scribe (it is probably a gloss which has got into the text)
who thought that the other industrious insect ought not to go
unmentioned. Elsewhere in OT. (Isa. 7^^ Dt. i " i/^ iiS^^) the bee
is introduced as hostile to man; the word does not occur in the
Heb. text of Proverbs. — 9. Synonymous, ternary. It is agricultural life that the description is deahng with (cf 24'"), in which
early rising is a necessity.* Cf. the Eng. early to bed and early to
rise, etc., and many such popular sayings; Persius v. 132-134 resembles our passage in forra. —10. Synonymous (or, continuous),
binary (or, binary-ternary). The sluggard's reply, or continuation of the remonstrance of the sage. The repetition of a little is
perh. intended to give a humorous coloring, but may be meant
siraply as a serious description. Cf the babbling words put into
the drunkards' mouths in Isa. 28^°. The second clause is lit
a little folding of the hands to lie, that is, to lie comfortably, to
compose one's self to sleep. The same phrase in Eccl. 4' signi-

* Early rising was, however, the general rule in ancient life; see Plato, Lams,
vii. pp. 807, 808; Arist., Econ. i. 6; Juv., vii. 222 ff.
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fies stupid inactivity. — 1 1 . Synonyraous, ternary. Highwayman
is roadster, wayfarer, the iraplication being that his purpose is
bad; the terra, Hke Eng. highwayman, belongs to a tirae when
travelHng was not safe, when raen who frequented the pubHc roads
were Hkely to be robbers (cf RV.). Armed man, lit. man with a
shield, perhaps a wandering soldier out of service (Oort), raore
probably simply a dangerous assailant. Poverty, properly (as
result of sloth) a negative thing, lack of goods, is personified as a
powerful and ruthless eneray who destroys or carries off one's substance. — Instead of shieldtnan Grk. has swift runner (apparently
representing a different Heb. text from ours), which offers a formal
but not a real paraHel to the wayfarer of first clause. Grk. (followed by Vulg.) further adds : but if thou be diligent, thy harvest
will come as a fountain, and want will depart as a bad runner —
the contrast to the preceding statement, and probably frora a Grk.
hand.
12-15. The mischief maker — rebuke of mischievous talk
and hints. — The tone is curt and sharp, the rhythra irregular;
the vocabulary perhaps points to a late period.
12. A wicked man, a bad man
Deals in false speech,
13. Winks with his eyes, scrapes with his feet.
Signs with his fingers,
14. Devises mischief in his mind.
Is always sowing discord.
15. Therefore of a sudden shall calamity strike him,
Suddenly shall he be crushed, and that without remedy.

In this translation the second line of v." appears as raerely one
item in the indictment, but the paragraph raay also be translated :
a wicked man . dealing with
. winking
. scraping
signing . , devising
is always sowing discord, the last expression giving the result of the preceding acts; this construction
does not modify the general sense.
12. ParaHels, ternary. The two adjectives are synonymous,
expressing general depravity; the first (Heb. 77ian of belial)
occurs in 16^ 19^, the second (Heb. man of badness or iniquity)
in 6^ 10^ 17^ etc. The term belial ijsually raeans deep depravity
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(not raerely worthlessness); in two passages, 1/' 18^*" 4i*<^>, apparently utter ruin (cf Cheyne, Psalms). Instead of son of Belial
(Ju. 19^^, etc.) the rendering should be wicked man. Speech is
lit. mouth — the fault denounced is evil talk. Grk. and Syr.,
however, omitting mouth have walks in ways that are not good,
and this raay be the right reading; the false of the Heb. would
then be defined in v.^^-"; cf 4^''. Mouth raay be understood as
expressing the man's whole thought. The first Hne is by some
expositors (Saadia, Zock., al.) taken as a separate sentence: a
worthless [properly wicked] man is the deceiver, which is possible, but does not agree so well with the structure of the paragraph.
— 1 3 . Three binary clauses. Gestures indicating the spirit of
malice and mischief. Movement of the eyes occurs in 10'" BS. 27^^
as sign of mischief, in \^ 35'^ as sign of exultation; cf the Arab,
saying (attributed to AH) O God, pardon us the culpable winking
of the eye (De.), and see other parallels in Malan. The second
verb is rendered in the Grk. by gives signs, in Targ. and Syr. by
stamps, in Aq., Syra., Vulg. (in accordance with a Talmudic use of
the word) by rubs {scrapes, shuffles) : in any case the movement
is a mark of enmity, perhaps a sign to a confederate; the rendering JT/^A/^J (RV.) is here inappropriate, though the verb elsewhere
has that raeaning. Signing (lit. teaching) with the fingers is a
universal gesture, of various import, here mischievous, contemptuous, etc.; for the sense show see Gen. 46^ Ex. 15^. For other
inimical movements of the body see Job 16^". The verse is a
lively description of the silent, underhand procedures of mischiefraakers, the hints, suggestions, provocations, and signals that are
effective in hatching quarrels or giving insults. —14. Synonymous,
ternary. A direct statement of what is implied in the preceding verses. The man occupies himself with devising mischievous
schemes, in private and public relations; in second cl. Grk. has
makes distu7-bances in the city, a fuller stateraent of what the Heb.
suggests. In the Heb. text the verse reads : Evil is in his mind
[lit. heart], he devises 77tischief continually, he spreads strifes, a
triplet which may be reduced to a couplet by the omission of one
word {mischief) ; the change does not affect the sense. Evil, =
mischief, is in the most general sense departure frora good; see
note on 2^^, evil and wrong. — 1 5 . Synonyraous, quaternary. The
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nalty. The writer's sense of the seriousness of the vice described
indicated by the abrupt, veheraent, alraost fierce, declaration of
inishraent. On calamity, see note on i^. The two Heb. terras
r sudden are synonyras; the first occurs in 24^^ (it is better
nitted in 3^), the second in 29^ (the second cl. of which is
entical with second cl. of our verse — note the difference beeen the offences in the two verses). Crushed is lit. broken, =
strayed; see Jer. 17^* Ez. 32*^^ Lara. i'° Dan. 8^. The blow is
emediable, that is, it is death. The agency of destruction is
>t stated; the writer's view doubtless was that it raight corae
)m God directly, by sickness, etc., or indirectly, through the
lemies, private and public, that a mischief-maker naturally raises
) against himself Sudden death was regarded as a great misrtune, and as a sign of divine anger, since it sent the raan irrelevably to Sheol (see 2'^), where he could never gain a position
favor with God.
16-19. A list of seven things hateful to God. — The section
sirailar to those in 30"'^* in its arithmetical enumeration, and to
^'* in its subject-raatter and rhetorical forra (absence of corairisons); by the nature of its contents it appropriately follows
'^"'*, The things enumerated belong all together; they portray
e character of the man who schemes to despoil and ruin his
Hows.
16. There are six things that Yahweh hates,
Yea, seven are an abomination to him:
17. Haughty eyes, a lying tongue,
And hands that shed innocent blood,
18. A mind that devises wicked schemes.
Feet that make haste to do harm,*
19. A false witness who utters lies.
And he who sows discord among brethren.

16. Progressive (substantially synonymous), ternary. The selence six, seven does not imply that the seventh thing is an afterlought, or inferior in importance to the others; it is a rhetorical
XXVL, equivalent to our six or seven, arithmetically indefinite, iralying that the enuraeration does not exhaust the list of things
* Heb.: make haste to run to harm.
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coming under a particular category; cf. notes on 30^- '*. Between
the expressions Yahweh hates and abonmiation to him there is no
difference of meaning; on abomination see note on 3'^ The
sense of the verse is: God hates and abominates a number of
things, namely. — 1 7 . Parallels, ternary. Haughty eyes; so 30".
Haughtiness is naturally expressed by the eyes (cf Lat. supercilium); see i/f 131. In i/* i8^'^*> the expression characterizes
Israel's proud and oppressive enemies, whora Yahweh wiU bring
down. More generally in Isa. 2""" 10^ Job 21"* 38'" ah lofty
things are conceived of as standing in antagonism to God and
therefore destined to be overthrown (cf. the Greek representation
of the deity as jealous of powerful men, Prometheus and Polycrates of Samos, and the Hindu stories of Indra's fear of certain
Munis). This national point of view remains to the end of OT.
(Daniel), in Apocryphal books (Ben-Sira, Mace, etc.), and in the
Talmud, but does not appear in Pr.; in our verse it is individual
moral feeling that is spoken of—haughtiness, put alongside of
falsehood and murder, is to be understood as iraplying disregard
of human rights and divine laws — it is excessive conceit of and
regard for one's own person. — Instead of innocent blood we
might render by the blood of the innocent (or, righteous) as in
Dt. 19'" Jer. 19*; the meaning is the sarae. — 1 8 . Parallels, ternary. The expression wicked schemes might be understood in a
wide sense as including all plans and plots that are opposed to the
right, but here refers particularly to harraful plots. The Heb., in
second line, reads : make haste to run, which raeans not swiftness
in running (RV. after the Vulg.) but haste in beginning to run,
eagerness to seize on every opportunity to engage in wickedness;
the picture of eagerness contained in the word haste is heightened
by the terra run (instead of walk); cf 1^ 147^^ The Grk. omits
run, reading/^!?/ hastening to do ill; cf i^®, where only one verb is
eraployed in each clause; as the run is unnecessary, the Grk. text
is probably to be preferred. —19. Parallels, ternary. The second
cl, is identical in raeaning with v."*", brethren being taken as =
friends or associates, raerabers of the sarae circle — the suggestion
is that there is no occasion or temptation to sow dissensions except
among persons whose rautual relations are amicable.— The meaning of first cl. is plain, but its form is doubtful. In 14®, where the
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Heb. text recurs, it is properly rendered a false witness utters lies
(and so the Grk. here), but this is out of keeping with the syntactical form in the other verses — we expect a subject defined by following words. Similar objections hold to other translations of our
Heb. text: he who utters lies is a false witness (cf for the construction Eccl. i^*, but here the resulting identical proposition is
out of the question, and the declarative sentence is out of keeping
with the context) ; he who utters lies as a false witness * is hard
and improbable, and so the appositional rendering he who utters
lies, a false witness, and he who utters lies, false testi7nony. The
cl. is not in proper shape, and it seems better, with Syr. and Targ.,
to invert the Heb. order and translate by a false witness who
utters lies, f which accords in form with the rest of the section.
For the thought cf. 12" 14^-^° and 19^-^ 2 5 " ; for laws against false
testifying see Ex. 2o'« ( = Dt. 5^) Dt. ig^^ Lev. 6« (5^^). The
expression witness of falsity (as the Heb. reads) is parallel to
tongue of falsity in v.^^
1. J§ 'J3, attested by all Vrss., omitted by Bi., as marring the rhythm;
without it we have only two ictus in the line. — The force of the DN, which
extends to end of v.^, is confined by 3 to y}^. — ?§ plu. ^S3; read sing., with
6S2riL, as the sense requires. — 2. Taken by ® as ground {ydp) for the
statement of v.^^ (TropaScicrets), and written in 3 pers. — a divergent text which
does not agree with the context so well as J^. —The repetition of >IDN in J§ is
strange, and so also the similar repetition, x^t\iri, xf^Xetrii', in (3; as the x^tXij
prob. had a Heb. basis, it is better to write ''DS'ff in second line of J§; p-lipairi
inst. of x^^^-) is given in H-P 147 (161 suprascript.), 252, 297, and Compl.
(and \6yip in Arm.), which may be a correction after f§, or a rhetorical variation. On tbiov = eavTov see Deissmann, Bibelstud., pp. l2off. — 3. J^ h'Siriy,
see note on v^. — In * (@ a iyib (TOI ivriXKopai seems to be free rendering
of J§ «iDS nNt, hardly = Tix«; «'i X"P<'.^ KaKQv in •>, = •i;n r)33, is prob. doublet (possibly the orig. Grk. reading), the f§ text being represented by Sid aby
<pl\ov; tffdi (in '') is perh. scribal error for i9i, which reading is found in codd.
B'^A (see Lag.'s n.). —1§ Dsinn; (3 PV ^K\vbpevos, ^ festina; S2E render
the two vbs. of f§ freely by '7131 ji.) arouse therefore, apparently giving no
separate word for J^ M; and in » Nlox is not rendered at all. •\y-\ and Tpi,
difference of orthography. To make the reference in -[••yi clear ® adds
0 iveyvfiffu. — 4. Gr. suggests 3 pers., instead of 2 pers., for the suffix. —
8. J§ i»c, here impossible (used in rabbin. Heb. as = offhand, immediately);
the expression occurs isolated elsewhere only I K. 20** where it is error for
• Ew., De., Now., Zock., Str., Kamph.

t RV. Noyes, Reuss.

"ITD (see 3); here we must either supply a word, as i^s (RV., Bott.) or ns
(Gr., Str.), or better, with 3&K, Oort, Bi., write nis for i ' ; Kamp. transfers
the 1 of liflpi to 1%
as a gazelle from his hand, as a bird, etc., which is
simple, but does not account for ® ^pbx^v or secure parallelism with iwp<;
this last is omitted in ©SSE, but is favored by the rhythm. For the second ii
several Heb. codd. have no. — 6 - 1 1 . The style of @ in this section is freer
than in most other passages; the text is often rather a paraphrase than a
translation — a result perh. of the secular and homely nature of the subjectmatter.— 6. ?§ nSnj, 3 pipp'ni, ® IDIS'DIB' or ptj'ir, & ]ov:w (Arab, opro);
the origin of the Heb. word is unknown.—The fi^Xwaov and iKelvov (roifxirepoi of (3 are rhetorical expansion. — M I'l't SST paraphrase by NDinn imitate.
& omits 1^ Sxy, and transfers D3m to next verse. — 7. | § ]'''!ip; 3 ycupylov, not
= Aram, pap (Lag.), but free rendering of iijp (which S ® read instead of
pxp). — ^ lot"; S ypappjaria. — 8. The variation of vb.-forms is rhetorical.
— On the terms in the addition in i3 see Lag.'s note. — 9. J§ oipn; (gABXoi.
iyepd'^ari, as in Ju. 2^^^ ^^, perh. = I'^pn, cf. Pr. 6'^^. —10. Oort suggests that
2S«7h is dittogram from 33B'n h of preceding verse, but the word is in sense
and rhythm appropriate; it was perh. lacking in Heb. text of 3, hardly (Oort,
Baumg.) read D^it:''? (O-T^STJ) ; cf. Pinkuss' note. — (3 makes the v. an address to the sluggard, and in " has an additional cl., 6\lyov 5^ Kddiiiaai, = t3>'D
332', probably expansion of Grk. scribe (the Heb. rhythm is against it) or here
introduced by error from ^ (cf. remark above on 332''?). — 1 1 . H I'^nn, written ^S^nn in 24^*. — r x i (a'n), a favorite word in Pr., though >jj» (u ),
(ION, Si, also occur a number of times. — The v. is variously rendered in the
Vrss. H ^V^D is explained in 3 as xa/cds bbonrbpos, and is taken by S9E,
against the parallelism, as vb., •I3ll'>ni will assault thee ; J^ pn V^a, dSi dyaBis
Spopjeis (and in the added couplet ica/cis bpop^is), S2C NI'B'3 N13J a quick
{alert) man, = jcj vr<a. (Lag., Oort) or better inn v^a (Baumg.), neither of
which readings seems preferable to that of ?§ (with which IL agrees). The
additional couplet in <3 is doublet of J§; on its Heb. text see Hitz., Lag.,
Baumg. In 24^* © (like S3C) renders 'D by Trpoiropevopivn, and in •> S E have
NiSsB tabellarius, courier ( = bpopeii). | ^ appears to have in mind the violence of the armed robber, @S2C the swiftness of the traveller or courier. —
12. f^ DIN is not elsewhere followed by defining subst., and De., Str., therefore
take '?y»S3 as adj. (cf. constr. in 11'), but, as this is hardly allowable, we must
either write B'IN, as in 16^', or accept this phrase as proof that DIN may be followed by defining subst. — J§ Sr'?3; for the two defining terms (of ?§) 3 has
dippwv and Trapdvopx>% (103, 2 5 3 : irapdv. and &<l>p<iiv), and '3 may here be rep-

resented by the latter (which is its more usual representative); & ahx folly;
W NDVB oppression; IL apostata (so elsewhere Aq.). Sy'Ss occurs 27 times
in Mas. text of OT., and further apparently, according to 3, in I Sam. 291",
perhaps also (Cheyne) in \f/ 52^ (always as subst.), and = wickedness everywhere except Nah. i ^ 2I ^ 18* ( = 2 Sam. 22^) 41*, where it = ruin, destruction {— death). The origin of the word is doubtful. It has commonly been
regarded as a compound, the first element being the neg. 1S3, the second ele-
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ment being Vij,', or some form of nSy or h}j\ An early Jewish explanation is
reflected in the apostate of Aq. 3L, = hy •'^2 without yoke, disobedience (so
Sanhed. \\\b).
From nSy: one does not ascend, = moral lowness ( K i m c h i ) ;
or, one does not rise (or, emerge), = ruin (so Lag., Proph. Chald. X L V I I ,
on yf/ 4 1 ^ : [sickness] from which one does not rise, suggesting I 3 i instead
of I 3 i ) ; and, more generally, [the d e p t h ] from which one does not come up
(Cheyne, Expositor, J u n e , 1895, Baethgen, H a l e v y ) , = Sheol ( J D M i c h a e h s ) .
From "jy: no profit, = worthlessness (like njji ^Ss ignorance, a n d uv •hi
namelessness, and cf. Sj)> NS, Jer. 2^-, = worthless [foreign] god), in moral
sense, like pN (Gesen. and most modern expositors). T h e word is possibly
not a compound. It has been proposed to connect it with Babylonian Bilil,
a goddess of the Underworld * (Cheyne, Expos. Times, June, 1897)'•>'^ '^nj
(^ 18^) would then = streams of Sheol, and '3 'I^JN = servants of Bilil, =
" bad m e n . " This last rendering cannot be accepted, since the Underworld
and its deities had no ethical significance for the ancient Semites; but it is
conceivable that in ^ iS** (if the >j/ be postexilic) an original S'Ss Bilil
{— Sheol) was changed by an editor into the familiar ^phl purposely or by
error. Yet the meaning ruin { = death) accords satisfactorily with the parallel
terms in the f, and the character of the deity Bilil is at present too uncertain
to rest an argument on. Cf. Mich., Supplementa, s.v. S y ; Baudissin in Herzog,
RE^.,i.'s\.A in Expos. T ' m w , November, 1897; Cheyne \a. Expos. Times, December, 1897, May, 1898; Moore, Judges, on Ju. 19^'^. T h e derivation from the
noun hp appears to be the most probable; the two elements came to be written as one word, like nmSx. Cf. the various combinations with negatives in
H e b . (131 ah, •'ay N S ) , and the use of the Ass. bala, as noun = nonentity, as
prep. = without. — Bef. niB'pj; ins. 3 (so Bi.). — f^ ns -y; (3 bbois oiK dyadds,
perh. after 16^^ ( J a g . ) ; ^Si is omitted in <S, and Oort for 'B writes nr, which he
transfers to next v. to represent © 6 5' airbi
T h e stem >', subst. or adj.,
occurs in | § with way in 2^^ 2 8 ^ with heart l l ^ " 1720, with lip 19I, with mouth
here and 4^*; ^ n would here agree well with the following context, but no
serious objection in this regard can be made to n o ; (3 and | § represent parallel texts. — 1 3 . K. py and S J I , sing., and so <§; Q plu., perh. better;
JL strangely oculis, pede, and digito. — 1 § SSiD, @ a-qpatvei, S3E D3n, % teril,
A rplpiov, 2 irposTpipuv; the most appropriate sense is rub, stamp, scrape, not
found elsewhere in OT., but well attested in T a l m . ; whether there is any connection between this and the sense speak is uncertain. — | ^ n n p , (5 bibdaKei,
&tK IDI; teach = show, give indications (on relation between senses teach and
throw in ni> see SS., BDB.). — 1 4 . J^ is supported by the Vrss., exc. that 3 adds

* As Underworld deity she appears only in a mutilated passage in the Descent
of Ishtar, where she seems to be the sister of Ishtar (cf. Jensen, Kosmologie, p. 225).
The form Bilili occurs in a list of gods in pairs, who are invoked thus: " in the
name of Alala and Bililu may it be conjured away! " Otherwise only the fem.
form Bililitum is found (G. A. Reisner) ; cf. M. Jastrow, Relig. of Babylonia and
Assyria, pp. 417, 589.
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at end of •> TrdXei (H-P 106 TroXXds), perh. expansion of Grk. scribe, less probably = njiD3 (after J^ DJID) or ij) (from foil. hy). — As ** ends with Partcp.,
there is some ground for so ending » and omitting pi, which here produces
rhythmical limping (so Bi.) and is not necessary for the sense; cf. the balanced phrases in the similar v.i*. — Saadia (ed. Derenbourg) takes nuDnn in
sense of change of mind. — K. D'jin, Q D^jnip; sing, is always written piD,
plu. 3 times D'jiD (twice 6^^ lo^^, without Q), elsewhere K. D''J11P, Q DIJ'ID
(a late, probably academic, attempt to bring out the Yod of the stem); on
Mas. text see notes in B-D on 6^* 25^*, and on the form Ew., § 541/ 160d,
Ols., § 203 b. — For nSc" Gr. reads tf nS', whispers. —15. (3 takes jjno and
13B" as substantives; in OT. 'D occurs as subst. only with prep, and in sense
of a moment. —16. •^^•^ri, cannot be Dem. adj. {these six or those six), but is
(cf. 3oi8-2*-29) either pred., six things are those, with following rel. cl. (so
apparently S)%%), or as subj., six — they are what Y. hates ; in ch. 30 the pron.
is better taken as appositional subject.—For t^B'(g read iyt? (Jag.), xa'p".
and 132" (Lag. = isit-i) or I3i:'j, crvvrpl^eTai, forysa' (or y3B'i). Read sing.
n3yin, as in marg. —18. | § viiS, lacking in @, is omitted by Lag. as scribal
error (yiS wrongly written for 'y\h), and by Bi. as tautological; it is not
necessary, and is probably error (though the combination of nine and y\ is
found in 1^ 147'^ and ^iS may easily have fallen out of the Heb. text of @). —
19. n''i3'', as to its form, might be taken as subst. and pointed as in stat. const.;
but common nouns made by pref. Yod are rare, the resulting sense {a breather
of lies, a false witness, so %), though possible, would not accord very well with
the context (in the other cases mentioned the appositional construction does
not occur), and the Vrss. (exc. Saad. who apparently understands it as Inf.)
take "1 as vb. The cl. seems to be taken from or assimilated to 14* (where it
is in good form), and should here be inverted, as i n S ® ; cf. 12^'. iji is taken
as abstr. by Saad. Gr. The omission of ipB* iy would leave an unsatisfactory
sentence. — '1 is well rendered in (gABoj. ^y iKKatei (H-P 103 efcx^et)- — nVifD,
Gr. tynSn, as in v.i*. — D'JID, see note on v.^*; it is lacking in S .

20-35. Warning against the adulteress. — We here return
to the material proper to this Division (chs. 1-9). This subsection connects itself immediately with ch. 5, having the same general theme. — First comes commendation of parental instruction
(v.^-^^), then apparently of wisdom (v.^^-^^), especially as safeguard
against the adulteress who brings misfortune to her victim (v.^^^),
he getting only wounds and dishonor (v.''"^^) through the outraged
husband's anger (v.^*^). The section is similar to 2'^^^ 5. 7. 8'^'*.
These may all have been composed by one raan (since there is
great resemblance between them), or they raay have been collected from various sources by an editor.
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20, 21. Commendationi of parental instruction. — See note
on I**.
20. Keep, my son, the precept of thy father,
And reject not the instruction of thy mother.
21. Bind them continually to thy heart.
Hang them around thy neck.

20. Parallels, quaternary-ternary. Parental instruction is identified with the teaching of the sages; it is assumed that in the
well-ordered household father and mother will be wise; the same
assuraption is raade in all commands to honor and obey parents.
Instruction represents the Heb. word {tora) usually rendered law.
The Grk. has plu. in both clauses, laws, ordi7iances ; the Vulg. precepts, law. Cast away (the proper sense of the Heb.) = substantially
forsake (RV.), but is more forcible, = reject. — 21. Synonymous,
ternary-'binary. In 3^ the teacher's law is to be written on the
tablets of the heart; here, with a change of figure, it is to be
firmly attached to the heart, which is the seat of thought and
moral and religious life. The figure of second cl. is found in i^
3^-^^, etc. — The term continually is used of perpetually recurring
or repeated acts (as the daily offering in the temple), and so =
constantly, always, all the time ; see Isa. 57'^ Jer. 52^ i/' i6^ The
plu. the7n raay refer to precept and law (v.^) taken as different
things, or these terms raay have been plu. in the original Heb.
text (as they are in the Greek).
In the reraainder of the chapter the wording and arrangeraent
present difficulties. The sing, pronoun in v.^^ points to wisdotn
(OT one of its synonyms) as antecedent, as, in fact, in chs. 1-9
only "wisdora" watches over and leads (2"-^''^^ 4^ 7''^) ; but, as
the text stands, the it (or, she) of v.^^ has no such antecedent.
We might (with Bickell) insert, at the beginning of v.^^, some
such line as wisdo77i will keep thee; but this would still leave the
connection between v.^' and v.^^ unsatisfactory, for elsewhere (2'"
7*) it is not precept or instruction but wisdo77i or discretio7i that
saves frora the harlot and other destructive persons. Further,
while the normal arrangement in chs. 1-9 is in quatrains, we here
have two natural sextets, v.^^^ and v.^"^; Bickell gets rid of the
latter of these by omitting v.^", and of the former by attaching
v.^ to v.^ (the objection to this procedure is stated above).
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raaking v.'"' a quatrain. — A better emendation would be to omit
the doubtful couplets v.^"- ^, and make v.^^ a couplet by the omission of third hne; and v.^, which obviously connects itself with
the first couplet, should be transposed before v.^^

22-25. Wisdom as guide, and as guard against the harlot.
23. For precept is a lamp, and instruction is light.
And the guidance of admonition is the way of life.
22. When thou walkest she [Wisdom] will lead thee.
When thou liest down she will watch over thee.*
24. To preserve thee from the < alien' f woman,
From the wiles of the stranger's tongue;
25. Desire not her beauty in thy heart,
Let her not captivate thee with her eyes.

23. Synonymous, quaternary. The discourse here turns from
parental instruction to the idea of instruction and law in general
(retaining the two terras of v.^) ; the two categories were probably considered to be identical. Precept and instruction (synonyras) represent the teaching of the sage (cf 4-), held to be
based on the divine law. Guidance (RV. reproofs), plu. in our
Heb. text, is sing, in Grk. Syr. Targ. Lat., and a number of
Heb. MSS., and throughout Pr., except here and 29^; for the
raeaning see note on i ^ ; and on ad7nonition see note on i^. Way
of life is the course of a long and prosperous earthly hfe, and the
conduct that secures it; see 2^^ 3^ 5^ and i/r 16", and for similar
expressions see Job 28" \\i 27^^ 36®'^°^ Pr. 10" 13" 15* «/. The
Syr. and Targ. have guidance a7id instruction ; Grk., for the precept of law is a lamp, and a light is [or, is a la77ip and a light,] a
way of life and guidance and instruction, the Heb. (taking
guidance as subj. in second cl.) gives a more natural construction.
— 22. Parallels, ternary. Similar imagery in 3^^'^''4*^; in t/f 91
the guidance, here referred to law and instruction or wisdom, is
ascribed to God. The she (RV //) can hardly be understood to
refer to the instruction of v.^ (see remark above) ; the writer
* Heb. adds: when thou wakest, she will talk with thee ; see note on this verse
below.
t Heb. bad (or, evil).
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passes silently to wisdom as subject, or else soraething (a line or a
couplet) has been lost frora the text. — Sorae comraentators, maintaining the order v."^- ^, gain an antecedent for she by inserting a
line as first hne: wisdom will (or, shall) guide thee (or, keep
thee), or, seek wisdom, forsake it not, or, as second line : when
thou runnest, she will keep thee; these additions make a quatrain
of the verse. The present unsyrametrical forra raay also be got
rid of by oraitting the third line, when thou wakest she will talk
with thee, which, while it gives an intelligible thought in itself,
seems unnecessary, since walking and lying down include all of
one's time (cf 3^'^^). The addition may have been raade by a
scribe who, taking liest down (which is really contrast to walkest)
as = steepest, thought it proper to complete the picture by introducing awaking. The verb talk is here strange ; we expect a synonym of lead. — If we keep the triplet, the meaning is : wisdom
will guide thee in thy active life of the day, guard thee while thou
liest helpless in sleep, and at thy awaking be with thee to utter
words of advice. — 24. Synonyraous, ternary. The special theme
of the section: the adulteress is the peril against which the aid of
wisdom is particularly invoked. In first cl. the Heb. has evil
wo7nan, an appropriate description, but the parallelism suggests
the reading the wife of another (requiring the change of one
vowel), as in the Grk. {7narried woman), and v.''"; or the sense
alien (as in 2'^) may be got by a slight change of consonants.
Stra7iger, as in 5' 7®, = " wife of another man " ; see note on 2'^
The harlot, the unmarried licentious woman (or the professional
prostitute), is mentioned in 6'''' 7'" 23^ 29^, but is to be distinguished frora the unchaste raarried woraan (called adulteress, 30^,
and st7-anger), against whora, as the raore dangerous person, a great
part of chs. 1-9 is directed. She is the more guilty of the two
because she violates the raarriage-vow (2'') ; the danger frora her
is described below. See note on 2 " ' ' The social evil here portrayed is raore particularly appropriate to the postexilian period;
the preexihan shrine-prostitute (Gen. 38^^-^^ Hos. 4" Dt. 23'^''*')
belongs to a very different sort of Israelitish society. — 25. Synonymous, ternary-binary. The Heb. connects the two clauses by
and, and at end of the verse has eyelids instead of eyes, perhaps
with allusion to the seductive play of eyes (winks, etc., Vulg.,
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nods), but the terra is generally simply equivalent to eyes, Jer.
gi8(i7) Job 16" i/r 11^ Pr. 4^ 6S cf 30^1 —Vulg. let not thy heart
desire, etc.; the Grk. interprets first cl., and writes second cl. in
twofold forra : let not desire of beauty overcome thee, neither be
thou caught by thine eyes nor captivated by her eyelids.
26. Our Heb. text next gives a couplet of which the second cl.
(lit. the 77iarried woman hu7its for the precious life) presents no
difficulty; for the expression of the predicate cf Ez. 13''-*.
There is difference of opinion araong expositors as to whether the
harlot of first cl. is synonyraous or contrasted with the married
woman of second cl.; the latter view (which is that of the Anc.
Vrss., Ew, a/.) is favored by the fact that the two terras are distinctly contrasted in 7^", and elsewhere in chs. 1-9 it is always the
stranger (that is, 7narried woman) against whom raen are warned.
If this view be adopted, the verse does not condone association
with harlots (Now.), but siraply lays stress on the greater harmfulness of the other.class of unchaste women (cf the contrast
between the thief and the adulterer, v.^**^^). — Text and translation of first cl. are doubtful. The Heb. reads either/^r on behalf
of a harlot to \_= as far as] a loaf of bread, or, for in exchange
for a harlot, etc. The first form is adopted by the great mass of
expositors, who then take on behalf of 3.5 = on account of or by
7neans of, and supply the expression 07te [or, a ma7t] is brought
down [or, comes down].* The objections to this interpretation
are that the prep, does not mean on account of or by means of,
and that the assuraed oraission of the verb is hard and improbable ; the prep, may be changed (Gr., Oort), but the difficulty of
the verb is not thereby removed. The second form appears to
have been adopted by the Anc. Vrss. (Grk. Syr. Targ. Vulg.
and also Saad.), which translate substantially: for the price of a
harlot is a loaf of bread, — in exchange for a harlot [one gives] a
loaf of bread, in which the insertion makes a difficulty as in the
other forra, and the sense given to the prep., though found elsewhere (Job 2''), is here unnatural and improbable; this rendering
of the line may, however, be obtained by a change of text. The
» So Rashi, Aben Ezra, Schult., Hitz., De., Now., Reuss, Zock., Noyes, Str.,
Kamp., RV.
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first translation declares that the harlot brings a raan to poverty,
while the raarried woraan seeks his death; the second, that one
pays a sraall price for the one, a great price for the other. Either
of these senses of first cl. is intelligible; the first agrees better
with.the context, in which the theme is the harra wrought by
unchaste woraen. Poverty, it is true, is usually indicated by
morsel (of bread) instead of loaf (17^ 28^^ Oort), but in i S. 2^
the two terras appear to be used as synonyraous. A slight change
in the Heb. gives the sarae verb in the two lines : for a harlot
hunts just (or, only) a piece of bread. This gets rid of sorae of
the syntactical and other difficulties, and the resulting form has
the directness and homeliness of a practical aphorism : the ordinary harlot is after subsistence, will deprive a man of his money,
but not ruin hira; the unchaste raarried woraan brings on him
destrucfive social (and possibly legal) punishment. That concubinage did not bring great social discredit among the Jews of the
third century B.C. raay be inferred frora the story in Jos. Ant. 12,
4, 6; and adultery is here denounced as by far the raore dangerous evil. The retribution attending it is loss of physical life,
either at the hands of the outraged husband, or by the operation
of law — there seeras to be no allusion to loss of property, or to
destruction of bodily powers by dissipation; see notes on v.'^^
(and cf Geiger, Urschrift, p. 241). — The couplet, however, in
whatever way it be taken, remains obscure. It is not clear
whether the two clauses describe two classes of women or only
one class; and it is difficult to give a satisfactory translation of
the first clause. The verse has the appearance of an editorial or
scribal addition (gloss). We may conjecturally translate :
For the harlot seeks a morsel of bread.
But the adulteress hunts the precious life;

or:
For the price of a harlot is a morsel of bread,
But the adulteress hunts the precious life.

The rest of the chapter deals with the perils which beset the
adulterer: first an illustration (v.^"^^), then a comparison with
another crime (v.*"^), finally the ground of the peril (v.^**^).
While in ch. 2 the sage describes death as the punishment of this
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sin, and in ch. 5 loss of wealth and of social position, he here
dwells on the revenge taken by the husband of the woman. The
moral wrong of adultery is of course assuraed; the practical
raoralist lays stress on the penalty as the best way of deterring
raen frora the comraission of the crirae in question.
27-29. Illustrations of the peril of adultery.
27. Can one take fire in his lap
And his clothes not be burned?
28. Or, can one walk on hot coals
And his feet not be scorched?
So with him who has commerce with another man's wife —
Whoso touches her will not go unpunished.

27 Question, ternary. The sarae term is used in Heb. of the
b7-east or bosom of the body (5^) and of the middle portion of
the outer garment in which things were kept and carried and on
which they were laid (so now in Syria and Egypt); here the reference is not to the bosora (De., who iraproperly cites Isa. 40'^),
but to the lap of the garraent; so in 16^ the lot is cast into the
lap. — 28. Question, ternary. For ^^a/f see 25^^26^^; they were
of wood (cf t/' 120*); in Isa. 6^ a different word is used {hot
stone). — 29. Single sentence, ternary. Go unpunished or be
held guiltless or free. Though the stateraent is general in form,
the special reference, as appears probable frora v.^^, is to legal
punishraent, or to the husband's vengeance; here, as in the preceding paragraph, there does not seera to be any allusion to the
enervating effects of adultery on body and raind, or to an immediate divine interposition. It is implied that the law is so strict,
or the husband so deterrained, that no plea offered by the offender,
such as provocation, seduction (v.^), or the notorious character
of the woraan, will be accepted. The character of tribunal and
punishraent is not stated.* — The couplet gives a natural exposition of the illustrations of v.^^- ^, but it raay be omitted without
detriment to the sense, the consequence being stated in v.'^
30-35. Another illustration of the folly of adultery, derived
frora a comparison between the adulterer and the raan who steals
* See note on $1*.
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to satisfy hunger. The latter may get off" by a private moneypayment (v.^-^'), the forraer, by reason of the husband's jealousy,
cannot raake such corapensation, is forever disgraced (v.^^^), and
apparently falls into the hands of the law.
30. Men do [it is true] despise a thief if he steal
To satisfy his appetite when he is hungry;
31. And, being caught, he must restore sevAifold,
Must give all the effects of his house.
32. But he who commits adultery is devoid of sense,
He destroys himself who so acts.
33. Blows and disgrace he will get.
And his ignominy will not be wiped away.
34. For jealousy is fury in a man,
And he will not have pity in the day of vengeance;
35. He will not accept any ransom,
Nor be content though thou give many gifts.

30, 31. The first couplet is a single sentence, ternary ; the second is synonyraous, ternary. The Heb. reads : 7nen do not despise
the thief if he steal, etc. This has been understood to raean that
one who is driven by hunger to steal is pitied but not despised —
his offence is not condoned, but he does not of necessity lose
social position, and (v.^^) he recovers legal standing by raaking
compensation.* No doubt moralists are disposed to raake allowance for such cases of theft; but there is no trace of this leniency
in OT. (in Jer. 2^ the thief is disgraced), and raoreover, the sage
here (v."') forgets or ignores the thief's poverty, and represents
him as a man of property. To avoid this discrepancy some commentators (Now., Str.) regard the two couplets as describing two
different cases, that of the hungry thief, who is not despised, and
that of the ordinary thief, who has to make restitution, the two
categories corresponding respectively to v.^^-^ (disgrace) and v.**-^
(no money-corapensation). We should thus have the contrast:
" a thief raay escape disgrace, or raay get off by payment of
money; an adulterer does not escape disgrace, or get off" by such
payment." This contrast is not expressed in the text — there is
no change of subject in v.^-'^; and there is, further, the doubt
* Cf. Loewenstein, Die Proverbien Salomos (1838), on this verse.
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whether this lenient view of the hungry thief is probable. — The
first couplet raay be read as a question (Hitz., Frank., al.): do not
77ten despise, etc. ?, = men despise, etc. The contrast will then be:
" a thief suffers disgrace, but escapes with loss of raoney; an
adulterer gets disgrace and blows, and no raoney-payment atones
for his offence." This seems to be the better interpretation of
the contrasted fortunes of thief and adulterer. The discrepancy
between v.^ and v.^' remains; it must be regarded as an oversight of the author, or the Heb. text must be so changed as to
indicate the two classes of thieves referred to above.—The rendering : men do not overlook a thief though he steal, etc. (Ew.,
Zock., Noyes) is not warranted (the verb does not raean overlook),
and loses the main contrast of the paragraph. — The similar phraseology in Cant. 8', if one should offer to give all the substance of
his house for love, he would be utte7-ly despised (that is, his offer
would be rejected with contempt), might suggest the translation:
men do 7iot contemptuously repulse ( = reject the offer of) a thief if,
stealing to satisfy appetite a7id being caught, he offer to restore, etc.;
but this is hardly a natural rendering of the Hebrew. — In the
earliest law-book the rule is that the thief, when caught, shaU pay,
according to circumstances, double, fourfold, or fivefold (Ex. 22^*-'
[21^' 22^*']), and there are sirailar rules for fraud (Ex. 22""
Lev. 6*"^ [5^^^]); on payraent of the mulct the thief recovered
legal standing. The sevenfold in our passage points, perhaps, to
a change in the law, but it is more probable that the reference is
not to a legal penalty, but to a private arrangeraent with the
injured person, and that the seven is a round number, = very
large; the " sevenfold restitution " is then explained as possibly
amounting to all the effects (or, substance) of his house.—The
phrase when he is hungry is omitted by Bickell as a gloss; it is
not logically necessary, but is a not unnatural poetical expansion.
— The Heb. terms rendered steal and thief involve secrecy and
not violence or raahgnancy (2 Sara. 19^'*^ Hos. f Joel 2' Job 4'^);
for violent procedure other words* are eraployed. — V,^'* is rendered in Grk. Syr. Targ. it is not wonderful if, etc.; Vulg. it is
no great offence, etc.; these translations raay be free renderings of
* yiD, hu.

VI. 31-3J
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our Heb. text. — 32-35. The folly of the adulterer in provoking
the wrath of the injured husband. — 32. Synonyraous, ternary.
He is a fool {devoid of sense, lit. of 77ii7id or heart) because he
destroys himself; how this is done is indicated in the following
verses. The rendering destroys his own soul (RV. al.) conveys a
wrong irapression by suggesting raoral and spiritual depravation
and destruction — an idea correct in itself, but not here expressed.
The writer doubtless held adultery to be a crirae against society
and against the adulterer's own raoral being; but, instead of speaking of the necessity of preserving the purity of the faraily and the
individual (considerations which generally have little force against
passion), he employs what he regards as the raost effective argument— the appeal to self-interest: an adulterer, he says, is (even
compared with a thief) a fool. — The second cl. may be rendered
(but not so well) he who would destroy hifnself so acts (Targ.,
RV), or, with slight change of text, he W07-ks destruction for himself {Gxk. Vulg.). — 33. Synonyraous, ternary. The retribution
follows. According to the old law the punishraent of adultery
was death for both parties (Dt. 22^--^^ Lev. 20^"; cf Ez. 23''*^^ —
the character of the penalty in the old ordeal of Nu. 5""^ is doubtful) . Later the rigor of the law appears to have been relaxed;
in Ben-Sira 23^^^^ nothing is said of death, and Jno. 8* seeras to
recognize the possibihty of other than capital punishraent (as in
fact the woraan goes free). In our verse (as in v.^') it raay be
that it is not legal punishraent that is meant. The outraged husband raight prefer not to parade his wrong in the courts — he
might deal with the offender himself by the simple method of
bodily chastisement {blows), though this was possibly a public
form of punishment (cf BS. 23^^). In any case, as the thing
became known, the criminal would suff'er indelible ignomi7iy. — As
the paragraph is dealing particularly with the male offender, there
is no reference to the penalty which might be inflicted on the
woman. In later times divorce, either public or private (cf.
Mt. i'^), lay within the power of the husband, and it is probable
that this mode of redress existed when our chapter was written,
and is here assumed as possible. But the raoral interests of the
unchaste woraan are not considered in chs. 1-9 ; she is treated
simply as an evil to be avoided, and was in law largely a chattel of
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the husband. In the regard of showing no sympathy with the
unchaste woman Prov. is not peculiar — it has been the general
rule in most communities up to the present day. The feeling
underlying it apparently is that such a woman is raerely a tempter,
and must be utterly depraved. Somewhat higher ethically is the
sympathy expressed by Ptahhetep, Lis true tions, § 37 (see Art.
Egypt. Literature, in Library of the World's Best Literature). —
34. Synonymous, binary (or, binary-ternary). The sense of first
cl. is : jealousy e7irages a ma7i (or husband); Grk.: the fury (or,
spirit) of her husband is full of jealousy; Vulg.: jealousy and a
man's fury (or a man's jealousy andfury) will not spare, etc. On
the power of jealousy see 14^ 27* Cant. 8**. The day of vengeance
may be either private or legal. The sage uses the common fact
of the husband's rage as a warning. On the ordeal of Nu. 5 see
note on preceding verse. On the power of the Jewish congregation see note on 5". — 35. Synonymous, ternary. It is assumed
that the adulterer (like the thief, v.^^) will attempt to escape punishraent, public or private, by the payraent of raoney as compensation or bribe — either the law allowed such corapensation at the
time, or it is supposed that the husband wiU not go to law. Ransom (lit. covering of a fault) is the general term for anything
offered or prescribed in lieu of punishment, whether as legal satisfaction (Ex. 21^ Nu. 35^^ Job 33^'' Pr. 13^ 21'*) or as bribe
(Ara. 5'^). The second cl. explains that the compensation here
raeant is in raoney or its equivalent. The general case is here
stated; there raight be exceptions, but ordinarily the husband
would be relentless, and the adulterer is a fool to run such a risk
— the thief raay escape, but not the adulterer.
20, 21. Between the Heb. sing, nouns and the Grk. plu. in v."" there is
little to choose. — f^ 3S, (S i/'uxi?. — 22. On the inversion of v.^^. 23 gee note
above on v.22-24 j ^ -^^^ n m i ; 3 (followed in part by S ) iirdyov air^v K.
perd <Tov €(XTOI, = •\na nnjn (Jag.), or the second part is doublet, = nriN nflP.
IL gradiantur and custodiant, to conform the number to that of v.*'. Bi.
inserts at beginning iixn Nn DJ nnsni; see note above on v.^*. In third line
© is free rendering of J^. — For J§ iniB-n Gr. suggests "in'tt'in. — 23. ?§ plu.
nin3in; read sing, with (S 6X67xos, but 1 {3 Kal) should not be inserted before
lom; Cl. Al. 154I9 (cited by Lag.) has iXeyxei. 3 makes two clauses instead
of t h r e e : 8TI XiJ^ros eiroXr; vbpjov, Kal (pQs bbbs ^corjs Kal eXeyxos Kal iratbeta;

J§ is preferable an grounds of sense and symmetry.
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IBK. —24. ^ pi, (S iirdvSpov, = y-\ (Vog.), adopted by Gr., Bi.; to this
Bauihg. objects that the word, used as = another, always has the suffix, as in
y.29; read HIT. — 25. In = @ gives free rendering, and in *• has doublet, the
original having b(pffa\px)Ts, the revision p\e<pdp(iiv to agree with ' ^ (Lag.).—
Zi takes ^^3S as subj. — 26. J§ iy3, probably taken as prep, in exchange for,
and rendered freely in all Vrss.: <§ ri/i-);, IL pretium, 2E N»DI (for y^a•^ price,
Oort) with N.iSn added as explanation, S> n'Dii, for N'bi price (but cf. Nold.,
in Pink.); Oort, doubtfully, l>_3; read ixn or T\-\i hunts. — J§ i}', omitted by
Bi. (who also omits nifN), read IN by Ew., Gr., and one or the other of these
emendations should be adopted. — Frank.: onS i33 ^1y njT DB'N -yyy o, an
appropriate emendation, after (§IL (though it would be better to omit the
second Hi;'), but graphically not so easy as the one above proposed.—
29. Omitted by Bi. without explanation, apparently to gain a simple quatrain
(v.2^-^), he having above (v,*^) expanded a verse (triplet) into a quatrain;
yP is a natural, though not necessary, conclusion to v.*^- '^; it might be
omitted without loss, and its naturalness might account for its insertion as a
gloss.—The form of | ^ is substantially supported by the Vrss. — 30. The
Vrss. suggest no emendation of J§, of which they give free translations; see
note on this verse above. — 31. o^nvaB' is in form dual of the fem. (as in the
second numeral), lit. two sevens, but used in the sense sevens, = sevenfold;
for a different view see M. Heilprin, fjistor. Poetry of the Anc. ILebrews, Vol. I.
note A. J§ \i\-; ®, interpreting correctly, 5oi)s piaerai iavrbv. — 32. | § reads
lit. he who destroys himself (2E who wishes to destroy, etc.) he does it, or better
he destroys himself tvho does it (taking NVi as in apposition with n'ntt'c).
3 (followed by 3L) appears to render freely, so that its Heb. text can hardly
be conclusively made out. It improperly takes the verse as a single sentence,
writes 5i' ivbeiav ( = iDn3?), makes 'D (or nnwc) obj. of the verb in which it
omits suff. {irepiiroietTai), and apparently omits Nin (omitted by Bi.). J§
gives a good sense as it stands, but becomes easier if we omit Kin and take
TMvry' as rel. clause. — 33. f§ NXD% (© irro^^pei, which Lag. emends to dvocftipei, prob. = ^ , not Ntyi (cf. the different rendering of Ntt''' in v.^^).—At end
<S adds et's rbv atCova, probably rhetorical expansion, but Lag. holds that oSiyS
stood in | § and has fallen out by similarity to following nnon ah; the addition
is possible, but is not favored by the rhythm; Baumg. compares the ntjn SN of
f 109I*, — 34. Jg 13J non nxjp >3; the subj. (as the connection shows) is 'P
(as in Cant. 8^ 'p SINK'S niyp), and we should perhaps expect that 'j would be
attached to it and not to 'n, though the present form is intelligible. (§, badly,
peiTTbs ydp fiJXou dvpbi dvbpbs aur^s, taking n as subj. 2C = | § ; S follows
©, only inverting the order of the words, and omitting aiTr]s: the fury of a
man, because it is full of jealousy, will not spare, etc. — 3S. <3 and 3L render
^ freely, and independently each of the other.

Vn. Warning against the adulteress. — A more elaborate
treatment of the subject of 2^*"'' 5, 6*^, and sirailar in arrange-
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raent to these subsections. The nuraber of these closely similar
addresses suggests that the section chs. 1-9 is a corapilation.—
The writer counsels obedience to his word (v.^"*), that is, to wisdom
(v.*), that it may preserve the pupil from the adulteress (v."),
whose fatal wiles are described (v.^^), and concludes with an
appeal to avoid her (v.^*"^).

1-5. Wisdom the preserver against the adulteress.
1. My son, keep my words,
And lay up my commandments with thee.
2. Keep my commandments and live,
And my law as the apple of thine eye.
3. Bind them on thy fingers,
Write them on the tablet of thy mind.
4. Say unto Wisdom: " Thou art my sister,"
And call Understanding kinswoman,
5. That she may keep thee from another's wife,
From the adulteress with her enticing speech.

1, 2. Both couplets are synonymous, ternary. One form of the
standing introductory sumraons; see 3^ 4^, etc., Ben-Sira 3^
Words, com77iandments, law are synonyras; the Irapv. and live =
and thou shalt live, or so that thou 7nayest live (that is, live long
and happily). Apple of the eye, = pupil of the eye, symbol of
raost delicate and precious things, here and in Dt. 32^" t/' 17'; in
Pr. f 20^ = centre, core; in Lara. 2^^ daughter of the eye is
equivalent to eye. — Between our v. and v? Grk. has my son, fear
the Lo7-d and thou shalt be strong, and beside him fear no other, in
general accordance with 3'^' 1/^ (cf Eccl. 5^*^'), but out of keeping with the context here, in which the point is obedience to the
teacher himself; it is the addition of a scribe or an editor who
thought that a distinctly religious exhortation should be here introduced. Cf Racine, Ath. I., i : je crains Dieu, cher Abner, et n'ai
point d'autre crainte. — 3. Synonyraous, binary (or, perhaps, ternary). Nearly identical with 3^ 6^^ As the hands are always in
sight, thefinger is a fit rerainder-place; so in Dt. (? \x^ Ex. 13**,
which our verse raay have in raind. It is uncertain how long
before the beginning of our era the custora existed of winding
prayerbands {totafoth, tefillin, phylacteries) around the finger and

VII. 1-5
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arm; the earliest reference to them is in NT. (Mt. 23') and
Josephus {Ant. 4, 8, 13). Frora i** 3^ 6"^ it would seera raore
probable that the allusion here is to a ring, probably the seal-ring
(Gen. 38'^ Jer. 22^* Cant. 8") which appears to have been coramonly worn by raen ; the sarae verb bi7id is used in 3^ of a necklace. In second cl. the aUusion is probably not to the command
(Dt. 6") to write the law on doorposts and gates, but to the tablets of the law, or to inscribed tablets in general. In any case it
is inward recognition of law that is enjoined, and the law is that
not of Moses, but of the sage himself* — 4. Synonymous, ternary. Expression of closest intimacy. Ki7iswo7na7i involves the
idea of intimate friendship; in Ru. 2^ 3^ (the only other places
in which the terra occurs) the point is the obhgation of kinship.
Grk.: say that Wisdo7n is thy sister a7id gain the friendship of
Understa7idi7ig (lit. gain Understa7idi7ig as f7-iend), in which the
parallelism {say
gain) is not so good as in the Heb.—
5. Synonymous, ternary. The woman is described in both clauses
in the Heb. as stranger, that is, another man's wife, and therefore,
in this connection, an adulteress. The final clause is lit. who
makes s7nooth her words, = " uses enticing words." The verse is
substantially identical with 2^^ 6^* (on which see notes), and is on
that account omitted by Bickell; but, though not necessary, it
gives a natural and desirable connection between the exhortation
(v.^"^) and the description (v.^^^). It is possible that these two
paragraphs were composed independently of each other — in that
case V.' is the insertion of the compiler, and should therefore be
retained.
6-23. Detailed description of the seductive arts of the adulteress, and of their fatal result. — A thoughtless young man,
wandering through the streets at night (v.^^), is accosted by an
impudent woman, a frequenter of the streets (v.'""^^), who invites
him to go to her house, saying that she has prepared a feast with
ah pleasant accompaniments, and that her husband has gone away
on a long journey (v.'^^); he yields, and goes unconsciously to
destruction (v.^^"^). The description differs from that of 2^^^^
* Inscribed objects attached to the person were, perhaps, originally amulets or
talismans; cf. notes on i^ 38.
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(which merely states that death is the result of a licentious course)
and from that of 6^*^ (which dwells on the folly of this sin) in
the detailed picture it gives of the woman's wiles. Literary skill
is shown in the vivid contrast between her attractive home, the
scene of luxurious carousal, and the wretched death that follows.
The description shows acquaintance with the later city life. Cf
Ben-Sira 9=^^ 19^ 2(>^'^ 42''.
6-9. The young man.
6. For at the window of my house
Through my lattice I looked forth,
7. And saw among the youths,*
A young man void of sense,
8. Passing along the street near her corner.
Walking in the way that led to her house,
9. In the evening twilight,
[Or] in the darkness of the dead of night.

6. Continuous, ternary. The for, introducing the illustrative
case, follows naturally on v.*, less well on v.*. The case put is
represented as typical — the suggestion is : one raay any evening
look out and see, etc. — In first line we should perhaps read:
through (or, out of) my window I looked. — The windows of
Oriental houses (hke those of Europe sorae centuries ago) are not
enclosed with glass, but have trellis-work of wood or metal, through
which a person standing within raay see the street without being
seen from without; f the window was a favorite place of observation (so in Thousand and One Nights frequently). — Grk. represents the woraan as the observer : from her house she looks out of
a window into the streets. The picture of her as on the watch
for her prey is natural and effective in itself, but hardly agrees
with v.'""'^ in which she is already in the street; if she is indoors
in v.^', we should expect to have in v.^**: she came forth and met
him ; the woraan appears to be introduced as a new personage in
v.". — 7. Single sentence with peculiar rhythra, the first line consisting of two parallel clauses, with their corapletion in second
* Heb.: and saw among the simple, observed among the youths.
t Ju. $28 2 S. 616 a K. 930 Cant. a» ; Aristoph., Thesmoph., 797 ; Livy, 34, a i ;
Vitruv., y. 6, 9.
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hne, or (if the second hne be begun with perceived) the second
hne giving a parallel to first line, and adding the corapleting
phrase. The expression of the Heb., saw among the simple, which
iptroduces a tautology {simple = void of se7ise) should be omitted ;
the couplet will then be a single sentence, binary. — Si7nple =
void of understanding; see note on i*. — 8. Synonyraous, ternary.
A corner, as in Grk., is hardly better than Heb. her corner; the
latter expression denotes not the particular place at which she
stands (in v.^^ she does not confine herself to one spot), but the
corner near which her house is. — The young raan is not represented (as RV suggests) as going to her house, but only as following the road that led thither; he is strolling aimlessly within
her domain, and so meets her; Ben-Sira 9^ warns young men
against such nocturnal strolhng. — The her house implies that she
has already been mentioned ; the reference, according to the Heb.
text, is to v.^, but in the Grk. text more naturally to v.^ (see note
above). — 9. Parallels, ternary. The two clauses, as they stand
in the Heb., giving diff'erent parts of the night, raust be connected
by or or a7id; Grk.: in the eveni7ig-gloo7n, when there is quiet of
night and of darkness (diff'erent text, or free rendering), which
has the advantage of giving unity of time to the two clauses. Twilight, the dim hght near sunrise or sunset, is defined by eve7ii7ig.
The second cl. is lit. in the pupil ( = centre, middle) of the night
a7id darkness. The intention of the Heb. text seems to be to
indicate the whole period of darkness during which people were
accustomed to walk in the streets : frora twilight to midnight one
may see young raen traversing the streets. The second line may
perhaps mean : in the darkness of complete night (so RV.), that is,
any time after twilight. — In the early evening or in bright starlight or moonlight figures without raight be visible from a window,
and torches and lanterns were soraetiraes carried, though hardly
by the persons here described; for the rest the description is imaginative, though no doubt based on personal observation. Roraan
youths at such times sometimes wore masks (Juv. 6, 330).
Vn. 1. On the added v. in 3 see note above on v.^ The fact that it
appears in no other Vrss. exc. S " throws no light on its date; such additions
were natural for a long period. Ew., without giving reasons, regards the v.
(which he renders into Heb.) as genuine.—2. Segol with Athnah in n>n
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bears witness to the phonetic force of this vowel. — ivi'^'S, = Arab, insdn,
apparently a human (or manlike) thing; the ending on {an) is elsewhere in
O.T. not dimin. but general-relational; Aram, iln is diminutive, pp 'N is parallel in i/- 178 to tv ns (perhaps = the centre or principal part of the eye);
the Aram. Vrss. here render -a by NP33 gate; cf. Ges., Thes., BDB. —J§ 'ijlin;
(3 Tois b^ ipois \byous, as if it read ' i 3 i , or noN, as in 4!"'; between such
variants there is no ground of choice. — 3. For ?§ ni)3iN S, by scribal inadvertence, has iw, as in 3^. — 4. ?§ Nipn; 3 Trepitrolricrai., = njpn (Jag.);
whether 3 had nj'sn (Jag.) or took "? in J§ nyih as sign of accus. (Lag.) can
hardly be determined. •— For yib Oort suggests fem. n;jic, but this is not necessary.— 5. 3 irovTjpds, apparently miswriting of Trbpvrjs (Lag.); cf. 3 in 2'^.
— 6, 7. On the ist pers. in the vbs. in 3 see note on these vv. above. Oort
suggests 'n!a3n for ' n o , to secure fuller parallelism, and Gr. the insertion of
njni before lyj; S has 3d pers. plu. — 8. J^ njfl; the masc. form of the noun
is found only here and Zech. 141". — pwi is omitted in <§, lyX' in S (by free
translation or inadvertence). For lyx' <3 has \a\oOvra, error of Grk. scribe;
for proposed emendations see notes of Lag., Baumg., and on 3C cf. Pink.—
9. The Heb. text appears to offer an inverted parallelism (cf. Schult.) : l^ij
(degree of light), 31;; (part of the day), nS'V p::'\s (part of the night), rihua
(degree of darkness); we should probably, in accord with the preceding expressions, read n'7i3N3. <3, however, makes two phrases of the v.: ip aKbrei
i(Tirepivip, = 3iy 'J3, and •fjvtKa dv -f/crvxta vvKTepivr) Kal yvo<(>iijbi]s, = ?§, except
that for jVi^N it seems to have had some form of iii'i sleep (Schl.), or possibly
of tap::' repose. With such twofold division J^ would read: in the twilight of
evening, in the depth of black night.
10-12. The woman.
10. And lo, < the > woman comes to meet him,
In harlot's dress, and wily ( ? ) of heart.
11. She is boisterous and a i gadabout > —
Her feet rest not in her house —
12. Now she is in the street, now in the squares,
And she lurks at every corner.
10. Continuous, ternary. As the woman is referred to above
(v.*), the def art. (as in the Grk.) is preferable to the reading of
the Heb. {a wo7nan).
She comes to meet hi7ti by design, not
simply meets (or, met) hi77i ( R V . ) . Instead of dress (or, ornament) Grk. has/(?r;/2, appearance, a sense ( = mien) which perhaps
better suits the context, in which the woman's character is described. 'Whether harlots at this time wore a distinguishing dress
is uncertain (in Gen. 3 8 " it is the veil that is characteristic) ; the
reference is perhaps to the style of attire.
In this expression the
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woman here described (the raarried woraan) is technically distinguished frora the harlot proper (who was unmarried). — The
translation w//y (RV.) is conjectural; other proposed renderings
are false (Schult.), 77ialicious (Ew., Now., Kamp., etc.), secret,
hypocritical (Berth., Str., Stade), excited (Frank.), subtle (AV.,
De.) ; in Isa. 48" the Heb. word appears to mean hidden, secret,
and here, if the reading be correct, some such sense as wily suits
the connection. Grk.: causes the hearts of you/ig 7nen to fly away
(or, as emended by Lag., causes you/ig 7nen to lose their heads) ;
Vulg.: prepared to catch souls.
These renderings may represent
our Heb., or raay rest on a different t e x t ; they do not suggest
any satisfactory eraendation. — 1 1 . Synonymous, ternary.
Here
also the adjectives are doubtful. The first (which occurs again in
9'') usually expresses excited movement and noise (1 K. i " Isa.
22^), and may here refer to the woman's free, boisterous manner
of talking, or to her unrestrained actions, or to both of these ;
proposed renderings are garrulous (Vulg.), loud, cla7norous,
excited, veheme7it, passionate, boisterous, of which the last appears
best to reproduce the Heb. term. The second word, as it stands
in our Heb. text, means rebellious, selfiuilled, wilful, which may
be understood as expressing her attitude toward her husband, her
refusal to obey him and stay at home ; a shght change of letters,
however, gives the sense going about, gadding about (Vulg. strolli7ig, cf Cant. 3^-^, where the maiden and the watchmen go about
the city), and this is in keeping with the following clauses. The
older Greek laws forbad free women to leave their houses after
sunset,* but it appears from this passage and frora Cant. 3^ and
Ben-Sira (26*"*) that at a later tirae woraen had no little liberty
of movement, and part of the duty of a careful husband or father
was to keep his wife or daughter indoors (Ben-Sira 25^, cf i Tim.
5" Tit. 2^). — 1 2 . Synonymous, binary- (or, quaternary-) ternary.
Licentious women showed themselves freely in the streets and in
the squares or open places at gates and elsewhere (see note on
i^'^'), choosing corners particularly as convenient places for
seeing and being seen. The paragraph is a vivid description of
the city manners of the later time (probably third cent. B.C.).
Y11.12 ^j.g Q£ ^j^g nature of a parenthesis.
* Becker, Char. 468 f.
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10. The Art. before n2>N (found in (g) has dropped out by reason of preceding n. Before PNipS there is usually a vb. of going, but this is sometimes
omitted, as in I S. IQI" al. —The signification dress for n'S' seems to be assured
by ^ Tf; after <g el5oj Hitz., Oort suggest a form of nii' (8^1 26* 271^). If
the text-word be retained, prep. 3 should perh. be inserted before it. — Jg nixj
3*?; (3 (foil, by SST) »ro(e4 vibiv ii,l-KTaa6a\. Kapbtas (the v^wv is explanatory
insertion), as if from n j (cf. 27*); Lag. emends to i^lffraa^Sai (Eur. Bacch.
850) lose one's senses, and thinks that (3 had niiXD producing a whirl, after
Syr. pix (Castel. 755), but such a sense is proved neither in Heb. nor in
Aram.; IL ad capiendas animas, apparently from I'X (Berth., cf. Ez. 13^"),
There is no satisfactory derivation for the text-word; that from ixj {hidden,
wily, cf. Isa. 48') seems least objectionable. There is perh. scribal error; we
expect some word hke tt'pyj (28'^) or Sncj (8*) or aiy (but this stem is employed elsewhere in Pr. only in good sense), and see the expressions in
Eccl. 7^''. Schult., fictu cordis, from lix, in sense of Arab. l « . — 1 1 . ?§ niTD
headstrong; (3 dauros profiigate seems to represent | § (Lag. improbably, from
mo) ; read n33iD (cf. Cant. 3^- ^), 3L vaga, W, Nmns. —12. &, less well than
?§, divides the v. at i'in3, after which it inserts, to complete the parallelism,
the vb. pip^erai. roams.

13-20. Her invitation: she assures hira that she has made
special preparations to receive him.
13. So she seizes him and kisses him,
With impudent look says to him:
14. " A vow-offering was due from me —
To-day I have paid my vows —
15. So I came out to meet thee,
To seek thee — and I have found thee.
16. I have spread my couch with coverlets,
With striped cloths of Egyptian yarn.
17. I have perfumed my bed with myrrh,
With aloes and with cinnamon.
18. Come, let us, till morning, take our fill of love.
Let us take our pleasure in love.
19. For my husband is not at home,
He is gone on a long journey;
20. He took a bag of money with him,
He will come home at full-moon feast."

13. Continuous, binary-ternary. This free procedure may have
taken place in a retired spot, else it would probably not have
escaped the attention of the pohce ; though woraen at this period
had, as we have seen (note on v."), sorae liberty of raovement, it

vn. 13-14
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would appear frora Cant. 5' that the night-watchmen sometiraes
arrested strolling woraen, though under what circumstances does
not appear, 'Watchers on city-walls no doubt existed frora of old
(Isa. 2i"-^^ 62* ij/ 12 f), but the relatively modern night-patrol is
mentioned only in Cant. 3^ 5^ — The expression with i77ipudent
{ox, wanton) look (lit. puts on a bold face, so 21^) does not intimate that the woman assumes an attitude not natural to her, but
simply describes her meretricious boldness. —14. Protasis and
apodosis, ternary. Of course the observer at the window does
not hear the long and probably whispered speech that follows
^y_i4-20j . jjjg writer describes a common scene. — The woman
(who thus appears to be an Israelite) begins by telling the young
man that her payment of a vow-offering enabled her to provide
special entertainment at this time; the feast is not raentioned, but,
as the invariable accompaniraent of the sacrifice, is taken for
granted; we might, therefore, render : / have a sacrificial feast
at my house. The Heb. terra here rendered offeri7ig {shele7n, RV.
peace-offering) is a general one coraprehending several varieties.
It signifies primarily wholeness, sou7id7iess, and so security, friendly,
peaceful relations with the deity, or the payraent of one's obligations to the deity so as to secure his friendship.* As a technical sacrificial terra it denotes the ordinary offerings made freely to gain
favor, or presented in gratitude for favors bestowed or in fulfilment of a vow (see the different sorts in Lev. 7^^""). It consisted
always of flesh, to which (at least in the later ritual) was added
flour, oil, and wine (Nu. 15^'^°) ; and of the aniraal presented
only the blood and the fat of the intestines was offered on the
altar, the rest was eaten by the worshippers. The sheletn thus
differs frora the holocaust (Heb. ola, RV. burnt-offeri7ig) which
was wholly consumed on the altar. It is in fact the old sacrificial
meal of the family or clan, which was of a festive character (Ara.
-2i-23\ Yv\. the present instance its occasion is a vow which has
just been fulfilled {to-day) ; the law required that the flesh should
be eaten on the day of offering (Lev. 7^*^). The woman, not inattentive to her religious duties (and there is no reason to suppose
* T h e same stem is found in Arab. Islam, = the establishing of sound relations
with God by submission, resignation; and Moslem = one who is resigned to God's
will, a professor of Islam.
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that she herein acted otherwise than in good faith), having discharged her vow and prepared the feast, goes out to seek a companion, and pretends to the youth (it seeras probable that it is a
pretence) that she has corae expressly to find him. If the sacrifice was offered on an altar, the scene of the incident is doubtless
Jerusalem; but it is possible that the Egyptian Jews, before the
building of the Onias-teraple (B.C. 149), maintained customs of
vows at home, dedication being substituted for actual sacrifice.
From the plu. vows it may perhaps be inferred that vows were suffered to accumulate, so that a number were paid at one time; and
from Eccl. 5''"'' we gather that there was sometiraes undue delay in
paying, so that it became necessary for the priests or other officers
to send messengers to demand payment.* — 15. Continuous, ternary. The so (or, therefore) refers to the festive character of the
occasion : " as I have prepared an excellent table, and do not wish
to enjoy it alone, therefore I have come," etc. To seek thee, ht. to
seek thy face. The reading proposed by Bickell, that I might find
thee, is feeble and improbable. — The two next verses describe the
luxurious appointments of the woman's house, whence (and from
v.^"-") it may be inferred that her husband was a raan of substance, and she of good social position. —16. Synonymous, ternary. Couch is properly bedstead (Dt. 3" i/' 132'), elsewhere
(Job 7'^) used also for the whole of the sleeping-furniture, but
here apparently for the structure on which bed-clothing is spread.
The uncertainty of the term here rendered coverlets appears from
the diversity of the translations given it: Grk., Vulg. cords; Syr.
Targ. beds or mattresses (or perh., cushions, pillows) ; Aq., Theod.
spreads; and these renderings (except the first) are variously
adopted by modern comraentators. The word occurs elsewhere
only in 31^^, where it seems to mean some sort of cloth-work
(Grk. is here doubtful, Aq., Th., Vulg. spreads, Syra. carpets shaggy
on both sides). AV. coverings probably gives the sense of the
term (RV., not so well, carpets, marg. cushions), but the addition
of tapestry {= embroidered) is without support. AV decked
= covered, spread. — The terms in second cl. must also describe
sorae sort of bed-clothing: the first is in Grk. carpets shaggy on
* On the later regulations respecting delay see commentary on Dt. 2321-28 in
Rosh ha. Shanah, 5 b.
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both sides; Syr. Targ., spreads or ca7pets ; Vulg. e7nbroide7-ed ca7-pets; recent comraentators generally striped (or, party-colored)
spreads or cloths. The second terra represents some kind of material, stuff, or, as the word signifies in Aram., yarn; it is left
untranslated by the Anc. Vrss. (or they raay have had a diff'erent
word), except that Theod. has 7narked with Egyptian
paintings.
— Across the ancient Greek bedstead (which was usually of wood,
sometimes of bronze) were stretched girths (cprds) which supported a mattress, and on this were spread coverlets, which were
sometimes colored. There was a headboard, and soraetiraes a
footboard; at the forraer were placed cushions or pillows. This
is the general arrangeraent here referred to, though the precise
significations of the various terms are doubtful. — The mention of
Egyptian raaterial may indicate that the section was not written in
Egypt;"comraercial intercourse between Egypt and Palestine had
existed since the tirae of Soloraon, and became more frequent
after the settlement of the Jews in Alexandria. — 1 7 . Continuous,
ternary-binary. After the bedstead was spread with costly coverings, the bed, thus prepared, was perfumed (lit. spri7ikled).
The aromatic substances here named are frequently mentioned in
OT. (e.g. Cant. 4'*). Myrrh is a gum-resin which exudes frora
the Balsamodendron Myr7'ha, a shrub growing in Arabia and
Abyssinia; it is reddish brown in color, has an agreeable odor
and an aroraatic-bitter taste; a liquid forra of it appears to be
mentioned in Ex. 30-'' Cant. 5°; for its use in the preparation of
the temple-oil see Ex. 30^-"^, Aloes is the fragrant resin-gum of
Aloexylon and Aquilaria ovata of Malacca and A. agallochum
of Bengal. Cinna7non is the aromatic bark of a Ceylonese tree ;
it was an ingredient of the sacred oil of the Jews (Ex. 30^^"^).
The description indicates a high degree of luxury. Among the
Israehtes ivory couches (or divans) were used by the rich as early
as the eighth cent. B.C. (Am. 6''), but the perfumes here raentioned appear only in postexilian writings (Ex. 30, Esth., i/' 45,
Cant., Pr.) ; they seem to have become known to the Jews
through late intercourse with foreign peoples. — 18. Synonymous,
quaternary-binary. The vbs. express fulness of enjoyment. The
first {take our fill) means to be filled, saturated with water (Isa.
55'"), with blood (Isa. 34^ Jer. 4 6 " ) , with love (here and 5^") ;
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the second means to enjoy one's self, Grk. to roll in, Targ. give
one's self up to, Vulg., Syr. embrace. —19. Synonymous, ternary.
In first cl. the Heb. reads the man, an expression which is perhaps used by the woraan in a slighting way instead of the friendly
my husband, as if she would say : the raan who owns the house,
whora I happen to be bound to but do not care for. But such a
refined sneer does not seera very probable, and, as Grk. has my
husba/id, we should rather so read, or with RV. write the goodman.
The raaster of the house appears to be a rich merchant, called on
to make long journeys, as was the custom with merchants (Tob. 5'
^^ Mt. 13''*). — 20. Continuous, ternary. Tirae is reckoned by
feasts, and these by the phases of the raoon (so now frequently in
rural coramunities, even where the solar year exists). Fullmoonfeast (i/f 8i*<*') is the raiddle of the month — the scene occurs
in the first half of the month, and the intimation is that some
days raust elapse before the husband can return. There was no
fixed day for paying vows. The festival referred to may be Passover or Tabernacles.
13. On the T rafatum of niyn (a local peculiarity of Masoretic pronunciation) see De.'s note in B-D. — •rv^'it is unnecessarily omitted by Bi., apparently
on rhythmical grounds. —14. | § D'D'JZ'; plu. everywhere except Am. 5^*
(where it is perh. scribal error). n3T often = &!V (Ex. 24^, cf. Ez. 44I1 with
451*), here = slain offering. — 1 5 . The Vrss. have free renderings of J§. On
S3C see Pink. —16. pj i 3 i , 131D, of uncertain meaning, the vb. only here, the
noun here and 31^2; (gB ^eipj^ ((g<c.a.A p l u ) riraKa, in which the noun
= girths, suggests the sense bind for the vb. (as in l o i chain. Gen. 41*^ Ez.
l6'i, and in Arab.), but in 31^2 © has y\atva% mantles, which favors the rendering coverlets here; S2C have stem ^"W, A9 irepurrptivvvpL, spreadin vb. and noun;
iL intexui funibus, the noun being after @, but the vb. weave, appropriate in
3x^2, is here out of place. The weight of authority appears to favor the sense
spread. — ni3Bn, cf. Arab. 3an. Oort, taking it as rendered by 3 ((rrpuKa,
emends to intan, but the Grk. word rather represents '^ paN, read as inis.i or
n3N. — JIBN, found here only, is possibly a foreign word (but 696in) linen may
be a loan-word from Sem.) ; in Jew.-Aram. it = thread, a possible sense here,
but tH has another term, NDip carpet, perh. = stuff woven of thread. On the
form see Ols., p. 335; it seems unnecessary to regard it as Aram. — 17. ?§ TIDJ
sprinkle, Qal only here; Bi., Hif. •^T\O^7\ (cf. \j/ 681°), Oort 'nsaj (cf. Cant. 5*);
Gr. inoi, from naj. — ib is Semitic, Ti-hna (cf. Hind, aghil, Sanscr. aguru)
East Indian, and tmip, though its origin is uncertain, is probably foreign.* —
* Cf. H. Lewy, Semit. Fremdworter im Griech.; C. P. G. Scott, Malayan Words
in Eng., in JAOS., Vol. 17.
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18. The plu. 0111 and OOIN are used always of sensual love. Geiger, Urschrift,
p. 398, reads oil (see 51^), but the Mas. form is better. Jlj no^jjnj; 3 ivKv\urdCipev, after which Oort unnecessarily emends to New-Heb. nSjynj let us
wallow. — Bi., to complete his scheme of quatrains, adds the couplet "JSDI
033J OJjyn ipHD'i yi n3n« ojiy — the woman, he holds, according to v.21, employed argument (np'?) and it must be introduced here; but her persuasions
are sufficiently given in v.i*-2>>. — 20. Np?, only here and \j/ 81* (1D3). Here
g[ has KTiy feast (Rashi: the time fixed for the feast), S = ©, ® bi ijpepQy
TToWCiv (perh. free transl. — Lag. suggests that bt •f/p. = bixopi/ivri),%plenae
lunae (and so Bar Ali, cited in Ges. Thes.), Saad. day of sacrifice, Aben Ezra
new moon ; in ^ 81* 2C has ^DJHDI xni^, S NDJ, 1L^ in medio mense, (§ eia'fiptp
favorable (apparently a guess). And since in S aoz stands for the 15th day
of the month in I K. 12*2 and for the 23d in 2 C. 71", the word appears to
mean the week of the feast from the middle of the month on, and so either
the feast (either Passover or Tabernacles, here perhaps the latter, 5E ^ 81*
appears to interpret it as the former), or its first day. On the form see Ols.
p. 256, 2S2. The word seems to be Aramaic, but its etymology is uncertain —
prob. not from stem = cover (Ges., De., " the disk of the moon is covered with
light"), perh. related to Arab. av2 latter part, and = second half of the
month, and so the festival of that time; tH, -DjnD may be denom. {the month
of) the KD3, but prob. = covered (so Rosh ha. Shanah •] b. 8 a ) , Aben Ezra's
interpretation is against this derivation, but his rendering is opposed to that
of earlier authorities. The word, however, may mean simply feast. BDB.
compares As. kuseU (see De., Ass. Handwb. s. v. kuseu, aqu), full moon (as
tiara of a deity).

21-23. The youth yields to her persuasions, and thus goes to
his death.
21.

With much fair speech she persuades him,
By the blandishment of her lips seduces him.
22.
So enticed he follows her.
Like an ox that goes to slaughter.
Like a < calf that is led to the stall,'
23^. Like a bird that hastes to a net,
c. Knowing not that it concerns its life,
a. Till an arrow cleaves its liver.

'21. Synonymous, ternary. Fair speech is lit. teaching, instruction (see note on i') — designation of the woman's enticing description as a didactic discourse or argument. Persuades, lit.
causes to yield; blandishment of her lips, lit. smoothness of her lips ;
see 2'" 5^ 6^* 7' Seduces, lit. carries off (or, away). The two
verbs are employed in OT to express the leading away of Israel
after other gods than Yahweh, the first, for ex., in i K. 11^, the
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second in Dt. 13''^'. The two clauses do not involve a chmax,
but are identical in meaning.—22,23. The text is corrupt in
individual words, and there is probably a displacement of clauses.
The three lines of v.^ should probably stand in the order b c a;
in v.^^ Bickell further follows the order ac b. The two verses form
three couplets, and should probably be divided into three verses,
in the order ^^^^ f., 22c. 23b.^ 23c. a._ rp^g difference of length of lines in
the Eng. translation does not exist in the Heb. — 22. Comparisons, ternary. The Heb. reads : he follows her suddenly, as an
ox that goes to slaughter, and as fetters to the chastisement of a fool,
in which suddenly is inappropriate, and third cl. yields no sense;
Luther's as to the fetters where fools a7-e chastised is not allowed
by the Heb., and lacks the fatal character which the connection
requires; the latter objection applies to the inversion of AV.
(adopted by De., Now., Str.) as a fool to the correction of the
stocks (or, the chastisement of fetters) ; the rendering one in fetters (Noyes, RV. marg.) is impossible, and there is no sufficient
evidence that the Heb. word (DSy) raeans/^//i?rj — in the only
other place in which it occurs in OT., Isa. 3^^ it is used in the
sense of anklets (and in Isa. 3^" the verb shake the anklets occurs),
from which can be inferred only that the sense fetters is possible
(Schult. : as it were, with head bound to feet).
The parallelism
suggests the mention of an animal, and so Grk. Syr. Targ. as a
dog to bonds ; Vulg. as a fvlicsome lamb, not knowing that a fool
is led to bo7ids. The rendering as a calf that is led to the stall is
obtained by a few changes in the Heb. consonants; the stalled
calf was kept for slaughter (Am. 6^ i Sara. 28^^ cf Pr. 15")- —
Instead of suddenly read, with Grk., enticed or deceived or persuaded, according to the stera in i'" 16^^ 20^^ 24^* 25'' Jer. 20'
Job 31^ cf Hos. 7" Job 5I — The verse is a picture of the brutelike stupidity with which the raan goes to his unforeseen fate.
The death (which is physical) is apparently represented as
coming not by violation of the laws of temperance, but by general dispensation of God in social and legal penalties; cf i^ 2 ,
etc. There is no reference to the mode of death; the description resembles that in ch. 2 (v.^"^) raore than those in chs. 5 and
6. — 23. Comparison and consequence, ternary. As the text
stands, v.^^" is connected with the preceding context (" he follows
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her as an ox, etc., till an arrow cleaves his liver"), and a new
comparison, to a bird, is added. We gain simplicity by transferring the third hne to the end of the verse (so Hitz., De., Bi.,
Frank.), and dividing v.^^-^ into three verses so as to read according to the translation given above. The Heb. order is given in
the Anc. Vrss., only Grk. Syr. Targ. have in first line as a stag
shot in the liver with an arrow (in which stag represents the last
word of v.-^ of the Heb.). The third couplet, in the order given
above, appears to refer to the bird, which is shot as it approaches
the net or after it is entrapped; a similar reference to the ignorance of birds is made in i". — Liver, as seat of life, is found
only here and Lam. 2^^, elsewhere only in ritual procedures. It is
common in Bab.-Assyrian. Possibly in some passages, as i/' 16^,
in which my glory = 77iyself, we should read 77iy liver (parallel to
my heart or 77iy soul).
24-27. Concluding exhortation against the woman, based on
her fatal influence; so 2^^-^^ 5^ 9^**, cf 6 ^ ^
24. Now, therefore, < my son,; * hearken to me,
And attend to the words of my mouth.
25. Turn not aside to her ways.
Go not astray in her paths.
26. P'or many are the dead she has cast down,
And numerous they she has slain.
27. In her house are ways to Sheol,
Going down to the chambers of Death.

24. Synonymous, ternary-binary. The Heb. has plu. sons,
without possess, pron., in this verse, and sing, in v.^"; the change
of number is possible, but is here not probable; the Grk. has
the sing., and this, in any case, is better in an English translation. — Here, as elsewhere, the sage is his own authority. —
25. Synonymous, ternary-binary. Lit. let not thy mind \_heart]
tur7i aside, in which thy 7/ii7td (like thy soul elsewhere) = thyself.
Turn aside (found elsewhere only in 4'^ Nu. ^12.19.20.29^ noun in
Hos. 5^) is declining from the right way, = go astray. — Many
Heb. MSS. connect the two lines by a7id. Grk. omits second line,
* The Heb. has ye children (or, sons).
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probably by scribal error; it is necessary for the symraetry of the
verse. — 26. Synonyraous, ternary-binary. The first cl. may also
be rendered : for many she has cast down dead, the translation
given above is favored by the parallelism. The form of RV : she
has cast down many wou7ided is not permitted by the Heb., and the
slain of second cl. requires dead instead of wou7ided. — In second
cl. AV has yea, ma7iy strong 77ten have bee7i slai7i by her, RV.,
better, yea, all her slain are a 77iighty host. The reference is not
to the strength of the victims (with the iraplication: if she has
slain strong men, how can the ordinary man expect to escape?),
but, as appears frora first cl., to their number. The Heb. word
has the meaning nu7nerous in Ara. 5'^ Zech. 8^^ 1/^40^'"' al. Second
cl. reads in the Heb.: and 7iu77ie7-ous are all her slain, in which
the all is not agreeable to Eng. idiora, and probably does not
belong to the original Heb. text. — 27 Synonymous, ternarybinary. Heb. lit. her house is ways to Sheol (so Schult., Ew.,
Frank.), rendered by AV., RV her house is the way, etc., by
Reuss is in the way, by Hitz., De., Str. is a multiplicity of ways,
by Now., Kamp. is full of ways. The sense appears to be that
many paths, leading to the Underworld, issue frora her house (cf
12^ 14'^)—there are many chances of death frora association
with her. The penalty referred to is preraature physical death,
as in i^^ 2^- 5^, not moral depravation, and not punishment after
death ; see note on i^^. Chambers of Death = siraply Sheol, not
the private robras of the Underworld, its raost distant and painful
parts. The distinctions in Sheol are not raoral, but ritual or
social: the uncircumcised and those who descend without proper
burial-rites are assigned to remote, socially inferior, corners (Ez.
32^*"'^* Isa. 14^^), kings and great warriors sit on thrones or occupy
other prominent positions (Isa. 14^). In the Babylonian Underworld there seems to be sorae sort of sevenfold division (see
Desce7it of Ishtar), the significance of which is not known. No
such division appears in OT. (not in Dt. 32^^ \^ 86") —there is
raention of gates (Isa. 38'" i/^ 9" " 107^^ Job 38"), as in Babylonian,! but not of courts, streets or houses. The word chamber
* Emended text in Haupt's Sacred Books of the Old Testament.
t The bars of Job 17I6 is doubtful — see note in Budde's Hiob.
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does, indeed, generally stand in contrast with the space outside
the house (court or street), and in earthly hfe iraplies privacy
(Ju. 3^^ 2 K. 6*^) ; but in poetical usage it appears to stand (sing,
or plu.) for the whole of a given place or space (Job 9^ 37®). If,
however, the terra be here understood to imply divisions in Sheol,
these (as OT. usage shows) are not connected with moral differences in the inhabitants.
22. ^ DNno, not headlong (Schult.) but suddenly; <@ Ke^rcfeoiBcls cajoled
(like a simpleton, K^TT^OS), as from stem n.-io; some form of this stem is required by the connection, perh. nri£3J; cf. Job 31^ nc-N hy •'3'? nno: QN; graphically 'J might easily pass into '3, especially if D in latter was marked by a line
('Nna). — DJ", here yields no sense; (§ KIJWI', = 3*^3; IL S^WMJ, = i;'33; read
VJJ". — 1D1£3 correction, (§ biapoi^, = i D r , better than | § , but not wholly appropriate, since it does not naturally correspond to the parallel n3'3; it may
therefore jpe better to read p3in stall (see note on this v. above), though
the reading of (5 is intelligible. — S'lix must be taken as vb., some such form
as '?3ii (Gr.). It is read I^N by 3 and transferred to next v.: ii% i\a<t>o% ro^eipari 7reirXij7(is. — 23. On the inversion of clauses see note on this v. above.
The order of | § is retained by the Vrss. — 24. | § 0'J3; ©, better, vU.—
25. On •ja'i see Stade, § 489^, and cf. Ew. § 224 c. — Cl. 2, lacking in <3^, is
given in (gXc-a-A^ H-V. 23, 68, 106 al., Compl., Aid., and, according to S^,
belongs to 6 ; the omission in B is inadvertence. — 26. J^ D'''?Sn; 3 freely
Tptixraaa. It may be also by freedom of translation that 3 does not render
^y, but this word, though syntactically possible, and not unaccordant with the
rhythm, is not necessary, and is in any case naturally omitted in an Eng.
translation. — 27. In cl. I J§, reproduced by (§iJiL, is possible though hard;
S's insertion of nniiN, = '31"', before nn''3 is no doubt explanatory addition.
Insertion of 3 is easy, but perh. unnecessary. — J§ n n i ' ; ® Kardyovaai, free
rendering, or = n n n i a (Lag.).

Vni. Exalted function of Wisdom. — A separate discourse (cf
i ^ , consisting of two closely related sections (v.^^' and v.^^"^')
with introduction and conclusion. After the description of Wisdom as public exhorter (v.'"^) comes her address, in the first section of which (v.*-->) is set forth her high character and honorable
function among men (she utters truth, v.^^ and confers knowledge,
riches, and honor, v.'""-'), and in the second (v.^^-^') her position as
cherished companion of Yahweh in the beginning ; the conclusion
states the happiness of those who obey her and the evil fate of
those who reject her (v.^^"^). With this hymn to Wisdora cf the
hymns to Yahweh, i// 104. 107, and the praise of Wisdora in Job 28,
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Ben-Sira i'"^^ 24, Wisd. Sol. 7^-8^'; it raost reserables the last two
passages in its personification, being in this point raore advanced
than the description in Job.

1-3. Wisdom stands in places of concourse, and cries to men.
1. Does not Wisdom call?
And Understanding utter her voice?
2. At the head of thoroughfares, on the road,
In the streets she takes her stand.
3. Beside the gateways, at the portal of the city,
At the entrance of the gates she cries aloud.

The phrases are nearly the same as in i^-^', only Wisdom is here
dramaticaUy described as taking her stand. — 1. Synonymous, ternary (or, binary-ternary). Wisdom and understa7iding axe idexitical in meaning; see note on i^.—2. Synonymous, ternary. The
Heb. reads : at the head (or, on the top) of high places on (or,
by) the road (or, way) ; the high places raight be supposed to be
the walls and battlements of the city, or benches on the streets, or
the platforms of the shops, which in Eastern cities are shghtly elevated above the street, and would permit a speaker to make himself visible to the throng of bypassers ; but we know of no such
custorii, and coraparison with i^^ raakes it probable that the term
here = tho/vughfares ; cf 9^-". As thoroughfares are called noisy
places and broad places (i^**-^^), so they raay be called high places
or highways, as in 16' (where, however, another word is used);
cf Ju. 5^". Parallel to this is the expression in the streets (not, as
RV., whe7-e the patlis 7neet). Grk. omits on the road, rendering
v.^: 071 tJie lofty sum77iits she is, a7/iid the ways she stands; the
omitted phrase may be a gloss on the preceding expression, but
something seems necessary here, and, in the absence of anything
better, this phrase may be retained. — 3. Synonymous, binary.
While v.^ thus raentions one sort of public place (the street), v.'
gives the other sort, the city-gates, which were coraraon meedngplaces for citizens, hke the Greek agora and the Roman forum;
see, for ex., Ju. 9^, 2 Sam. 15^, Dt. 22•^ Jer. 17^ ^ 69'^''''. The
three expressions here used are merely varied ways of describing
the space at the gates where men met to talk. For the second
the Heb. has the mouth (RV. entry) of the city; we should per-
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haps read in front of the city. The gates (lit. doors) are the openings in the gateways, the latter being elaborate structures, covered
ways with a door at each extremity; for the full phrase door of
the gateway see i^', Jos. 8^-', i K. 22"*, Jer. i'^, Ez. 8^. The couplet,
thus, does not mention three different spots (on this side, on that
side, and within the gateway), but gives only one place. Wherever
men throng thither Wisdom goes. Instead of the immediate word
of Yahweh, which the prophet announces, the sage proclaims man's
own conviction of rational life, which, however, he identifies with
the will of God. — Bickell omits v.^"- ^^ as glosses, and thus makes
one couplet out of v.^-'•^,and this was perhaps the original form :
Does not Wisdom call?
And Understanding utter her voice?
In the streets she takes her stand,
At the gateways cries aloud.

4-21. The teaching and the rewards of Wisdom. — After an
introductory appeal to men (v.^^), the section falls naturally into
two main parts, first (v."""), Wisdom's ethical excellence (her instruction, v.*^', her superiority over silver, etc., v.'" " ) , and second
^y_i2. i+-2i^ omitting v."' as scribal insertion) her intellectual eminence (she enables kings to rule well, v.'-- '^'•', and dispenses riches
and honor to those who love her, v.''"-'). Cf. Job 28''^", BenSira i'^- '\ Wisd. Sol. t " 8*.

4, 5. The appeal.
4. To you, O men, I call.
And my appeal is to the sons of men.
5. Learn, O ye simple, to know understanding,
And, ye fools, to understand wisdom.

4. Synonymous, ternary. The terras 7nen and so7ts of 77ie7i
appear to raean all classes of 7ncn, and to indicate the writer's
view of the universality of the raission of Wisdom, who seeks her
disciples among Jews and Greeks, learned and unlearned. Appeal i's, lit. voice. — 5. Synonymous, ternary. Lit.: co/7tp7'ehe7td,
ye si7nple, discretion, and, ye fools, C077iprehe7id wisdom. Wisdom
is the sage's ideal scheme of life, to be sought by those who have
it not; they must set themselves to comprehend its nature. On
simple and/^<7/see notes on i''^^. The Heb. word here translated
M
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by understandi7ig is that which in i* is rendered by sagacity {orma);
it means true knowledge of the principles of life. The signification of the corresponding terra in cl. 2 (lit. heart) is given in
Hos. 7" : Eph7-aim is like a silly dove, without sense. The couplet may be rendered: Ye inexperie7tced, acquire intelligence—ye
thoughtless, e77ibrace wisdo7n. — The Latin here has sixxi'pXy ye fools,
give heed ( = set your 77iind 07t), which does not maintain the parallelism of terras. The rendering of RV., be ye of an U7tdersta7iding heart, does not give the sense of the Hebrew, in which the
exhortation is not understa7id in your 77iind, but apprehend and
appropriate the idea of wisdo7n. The writer accordingly goes on
to tell what wisdom is.

6-9. Wisdom declares her moral excellence.
6. Hear ye, for I speak < verity,' *
And the utterance of my lips is right.
7. Yea, my mouth discourses truth,
And < false lips are my abomination.' \
8. All the words of my mouth are just.
In them is nothing false and wrong.
9. They are all true to those who understand.
And right to those who find knowledge.

These verses form a group of aphorisms, all saying substantially
the same thing, with variations of phraseology. — 6. Synonymous,
ternary. Instead of ve7-ity (lit. verities) the Heb. has p/-i7ices, or
perhaps princely {noble) things (RV excellent things), a term here
out of place ; a slight change of letters gives the word used in v.^',
st7-aightfo/'ward, ho7iest, t7-ue things, corresponding to the right or
7'ig)it thi7igs in the second clauses of v.^ and v.'. Utte7-a7ice is literally openi7ig. — 7. Synonymous, ternary. The initial particle,
sometimes =/^/-, is here better taken as asseverative; v.Ms parallel to, not explanatory of, v.''. In cl. 2 our Heb. has and wickedness is an abo77ii7iatio7i to my lips, in which the lips are poetically
described as rejecting wickedness with horror; but a more natural
reading is suggested by 12-^, false lips are an abo7nination to
Yahweh (cf 16'^), and Grk. here hz's, false lips are a7i abo7nina* Heb.: excellent things (?).
t Heb.: wickedness is abomination to my lips.
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tion to me; the change of sense requires no great change in the
Hebrew. — 8. Synonyraous, binary-ternary (or, ternary). Just,
lit. in justice (RV in righteousness) = in accordance with right
(see notes on i^ 2^^), in contrast with \h& false and wrong of the
second clause, synonyraous terms whose original, physical sense is
twisted or crooked; the first occurs in Pr. only here (cf Job 5^^);
on the second see note on 2^^. — 9. Synonyraous, ternary. The
sense right, true for the adj. in first cl. is assured by 2 Sara. 15^
Am. 3^" Isa. 30^" Prov. 24^, and the second adj. is identical in
meaning with that of v.^*", What the verse says is not that Wisdom's words are clear, intelligible, simple to the instructed,* but
that they commend themselves as true; RV plain is ambiguous,
being = either level (as in RV. Isa. 40^) or clear, but neither of
these senses is correct. — The verse is an appeal to the raoral
consciousness of men, affirming that he who understands the true
relations of life, who finds (attains) raoral knowledge, •wiW recognize
the truth of Wisdom's words. This affirmation stands almost alone
in OT. In Ez. 18^ there is the assumption that the people know
in their hearts that Yahweh's raoral procedure is right; here we
have a direct recognition of the insight of the conscience. How
a man comes to understand the truth the sage does not say. His
picture is objective and stative : the world is divided by him into
the two classes of the wise and the fools, and it depends on the
man's wiH to which of these he shall belong. In the NT. the
nearest approach to this conception of moral classes is found in
the Fourth Gospel.

10,11. The sage declares the preciousness of wisdom.
10. Take ye instruction and not silver.
And knowledge rather than choice gold.
11. For Wisdom is better than corals,
"With her no treasures can compare.

The same thought is found in ^^^^^, on which see notes; 8^^ is
substantially identical with 3'^. There (and so 8'") the revenue or
outcome of wisdom is extolled, here wisdora itself —10. Synonymous, ternary. The Hebrew has 77iy i7istruction, but the simple
* Kamphausen, and, in part, Delitzsch.
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noun (as in the Grk.) answers better to the knowledge of second cl,
and to the wisdom of v.". The speaker is not Wisdom, but the
sage : the raost desirable thing in hfe, he says, is the insight which
enables one to order one's life by the standard of truth — the
point of view is that not of the prophets and psalmists, but of the
younger school of Jewish thinkers. Cf 4'^'''. Choice gold is doubtless the same as the fi7ie gold of 3'^, gold valuable by the goldsmith's standard. The word rendered choice is found, in OT., only
in Proverbs.* — 1 1 . Synonymous, ternary. On co7-als see note on
3". Treasures is literally desirable things (as, for ex., in Hag. 2'),
a general terra including all things held to be valuable. Instead
of can compare with we raay render are equal to.
13. This verse is not here in place, but it is not clear where it
is to be put. It not only interrupts the connection between v.'^
and v." (in which the intellectual excellence of wisdom is the
theme), but its tone is not that of the rest of the chapter. It
differs frora the paragraph v.^^ (which it resembles in a general
way) by the use of the expression the fear of Yahweh; in this
paragraph it is with moral insight, and not with religious fear, that
the writer is deahng, and elsewhere in Proverbs the fear of Yahweh
is defined only in general terras (as = wisdom, i^ 9'" 15''^, or as
source of blessing, 10^' \i:^^'" 19^^), not by a specific moral content (in 16^ raen depart from evil by the fear of Yahweh). Elsewhere in this chapter Yahweh is spoken of only in his relation to
Wisdora, either as her friend (v.^^^'), or as granting favors to her
friends (v.^). The firsl clause of the verse is a general declaration which (apart from the difficulty stated above) raight stand
anywhere in the section io'-22"'; it is oraitted by Bickell as a
gloss summing up the content of the verse. But even with this
omission it is impossible to find a natural place for the verse in
this chapter. In the section v.*"'* the theme is the truthfulness
of the instruction of Wisdom, and the mention oi pride is out of
place, and its thought has no special relation to that of v.", after
which it is put by Bickell. We must therefore conclude that the
verse, though found in all the Anc. Vrss., is a scribal insertion.
* On ancient Semitic methods of preparing gold, cf. Rawlinson, Phcenicia, Ch. lo.
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Many such aphorisms were doubtless in circulation among the
learned, and were occasionally inserted out of place. H e b . :
The fear of Yahweh is hatred of evil.
Pride and arrogancy.
The way of evil and the mouth of falsehood
Do I hate.
Or, omitting the first hne :
Pride and arrogance and sinful life
And the mouth of falsehood I hate.
The inconcinnity of the two parts of the verse, as it stands in the
Heb. text, is obvious: the first part is the sage's statement of the
relation of religion to evil; the second part is, in the connection.
Wisdom's statement of her attitude toward evil. The rhythmic
arrangeiTient is bad, and is not bettered by G r k . : the fear of the
Lord hates unrighteousness and i7isolence a7id pride and the ways
of wicked 77ien, a7id I hate tJie corrupt ways of bad //ten. On the
omission of first line see above. The sentiment of the verse is a
familiar one in Proverbs; see 2^^ 6'^"'^ 11^ 16"- P7-ide and ar7'ogancy are identical in meaning; the first occurs only here in OT.,
the second is found in 16''*, and in O T . often elsewhere. On
falsehood (lit. what is turned away, that is, frora truth) see notes
on 2^ " 6 ' " .
VIII. 1. 3^ (which IL follows exactly, and 3E with one variation) is supported by the context. @B>fA ^j,
K-qpi^eis and 'iva
vTaKoiaig (for
rfi^p inn); Procop., with H-P 23, 109, 147, 157, 295 Aid., bib ai
K-qpv^ov,
and 2r has NJ3M Sian, = pS, = 5i6. Since this is a separate discourse, a connecting pS is improbable. The natural subject in •> is Wisdom's utterance,
and the iniN ycffi'n of (3 is doubtless scribal error. — 2. ^ l l -hy is omitted by
©, but the rhythm requires some word here, and nothing better offers itself.
Bi. omits these and the two preceding words, and v.^*, reading (v.2-^) n'3
^pi onn£3 N3D n3Sj rbnj; the maintenance of the full form of f^ is favored by
i2o. 2i_ -pjjg (difficult a'Di?3 is better taken as the equivalent of its parallel
ni3inj of second cl. pj 'O a'.si3, 3 (irl TQV v\p-fiKQ>v dKpoiv, IL in summis excelsis que verticibus. J§ n u is scribal error for Iin3 (v.2''), or possibly Aramaism.
— 3. 1^ nip la"^; 3 bwaarSiv, perhaps for daribiv (Jag.). 'S is used of the
mouth of a well (Gen. 29^) or of the Underworld (i/" 69'*(i") 141') or of
the earth (Gen. 4^^), but never elsewhere of the entrance to a city. % juxta
portas civitatis, free rendering, possilily reading ''JBS. 'p ^D"^ is parallel to I'VS
in 1^1 (on which see note), and may be a gloss; Oort suggests nxip as pos-
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sible emendation. The two passages, i^o-^i 8^-^, have probably affected each
other, and it is difficult to restore the true text. N13D may be taken as
locative, without preposition.—4. J^ a'tt'iN (elsewhere only Isa. 53^^ 141*)
here = oix •'J3, = dvOpuiroi; the distinction which seems sometimes to be
made {f 492(8) 62^'.^''\ cf. Isa. 2^), between DIN '3 and ic^>a -3, is not contemplated here. — 5. ^ ih ijon, 3 ivdeade Kapbtav, = 3S uon, to which the objection is not so much that the remote object is not expressed (for the 3S n'tr
of I Sam. 4'^^ offers support for such a construction) as that it destroys the
parallelism of the verse — 3S corresponds to nmj,'. — 6. 3 elcraKoiffaTi pov.—
J^ a n ^ j , as adj. OTT. Xe7., possibly (cf. IJJ, iJl) visible, clear (see Schult.'s
note), but probably (from iMj) priftcely, a sense here inappropriate; read
D'nbj, as in v."" (so Gratz); (§ aepva; S2tIL as | § . — Jlj nnoc, elsewhere key,
here openirig (abstract noun of action); (§ dvotaw, apparently Pi. Part., not
so well; Oort nnsc, from the door, referring to Mic. 7^, where, however, the
phrase is different. — 7. J^ ys'l 'HSB' nsyin; © i^bekvypiva ivavHov ipov
XetXr; xpevbrj; read '1 ipo'i:' iS 'n (or 'n3j;in), in accordance with 12^^. — Before
ncN Bi. inserts 113-', a doubtful betterment of the rhythm. — 9. 5§ has Part., in
first cl. sing., in second cl. plu.; 3, better, plu. in both. —10. 'iDic; omit suff.,
with 3, in agreement with ny^^ in second cl. — J^ '?N (and not NV) on account
of the injunction involved; see Ges.^^, § 152, lb, Anm. i. — In •> several different Grk. readings are found: (§•* = f§; (gBiJiviii) has, as doublet, dvrepeiadai (Clem. Al., Procop. dprepetbeaOe, read dvdaipeiade) bi aiaO-Qau xP^^tov
Kadapov, (3^, as doublet, avravaipeiaOai (read dv9aipeia-9e) ataO'qaiv xp'^'tov
Kal dpyvpiov; the readings which differ from J^ are probably nearer the Grk.
original (Lag.). The verb was inserted, by the translator, to secure symmetry, or (Lag.) he read nin3j as pred. of nyi; f§ is to be maintained.

12, 14-16. The function of Wisdom in the guidance of the
rulers of the world through her control of intelligence.—With
this prominence given to political leaders raay be compared the
references to kings in other parts of the Book (14^* 16^°"" 19'"'^
22^ 24-^ 25'-^ 29^" 30^^ 31* al). After the remark of the sage in
yW. 11 vvisdom now resumes her discourse.
12. I, Wisdom, < possess > '* intelligence,
I have knowledge and insight.
14. With me is counsel and skill,
With me understanding and might.
15. By me kings do reign.
And rulers administer justice.
16. By me princes govern.
And sovereigns < rule > f the earth.
* Heb.: dwell in.

f Heb.: all the rulers {or, judges) of.

12. Synonymous, ternary. Possess is emendation of the Heb.
inhabit, which is here unnatural. The statement of the Heb. is
not that Wisdora dwells, in friendly alliance, with intelligence, but
that she dwells i7i intellige7tce, an unexampled form of expression.*
Y12.14 obviously set forth the resources of Wisdom ; the predicates
all state what she has at comraand. The connection calls for a
word expressing ownership, and the Peshita and the Targura have
create, which is apparently the rendering of the Heb. verb (see v.^^)
which means both create and possess; the latter terra fits the connection. Another eraendation is a7n acquainted with (cf i/f 139^).
In second cl. the verb, lit. find, = come upon, co77te into possessioti
of (so in V.*''). On intellige7ice (or, sagacity) see notes on i* 8^.
In second cl. the and, lacking in the Heb., is properly supphed
by RV ; the corabination occurs in i***. The three predicate
nouns are synonyras. —14. Synonymous, binary-ternary, or binary. In second cl. and is lacking in the Heb. before the second
noun; this being supphed, the translation is : /, understanding is
mi/ie and might. The rendering of RV / «;« U7ulerstanding is
out of keeping with the context and with the usage of the whole
Book. Counsel is advice, and the knowledge which enables one
to advise profitably. Skill is the ability so to arrange things as to
lead to the desired result; see note on 2^. Might is power of
thought, and, by consequence, of action ; see Isa. 11^ and Job 12'^,
passages which stand in some relation to this. — The predicates in
v.^" are synonyms of wisdom ; but the latter conception is here
personified, and endowed with all the qualities that are connected
with it. —15, 16. Synonymous, ternary. The rendering above
given of 16'' (which is after the Grk.) has the advantage of gaining
symmetry of clauses. The Heb. reads and sovereig7is (or, 7ioblcs,
or, mag7tates), all the judges of the earth. A similar sequence
occurs in \^ 148" : kings of the earth and all peoples, pri7ices and
all judges of the earth; in the psalm it is natural, v.^^^ being composed entirely of groups of nouns, with the verb in v.^ In our
passage the arrangement is diff'erent: v.'*°- ^^''- '*'' consist each of
subject and predicate; the predicate is simply verb in v.^*"- •'"^ in
v.^* it is verb and noun, and this form we expect in v.^"'', The
* Cf. the appropriate expression of i Tim. 616; [God] dxuelling in light unapproachable.
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Heb. text seems here to have been assimilated to that of the
psalra. — Ad7/ii7tister = decree. — Instead of ea7-th sorae Vrss. and
Heb. MSS. have justice, which is probably repetition, by scribal
error, from end of preceding verse. — The rulers of the world are
here conceived of ideally as governing by wisdom. The writer's
tone is friendly; it is that of a raan who looks on governments
broadly, as institutions of life to be controlled by the laws of
human knowledge and discretion. He thus stands in contrast
with those psalmists who regard the kings of the earth as hostile
to Israel (as if/ 149*), and with such passages as Eccl. 10*, in
which the king is spoken of as a dread personage to be cautiously
dealt with. Throughout Proverbs the source of royal success is
wisdom; in the Psalms it is Yahweh who guides the earthly rulers
of Israel (i// 14V), and is indeed himself Israel's king (10'® 29'"dr/.).
17-21. The first half of the chapter concludes with a description of the earthly rewards of Wisdom. Whatever men seek,
riches and honor, is supplied in abundance by Wisdom — men
will consult their interests in seeking her. The sage appeals to
dominant human motives, and teaches raen how to raake hfe
a success in the worldly sense. Cf 3^°- ^^'^ V,^' belongs rather
to this paragraph than to the preceding.
17. I love those who love me,
And they who seek me find me.
18. Riches and honor are with me,
Lordly wealth and prosperity.
19. My fruit is better than finest gold,
And my produce than choice silver.
20. In the way of equity I walk,
In the paths of justice,
21. To endow my friends with wealth,
And fill their treasuries.

17. Synonymous, ternary-binary. On the rendering seek, \n?,\.ez.d oi seek diligently {ox,ea;'ly), see note on i^^ — The reciprocity expressed in first cl. is not real (like that of if/ iS^s-^"'*-^'). but
only formal, the sense being that, by a natural law of mind, only
those who earnestly desire Wisdom can come into intimate relations with her. The first clause states the attitude of mind, the
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second the consequent effort — the two are mutually complementary. It is assumed that raen raay naturally desire wisdora, and
that search for it is always successful. The sage recognizes to the
fuU the moral responsibility and potency of man ; the highest gift
of life is within every raan's grasp. His thought is an expanded
and refined form of the old-Hebrew idea (Ez. 18''). Sirailar
stress is laid in the Fourth Gospel on the power of the human
desire and will (Jno. S^ y^ ^o 7iot wish to co7ne to me) and on the
attitude of mind here expressed by the word love (Jno. 3^^ men
loved the dark7tess rather tha7i the light). Cf note on v.^.—
18. Synonymous, ternary. The connection shows that the reference is to earthly honor and wealth (as in v.^^ 3'° al). Honor is
good repute in the eyes of men. Lordly = sple7idid, or, in general,
great, Grk. abundant, Lat. Vulg. superb, RV durable, margin
ancie7ii (that is, inhe7ited fro7n ancestors) ; the word appears to
mean adva7iced, emi7ient, and some such superlative adjective is
suggested by the connection, but the sense inherited (Stade) is
not appropriate. — The term here translated by prosperity (Hp12£)
is usually rendered hy justice or righteous7iess. It signifies primarily that which is right, true, as quality of a fact or of the soul
(the English/«j//V^ has the sarae double sense). In its most
general meaning, i7i accordance with propriety or with the facts in
the case, it occurs in i Sara. 26-'', where Yahweh is said to give
every man his due, and in Joel i'^, where Yahweh gives rain in just
77ieasure. It thus comes to mean Xhe just 7neasure offortune which
is meted out to a man, for example, by God, and then, by a natural transition, the good decision in his favor, the good fortu7ie
awarded hira — soraetiraes a legal decision by a judge (and the
judge may be God). It expresses Yahweh's interpositions on
behalf of Israel (Ju. 5^^), that is, his (just) decisions in their
favor, and the good fortune which his protection insures : every
tongue that e7iters into a legal contest with thee thou shalt get the
better of\_^^ procure a sentence of condemnation on] — this is the
lot of the serva7its of Yahweh, and their fortune awarded by 77ie,
says Yahweh (Isa. 54^0- This signification comes out clearly in
i/' 112, which is a description of the happiness of the raan who
fears Yahweh; his happiness is based on earthly prosperity, and
it is said of hira, araong other things (v.^) : wealth and riches are
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in his house, a7id his good fo7-tune lasts for ever (that is, is continued in his descendants). So the word raust be taken in 21^"', if
it be retained in the text (it is lacking in the Grk.), and this sense
is required by the connection of our verse; the sage ascribes to
Wisdora the bestowal of well-being which the psalraist ascribes
to Yahweh. — 1 9 . Synonymous, ternary.
F7uit and produce
{ = product, crop, revenue) are synonyraous agricultural expressions of blessing and prosperity. As in the preceding verse,
the blessing is external. The coraparison affirras not that Wisdom's reward is different in character from gold (namely, moral
and spiritual), but that it is raore splendid and desirable than the
raost precious metals. — In first cL the H e b . has two terms, generally rendered by gold and fine gold; their precise meanings are
uncertain, but their combination may be represented by fi7iest
gold. Cf. note on v'". — 20, 21. Both couplets are synonymous;
v.^ is ternary, v.^' ternary-binary. Wisdom sums up her promises
of reward in the declaration that she deals equitably and justly
with her friends. Equity and justice are synonyms. The former
term represents the Heb. word rendered by prosperity in v.'';
here it is a quahty of action ( = right decision), there it is the
result of this action. The statement of v.^ is simply I deal justly.
Frie7ids, lit. those who love me, as in v . ' ' ; wealth ^^possession,
p7'operty (RV substance).
The initial particle in v.^^ expresses
purpose {in order that I may), and this is here equivalent to
result {so that I do). Wisdom's justice is guarantee that she will
properly reward those who devote themselves to her; the two
verses raay be thus paraphrased : Since I a7n just, 7ny fiends will
be properly rewarded.
The rendering righteousness (instead of
equity) in v.*"* is misleading; it conveys to us the idea of obedience to religious law, or moral and religious purity; but these
qualities, though they belong to Wisdora, are not here in question;
the writer, as the connection shows, has in raind siraply the justice
which assures to every raan his due. — At the end of v.^ Grk.
adds, as introduction or transition to the following section, the
words : If I declare to you the things of daily occurrence, I will re7ne77iber to 7-ecount the thi7igs of old— that is, I now pass from our
present life to the history of the primeval time — an explanatory
note by a scribe, not a part of the original text.
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12. | § ^ni3BS an improbable expression; (S icaTeo-K^i'uo-a; S3C n i i 3 <:r<?a/^
(cf. P i n k ) ; read injDOn understand, or M'Jp, which is graphically not hard,
if the V of \nj3r may be miswriting of preceding n (in nD3n). Before niQfu
insert 1. | § NXDN; ( S eTrtKaXeo-djurjv, for eTreKTijo-d/iTjc ( J a g . ) . — 13. ||J y i nNJB';
on S E cf. Pink.; on an apparently personal interpretation of y i ( = bad man)
in Talm. see H . Deutsch, Spr. Sal., p . 68. — 1 4 . I n "" we must either take 'JN
as preposed subject, and insert ) before n i i 3 i , or, what is simpler, following
@, change 'JN to •'S. — 1 6 . |ij yiN ^aac' S3; 3 ripawoi Kparovai 7175; read
•X •wvv^ — F o r •^•^a 5J®JL and many H e b . MSS. and printed Edd. give pix
(see De' Rossi), which seems to be scribal repetition from end of preceding
verse; after iJS'i' we expect 3 before piy, as in ^ 96'^ 98^. — On S9C see Pink.'s
note. — 1 7 . Read Qeri '^n-^ (so ( 5 ) ; Bi. 3ni>t ni 3n!< MN I love him who loves
Yah, an improbable reading. — 1 8 . J§ p':^'^', © TTOXXWI', perhaps for ira\aiS>v
(Grabe, cited by L a g . ) ; % N''SrDi and riches; S = p ? ; 'A pxr etp-^vr]s; S
(and 0 ) iraXaibs; iL superbae. —20. At the end (3 adds dvacrTp4(popai, to
correspond with t h e vb. of first cl., but against t h e rhythm.-—^21. p j 'C'^;
© yTa/)Jtc;.3C NPNMD N>ji' many years ; S a-\2D hope ; '^ ut ditem.
On t h e
form cf. Ew., § 146 d, Stade, § 3701^, and on the meaning B D B . On the couplet added in l3 (the style of which differs from that of t h e context) see notes
of Jager, Lag., Baumgartner.

22-31. Wisdom's primeval life with Yahweh. — A section
distinct from, but allied to, the preceding. The statement of
Wisdom's rewards is followed by a description of her creation and
her intimate relations with Yahweh ; the picture is similar to that
in ^^'•'•^, but is raore detailed, with distincter personification, approaching but not reaching hypostatization. Wisdora was brought
into being before Yahweh began the work of creation (v."'^^), was
present when he estabhshed heavens, sea, and earth (v.^"^*), rejoicing in ah his work (v.^"-^'). This is the culraination of the portraiture, in Proverbs, of Wisdom's function in the world : she is the
source of sound knowledge in life (v.^"), she conducts the government of society (v.^^'^^), and confers the noblest rewards (v.^'"^'),
she antedates human experience, having been present at the con-,
struction of the world (v.^^'"'). The description is completely
non-national and universal, and thus stands in contrast with the
similar passage in Ben-Sira (ch. 24), in which Wisdom dwells in
Israel and is identified with the Jewish Law. From the more
vivid and human picture of Wisd. Sol., ch. 7 it differs in its
architectural simplicity and solidity, while Philo's Wisdom is raore
philosophical in form and comes to the very verge of hypostasis.
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In Job 28 the representation of Wisdom is ethical, not cosmogonic : eluding man's search she is declared by God to be identical with righteousness. Proverbs offers the earliest surviving
form of that Hellenized conception which finally took complete
shape in Philo. The sage of Proverbs is thoroughly Israelitish,
but his idea of the unity and order of the world has been formed
in an atmosphere pervaded by Greek thought. His Wisdom is
the creature of Yahweh, God of Israel and of the whole earth, hut
is at the sarae time the highest intelligence, conceived of as
present with God in the creation of the world, and directing all
human life — a conception which thus combines philosophic universality and Jewish theistic belief
With the picture of creation here given cf that of Gen. i, that
of Job 38*"'^, and the Babylonian cosmogonic epic* Our poem
divides itself naturally into four parts : Wisdom's primeval origin
^y_22.23^ . Yier birth before the world (v.^^^^) ; her presence at the
creation of the world (v.^"-**) ; her joyous existence in the presence of God (v.^-^'). The third division seeras to refer in a general way to the second : v.^*- ^^ have the same material as v.^, and
v.^*" has the same as v.^*- ^^; v.^ has no antecedent, unless there
be in v.^^ ^^ an implication of the creation of the heaven (cf Gen.
i ' ) . The paragraph consists of ten couplets, and might be
written as five quatrains (so Bickell), but the logical division
would thus be abandoned.
22. Yahweh formed me as the beginning of his creation,
The first of his works, in days of yore;
23. In the primeval time was I fashioned,
In the beginning, at the origin of the earth.
24. When there were no depths was I brought into being.
No fountains full of water;
25. Before the mountains were sunk,
Before the hills was I brought into being,
26. When he had not yet made the earth, [] f
Nor the first of the clods of the world.
* See Delitzsch's edition of the poem, and the discussion of it in M. Jastrow's
Relig. of Babylonia and .Assyria, ch. 21.
t Heb. adds : and the fields.

. . _ . . .^
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27. When he established the heavens I was there.
When he marked off the vault on the face of the deep,
28. When he made firm the clouds above,
1 Fixed fast > the fountains of the deep,
29. When he set bounds tq the sea, [ ] *
W h e n he laid the foundations of the earth.
30. And I was at his side, as his < ward,'
Full of delight day by day,
Sporting in his presence continually,
31. Sporting in his world. [ ] f

22, 23. Wisdom's primeval origin.
22. Synonyraous, quaternary-ternary. Instead of Yahweh Targ.
has God. — The rendering formed { = created ) is supported by
the parallel expressions in v.^^^-^' {made or ordained and brought
into being) ; the translation possessed (RV.) is possible, but does
not accord with the context, in which the point is the tirae of
Wisdom's creation. — The Hebrew, all the Greek Versions, and
the best MS. of the Vulgate (Cod. Amiatinus) have as the beginning, Clementine Vulgate, Syriac, Targura i7i the begin7ii77g (so
RV.) ; the two readings are substantially identical in raeaning,
but that of the Hebrew is favored by the form of second cl. {first),
and by the similar phrase in Job 40^^, where Behemoth is described
as the chief (lit. beginning) of the creatio7i of God. % — Creation is
lit. way, = procedure, pe7formance (Job 26" 40'^) ; Grk. has plu.
z£/ffy.f, which is perhaps favored by plu. works of second cl. — First
(RV. margin) is the more natural rendering of the Hebrew;
before (RV- and some Anc. Vrss.) is hardly allowable. — Cf the
beginning of the creation of God (Rev. 3'*), and the firstborn of
all creation (Col. i'^). — In days of yore (RV. of old) = "in
remotest antiquity " ; see note on the parallel expression in next
verse. — 23. Synonyraous, binary. While vP describes Wisdora
as the first of Yahweh's works, v.^ gives the tirae of her creation
in general terms. The Hebrew prepositions introduce the point
of time not before which (RV., some Anc. Vrss.) but at which the
creation took place. Pri7neval time (usually everlasting in RV.)
* Heb. adds : that its waters should not transgress his command.
t Heb. adds : and my delrght was with mankind.
X See Budde's note, in Nowack's Handkommentar.
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is tirae hidden by distance, remote, dim, in the past or in the
future; in Mic. 5^*'' it is used to express the remote origin of the
Davidic house : a ruler in Israel whose origin is long ago in the
distant past. The familiar expression from everlasting to everlasting gives the two termini of a long period, = from a remote past
to a remote future; so in i// 90^, where the termini, apphed to
God, are indefinitely remote, though the Hebrew word has not
the modern sense of the teraporally infinite.—The rendering
fashioned is favored by the for7ned of v.^^ (see also the verbs
expressing birth in v.^^ ^*). It seeras, however, to be forcing the
terras when it is held (Frank.) that vP^'^ refer to Wisdom's conception in the womb, and v.^*"^" to her birth ; both paragraphs
relate to her birth, the difference between thera being that the
first is general, the second specific. The rendering (see i/f 2")
ordained, established (RV set up), =^placed in position, is permitted by the connection, but is less apposite. — The origin (ht.
fi7-st times) of the earth = the begi7ining of Yahweh's work. —
Wisdom, though coeval with the beginning of the divine activity,
is created at a definite point of tirae, and thus differs from the
Logos of Philo and the Fourth Gospel. The date and occasion
of the beginning are not defined (though Wisdora precedes the
physical world), and nothing is said of the existence of Wisdom
or of the nature of the life of God before the creative work
begins.

24-26. Wisdom anterior to the physical world.
The physical world is described by its parts : in v.^ the waters,
in v.^ the mountains, in v.^^ the soil. — 24. Synonyraous, binary.
Depths are the great raasses of water, seas and rivers, including
probably the subterranean ocean whence fountains spring; see
note on 3^ B7-ought into being, lit. brought forth; the same
figure is used of the earth in \^ 90^, and of the sea in Job 38';
here it seeras to be a pure figure of speech (parallel to fo7-med,
v.^^), with no reference to physical begetting; Wisdom is the
creature, not the child, of Yahweh. In the Hebrew of second cl.
the fountains are described by a term usually understood to mean
heavy, heavy-laden, and so abounding (RV.) or rich {in water) ;
the word occurs nowhere else in this sense, and is not found in the

Grk.; a slight change of the Heb. gives the meaning full, but
the word should perhaps be oraitted. — 25. Synonyraous, ternary.
The word sunk refers to the ancient view that the raountains were
solid structures resting on foundations sunk deep in the earth
down to the floor of the subterranean ocean; so i// 18^^'' the foundations of the mountains shook (in an earthquake), and Jon. 2®*''
I went down to the bases (or, extremities) of the 7nountains (the
level of the bottora of the sea).* — 26. Synonymous, ternary.
The Hebrew reads : the eartJi and the outside places. The expression outside places is difficult. To understand it as referring to
the heavenly spaces (for which it would be a strange and improbable term) seems forbidden by the paraHelism, second cl. speaking
of the earth alone. The word raust raean fields, as in Job 5^". To
obtain a contrast sorae expositors take earth as = cultivated land,
and fields as = uncultivated la7id, but this does violence to the
language. It is difficult to regard the two terras as synonyraous,
as in Job 5'"; in Job they occur in different clauses in proper paraUehsra, while here they stand together connected by a7id (which
can hardly be taken as = 7ia7nely), and, even if the synonyraity
were allowed, we should have to suppose a whole to be put in apposition with sorae of its parts. This is obviously different frora
the coraraon expression the earth and all that it co7itains {the
earth a7id the fulness thereof). We get no light on the verse
from the Anc. Vrss. Grk.: the Lord made countries and uninhabited tracts and inhabited su7n7nits of the region under the heavens,
which foUows the Heb. in a general way, but yields no sense.
Syr. Targ. Lat. have rivers instead of outside places; Aq. and
Syra. have exits. Either these renderings are guesses, or they represent forras of text different from ours. It seems impossible to
fix the Heb. original, but, in any case, both clauses refer to the
creation of the earth, and the expression outside places may be
omitted without detriment to the thought. For Heb. first (or,
mass) of the clods (or, dust) Lat. has poles; the chronological
rendering first (instead of 7nass) is favored by first line {not
yet).
* Cf. the Babylonian view, given in Jastrow's Relig. of Bab. and Ass., p. 443,
18 f.
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27-31. Wisdom present at the construction of the universe.
27-29 describe the creation of the physical world (omitting
heavenly bodies and animate things), probably selected on account of its obvious grandeur; the wonderfulness of man is rarely
spoken of in OT. {xj/ 8. 139). Cf Job 38*-". — 27. Synonymous,
ternary. The heavens = sky, thought of as a solid expanse
(Gen. 1*) to be fixed in its place. To the eye it appears as the
interior of the dome, a circle, sphere, vault, on which God is said
to walk (Job 22"); this vault descends on all sides to the terrestrial expanse, forming a circle (the horizon), and is said to rest on
the deep, that is, the ocean which not only underlies but also flows
round the world (Gen. i* \j/ 104^^). This conception (to which
that of the Babylonians and Greeks is similar) * rests on the
simplest geographical observation. If the rendering circle be
adopted (RV.), instead oi vault, the reference wih be to the horizon.— 28. Synonymous, ternary. Clouds (AV ) as in 3*, not
skies (RV.), the heavens {= skies) being raentioned in the preceding verse; the Heb. word is used for the sky apparently conceived of as an expanse of clouds (Dt. 33^^ i/^ j8"<^''). In the
second line the fountains of the deep raight, from the parallelism,
be interpreted as the celestial sources of water, stored above the
firmaraent, whence descends the rain when the windows of heaven
are opened (Gen. 7"); the sea is mentioned in the next verse.
But the deep is elsewhere always the sea, and mu^ probably be
so understood here — in this verse its formation, in v.^ its hmitation. In accordance with the phraseology of the rest of the paragraph we must read fixed fast (instead of became fast or strong,
or burst violently forth), a reading supported by the Greek, and
obtained by a slight change in the Hebrew. — 29. A triplet (as
the text stands) ; the first and second lines form a couplet, synonymous, ternary, and the third line also is ternary. The bounds of
the sea are fixed, as in Gen. i ' ^^ Job 38*"" i/' 104^^ Lit. when he
set to the sea its bou7id; the rendering when he ordained his decree
for the sea does not accord so well with the following clause.
Nor, in second cl., is the translation should not pass beyond its shore
allowable, since the Heb. word ('B) is never used in the sense of
• Jastrow, op. cit.; II. 18, 607; Herod. 4, 36.
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shore. — The earth is described as founded, like a building, in
many passages in OT. (Jer. 31='^ Isa. 51'^ Job 38* i/^ 24^ 82' 104°),
and the word is to be interpreted literally. — The Vatican Grk.
omits the first and second clauses of this verse (probably by scribal
oversight) ; Bickell, to avoid the triplet forra, oraits the third. The
symmetrical arrangeraent of the other verses suggests that a line
may have here fallen out of the Hebrew text, or been added to it.
There is no trace of a missing line. The third line corresponds
to v.^- ^, and seeras to be necessary; but second line, an explanation of first hne, is not necessary, and may be a gloss suggested
by Job 38".
30, 31 describe Wisdom's manner of hfe at the side of Yahweh
during the work of creation. Text and translation are difficult.
Cf WS.-7^-8\ — 30. Apparently ternary ; v.^'appears to belong
with v.^^% the two lines forming a couplet (ternary). The verb
was refers the paragraph to the period raentioned above, the tirae
of creation. The expression at his side implies intiraate association, but not necessarily architectonic activity; in itself it conveys
only the idea that God's work was characterized by wisdom. —
The word rendered wa7-d in the translation above occurs only here
in OT., and its meaning is doubtful. By a change of forra it raay
be understood as having the same sense as the similar terra in
Cant. 7'*^', artist, here architect, 7naster-work7nan ;* the objection
to this rendering is that in the preceding description Yahweh hiraself is architect, and in the following context Wisdora is represented as sporting, not as working.f A different change of the
Heb. word gives the forra found in Lara. 4*, = one brought up,
cherished, whence alumnus {alu7n7ia), nursling, foster-child, % or
guarded, under protection, wa7-d (Frank.). Frankenberg understands the procedure of the paragraph thus : Wisdora is conceived
(v.^^-^), is born (v.^^®), is present at the creation (v.^^"^), is, as
young child, at Yahweh's side, under his care, living a joyous life.
The sense nursling accords with the succeeding context, and with
* So Grk., Lat., Ew., RV., and most modern expositors. The expression in
Jer. 5215 is too obscure to be cited in this connection.
t It is, perhaps, to the sense artist of the word here that WS. 7^1 alludes in its
X Aq., Rashi, AV., Schult., al.
N
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the representation of the whole paragraph, and corresponds, as
passive, to the active nurse or tutor, male (Nu. ii^^ 2 K. 10'
Isa. 49^ Esth. 2^) or female (2 S. 4'' Ru. 4"'). The renderings
faithful (Targ.) and conti7iually (Hoffman, Schriftbeweis, I., 97)
are not allowable ; the Heb. might be changed so as to give the
sense continually, parallel to day by day, and to the adverb in the
third line, but the change would be arbitrary and graphically hard.
— WS. 9^, Wisdo7n, who k/iows thy works, was with thee, was present when thou madest the world, appears to be a philosophically
colored reproduction of this line. — In second line the Heb. reads
lit. : / was delight, which may mean " I experienced an emotion of
delight " or " I was a source of delight" (to God), = his delight; *
the latter is the sense of delight in most of the passages in which
the word occurs (Isa. 5^ Jer. 3i^</' 119^*"'), but the former is
favored by the connection, in which is portrayed Wisdom's joy in
the contemplation of the divine creation (Wild., al.); cf Job 38',
For the construction ( / was delight = I was full of delight) cf
ip 126': I a7n peace, = " I ara for peace (or peaceable)," and
Gen. 12^: be thou blessing, = " be thou full of (or, a type of)
blessing." — The picture of enjoyment is continued in the next
line by the term sporting or laughing (RV., rejoicing), which in
like raanner portrays Wisdora's delight in God's work. The word
can hardly have the 'iexii.e joyously active, which would be appropriate if Wisdora were represented as master-work77ian.'\ — 31. Ternary. The first line seems to be identical in meaning with v.^°.
His world is lit. the world of his earth, in which expression the
first terra may represent as an organized whole that which the
second terra represents raerely as a mass. The expression is,
however, raore probably a rhetorical aggregation; the two terms
are really synonyraous (as in v.^, t/^ 90^ «/.), the first being poetic,
the second the ordinary prose word; the first does not mean
specifically the i7ihabited world, r\ oiKovfjLivr) (as RV interprets it)
— both terras are occasionally used in that sense (i/' 96'*). It
* So Grk., RV., Oort, Frank., al.
t The verb is used to describe the play of the people in a festival (Ex. 32'),
dancing etc. in a religious procession (2 S. 621), and a military combat of champions (2 S. 2l*-'6); in the last case the " s p o r t " was of the grimmest, but it was
apparently regarded as a spectacle in which the two armies found relaxation and
pleasure.
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does not seera to be the intention of the poet to represent Wisdom
as passing from the divine presence into the world of raen; the
point in the whole of the preceding description is her intiraate
association with Yahweh in the creation of the world — not as
architect or adviser, but as companion — it is the poetical expression of the fact that wisdom is visible in the construction of the
world. This being the theme, it seeras improbable that at the
end so important a point as Wisdora's dealing with raen (which is
treated at length in the first half of the chapter) would be introduced with a brief sentence, and with the term sporting. For this
reason the second line, and 7ny delight was with 77ta7ikind (lit. with
the sons of 7nen), appears to be an addition by an editor or scribe
who desired to see a reference to Wisdom's work araong raen. But,
in the preceding description of creation man is not mentioned,
the author choosing to confine his view to the physical world (cf
Job 38. 39, where only things non-human are raentioned). — Grk.
regards Yahweh as the subject of the couplet: when he rejoiced
at havi7ig finished the inhabited wo/'ld, and rejoiced a77iong the
sons of 77ien (following Gen. r - ) , but the change of subject is
improbable.

32-36. Wisdom's concluding exhortation to men. The Hebrew reads:
32. And now, my sons, hearken to me —
Happy are they who walk in my ways.
33. Hear instruction that ye may be wise,
Reject it not.
34. Happy is the man who hearkens to me,
Watching continually at my gates,
Waiting at the posts of my doors.
35. For he who finds me finds life.
And obtains favor from Yahweh,
36. And he who misses me wrongs himself—
All who hate me love death.

In the Hebrew text the order is unsatisfactory; v.^ is closely
connected with v.^^% and v.***" with v.^^"* — this is nearly the order of
Vat. Grk., which, however, oraits v.^. Following this suggestion,
with sorae modifications, we raight read :
And now, my sons, hearken to me,
Hear my instruction, reject it not.
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Happy is he who walks in my ways,
Happy the man who hearkens to me,
Watching, etc.

If v.^ be retained, as in the Hebrew, its syrametry would be improved by reading the second line: Reject not my admonition.
The lines in the Heb. text are ternary, except v.^*", which has
only one beat; in the emendation suggested above this exception
disappears. The emendation also gets rid of the triplet (v.^),
and gives a series of synonyraous couplets. Bickell, by insertions, makes three quatrains.—The happiness of the devotee of
Wisdom (the central thought of chs. 1-9) is here stated in general
terms. Such an one waits at her doors (v.^'') like a suppliant for
royal favor. The content of the happiness is expressed (v.^) by
the equivalent terms life and the favor of Yahweh, the opposite of
which is wronging one's self a.vi'A. death (v.'"). The life and death
are, as elsewhere (i^^ 2^^'^ 3^®, etc.), physical, but with the connotation of general earthly well-being or failure, bodily and moral.
The opposite oi finds is misses (v.^, RV., marg.), that is, fails to
find — raetaphorical expression taken frora missing a mark; sin
also in Heb. is conceived of as a failure to hit the mark, but the
sense sins against (RV.), which the Heb. word raight conceivably
have, does not accord with that of the parallel clause. There is,
however, in 7nisses an eleraent of conscious action {= purposely
fails to find), which is definitely expressed in the parallel hate
(v.^) = deliberately disapprove a7id reject (cf v.^). It is the free
huraan will that is appealed to (as in i^* and throughout the
Book) — of their own motion men accept or reject the highest
things. Those who reject instruction do violence to, wrong themselves {his soul = Imnself), and, hating the source of hfe, love
death (see 2^^ 4" 5^ 7^); the rendering his life, instead of himself (v."*"), is less accurate. By change of text despises may be
read (as in 15^^), instead of wro7igs, but the change is not necessary. With the independent action of man accords the attitude
of God — to those who choose aright he shows goodwill, friendliness, favor (v.^) — his opposite attitude toward the unwise is
stated in ^^'^'^ (cf i// xZ^-'^c^-2?)). The relation of God to human
conduct is here described as that of a judge — he is not said to
inspire or guide, but to bestow favor or disfavor according to
desert (so generally in OT.).

v i i i . 32-30
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This description of wisdom has played a prominent part in theological history, especially in the history of Christian dogmatics.
It is imitated in BS. i " " 24 ; in the latter chapter Wisdora is identified with the Law, and so generally in the later Jewish expository
works.* In Wisd. Sol. 7 it is Wisdom's relation to the human
soul that is expounded. The N T , chiefly occupied with other
points of view, barely ahudes (Mt. 11" i Cor. 1^* Col. i " ^"j to an
identification of Wisdom with the Messiah. Philo's treatment of
the conception hardly goes beyond the OT. point of view.f The
Jewish schools appear to have laid no stress on the demiurgic
function of wisdora as such. J It is in the Christian Church that
the idea first assumed importance. The whole passage, Pr. 8^"^^
(especially v.^^) was early employed in the controversies respecting
the natiire of the Second Person of the Trinity, particularly in connection with the idea of eternal generation; the arguraent turned
in part on the question whether the verb in v.^ was to be translated by created or by possessed. The passage was used by the
Sabellians, § and is referred to as proof of the uncreated person of
the Son by Irenaeus, || TertuUian,^ and especially by Athanasius
(against the Arian position),** and later by Augustine,tt and
Basil of Caesarea \X; it has often since been cited as prooftext. §§ It seeras obvious that it gives a personification, intended
to affirm the wisdora raanifest in the creation of the world — an
approach (under Greek influence) to hypostasis, but not raore
than an approach.
22. | § nini; gfNi'jN — J ^ 'jip; (gBXAai.piMr. (and so S3r)6KTi(7£j'; H - P 23
(Venet.), 2 5 2 , ' A S 9 ^/crijtraro, and IL possedit. — © renders Dip by (.h, and
omits tND; t h e rendering appears to be an error of t h e translator, and not
* Midrash Mishle on Pr. S^'^, Ber. Rab., c. i, al.
t See Drummond, Philo-Judaeus, Bk. 3, ch. 6, p. 212; Siegfried, Philo von
Alexand.; Briggs, Messiah of Apostles, p. 495-514; Toy, Judaism and Christianity, p. 99-102.
X See Weber, Theologie (on Memra, Metatron, etc.).
\ Domer, Person of Christ, Eng. transl. I., 2, p. 183 f.
II Cont. Haer., Bk. 4, ch. 20.
f Cont. Prax., ch. 7.
t t De Trin., Bk. I., ch. 12.
•* De Decret., 13, 14, and Orat. II., chs. 16-22.
XX Letters, 8, 8.
\\ In Crit. Sac. (on 8^2) by Calv. Inst., 2, 14, 8, Turretine, Inst., 3, 29, and (apparently) by Dick, Theol., ch. 30, but not by Hodge and other recent writers.
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designed to a ,oid the expression of primeval origin, which it brings out fuUj
in the context. SiK Dip j c ; % antequam. — T h e construction of this verse,
a n d particularly of Dip, is difficult. Dip is not a preposition in H e b . (RV.
before), not does it elsewhere occur as noun = foremost, first {what-was the
H e b . original of BS. I'' irporipa irdvTuv we do not k n o w ) . Either (if the text
be retained) it must be read as an Aram, form. Dip (which is not a probable
writing for the original text), or it must be conjecturally assumed to mean
first.
If the context (v.^^) be held to call for the temporal interpretation
of the two predicates, we must read n^.:'Ni3 (so Jerome, E p . 140, ad Gyp.),
T h e difficulty with Dip might be avoided by r e a d i n g : ?ND IJSVO Dipc, of old hi
created nie, of yore; there would t h e n be no word in '' answering to the 1311
of ", but this would not be an insuperable objection. — 23. J§ in3i3j; 3 i6ep,e\lu<rev, as if from iD', and so S •'j:priN, and SD (pass.) ni:pnniN; 'A KaTe<rTi6iiv;
IL ordinata sum.
T h e signification put, set, establish for the stem iDj is
assured by i/* 2^, and by Ass. tiasak { = put, set, De., Hwbuch);
possibly this
signification and the pour out of H e b . are connected; Ass. has nisakku
{ = priest), a n d both Ass. and H e b . have TDi prince, perhaps = one set (in
official position), possibly, like nisakku, = a pourer (of libations). But the
derivation of our word from -[30 is more satisfactory (Ew., Hitz., Frank.);
TiSDi was read by S ( a n d , according to one account, by 0 ) , irpoKex^tpKrpai,
probably for TrpoKexpl(rpai, and ( D e . ) by Grace. Ven., /c^x"/"""- — 24. | § 'n'7'?n;
(3, less well, TToiTjffai. — 1 § 1133;, lacking in <3, and perhaps to be omitted as
yielding no satisfactory sense; we may, however, read >NSD: or INSD (cf.
Eccl. I I * ) . Bottcher's noblest of waters is not appropriate. Oort D'yp3j cleft,
with omission of DT, does not commend itself. T h e dag. forte in the 1 seems
to be due to the rapid pronunciation of stat. const. — 2 6 . | § NS ijJ; 3 Kipios,
free rendering, or possibly = ^JIN. — 1 § nixin; (3 OOIKIJTOUS; the word is incompatible with y-\a (perhaps inserted from Job 5!"), and is better omitted.
SiSTIL rivers, on which see Ndldeke's remark in P i n k . — ^ nilDj; tt-Ni; Graetz
noblest of dust, = gold (Job 28^). For ' ; Dys. writes •'hoy heights, an unnecessary c h a n g e ; (3 oiKovpeva, the origin of which is doubtful; Baumg., probably
rightly, rejects Aram, n i m y inhabited;
H e i d . suggests ni3ij!, the name of one
of t h e seven heavens, according to Pirke Eliezer, c. 18 (see ^ 68^); cf. Levy,
Chald. lVdrt.~2T.
^ am (see Isa. 40^2 Job 2 2 " ) ; (3 dpbvov, perhaps after
Job 22I*. — 3 dviptav, = m n i i , or freely takes Dinn to be the upper ocean, the
.""urce of rain and wind-clouds, and so perhaps, in next verse, TTJS VTT oipavbv.
- 28. J§ vv;; write iny (Oort, Bi.), from the connecti'^". and 3 d(r<pa\eis
iTt6ei. — (3 "rrjs iir oipavbv (see preceding n o t e ) , p e r h a j s = '?3n (cf. v.' ) ;
Ju;it. and Iren. are cited in H - P as having dj3i5o-<rou, and L'lg. holds this to be
the genuine reading of (§. — 29. © ^ omits » •>•, apparer ;ly by scribal error;
Bi. omits = as induced by the erroneous Grk. text of v.'-''"'; p r o b a b l y ^ has lost
a line. For J§ pin (5^ had pin, a good reading, but no change of | § is necessary.— 30. J^ [iDN; taken from stem JCN firtn by 3 appb^ovaa; S »<J,'"^°
arranger (or perhaps pass., —firm, trusty);
2 6 iaTi]piypivr\; IL cuncta componens ; understood as connected with JDN nurse hy'A ridrivovpivi) ( = po«.
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cf. Lam. 4^ Graetz); rendered as adj. by 5E amvi^n'o faithful, trusty. Nouns
of the form VitSii are either abstract nouns of action (Inf. abs.), or of the
nature of Pres. Parts., usually of stative vbs. (fjp), sometimes of active or
voluntative vbs. (jrS, perhaps pN lord); on the norm see Ew., § 1^2b; on
the masc. form, Ges.^e, § 122, 2, c. Anm. i. For the name of agent we expect
the form Sap, as in Cant. 7'-^, and Ass. ummdnu.
Read JCN. Cf. BDB., s.v.
J1DN and JOS. — | ^ :^-.y\syi> HM.S,; (g iyii rip-rjv g wpoa^xaipev, reading yyyyyn',
which, from the connection, is improbable. The expression, which looks tautologous, is omitted by Bi. as dittography from the context; if it be taken as
scribal repetition, the DV DV also should probably be omitted. The line may,
however, be retained; see note on this v. above. — 3 1 . 3 understands nin> as
subject, and at end of " adds avvreX^ffas, perhaps reading n>'?30 for h2D (Lag.),
perhaps free translation, since (Baumg.) oiKovpivqv suggests'?3ri. — 32. The
order in (3^ is v.^^a-34a.32b.34b.etc. (y.^* is omitted), a natural arrangement,
favored by the l in ili'Nl, which seems to point to a preceding parallel clause.
Bi., after the Saidic Vrs., fills out v.^-"- ^ as follows: And now, my sons,
hearken to me; Hear the instruction [of my words ! Live to length of days^
and be wise. And reject not [my admonition^ ! a possible but suspicious expansion; it introduces the reward (life) in anticipation of v.''^, and employs
the doubtful expression D'^C' llxS vn (in ^ 23*' the verb is different). If not
the addition of the Coptic scribe, it is based on a doubtful Heb. text; cf. Bi.'s
note. — 33. The Heb. text is rhythmically unsatisfactory, and, if the verse be
retained, we should perhaps, with Bi. (see preceding note), add •'rin3in at end.
— 35. K 'NXD (Q air:) seems to be scribal repetition of preceding word;
3, f^oboi pov e^oSoi fw^s, read 'Nxb and 'Nxb, inappropriate and improbable.
— 36. 3 has Part, and vb. plu. in * — probably a change of the Grk. scribe,
in the interests of rhetorical symmetry; Heb. poetry is fond of variations of
grammatical number in adjacent clauses.

IX. Wisdom and Folly as hosts. — This chapter, as it stands,
consists of three parts. In v.'"^ Wisdora is personified as a householder who prepares a feast (v.'^), to which she invices the uninstructed (v.^-*), urging thera to partake of her provision and live
(v.*-^) ; cf i^^' 8^-^^ In contrast with this, stands, in the third
part, v.'^'*, the invitation of Folly, who, noisy and seductive (v.^^),
sits in a prorainent place and calls to the passers-by ( v . " " ) ,
tempting the uninstructed youth by promise of secret dehghts
(v.'^''), he not knowing that her house is Sheol (v.^*). Standing
between these two descriptions, and interrupting their connection,
is the paragraph v.^"^^, composed of separate aphorisms ; it belongs
by its contents in the succeeding division of the Book (io'-22^"),
and is here doubtless inserted by scribal error. The remainder of
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the chapter stands in specially close connection 'with ch. 7 as a
warning against debauchery.
1-6. Wisdom's in'vitation to her feast — a semi-allegorical
description of her gifts.
1. Wisdom has built her house,
1 Set u p ' * her seven pillars,
2. Killed her beasts, mixed her wine.
And prepared her table.
3. She has sent forth her maidens < to cry > t
On the thoroughfares of the city:
4. " Whoso is simple, let him turn in hither " !
To him who is void of understanding she says:
5. " Come, eat my bread.
Drink the wine I have mixed!
6. Forsake < folly,' | and live.
And walk in the way of understanding " !

1. Synonymous, ternary. The building of the house is mentioned as a necessary preparation for holding a continual feast; it
is an indication that Wisdora has set up a permanent establishraent, in which she is rearly nt rl^l timptj to entertain all who may
rnme to her. Instead of Heb. hewn (the technical term oFTHe
stonemason) the parallelism favors the builder's term set up,
reared, erected (so Grk. Syr. Targ.) ; the point is not that the
pillars are hewn, but that they are put in place, so that the house
is finished and ready for guests. Hhe pillars are an ordinary architectural feature of the time, here introduced as a natural appendage to the house. The precise position of the pillars in the
Jewish house of this period (c. 3d century B.C.) is not known;
probably, as in Greek and Roman houses, they surrounded the
hall or court which was entered frora the street-door and was
used for festive purposes; they served as support for an upper
gallery. The nuraber seven is not significant; either it is merely
a round number, or it indicates the usual architectural arrangeraent of the time. — The verse easily lends itself to allegorizing
* Heb.: hewn.

t Heb.: she cries.
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and spiritualizing interpretation, and has been understood in this
way from an early period. The Midrash takes Wisdora to be the
Law, which created all the worlds ; Procopius : the enhypostatic
power of God the Father prepared the whole cosraos as its abode;
Rashi: God by wisdom created the world. The seven pillars
have been explained as the seven firmaraents or heavens, or the
seven regions or cliraates (Midrash) ; the seven days of creation,
or the seven books of the Law * (Rashi) ; the seven charisraata
or gifts of the Holy Ghost (Procop., Bernard, De.) ; the seven
eras of the Church (Vitringa); the seven sacraraents, or the oranipotent word of the Son of God (Geier) ; the prophets, apostles,
and martyrs (J. H. Mich.) ; the seven liberal arts (Heid.); the
seven first chapters of Proverbs (Hitz.).t These interpretations
carry their refutation on their face. The allegorical element in
the paragraph is siraply the representation of Wisdora as hostess,
dispensing, in her own house, instruction, here syrabolized by
food and drink. — 2. Parallels, quaternary- (or, binary-) ternary.
In first cl. the Heb. is literally slain her slaying = killed her beasts.
Meat and wine are mentioned as the chief materials of a feast (so
I Sam. 16'" Dan. 10^). Meat was eaten by the Jews probably not
daily, but on special occasions (festivals), which had a religious
character. | Fermented wine (Heb. yayin) was a comraon article
^f food (i Sara. 16^ Job i^^ ^ 104"). It was mixed with spices
to make it more pleasant to the taste (Isa. 5^^ 1^ 102^'^°'). The
Greeks comraonly raixed their wine with water in a bowl {krater),
and the Grk. here introduces this term : she has mixed her wine
in a krater; to drink unmixed wine was considered by thera unseemly (Plato, Laws, I. 9). Which sort of mixing is here intended
is uncertain. — The table, originally a leather mat or other material laid on the ground (as among the Arabs to-day), came at an
early tirae araong the Hebrews to be a raised tray or board at
* Gen. j i and Num. lo^s {when the ark set forward, etc.) were regarded, on
account of their importance, as separate books.
t For other interpretations see notes of Geier, Vitringa, De.
t For the preexilian custom see Dt. laSO- 21 1423-27, and for the later usage Lev.
173.4.13; cf. note on Pr. 7I*. T h e daily provision of meat on the king's table
(i K. 423 [58]) was probably connected with a daily sacrifice. In our verse Grk.
has slain her offerings.
T h e use of meat is comparatively rare in Palestine at the
present day.
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which people sat on stools (so, perhaps, i Sara. 20^) or rechned
on divans (Ara. 6*); cf the tables of the Temple (Ez. 40^^ Ex.
25^). — 3. Continuous, ternary. The/«a/rt'<?«i' are the necessary
machinery of invitation, not to be explained allegorically as signifying preachers of righteousness; the householder (as in Mt. 22^)
bids her guests through servants, who thus (as sometiraes now)
take the place of letters. The terra is a general one for young
woraen, soraetiraes free and unservile (Gen. 24" Ru. 2* Esth. 2^),
soraetiraes, as here, attendants (so 27^ 31^^), apparently not
slaves. — According to our Heb. text {she cries) she herself also,
not content with sending messages, gives her invitation on the
thoroughfares of the city (ht. high places), elevated places where
one could easily be seen and heard (see note on 8^) ; these have,
of course, no connection with the old shrines called highplaces in
the prophetical and historical books. It is not clear whether it is
thus intended to represent her (as in i^-^^ 8^"^) as going forth to
places of public resort, or (as might be suggested by the parallel
V." below) as having her house and her seat in an elevated part of
the city. But the syntax and sense of the Heb. are unsatisfactory, and the change of one letter gives the reading she has sent
forth her maidens to cry; this is not out of accord with v.'', in
which the proclamation raay be understood to be made by Wisdom through the messengers. In the Grk. she cries not on the
heights, but with a loud voice, but this reading is improbable. —
4. Synonyraous, ternary. The invitation is addressed to the
simple and void of understanding, those who have not moral
insight and power of self-direction, the negative, unformed minds,
not yet given up to sin, but in danger of becoming its dupes; the
steadfastly good and the deliberately evil are not considered—
the former do not need guidance, the latter will not accept it.
Obviously, however, the author does not raean to exclude any
class of persons frora the counsels of Wisdora; he writes as a
practical raoralist, and represents the simple as her natural hearers.
—The division of the verse is unusual; the second clause, instead
of continuing the exhortation of the first, introduces a new forraula of address; sorae expositors, following the Grk. of v.",
would write : whoso is devoid of understanding, I say to him, etc.;
but this would not be a natural forra of address — see note on v.^'.
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— 5 . Parallels, ternary. The invitation in figurative forra. Bread,
which here takes the place of the 7neat or flesh of beasts of v.-, is
also a necessary part of the feast. — 6. Synonyraous, ternary.
The invitation in literal, explanatory forra. The Heb. reads : forsake, ye si77iple (RV incorrectly : leave off, ye si7nple ones), an incomplete sentence, since the verb requires an object, as in 2'^ 3^
4^, etc.; the object can hardly be the simple (AV forsake the
foolish), for this would be a singular admonition to the simple,
and the parallelism calls for an abstract noun as object. Some
(as Karap.) suppose the object to have fallen out of the text, and
leave a blank ; others (De., Now., Str.) supply simplicity as object:
forsake, ye simple, si7nplicity. A better expedient is, by a slight
change in the Heb. word, to read (as in the Grk.) simplicity or
folly; Luther : ve7'lasset das alberne wesen ; cf i^^. The v/oxd folly
(which might easily have fallen out on account of its reserablance
to the preceding) may be added ; but the resulting clause will be
less rhythmical.— Grk.: Forsake folly, that ye may reign forever;
and seek discretion, and direct understanding in (or, by) k7iowledge — a misreading and expansion of the Hebrew. For the
reign cf Wisd. Sol. 6^^.
IX. 1. J§ mD3n; see note on i^'^;;;^^ nsxn; © uTriJ/jeiirei', = n3>sn (Vogel),
from 3Xj; S^in3CD; ^ niMy; S'nb'pN; this reading is favored by the parallelism.— 2. After nscn (S has ei's KparTJpa, = Db3, probably not in original
| § (fallen out by resemblance to preceding word, Lag.), but addition of Grk.
scribe for completeness. — On ]!i?\if s. Moore, on Ju. i''. — 3. i3 boiXovs, perh.
rhetorical generalization of gender, or scribal error, possibly (Lag.) suggested
to a Christian scribe by Mt. 22^. — J^ nip IDID 'SJ hy Nipn; (3 avyKaXoOaa pjerd
ii^7)XoO Ktipiyparos, p being taken as a form of Nip, and p 'D as adverbial expression. 3 does not take iDlin as = heights; the word appears to mean raised
streets here and in 8^ 9I*. The addition eirl Kparijpa of 3 appears to be erroneous insertion from preceding verse. IL, freely; adarcem et admoenia civitatis. | § Nipn ftiakes a difficulty; we expect a reference to the maidens, as in
S3C1L, reading njNipn or NipS, and this form should probably be adopted, in
spite of the 3 p. sing. niDN of v.^. — J^ I J only here and in Ex. 21^ •• where it
= body . Aram, and Assyr., wing; the stem appears to mean curved, arched;
19J hy here = hy, if the text be correct; cf. 1SJ3 Ex. 21^, = in himself. — 4. For
1^ niDN Oort al. would read I p. IDN or •'PICN, but the change is unnecessary. —
Gr.: iV niDNi njn ID' 3*7 iDni ino ic. — 5. 3 plu. dpruv, as in 20I* Gen. 14I*
etc., free use of Grk. idiom, not (Lag.) allusion to Eucharist (Jno. 6 ) . —
6. '^ D'NiD; 3 d<t>poffivttv, and so all other Vrss.; read ip.n, as the sense
requires; this word may have been read ''no and so expanded into Dins and
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D^NPD. — Grk. expansion may have come from change of l^crert into {V/TIJCOTC,
and introduction of clause from Wisd. Sol. 6^' (Lag.); Baumg. suggests that
the Grk. translator wrotefiidxr-iiTe,which was corrupted (perh. under influence
of WS. 6''*) into Pa<Ti\ei<ritTe, and that K. fijr. <t>pov. was then added to complete the parallelism. Cf. Lag., Pink.

13-18. The invitation of Folly. — The section is parallel to
v.^"*, and should be transferred to this place. The central figure
plays a part corresponding to and contrasted with that of Wisdom
above. She is described as noisy (v.'^), sitting in a pubhc place
(v."), calling to passers-by (v."), inviting the simple to come to
her (v.'^), promising thera stolen pleasures (v."), which, the sage
adds, lead to death (v.^*). The two sections give the contrast
between rectitude and sexual debauchery. Cf 5^^ 7^''"^'. From
the " abrupt" way in which this paragraph is introduced (without
such preparatory stateraent as is found in v.^ *), its only ground
being the contrast with Wisdom's invitation, Frankenberg concludes that it is not the work of the author of chs. 1-9; the writer
of v.^^"'-, he observes, regarded the harlot of chs. 5 and 7 as merely
a personification of Folly — a view which appears in the Grk.
and has survived tih now. Certainly the picture in v.'^*^- is based
in part on chs. 5 and 7, but this fact hardly points to difference of
authorship; nor is it introduced with undue abruptness (if it
assumes v.^"*) ; and it is not necessary to suppose because Folly
is here the harlot of chs. 5 and 7 that the writer did not regard
this latter personage as a real woman; in chs. 2. 5. 6. 7 Folly is
identified with sexual iraraorality.
13. [] P'oUy is loud and «seductive,*
She knows no < shame' ( ?)
14. At the door of her house she sits,
On [] * the thoroughfares of the city,
15. To call to the passers-by.
To those who are going their ways:
16. " Whoso is simple, let him turn in hither " !
And to him who is void of understanding she says:
17. " Stolen waters are sweet,
And bread eaten in secret is pleasant" !
18. But he knows not that the Shades are there,
That her guests are in the depths of Sheol.
* Heb.: on a seat in (or, near).
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13. Rhythm uncertain. Folly's character. The text is doubtfuL Heb.: The foolish woman tyxt. woman of folly) is boisterous
(or, loud), simplicity, and knows not what (or, perhaps, anything) ;
Grk. : A foolish and impudent woman comes to lack a morsel, she
who knows not shame ; Syr.: A woman lacking in discretion, seductive ; Targ.: A woman foolish and a gadabout, ignorant, and she
knows not good; Lat.: A woman foolish and noisy, and full of
wiles, and knowing nothing at all. — From a coraparison with the
parallel v.^ it appears probable that the woman .of the Hebrew is
a gloss by a scribe who wished to call the reader's attention to the
fact that folly was a personification; this being oraitted, Folly
stands opposed to Wisdora. The rendering Madam Folly (taking
wo7na7i of folly as = the woman folly — so De., Kamp.) is hardly
allowable; elsewhere (11^^ 12* 21^-'^ 25^*27^° 31'**) the defining
noun after woman has adjectival force. The word rendered Folly
(fem.) occurs only here in OT.; the corresponding masc. form is
frequent in Prov.; see i^*^ 3^ 8^ Instead of boisterous some
translators (Str., Kamp., Frank.) write passionate (sensuously
excitable), but this sense for the Heb. terra is doubtful; see notes
on i*^ 7". The expression simplicity of the Heb. text is suspicious both frora its forra (abstract noun) and frora its raeaning
— it is unnecessary to say that folly is foohsh; the connection
favors a reading {seductive, or enticing) like those given by Syr.
and Lat., and this is obtained by an inconsiderable change of text.
The sense of the last clause it is difficult to deterraine. The Heb.
hardly perraits the translation she knows nothing, and this, moreover, does not comport with the address and power attributed to
Folly in the context; Folly is priraarily a raoral, not an intellectual terra—it does not exclude ordinary intelligence as the
sweeping expression knows nothing appears to do. Grk, shame
(which suits the connection) raay be doubtfully adopted; the
Heb. word which it imphes is used elsewhere (18^^ Jer. 51*^ Isa.
S°* "A 35^ <^^-) only in the sense of obloquy, never as = the sense of
shame, though that may be an accident — the verb has this raeaning (Ez. 16"^ al). The Grk. rendering raay be a free interpretation
of our Heb. text, as the Targ. good seeras to be. —14. Synonymous, ternary. Fohy sits in a prorainent place, where she can be
seen; Grk. on a seat in public in the streets. Wisdom (v.^) cries
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aloud in such places — Folly sits and calls; the contrast in the
methods of the two (the one sending out to seek raen, the other
sitting at horae as seductress) does not indicate difference of zeal
— the two descriptions seera to express the same earnestness — it
is perhaps raeant to say that Folly, like the unchaste woman
whora she represents, the symbol of unlawful pleasures, prefers the
privacy of her house (cf ch. 7), while Wisdom, the preacher of
righteousness, boldly gives her invitation in open day and in
public places; but the text is not clear, and probably no difference is intended in the methods of the two, unless it be in the
sending out of the maidens. •— In second line we should probably
read simply: on the thoroughfares, etc., as in v.^, instead of the
Heb. on a seat in, etc.; see notes on 8^ <f. Folly, like Wisdom, has
a house, in which she sets a feast; the description of the preparations (cf v.^- ^) is oraitted, probably as an unnecessary repetition.
—15-17. Her invitation, parallel to that of Wisdora ( v . ^ ) ; v.'*
= v.*; V." corresponds to v.*- ^. —15. Synonyraous, ternary-binary.
She addresses herself to the passers-by (so Wisdora, i^-^' 8'"^),
reraaining, however, at the door of her house. The expression
those who are going their ways (cl. 2.) = the passers-by (cl. i.),
not who are going straightforward {right) oh their ways — the
intention (as appears from the connection) is to represent these
passers not as earnest persons bent on going forward without turning to right or left, but as ordinary wayfarers, to any and all of
whom Folly addresses herself; a similar verb {walk) is used in
v.®; in 3" II* 15^^ the connection is different. —16. Synonymous,
ternary. See note on v.*. The expressions simple and void of
understanding, here as there, raean lacking in knotvledge of the
world, unable to recog/iize good and bad (cf v.''). Instead of she.
says Grk. has / say, a reading which would give unity of form to
the invitation in this verse, yet is not quite natural, since Folly
would not address her intended victims as void of sense; cf v.*.—
17. Synonyraous, ternary. The induceraent she offers is the
delight of secret enjoyments, things prohibited by law or condemned by society, more tempting because they are forbidden.
Folly here appears as identical with the strange woman of chs. 5
and 7. Her water and bread are parallel to the bread and wtne
of Wisdom (v.^), only here the feasting is clandestine — the refer-
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ence is to illicit sexual relations. Stole7i waters {= any illicit
thing) are sweet was probably a current proverbial saying; and,
in the term water, instead of the more festive wi7ie, there may be
an allusion to the figure of 5^*- ^'"', on which see notes. —18. Synonymous, ternary. Comment of the sage : the fate of Folly's guests.
Ii> 2^* 5' 7^ it is said that the licentious woman's ways lead to
death; here, in sharper phrase, her house is identified with the
Underworld—it is already in effect in the depths, and its inmates,
though they have the semblance of life, are doomed and as good
as dead. The death is physical, as in the parallel passages cited
above; the guests are no doubt regarded by the writer as morally
dead, but that is not the stateraent here. On Shades (Refaim)
see note on 2^'. The word rendered depths also = valleys, but,
from the connection and frora general OT. usage, this cannot be
understood as a topographical description of Sheol, an assertion
that it contains hills and valleys. It raerely describes Sheol as
lying deep beneath the earth, but there is possibly an allusion to
the valley of Rephaim, near Jerusalem (2 Sara. 5^^ Isa. 17'). — The
simple youth, who yields to Folly's invitation, is ignorant of his
danger; on the class of persons meant see note on v.*. — Grk,
here^ adds four couplets :
But turn away, linger not in the place.
Nor set thine eye on her;
For thus wilt thou go through alien water.
And pass over an alien stream.
But abstain from alien water,
Drink not of an alien fountain,
That thou mayst live long.
That years of life may be added to thee.

This is the addition of a scribe who felt that the curt ending of
the text needed a hortatory complement; it mars the poetic unity
and vigor of the paragraph. The figure of the three first couplets
is taken from s'*"^-; the last couplet (a familiar expression) is
nearly the sarae as v." of this chapter.
13. 15 mSiD3 and nvna are dx. \ey. (both probably Aram, forms); the
latter may come from a st. 'no (Ols.), the a-vowel being preserved by the
doubling of the Yod; De., following Qamhi {Miklol, lUl a), point§ nvno;
from TB we should have nvnij. Oort proposes Pi. nnoc, which may help to
account for © ivbeijs xf/iapxiO (from JD and n e ) ; Jager points out that (3 in-
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volves a form of no. The connection favors the reading nnoD, = enticing.—.
In ni'7iD3 ntfN the '3 cannot be appositional definitive (De.). There is no
example in OT. of a determinative standing in apposition with a single noun
in stat. const, (jvx na is not a case in point, for 'i here is local definition of
'3); on the construction called suspended determination (where one noun
defines two in stat. const., these being in app. with each other) see Ew, § 289 c;
Ges.26 § 130. 5; Moo'ce, Judges, on Ju. 19^-^; Driver, Deut.,on Dt. 2i'i. Everywhere else in Prov. n'l^'.s is defined by the following noun. '3 here is parallel
to niD3n in v.i, and nifN must be omitted as gloss, intended to indicate that the
n'?D3 was to be understood as a personification (a woraan). Graetz would
write it DI^N and attach it to preceding verse — a possible construction (though
Diys does not occur elsewhere with a:;i), but the rhythm is against the addition of a word in v.^2_ — jn ^JQ Jag,, Hitz., Lag., Graetz, al. see the remains
of nD'73 {(3 aiffxivv)) an attractive reading (cf. Jer. 3') if '3 may be understood as meaning the feeling of shame; this sense it has nowhere else in OT
(though DSD, Ni. and Hof., is so employed) — elsewhere it = opprobrium.
nn is always to be taken as interrog., direct or indirect, even in Gen. 38'; we
might here read HDIND (as in Gen. 39^), but the connection does not favor
the resulting sense. We may doubtfully read nD'?3 — less well (Frank.) oSsn
(Jer. 81^). —14. f|J nip >DIC, of which 3 ip<i>avG)% iv irXardais may be free
rendering (see the wholly different wording of <3 in v.^); it would seem that
(3 takes •'DID as = streets or squares; see note on this v. above. % Nl'ifpi XDI
and S XD1 (omitting the last word) also represent J§, except that K apparently read some form of ip> instead of m p (Oort). J§ is suspicious; for
ND3 we should probably read '•5,5, as in v.^. If our text be retained, it would
be better to insert 3 before 'p 'D, which expression may, however (Fleisch.)
be taken as adverbial. —15. J^ D>li'^D {3 Karevdivovras) may be taken in
the sense of IL pergentes, or we may substitute the stem yjfa, as in 4'*. —
16. J^ niDN; <3 and S have l p. (the 3 p. occurs in Clem. Al.); the 3 p., as
the harder, is to be retained. —17. 3 inverts the order of clauses of J§, but
gives no suggestion for change of our text. — 18. 3 b b^ OVK o'ibev STI yriyevets
(DIXSI) Trap' airrj (aa*) bWvvrai (iDDiy) Kal M irirevpov g,bov (SlNir pcyi)
(TvvavTq, (nip). On yrjyeveh cf. note on 2^^; other renderings of '1 in 3 are
v€Kpot,ytyavTes; see Schleusner. reinterpreting: Jon nS'flK >13JJ1 that she
east down the giants there. — On the added couplets in 3& see note above.

7-12. A little group of aphorisms, belonging in the body
of the Book; see parallel proverbs in 13' 15'^ 19^ 1 0 ' " 16^''®
10^' 11^^, and also i' i/^ 111^" They are probably the insertion of
a scribe who found this a convenient place for introducing into his
manuscript a collection which was in his possession, or, possibly,
they are here placed in order to separate the description of detestable Folly frora that of divine Wisdora. Grk. (see below) expands v.'^ with reraarks which are apparently designed to pave
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the way to the following section. The Hebrew scribe raakes six
couplets, so that this raay agree in length with the other sections.
A certain logical order has been observed : v.' and v.* accord in
thought, and so v.* and v.", and v.^'^ and v."; v.^ stands by itself,
and may be an afterthought.
7-9. Results of instruction given to different classes of persons.
7. He who corrects a scoffer gets insult.
And he who reproves a wicked man, reviling.
8. Reprove not a scoffer lest he hate thee;
Reprove a wise man, and he will love thee.
9. Give (instruction) to a wise man, and he will be yet wiser;
Teach a righteous man, and he will gain more instruction.

7. Synonymous, ternary. The scoff"er. On scoffer see note on
i^, and cf 13^- '^ 15^ 23^ The term is here substantially equivalent
to the wicked of second cl., but further describes the bad man, the
enemy of wisdom, as one who actively rejects, despises, and mocks
at true principles of hfe; the wicked is, in general, one who habitually does wrong, and is to be condemned in a tribunal of justice. Such persons are thought of as past reformation, so that he
who tries to better thera does thera no good, but only brings on
himself insult and reviling. The first of these terms signifies
originally little7tess, despicableness (so Partcp. in 12^), then disgrace (3^ 6^) and, actively, belittli7ig, reproach, reviling, insult
(18^). The second, as it stands in the Heb., is literally J/I?/, blemish, physical (Cant. 4^ Dan. i"*), or ceremonial (Nu. 19^, and so
everywhere in the Pentateuch, except Dt. 32^, where the text is
corrupt) ; in Job 11'* (if the text be correct) it appears to mean
apprehe7isio7t, fear, or, perhaps, consciousness of guilt (but these
interpretations are somewhat forced). Here the text is doubtful,
but the parallehsm calls for a word = insult.—The point of view
of the verse is similar to that of those sociologists who recognize a
class of " incapables." — 8. Antithetic, ternary. The scoffer and
the wise raan. The first clause repeats the thought of the preceding verse, the second contrasts the conduct of the wise raan under
reproof; cf 15^ ^"^ ^^ '^ with which verses our v.'- * raight properly be
put. — 9. Synonyraous, ternary. The wise man. See i'10* 12" 14^
15*^, and especially 21". Wise and righteous are here put as identical, as throughout the Book, particularly in 10^-22^". The teach-
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ableness of the wise is alhed to humility — it is the opposite of
the posture of mind implied in the terra scoffer.
ID. T h e beginning of wisdom is the fear of Yahweh,
A n d the knowledge of the Holy One is understanding.

Synonymous, quaternary- (or, ternary-) ternary. The verse is
related in a general way to the preceding context; the first cl. is
found substantially in i' (with inversion of subject and predicate)
and i/' 111^". In second cl., instead of knowledge of {=fear of, obedience to) the Holy One a nuraber of versions and expositors * have
knowledge (or, cou7isel) of holy 7nen (the Heb. word is plu.),=:
either the knowledge which good men possess, or that which makes
raen good; but the parallelisra obviously demands a reference to
God. The plu. word is used of raen (Israelites) in i/^ 34^" Dan. 8^*,
of angels in Zech. 14'' Job 5' 15'^ lA 89^ (and Aramaic, Dan. 4i'("'),
but of God only here and 30^ (the sing, is comraon). The plu.
(here probably used as expressing extent and raajesty) may have
been suggested by the plu. form Elohim for God, or it may have
arisen in the same way (an original mass of divine beings in a
coraftiunity afterwards conceived of as one being); cf plu. for
Creator, Eccl. 12^ f and Arara. Heavens, = God, Dan. 4"^'^^ The
term belongs to the later, more refined, vocabulary, which sought
to designate the divine Being by his ethical quahties. — On the
thought see note on i'; knowledge of the divine will is theoretical
wisdora, but cannot be separated frora reverence ( = obedience),
which is practical wisdora. The divine law here had in mind is
ethical, not ritual, and obedience to it is held to secure prosperity.
II.

For by me will thy days be multiplied.
A n d the years of thy life increased.

Synonymous, ternary. Instead of by 77te, Syr. Targ. (and apparently Grk., in this way) have by it, which effects some connection
with the preceding verse, the it being the fear or the knowledge of
God. But this connection is not quite natural (we should perhaps
expect rather the7n than it, and the for is not appropriate), and it
* Grk., Vulg., Luther, AV., Procop., Rashi, J. H. Mich., al.
+ The clause Eccl. I2ia probably does not belong to the original form of the
verse, but it shows the linguistic usage of the later period. Bickell's emendation
thy wife, instead of thy Creator, is, on exegetical grounds, out of the question.
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may be just as well to retain our Heb. text, and regard the verse
as the only surviving part of a paragraph, the me referring to
wisdo7n mentioned in a lost couplet. The general sense is not
affected by this difference of reading. There is no connection
withv^ For the thought see 3^-^* 10^ 19^, in which long life is
the reward of fearing God.
12. If thou art wise, thou art wise for thyself.
And, if thou art a scoffer, thou alone must bear (the consequences).

Antithetic, ternary. Of this verse (which is quite isolated, having no connection with the context, and no parallel in the whole
Book) we have two forms, in the Hebrew and the Greek. The
Hebrew, given above, affirms sharply the principle of individual
responsibility, generahzing the idea of Ez. 18'' {he who sins, he
\_alone],shall die); the prophet declares that every Israelite shall
bear the consequences of his sin — the sage extends the principle to all moral life, a principle certainly involved everywhere in
Proverbs, but nowhere else expressed under the form of raoral
isolation. The writer has in mind, however, not a selfish isolation
(it is not the command thou shalt be wise), but the impossibihty
of vicariousness in the raoral life. — Grk. (followed by Syr.) reads :
If thou be wise, for thyself thou shalt be wise and for thy neighbors,
but if thou prove evil, thou alone shalt bear the evil; the first cl.
may also be rendered : if thou be wise for thyself, thou shalt be
wise for thy neighbors also — the general sense remains the sarae,
the man is inseparably connected, on his good side, with his fellows. This pleasant, but untrue, affirmation, that a raan's goodness benefits his fellows, while his evil affects only hiraself, looks
like the effort of an editor to relieve the apparent selfishness of
the verse. It is hardly correct to say (Jager) that the thou alone
of the Heb. in second cl. indicates, by contrast, the presence of
and for thy neighbor in first cl.; the alone is raerely the definite
stateraent in one line of the aloneness which is involved in the parallel hne. A change from the Grk. forra to that of the Heb. is less
probable than a change in the opposite direction, and the latter
should therefore be retained as probably the original. After v."
Grk. adds :
Who stays himself on lies he feeds on wind.
And he will follow after winged birds.
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The ways of his own vineyard he forsakes.
And wanders from the paths of his own husbandry.
He passes through a waterless waste,
Through a land given over to drought,
And with his hands he gathers barrenness.

Before line 7 Bickell, to coraplete the couplet, inserts :
He sows on an unfilled, waterless soil.

This paragraph appears to be an amplified form of a Hebrew
original, taken, perhaps, as Bickell suggests, frora a current collection of aphorisms. The thought is vigorous, but the paragraph
certainly does not belong in this place, nor did it form'a part of
the original Book of Proverbs, with whose literary style it does not
agree. The liar is compared to a neglectful husbandman who
comes to grief. With feeds on .wind cf Eccl. i", and with the
second line, 27* 23^
7. ^ is reproduced by (gABxa!. jj^. instead of n'lSD reprover H-P 23. 68.
109. 147. al. S^ SM had (the Grk. and S^ in a doublet line) niish reproofs,
which does not agree with the parallelism (cf. Pink.). (gAai. ^u^i^treTai iavrbv
= IDID or iS DID, and so probably the piiXioTres airip of H-P 23 al. (the Aram.
QW wound, scar, proposed by Lag., seems unnecessary). J^ is better read
1*? DID, though 'D is suspicious; whether it can be taken as = insult or indignity, as the parallelism requires, is doubtful, but no satisfactory emendation
of the text suggests itself; possibly we should read .10^3. — Gr. ni3iDi yh ID'
j'Sij ^h nph IDID pifiS. — 8. The (3 MSS. add a positive doublet of"' in varying
forms. — 9. The apparently incomplete expression jn is variously supplemented
by the Vrss.; 3 (followed by SIL) adds d<t>opp-^v opportunity; % writes ISK.
The rhythm does not suggest an omission in J§, which is intelligible also as it
stands; but the insertion of a word ( = instruction) in a translation is allowable.
—10. ^ O'tyip is rendered as plu. in all extant Vrss. (the readings of the Hex.
are not known) except S)^^, and Saadia; it seems then to have been understood (except perh. in ST) as = righteous men. — 3 adds at end: rb ydp 71'iSi'oi
vbpov biavotas itrrlv dyadijs, the remark of a legalistic scribe, here out of place.
— For variant expressions in Clem. Al. (which, however, do not necessarily
mean different MS. readings) see H-P and Lag. — 1 1 . | § 13 is followed by 3L
only; S3C 13; 3 roirip rip rpbTrip, probably = .13; see note on this verse
above. — ^ ID''D1I must be taken with indef. subject, but we should perh. read
Nifal. —12. On the addition of @ in » Kal rots irXTjirtov see note on this verse
above, and on creavrf Deissmann, Bibelstud., p. i2of. On the added couplets
see notes of Lag. and Baumg., and for a translation of them into Heb. see
De. (the Germ. ed. — the translation is omitted in the Eng. translation).

IL

DETACHED APHORISMS (X. i-XXII. i6).

On the constitution and date of this division see the Introduction. The title Proverbs of Solo77wn belongs to the whole division.
The proverbs will be arranged in groups as far as their subjectmatter allows. Ben-Sira is to be compared throughout.
X. The main thought is that moral goodness and industry
bring prosperity, and wickedness and indolence adversity — the
portraiture is broad, not going into particulars. The parallelisra
is generally antithetic.
1. Wise and foolish youth.
A wise son makes a glad father,
But a foolish son is a grief to his mother.

Antithetic, ternary. Cf 19^^ 28'^
Wise = disc7-eet, living a
good life raorally and industrially. We pass now from the philosophical conception of chs. 1-9, in which wisdom is a lore, the
subject-matter and product of organized instruction, to the everyday common-sense view of wisdom as general soundness and propriety of conduct. The difference is not, however, to be pressed
very far — it is largely one of shading ; the aphoristic teaching of
chs. 10^-22'", the outcome of observation under a general religious
point of view, is expanded in chs. 1-9 into discourses in which
life is regarded as an organized whole, with wisdom as central and
governing principle. — The antithesis is symmetrical and exact:
wise and glad are contrasted with foolish and grief. Glad and
grief relate priraarily to external conditions, such as the satisfaction or worry which corae to parents frora the good or bad conduct and reputation of their children; but the emotion founded
simply on affection is not to be excluded. The interchange of
father and 77wther is poetical variation; the meaning is not that
the father is more interested in the wise son, and the mother in
the foohsh son (special maternal tenderness for a feeble or erring
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child), hni father and 77iother stand each for parents. Similarly, the
silence respecting the daughter is not to be interpreted as showing
complete lack of interest in female children ; it coraes in part from
the relatively greater seclusion of young unraarried woraen, and
their freedora frora the grosser teraptations of hfe — they might
naturally be passed over in a book which deals not with the
inward life, but with visible conduct in the outward world of
society, and, in fact, the unraarried woraan is not raentioned in
Proverbs. The depraved woraan is introduced as a warning not
to woraen, but to raen; the good woman of ch. 31 is the married
head of a household, and is praised mainly for the advantages of
wealth and social position which she brings to her husband and
family. The non-raention of daughters and of woraen in general
may, however, be attributed in part to the relatively small esdmation in which woraen were held in the ancient civilized world,
araong Chinese, Hindoos, Israelites, Greeks, and Romans.* — On
care of daughters see BS. 'f'^-^ 26^""^^ 42^". — Similar sayings concerning good sons are cited by Malan frora the Raraayana, Confucius, Menander, etc.

2. Profits of wrongdoing and rightdoing.
Treasures wrongly acquired profit nothing.
But righteousness delivers from death.

Antithetic, ternary. The Heb. has treasures of wickedness,
= wealth acquired unjustly (not stores or raasses of evildoing);
this is contrasted with jitstice, righteousness as a raethod of procedure in business-transactions and other affairs of hfe. Ill-gotten
wealth, says the writer, though it raay procure temporary triumph,
profits nothing in the end, since violence and injustice are sure to
bring divine or human (legal or private) vengeance on the man's
head. Justice ( = probity), on the other hand, by avoiding such
vengeance (and having the blessing of God), secures to its pos* On the position of women in antiquity see Revue Encycloped., vi. (1896), 825 f.;
A. Bebel, Die Frau u. d. Sozialismus, 1891 (Eng. tranl., 1894) ; Th. Matthias, Zur
Stellung d. griech. Frau in d. klassisch. Z.eit, 1893; Marquardt and Mommsen,
Hdbch. d. romisch. Alterth'umcr, 1871-1888 ; Gardner and Jevons, Manual of Grk.
Antiq., 1895; Becker, Char, and Gallus. As to Egypt cf. Wilkinson, Anc. Egypt.,
chs. 2. 5. 8. etc.
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sessor a long and peaceful life — exemption frora premature death,
which is regarded in OT. as a direct divine judgment. Wealth,
says the sage, will not avert God's judgment, but righteousness
secures his favor. For the nature of the death see notes on i "
2^*"'*, etc.; cf v.'^- ^^- ^'' ^ of this chapter. That there is no reference to rewards and punishraents beyond the grave appears frora
the whole thought of the Book. On the terras wickedness, righteousness see notes on 4^' 8'* i^. — As early as the second century
B.C. (and perhaps earlier) the term righteousness came to be used
as equivalent to almsgiving, alt/ts, as in Dan. 4^*^*^, where the king
is urged to rid himself of the guilt of sin by righteousness defined
as showing kindness to the poor; and parallels to our proverb
are found in Tob. 4^" 12^ BS. 3'^" 29^^, with substitution of almsgiving for righteousness ; in Tob. 12" the two terms are eraployed
as synonyras. This usage occurs also in NT. (Mt. 6'), Talraud
{Succa, 49*^), Midrash (on Pr. 21^), Koran (9^"*).* It is to be
explained by the prominence which almsgiving always assumes in
society (the care of the poor being the raost obvious of social
duties) — it naturally coraes to be regarded as the special indication of a good heart, and as a means of wiping out guilt (cf the
analogous use in OT. of afflict one's self iox fast). This idea, however, does not seera to be contained in our proverb; the contrast
appears to be between probity and wickedness in general, though
it is possible that the intention is to put treasure acquired wickedly and used selfishly over against wealth expended for the
needy.

3. Desire fulfilled and unfulfilled.
Yahweh suffers not the righteous to hunger,
But he disappoints the desire of the wicked.

Antithetic, quaternary-ternary. Righteous and wicked are used
in the raost general sense. The Heb. has the soul of the righteous,
where soul = the personality, with special reference to desire or
appetite, as in Dt. 14^" \\i 107'* Pr. 13'^. Disappoi7it is lit. thrust
away, reject, put out of co7iside7-ation. The word here used for
desire xx\e3.xi?, evil desire (cf note on 11'') ; for good desire another
It seems not to have existed among the Greeks and the Romans.
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terra is eraployed (lo^* i i ^ al).
The point of view (found
throughout OT., except in the speeches of Job and in Eccl.) is
that the temporal wants of the righteous are provided for by God.
This idea is expanded at greatest length in i/^ 37 (see especially
v.^^-^), a poem which seeras to belong to the same period as the
central part of Proverbs. Elsewhere in OT. the application is to
the nation, or rather to the righteous part of it (Isa. 7. 8 Ez. 36
Isa. 53, the Psalter passi77i). Founded on the conviction of the
divine justice, it survived all changes of fortune, and in Proverbs
is applied without reservation to the individual man. In Wisd.
Sol. and NT. this view is abandoned, and the reward of the righteous is sought in the future life,

4, 5. Industry and sloth.
4. A slack hand makes poor,
A diligent hand makes rich.
5. He who gathers in summer acts wisely.
He who sleeps in harvest acts shamefully.

4. Antithetic, ternary. Cf i2^< 19" 22^ 6<^" 27^*^ 2^^. Probably based on an old popular proverb; parallels are found among
all peoples. The second line is lit.: the hand of tlie diligent
77takes rich. As hand in OT. often ^person, we may also render:
77^1? slothful b^omes poor, the diligent beco7nes rich. By the
change of a vOwel poverty raay be read instead of poor, with the
sense : The slothful gai7is poverty, the dilige/it gains wealth, but
the change is unnecessary. The Vrss. give diff'erent readings:
poverty bri7igs a 7na7i low (Grk. Targ. Syr.) ; or, a slack hand
bri7igs poverty (Lat.). In the first of these the verb is, from the
parallelism, obviously wrong; the second is identical with a reading given above. — The Lat. and the Hexaplar Syriac here add
the first couplet of the addition found in Grk. after 9^^, which see;
it seems here to be the randora insertion of a scribe. — 5. Antithetic, ternary. Providence and improvidence. Lit. is a son
who acts wisely, and is a son who acts sha7nefully. The last expression raay be rendered, as in RV., who causes shame (cf 28'),
but the parallelisra favors the translation here given. We may
also reverse the order of subject and predicate, and render: He

^- j - s
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(or, a son) who acts wisely gathers in sunvner, he (or, a son)
who acts sha77iefully sleeps in harvest. The meaning is the sarae
in the two translations; but the first (characterizing the act as
wise or unwise) is more natural than the second (characterizing
the man as acting so or so). The statement is raeant to be universal; the word son contemplates the man as a member of a
family, but it is also assuraed that he is an independent worker.
The agricultural life, to which the proverb relates, existed araong
the Jews in Palestine from their first occupation of the land down
to the destruction of Jerusalera by the Roraans. On summer and
harvest see note on 6^. — Grk. has :
A son who is instructed will be wise,
And shall use the fool as servant.
A Ihoughtful son is saved from heat.
But a lawless son is blighted (or, carried away) by the wind in harvest.

The first couplet appears in sorae MSS. at 9^-; the second has a
general reserablance to the Heb. of our verse, with great verbal
variation.
X. 1. The title is lacking in 33), and was perhaps not inserted in | § till
after 3 was made. — To 3N SSEd attach suff., which may have fallen out
through foil. 1; but the simple form accords with the curtness of aphoristic
expression, and may be retained notwithstanding the IDN. — 2. JJJ yz'-\ (and
so IL); <3 dvbpovs (and so S2t), less appropriate, since yi:fi nixs forms a contrast to npix. — For npix in the sense of justice, aid, succor to Israel (by
Yahweh) see Ju. 5 " Mic. 6^, and cf. the similar sense in Sabean, in Hal.
188, 8 (pix). Gr. adds ni3jj DV3, as in 11*. — 3 . p? pis; (gABai. SiKalav;
between the two readings there is little to choose. — The primary sense of the
stem .111 seems to be go, move, whence blow (of the wind), and Aram, be (perh.
from breathe, peth.irom faII out,happen), and specidcaWy go down, fall {Arab.);
the noun =: air (Arab.), desire, connected with breathing (Arab., Heb.), misfortune, destruction, = that -which falls on one (Heb.). In Job 376 nin appears
to me&n fall, but Siegf. emends to nil water (see Konig, p. 598). Cf. Fleischer,
in De?, p. 94, Budde on Job 6^ 376, BDB. Fleischer (in De., Job 376) holds
that the primitive sense of the stem is gape, yawn. S®^ jn possession ; IL insidias. 3 f<Ji}>', = n'ln, does not give so good an antithesis as ^ . — J§ DJJB'I,
for which a number of MSS. and printed edd. (see De' Rossi) have DIJ3
treacherous, apparently a gloss which expelled the text-word. The variation
of number (sing.'X, plu.'1) is for rhythmical effect.—4. 3 (foil, by SbW)
irevta (B>NI) dvbpa TaireivoT, perh. taking | § as = poverty makes the hand slack
(cf. Schleusn.), or reading some form of njy or -[i. Between n.si and ^a-\
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there is not much choice; the parallelism (la'yn) rather favors the former.
The Hif. 'n may be simple causative {makes rich) or causative-reflexive {becomes rich). On the couplet added in !LS" see Baumg.'s note. — 5. The text
of 3 seems to be based on that of JIJ. Its first cl. vibs ireiraidevphos (ro(t>hs
tarai = '73'i'D 1D1D J3, the 'D '3 being perh. paraphrase of yp's UK; of this the
third cl. bie<Tib67) dirb Kaiparos v. vo-qptav is a doublet, K. = •\f'p (what Heb.
word 5. represents is doubtful); the second cl. TQ bi d<ppovi biaKbvip xpi^fferoi
is scribal appendage as antithesis to the first; the fourth cl. dvep6<p6opos (read
dvepxxpbpriToi) bi ylverai iv dp'fjTip vibs irapdvopos = ifUD p 1Xp3 lU (cf. Isa.
19''). The whole is a paraphrase which may have taken the place of an
original Grk. text.

6, 7 The recompense of virtue and vice.
6. Blessings are on the head of the righteous
*
7. The memory of the righteous will be blessed.
But the name of the wicked will rot.

6. Blessings raay be the good wishes or encoraiuras of men (as
in V.'), or the good things bestowed by God (so Grk.); the latter
interpretation is perhaps favored by the use of the expression on
the head (of Joseph) in Gen. 49^" Dt. 33^^; cf De.'s notes here and
on Gen. 49^^. — The second cl. reads in the Heb.: but the mouth
of the wicked covers violence or violence covers the mouth of the
wicked (identical with second clause of v."). Neither of these
renderings gives any natural connection with the first clause. Violence is high-handed, oppressive conduct — it is said (i/^ 73* and
perhaps Mai. 2^^) to cover the wicked raan as a garment, he is
enwrapped in it (13^ delights in it) ; so perhaps here, it covers his
mouth, that is, controls his speech, and therefore, his life. But
this affords no contrast to the first cl., from which we should rather
expect sorae such line as evil pursues the wicked. Grk. (representing a slightly different Heb. text frora ours): unti7nely grief
shall cover, etc., which gives a contrast. Bickell emends : but the
fruit of the wicked is sorrow and wrath (cf 13^). Graetz suggests face instead of mouth. We should perhaps read :
The blessing of Yahweh is on the head of the righteous.
But sorrow shall cover the face of the wicked.
* Heb.: But violence covers the mouth of the wicked.

A. 0-»
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The text appears to have been assimilated to that of v.^"*, on which
see note; or, possibly the original line has been lost, and v."*" substituted for it. — 7. Antithetic, ternary. The antithesis is exact
and coraplete. The coraraon huraan desire to leave a good narae
behind shall be fulfilled, says the writer, for the good, but not for
the bad : raen will bless the one, or will regard him as an example of
blessedness or prosperity; the other they will forget.*. The rule,
in fact, holds in general, though it is not without numerous exceptions. The opposite point of view is expressed ixijul. Caes., 3, 2 :
T h e evil that men do lives after t h e m ;
T h e good is oft interred with their bones.

Instead of will rot a shght change of text gives the reading : will
be cursed (Frank.), which offers an exact contrast to blessed, and
should perhaps be adopted; this verb occurs in 11^ 24-^

8. Obedience to la'w characteristic of the wise.
A wise man heeds commands,
But a foolish talker will fall.

Antithetic, ternary. Lit. one who is wise of 77iind (Heb. heart),
and one who is foolish of lips ; the p7-ating fool of RV is inexact
— it is not a fool who talks, but a ma7i who talks folly. — The
meaning of the first cl. is plain — the wise 7nan (he who is sound
in thought, practically judicious) abides by the prescriptions of
competent authority. This characterization of the wise man is
especially natural to the Jew of this period (4th or 3d century B.C.),
for whora all right was embodied in his Tora, but is also of universal
propriety, since all right conduct is conformity to law of sorae
sort; here the law is external, divine or human. — The second cl.,
also, is plain in itself (foolish talking brings misfortune), but stands
in no obvious relation to the first cl., and seeras not to be here in
place. We raay, indeed, suppose an elaborate iraplicit antithesis :
language raay be understood as the expression of thought and raind
(so that foolish talker —foolish 77ian), and falling as the result of
not heeding comma7ids, and the proverb, fully expressed, would
then read : the wise raan abides by law, talks sensibly, and pros* So in Gen. iz^: in thee shall all nations bless themselves, that is, take thee as
the standard of success; the explanation of the expression is given in Gen. 482".
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pers; the fool rejects law, talks foolishly, and fails. But this
roundabout mode of expression is contrary to the raethod of the
Book, in which the antithesis of the clauses is obviously meant to
be clearly set forth. The second cl. (which occurs again in v.'")
was probably here inserted by error of scribe; it belongs properly
in an aphorism in which the other clause declares the stability of
the righteous. The reference is to earthly failure.
9. Safety in integrity.
He who walks uprightly walks surely.
But he whose ways are crooked shall i suffer.'

Antithetic, ternary. In second cl. the Heb. has shall be known,
that is, apparently, known as ( = discovered to be) a wrong-doer,
and punished. That a bad man's wickedness will be found out is
probable; but the parallelisra calls for the raention of punishment,
and a natural expression is given in 11^, where suffer loss or evil
(RV. smart for it) stands in contrast with sure; this rendering
requires only a slight change in one Heb. letter. We may also
translate : but it goes ill with him whose ways, etc. The translations will be taught (that is, by his experience) (Ew.), and will be
seen through (De.) are improbable. Uprightly is ht. in uprightness, perfectness, or innocence ; on crooked see note on 2^. Surely
= not confidently, but safely. The proverb seeras not to contemplate divine intervention, but to refer to a coraraon law of society:
the raan of upright life has nothing to fear frora his neighbors
or from the law — a dishonest man will be punished — nearly
equivalent to honesty is the best policy.
10. Mischief-makers and friendly critics.
He who winks the eye makes trouble,
1 But he who reproves makes peace.'

Antithetic, probably ternary. On winking the eye (or, with the
eye) as an expression for stirring up strife by malicious hints see
note on 6'^"". The second cl. reads in the Heb. : and a foolish
talker shall fall, apparendy repeated frora v.** (where, however, it
is not in place), here offering no antithesis — we expect the mention of soraething which causes the opposite of trouble. Grk. has
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He who winks deceitfully with his eyes causes sorroiu to men, but
he who rep7'oves openly makes peace. This furnishes the desired
contrast, but in expanded forra ; the deceitfully and to men are
explanatory additions, and perhaps also the openly (Bickell),
though we raight read (see 27^) open reproof makes peace, or he
who reproves evil, etc. (cf. 24^). In any case the suggestion is
that frank reproof of wrongdoing will pave the way to repentance
and araity. For the word trouble see 15'' Job 9^', and cf. the sirailar terra in 10^^ 15^ 1/^127^ (soraetiraes = labor, 5^" 14^^).

11. Righteous and wicked speech.
The mouth of the righteous is a fountain of life,
But violence envelops the mouth of the wicked.

Antithetic, ternary. The second cl. (identical with second cl.
of v.®, on which see note) is not to be rendered the mouth of
the wicked conceals violence; * violence is represented as a garment which clothes the bad man's mouth, that is, it characterizes
and is produced by his utterance — the idea of concealment is
not in place, it is rather expression that is raeant; in Prov. mouth
is generally equivalent to utterance, and the idea that the wicked
man uses language to conceal his thought (that is, is hypocritical),
though here possible, does not accord with the first line. The
contrast is between the speech of the righteous and that of the
wicked—the former is a source of wisdora, peace, good earthly
hfe, the latter brings hurt, raisfortune; it is the effect on others
that is referred to. The expression fountain of life = life-giving
water, or, generally, source of life, is used of God in Jer. 2}^ i f^
i/f 36''^°' (De.), in accordance with the national theistic point of
view of the prophets and psalraists; in Prov. it is used of wise,
upright speech (so here), of the law of the wise (13"), of the
fear of God (14^), of wisdom or understanding (16^^), the reference in all cases being to prosperous and happy earthly life as the
result of obedience to the highest wisdora, which is ultimately obedience to the law of God; see 3^ 4^* 8^, etc. The sage thus conceives of human life as a system ordered by law, this law residing
in the mind of man, but being also the will of God, who thus
* De., Str., Kamp. al.
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manifests himself in human thought. The fountain of life is a
natural figure, especially in Palestine, where springs played so
important a part in agriculture and hfe generally; there seems to
be no reason to suppose a reference to a primitive " spring of life "
corresponding to the "tree of life" of Gen. 2 (see note on 3").
— The expression living water (Jer. 2^^ a/.), = running water
(contrasted with standing water), is used in a different sense.
12. Hatred and love.
Hatred stirs up strifes,
But love hides all transgressions.

Antithetic, ternary. Cf 17^. Hatred dwells on and exaggerates evil or unwise words and acts, and so causes misunderstandings and quarrels. Love hides trangressions, not by condoning
wrong, but by making allowance and forgiving; it leads a man to
cover up not his own faults (this is condemned in 28'') but those
of others (so i Cor. 13'). This clause is quoted in i Pet. 4Mn
the forra love hides a multitude of sins (that is, sins of others),
free citation, possibly frora memory, but raore probably (since it
occurs in Jas.) frora sorae current Araraaic or Greek version
(which perhaps represented a Heb. text slightly different frora
ours). A different application is given to the latter part of the
expression in Jas. 5^, in which it is said that he who turns a sinner
frora his evil ways covers a multitude of sins, conceals them, that
is, from the eyes of God, who no longer takes note of them —
a use of cover derived from OT., in which a vferb * having this
raeaning is eraployed in the sense atone for (Ex. 29"^, etc.), forgive {ip 78^*), appease (Pr. 16"). The idea in these passages is
the sarae as in this verse — sin is hidden, ignored.
6. % n3i3; 6 (foil, by IL) iiXoyta Kvptov, in which the K. is perh. original
(Lag.), perh. interpretation. — It is doubtful whether there is any difference
of sense between ITNIS and B'N13 ; the former does occur in connection with
blessing (Gen. 49^6 Dt. 33!^), and the latter, after verbs of inflicting, in connection with punishment (l K. 2^'' Obad.i^ Joel 4*-'); but elsewhere the two
are used in the same sense (cf. Ez. 1612 with Pr. 49). —For | § 'fl Graetz, with
probability, suggests >js. J§ D^n; 3 •KivBo% Awpov (Lag. ddpbov, but cf. WS.
* Kapar, kipper, whence koper, ransom, kapporet, covering (of the ark), RV.
mercy-seat.
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14"), whence we may read 0^3. — 7. ?5 a p i ^ (3 trpivwrai, = iyi<, as in 13*
20^0 242); ^gr have ^y^; Krochmal (cited by Gr.) 3pr shall be cursed (cf. ii^-^),
a good reading if the 1313 be understood of men (Frank, apj'). — 8. J^ Si«;
(gB al. g,<rTeyos babbling {3'^^ &^ d^raros unsteady); the (rxoXidfiav of (3 is
gloss on this expression, or (Jag.) on the bia<rTpi(f>wv (J§ SfpyD) of v*. | § a2h^;
3 vTTOirKeXiad-fiatTat stumble, fall (as Arab. t33S); Frank. 13S', which, however, does not occur elsewhere without a defining term. •— 9. ?§ yiv (foil, by
all Vrss.) gives no satisfactory sense; read v\^ (so Graetz) or iS y i ' ; cf. ii^*
1320 ^ io632. On S)% see Pink. — 10. J^b ( = S^) is here out of place, (g 6
bi iXiyx'^^ l'-^'^°- 'Tappriffias elpijvoTroiei, perh. = ohl^i D''nDB'3 n3b; Bi. ri-ffy n3b
DS::'; per. •trap, is rendered by Lag. ni''DDp (so in Lev. 26^^), by Gr. DiJB ha.
—11. For J^"* 'fl (3 has iv x^'.ptt perh. scribal error for x^tXei (Grabe, Lag.),
—12. On ^ DIID see note on 61* — ^y after IDS occurs f 442" 106" Job 2i26,
the primary sense of the vb. being perh. lay, heap. — (g TOI>S p'i) (piKoveiKovvras,
= oyVB ah, the neg. being inserted to obtain a contrast with *. & Nnnna
shame (for J§ .i3nN) is scribal error, or emendation to avoid saying that love
covers sinners (Pink.).

13,14. The character and use of speech.
13. In the speech of the discerning wisdom is found,
But for the fool's back there is a rod.
14. Wise men cohceal what they know.
But the talk of a fool is impending destruction.

13. Ternary. The two clauses, taken separately, give each a
good sense, but there is no close connection between thera. The
first has congeners in lo^'-^' 14' 15', where there is well marked
antithesis. The second is found almost word for word in 26^ in
which the raeaning is clear — the fool, like a beast, raust be driven
or guided by force (cf ij/ 32^). Such raust be its sense here,
and we should then expect in the first cl. the stateraent that the
wise man is otherwise directed; possibly this is what is meant by
saying that wisdom is in his speech (lit. lips) — he is guided by
reason. But this sense is not obvious, and in v.^^ the expression
has another meaning, namely, that the lips of the good man utter
wisdom, in contrast with which we should here expect to read
that the fool utters folly (cf v."). This sense may be got by a
couple of changes in the Heb. text: but folly is in the mouth of
the fool (lit. of hi7n who is devoid of understanding, lacking in
sense). It is doubtful, however, whether we should not rather
retain the text, and regard the second cl, as here out of place.
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As the verse stands, the meaning raust be taken to be : An intelligent raan's speech is wise, his thought is good, and he knows how
to direct his life — a fool has no guiding principle in himself, and
must be driven like a beast, or coerced like a child. From Grk.
we get no help : he who brings out wisdom from his lips smites
the fool with a 7-od. —14. Antithetic, ternary. The antithesis is
obvious : wise raen, knowing the power of words, are cautious in
speech, and by soraetiraes keeping back what they know, avert
misfortune, while fools, talking thoughtlessly, are constantly in
danger of bringing destruction on people's heads, as by talebearing, revealing secrets, and the like. Reticence is often praised
in Prov.; see v.^^ ii'^ 12^ al. If the rendering wise men lay up
knowledge (De., RV.) be adopted, the antithesis will be destroyed,
and the two clauses cannot be regarded as belonging together.
Cf BS. 9" 20^'

15,16. Wealth — its social value, and its proper use.
15. The rich man's wealth is his strong city.
And the poverty of the poor is their destruction.
16. The wage of the righteous leads to life.
The revenue of the wicked to < destruction.'

15. Antithetic, ternary. Strong city = protection against all
dangers and ills. The second cl. is lit.: and the destruction of the
poor is their poverty. Cf v.^^ BS. 40^^. The Grk. omits the possessive pronouns. There is probably no ethical thought in the
proverb — the sense is that wealth smooths one's path in hfe,
bringing supply of bodily needs, guarding against the attacks of
the powerful, and giving social consideration (14^ 18^ 19* 22' 31^),
— while the poor raan is exposed to bodily and social privations
(19* EccL 9'"). — It seems to be simply a recognition of the value
of money, such as is found in all civilized lands. Possibly, however, the sage has also in mind the raoral dangers of poverty, as
in 30^. — A soraewhat different sense is given to the first cl. in
18", on which see note. The opposite side of the picture — the
danger of wealth — is brought out in 11* 13* 23* 28*-" BS. 30" 3i'-',
and it is declared in 19^^ 28® that poverty is preferable to vice.—
16. Antithetic, ternary. Lit. : the wage, etc. is ( = leads) to life,
the revenue, etc. is to, etc. Wage (wages of labor) and revenue

., ,
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(what accrues to one) are synonyras — it is not raeant to contrast
the wealth of the righteous as gained by honest toil with that of
the wicked as acquired without work (De., Str.) ; the former terra
is used also of the wicked (ii'*) and the latter of wisdom (3").
The contrast is between the tendencies and results of riches in
different men. For the good man, who acquires and uses it properly, it leads to long hfe and earthly happiness (for this sense see
notes on 3^- ^) — he does nothing to endanger his position. For
the bad man it leads — we expect the antithesis to death (for which
see 11^)—instead of this the Heb. has to sin. If the text be
correct, we must suppose that the sin involves punishment, ultimately death — the bad man coraes into conflict with the laws of
society, or incurs the anger and vengeance of God. But the word
sin is here difficult. The point of the verse is not that wealth is
an occasfon of sin to the wicked man, but that, as the properly
acquired and used wealth of the righteous secures hfe for hira, so
the improperly acquired and used wealth of the wicked secures
death or calamity for him. The word sin, though supported by
aU the Vrss., appears to be a miswriting.* An easy change of text
gives the appropriate terra destructio7i (as in v."-^). The raeaning of the proverb is plain — even wealth, ordinarily regarded as
a blessing, becomes a curse in the hands of a bad raan. The
point of view is that of chs. 1-9 : rightdoing is attended by
earthly prosperity, wrongdoing by adversity.

17. Docility and indocility.
H e is in the way of life who heeds instruction,
But he who neglects admonition goes (fatally) astray.

Antithetic, ternary. The first cl., lit. the way to life is he who,
etc., might be rendered : he is a wayfarer to life who, etc., or it is
the way to life when one, etc.; the sense remains the same : he
who foHows right instruction will be led to a long and happy
earthly hfe (see preceding verse), since he will be taught to avoid
folly and so will escape danger. The second cl. states the reverse
* The sense punishment, which is given by some to the Heb. word in Isa. 5I8
I K. 138* Nu. 3228 Dan. 92*, is doubtful, and in any case can hardly be assigned to
it here.
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side : rejection of instruction causes one to miss the way of hfe
and happiness, and to wander into the paths of raisfortune and
death. The second verb is in forra causative in the Heb., and
we may translate : he who heeds instruction is a way to life (for
others), but he who neglects admonition leads (others) astray (cf
Wildeboer) ; but this seeras less natural than the sense given
above (cf the sirailar thought in 15'"). The proverb inculcates
a teachable disposition — one raark of a fool is unwillingness to
take advice. The instruction must be understood to be of the
most general sort, including training in the higher divine ethical
law, as well as guidance in smaller matters of everyday hfe.
18. Talebearing.
naturally reads:

The form is doubtful.

The Hebrew most

He who hides hatred is a liar (lit. lying lips).
And he who utters (or, spreads) slander is a fool.

The verse is thus a synthetic parallelism, and AV. makes it
(against the norm of the context) a single sentence: he that
hideth hatred with lying lips, and he that uttereth a slander, is a
fool. Luther : false mouths cover hatred. In the connection the
expression he who hides hatred raust raean the raan who conceals
hostile feehng under friendly words (26^®), and is thus false in
speech. There might thence seera to result the antithesis of
secrecy and publicity : a secret hater is a liar, an open slanderer
is a fool. But this antithesis does not really exist in the verse —
the suggestion rather is that concealed hatred expresses itself in
slander (the two are related as cause and effect), which is itself
an underhand, secret procedure. But, frora the usage of Prov.
(lo^^ 11'^ 12^^-^^ 17^ 28'^) the verb hide (ht. cover), when undefined, would naturally raean to cover up, put out of the way, in
a good sense, so that we raight expect the clause to read : he who
covers up hat7-ed is righteous, and so Grk. righteous lips conceal
hatred. —The text raay be rendered: Lying lips conceal hatred,
= the liar conceals, etc.; but this general proposition is not true,
and does not offer a distinct contrast to the second line. In 26*
the covering of hatred is defined as effected by deceit, and is thus
staraped as evil; without such a defining terra it is doubtful
whether the expression can be taken in a bad sense. We must
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adopt the construction of AV., or the reading of Grk., or else we
must suppose that the original text has been lost, and that it
referred to suppression of evil reports (as in v.^^ 17®), or gave
some other antithesis to the second clause.
13. See note on this v. above. A possible reading for ^ is inn 'inctt'3 n'^wi
3S. In * Bi. omits NXDn for the sake of the rhythm. (3^ omits * by error.
In ^ pdpbcp TiirTfi dvbpa aKdpbiov = 3"? IDn 13;^ ayff. S) =<3; WH = | § . —
14. 3 iyyl^fi (rwrpi^ri, = 3ip nnriD'?. — 1 5 . J^ oh-', (3 d<Te^S>v, prob. for dudevQv ((§2* Grabe, Lag.). —16. For 3§ nNOn we should read nnno or nic.—
17. The expression D''n'7 ni«, only here; cf. ^ 1611 Pr. 2^^ 5" 152*; the prep,
does not appear in the Vrss. We may read iDit'S 'n 'a (cf. 15^*), or Partcp.
nis, or 'tf 'n niN3 — J§ n;;np can be taken only in the causative sense, as
everywhere else in OT. (the only other occurrence of the Hif. in Pr. is
1228, on which see note). Read Qal nyn (the D being omitted as erroneous
repetition of preceding n), or, with Hitz., point nyno as Hith. — On the mistranslation of (3 see notes of Vog., Lag., Baumg. —18. For <3^ biKaia
(for 1^ IPS') Grabe suggests dbiKa, Lag. (with &'"') bb\ia, which may be
conformation to J§, or S. may be free rendering to gain a good sense. The
text of J^» appears to be corrupt, and no aid is got from the Vrss. See note
on this V. above.

19-21. The proper use of speech.
19. In a multitude of words transgression will not be lacking.
And he who controls his tongue acts wisely.
20. The tongue of the righteous is choice silver.
The mind of the wicked is little worth.
21. The lips of the righteous feed many.
But the foolish die through lack of understanding.

19. Antithetic, ternary. Tongue is lit. lips. The second hne
may also be rendered: the wise man controls, etc. The caution
is against much talking — in general, says the sage, it is impossible
to talk much and be wise. The reference is to everyday life;
transgressio7t is overstepping the bounds of sobriety and good
sense. The preceding proverb is directed against gossip as injurious to others; this is intended to guard the man's own character. It may be popular in origin, but its present forra was given
it by cultivated thinkers. Cf. BS. 20^ Malan cites a nuraber of
close parallels to this proverb, as talkativeness is intemperance in
speech (Theophrast. Char. 8), and silence is a hedge about wisdom
{Pirke Aboth, 3, 13), and cf Pirk. Ab., i, 17, which is probably
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based on this verse. — 20. Antithetic, quaternary- (or, ternary-)
ternary. The antithesis rests on the identification of thought or
mind (lit. heart) and speech {tongue) ; it is assuraed (and in
general it is true) that they correspond to each other. A good
man's speech, issuing from his good mind, makes for everything
good in life, and may be likened to choice silver, silver refined, of
highest value, and everywhere current. The 7nind of the wicked
(their inward being, attitude toward life, thought and opinion),
which naturally expresses itself in words, is of small account —
a contemptuous expression, doubtless = of no account, of no
value for speaker or hearer. The point of view is raoral (as in
chs. 1-9) ; righteous and wicked are identified with wise and unwise.—21. Antithetic, quaternary-(or, ternary-) ternary. Speech
and thought are identified, as in the preceding verse, and righteous
{= wise) is set over against foolish (no doubt here = wicked);
understanding is lit. mind {heart), as above. The antithesis is
between the nutritive power of wise thought and speech, and the
incapacity of raoral folly to gain hfe — earthly hfe, taken in the
widest sense, with physical and moral content. The good man
ministers to all the wants not only of hiraself, but also of others
{7nany here = all with whora he coraes in contact), the bad man
cannot keep even himself alive; the death referred to is the
premature physical death which is the penalty of failure to grasp
and follow wisdora; see note on v.^. The thought is substantiaHy that of 3^"', with substitution of the righteous man for wisdom. — A sharper antithesis would be gained by the reading many
die through one who lacks understanding, but the change oi fools
to many is difficult; the renderingy^^/j die through one, etc., gives
no appropriate thought. — In the first line the translation the lips,
etc., gain 7nany (as friends) is hardly aUowed by the Hebrew.
Cf BS. 6*^' <)^\

22. Happiness of work blessed by God.
The blessing of Yahweh, it makes rich.
And he adds no sorrow with it.

Continuous or extensive (the second cl. corapleting the first by
an additional detail), ternary. The first cl. affirms that physical
wealth is the gift of God, as in chs. 1-9 this gift is ascribed to
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Wisdom. The repetition of the subject by the insertion of it
indicates that it is the divine blessing and not anything else that
gives riches, that is, the divine blessing on the labor of men's
hands. In the second cl. the terra sorrow (soraetiraes = painful
effort, toil) is used, as in 15'* {sorrow of heart ox mind). Gen. 3^",
for pain, suffering; the wealth bestowed by Yahweh is distinguished, as being free frora sorrow, from ih-gotten gain, which
brings evil with it (13" 15® 16'" 21^ 28^). There is an implied antithesis between the wealth of good raen and that of bad raen. —
Elsewhere in OT., when a preposition follows the verb add, it is to
(see Jer. 45^), which would here be out of place.—-This understanding of the terra rendered sorrow is that of the Anc. Vrss.
Some expositors,* taking it in the sense of labor, render : and toil
adds not to it (naraely, to the blessing), that is, huraan labor
counts For nothing in the acquisition of wealth — it is all God's
doing. But such a sharp separation between raan's work and
God's work is hardly an OT. conception (passages hke Ex. 14"
i/f 118* do not bear on this question) —man is everywhere represented as working under God's direction; so t/' 127^ (which is
cited by Ew., De., Str., as supporting their translation) affirras not
that labor in itself is useless, but only labor unattended by the
divine blessing. In 14^ it is said that there is profit in all labor.

23. How wrongdoing appears to fools and to sages.
It is as sport to a fool to do wrong,
But it is I abomination' to a man of sense.

Antithetic, quaternary-ternary. The essential idea in the term
sport is not ease of performance (De. al.: child's play), but recreation, enjoyment — so Gen. 17^^ Ex. 3 2* Ju. 16^ Zech. 8^ Job 40^
Pr. 8^-^^ 26^^ 31^ (the sense derision which the word sometimes
has, as in 2 C. 30^" Job 30^ \\i 2* Pr. \'^, does not come into consideration here). It is the fool's raoral superficiahty that enables
him to enjoy sin — he has no deep sense of its sinfulness; it is
involved that such conduct is easy for hira — the assuraption is
that wrongdoing raay becorae part of a raan's nature, his normal
and joyous activity. — The terra here rendered wrong{KV. wicked* Saadia, Rashi, Luther, Ew., Hitz., De., Str., Kamp., Frank.
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ness) is a strong one, sometiraes expressing general enormity of
conduct (21^ 24' Job 31" i/^ 26^"), frequently in the Prophetical
and legal hooks = lewdness (Jer. 13" Ez. 16^ 23^^ Lev. 18"),
here badness in the most general sense. — The Heb. of the second
line is lit.: and wisdom to a man of sense (or, understanding),
which may conceivably raean that a man of sense is wise (an
identical proposition), or that wisdora is as sport (natural enjoyraent) to a raan of sense (but wisdom is not parallel to wrongdoing— we should expect the narae of the act, rightdoing). The
natural subject of the second line is wrongdoi7tg, and the predicate
should be antithetic to sport; frora the similar thought in 16'" we
may here read abo7nination. Other proposed readings are : a disgrace (which does not furnish a distinct contrast to sport), and as
{object of) a7iger (which gives the desired contrast, but the insertion of object of is unwarranted, and the as inappropriate). — The
terms/<?«?/ and man of sense have an intellectual and moral content.

24, 25. Fate of righteous and wicked.
24. What the wicked fears will befall him,
But the desire of the righteous will be granted.
25. When the tempest passes, the wicked is no more,
But the righteous is established for ever.

24. Antithetic, ternary. Lit. the fear of the wicked. The contrast is between/^(Tr and desire. Instead of saying that the desire
of the wicked will not be granted, the author gives a more striking antithesis by declaring that the calamity apprehended by the
wicked will overtake hira. It is the ancient opinion of retribution
in this world : every raan desires happiness, and fears and apprehends raisfortune — the good raan shall have his desire (so ch. 3
and passi77t), the fear of the bad man shall be fulfilled. This
opinion is combated in Job 3^ : Job, a good raan, had feared evil,
and it had corae upon hira. Our sage raaintains the old view
(which long continued to be the prevailing one), doubtless considering it to be necessary for the restraint of evil and the encourageraent of good. The happiness had in view is general prosperity,
without special reference to the satisfaction of a good conscience
or the enjoyraent of coraraunion with God, and with no reference
to the retribution of the future hfe. — In the second line the Heb.
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has : the desire, etc., he will grant. The he is regarded by some
critics as indefinite (the resulting sense being will be granted), by
others as referring to Yahweh. Neither of these interpretations is
favored by the usage of OT., and the verb must be written as
Passive. — 25. Antithetic, ternary. \A\.. at the passing over of the
tempest (that is, of misfortune) the wicked is not. The Syr. has :
as the tempest suddenly passes, so the wicked perishes and is not
found. In x^ the fear { = source of fear) of the wicked is
hkened to a whirlwind or tempest, but (even if the Heb. allow it)
the coraparison is not appropriate for the idea of irapermanence,
and the Syr. is obliged to insert the word sudde7ily to get the
picture of swift destruction. The sarae construction (without the
suddenly) is given by Targ. Lat. and AV. — The second cl. reads :
the righteous is an everlasti7ig foundation, not that he is a support
for oth'ers, but (as the contrast requires) that he hiraself is firmly
established. The verse sets forth the permanence and irapermanence of the two classes of men: the wicked is swept away by
the tempest of divine punishment (i^'^), the righteous is secured
against overthrow by divine protection (cf 12' 14"). The thought
is adopted in Mt. 7^*-^
19. For | § h-\jy S has Nxonn ( = Sxji) and for yij's, NVIX {=y\2fs), which
gives a less marked antithesis than that of J^. — C. B. Mich, (quoted by De.)
compares the To\v\oyla iroWd a^dXpara of Stobaeus. — 20. (@^ ireirvpupivos
(3§ 113)), perh. for ireireipapivos (Lag.) — 21. | § lyi''; Frank., not well, gain
as friends.—The
subst. iDn occurs in OT. only here and 28^^, the adj.
ten times in Pr.; 3*7 is omitted by (3, probably by scribal error. <3 badly
iirliTTaTai vfi^Xd, = PDl l^JT" (?§ a3l I/I'). — 22. After Hif. of ^D' the thing
to which something is added is introduced generally by hy, sometimes by '^ or
SN; here alone the vb. is followed by DV — the prep, introduces the thing
along with which the 3x;> is not added. — (3 follows f^,but inserts explanatory
phrases: iwl Ke(t>aXr)v SiKalov after eiXoyta K., and iv Kapblq, after Xiirri.—
23. nD3n in J^ is to be taken as the antithesis to not ni;';'. For 'n Graetz suggests 10^3 disgrace, as contrast to pnr, taken as = sport, a partial antithesis,
but hardly convincing. Read n3vn. Frank.: nnns. 3^ iv yiXwri dtppoiv
irpd<T<rei KaKd, = 1 nary '703 pn2'3, in accordance with which •> might be rendered : and {with enjoyment) a man of understanding {practices) wisdom
(omitting h), which has no advantage over J§. \n^ 3 takes nipn as pred.;
S E follow (S in a (ST Nni3V for noi), and ?§ in •>. f^ - | | ; . - - 2 4 . PJ ri?'.'
hardly with subj. nin' understood — there is no reason why "> should not have
been written, if it had been meant (cf. \j/ 21'), and there is no trace of it in
the Vrss., except in Saad.; nor is there in OT. a clear example of the impers.
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or indef. construction of jn% not in 131" (on which see note below) or in
Job 37!" (on which see Budde's note). It is better, with SEIL, to take it as
Pass., and point as Hof. (cf. Job 281^), or (Vog.) as Nif. — @» iv diruXtla
d(rej3i;s irepi^iperai (and so S ) , where OTT perh. = 1JD, as in Jer. 4928, and
irep. = N3^ (cf. Schleusn., Lag.). After " 3^ adds bovXei(ri bi dippwv <ppovlpii>
(perh. from 112^), and after ^ Kapbla bi dcrejSoOs iKXdtf/ei (perh. corruption of",
and cf. 15"). The additions do not belong to the Pleb. original. — 25. In
13.'2 the 3 is taken as compar. by Si2blL Saad.; if this were the sense we
should expect J3 in •>, and so S2E render; IL has quasi before fundamentum.
(3^ biKaios bi iKKXlvas ad^erai eis TOV aiCova seems to be free rendering of 5§,
and it is unnecessary (Semler, cited and approved by Lag.) to change iKK. to
dKXivfji ti7iswerving.

26. The sluggard.
As vinegar to the teeth and as smoke to the eyes,
So is the sluggard to those who send him.

A simple comparison, quaternary-ternary, based on some popular saying. The terra rendered vi7iegar is used for any acid
drink raade from the juice of the grape (Nu. 6^, forbidden, therefore, to Nazirites) —in sorae forras it was refreshing (Ru. 2"), in
others unpleasant {^ 69^^'^^') ; see note on 25^". Hitz., Ew.
render, in second cl., not so well: to him who, taking the Heb.
word as plu. of raajesty (hke the word for lord). Grk., in first cl.
as U7iripe {sour) grapes, perhaps scribal error for vinegar, and
in second cl. so is lawlessness to those who practise it, which
agrees well with the ethical tone of this chapter, not so weU with
first cl. It is probably a raisreading of our Heb. text. Whether
the proverb originally stood in this place is doubtful; it resembles
in form the aphorisms of chs. 25. 26.

27-29. Contrasted fortunes of righteous and wicked.
27. The fear of Yahweh prolongs life,
But the life of the wicked will be shortened.
28. The hope of the righteous will have a glad issue.
But the expectation of the wicked will perish.
29. Yahweh is a stronghold to the < man of integrity,'
But destruction to the workers of iniquity.

27. Antithetic, ternary. So 3^^ and many other passages —
long life, a supreme blessing when there is no hope beyond the
grave, is the reward of piety. The sage probably thinks both of
natural causes (sobriety, etc.) as producing this result, and of im-
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mediate divine action. For life the Heb. has days in first cl.,
years in second cl. On fear of Yahweh see note on i^.—28. Antithetic, ternary. Lit. in first cl. the hope of the righteous is gladness. The thought is substantially that of v.^*- ^ — the aim of all
men, good and bad, is happiness — the cause is huraan law and
divine control — the good will, the bad will not, gain what they
wish. Cf Job 8" i/f 112^", and so everywhere in OT., except in
the speeches of Job and in Ecclesiastes. The aphorisra looks to
the close of hfe. — 29. Antithetic, ternary. According to the
Masoretic punctuation the first line reads : a stronghold to perfection is the way of Yahweh ; the parallelism requires that we read
(with Grk.) perfect (or, righteous, or, pious) instead oi perfection.
But, as elsewhere in OT., it is always Yahweh hiraself, and not his
"way," that is called a stronghold, the hne raust be translated:
Yahweh is a stronghold to him who is perfect in his way, that is,
to a man of integrity. The conception is the old-Hebrew one,
that the retributions of God in this life are determined by raen's
moral character. — When (as in RV ) the "way of Yahweh" is
taken as subject of the sentence, the understanding is that the
divine government of the world produces the results named — an
idea appropriate in itself (see Ez. 18 i/^ j325-32(26-33)^ . |-,yj. "stronghold " is a strange predicate of " way " (or " raethod of government"), and OT. usage is against such a construction. — In the
translation here adopted Yahweh is the subject of the whole
couplet, the antithesis being found in the two raerabers of the
predicate, stronghold, etc., and destruction, etc. We raay also
take the second cl. as a separate sentence, and render: but destruction will be to the workers of iniquity; the antithesis will then
be siraply between the protection given to the righteous and the
ruin visited on the wicked. The objection to this rendering is that
it does not recognize the syntactical parallehsra between stronghold
to the perfect and destruction to the workers of iniquity which is
suggested by the Heb. — both expressions appear to be predicates
of Yahweh. The second cl. recurs in 21''', on which see note.

30. Permanence of the righteous.
The righteous will never be moved.
But the wicked will not abide in the land.
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Antithetic, ternary. The general idea is the same as that of
v.^°, but there is special reference to the privileges of citizenship.
The sentiment of love of country was reinforced among the Israelites (and probably to some extent among other ancient Semitic
peoples) by a definite view of the relation between the deity, the
citizen, and the land. The favor of the deity was confined to his
own land and people, and the prosperity of the man was inseparably connected with his share in the soil. In ancient times this
view was held in a crude, unethical way (i Sam. 26^®); in Israel
it was gradually purified by intellectual and moral growth, but
never wholly given up — it was always in the land of Canaan that
the final blessing was to come to the people. The prophets interpreted exile as a temporary cessation of privilege, a preparation
for a higher destiny (Jer. 27*^^ Ez. 39^^"^ Isa. 53). Thus possession of the soil, dwelling in the land, came to be the synonym of
the highest blessing {ij/ 37^^^ cf Mt. 5'), and is so used here.
The expression retained its validity in the Greek period in spite
of the dispersion of the people (cf Dan. 12 BS. 36" Enoch 8590). The reference in the first cl. (as the parahehsm shows) is
to physical perraanence, not to the raaintenance of raoral integrity.
See notes on i^ 2^^-^.
31, 32. Speech of righteous and wicked: The expressions are
not perfectly clear; the text is perhaps in disorder. The Heb.
reads *
31. The mouth of the righteous utters wisdom.
But the tongue of falsehood shall be cut off.
32. The lips of the righteous know what is acceptable,
But the mouth of the wicked is falsehood.

31. Antithetic, ternary. The causative sense utter seems to be
required by the connection; but elsewhere {if/ 62^"™ 92"''°^ this
form of the verb means sprout, grow, increase (the causative form,
make grow, occurs in Zech. 9'^). As the text stands, the antithesis is implicit. Instead of saying that the tongue of the wicked
utters folly or falsehood (as in v.^-), the verse, looking forward to
consequences, declares that it shall be cut off; the proverb in full
form would be : the righteous speaks wisdom, obeys God, and
lives—the wicked speaks folly, disobeys, and dies. It is a repetition of the familiar idea of precise compensation in this life; cf.
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^ 36^'*^ 37^ 59'^*"" 144* (the reference in the Psalms is generally
to national enernies) Pr. 4^* lo^^'^^ 12'®-^^ 15^'^ Eccl. lo'^-^^, etc.—
32. Antithetic, quaternary-ternary (or, ternary-binary). A simple
stateraent of the diff'erence between the utterances of the two
classes of raen. Acceptable is that which gives content, pleasure,
to man (Esth. i*) or to God (Pr. 8^ 11^ 12^, etc., Isa. 49^, and, in
the sacrificial ritual. Lev. 22^, etc.). In the latter case the divine
name is always expressed elsewhere in Prov., and the reference
here must be to man. Good raen, the proverb says, eraploy the
sincere and kindly language that gives raen pleasure. On the
other hand, the false language of bad raen, the parallelisra suggests, stirs up strifes. The verb k7iow, as predicate of lips, is
somewhat strange. It might be taken, as in 12'°, in the sense
regards, pays attention to, but we should then expect the righteous
man as subject; here we shall better, with Grk. and Hitzig, read
utter.* The proverb defines raen's characters by the nature of
their speech. — In the four clauses of the two verses there is possibly a chiastic arrangeraent, the fourth cl. answering to the first cl.,
and the second cl. to the third cl., so that the simple form would be :
The mouth of the righteous utters wisdom,
But the mouth of the wicked falsehood.
The lips of the righteous utter what is acceptable.
But the tongue of falsehood will be cut off.
26. In •> (5 irapavopla may = ^h^y (|§ ''P!?); whether x/JW/n^vois represents
rnW or some other word is uncertain. — 28. | § nSnb hope ; <3 ivxpovt^ei, lasts
long (because there is always hope), or, less probably, is deferred (because
only a hope), or perh. represents some other Heb. word, as inxn. — 29. | § i n ;
3 <j>bpoi, as in v.^''; S ^ (with note ol Xonrol ixraiToii) bbbs, which may be
conformation to J§, or may be original <3. — ?^ on must be pointed an; De.
suggests that the Masoretes here pointed the word as subst. because the adj.
is not found elsewhere with prefix, on occurs nine times in ethical sense (in
poetical books only), twice of physical purity (Cant. 5^ 6*), once of social
habitude (Gen. 25^^'); it is an ethical term of the later literature (Job, Pss.
Pr.). — 31. f§ 331 is doubtful, since it elsewhere means sprout, gro7v, and
even Hif. is hardly satisfactory; Hitz.'s emendation pv3i is not improbable.
3^ diroard^ei may = 3T^ or 1:1 (Jag. in Lag.), or may be error for iTTiiiTaTai
(so @23.252 5 H ) = py-,, (as in v.^^"). — 32. % jipi^; we should probably read
jiya; (cf. 152).
* Cf. Job 338, where there is a similar difficulty, and the second cl. should perhaps read: my lips speak what is sincere.
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XI. The contents are similar to those of ch. lo, but there are
several new groups, as v.^"-", ^*"^S "^"^
1. Honesty.
A false balance is an abomination to Yahweh,
But a just weight is well-pleasing to him.

Antithetic, ternary. Honesty in comraercial deahng. So i6^'
20^"-^, and cf 20"; for the earlier legal precept see Dt. 25^' Ez.
45^" Lev. 19^. On abo7nination see note on •^; originally ritualistic, it later acquired an ethical meaning. The moral rule is
here connected with the divine will.
2. Pride and humility.
When pride comes, then comes disgrace,
But with the humble is wisdom.

Antithetic, ternary. Pride is here an overweening sense of
one's deserts, and the hu77ible man is one who does not overestimate hiraself; the latter terra is in the Heb. a different one from
that so rendered in \\i 91^(13) and elsewhere (which properly=//<7«J') ;
it occurs in Mic. 6* of huraility before God, and raight be so understood here * ; but the context suggests the raore general sense,
referring to relations between raan and raan : as the haughty man
raakes eneraies, is opposed and overthrown, so the humble man is
complaisant, avoids antagonisms and disgrace, and is therefore
wise. Such appears to be the antithesis: wisdom involves the
honor or peace which we might expect to be put over against the
disgrace of the first cl. Wisdom here = good sense in worldly
relations, though it raay also involve acquaintance with and obedience to the law of God, as in chs. 1-9. The term pride occurs
I Sam. I7=«"EZ. 7'" Jer. 49'^ (and the adj. in Pss.). With this
proverb cf 13^" 15^ i6^*-^^ 18'^ 22'*, and the Eng. "pride will have
a fah," and for other parallels see Malan. — Instead of the humble
the Lat. has hu7nility, which gives a directer contrast to pride,
though it is probably not the original Heb. reading.
* In the prophets and Psalms all things which come into rivalry with Yahweh
are regarded as objects of his displeasure, to be cast down; this theocratic sense
oi pride is probably not the one meant by the proverb.
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3-6. The saving power of goodness contrasted with the destructive power of evil. The point of view is that of outward
compensation in the present hfe according to moral character.
The occurrence of these slightly varying forras of the sarae idea
suggests the teaching of schools, in which sages would seek to
inculcate a fundamental thought by repetition.
3. The integrity of the upright will guide them,
And the wickedness of the wicked will ruin them.
4. Riches profit not in the day of wrath,
But righteousness rescues from death.
5. The righteousness of the perfect smooths his path.
But the wicked will fall by his wickedness.
6. The righteousness of the upright will save them,
But the wicked are caught in their own desire.

3. Antithetic, ternary. Integ7ity is raoral perfectness, freedom
from misdoing — it is the quality of the upright, those who walk
in the straight line of duty (rectitude) ; so (Job i^) Job is called
perfect and upright. Opposed to this is the wickedness (deviation frora the right way, wrongness) of the wicked; this last terra
does not represent the Hebrew word usually so rendered; it
sometiraes raeans faithless, those who act secretly, treacherously,
not keeping word with raan or God, but, frora the connection,
coramonly in Prov. = the raorally bad in general. Guide = lead
in the right way, procure wellbeing; ruin = devastate, reduce to
nothing. The proverb conteraplates in the first instance the operation of natural, social law (the agencies raentioned are huraan
qualities, integrity and wickedness), but doubtless with inclusion of
the idea of divine reward and punishraent (the upright, being perfect, are guided by God — the wicked, being bad, are destroyed
by God). — 4. Antithetic, ternary, or quaternary-ternary. The
day of wrath raay be the time of any crushing catastrophe,
brought on by raan or God; here, frora the parallelism, the reference seeras to be to the crowning catastrophe, death, that is,
death preraature, sudden, violent, or otherwise unhappy (in second cl. Targ. has evil death) ; see note on 2^^ In the prophets
the day of wrath has a national signification — it is the day in
which Yahweh visits the sin of Israel or of other nations with
faraine, pestilence, exile, or overthrow; in the Wisdora books it is

the day (usually the final day) of retribution for the individual
sinner. The verse contrasts moral and non-raoral defences
against misfortune; riches seems to stand for any social non-moral
power, with the iraplication, of course, that it is not allied with
rectitude; cf. i/f 49. Here, as in the preceding verse, the sage
may have in mind both natural and divine law, or ordinary social
law regarded as the law of God. It is not said that wealth is in
itself bad, but it is hinted that some raen rely on wealth instead
of righteousness to save thera frora calamity — a condition of
things that holds good of Hebrew society frora Araos down to the
second century B.C.; anywhere within this period such a proverb
may have originated. — Righteousness was soraetiraes interpreted
as = almsgiving (cf note on 10^) ; see Tob. 12^, and cf BS. 29'^.
— Saadia (loth cent, A.D.) renders in first cl. day of resurrection,
against the usage of Pr., which takes no account of the future life.
— 5. Antithetic, quaternary-ternary. The figure is taken from
wayfaring : one raan walks safely in a smooth, level road, another,
wandering frora the raain road, stumbles over rough places, and
falls irretrievably. See note on v.^; on the verb smooth (make
level or straight) see 3". The agencies are here again qualities,
righteous7iess and wickedness, and the same union of human and
divine law as in the preceding verses is to be understood.—
6. Antithetic, ternary. An antithesis nearly identical with that
of v.^: goodness is socially helpful, badness is hurtful. The identity would be coraplete if we could render in second cl. i7i (or, by)
their own wickedness. The Heb. word (see note on 10^) has two
assured senses, desire (always evil) and cala7nity or destruction
(17* 19'^ Job 6^ 30^^); the latter is here inappropriate (RV. improperly, mischief), the forraer approaches nearly the idea of
wickedness.—The figure iraplied in caught (or, taken) is probably
that of a net (cf 6^«// 35*), possibly that of the capture of a city
(16''^). The terra wicked of the second cl. is the same as that so
translated in v.^''.
7. The text is uncertain.

The Heb. of first cl. reads :

When a wicked man dies, his expectation perishes.

The second cl., in its present forra, can only be rendered : and
the hope of strength (or, sorrow) perishes. The abstract strength
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is taken as = concrete strong by Rashi (who holds the reference
to be to the hope of the children of strong raen), and by De.;
but the terra (as De. points out) is never elsewhere used in an
ethical sense, and (though the inadequacy of strength, as of riches,
v.^ might conceivably be referred to) we expect a definite ethical
term as equivalent or opposite to the wicked of first cl.; nor does
the concrete sense occur elsewhere. The sense iniquity, wickedness or wicked, unjust* is without support frora OT. usage, the
plu. (found here) being never elsewhere so eraployed. The rexiAexxxig sorrow (Ew.) ox sorrowful (Berth.) is not appropriate ; it
is improbable that the expectation of the wicked would be described simply as sorrowful hope. Failing a satisfactory rendering of the present text, emendations have been proposed : Graetz,
sons ( = Rashi) ; Bi. bad men; or (by dropping the plu. termination) we "get iniquity. But, in the two last cases, we have the
proverb consisting of two identical propositions, which, in this
place, is a very improbable form.f
The Grk. supphes a desired
antithesis by rendering:
W h e n a righteous man dies his hope does not perish.
But the boast of the wicked perishes.

This form, which is not supported by any other ancient authority,
looks hke an interpretation of the Greek scribe, under the influence of the later belief in immortahty. The true text of the
second cl. must be left undetermined. The forra of the first cl.
suggests that the hope of the righteous raan, in the sage's view,
would not perish at his death. If such an interpretation were
certain (here and in 14^^), it raight help us to fix the tirae at
which the doctrine of immortality entered the Jewish world. But
the doubt respecting the second cl. attaches itself to the first cl.
also, and we cannot regard its form as assured. The raore natural thought for Pr. is given in 10^ 11''; cf note on 14^^. — One of
the clauses of the verse is perhaps a doublet, each clause having
originally read : the hope of the wicked will perish, and the doublet
* Saad., Luth., Hitz., Zock., Noyes, Reuss, Str., Kamp.
t T h e change of form of the verb, from Impf. in first cl. to Perf. in second cl.,
is not to strengthen the thought (as if perishes, will perish
has perished), but
is rhetorical variation.
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having ejected the proper antithetic clause which described the
hope of the righteous.
8. Rescue of the righteous.
The righteous is delivered out of trouble.
And the wicked comes in his stead.

Implicit antithesis, ternary. In his stead raeans reversal of positions, not vicarious suffering (Isa. 53), an idea not found in Pr.;
cf 21^*. The aphorisra contains the sage's solution of the problem
of evil. The righteous is soraetiraes afflicted — of this fact the
sage (unlike the author of Job) atterapts no discussion; but the
affliction, he raaintains, is temporary (so Job 20')—ultimately
the righteous is rescued (so 12'^), and the wicked, cast down
from his shortlived triumph, takes his proper place as sufferer. It
is the doctrine of recompense in this world. The case of the
good raan's suffering and the bad raan's prospering throughout
hfe is not considered here or elsewhere in the Book. Cf \^ 49. 73.

9. The righteous escapes the ruin which the wicked designs.
With his mouth the impious man would destroy his neighbor,
But by knowledge the righteous are rescued.

Antithetic, quaternary-ternary. The word here rendered impious seeras to have been originally a ritual terra, signifying the opposite oi pure, sacred (so = profa7ie), as in Isa. 10^ (and the verb
in Jer. 3' Isa. 24' Nu. 35^ ^ 106^) ; then it passed to the sense
of raorally impure, out of relation with God (so RV. godless).
Lat.: simulator, Aq. Syra. Theod.: hypocrite. The speech of
such an one is false, malignant, likely to bring his fellowmen into
trouble and death (as, for ex., by traducing them to men in
power). There is probably no reference to the corrupting power
of evil talk. As contrast to this we raight expect in second cl.
the stateraent (soraewhat as in 10^') that the righteous saves his
neighbor (and so perhaps we should read), instead of which it is
said that he escapes (that is, apparendy, the destruction of first
cl.) by knowledge — either by general acquaintance with hfe (a
result of devotion to wisdora, 14'^"' 22"), or by knowing the wiles
of the irapious and avoiding thera. The converse statement is
found in lo^^, where the righteous saves with his lips, and the
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wicked die through ignorance. In general in Pr. the effect of
evil and good is confined to their possessors. — Grk.: in the
mouth of the impious is a snare for citizens, but the knowledge of
the righteous is prosperous, a free rendering of the Heb. (with
some changes of text), affected by next verse.—-If we suppose
second cl. to be isolated, standing in no logical connection with
first cl., its raeaning raay be that knowledge ( = wisdora) is the
saving thing in hfe — a conception which controls chs. 1-9.
XI. 1. J§ ''^DSB'; (3 blKaiov. On the use of 5. in the 2d century B.C. cf.
Deissmann, Bibelstudien,
p p . 112 f. — 2. On \ii> see note on -^- — Stade
{Wbch.) suggests that j'js is Aram.; he refers to 131", which has the general
form of our v., only with nso for j'?p, and Dxyj well-advised
for oyix humble,
but such mutations of subjects and predicates are common in Pr., and there is
no good ground for changing the text h e r e ; cf. Lag. T h e occurrence of yyi
in Mic. 6*Js against regarding it as Aram. ( B a u m g . ) . — ©> arbpa bi raTreivCiv
peXeTf croplav, in which ar. is perh. repetition from lo^^^ and pieX. insertion
for clearness. IL, for the sake of formal s y m m e t r y : ubi autem humilitas
ibi
et sapientia. — 3. K e t h i b oii"! (adopted in %) is scribal error for Qere DiU". —
|[§ iVp; S NHDi/rzflfe ( a guess; cf. P i n k . ) ; % stipplantatio ; ST, verb pj'?t2j,
shall be driven forth.
T h e stem ^SD = move on ; Arab, pass by or for-ward;
Jew. Aram, turn aside ; H e b . turn aside, upside down. — (§'' dtrodaviiiv biKatos
fXiwev pcrdpieXov, perh. = Dn:n oyy nb3 (Jag., Bi.) ; cf. v.""; see notes of Lag.,
Heid., Baumg.; 6 ' ' = | ^ v . i * . 9 = ?^. — 4 . | ^ p ; E a-\paf deceit, = •\}a.—
(gi09.147 giyg j g . tjjg Y_ js lacking in all other (3 MSS., perh. by scribal oversight, possibly ( H e i d . ) omitted from dogmatic considerations, because it seemed
to favor the rabbinical doctrine of justification by alms (cf. Baba Bathra,
loa)
or by the study of the Tora (see t h e M i d r a s h ) , against the Christian doctrine
of justification by faith. — 5. J^ DD"; Bi. o". — | ^ Ss''; Valkut 13S'; Ber.
Rab. n n i ' , both free renderings, or citations from memory; cf. v.^. — 6. T h e
singular construction of * ("in without suff.) is not supported by Gen. 9^ ( D e . )
or xj/ 32® ( N o w . ) ; these passages do not leave the reader to infer the subject
of the verb from a preceding predicate; read D"!-!. with (@S2E1L. — 7. See
note on this v. above. For the impossible Djs (elsewhere only Hos. 9*
Isa. 40-6.29 xj/ 78^1, the last better cix, cf. f 105''') we may read (with (3
d(T€^liv) oSiN ( B i . ) , or JIN (but this latter term cannot be taken as c o n c r e t e ) ;
but the form of the whole v. is doubtful. I n "^ DIN, though sustained by 3, is
better omitted, for t h e sake of the rhythm. •— 8. Impf. followed by 1 -f- Impf.,
both expressing general facts, the second a sequel to the first; it is unnecessary
to point ). — 1 § ni-i; (g d-qpa^, — m s (Jag.) taken as = persecution. — J§ innp;
3 on-' airov, for his sake, or in place of him. — 9. no3, with the mottth, as
npi3, by knowledge ; or we may write no3. — ijn is to turti away (to good or
to b a d ) , used in Arab, of persons in good sense, in Aram, and H e b . in bad
sense, of one who turns from religious faithfulness, profane, and so in Pr. of
Q
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the wicked in general. — (S^ da^Siv (.s" dpjaprwXiav); AS9 iTro/cpiTiJj; g S'lp
wicked; ST ^3: treacherous; IL simulator. — J^ inyi nnsy^; (S 7ra7is TTOXITCHJ,
perh. = '1 (or nrwn) T\nf.

10,11. Relation of moral goodness to civil prosperity.
10. When it goes well with the righteous the city rejoices.
And when the wicked perish there is shouting.
11. By the blessing of the upright the city is exalted.
But by the mouth of the wicked it is overthrown.

Antithetic; apparently quaternary-ternary. See 14** 28'* 29".
The first couplet states the fact, the second the reason. The
counsels of the righteous, controlled by probity, bring blessing and
prosperity to the state; those of the wicked, dictated by selfish
arabition and rapacity, bring destruction. This view of the relation of virtue to civil prosperity is found in substance in the
prophets (Ara. 4^-^ Hos. f Mic. f-^^ Isa. 3" ^ Jer. 22^-= Ez. 22«''«).
But, for thera the nation is the unit, and the worship of other gods
than Yahweh the chief sin; here the raoral side alone is mentioned, and the civil unit is the city. It was in the Greek period
that the city-state became familiar to the Jews, and it seems to be
this later civilization that is here meant. —The expression blessing
of the upright might mean God's blessing on the upright, but the
parallel 7nouth (utterance, counsel) of the hoicked (which is maleficent) points to the beneficent words (involving deeds) of good men,
12, 13. Against contemptuous talk and talebearing.
12. He who mocks his neighbor is lacking in sense.
But the man of discretion keeps silent.
13. A talebearer reveals secrets.
But a trustworthy man conceals a matter.

12. Antithetic, ternary. Reversing subject and predicate in
first cl., we raay read : the fool mocks his neighbor (so Grk. Str.
Kamp.); the sense is the same. The Heb. has despises. Contempt, lack of due regard for one's neighbor, may show itself in
various ways : in 14^^ (where its opposite is care for the poor) it
manifests itself in indifference to raen's bodily wellbeing; here, as
it stands in contrast with silence, it involves speech. A man who
speaks contemptuously of his fellow-citizens is said to be lacking
in se7ise (lit. heart) because he thus raakes eneraies and involves
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himself and others in difficulties; it is obviously the part of discretion (or, understa7iding) to keep silent. The reference is not
immediately or mainly to the kindliness (to the neighbor) that
should seal one's tongue, or to reflection on the falhbility of huraan
judgments that should raake one cautious (though these things
would naturally be involved), but to a prudent regard for consequences in social relations. Nor is the line drawn between just
and blameworthy criticism; the sage contents himself with denouncing contemptuous talk as a foolish thing. — Grk. a 7na7i
lacking in sense shows co7ite7nptfor hisfellow-citize7is. — 1 3 . Antithetic, ternary. A simple stateraent of two types of character.
The Heb. expression describes the talebearer as one who goes
about spreading raalicious gossip — lit. a walker of sla/ider; see
Jer. 6^^.9^<^^ Ez. 22" Lev. 19". It is unnecessary to render by he
who goes about as a talebearer (RV.) ; the going is included in
the bear. In contrast with such an one the trustworfhy man
{trusty of mi7id) keeps silence respecting things which he has
learned in confidential intercourse or otherwise — secrets of faraily
or state; the reference is to things the mention of which is dangerous or undesirable. The first cl. occurs in 20^^; on sec7-et cf.
note on 3^^; the word is here to be taken in a general sense. The
clause is understood by Grk. of political relations (cf next verse) :
a double-to7igued 7na7i reveals the delibe7-ations of the asse77ibly (or,
council) — by the Lat. of private affairs : he who is of faithful mi7td
conceals his friend's act; it is applicable to all the relations of life.

14. Value of political wisdom.
Where there is no guidance a people falls,
But in the multitude of counsellors there is safety.

Antithetic, ternary. A civil and political adage. Guidance is
lit. stee7-ing— there raust be some one at the helm; the guidance
is assuraed to be good (so RV., interpreting, wise guidance). The
multitude of cou7isellors points not to any special political organization, but simply to the need of manysided advice; that will be
a well-governed city or state in which questions of pohcy are looked
at from all points ; Frank, refers to the " friends " of the Ptolemies
and Seleucids. On the term guidance see note on i*; the word
belongs to the poetical vocabulary. Instead of cou7tsellors the
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Anc. Vrss. have counsel or counsels. The proverb (which has no
religious eleraent) is not a folksaying, but the reflection of a man
living in contact with public affairs. Hitzig cites, as representing
the opposite point of view : " too many cooks spoil the broth."
15. Against giving security.
He who is surety for another will suffer.
But he who hates suretyship is secure.

Antithetic, ternary. A prudential raaxim, the wisdom of which,
as a general rule, is verified by universal experience, though there
are obvious occasions when it should be disregarded. The word
here rendered another (see note on 2'^) has three possible meanings : a person of a diff'erent nation; one of a diff'erent clan,
family, or household; and a diff'erent individual. The strong
Jewish national and family feeling raight seera to favor the first
sense, or the third, with exclusion of one's immediate family
(father, son, brother). But the tone of the proverb appears to be
universal, and in the later Jewish life the old relations of clan had
partly vanished — the Jews became comraercial, and needed commercial strictness; exceptions raight be left to the individual.
Suretyship is lit. (as the Heb. text stands) those who go security
(lit. strike hands) ; cf 6^ 17'* 22^. Suffer \s, go ill. RV he that
hateth suretiship is sure gives a good verbal play.

16. Honor to good women.
A gracious woman obtains honor,
Violent men obtain wealth.

Antithetic, ternary. This is the only verse in Pr. in which men
are contrasted with women (such contrast is not raade in 19^').
If the text be correct, the proverb relates to the struggle for riches
and social position in cornraunities in which woraen had some sort
of influence, and the contrast is between upright gentleness and
imraoral force : an unscrupulous raan may gain riches, but not
esteem — a woman of gracious bearing, beautiful in manner (and
presumably, in spirit) obtains honor. And as the industrious
woraan of 31^ helps to procure social consideration for her husband, so the honor here may be for husband and family, though
women in Pr. (except those of hcentious character) have no im-
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mediate relations with society at large; but as there is no mention
of family, it is probably better to understand the expression as
referring to the esteem which coraes to the woraan herself frora
her faraily and her circle of friends. — The Grk. expresses a fuUer
antithesis by raeans of two couplets :
A gracious woman obtains honor for her husband,
But a woman who hates righteousness is a throne of dishonor.
The slothful come to lack riches,
But the manly lean (securely) on riches.

Lines i, 4 represent the Heb.; for her husband is interpretation. Lines 2, 3 are probably an addition by a Greek scribe;
throne is nowhere else used of a person (the expression perhaps
comes from y\i 94^) ; hates righteous7iess indicates that gracious is
taken as = righteous; line 3 raay be rendered : they who are
slothful as to riches come to wa7it. — It is possible that the two
hues of the Heb. verse are remnants of two independent couplets,
the first relating to woraen, the second to men; but the Grk.
hardly gives the true text.

17. Kindliness is good policy.
The kindly man does himself good,
The cruel man does himself harm.

Antithetic, ternary. Self is lit. soul in first cl., flesh in second
cl.; the two terms are synonyraous — the Heb. language expresses
the idea self only by such words. It is on this terra that the emphasis is laid; it is hi7nself that the kind raan helps and the cruel
man hurts — the one raakes friends, the other raakes eneraies ; the
commendation of kindness is based on its good results to him
who practises it — a practical suggestion which would not prevent
the sage's holding that it is in itself an obligatory thing. There
is probably (to judge frora the rest of the Book) no reference to
the ennobling power of one quality and the depraving power of
the other. The translation (Mich.): he who does good to himself
is kind {to others) and he who is hurtful to himself is cruel {to
others), is grararaatically possible, but here improbable, because of
the difiiculty of supplying to others, and because in the context
^y 18-20.2+-26^ j.j^g subjects of the lines are such words as righteous,
wicked, kind, cruel.
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10,11. nnp (v.i") occurs in preexilian prophets (Hos. Isa. Hab.) and several
limes in Pr., nip (v.^i) only in poetical books (Job 29' Pr. 8^ 9*- " 11"); the use
of the two words is not a ground for supposing difference of authorship in the
two v. (so Hitz., who omits v.^**), since both terms seem to have been common in
the writer's time. — 3^ here omits v.i"'' (which it gives in v."') and v.^i", making
one couplet of v.^""-1^^; the omission, apparently scribal error, is supplied in
(gAB b X c (taken, according to Si^, from 9 ) . <3 KaTdip6u(re {yhyn) is changed
to Karupx^niraTo by Lag., who refers the present <3 text to Theodotion.—
12. J§ nyi; (3 TToXlras, as in v.i", a political interpretation natural in a city
like Alexandria. — 1 3 . "^oi elsewhere = .r/awa'i?;'-,• so Ez. 22^'i'B'JN, Jer. 6^"
9', and probably Lev. 19^^ Pr. 20^^. The vb. I'm has the sense of going about,
Jos. 141". For the construction here cf. Isa. 33!^ npix iSn one who walks in
righteousness; cf. also the common construction in which M is defined by an
Inf. abs. The st. is ^31 go, whence the noun = a going, gaddittg, and, as the
principal occupation of gadabouts is malicious gossip, talking maliciously,
and so slander. ~^r\ is sometimes followed by an adj. which describes the
condition of the subject of the vb., as in Gen. 15^ {L go childless), 2 S. 15*
Job 24!", and so '1 might perhaps be taken here ( = slanderer, talebearer),
but for the phrases in Jer. and Ez. above cited; but it is to be observed that
the adj. after i^n describes the condition rather than the action of the subject.
Cf. SS., in which both constructions of 1 are given, adj. under "jSn, subst.
under "731. — On ib see note on ^''•; (3, freely, ^ovXds ev avvebpltp. —14. |§ Sfl'
oy; (3 •TiTTToviriv (Ha-jrep 0i5XXa, = nVi'3, cf. v.^^ (Jag.)-—For | § yy'^ (sing.,
defining the category) the Anc. Vrss. read nxt; counsel, as in 12^^ 20I', and
this is perh. preferable as corresponding more precisely to nS3nn in first cl.—
15. In J§ jji; y-\_ the vb. must be taken as Nif. of pyi (not yii, Ges.^^ § 6 7 ' ) '
and the yi as intensive nominal addition, performing the function of Inf. Abs.
(cf. Ew. § 312/5); and we may point yi (Gratz). Siegfried, in JVbch.,ptoposes to omit yi«, or to read yi'' yi, Inf. Abs. -|- Impf. Qal, which is the usual
construction; but, as Nif. occurs in 1320 and the yi is intelligible, the change
is unnecessary. — For J§ 31? '3 read 3ii,'. —1§ i(; Gr. itS, as in 6^; see note
on 2oi^. — The verb jjpn occurs in the sense of making a bargain only in Job
and Pr.; this hmitation is perhaps an accident. | § ovpn. Act. Partcp., should
perhaps be written ypn Inf. — the D may have arisen from following 3; SS.
suggests Pass. Partcp. (cf. opm, Eccl. 4I); for Act. Partcp. as = abstract noun
oS3nj Zech. Il'^, is not decisive. — (3 irovripbs KaKOTTOiet {yy) Srav (Tvpplkv
biKatcp (-[j) pi(TeT bi fixov dacjyaXetas (n'j3D J)pn). In second cl. S hs.^ hates
those 7vho confidetttly hope ; E hates those who put their trust in God. It was
chiefly the word oypn (IL laqueos) that embarrassed the ancient translators.
For further discussion of the readings of the Anc. Vrss. see notes of Jag.,
Schleus. Lag. Heid. Baumg. Pink. —16. See note on this v. above. For
1^ in we might read S;n, as in 12* (recalling also the h^r\ T-iva of ch. 31), but
the jn also gives a definite and natural character. — Whether or not the
expanded text of 3 (adopted by Bi.) comes from a Hebre\t MS. may be
doubtful; but the strangeness of the expression epbvo% driplas and the vigorous
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curtness of | ^ favor the originality of the latter. 2E1L agree with J§; S follows
3. —17. ?§ 1NB'; 3 auipa; S otKovs, probably for oiKetovs (Schl.); ^ propinquos. —1§ iit3N; see note on 5^; 3E writes a form of 13J, there properly,
here improperly.

18-21. Contrasted rewards of virtue and vice. Antithetic.
18. The wicked earns delusive pay,
But he who sows righteousness real wages.
19. If one • follows after > righteousness, (it leads) to life.
If one pursues wickedness, (it leads) to death.
20. They who are of wicked mind are an abomination to Yahweh,
But they who are perfect in their walk are well-pleasing to him.
21. The wicked will assuredly not go unpunished.
But the righteous will be rescued.

18. Ternary. The form of expression is taken from industrial
hfe. Real wages is lit. reward of truth. The gain of a bad raan
is not real, for it is not enduring (10^), and cannot save hira frora
misfortune ( n * ) , but he who sows goodness shall reap prosperity
(10^)—his revenue is real and permanent, not illusive. The
fact is here recognized that a bad man sometimes prospers, and
the explanation offered is that his prosperity is only seeming; cf
note on v.*. The Latin has a slightly diff'erent form :
The ungodly does unstable work,
But to him who sows righteousness there is a faithful reward;

but the idea of pay, wages for work done, is clearly found in both
clauses. Goodness, says the proverb, is commercially profitable
— the pay is prosperity, insured by the laws of man and the
favor of God. —19. Ternary. The second cl. is lit.: he who
pursues wickedness, to his death (RV doeth it to his own death).
The general idea of the verse is plain : righteousness insures a
long and happy life, wickedness a premature or otherwise unhappy
death; see notes on i^^-^ 2^^-^^ 3I The wording of the first cl. is
doubtful. The more natural rendering of the Heb. is so righteousness {tends) to life (Saad.) ; this would connect the verse with
the preceding as illustration or result (Luther has for, Noyes as);
but such connection is contrary to the usage of this part of Pr.,
in which each verse is an independent affirmation, and besides,
the relation of thought between this verse and the preceding does
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not suggest or justify a connective so. The word raay be taken as
adj., = true, righteous (Ew., see note on 15^ Jer. 23'"), but righteous in righteousness is insufferable tautology; if it be taken as
subst., = that which is true, 7-igh'teous, ge7iuineness (Rashi, Cocc.
Schult. De. Str.), the resulting expression, what is t7-ue in righteousness { = not t7-ue righteous7iess, but the true part of righteousness) is unnatural; the renderings fir7n, steadfast (Zock. RV.)
are lexicographically unsupported, and this objection holds to
Vogel's eraendation he 7vho is firm in his walk. The Lat. has
clemency, Grk. and Syr. (by a change of text) son (Grk. a righteous
son is born unto life).
The expression son of is used frequently
in OT. to denote doom or quality, but always evil quahty: 31'
sons of destructio7i, xj/ 79^^ sons of death, \\i 89^^'^^' son of wickedness, and the common son of depravity {belial, i Sara. 25", cf
note on Pr. 6^'') ; the reading son of righteousness would give a
not wholly unsatisfactory sense if son could be supposed to be
properly used in a good sense. The Partcp. he who pursues suggests for the first cl. a Partcp. he who follows after {f\X. feeds on,
15") ; cf 12^^, the forra of which is similar to that of this verse.
— 20. Ternary. General stateraent of the raoral deraands of the
divine favor; cf 12^^ 14^ 15^. Mind (lit. heart) is the whole
spiritual being. They who are of wicked 77iind, lit. the wicked
(averted, perverted) of mind, are those who stray frora the straight
path of goodness. The perfect raan is raorally well-rounded, complete ; the term in OT. involves general right feeling, but not
absolute perfection of soul; see note on 2^'. No heightening of
effect or increase of intensity is involved in the sequence mind
walk ( = co7iduct) ; the two terras are equivalent, each involving the other. The terms aboi/wiation and well-pleasing are opposites, originally ritualistic, here ethical; see Dt. 7^^ Lev. 22^', and
notes on 3^^ 8^. — 21. Ternary. The idea is a fundamental cme
in Pr., the reference being always to retribution in this hfe; see
j26-33 221.22^ g(.(,_ Assuredly (so recent expositors and lexicographers
generally) is lit. hand to hand/, the raeaning of which is properly
given in margin of RV : 77iy hand upon it! = my word for it!
It appears to be a popular phrase of asseveration, derived frora
the procedure in a bargain, in which the parties clasped hands;
so in v.'* above, 6\ and Job 17" who will clasp my hand (enter
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into a bargain with me, be ray security) ? The rendering though
hand {join) in hand (RV.) = though men unite their forces,
against which the forra of the Heb. sentence is decisive; cf. 16'.
The translation (Schult. Ges. after the Arab, usage) fro7n generation to gene7 ation, = through all time, is not supported by Heb.
usage. Saad.: as the turn of hand to ha7id, apparently = suddenly. Rashi explains the clause to mean : from the hand of God
to the hand of the wicked the retribution will come. Targ. and
Syr.: he who lifts his ha7id against his neighbor shall not be held
innocent of evil, a mistranslation. In second cl. the Heb. has
tlie seed of the righteous, the seed raeaning simply race, as in
Isa. I* (where the prophet calls his conteraporaries a seed of evildoers), 65^ (where seed is contrasted with offspring), and not
posterity (a sense which the word often has) ; a reference to posterity (Berth, al, in the sense : not raerely the righteous, but also
their descendants) would be inappropriate here, where the purpose
is siraply to contrast the fates of the wicked and the righteous.

22. Beauty without discretion.
A golden ring in a swine's snout —
Such is a fair woman without discretion.

A simple comparison, ternary, but with omission of the particle
of coraparison — the Heb. says : a golden ring
is a fair
woman
The nose-ring was, and is, a common ornament of
women in Western Asia, and in many barbarous and half-civihzed
tribes; see Gen. 24^ Ju. 8^* Isa. 3^^ Job 42", and Lane's Manners
and Customs of the Modern Egyptians, Appendix A. The terra
rendered discretion signifies first physical taste (Ex. 16"' Job 6"),
then capacity of intellectual discri7nination (i Sara. 25^ Job 12^"),
and apparently also ethical and religious judgraent {\^ 119'*). It
occurs in one other place in Pr. (24^"), where it raeans intellectual
judgment, opinion, answer based 07i sound judg7nent. Here the
moral eleraent is probably included. There is as great incongruity, it is said, in (:he union of beauty of person and deforraity
of mind and character in a woman as in the presence of a rich
ornament on the coarsest and uncleanest of beasts (so the Grk.) ;*
* There is no aUusion to a ring used to lead animals, for which process Heb.
employs the word hook (2 K. 192" Ez. 19^).
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this is no doubt the raeaning of the condensed expression of the
Heb. that such a woraan is a ring, etc.
23. Character determines fortune.
The desire of the righteous issues only in good,
The expectation of the wicked in wrath.

Antithetic, ternary. Desire = expectation. Lit. . . is only
good, and .
is wrath (or, drfogancey. The proverb is susceptible of two interpretations, according as we take the predicates
to express qualities or results of the subjects. In the first case
(De.) the desire of righteous raen is described as itself good,
raorally pure, erabracing praiseworthy objects, that of wicked men
as selfseeking, proud, arrogant (such is the sense of the word in
Isa. i6^ = Jer. 48^). In the second case it is declared that the
issue of hope will be in accordance with the character of the man
— prosperity (divine favor) for the one class, wrath (divine punishment) for the other; the last word of the verse commonly
means anger, of man (Gen. 49^), or of God (Isa. 13^ Zeph. i"*);
such is its sense in 11*, where day of wrath is parallel with {doom
of) death. If the first interpretation be adopted, it will be understood that the hope of the righteous is fulfilled, that of the wicked
denied (Grk. is destroyed). The second interpretarion is favored
by such proverbs as lo-^- ^ 11', and by the tone of the Book, which
in general describes the consequences of actions. It is, besides,
very nearly a tautology to say that the desire of a good man is
good, that of a bad man bad.
24-26. Liberality or generosity, and niggardliness or avarice.
24. One man spends, yet still increases,
Another withholds what is proper, but (it tends) only to want.
25. The liberal man will be prospered.
And he who waters will himself be watered.
26. He who withholds corn, the people curse him,
But blessing is on the head of him who sells it.

24. Complete antithesis, ternary: one spends and grows, another
hoards and declines. Lit. there is 07ie who spends. The terms and
the sense seera to be general — there is no special reference to
alrasgiving (as in \^ xx2^), but it is said that a just expenditure
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of one's wealth, in every way, is rational policy, tending to gain.
That the reference is to physical wealth (and not to thought and
act) raay be inferred from sirailar expressions in Pr. (n^s-^e ^^23
21°), and that a general habit or policy is spoken of appears from
the general character of the terms eraployed : experience teaches
that the raan of hberal raethods prospers, and such an one, it is
probably raeant to say, has the blessing of God. The sage does
not seem to have in mind a raan's care of hiraself Proper is
that which is just, appropriate to the circumstances (the RV
rendering more than is proper is incorrect) ; want is lack, deficit.
See a similar thought in BS. 11". In second cl. the Lat. (and so
the Syr.) has, incorrectly : Others seize what is not theirs, and are
always in want.—25. Synonymous (a form of rare occurrence in
chs. 10-15), ternary. Liberal 77ian is lit. person (lit. soul) of
blessing, one who dispenses kindness, beneficence. Prospered is
lit. 77tade fat, raetaphor derived frora the condition of well-nourished aniraals or vegetables (Ju. 9" Isa. 30^ Jer. 31^* Job 36^^, cf
Pr. 13^ 28^) ; the metaphor in waters, watered is agricultural.
The reference appears to be specifically to kindly, generous conduct toward others; the reward of such conduct is deterrained
by social laws and by the divine approval. — 26. Antithetic, ternary. Allusion to the practice of hoarding grain in seasons of
scarcity in order to sell it at a high price. This is the only raention in OT. of this procedure so frequent in coraraercially developed coraraunities; Ara. 8*^ speaks only of eager desire to raake
money, and of fraudulent raethods in trade. The practice here
denounced probably became familiar to the Jews under Greek
governments in great comraercial and financial centres. Syr. and
Targ.: He who withholds corn in time of fa7nine shall be abandoned to his ene7nies, in which the last expression is based on a
misreading of the Hebrew.
18. There is a paronomasia in ipE*, ISB'; the latter Stade would write ISC'
or 1138' (so S ) , since the usual noun-form is I3it'; the assonance, however,
may be intended; S maybe free rendering of f§. The Participles express the
general rule; li'y is to be understood in second cl. 3 airippa bi biKatoiv, as
in f§, v.^ib^ which see. —19. See note on this v. above. Omit the suff. in
mb, as in all Anc. Vrss. — ^ |3; <3 (followed by S ) vlbs, and Bi. J3; SE NJ3n
13jn ]av, apparently taking p as = IB'N3; IL dementia, perhaps taking npix
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in the sense of alms (Baumg.), and p from stem p3, or possibly reading (3,
The connection calls for a term parallel to the 111D of •>; Kamp. nj)^, he who
associates with, after 15I* Hos. 122 i\i 37^; Gr. j:3, graphically easy, but not
appropriate in sense, even though, with Vogel, we supply '7 1311; nfey is
graphically possible in the old alphabet, but not easy; to po the same objection lies as to ps; Kamp.'s emendation may be provisionally accepted.
20. In »• © has bbot for J§ 3^^, assimilation to '', and in b rhetorically inserts
irdvres. — 21. With 11S 11 cf. the common expression 13 ypn, strike hands.
J§ Dpix yii; (3, not so well, 6 airetpwv biKaioaivriv, = npis yi'r. — For |& OSD)
<§ has X-tjptpcTai pia6bv irurrbv, after v.^^^ (Lag.). — 22. | § 3nt (favored by the
rhythm) is lacking in 3^, found in 3^ "=• *; the epithet is often inserted in ^ ,
but sometimes omitted, as in Hos. 2^^ Isa. 3^1 Ez. 16''^. — 23. J§ ni3y
(3 dwoXeiTai, = m3N, and so De' Rossi 941, a natural reading, but not distinctly antithetic to the 3i3 of ". — 24. | ^ ir^; Perles, Analekt., p. 88, ip';
wealth, which is appropriate, but not better than J§. — 3, in ••, iialv Kal of
avvdyovres, apparently free rendering of J§. — 25. In ^ x i " the N seems to
be substitution, by an Aramaic-speaking scribe, for n, which is found in many
MSS. of Kenn. and De' Rossi (in which, however, it may be correction). The
stem may be nn, Hof. nii'', whence ii', ni', ni'-, or (Fleisch., De.), by metathesis, nii>, n i " ; or, from st. n i ' (Hos. 6^) we may get Hof. ni;, I T ; it is,
perhaps, better to emend to Hof. (Bi.) or Nif. (Gr.) of r\)-^; W takes the form
from Hif. nin teach, & from I I N curse, both improbable. 3 is corrupt; its
Traira aTrX'^ is perhaps for iriav6iti<reTai will be fattened (so 'A29), and its
6vpiiibr\% for pi6v<roi ( S ) , or perhaps = IJID one who excites anger; eiJo-x^MU)'
may = INID 3!3, or may represent a form of no\ — 26. J§ i^^P'; 3 VTroXliroiTo,
= Aram. p3lS' (so S E ) .

27. Kindness gains goodwill.
He who seeks good < wins > favor,
He who seeks evil, it will overtake him.

Antithetic, ternary. The word rendered favor may = goodwill, acceptance (12^ 14^), or what pleases, what is acceptable
(10^^, etc.); see note on 8^. The good and evil are better taken
in a wide sense, as erabracing raoral (as in Ara. 5") and general
conditions (as in 3^-^ 13^1 1/^91^" Eccl. 2^), and as describing the
raan's conduct toward others. The second cl. declares that evil
doing rebounds on its author — such is the iraplication in the
expression overtake, ht. come upon (or to) hi7n. The first cl.
should give the antithesis to this : he who seeks good (for others),
it will corae to hira as well. The Heb. has seeks favor; the seeks
raay be understood to raean is thus really seeking {and finding)
favor, or, if this be thought to be putting too ranch into the word.
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we may change the text. The simple sense of seeks yields no
satisfactory meaning for the clause. The favor can hardly be
taken as = God's favor, for, if such reference had been intended,
the divine name would have been expressed (De.), as in 12^ If
the favor be understood as referring to man, we have (in the Heb.
text) the statement that he who wishes good fortune for himself
must so act as to gain the goodwill of others, must do what is
pleasing to thera — an idea found nowhere else in Pr., and here
offering no good contrast to first cl. Nor is the noun {favor, or,
what is acceptable) elsewhere in OT. preceded by the verb seek,
and it is better to understand sorae such terra as wi7i, gain, obtain,
procure (so AV., Reuss). Yet this reading does not give a perfect
antithesis, and it raay be better to supply the divine narae, and
render : he who seeks what is (morally) good secures God's favor,
while he who seeks what is (raorally) bad brings doivn on IM/Iself divine retribution. Possibly the two lines belong to diff'erent
couplets.

28. Folly of trusting in wealth.
He who trusts in his riches will fall,
But the righteous will flourish like the green leaf.

Antithetic, ternary. The antithesis assumes that the man who
trusts in riches is ungodly, and that the righteous trust not in
riches, but in God. Riches is here the representative of worldly
power, and the admonition is directed not against legitimate confidence in wealth (as a means, for exaraple, of doing good), but
against the belief that it can save a bad raan frora the consequences of his deeds (that is, frora human or divine wrath); see
10" II* i/r 62'''<"'. The raetaphor is different in the two clauses —
it is taken in the first frora a building, in the second frora a tree.
Identity of metaphor may be gained by substituting fade for fall
(see \p i^ 37^), by the change of one Heb. letter, or (as in the Grk.)
by reading rise instead of flourish. The former of these changes
gives a natural sense, but it is hardly necessary; diff'erence of
metaphor in two clauses of a proverb is not unnatural.
29. Economic folly of stinginess.
He who brings distress on his household will have the wind as his possession.
And the foolish will be slave to the wise.
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Synonymous, ternary. For the verb brings distress on, or har7ns
{RN.troubleth) see 11' 15^ ^^ Gen. 34'* i Sara. 14^ i K. 18";
household is lit. house; the rendering inherit for the second verb
in first cl. (RV.) is possible (the raan raay be said to inherit poverty frora his own folly), but the idea is rather that of coming to
possess. The general sense of the verse is indicated in 12^-^*
J ^1.19 J ^2. jj^g j^^j^ •vfho, by incapacity, negligence, or niggardliness, fails to nourish and build up his household will find his resources reduced to nothing; for wind, as = nothingness, see Jer.
5'^ Eccl. i". The second cl. restates the case : a man guilty of
this economic and moral folly becomes literally or virtually a slave.
The wise man (lit. wise of mind) is thrifty and successful, and
neglect of one's own family is declared to be the sign of a fool.
Slavery existed araong the Jews throughout the OT. tirae (Neh. 5'
Pr. 12® 17^ 30^", etc.), and later* ; but whether the reference here
is to the holding of Hebrew slaves by a Hebrew raaster is uncertain — foreign slaves raight be possessed by a Jew, or Jewish
slaves by a foreigner. — Possibly the two clauses do not belong
together.
30. Life and death the outcome of conduct.
Our Heb. text reads:
The fruit of a righteous man is a tree of life,
But a wise man takes lives.

The takes is generally (as by RV.) interpreted to mean wins :
a wise raan wins souls ( = persons) by his wisdora, which is understood to be raorally good. But elsewhere in OT. the last expression of the couplet always means takes away ( = destroys) lives,
and must be so interpreted here ; the resultant affirmation is, however, impossible. A better forra is suggested by Grk., which has:
from the fruit of righteousness grows a tree of life, but the lives of
the lawless are taken away unti77iely, in which the word untimely
probably represents an expression containing the Heb. term rendered violence by RV {\o^ al), and we raay read :
The revenue of righteousness is a tree of life.
But rapine destroys men's lives.
* See A. Griinfeld, Stellung der Sklaven bei den Juden, etc.
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Antitheric, ternary. F7ttit = pxoduct, revenue ( 8 " ) ; rapine involves the idea of revenue (or wealth) acquired by violence (injustice). The couplet may be paraphrased thus : the wealth which
is gained by rectitude is a source of long life and happiness, while
that which is gained by injustice brings death; cf 3^"^ n^^ 13"
15^^ 21^ The result is stated in general terms — the agencies are
divine and human. Tree of life is a famihar figure of speech,
used in Pr. of wisdom (3'^), of fulfilled desire (13^^), of healing
speech (15*), and here of the product of integrity. — Another
reading of the couplet is proposed by Gratz:
The mouth of the righteous is a tree of life,
But the wicked harms himself.

This gives an appropriate sense ; for the first hne cf 10", for second hne 8^. The changes required in the Heb. text by this
emendation are, however, soraewhat violent. Ewald and others
arrange v.^-^ in the order: v.^*- *"'• '^^- ^'^, but nothing is thereby
gained.
31. Certainty of retribution for sin.
Behold, the righteous will be punished on earth —
How much more the wicked and the sinner !

Progressive parallelism (advance frora the less to the greater,
or from the presence to the absence of a modifying condition),
ternary. Instead of behold we raay render if (so the Grk.) — the
sense of the clause is not thereby changed. The verb punish is
ht. repay, give what is due (for one's actions), the sense of punitive retribution obviously belonging to both clauses. The basis
of the thought is the justice of the divine governraent: even the
righteous will be punished for evildoing, then of course the wicked.
The expression : " all the raore will the wicked be punished " raay
appear to involve the idea that the divine justice, if relaxed at ah,
will be relaxed in favor of the righteous, and that, if it be raaintained in spite of their claims, it will raore certainly be maintained
in the case of the wicked, who have no clairas; the raeaning of
the couplet raay perhaps, however, be understood to be : " he
who sins even a little will be punished, and he who sins ranch will
receive greater punishraent." It appears to be directed against
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those who fancied that sin might somehow escape God's notice;
cf Eccl. 8", and, contra, Eccl. 3^^ (f. By sorae expositors the
verb is understood in first cl. as = rewarded, in second cl. as
= punished, but this gives the unsatisfactory sense that God will
raore certainly punish the wicked than reward the righteous. Or,
the verse is thus paraphrased (Str.) : the righteous are in general
rewarded, though with real or apparent exceptions, but the wicked
are raost certainly punished — an interpretation which reads into
the text what it does not contain.—The retribution is represented
as coraing frora God (though it may corae through man).
Wicked and sinner are synonymous ; the terms appear to be separate gramraatical subjects (not forming an hendiadys). The
righteous are not perfect men, but men generally obedient to God,
though capable of falling into sin. On earth does not express a
contrast with a future life, but raerely states that the world is the
scene of Hfe and retribution; we raight render in the land, as in
221.22_ ^Yhe reading of Grk. (quoted in i Pet. 4^^) if the righteous
is scarcely saved, where shall the u7tgodly and sin7ier appear ? may
be free translation of our Heb., the retribution inflicted on the
righteous being taken as the raeans necessary to secure their final
salvation, which is thus indicated as difficult; but Grk. probably
had a diff'erent Heb. text frora ours.
27. For | § tfps' Gratz doubtfully proposes po'' finds, which occurs in 3 "
836 122 i822. tijis is jiot graphically hard, and gives the desired sense. On
-mtf and tpps see notes on i28 2*; B-ii is frequently used of inquiry at an
oracle (Gen. 25^2 Ez. 141"), but means also s,imY>\Y seek (Dt. 22^). — 28. f§ hh^;
Ewald h'i\ — J§ ^hyp; (3 dvTiXap^avbpevoi, = nVpD, as Partcp. (Jag.) or S^b
(Ew.); Bi. reads nh-yn as Subst., hohe; Ew. n'?vr, as = immer holier; Gr.
DSINS, as aloe trees. None of these readings offer decided advantages over
| § . — 29. J§ -\yy; (§, periphrastically, 6 p.T) a^vvTrepi(t>ep6pepoi, he 7vho does nol
act humanely. — In " ^ has a doublet, in one form following J§, in the other
(5, in both cases with variations — an indication of the variety of sources from
which our present S text has been constructed; here it is probable that the
J§ form is the later. — 30. (S iK Kapwov biKaio(Tivi)% (pierai bivbpov ^o>rj%, an inappropriate figure — the fruit should rather come from the tree; in pj the fruit
{= outcome) is the tree, a mixed but not impossible metaphor. ||J pix; point
pix, after (g. For J§ n s Gratz reads >e, as in 10", which is, perhaps, better. —
For J§ npS © appears to have read npS or npSi, which it renders freely by
d<paipovvrai Aoipoi, are unti?ttely taken away, and its doapoi probably represents
DDP, for ?§ D3n (see lO^ 13^); cf, Frank. — S follows (S, with one variation.
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— For ?g D3n ntPoj Gr. proposes DDH iifcj, as in 8'^; he should then read ytv\
for npV (cf. lo^i). This offers a natural contrast, but the change of 'h to 1 is
not easy. Read DDH for J§ D3n (Frank.). — 3 1 . In place of | § r-\a2 3 has
piXis (a air. Xey.), the origin of which is doubtful. © may render | § oSa"
paraphrastically by pbXis cnJi^eTai, or pJ)Xis may represent a separate Heb.
word, as !3;rD3 (Gr.), or 1'SN3 (Bi.), or I'DN3 (Jag.); ad^erai may then = OSS''
taken in good sense, or it may = >'t^•r, or (Heid.) BSD' (it is nowhere else the
rendering of oh'ff-'). S follows 3, having JDIDS for pSXis. W appears to have
been influenced by S ; it retains | ^ l'iN'3, but (here alone) renders DSB'^ by
IDHDC, a term which elsewhere means control one^s self (POM), or come into
possession of C?nj), but her^, from the connection, must = strengthen one's
self, grow strong (and in ^ it has : but the wicked and the sinners vanish from
the earth). | § and @ give two different texts, with different ideas; we cannot
combine them, writing aSri I'SNS (Bi.) or "1 B^'DD (Gr.), for '> then gives no
appropriate sense (we get a good sense, however, by writing OSD'). Either
text is possible; that of ^ perhaps accords better with the general tone of
Proverbs. -In ^ 3 has TTOV, = n3''N, for J^ o ^N; ^T assimilates the form of the
clause to that of *. iL follows J§. Saadia : would to God the righteous might
be at peace in this world, then how the wicked and the sinner ! Cf. notes of
Hitzig, Heidenheim, Lagarde.

XII. 1. It is wise to desire instruction. — Antitheric, ternary.
The couplet admits of several translations. It raay be rendered:
He who loves knowledge loves instruction.
But the stupid man hates admonition.

Here the man is defined by his attitude toward wisdora, — he
loves it or he is insensible to it, — and he will accordingly seek or
reject instruction. Or, reversing subject and predicate, we may
He who loves instruction loves knowledge,
And he who hates admonition is stupid.

In this form the defining point is the raan's attitude toward instruction, and the predicate states the result: in one case he gains
(and so shows that he loves) knowledge; in the other case he virtually declines knowledge, and so proves hiraself stolid and irrational. The general sense is the sarae in these two translations,
and either raay be adopted ; but a raore natural forra is perhaps
gained by varying the order of subject and predicate in the two
clauses, and reading:
He who loves knowledge loves instruction.
But he who hates admonition is stupid.
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The terras instruction and admonitio7i are practically synonymous;
the reference is to raoral and religious teaching; see notes on
i^-^^. Stupid (lit. like a brute ani7nal, incapable of recognizing
what is reasonable) is here likewise an ethical term. The proverb
raay allude to all sorts of teaching (by parents, friends, priests,
lawyers), but probably conteraplates especially the schools or writings of sages, in which were given rules for the conduct of hfe.

2, 3. Contrast in fortunes of virtuous and vicious.
2. A good man will find favor with Yahweh,
A wicked man he will condemn.
3. No man stands by wickedness,
But the root of the righteous remains unmoved.

2. Antithetic, quaternary. Good is here used in the most general ethical sense. On wicked (nSTtt, wickedness, wicked devices)
see note on i^. The word raeans reflectio7i, plan, and is capable
of being understood in a good or in a bad sense; in Pr. 1-9 it
occurs in the good sense only, in chs. 10-24 (it is not found in
25-31) in the bad sense only, a diff'erence of use which accords
with the view of diff'erence of authorship for these two sections.
In the general sense of thought, purpose it occurs in Jer. 23* 30^*^
51" i/f 10* Job 42^ Conde7nn is a forensic iexxa, = pronounce
guilty; in first cl. we raight have the corresponding verb pronounce right, instead of which stands the equivalent expression
fi7id favor; see notes on 1^ 2^. The idea of the verse is divine
retriburion in this life. — 3. Anrithetic, ternary. The thought,
faraihar in Pr., that perraanence coraes only through goodness.
The result is no doubt conceived as effected by God, who, however, may employ huraan instruraentalities. Stand (or, be established) = stand firraly fixed in a position of earthly prosperity.
The figure is varied in the two clauses.

4. Wives, good and bad.
A good wife is a crown to her husband.
One who acts badly is as rottenness in his bones.

Antithetic, ternary. For other references to wives see n'* 19'
2i^i» ( = 25^) 30^" 3ii''-3i BS. 7^" 2^^^^^ 2(i^.i.v,.<n-in 2622-2< 40" Eccl.
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7^ 9* j the treatraent of faraily life belongs naturally to the gnoraic
hterature both by the character and by the date of the latter.
The wife of first cl. is described in the Heb. as a woraan oi power,
capacity (bTi), a terra which, when used of raen, expresses the
vigor or prowess of the warrior (Ju. 3^, etc.), or intellectual
strength (Ex. 14^'), or physical wealth (Ru. 2^ Pr. 13^, etc.). Of
woraen it is used only four times in OT., once of Ruth (Ru. 3"),
and, in Prov., here and -T^X^^"^-^in ch. 31 it describes a woman of
good, vigorous character, especially of business capacity, and in
Ruth it might be rendered irreproachable — the stress may be
laid on general capacity or on moral worth ; here, probably, both
shades of meaning are included. The words virtuous and capable
are too narrow — the best English representative of the Heb.
term is good, understood as including probity and housewifely
capacity. Such a woraan, it is said, is her husband's crown, his
glory and joy, bringing hira happiness at horae and honor abroad
by the exceUence of her household arrangeraents, and the respect
which her character comraands. The crow7i signifies royal honor;
see 4® Lara. 5'^ Job 19'' Cant. 3". In contrast with her is the wife
who acts badly (cf 10^) ; bad is here to be taken as the opposite
of the good above ; such a woraan destroys her husband's happiness and power as rotte7i7iess {caries) destroys the bones. The
bones represent the substantial framework of the body (see 14^).
— Here and in ch. 31 the wife appears as manager of the economic affairs of the household, like the lady of medieval Europe.
Though she is not spoken of as the intellectual companion of her
husband or as the educator of her children, it need not be
doubted that she acted in both these capacities. Her teaching is
expressly raentioned in 6^ (cf 31^), and in the later history (Josephus, the Talmud) we meet with not a few Jewish woraen who,
if not technically " educated," were capable of the best intellectual syrapathy with their fathers and husbands.

5, 6. Contrast between virtuous and vicious in designs and
words.
5. The plans of the righteous are just,
The designs of the wicked are deceit.
6. The words of the wicked lie in wait for blood,
But the speech of the upright saves [ ] .
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5. Antithetic, ternary. Plans and designs are synonyras — they
are.aiot contrasted as simple and not-simple (De.), and are not
ethically distinctive; the first, here used of the righteous, is used
of the wicked in 15^", and the second is eraployed in a good sense
in i ' 1 1 " ; they raean designs in general, and raust be defined by
distinctive predicates. Just is lit. justice. The stateraent of the
verse — that good raen deal fairly, bad raen unfairly — is not an
identical proposition, but is equivalent to by their fruits ye shall
know them. — 6. Antithetic, ternary. The first cl. is lit.: the
words . . are a lying in wait, etc., which raay be interpreted, in
accordance with i " : relate to lying in wait* ; but it is better to
retain the lively figure of the text: the words ( = plans) of bad
men are assassins who treacherously lurk for their victims. Speech
is lit. mouth. — In second cl. the Heb. has saves them, in which
the them (which has no antecedent in first cl.) must refer to the
upright. Such a reference, however, is not favored by the parallelisra : the wicked, in first cl, attack others, and the upright, in
second cl., should save others; good raen, raoreover, are, in Pr.,
saved not by their words, but by their righteousness (10^ ii*-^) or
by God (i6^-' 18^" al, cf note on 14^). To avoid the suspended
them BickeU changes the blood of first cl. (Heb. dam) to men or
mankind (Heb. adam) ; but so general a stateraent ("the wicked
lie in wait for huraan beings, or for a man ") is not probable; the
wicked rather attack the innocent ( i " ) . It is simpler to omit the
them, whereby we gain for the couplet the sense : " the words
( = plans) of the wicked are hurtful, those of the upright helpful."
— The reference in first cl. is to slanderous talk, accusations to
great men, false testimony in courts of justice, and the like; the
second cl. refers to the healing power of just and kindly speech.
7. Permanence and impermanence.
The wicked are overthrown and vanish.
But the house of the righteous stands.
* Wildeboer suggests that the author of iii-w had our verse in mind, and expanded its thought. This is possible, and would agree with the supposition that
chs. 1-9 are later than chs. 10-22; but the idea may well have been a commonplace of the schools, and may have been expressed independently by different
writers.
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Antithetic, ternary. The sarae thought is given in 10^. Vanish is lit.
are not, = cease to exist; the sense of first cl. is : the wicked shall
be completely and finally destroyed, without hope of restoration, that
is, by judgraent of God, with or without huraan instruraentality.
The verse repeats the behef that virtue and vice are fully recompensed in this hfe.—The first cl. raay be rendered : overthrow the
wicked and they vanish (so the Latin, verte). It is taken by sorae
(Saad. Ew. Reuss) to raean: " once overthrown, they vanish,"
that is, they have no power to recover themselves. Others (as
Zock.) interpret: "turn about and are not," that is, "vanish in
the twinkling of an eye." These renderings are possible, and raay
be regarded as included in the Heb. words; but a sirapler and
more natural antithesis is gained by the translation here adopted.
8. Intelligence commands respect.
A man is commended according to his intelligence,
A wrongheaded man is despised.

Antithetic, ternary (or, binary-ternary). Intelligence is capacity
of sound thought and judgraent; so in 3* (on which see note)
jjW jg22 jgU 2^9 Job 17"* I Sara. 25^, and cf the corresponding
adj. (Partcp.) in lo*-^^ 14^, etc. The opposite quahty is distortion, wrongness of intellect (ht. of heart), incapacity to think
soundly. The contrast intended is not of learning and ignorance,
or of philosophical depth and shallowness, but of abihty and inability to think justly in coraraon raatters of life. The proverb is
a tribute to intellectual clearness, without special reference to, but
doubtiess with inclusion of, the raoral and religious sides of life.
The Enghsh terra perverse (RV.) has an eleraent of wilfulness
which is not contained in the Hebrew; the sense of the latter is
better expressed by our wrongheaded, taken as = " incapable of
just, discriminating thought, lacking in judgraent," Lat. excors.
9. Comfort better than show.—The present Heb. text raust be
rendered:
Better off is he who is socially low, yet has a servant.
Than he who plays the great man, and yet lacks bread.

Antithetic coraparison, ternary (or, ternary-binary). Better off is
lit. better. That the terra low (or, lowly, RV. lightly esteemed)
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refers to social position appears frora the connection, and from
I Sara. 18^' Isa. 3* (RV. base). The proverb does not commend
the social middle class as such (De.), but siraply says that a man
of sraall social iraportance, if he be in corafortable circumstances
(this is iraplied in his having a slave), is really better off" than one
who tries to keep up a certain state, while he lacks the necessaries
of life. Plays the great 7nan is lit. acts as if he were (or, pretends
to be) hono7-able (or, rich) ; cf 13' We expect the raan of the
second cl. to be described (in contrast with the low of first cL) as
being really of high rank, not as raerely assuraing it. But the
sage seeras to have in raind a raan of petty pride of rank, who
finds his pleasure in keeping up a vain show. The proverb may
be a popular saying: comfort before show; the case of a wellborn raan struggling honestly and openly with poverty is not here
considered. — Sorae Anc. Vrss. and some modern expositors
(Schultens, Hitz. Ew.) render the second half of the first cl.:
and is a servant to himself (works for himself, is sufficient unto
hiraself), a sense which raay be obtained by a slight change in
the Hebrew. It gets rid of the stateraent (which to some seems
incongruous) that the socially unhonored man has a servant; but
the possession of a servant, by no means improbable for a man in
moderate circumstances,* raay well be put as an indication of
comfort, while, on the other hand, the expression acts as servant
to himself {is his own servant, works for himself) does not offer a
distinct antithesis to the lacks bread of the second clause. Frankenberg, rendering : it is better when one is despised for working
his field than when one plays, etc., finds in the proverb proof that
manual labor, especially agriculture, was looked on as degrading.
But the opposite of this is true if we may judge from the respect
» At Athens the price of slaves varied considerably, but it was possible in Xenophon's time {Mem. ii, 5, 2) to buy a slave for half a mina (in weight about ten
dollars, in purchasing power from five to ten times as much). The possession of
only one slave was regarded as a sign of great poverty (Plut. Apophth. i, p. 696,
Phoc. 19). In early Israel (Ex. 2i32) the value of a slave was 30 shekels of silver,
= about 18 dollars. According to 2 Mac. sn Nicanor (in the second century B.C.)
promised to sell 90 Jews for a talent, that is, at the rate of about 14 dollars a head.
A poor man might thus easily buy a slave. It would happen, also, that a man
would inherit a slave, and, though reduced in circumstances, would then manage
to keep him.
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with which work is spoken of in Pr. (6^" 10^ al.) and in later
books, as Pi7-ke Aboth i, 10; 4, i. Ben-Sira, as sage (BS. 38^^),
looks down on the ploughman and the handicraftsman who have
no tirae for the conteraplation of true wisdora, but he never
speaks of work as socially despicable. — Sorae critics (as Karap.)
regard the expression as corrupt, and leave it untranslated. — A
similar proverb, perhaps a modification of this, is found in BS.
XII. 2. | § is supported in general by the Vrss. ® •Kapa<Tiunct)0-l\(Terai, is
prob. not from c m (Jag.), nor (Lag.) confluence of Trapd 6Q> {= niniD) and
TjTTTid'fiatTai ( = yif-y^ Isa. 54^'), but free rendering of J^ y»T«. — 3. 3dvbpjov,
perh. scribal error for dvopla^, perh. (Lag.) = yifi. — 4. ?§ vnfaxp; 3 iv
iiXif, = fy2 (Jag.), and following dirbXXvaiv, Jag. thinks, represents the rest
of the J§ word, inc. Sb = <3; ® = ©, with transpositions. J^ niypD; 3L qui
confusioitt res dignas gerit. — For | § nitav Midr. Tanch. gives niNSP, citation
from memory. — 6. See note on this v. above. The suff. in | ^ D^p is given
in all the Vrss., but is better omitted, if f^" be retained, so as to avoid the
ambiguity of '', and gain the general form of statement which is found in *.
— For J§ 01 Bi. reads DIN, which is too general a term in the connection;
Gr. opon (see his emendation in i^^), but this is not favored by the DIB*'.
This objection lies against the reading opnS U I N ' DV^'I, and J§ 1131 is besides
supported by the •'o of ". — 7 . | § isn is better taken as Inf. Abs., = finite vb.
(Ew., § 328^), as in S^E; fL verte; <3 ov idv (rrpatpy. Gr., referring to 14II,
adds •'bna, but this is unnecessary, and mars the rhythm. — 8. J^ h:it' is the
specific Hokma term for intellectual sobriety. — J^ nipi occurs only here in
Prov. (and elsewhere only i Sam. 20^''); the common terms are Snoj and U'py.
— 3 arbpa avverov iyKupidt^erai iirb dvbpbs, = E*** SVi' h^e^ 'D*?; SSn' in
3 codd. of De'Rossi. —J^ 13*7; l3 pvKTTipt^erai. S3E = ^ . For J§ S'^n^
IL has noscetur, and for 3S niyj vanus et excors. — 9. Hithp. of 133 only here
and Nah. 31^; in Nah. = show thyself {teaWf) great, or perh. make a show of
greatness, here act the part of greatness. — 2E = | § . <3 (followed by S ) S bovXeiJwK iavTip, IL sufficiens sibi, pointing I3j% and perhaps (though not necessarily) reading iiffioS instead of iS. Bi. I3j,', and Gr. ipx (for ploughing), but
S 13!J gives a satisfactory sense.

10. Kindness to animals.
The righteous regards the comfort (even) of his beast.
But the heart of the wicked is cruel.

Antithetic, quaternary-ternary. Righteous is sing, in the Heb.,
wicked plu. — rhetorical variation. The first cl. reads lit.:
k7iows the soul of his beast. K7tows here = gives atte7itio7i to.
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comes into sympathetic relations with (cf Dt. 33'' Job 9^ 35"*).
Soul is the principle of life, common, according to OT. usage, to
man and beast; it here signifies not the raere vitality (it is not
that the good raan refrains from killing his beast), but the sumtotal of hfe as experience (cf. Ru. 4'' Job 10^) ; the righteous
man provides aU things necessary for the aniraal's healthy and
happy existence. The connection (cl. 2) indicates that the
clause is of the nature of a raeiosis : the good raan is careful even
of the lower aniraals, much raore, then, of huraan beings. — The
second cl. is universal in forra : the bad man is cruel to all
(beasts and men). The term rendered heart above usually
means compassion (RV. tender 7nercies), and is here so understood by many Anc. Vrss. and comraentators * ; the oxymoron
cruel compassion is possible, but occurs nowhere else in OT., and
seeras soraewhat forced. In several passages (Ara. i " i K. 3^*,
and perhaps Isa. 63^') the Heb. word in question appears to
raean bowels, as seat of eraotion, for which the Eng. equivalent is
heart, and this sense may be adopted here (with De. Reuss, Str.
Kamp. Frank.) as the raore probable. — Kindness to domestic
aniraals is enjoined in the Tora (Ex. 20" 23'^ Dt. 25"*), and the
divine care of beasts is spoken of in Jonah (4") and in various
Psalras (36"") 104"-^, cf. 148''') ; so also BS. ']'^.
11. Steady industry.
He who tills his land will have plenty of bread.
But he who follows useless pursuits is lacking in sense.

Iraplicit antithesis, ternary. Cf 28^^, BS. 20^^ In second cl.
the direct antithesis would be expressed by will lack bread (so
nearly in 28^'), but the Masoretic forra of the proverb, perhaps
for the sake of variety, states not the result, but the quahty of
mind; such variations of apophthegras were doubtless common
with the sages. Possibly, however, the second line should read:
He who follows useless pursuits will lack bread.

The verse does not give special praise to agriculture, but takes it
as a coraraon pursuit, and as an exaraple of legitiraate and profita* Aq. Targ. Saad. Schult. Ew. Zock. al.
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ble industry; the sense is he who seriously pursues a settled occupation will live comfortably. The antithesis favors the sense pursuits in second cl. rather than persons (the Heb. gives siraply the
adj. vain, unprofitable) ; the reference seeras to be not to idleness
or slothfulness (Lat. otiu7n), but to purposeless, unsteady occupations, perhaps also to iraraoral coraraercial and pohtical practices.
Agriculture was followed by the Palestinian Jews down to the destruction of Jerusalera by the Roraans; see Joseph. Ant. 20, 9. 2 ;
War, 7, 8. 3. — Grk. (followed by Lat.) here adds the couplet:
He who indulges in banquets of wine
Will leave dishonor (as a legacy) to his strongholds,

or, as Bickell eraends.
Will come to poverty and dishonor.

The idea is appropriate, but the couplet is more probably an
editorial addition, or an extract frora sorae current collection of
proverbs, than part of the original Heb. text.
12. Text and translation are doubtful. The Heb. reads : The
wicked desires the 7iet of evil 77ien, but the root of the righteous produces (lit. gives). If we understand the net of first cl. to be that
which bad raen spread for others, the result is an identical proposition : the wicked desire the net of the wicked; if the net be that
in which bad raen are caught, the resulting expression, the wicked
desire (that is, in effect by their evil conduct seek and gain) the
net which e7itraps the wicked is hard and unnatural. Others *
render: the prey of evil men, taking the meaning to be that the
wicked seeks (but in vain) to enrich hiraself by unrighteous gain ;
but, even if we accept the translation prey, spoil (which is without
authority), the stateraent that the wicked desires the spoil of the
wicked is in forra unnatural. The second cl. also offers a difficulty : the verb there eraployed is used of a tree which produces
fruit, but never of the root of a tree (RV.), and it cannot be rendered shoots forth, that is, sends forth slender stocks. Moreover,
in all these interpretations a real antithesis is lacking. — Grk. has :
the desires of the wicked are evil, but the roots of the righteous are
firm, which gives a clear sense, accords in second cl. with v.^, and
• Fleisch. De. Noyes, Zock. Str.
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raay be got from the present Heb. text without great changes, but
it gives no good contrast in the two clauses. Targ., in second cl.,
shall be established. Syr.: the wicked desires to do evil (a change
of one word in the Heb.). Lat.: the desire of the wicked is a defence of the worst {things or persons), but the root of the righteous
will grow. — Various emendations have been proposed. Hitz.:
the refuge of the wicked is clay, but the root of the righteous endures (or, is enduring) ; this forra of second cl. is adopted by
Ew. Zock. Kamp. al. Gratz adopts the Lat. defence. Bi. transforms the couplet, reading : the pillars of the wicked totter, but the
root of the righteous is a fortress. Kamp. oraits the second half
of first cl. {the net of evil men) as untranslatable. Reuss: the
wicked hunts for misfortune, which he offers as a guess; Frank.:
wickedness is the net of bad men (cf v.^^), that is, they are caught
by their own conduct. Hitzig's reading of second cl. (obtained
by a slight change in the Heb.) seeras probable (cf v.^); in first
cl. we should expect (as in v.^*) some figure of unsteadfastness
(such as Bi. tries to supply); Frankenberg's emendation is the
least open to objections, but it does not supply a satisfactory contrast to the second hne. The two fines appear to belong to
diff'erent couplets.

13, 14. The effects of speech.
13. By the sin of his lips the wicked is ensnared.
But the righteous escapes from trouble.
14. From the fruit of his lips comes [ ] requital to a man.
And what his hands do will return to him.

13. Antithetic, ternary. Cf 10" 11' 18^ 29". Sin (or transgression) of the lips is any wicked, especially raalicious, form of
speech, which brings a man into danger by raaking enemies or
exposing him to legal penalties ; the reference is solely to the evil
consequences of a man's own talk. The Heb. of first cl. reads:
in the sin of the lips is a S7iare to the wicked. The form given by
Grk. (requiring the change of one letter of the Heb.) is better:
the sinner falls into S7iares. In second cl. the reference is to the
guarded and kindly speech of the righteous. — Grk. adds :
He whose looks are gentle will be pitied,
But he who encounters (men) in the gates will afflict souls.
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The reference in second cl. seems to be to litigiousness. De.
suggests the eraendation : will ajflict himself. The origin of the
couplet is doubtful. — 14. Synonyraous, ternary. Cf 13^ 14" 18^.
In first cl. the Heb. has : from the fruit of a man's lips he is sated
(or recompensed) with good; but this does not give the general
stateraent which we expect as parallel to second cl., and which is
given in 18*"; the omission of the word good (which may easily
have been inserted by a scribe) secures the symraetry of the
couplet. We have then the declaration that every raan raust take
the consequences of his words and deeds (cf 14"). The Heb.
has in the two clauses two synonyraous words for man {ish and
adam). The raarginal Heb. reading of second line is : and what
a man's hands do he will requite him for, in which the he is regarded by sorae as indefinite subject {one will requite), by others
as referriflg to God; but neither of these interpretations is supported by the usage of the Book. For the forra of the text, retur7i,
see Obad. 15. — In second cl. Grk. (probably incorrectly) gets a
completer parallelism by rendering : and the recompense of his lips
shall be given hi7n; the variant hands is better than lips. Syr.,
with slight difference of order frora Heb.: a good man shall be
satisfied, etc. — If the reading of the Heb. be retained, we have
a progressive parallelisra: in first cl. wise, kindly, righteous speech
brings reward ; in second cl. all actions bring requital. — In these
two couplets the ira mediate reference appears to be to social law,
not to the fact that God takes cognizance of words and deeds.

15,16. Two marks of a fool.
15. The way of a fool seems to him right.
But a wise man listens to advice.
16. A fool's anger is displayed on the spot,
But a sensible man ignores an affront.

15. Implicit antithesis, ternary. It is assuraed that the fool
is stupidly self-confident and does not see the need of seeking
advice. The reference appears to be solely to intellectual judgments, not to religious opinions, though these also will be included
in the broader scope of the proverb. There is obviously here no
conderanation of rational confidence in well-considered opinions.
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— 1 6 . Antithetic, quaternary-ternary (or, perhaps, ternary). Lit.:
a fool, on the very day (on which he receives an insult, a disgrace),
his anger makes itself known (or, displays his a7iger), but a sensible 77ian covers up i7isult. The proverb conderans thoughtless,
passionate resentment, and enjoins calmness and deliberateness in
the face of insult. It does not condemn self-defence, or resentment directed against wrongdoing, nor approve weakness, or cowardice, or reticence under all circumstances; it does not relate
to forgiveness of injuries, or to the non-resistance described in
Mt. s^**; it siraply enjoins calraness. The motive indicated is
not love or consideration for the author of the affront, but regard
for one's own interests, or for the general well-being. Quick
resentment is treated first of all as a foolish thing; doubtiess it
was also considered morally wrong. On the term affront see note
on 3^. Cf. the sentiment of i i ^
10. JIJ 'Dni; (S <nrXdyxi>o.; so S {the wicked, their boivels are closed);
iL viscera. On ' i as = bowels see Ges. Thes., and cf. Dm womb and (in Arab.)
relationship ; whether the sense mercy, love is derived from a stem = soft (cf.
Arab. Dm), or is connected with the viscera considered as the seat of affection,
is uncertain. — 11. | § 3^ iDn; Gr. on*?'n; Frank.: DnS iDn\—For the additional couplet in © see note on this v. above, and notes of Lag. De. Baumg.
Bi. —12. J§ ipn; © ^TTtffu/iioi, = niDn; S3E = 3§; H desiderium, = fm;
Hitz. ipn; Bi. npy. Frank, makes Dn'? (end of v.^i) out of f§ ion 3*7 (v."-!^),
regards the 1 of ion as miswriting of 1 (in following yiyi), and attaching the
3 (of 3S) to '1, reads: Dyi IJD yB'13, an intelligible sentence. —1§ D'yi IXD;
3 omits 'D, for which S has 13^0*?, = Heb. nif^DS; 3L munimentum pessimorum ; Gr. O'lri IXD; Bi. (omitting 'D) Dvi. The simplest reading of " is that
of 3, but it is not connected in its thought with *>; the readings of Bi. and
Gr. are not natural; the true text can hardly be recovered.—In •> we may
read p^N for pj \T\\ % D>|in:, (§ iv bxvpdipairiv (so Ew. Gr. Kamp.); Bi. IXD.
Lag. suggests that |ni may be corruption of the J" {(3 olvuiv) of =. For other
emendations see Nowack. — 1 3 . J^ ifpta; 3 ipTrlwTeL els iraylbas; read tvp:
or a'|ip. —1§ NX'i, 1 4- Impf., rhetorical sequence. — On the additional couplet
in 3 see Lag. and Bickell; Bi.'s 1^8-3 Nipi {= (3 b bi (rvvavT&v iv iriXais) is
suspicious {oy in the gate is not the natural antithesis to have a gentle look),
and the couplet, while it looks like a bad translation from Hebrew, is of
doubtful origin. — 14. On the omission of 3a see note on this v. above. —
J^ it'N; (3 fvx^ avbpbs, in which ^. is probably interpretation of the Grk.
translator (deleted by Lag.); a a-ijj in the Heb. would mar the rhythm.—
|l? ^1^ <3^, not so well, xe'^^t^" (23. 157 x^'-P""', and so S^). —16. ?§ VJ';
the Vrss. understand the form as Hifil. — J§ DI>3; Gr. 1DV3.
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17-19. Good and bad speech.
17. He who speaks out the truth affirms justice.
But a false witness (affirms) injustice.
18. Some men's chatter is like sword-thrusts,
But the tongue of the wise is healing.
19. The lip of truth endures for ever,
But the lying tongue is but for a moment.

17. Antithetic, ternary. The reference is to the depositions of
witnesses before a legal tribunal. The verb rendered speaks out
appears to have a technical legal sense; it is used of giving legal
testimony in 6" 14'-^ 19'-^; the first line, therefore, may be translated : a true wit7iess affir7ns, etc. The rendering i7ijustice (the
word is usually translated deceit, as in 11^) is supported by Job 15^°
i/f 43^ 55^^*^^^ ^rid is here required by the antithesis \i justice be
written in the first line ; but the antithesis may also be truth
falsehood. Testimony in a court of law, says the proverb, is
public affirmation of justice and order, or of their contraries; a
false witness sins against the fundamental principle of social life.
The prominence given in the Book to the crime of perjury indicates that it was not uncommon. On the texxxi justice see notes on
j3 22o_ — jg_ Antithetic, ternary. Lit.: there is one who chatters
like the thrusts of a sword, but, etc. The person of first cl. is
impliedly foolish. The verb of first cl. is used in Lev. 5* of the
unwary utterance in which a raan unconsciously binds hiraself by
an oath (and so the corresponding noun in Nu. 30^* ^''- *') ; in
i/' 106'^ it describes a hasty, unadvised speech of which Moses
was once guilty (Nu. 20^*"") ; here it raeans the thoughUess talk
which, taking no heed of what is due to raen, wounds thera by
unkindness or iraprudence. In contrast with this is the syrapathetic and wise speech which heals suff'ering and saves frora disaster. The proverb breathes a fine air of elevated benevolent
feeling, the reference being not especially to testimony in court,
but to general relations of life. — 19. Antithetic, ternary. For a
moment is ht. " for an eye-wink." The affirmation appears to be
general: truth, supported by facts, and having the approval of
men and God, is permanent; falsehood, unsupported and unapproved, speedily passes away. Sirailar aphorisras are found araong
other peoples; Dehtzsch cites (frora Dukes) later Heb. proverbs.
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which, however, are probably based on this. — Grk. (departing
soraewhat frora our Heb. text) understands the reference to be to
courts of law : true lips establish testimony, but a hasty witness has
an U7ijust tongue, a reading which reserables v.", but is here less
probable than the form of the Hebrew.
20-23. Of falsehood and folly. — Antithetic, ternary.
20. Injustice is the purpose of those who devise evil,
But they whose plans promote well-being are <just.»
21. No mischief befalls the righteous,
But the wicked are full of misfortune.
22. Lying lips are an abomination to Yahweh,
But they who deal truly are his delight.
23. A man of sense keeps back his knowledge,
But fools proclaim their foolishness.

20. Lit.: injustice is i7i the hearts of those who, etc., is their
purpose, belongs to their nature, and is the product of their acts.
On injustice (RV- deceit) see note on v."; lack of fairness and
truthfulness is injustice. On devise evil %ee 3^ 6"'* i Sara. 23^ —
The second cl. in the Heb. reads : but to the counsellors of wellbeing there is joy. The counsellors of well-being are those whose
designs and plans are such as to proraote the welfare of their
fellow-beings; for this sense, plan or design, see Isa. 14^''. But
the terra y^j of second cl. stands in no natural connection with the
injustice or deceit of first cl. This latter term expresses the purpose
of wicked men, and we should expect the corresponding term of
second cl. to express the purpose of good raen, their sincerity and
equity. Such is the contrast given in v.^ of this chapter, and
obtainable here by a slight change of the Heb., with the reading:
to the designers of well-being there is justice. — If the joy oi the
Heb. be retained, the couplet raust be interpreted to mean:
wicked men design injustice, but the good raen, purposing good
to others, will be rewarded with joy or happiness. This is a
possible but not natural and easy antithesis. In 21'' it is said that
the practice of justice is joy to the just raan, but the oraission of
the subject (the practice of justice), as is here assuraed, would be
hard. — On well-being (RV peace), = "wholeness, corapleteness
of being," see note on 3^. Counsellors of well-being — benevolent,
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righteous men. The interpretation oi joy as that which the good
man procures for others is hardly allowed by the Heb.; see lo^
jj23 2ii5^ where the joy is subjective, and sirailar constructions in
JQ16 J J26 gj(,_ — 21. The doctrine of full compensation in this hfe.
Mischief SiXiil misfortune (RV. evil) are synonyraous, and here refer
not to moral depravation, but to outward suff'ering as the punishment inflicted by God. On mischief as = misfortune see 22^
Job 5® 21^^; on misfortune see notes on 3^" 6"-^* 11^ 13" 14^^ 16*
31^^. — Grk. Targ. Syr. give a diff'erent idea :
No injustice is pleasing to the righteous.
But the ungodly are (or, will be) full of evil.

This conception (representing a soraewhat different Heb. text
frora ours) is appropriate, and may be the original forra of the
couplet? — 22. The sarae general thought is found in 10^1-32 12'^
13' 16'^ 20^, and the sarae predicates in 11^. On abo7nination
see note on 3^^. — 23. Wise reticence and foolish blabbing. Keeps
(or holds) back (lit. conceals) = " holds in reserve, is not forward
to display." The second cl. is lit.: the heart {= mind, nature)
of fools proclai77is, etc. The verse is an aphorisra of prudence,
sagacity, the quality to which Proverbs gives such prorainence.
The fool rushes in, displays his folly, is despised and gets into
trouble ; the raan of comraon sense is cautious, reserved. The allusion is to circurastances which deraand caution; outspokenness
under certain conditions is approved in such passages as 15^. But
the Book reflects a society (large cities and arbitrary governraent)
in which silence is golden. — For keeps back Gratz proposes to
read utters, but this gives up the striking antithesis of the Masoretic Hebrew text, which is supported by 17^' ^ and other proverbs.

24. Industry brings success.
The hand of the diligent will bear rule,
But the slothful will be tributary.

Antithetic, ternary (or, binary-ternary). Praise of industry is
found in 10* 12^ 13* 19^* 21^ and satire on sloth in 6^" 24^"^.
While the idea is coraraon to ah tiraes and peoples, this forra of
the apophthegra is suggested by political relations — it is learned
rather than popular: a vigorous nation rules over its neighbors,
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a feeble nation pays tribute; an industrious raan attains wealth,
high position, influence, power (22^), a slothful raan loses his
wealth and becomes dependent (ii^°). Slothful \% lit. slothfulness. For t7-ibutary {= under tribute) see Ju. i-*^ i K. 4" Lam. i'
Isa. 31^ — The couplet may be raore tersely rendered:
The diligent bear rule,
The slothful are underlings.

25. Power of sympathy.
Anxiety in a man's mind bows it down.
But a kind word makes it glad.

Implicit or progressive antithesis, ternary : a kind word dispels
anxiety and makes glad. Instead of ki7id (lit. good) rvord Grk.
has good 7iews, but the antithesis rather points to friendly, sympathetic words.
17. 1^ no\ Hif. (without subject expressed), for which Lag. (p. vii) proposes nB\ as in ^ 27'^; De. (here and on 6'^) defends J^, but the construction is hard, and Lag.'s reading seems preferable; see notes on 6^' 14'. De.
remarks that elsewhere in Pr. "1 stands with D3r3 (he should except 29*); but
this may be accidental. — @ : itribeiKvvpivqv Triariv iirayyiXXei blKaios; iirib.
may perhaps (Jag.) represent a form of npn, taken as = affirm (in a court of
justice), though elsewhere in Pr. (exc. 19^(2) iyKaXdv) M is rendered by iKKaleiv;
Lag.'s suggestion, n3', is not probable, since this vb. is regularly represented
by iXiyxeiv (cf., however, iX. attest and iirib. demonstrate, prove, in a court
of law). — 1 8 . J^ nB3 (Na3), to speak thoughtlessly (understood by 3%% as
= simply speak) may be mimetic (hardly connected historically with j3oTToXoyeiv); e3L render freely promise (according to Lag. they read ns33).
— ©^ pAxaipai; read, with H-P 103 al., piaxalpg., or insert ws, with 68.—
19. 1^ i^S fan; (3 KaTop8o2 paprvplav, = ipS J3n (Jag.), the h being taken
(in Aram, fashion) as introducing the object, or perhaps the h had fallen out;
in ^ also the iy was read improperly as iv. —iL in ^ = J§, in *> = @; S in *
free, in ^ follows 3; ® in " = | § , in ^ follows (5. ®'s rendering of •> is thus
strongly supported, but pj is favored by the antithesis. The form IV^JIN is
commonly explained as I pers. sing. Hif. Impf., but it is a noun, sometimes
(Jer. 49IS 50") used adverbially; it appears to be an Inf. of Aram, form (less
probably = yjiN, from p n , with N prosthetic).—20. | § n n , in the sense of
mental construction, is a Hokma term (3^^ 6^*. 1* 14^^); but see also I Sam. 23'
Hos. IQI' Job 4*. — Note assonance in noiD, nncty; for the latter term Gr. proposes njDN; it is better to read laaifD. — (@ ^ovXbpevoi; read povXevbpevoi, with
S " '""B- 23 (Lag.). — 21. f§ njN'; © (and so S E ) dpiirei, = mw, a not improbable reading. — 22. J^ >is>y; Gr.'suggests JB-SI, as parallel to 'noif, but the varla-
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tion of 3^ is natural and effective. — 23. For J^ nob, Nip% nSix ® has Opbvos
(MD3),ffvvavrii<reTai(from nip), dpals (HVN), all misreadings. — W, paraphrasing, NPyi' 1JND. — S in » = ®, in t" apparently = ?^, rendering nSw by NPttJU;
cf. Pinkuss' note. —IL = ?§. — 24. The adj. }*in, in sense of diligent, only in
Pr. (cf. the vb. in 2 Sam. 5^*), elsewhere (Isa. 41^'') sharp; 3 iKXeKrQv, {tee
rendering, or (Baumg.) connected with 'n pure gold; cf. Job 37"(^''>, where
fKX. represents n 3 , taken by 3 as one word, and connected with 13 chosen,
brilliant, and Pr. 12*'' where Kadapbs ='n. — 25. (3 renders freely: 0o/3epdt
Xi^os = njxi; rapdiro-ei = nnu''; biKatov is added to a'N as interpretation;
d77eX(a = 131 (it is unnecessary to suppose, with Gr., that 3 read 11^3).
J§ is reproduced substantially by SiW^, and * by O; but S2C give the 0o/3. and
Tap. of 3, which, here as elsewhere, appears to have influenced these Vrss.

26. A satisfactory translation of this couplet can hardly be
given. The second cl., the way of the wicked misleads them (or,
leads them to destruction) is intehigible, though in form soraewhat
strange. A raan's way (coraraon raetaphor for conduct, manner
of life) is described in OT. as easy or hard, or as leading to happiness or to raisfortune, or it is said that raen go astray or are led
astray (by God or raan) in their way, but it is never elsewhere
said that the way itself causes raen to wander; see i^**"^' 2'^"^ 3^-^'
4^ gao jji5 j^i2 j.ji9 ^^_ ^ ^ g should perhaps read : the way of the
wicked is error, or the wicked goes astray in his way. — In contrast with this we expect in first cl. some such stateraent as the
path of the righteous is straight (cf 15^'), or the righteous departs
from evil (cf 16^^), but the text offers no such thought. The
Heb., as it stands, raust be rendered : the righteous searches out
( = explores, studies) his frie7id, which here yields no Satisfactory
sense. A change in the H e b . preposition gives
explores (the
way) for his friend (or, neighbor), which is hardly apposite; and
the sarae reraark holds of Ewald's translation (adopted, apparently, by RV.)
is a guide to
., in which, raoreover, the
rendering guide is unwarranted. — The Anc. Vrss. give no material
help. Grk. : a just a7-biter will be his own frie7id, perhaps corrupt for the just is his own friend, or the just man k7iows his
friend; Aq.: he wJio 77iakes his 7ieighbor rich (lit. to abound) is
just (or righteous); Targ. (followed by Saad. Rashi): the righteous
is better than his neighbor; Syr.: the righteous gives his friend
good cou7isel ( =
is a guide to
.) ; Lat.: he who ignores
loss for his friend's sake is just. — Most raodern expositors (fol-
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lowing Doderlein) prefer to change the vowels of one word and
render : the righteous searches out his pasture, that is, superior to
sinful desire, seeks (and finds) raoral and rehgious nourishment *
•—a figure taken from pastoral life in which good pasturage stands
for well-being and happiness (Job 12^*'). But the expression, used
appropriately of the wild ox (Job 39*), is never elsewhere employed of man (not in Ez. 34"^^), and is soraewhat strange and
forced. The verb of the clause is suspicious; it is used in the
earlier literature of the selection of a caraping-ground (Dt. i^
Nu. lo**) or of a country, for exaraple, by Yahweh (Ez. 20*), of
the investigation of Canaan by the spies (Nu. 13^, and frequently
in Nu. 13. 14), perhaps of a specifically raihtary reconnoissance
(Ju. i^, but the text is doubtful), later of reflection (Nu. 15^)
and intellectual investigation (Eccl. i'*) ; it does not seera to be
appropriate here. — The siraplest eraendation or interpretation is
that of Targ., foUowed by AV : the righteous is more excellent
(raarg. abundant) than his neighbor, but this is neither apposite in
itself, nor related to second cl. We can only surraise, from comparison of 14^^ 16'' 21^^, that the general sense of the couplet is:
the righteous departs from evil, but the wicked strays from the
{right) way. The two lines raay be, however, wholly unconnected
with each other.
27 The two clauses are unrelated to each other; there appears
to be a displacement — each clause has lost its parallel. The first
raay read :_ the slothful man (lit. slothfubiess, = the man of slothfulness) does not hunt (or, rouse, or, roast) his game — raetaphor
taken frora hunting-life; the raeaning of the verb is doubtful, but
the general sense appears to be that the slothful raan is too lazy to
provide food for hiraself, and raust consequently suff'er; Kamp.
regards it as too corrupt for translarion. — The second cl. should
express the idea that the diligent man does raake provision for
hiraself, but this raeaning cannot be got frora the present text.
The following are sorae of the translations which have been proposed. Rashi (obtained, however, by an inversion) : the substance of an industrious man is valuable (and so AV) ; Qamhi,
Schult. (followed by De. Reuss, Now. RV. raarg. Str. Kamp.) :
* So Hitz. Ew. De. Bi. Str. Kamp.
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a valuable possession (wealth, substance) of a man is diligence
(or, to be diligent), but the last word is the adj. diligent, and cannot be rendered diligence; Berth. Ew. : a precious treasure of
{= to) a man is one who is diligent, that is, an industrious servant
— an allowable rendering of the Heb., but an inappropriate idea;
the intention of the clause is to praise the diligent raan for his
value not to others but to hiraself — Grk. (and so Syr.) changes
the order of the words and reads : a precious possession is a pure
man, which order is adopted by Umbreit, Bi. and others, substituting diligent for pu7-e; Targ.: the substance (wealth) of man is
precious gold, and Latin :
is the price of gold. — RV. (and so
Noyes) inserts a preposition : the precious substance of men is to the
diligent. If, in addition to this insertion, we transpose two words,
we have the simple reading : the diligent man possesses (or, gains)
wealth (ht. there is valuable property to the, etc.), a familiar idea
in Prov., but not obviously connected with first cl. Cf. lo* \2^
1519 igi« 20* al.

28. Antithetic, ternary. The first cl. reads : in the path of
righteousness is life — the doctrine, abundantly dwelt on in Prov.,
that goodness insures a long and happy life; see notes on 3^ 8^
14^ The second cl., in its present form, is untranslatable {the
way of its path — not death, in which not is the imperative neg.,
and can qualify only a verb). Saad. Schult. De., mistranslating
the negative : the way of its path is i7nmortality ( = not death) ;
RV (repeating AV.), adopting this raistranslation, inserting a
preposition (without italicizing it), and writing way of path as one
word, renders: in the pathway thereof there is no death. The
definition of way by its synonym path is unexampled in Prov.,
and the resulting second cl. is a simple repetition of first cl. The
form of the negative here eraployed is used only in voluntative
sentences, and, if there were a verb, we raight render : and let not
the way of its path be death, an obviously impossible forra of statement. The Anc. Vrss. and sorae Heb. MSS. and printed edd.
have to instead of the negative (the diff'erence involves raerely
the change of a vowel), and the clause should no doubt read:
but the way of wickedness leads to death, or sorae equivalent expression (so raost raodern critics) — the idea that the bad man
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will be cut off prematurely, or die sorae unhappy death. Cf 2"-"
^18.19 j5 y2r jji9 j^i2 J ^9^ ^jj(j^ fQj. (.jjg insertion of the verb leads,
see 14^.
26. I^"" is reproduced by ©SEIL, but can hardly be correct; i n cannot
be subject of Hif. of nyn. — J§ ini gives no good sense whether pointed as
adj. or as Hif. of in. The text is hardly recoverable; the Vrss. seem to have
had J^. We might read: pis n;)iDipi (cf. 16"), but there will then be no
distinct contrast of expression between " and ''. See Lag. Baumg. Pinkuss,
and note on this v. above. — 27. The Vrss. in general support |^, though, in
some cases, with inversions (see note on this v. above). J§ j'ln; (3 (and so %)
Kadapis; tE^ gold. Gr. ipi |>iin. Read in ^ 'n Di«'?; lpi jh occurs in V^ 24*.
The insertion of DIN between the two words is possible, but here hard. —
J§ l i n is taken by Rashi, Qamhi al. to mean roast, = burn, as in Aram.
(Dan. 3^'), and cf. Arab, pin; Schult. and others compare Arab. "|in move
(intrans.); Saad. tneet, encounter (f)ix I I I . ) ; see Ges. Thes., BDB, De.; the
word is perhaps corrupt. See De' Rossi. — 28. In ^ for | § SN the Vrss. have
*?«; and for this reading in MSS. and printed edd. see De' Rossi, B-D, Ginsburg. | § n3nj; (S pv-rjinKaKuv revengeful; % Jjn3N wicked; 2C Njn3N, scribal
error for '3N; 3L devium, possibly for n3njD (Baumg.). Some word, standing
in contrast with npix, must probably be substituted for n3n:. Levy, Chald.
Wbch., suggests that (@ read 3ynj, but this is not probable; Jag. n3io; Buxt.,
Anticrit, 717, thinks pvT]<!. an insertion of the Grk. translator; Lag. prefers,
with 161 marg., 6 5^ pvt)(jiKaKCiv; Bi. ni3y (see 21^*),

XIII. 1. Our Heb. text reads :
A wise son his father's instruction,
But a scoffer listens not to rebuke.

Antithetic, ternary. In first cl., if our Heb. text be retained, a
verb, = hears or regards, should, frora the parallehsra, probably
be inserted (so Targ. RV.) ; Karap., instead of his father's, reads
loves (see 12^ where, however, the verb in second cl. is hates) ;
Rashi inserts seeks and loves; Saad. accepts; Schult.: one is (or,
becomes) a wise son {when) instructed by one's father; Lat. (followed by De. Now. Str.) : a wise son is ( = is the product of)
his father's i7istructio7i, which is a hard and improbable construction. The verb, by scribal corrupdon, has disappeared from the
Hebrew; probably we should read : a wise son heeds (or, loves)
instructio7i. — On first cl. see notes on 2^ 3^ 4^; on instruction see
note on i^, and cf 13'*- ^^; on scoffer see note on i^^; rebuke occurs
13* jyio Eccl. f, etc. — In second cl. we might expect/WwA son.

_
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as in 15', but scoffer (which occurs in 9' as antithesis to wise) is a
more vigorous synonym of fool. The Grk., assimilating the two
clauses, reads (its destroyed being corrected to rebuked) :
A wise son is obedient to his father,
But a disobedient son will be rebuked,

to which, however, the Hebrew forra is to be preferred. — The
proverb lays stress on teachableness; the scoffer, out of badness
of heart, refuses instruction. Whether or not father be retained
in the text, the reference is especially to young raen.
2. The outcome of conduct. — The Heb. is probably to be
translated:
From the fruit of his mouth a man enjoys (lit. eats) good,
But the desire of the wicked is violence.

So the couplet is rendered by raany expositors * ; others f supply
in second cl. the verb of first cl.: the appetite (lit. soul) .
feeds
on viole7ice, but appetite in OT., though it desires or loathes, is
full or erapty, is never said to eat. The violence may be that
done to others (which is the natural interpretation), or (as first
cl. suggests) that which, rebounds on the bad raan; but in this
last case the expression ( = " the appetite of the wicked for
wrongdoing really brings violence on their own heads") is roundabout and hard. — The first cl. is substantially identical with 12"*,
in which, frora the parallelism, we should probably orait the good
(and so Reuss here) ; but here the antithesis deraands its retention.— The forra of the Heb. couplet is unsatisfactory: the expressions " a raan's words bring hira good " and " the desire of
bad men is for violence" stand in no natural relation to each
other. Grk.: the good man eats of the fruits of righteousness, but
the souls of the wicked perish unti7/iely, Syr. :
pe7-ish; Targ.:
are snatched away ; Gratz (after 8'") renders second cl.: the
faithless do har77t to themselves. We seera to have here a dislocation — the two clauses do not belong together. The first cl.
should perhaps be assimilated to the corrected form of 12^^, and
the second cl. raight then be retained, with the sense that bad
men desire to act violently (that is, to gain wealth by unjust
• Lat. Saad. Rashi, De. Zock. Str. Kamp.

t Schult. Berth. Ew. RV.
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means). An antithesis is gained by adopring the Grk. reading,
or by rendering : a good man enjoys the {good) fruit of his 7nouth,
but (or, and) the wicked harm themselves. On wicked {ox, faithless) see note on 2^^, and on violence note on 3^^; cf also notes

3. Speech must be cautious.
He who guards his mouth preserves his life,
He who opens wide his lips — it is ruin to him.

Exact antithesis, ternary (or, quaternary-ternary). Warning
against incautious speech, as in 10^" 17^*. The warning is always
in place, even in everyday affairs, but is especially appropriate
under a despotic government or in any ill-regulated society (such
as abounded under the Persian and Grk. governraents), where an
iraprudent word raay cost a raan his hfe. The reference is obviously to the physical life, not to the soul (as the Heb. term raay
sometiraes be rendered) as the seat of raoral and religious experience. Cf. BS. 9^^ and the Syr. Menander, p. 70,1. 12.

4. Sloth and industry.
The slothful desires and has not.
The diligent is richly supplied.

Antithetic, ternary. Contrast of results of industry and idleness.
Lit. the soul of the slothful and the soul of the diligent, in which
soul is the physical principle of hfe, = desire, appetite. Richly
supplied is lit. made fat (11^ 15^ 28^ Dt. 31^" xji 23^) ; fatness,
originally the sign of aniraal and vegetable health and vigor, is
used as general syrabol of prosperity. The shiftlessness of the
lazy raan is similarly denounced or ridiculed in 6^" 12^' 19^* 20
al The Grk. (oraitting the neg.) : the idle desire, but the hands
of the active (or, strenuous or ma7tly) are diligent (perhaps error
iox prosperous) ; Lat. (repeating the verb in first cl.) : the slothful
will and will not, = is too lazy to decide or to act.
5. Men's relation to truth.
The righteous hate deception,
But the wicked act vilely and shamefully.
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Antithetic, ternary. The subjects are sing, in the Hebrew. Deception (lit. a false thing) includes all words and deeds opposed
to truthfulness (cf Col. 3" Eph. ^).
As in first cl., so in second
cl. the verbs raore naturally express an attitude of raind (cf, for
this rendering, 10' 12^ 14'^ 17^ 19^) ; deception =vile a7id shameful action.* Other translations (which, however, fail to bring out
a distinct antithesis) are : brings i7ito evil odor (or, disgrace) and
shame (Schult. De. Str. RV. raarg.) ; is loathsome and comes to
shame (RV.) ; is ashamed and without confidence (Grk.) ; is
ashamed and put to the blush (Targ.); acts badly and brings
shame (Saad.) ; confou7ids and shall be confounded (Lat.).

6. Preservative power of probity.
Righteousness preserves him whose conduct is perfect.
But wickedness destroys the sinner.

Antithetic, ternary. Lit. the perfect of walk; the Heb. seeras
intended to read : innocence of walk, and, in second cl., sin, but
the concrete terras are preferable in the Heb. text as well as in
the Eng. translation. In second cl. the Anc. Vrss. have (not so
well) sin destroys (or, carries off) the wicked. On the OT. conception perfect see note on 2^, and, on the general stateraent of
the earthly consequences of good and evil conduct, notes on i^^ ^
3'* 10', etc. — There seeras no reason to hold, with Lag., that
righteousness here = almsgiving; the natural opposite of wickedness is goodness in general. Lag. refers to v.'^ (on which see
notes), and inclines to take sin ( = offence against the theocratic
order) as subject, but for this there seeras to be no necessity.
On the OT. relation between righteousness and almsgiving see
note on lo^ — Righteousness raay save, and wickedness destroy,
through the operation of natural causes, or through the directly
manifested favor or disfavor of God, who reraerabers and reckons
acts for or against raen (Gen. 15'' Ez. 2i^^<^^). This verse is lacking in the Vatican MS. of the Grk., perhaps by scribal oversight.

7. Social pretence.
Some, having nothing, pretend to be rich,
Others, being wealthy, pretend to be poor.
* So Rashi, Ew. Kamp.
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Antithetic, binary (or, ternary-binary). Apparently a condemnatory reference to two contrasted weaknesses, naraely, foohsh love
of display, and equally foolish raiserliness, conduct which is doubtless to be raet with at all times. Or, there raay be special allusion to a state of things which was coraraon in the disordered
period of the conflicts between the Greek princes of Syria and
Egypt, when there were often pressing reasons for making a show
of wealth or poverty. The moral is that raen should be simply
honest and unpretentious. In second cl. there raight possibly be
an allusion to desire to get rid of the obligation to give alms (see
note on preceding verse), but such allusion is not obvious.
8. "Wealth as a protection against enemies.—The text of
second cl. appears to have suff'ered frora scribal error. The Heb.
of the couplet reads :
A man's wealth is ransom for his life.
But the poor man does not heed rebuke,

in which the predicate of second cl. is identical with that of v.'*",
and stands in no relation to first clause. It is not the characteristic of the poor to reject adraonition, and the connection calls for
the stateraent that the poor raan, not having raoney with which to
buy off his prosecutor or oppressor, must suffer the legal or illegal
consequences of his crime or raisfortune; see sirailar references
to the social disadvantages of poverty in 14^ 19*'^ 30". Examples
of a state of things in which money alone saves life abound in Jewish and other histories (and cf the reference to murderous rapacity in Ez. 22-^). The predicate of second cl. may be erroneous
scribal repetition frora v.^, and should perhaps read something
like has no friends, or is a prey to his enemies. Or, the second cl.
may be repedtion of v.^*", with erroneous substitution of poor man
for scoffer; in that case it has nothing to do with first clause. —
Various atterapts have been raade to establish a connection between the two clauses. Saad. : [wealth, righdy used in good
works, saves life] but he is poor who heeds not the admonition of
God; Rashi: the poor does not hear reproach (from the good
rich man, who, on the contrary, gives hira alms), or he who is
poor (in the knowledge of the law) hears not the admonition (of
the law, and therefore does not escape evil) ; Midrash Haggada
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(cited by Rashi) refers the clause to the payment of the halfshekel obhgatory on all Israelites equally (Ex. 30'^), so that the
poor raan is not exposed to contempt for his poverty ; De. points
out that the reference cannot be to the old legal corarautation of
the death-penalty to a fine, for this is restricted to one case (Ex.
ai**), and even then the offender does not escape threatening or
rebuke, and, if he cannot pay the fine, must suff'er death (cf Ex.
22^^') ; Schult. agrees in general with Saad., holding the raeaning
to be: true riches is that (naraely, wisdora and virtue) which
saves a man frora death (i/^ 49*"^"), and he is poor who does not
heed adraonition; Ewald takes the second half of the clause as
subject (an improbable construction), and translates: yet he
beca7ne poor who never heard an accusation (reference to legal
proceedings) ; sorae * take rebuke as = th7-eat (a sense which the
word nowhere else has), and understand the raeaning to be that
the poor raan, secure in the fact that he has nothing to be robbed
of {cantabit vacuus coram latrone viator), hears or heeds not
threats, is not concerned with the schemes of the powerful oppressor.— These renderings are aU forced and iraprobable; the
first clause siraply points out the value of wealth, apparently in
evil or corrupt tiraes, as a raeans of security (by bribery, and, in
general, by procuring powerful protection), and the second cl.
either belongs to another couplet, or raust be emended so as to
give a contrast to first clause. The emendation wicked for poor
does not furnish a contrast. — On ranso7n see note on 6^. In the
present case the rich raan is exposed to the legal and other
assaults of the powerful, and saves his life by a payraent of money.
See 10'*, and, contra, 11^.
XIII. 1. In " yntf or hip may have fallen out; cf. i^ 4I 8^' 19^^ al. Dimock
(cited by Dys.), 3nx, for J^ 3N; Kamp. 3nN (if this be adopted, IDD and 31^
should be transposed); Bi. inserts prep, p before iDC, but the resulting construction is hard. 3^ vviiKoos may represent pDif (so in 21^*, where, however,
Jag. proposes to read iir^Koos), or may be free rendering of J^; in "^ dvljKoos
= pnif KS, and vlbs apparently represents yh (assimilation to form of *); iv
&iruXetq.{f^ n-\yi) is perh. corruption of iv direiX^rj (Jag., see v.^).—® inserts
SipD in », and S yn.ni'C. In i" S follows © freely. On % any2, to be read
Kn«3 (so S ) , see Levy, s.v. avyi, and Pinkuss. — For ion 4 MSS. have not:",
* Mich. De. Now. Reuss, Noyes, Zock. Str. Kamp. RV.
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after lo*. — 2. In " E renders as in 12***; for | § ar^a 'fl (3 has SiKaioaivris,
perh. reading pix, perh. imitating 11*' (Baum.). 3^ bXovvrai Awpoi may
represent | § Don (the evil fate which overtakes the wicked), or Don, from
DDD (Capp. Crit. Sac, iv. 4, 5, cf. Lag. Baum. Pink.). On diapoi cf. Frank,
on li^". The word does not of itself render Don, but only in conjunction with
some other term, as perish. — A connection between * and *> might be got by
inserting 3a after ifN (so S>), and supplying in ^ a verb parallel to S3N>. See
note on this v. above. — Instead of '73N^ 7 MSS. and Bibl. Sonc. have y3B", and
so SCIL Venet., as in 12I*. — 3. The stem pi-'Q in Arab. = go forth, separate
oneU self (then transgress, act unrestrainedly) ; in Aram., cause to go forth or
away, cut off. in Heb. cause to go apart, open wide (Qal only here, Pi.
Ez. 16^5). — 4. In | § h'iy WBJ the 1 may be petrified sign of Nom., as in in^n.
Gen. i24 al., U3, Nu. 248-1', ij'yr, \j/1148, perh. to be read 'J>J)D (the form is not
found elsewhere in Pr.), or Aram, anticipatory suff. (elsewhere in Pr. only
14!^, on which see note), or we may (with Bi.) omit it as scribal error. 2C adds
the suff. to the second it-aj also. — With jiri cf. Assyr. Nif 1, jifi. — 3, not so
well, omits pN; % takes it as negation of niNPD: vult et non vult piger.
(SSIL render h'iy 'j as = h^iy. — 5. | § C'N3% from I£'N3; better ifp', from B'3.—
61 oix ??" irappr\(!tav is free rendering of J^ lorn; on S see Pinkuss. — 6. One
MS. has Dj>i£'i, and one DNOT. Read Dxran instead of J§ nNtsn. The subst. nn
occurs a number of times in Pr. {2? 10' 19I 20^ 28^), the sing. adj. here, 10*
29!", the sing. Don i^^ 2^1 11^- ^ 28"'-1*. — For the stem tiSo cf. the Arab, sense
go beyond, and turn over (land for sowing); in Pleb. Pi. turn over, destroy ;
subst. f]SD departure from {going beyond) the right wa.y, falsity. — The couplet,
found in (5^- ^- i^'- 2«- "'• S ^ Clem. Procop., is lacking in 3^, probably by
scribal inadvertence; its sentiment, though of the most general nature, is
appropriate, and the style of the Hebrew is natural. — 8. For ^ r i Frank,
suggests pifi; see note on this v. above. If this emendation be adopted, the
two lines of the v. must be held to belong to different couplets. ^ nipi;
(3 direiX-qv. On this word, and on SE Nnj;3, Sb NnN3, see critical note on v.'
above.

9. Permanent prosperity of the righteous.
The light of the righteous 1 shines brightly,'
But the lamp of the wicked goes out.

Antithetic, ternary. Shi7tes brightly is in the Heb. rejoices, an
expression not appropriate in the connection. Statement of the
earthly fortunes of good and bad raen under the figure of houses,
one brightly illurainated (syrabol of life, prosperity, joy), the
other in darkness (syrabol of adversity and death) ; see the full
forra of the figure in Job i8^ Light and la77ip are synonymous
(so in Job 18"), not symbols respectively of divine providence and
huraan sagacity (De., who, inappropriately, refers to 6^). For
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some general parallels in Talmudic and other writings see Hitz.
De. (the references in Malan are scarcely appropriate).—
Another eraendation (Frank.) is: light rejoices the righteous,
which gives a less raarked antithesis than the reading here
adopted. Grk.: there is light to the righteous always, perhaps a
free rendering of our Heb., perhaps based on a different text.
The Grk. adds the couplet:
Crafty souls go astray in sins,
But the righteous pity and are merciful.

For the first cl. cf 2'^ G^, and, for second cl., i/f 37^'; the two
clauses have no special connection with each other. The couplet
is not iraprobably a combination of glosses.
10. Pride as source of discord.

The Heb. reads-:

Pride causes only strife,
But with those who take counsel is wisdom.

Antithetic, ternary-binary. Cf 1 1 ^ " 12^ 15" 24^ According to
this reading/r/rt'i? (haughty self-confidence) is set over against the
disposition to take counsel, which is the sign of rational self-distrust ; and such pride, bringing one into conflict with others, is
thus foohsh, while the opposite disposition is a mark of wisdom.
A distincter antithesis is gained if (with Hitz., after 11'', on which
see note) we read : with the hu7nble is wisdom (for which the
change required in the Heb. is not great) ; on the other hand,
the reading of the text is intelligible, and is perhaps a designed
variation of that of 11^. The general sense remains the sarae —
those who take counsel (RV., not so accurately, the well-advised)
may be described as hu7nble or 77iodest. The proverb is directed
against lidgiousness and general quarrelsomeness and offensive
asserdon of one's supposed rights, perhaps, also, against the obstinate pride of rival princes, which frequently led to wars. — Grk.
(with diff'erent text) : a bad 7nan does evil by insolence, but they
who judge themselves are wise, in which the antithesis is less clear
than in the Hebrew. The couplet should perhaps read :
Pride engenders strife,
But with the humble is wisdom,

humble being taken as = U7iassuming.
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11. Results of legitimate and illegitimate accumulation of
wealth.
Wealth gathered < in haste > grows small,
But he who gradually amasses increases.

Antitheric, ternary. The Heb. reads : wealth (got) from nothingness (or, vanity), in which vanity is by sorae* taken as = fraud,
swindling; but the word raeans only " a breath, soraething transitory, practically non-existent" (Dt. 32^^ Job 7*® Eccl. i^), a sense
which is here inappropriate (since wealth built up frora nothing
raay be praiseworthy), and does not offer a good contrast with
the following gradually. Comparison with 20^^ 28^^ makes it
probable that the Grk. and the Lat. are right in reading in haste\;
the expression probably looks to abnormal raethods, not according to the ordinary laws of industry or inheritance (as by son
from father), but fraudulent business procedures, extortion, and
the like. A man who becoraes rich in this way, says the proverb,
is likely to lose his wealth; the reference is probably to reckless
expenditure in luxuries, dissipation, speculations and illegal ventures, not to divine retribution; and, on the other hand, legitimate industry will be accorapanied by caution and thrift. This is
obviously the observation of a raan who lived in a commercial
coraraunity. — The rendering wealth dwi7idles away sooner than a
breath (Urabreit, Noyes) is in itself inappropriate (since a breath,
here = nothing, cannot dwindle), and does not stand in contrast
with second cl. — The translation by labor (RV.), instead of
gradually, is iraprobable. — The Grk. inserts the explanatory
phrases iniquitously (in first cl.), 7-ighteously (in second cl),
which latter Targ. renders and gives to the poor (see note on 10^).
— Grk. adds: The righteous is merciful and lends, on which see
note on v.^.

12. Hope fulfilled and unfulfilled.
Hope dgierred makes the heart sick,
But desire fulfilled is a tree of life.

Antithetic, ternary. Hqpe_3;ad. desire are synonyras — each = "the
thing desired or hoped for." Ftilfillecl ii lit. having come. Instead
* Schult. De. Str.

f So Vog. Hitz. Ew. Reuss, Bi. Kamp. al.
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of hope deferred we raight render extended waiting—the sense
would be the sarae. Heart is not the eraotional nature, but the
whole inward raan; on tree of life see notes on 3'* 11^. The
proverb has no ethical bearing; it is true without reference to the
moral character of desire. The Grk., misunderstanding the scope
of the saying, writes good desire.
13. Safety lies in obedience.

The Heb. reads:

He who despises the word is treated as debtor to it.
But he who fears the commandment is rewarded.

Antithetic, ternary. Is treated as debtor is lit. has been forced to
^ve a pledge. According to the Jewish law the debtor deposited
with the creditor sorae article as pledge (Ex. 22^^*^^ Ara. 2* Job
22* Pr. 20^^ al.) or mortgaged his house or land (Neh. 5^), and
the creditor, if the debt were not paid, raight take possession of
the debtor's property (Mic. 2®), and even, if this did not suffice,
of his person, and his wife and children (2 K. 4^ Isa. 50^ Neh.
5').* So, our text declares, he who offends against the word
(that is, the law) is regarded as a debtor to it, and, if he do not
meet his obligation, will be punished, while he who fears and
obeys will be rewarded (cf. 11^^). The sinner, it is said, exists
on sufferance for a tirae; at the end of that time he raust discharge his obligation by obedience, or subrait to his fate. This,
however, is hardly a natural representation, and a slight change of
the Heb. gives the sirapler reading :
He who despises the word will perish,
But he who fears the command will be safe.

The term word may mean " law in general"; possibly it = word
of God, with specific reference to the divine law given to Israel.
The punishment and reward may corae frora raan or frora God.
Cf notes on i ' 3' 16^. — Gratz unnecessarily eraends to : he who
despises strife . . and he who fears contention . . . — Grk. adds
the triplet:
A crafty son will have no good thing,
But the affairs of a wise servant will be prosperous.
And his path will be directed aright.
« See Nowack, Heb. Arch., pp. 353 ff.
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This is apparently a scribal addition, taken, perhaps, from sorae
current collection of proverbs (not frora Ben-Sira) ; the second
and third lines perhaps forra a doublet. The thought is in keeping with that of our Book of Proverbs, in which, however, the
only parallel couplet is 17". — The Lat. adds the couplet given in

14. Wisdom is life-giving.
The teaching of the sage is a fountain of life.
Whereby one may avoid the snares of death.

Ternary, progressive (second cl. = predicate of first cl.), in form
a single sentence, contrary to the norra of this part of the Book;
14^ is nearly identical. The two fines give two diff'erent figures.
The second cl. is ht.: to avoid, etc. On fountain of life see note
on 10". Teaching (Heb. tora) = "content of the instruction."
Snares of death are snares set by death (as fowler or hunter), or,
more probably, snares of which the result is death, as in first cl.
the result of the fountain is hfe. The sage (see 22" 24^ i ^ 2^) is
the raan of experience and wisdora, the teacher (public or private)
whose instruction is designed to be a practical guide in everyday
aff'airs. The sages appear to have forraed a recognized class at
this tirae, and to have performed the function of Heads of schools
or Professors of the philosophy of life. Their teaching related to
raatters of comraon-sense prudence, and to the raore nearly ideal
conception of right and wrong; it included the observations of
practical sagacity, and the prescriptions of a strictly ethical-religious view of hfe; see notes on i ^ 10" 13" 14" al. In Proverbs
the guide of life is not the iraraediate divine word of the Prophets
or the divine rule of the Tora, but huraan reflection illuminated
by divine wisdom — a difference which indicates a new phase of
development of Israehtish moral and religious thought. — The
Grk. gains a contrast by reading second cl.: but the foolish dies by
a snare, an improbable forra (cf 12"). An antithetic form might
be expected, but cannot be got by any natural eraendation of the
Hebrew text. The idea of the proverb, as it stands, is that integrity (probably religious integrity) brings long and happy life, as in
3>« al.
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9. ?§ r,i3B''>; S3E tiiJ; 1/ laeiificat, reading Pi. (so Frank.), but the order
of words does not favor this reading; (§ bid iravrbs, perh. paraphrase of J^, contrast to the extinguished oi ^ (Jag.), hardly for ntaty^ is extended {La.g.), possibly
for rvsih or IDP ; see Schleusn. who thinks that a word (perh. xn/""6>') has fallen
out. One MS. of De R. has nDX\ Gratz would emend to niti (cf. 2 K. 3''*
Isa. 58!" Job 9'), a more natural reading than that of |^, and here, probably, to
be adopted; nniP is nowhere else used of a light. — For Heb. translations of the
couplet added in (§ see Ew. and Bi.; cf. note on this v. above. —10. J^ Oiyt;
Hi. (not improbably) oyri, after l l ^ ; (3, freely, iavruv iTiyvihpxives (see 122").
— 3 y^ for | § pi. It is better to omit pi and the 3 of IIT3 as corrupted repetition of preceding ^y1.—11. ?§ ''^nn; & iirKnrovSa^opivri,'^ festinata. SbK
follow ©,with modifications. Read (with Ew. Reuss, Lag. Kamp.) Snbc. — hy
11 = « according to the task of the day, gradually " (cf. Levy, NHW., for the
late Heb. use); T>3 would mean " by the labor of one's hand." @ adds at
end: btKaios oiKretpei Kal KIXP^. —12. (3 gives an elaborate paraphrase of »,
making of it a full couplet: Kpeiauuv ivapxbpevos [B — pivois^ ^o-qdZv [N"^-*
106. 248. A al. por}de'iv'] Kapblq. ToC iirayyeXXopivov KOI eis iXirlba dyovros,
— better speedy help than halting promise. Some MSS. of @ (23. 106. 149 a/.)
and S ^ here add the line above given at end of v.^', while others (106. 248)
omit l^i". As the form of J§ is obviously original, these variations exhibit the
liberties and uncertainties of Grk. scribes (see Baum.). — 1 3 . On the Heb.
represented by the addition in <§ (found also in S ) see Ew., Bi., and, on the
texts of 3 and S, Baum. Pinkuss. — Gr. reads 31 for 131, and nxD strife for
n«D. Better Frank., who omits iS, and reads DSU?' {3 iyialvei) for ^ D'?S'\ —
14. In^ <3 has: 6 di fiyofs virb •jraylbos Oaveirai, = 2'pOD np' SD31 (so Baum.;
Jag. ID) ; but the collocation die -{- snare is hard. We should perh. expect
some such form as pis 1D\ — ^ and one Heb. MS. have noon for J§ D3n.

15. Value of intelligence.

The first cl. reads:

Fine intelligence (or, good sense) wins favor.

The expression (3tD hiv) which stands as subject of the clause
signifies intellectual/^«^/rfl/'/<?« ox fineness (i Sara. 25^), or wisdom in the most general sense {\j/ 111^") (in Pr. 3* the text raust
be changed) ; the substantive is the distinctive terra in Prov. for
sagacity, discretion, prudence (12^ i6*-* 19" 23', and so Ezr. 8^*).
Here the reference is to that fine perception of propriety which
makes a man discreet and courteous in his dealing with his
fellows, whereby he wins their favor ; the term culture (suggested
by De.), understood to include both inteHectual and social fineness, raay convey the idea of the Hebrew. — With this idea the
second cl., as it now stands, cannot be brought into clear reladon.
Lit. it reads : The way (conduct, manner) of the wicked (faithless)
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isper77tanent (enduring), in which wickedness is not a natural contrast to intelligence, and the conduct or raanner of life cf the
wicked is described not as bringing disfavor, but as permanent, a
terra used everywhere else in a laudatory sense, as indicative of
strength, but never with ethical significance. It is eraployed to
describe a streara as perennial (Ara. 5^* Dt. 21*1/' 74^*), or men
(Jer. 5^^ 49" 50*^ Job 12"), or their abode (Nu. 24^^), or the foundations of the earth (Mic. 6^), as enduring, a bow (Gen. 49^*), as
standing fast, sure, the sea as having a permanent place or flow
(Ex. 14^), and pain as perpetual (Job 33'^). The renderings
hard (AV Str.), rugged (RV.), unfruitful, desolate (Reuss, Zock.),
uncultivated (De.), are unwarranted by etymology or usage.
Schultens understands it as = tenacious, inflexible, that is, in a
bad sense, but such a sense does not belong to it ;^the clause cannot mean : the manner or conduct of bad men is characterized by
an iraraovableness which pays no respect to the claims of others.
Grk. Syr. Targ.: a7-e destroyed; Lat.: whirlpool. — The true reading is uncertain. The translation of AV : the way of transgressors is hard has been by many readers understood to mean that
transgressors have a hard tirae of it, or, that the modes of procedure of bad raen are cruel — senses which are foreign to the
words. The next verse may perhaps suggest that the original text
contained sorae such expression as " the conduct of fools is hateful" (or, "breeds enraity"), or, less probably, "is their destraction" (Grk.y, or (Frank.) "is emptiness" (cf BS. 41"). The
two lines appear to belong to diff'erent couplets. — After the first
cl. the Grk. adds the apparent variant:
And to know the law is the part of sound understanding,
•

the first half of which reads like a gloss on the expression wins
favor—one, that is, gains the favor of God by a knowledge of
the law. But the line is found in the Grk. at the end of 9'" also,
where it is raore appropriate; and it was, perhaps, here inserted
merely because of the comraon expression sound understanding
{=zfine intelligence).
16. Good sense and its lack shown in conduct.
The man of sense shows intelligence in all he does,
But the fool makes a display of folly.

Ain. 15-17
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Antithetic, ternary. The Heb. has, in first cl.: Every man of
sense acts with knowledge (or, i7itelligence) ; the transposition
(with Syr. Lat.) of the every {— all) gives a better forra to the
sentence. The adj. sensible {^^ of sense, '^C^.prudent) is a coraraon term in Prov. for the expression of intellectual sobriety and
acuteness; what is here said is that a raan of this sort acts with
due regard to circurastances, while the fool spreads out or displays
his ignorance and folly like a pedlar who openly spreads his wares
before the gaze of all raen. Cf 12^^ 15^ The reference appears
to be solely to intellectual qualities.

17. Good and bad messengers.
An < incompetent' messenger < plunges one > into misfortune,
But a trustworthy envoy insures success.

Antithetic, ternary. In first cl. the Heb. has wicked axid^ falls into ;
but it is the business capacity of the messenger, and not his raoral
character, that is in question (so in 25^^), and the predicate refers
(as in second cl.) not to the raisfortunes of the messenger, but to
the unhappy consequences which his incapacity entails on his employers. The correction requires only the oraission of one letter
and the change of two vowel-points. The terra envoy occurs
again in 25^*; in Isa. 18^ Jer. 49" ( = Obad.'), and perhaps in
Isa. 5 f,* it raeans a political or governraental raessenger, an ambassador, but the raore general narae envoy is preferable as suiting
all the passages in which the word occurs. The reference is probably to private as well as public negotiations, and to aff'airs of
every description for the settleraent of which an interraediator is
required. The terras incompetent, t7-ustworthy, 7nisfortune, heals
are of general (not primarily ethical) import. — Insures success,
ht. is health, that is, is a source of health, the agency by which a
sound, prosperous condition is attained. See 4^^ 6^' 12'* 14^* 15*
16^ 29* Mai. 4^ (3^).t The second cl. states not that the good
messenger heals or remedies the mistakes of the bad raessenger of
first cl., but generally that such an one is helpful.
* In Jos. 9* the word should be changed so as to agree with v.i^*.
t On the term in Eccl. lO* {= quiet or conciliatory demeanor) cf. Siegfried (in
Nowack) and Wildeboer (in Marti).
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18. Financial success the reward of docility and caution.
Poverty and shame will be the lot of him who rejects instruction.
But he who regards admonition will be honored.

Antithetic, ternary (or, quaternary-ternary). Prudent regard to
advice, says the sage, insures success in life; the raaxim is a general one, and leaves room for cases in which, for moral or other
reasons, one raust go against the counsel of friends. The primary
reference is to coraraercial success. The shame {disg7-ace) is that
which usually attends poverty, and the honor is that which is given
to wealth. The principle involved (caution in decisions) has, of
course, a wider scope. Cf 12' 15'-^. The instruction and admonition raay be understood (but less probably) to refer to general
moral and religious teaching. — The Grk., against the parallelism,
inverts the order, rendering: instruction re7noves (or, averts) poverty and dishonor.
19. Two displaced lines, each of which has lost its proper parallel line:
Desire accomplished is sweet to the soul.
But it is an abomination to fools to depart from evil.

The first cl. is substantially identical with second cl. of 13", and
the second cl. with second cl. of 29^, in each of which couplets
there is a disdnct antithesis. A connection here between the two
lines has been sought * by paraphrasing : " desire fulfilled is pleasant, and thus fools cherish their evil desire, and will not abandon
it," or (Wild.) : " the desires of good raen are granted by God,
but fools cannot expect such a blessing " ; but these interpretations are forced, and contrary to the style of Proverbs, in which
the connection of thought is siraple and obvious; cf i8^ in
which the fool's pleasure is defined, and see notes on 13" 29^.—
Grk. (followed, with some variations, by Syr. Targ.) has:
The desires of the righteous gladden the soul,
But the deeds of the unrighteous are far from knowledge;

which in part represents a diff'erent Heb. text from ours, and
seeras to be in part a religious interpretation of our first clause.
Sirailar religious interpretations of the first cl. are given by Rashi,
* Rashi, Schult. De. Reuss, Str. al.
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Delitzsch, and others, but it obviously contemplates a general nonmoral fact of huraan experience.
20. On choosing associates wisely.
Walk with the wise, and thou wilt become wise,
But he who associates with fools will smart for it.

Antithetic, ternary. In first cl. the Heb. raargin (assirailating the
construction to that of second cl.) reads : he who walks .
becomes. Will S7nart (see 11'^) is lit. will be r/iade (or, become)
bad {= will co7ne into evil case) ; there is an implied contrast
between this evil, the result of folly, and the good or advantage
which is derived frora wisdo7n. In the Heb. of second cl. there
is an assenance : r'oe k'silim yero'a. The power of association to
mould character is referred to in i'» 2''^ 4" 16"^ 222^-^ 23^ 2 8 ' " .
The wise raay be in general raen of good sense, or the reference
may be specifically to sages, raen who sought and taught wisdora.
The verse raay be an adraonition to attend the schools; cf, BS.
391-* Eccl. 129-".
15. At end of » Bi. adds iDni (presumably for the metre's sake). — ?^ ]n^a
(on the stem see BDB), apparently an elative form, made (as in South Sem.)
by pref. a, sporadic in No. Semitic; <g iv drruXelg. (and so S ) ; E (apparently
following both | § and 3) i3n v p i Nspn NniNi; IL vorago. Jag. supposes
that 3 read DIN their calamity (l^'' 24'^^ job 21^"^ al.), Gr. I13X; neither of
these would account for IL vorago. <3 may possibly be free rendering of J§.
Frank, inn (see Job 6^' 12^* BS. 41^"), which is not satisfactory in itself, and
secures no good contrast between the clauses. —16. J^ rvey zr\y S3; better
(as apparently SIL) 'y '^ ''3; S takes 'p "1 as defining relative clause (Pink.);
cf. \(f>. Gratz proposes hya^ for J^ S3. —17. |g ni<Sc; <§ ^atriXei/s. — J§ y•i<•^;
read y-\ (so Gratz).—1§ Sb'; read Hif. Ssi (so Reuss, Now. Bi. Gr. Kamp.
Frank.); cf. 7^6 i g i s . — | ^ DjCN, plu. of extent and emphasis. — Noin may be
pointed as subst. or as Pi. Partcp.; ®, freely, pi/crerat airbv. —18. Before
5§ yifl insert h. —19. J^ ninj niNP; 3 iTriBvplai ei<ri§u)v (68. 106. al. Compl.
dat^dv), in which ei5<r. is probably insertion to gain a religious tone, though
it may represent a Dpix (cf. note on 21^"); 3 fpya, = ni3j; (Jag.) for
J§ n3j)h; dirb yvihireixis, = yic, for J§ Vic.—IL qui fugiunt, as if DID or 1D\
On a reading Dya'i, for ||J DSD^, see De' Rossi. — 20. Kethib " (followed by
(§),two Impvs. in conditional sentence; Qeri (followed by .SSEIL) has Partcp.
and Impf., as in b. _ | ^ yi'; 3 yvuae-^(reTai, = Nif. or Hof. of p i ' ; E , freely,
similis ejicietur ; in *> SSt = |^.
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21, 22. Recompense of righteousness and unrighteousness.—
Antithetic, ternary. The doctrine of earthly reward according to
conduct; see notes on 3^^^*.
21. Misfortune pursues sinners,
But good fortune is the lot of the righteous.
22. The good man leaves wealth to his children's children,
But the wealth of the sinner is laid up for the righteous.

21. Misfortune is lit. evil; good fortune is siraply good in the
Hebrew. On the terras sinners and righteous see notes on i'-'"
2^. The second cl. is lit.: he (or, one) recompenses the righteous
with good. The he is by sorae * taken to refer to God (Yahweh),
but this is iraprobable, since such omission of the divine name as
subject occurs nowhere else; others f understand the subject to
be the indefinite one, and render the verb as passive {the righteous
are recompensed), a construction possible, but hardly employed
except where the connection points naturally to a definite subject;
still others would construe good as subject {good rewards the
righteous), taking it as = "the Good One," God (but God is
never in OT. called simply "the Good One"), or as = "prosperity" (but this expression represents the reward, not the rewarder) . It is perhaps better, following the Grk., to change the
verb into overtakes, and make good (corresponding to evil in first
cl.) the subject: good overtakes {= is the lot of) the righteous;
for this use of the verb see Isa. 59* Job 27*^. The sense is unaff'ected by this change of text. The Pass, form of the verb in
the Heb. is found in 11^' 13^^ — 22. The terra good describes
that which is satisfactory of its kind, well adapted to its ends, as
food (Gen. 3*), or land (Ex. 3*) ; used of persons it may mean
beautiful (Gen. 24^® i Sam. 9^*), or kind (i Sara. 25^ i/f 73'), or
morally exemplary; here, frora the parallelisra, it is equivalent to
righteous, as in 12^ 14"--"^ The reference is not to successful
thrift, or to the kindhearted, liberal raan who by dispensing blessing is hiraself blessed (as in 11^), but to the raorally good man
whose obedience to law is rewarded with worldly prosperity. The
ethical use of the term is frequent in Prov., less frequent in Pss.,
elsewhere rare. The bequeathal of wealth to descendants was in
* Saad. Now. Str. and apparently Schult.

t Lat. De. RV.

^VXXX*
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Israel (as araong ancient peoples generally) a crowning test of
prosperity. This blessing is said to corae to the righteous, but
not to sinners, whose wealth, on the contrary, passes (by natural
laws) into the hands of the good. On sinner see notes on 8^®
23. The Hebrew yields no satisfactory sense. It reads:
The fallow-ground of the poor yields (lit. is) abundance of food,
But many a man perishes (or, is swept away) by injustice.

The stateraent of first cl. is opposed to coraraon observation and
to the declaration of 10'*, and uses the strange terra fallowground instead of sorae general word for " land " ; the second cl.
is vague (the injustice may belong to "the perishing raan or to his
destro)ter), and between the two clauses there is no obvious relation— the productivity of a poor raan's land has nothing to do
with a man's perishing by injustice. A sufficiently free paraphrase may, indeed, supply the needed connection: " even the
fresh land (which requires severe labor, and is presumably of moderate productive power) of a (pious or industrious) poor man
yields abundance of food, while many men (relatively rich) by
their unjust actions (fail to get nourishment frora their land, and
in the end) are destroyed." * But these insertions overpass the
limits of allowable interpretation. There is nothing to indicate
that the poor raan of first cl. is diligent or righteous — this cannot
be properly inferred (by contrast) frora the injustice of second cl.;
nor is the poor man, as such, ever commended in Prov. (not in
19^, and not in 3^) ; moreover, a man supplied abundantly with
food is hardly to be called poor (cf v.^^). — The Anc. Vrss. vary
considerably from the Heb., and frora one another. Grk.: the
righteous shall pass many years in wealth, but the unrighteous
shall be speedily destroyed; and that there were variations in the
Greek versions is shown by the rendering of the Hexaplar Syriac,
which is based on the Greek text of Origen : the great enjoy
wealth many years, but some men perish little by little; Pesh. Syr.:
those who have no habitation (or, means of subsistence) [that is,
the poor] waste wealth ma7iy years, and some waste {it) [or, per* So substantially Ew. De. Reuss, Now. Str.
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haps, by emendation, perish] completely; Targ.: the great man
devours the land of the poor, and some men are taken away
{= die) unjustly (or, without judgment) ; Lat.: there is much
food in the fresh land of the fathers ( = chiefs, heads of famihes),
and (or, but) for others it is collected without judgment. The
medieval Jewish comraentators are equally at a loss in translating
the verse. Saad. : food (that is, the raanner of one's eating) is
often a sign of poverty, and many men are carried off without
judgment (that is, without knowing the judgment of God, or without dying a natural death) ; Rashi aUegorizes. — Frankenberg
eraends:
The fallow-ground of the wicked yields abundance of food.
And wealth gathered by injustice.

But such a general affirraation is not found elsewhere in Pr., the
translation wealth collected is not probable, and the difficulty of
the fallow-ground reraains. — The Hebrew text appears to be
corrupt beyond eraendation.
24. The rod for children.
He who spares his rod hates his son,
But he who loves him chastises him.

Antithetic, quaternary-ternary (or, ternary). Spares = withholds,
fails to use (it does not raean " uses slightly ") ; see 10^' 11^* xf
21^" 24" Gen. 22^^ \\i 19^^*") Job 7". Chastises is lit. seeks with
chastisement, = deals (with hira) by chastisement; the verb does
not contain the idea of " early, betimes, diligently " (De. RV. al.);
see notes on i^* 7'^ 8^' i i ^
The proverb simply commends
bodily chasdsement as a raeans of training; details are left: to the
judgraent of parents; on chastisement see notes on i^ ^ Similar
sayings are 22^' 23^' 29"; the regulation of Dt. 21^^'^ (infliction
of death on a disobedient son) seeras, in the later postexilian
period, to have fallen into desuetude.*
* On methods of corporal punishment of children among
Romans see Becker, Charicles, Exc. to Sc. I, and Gallus, Exc.
A. Zimmern, The Home Life of the Ancient Greeks (transl. from
Blumner), p. 98; for Chinese and other apophthegms relating
Malan.

the Greeks and
II to Sc. I, and
the Germ, of H.
to this point see

Xlll. 23-25
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25. Relation of righteousness to supply of bodily wants.
The righteous has enough to satisfy his appetite,
But the wicked suffers lack of food.

Antithetic, ternary. Lit.: the righteous eats ( = has food enough)
to the satisfying of his appetite, but the belly of the wicked lacks.
On appetite {— aniraal hfe or soul) see notes on 6^ i^**. Belly is
the raiddle part of the body, rarely the outer surface (Job 40^^
Cant. 7^''*)> usually the interior, including the worab (Gen. 25^
al.) and the cavity containing the bowels, regarded as the seat of
general feehng (Job 20^) or as the receptacle of food (here and
18^, on which see note) ; it thus coraes to stand for the raan's
being or personahty {\^ 17"), or the corabination J^?C/ and belly
expresses the whole being {^ 31^^'°'). The reference in the proverb is to the satisfaction of all bodily needs, food standing for all
the physical necessaries of hfe — not to the satisfaction of spiritual
needs, of which there is no suggestion in the words; the inward
life of spiritual experience is alluded to in Prov. always under the
general terras wisdom, fear of Yahweh, and the like. On bodily
compensation in this hfe see notes on i^^-^ 2^^-^^, etc.—The distinctness of the phraseology of this verse brings out in sharp
relief the indistinctness of v.^.
21. 1^ 3b DSB'I; ® KaraX'^pyperai dyaBd; read 3!3 Ji;"' (Ew. Kamp.); Bi.
oSip'; Gratz DWI apix njpi; Lag. suggests that the word was v/ritten ''?i:'%
out of which 3 made JiS'"'; Jag. regards DTJ" as the word read by 3, miswriting
of DSB". — 22. To understand nini as subj. of Snr is unnatural and unnecessary.
Before 3a Bi. inserts ifN, but cf. 122. — IL, fully, filios et nepotes. — 23. @ may
be based on J§ : blKaioi (Jag. Dliy^ for ^ orNi) iroi-rfffovaiv (perh. Aram. I3y
pass time, for J§ S3N) iv wXoiTip (J§ u lajid, taken as = wealth) err] ToXXd
( = J^ 31), dbiKoi bi (free rendering of | ^ S'", to bring out contrast with
blKaioi) diroXoOvrai ( = | § nsDj) (rvvrbpus (perh. free rendering of J§ NS3
ta3B'c, possibly = ONns, omitting N'73). S = ®, except that in » it has periphrasis for poor instead of righteous, and renders J^ S3N by n3W, and in •> also
has 1131N, which, however, may be scribal error for n3N (Pink.). The Vrss.
appear thus to support the text of J§, but furnish no suggestions for its
emendation. — Frank, reads oytt'i for | ^ DH'NI, and takes u'- as = wealth; this
latter is here hard, and the resulting couplet is unsatisfactory. On iv see
BDB. — 24. ^ IDD iinty, 'if with two objects, as Dip, 2 K. 19*^; the suff.
refers to the son, not (Ew. a/.) to 'D. — (§ iTripeXQs iraibeiei, probably not
reading IDID (Pink.), but taking 'if as — seek carefully, and rendering the
phrase according to Grk. idiom (as RV. according to Eng. idiom). This
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incorrect rendering of mif is found in S (which = <3, except that it expresses
the suff.) % (Dipn) IL {instanter) and an anonymous Grk. Vrs. {bpdptj^ei, in
Field), and is obviously due to a supposed derivation of this stem from IRB"
dawn (so Saad. Rashi). — Gratz suggests MDID ninif3 corrects him in {his)
youth, but the change is unnecessary. — 25. J§ i!33; (S i^ivxat, perh. by
assimilation to ", '3 being usually rendered in @ by KoCKta (so 'ASeES^
here); S9ES** D13 (Heb. e-13, Jer. 51^*); % venter.

XW 1. Wisdom and folly in the home.
The Heb. text is in disorder, and the proper form is doubtful.
The Received Text reads:
The wise among women build (every one) her house.
But folly with her hands tears it down.

The improbable collocation of concrete and abstract {wise and
folly) raay be got rid of by slight changes of text, as by reading,
in first cl., the wisdo7n of women (so many recent expositors), or,
in second cl., the foolish (Anc. Vrss. RV.). In all these readings
the reference is to the wife as manager of household affairs, as in
^jKwi^ where, indeed, as to her acts she is called capable, and
wise in her words only, but the diff'erence is not significant. Elsewhere in OT. the epithet wise, used of woraen, indicates sagacity
(Ju. 5^ 2 S. 14^ 20^^-^^), artistic skill (Ex. 35^'), or the profession
of mourner (Jer. 9^®^^''). The sense may thus here be : it is the
wisdora of the wife especially that secures the prosperity of the
household. This interpretation, however, assigns the wife a role
which is raore iraportant than is indicated elsewhere in Pr., and is
in itself not probable — the raan is in OT. the raore iraportant
person of the faraily. A sirapler statement of the general efficiency of the housewife raay be gained by further changes of the
text, with the resultant reading :
A wise woman builds her house,
A foolish woman with her hands tears it down.

Builds her house = builds up her household. — It is possible, however, that (as 9^ 24^ suggest) the word women of the present text
is a gloss on the plu. adj. wise, and should be oraitted. If, further, we change wise to wisdom and omit the unnecessary expression with her hands, we have the rendering:
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Wisdom builds the house.
Folly tears it down.

The statement then is that wisdom is constructive, folly destructive, of the faraily and the best life. The objection to this eraendation is that wisdom and folly are not personified elsewhere in
chs. 10-29 ; an isolated case might, however, occur. —The word
women being omitted, the first line of this couplet is identical
with first line of 9^ frora which it may have been taken, and a different meaning given it. Or the expression raay have been a
comraon one in gnomic discourse, and may have been employed
by different writers in diff'erent senses.
2. Identity of integrity and piety.
He whose life is upright fears Yahweh,
But he whose ways are wicked despises him.

Antithetic, quaternary-ternary (or, ternary). Lit. he who walks
in his uprightness (but the his should be oraitted), and he who is
wicked (crooked) in his ways. That is, the good raan shows by
his conduct that he reverences God who deraands uprightness,
while the bad raan practically sets hira at defiance. — Subject and
predicate raay be reversed, so as to read : He who fears Yahweh
is upright
. he who despises him is bad, and the resulting sense
is substantially the sarae as before. The first translation defines
moral conduct by the raan's relation to God, the second defines
the raan's attitude toward God by his raoral conduct. The first
is perhaps favored by the Hebrew order of words. — On wicked
{= crooked, RV. perverse) see note on 2".
3. Discretion in speech.—The couplet reads in our Heb. text:
In the mouth of the fool is a sprig of pride,
But the lips of the wise preserve them.

Implicit antithesis, quaternary-ternary (or, ternary). The word
rendered sprig occurs elsewhere in OT. only in Isa. 11*, where it
signifies a small branch shooting frora the stock of a tree; here
the branch of pride springs frora its stem in the fool's mouth.
The hne siraply characterizes the fool's language as proud; but,
as second cl. declares the preservative effect of wise speech, we
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raay probably infer that some effect of foohsh proud speech is
imphed in first cl., and this effect, according to the parallelism in
the present Heb. text, touches the fool hiraself— pride harms or
destroys hira (as in 11^ 16^* 29^). It raay be a question whether
we should not orait the them in second cl., and interpret: " the
fool's words are proud (insolent toward others), but the words of
the wise are helpful (preservative of others)." This would accord
better with the function ascribed in Pr. to utterance. — The Anc.
Vrss., instead of sprig, have goad or r-od. If this translation be
adopted, we may regard the rod ofpride as wounding others (Syr.
Targ. Ew. Str. and perhaps Grk.), or as a scourge to the fool himself (De. Reuss, Zock.), = a rod for pride (Kamp.) ; Hitzig (by
a change of text) : a rod for his back (cf 26^, where, however,
the word rendered rod is diff'erent). But the translation rod is
doubtful, and the expression is not quite natural. The rendering
insolence (Barth) instead of sp7-ig (or, rod) is not probable.—
Elsewhere the lips of the wise are said to give food (10^^), to dispense knowledge (15'), or to keep knowledge (5^), here to save
(cf. 10"). As the Heb. verb is sing., De. would assume wisdom
as subject {the lips of the wise, wisdom preserves the77i), but this is
violent and unnecessary; it is easier to take the verb as plural. —
The proverb, like raany others, assuraes the identity of speech
and thought, and enjoins prudence in words.
4. Importance of the ox for the farmer. — Antithetic, binary.
The Heb. text raay perhaps be translated (as in RV.) :
Where there are no oxen the crib is clean,
But abundance of produce comes by the strength of the ox.

This form, however, does not offer a good contrast in the clauses
— we expect: " no oxen, no produce " ; the rendering clean (in
a physical sense) is doubtful (elsewhere, except Cant. 6', the
word raeans "raorally pure," Job 11* i/f 24^ etc.),* and, in any
case, the sense required is not clean, but e77tpty, a raeaning that
the Heb. terra never has; nor would it be necessary to say that
* On the use of the word in Cant. 69 see the Comms. of Budde (in Marti) arid
Siegfried (in Nowack). In <ii i8-'''(2i) (= 2 S. 22^1) the corresponding noun is employed to describe the hands, but as a figure of moral purity.
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where there are no oxen the crib is clean.
text gives for the first hne the rendering :

A slight change of

Where there are no oxen there is no corn.

In the second hne we should expect: " raany oxen, ranch produce," a stateraent that raay be got frora the present text, since the
strength {= working power) of oxen is in proportion to their
nuraber; the precise stateraent is that the crops depend on the
ox, the aniraal used in ploughing. — The couplet states a fact of
agricultural economy : a wise farmer will see to it that his oxen
are numerous and in good condition. Care of aniraals is iraplied,
but not for their sake. The duty of kindness to working aniraals
is enjoined in 12^" Dt. 25^

5. True and false testimony.
A trustworthy witness does not lie,
But a false witness utters lies.

Anrithetic, ternary. The thought is identical with that of 12^'', on
which see note; the raan makes public affirmadon of truth or
falsehood. The proverb is airaed at the crime of false testifying
in a court of law. Cf 6^'' 14^ 19*.
6. 'Wisdom comes only to the serious.
The scoffer seeks wisdom and finds it not,
But to the man of understanding knowledge is easy.

Antithetic, quaternary-ternary. Wisdom = knowledge, acquaintance with right principles and raethods, here especially in things
moral and religious. The terra scoffer, as used in Prov., while it
is often a synonyra of wicked, ungodly, always contains the element of lack of raoral seriousness, and generally, also, that of positive opposition to truth; it here stands in contrast with the man
of understanding, that is, intellectual sobriety and insight, based
on raoral earnestness. The scoffer's desire for wisdora is not
explained; the sage raeans, we raay surraise, that he valued it
because it gave social power and excited admiration — he did not
love it for its own sake, had no real sympathy with it, and therefore no receptivity for it (cf 2 Tim. 3^: "ever learning and never
able to corae to a knowledge of the truth " ) . These two classes,
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here as elsewhere in Prov., are assuraed as facts — no attempt is
made to analyze the characters, to trace their origin, or to suggest
raethods of training, whereby the one may be strengthened and
the other transformed.
7. Text and raeaning are uncertain.
naturally reads :

The Hebrew text more

If thou go from the presence of a foolish man.
Thou hast not known lips of knowledge.

The first cl. has the Imperative go, = if thou go. If it be taken as
a comraand proper, the second cl. raust be understood as giving
the ground of the exhortation : go from
for thou hast not obserued {in him), etc., but this the Heb. does not warrant. The
sarae is true of Saadia's rendering: go from
else wilt thou
not know. Sorae (Schult. Ew. RV.) translate: go into the presence of, which is allowable, but less probable (it does not, however, change the general sense). As the couplet stands, the
meaning is that a fool has no knowledge, and that frora intercourse with hira one gains nothing. This is an intelligible stateraent, but the forra is strange, and the phraseology of second cl.
is not natural — the expression know lips occurs nowhere else,
and we expect the explanatory phrase in him (inserted by RV.).
— The Anc. Vrss. give various turns to the couplet. Grk. (with
several variations frora the Heb. text) : All things are adverse to
a foolish man, but wise lips are weapons of discretion, an unsatisfactory forra, followed by Syr. and (with a slight modification) by
Bickell; Targ.: Withdraw into another path from the presence of
a fool, for there is no knowledge i7i his lips, a simple and natural
sentence, probably a free translation of our Hebrew; Lat.: Go
into the presence of a foolish man, and he knows not lips of prudence, in which the verb knows (3 pers. instead of 2 pers.) maj
be the erroneous transcription of a Latin scribe. — These readings
show that there was difficulty in the Hebrew text, but it is not
easy to suggest a satisfactory eraendation. The second cl. might
be conformed to 20**: wise lips a7-e a precious adornment, but
this stands in no relation to the first clause, the form of which in
the Grk. is not probable; after 26' we might read in first cl.:
there is no honor to a fool, but this has no support from Versions.

.... —
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The simplest eraendation, perhaps, would be : go from the presence of a fool, for his lips do not utter knowledge; cf. 15'
8. Conduct must be carefully considered. — The couplet reads
in our Heb. text:
The wisdom of a man of sense consists in understanding (or, considering) his
way,
The folly of fools is deceit.

Free or loose antithesis, quaternary-ternary (or, ternary). The
first cl. gives the gist of the practical philosophy of the sages : a
man of good sense shows his wisdora not by fine words and theories or by boldness and display, but in the capacity to consider
his actions, coinprehend their real iraport, and choose that course
of conduct which is best adapted to secure happiness. The wisdom referred to is practical sagacity; there is no mention of
moral or religious elements, though the second cl. may perhaps
suggest that these are involved. The second cl. does not offer an
explicit contrast to the first. We expect the stateraent that the
fool shows his folly by the absence of reflection and insight in the
direction of his affairs, instead of which it is deceit that raarks him
— that is, craft, deception practised on others; such is the meaning of the terra in Prov. (see 11^ j j ' ^ '^-^ 14^ 20^ 26^'') and
throughout OT. The contrast would be obvious if we could take
the word in the sense of " self-deception " (so Berth. Ew. Zock.),
but the usage seeras not to aUow this. We raay suppose that the
sage chooses to pass over the obvious raental incapacity of the
fool, to characterize him by his raoral procedure, and to stigraatize or ridicule this as folly — folly, he raay say, is best shown in
craft and fraud ; or, reversing subject and predicate, we raay understand the line to say that deceit is essentially folly. Taking a
suggestion frora the Grk., the line raay be read :
The folly of fools leads them astray,

which furnishes a direct and natural antithesis, and should perhaps be adopted. It is possible that the two lines did not originaUy stand together in one couplet.
XIV. 1. ][§ nbsn, fem. plu. const, of D3n, is improbable because of the sing,
vb. nn:3 and the abstr. sing. nSiN in •>; read nD3n, as in 9^, on which see note.
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Dif) is best omitted as gloss to adj. nc3n. If a reference to wise and foolish
women were intended, we should rather expect nnsn ncN (or nnsn nif«) and
nSiN. —1§ n'>i>3 though logically unnecessary does not mar the rhythm (Bi.),
On the Vrss. see note on this v. above. — 2. The suff. in iits*^ may be retained,
as in J§ 28^ (on which see note), but is better omitted, as in J§ lo^. On nS
see note on 2^^. (3 renders the vb. in •> by the passive, against the parallelism;
IL further makes one sentence of the couplet: ambulans recto itinere et timens
Deum despicitur ab eo qui infami graditur via. — 3. lah occurs elsewhere
only Isa. 11^, where it ^=-'shoot, stem, or branch; the Heb. word may have had
the meaning (which the word has in Aram.) rod, though that is probably not
the sense here, and there is no need to regard our word as Aramaic. The
sense pride (Barth., Etymol. Stud.), though it may have some support from
Arab, (lio.sn = walking with a proud gait) is not favored by Aram, or by the
connection here; cf. BDB. — J§ Diicifn is probably scribal error for DiiDifn,
so 3 (pvXdairei airois; in the similar forms in Ex. 18^^ Ru. 2^ the i may be
miswriting of '\, or, more probably, erroneous scribal insertion.—4. ISN is halfpoetical synonym of ii;\ — The large D is scribal accident; see note in B-D.—
On the first vowel in D3N see Ols. §§ 87, 175. The stem is apparently denom.,
= furnish food; so Partcp. D3N, I K . 5^ (42^) Pr. i^'', provided with food,
fatted, and subst. D3Xi:, Jer. ^cp^, a place where food is kept. But for D3N here
we should probably read DriN, taking 13 as = corn. — On the Mas. pointing of
13 see Buxt. Com. Crit. — 6. 3 fijrijirets aocplav •rapd KaKo?s, = 'n DlfS3 lfp3,
which accords less well than | § with *>. — hpi is Nif. Partcp. or Perf. of SSp,
masc. by poetic license, the subj. nyi being fem. — 7. h u i c is here more
naturally from. — nyi' may be taken as general Present, but, after Impv. ^S,
we expect Imperf. — 3 irdvra, = S3 (for J§ -[S), and STrXa, = '^3 (for |§ S3).
In b we may perhaps read: nyi vDot' (or, infli) lit' NS '3. — 8. |^ )3n; Bi. J3;
3 iiriyvdicrerai, = pn, or it may be free rendering of J§. — J§ nnip; 3 iv
TrXdvg, perhaps free rendering of | § , perhaps = nync, a reading better than
that of | § . — IL = ?^; & seems to be affected by 3.

9. Text and translation are doubtful.
of the Hebrew is :

The natural rendering

The guilt-offering (or, guilt) mocks fools,
But among the upright there is good-will.

The second cl. is clear. Good-will may be divine or huraan, but
in the forraer case the divine name is expressed, as in 11' 12^ 15'
18^^ al, here the raeaning raust be that araong upright men there
is kind feeling toward one another, or (with a slight change of
text), that the upright obtain the favor of other raen, that is, are
prosperous. — The subject of second cl. {asham) is susceptible of
two renderings, both difficult in the connection. The representation of the sacrifice as raocking the sacrificer is unexampled —

«x^i . . .^—i\J
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elsewhere if is God who hates and rejects the formal off'erings of
bad and unrepentant raen (Ara. 5^^ Isa. i") ; and the verb here
used is never elsewhere employed in connection with sacrifice.
Further, the eraployraent of the specific terra guilt-offering
(which, in the later ritual, was confined to particular off'ences.
Lev. 5. 6. 19^, RV trespass-offeri7ig) would be soraewhat strange.
If the object had been to say that God does not accept the sacrifice of the unrighteous, it would seera that a different phrase
would have been chosen. The rendering guilt mocks fools (Ew.)
is not natural. Sin is said (Nura. 32^^), by its consequences, to
reach raen, find thera out (Ew. corapares the Grk. Neraesis), but
the sort of personification involved in 7nocks is violent and without exaraple. Nor is the rendering fools mock at guilt (RV.)
raore satisfactory; it is not at guilt, but at sin (AV.) that bad
raen raay be supposed to raock, but the Heb. word is not a natural expression for sin. None of these translations exhibit a relation of thought between the two clauses, except by means of a
forced paraphrase, as : " the offering raockingly leaves fools unaccepted, but the upright do not mock one another (or, need no expiatory offering one frora another)"; or, "fools insolently laugh
at the guilt which their wrong-doing incurs, and thus bring hatred
on theraselves, while araong the upright there is that kindness
which is the natural product of well-doing."—Grk. (fohowed by
Syr.) : the houses of transgressors will owe {= will owe the law,
will need) purification, but the houses of the righteous are acceptable (that is, to God and raan) ; Targ.: fools speak in parables of
sin, but a7nong the upright is favor; Lat. as AV. Natural forms of
the couplet would be :
Fools incur guilt.
Good men have the favor of God;

or:
Fools suffer misfortune.
Good men are prosperous.

The clauses raay be displaced; the original reading of first cl. is
lost. For antitheses to the clauses see 11^' 15^
10. The Jleceived text is to be translated :
Every heart knows its own sorrow.
And no other shares its joy.
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Formal antithesis, with identity of thought, quaternary-ternary
(or, ternary). Lit.: the heart knows its own bitterness, and no
stranger, etc. Heart — not the eraodonal nature, but simply
man. A siraple stateraent of the farailiar fact that every man in
his deeper feeling stands alone. All experiences are included,
but there is no special reference to raoral or religious emotion;
rather (since no religious or ethical terra is used) it is the comraon, everyday experience that is raainly conteraplated. This
stateraent of psychological isolation is not at all in conflict with
the natural obhgation of syrapathy with others, as expressed, for
exaraple, in Rora. 12^. For similar proverbs araong other nations
see Malan. In Eng.: " every raan knows where the shoe pinches."
— Bickell, on the ground that isolation is natural to sorrow, but
not to joy, oraits the negative in second cl., and reads: others
share its joy, but the universality of the Heb. text seeras preferable. The Anc. Vrss. have the negative. As second line the Grk.
has : and whe7t he 7-ejoices, he has no fellowship with (or, there is
no 7ningling of) pride, in accordance with which the couplet
raight be rendered:
Every man knows his sorrow,
And (therefore) with his joy no pride is mingled;

that is, the reraerabrance of sorrow raakes one raodest and moderate in tiraes of prosperity and joy (see, on the other hand, BS.
11^). This is a proper sentiraent, but (even after the change of
stranger to pride) the construction {when one knows, etc., then,
etc.) is not naturally suggested by the Hebrew. Cf, however,
v.'^ of this chapter. — To the forra of the Heb. it has been objected that the idea of emotional isolation is foreign to the
thought of Prov.; but it is doubtful whether this is a less probable
conception for the sages than that of the Greek.

11. The good endure, the bad pass away.
The house of the wicked will be destroyed.
But the tent of the upright will flourish.

Antithetic, ternary. House = tent, = dwelling-place, including the
family-life, and the fortunes in general. The word tent is a survival frora the old noraadic tirae ; the old rallying-cry was: " to

•"--•• ' ^ ' J
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your tents, O Israel!" (2 Sara. 20' i K. 12^"). On the doctrine
of permanence and iraperraanence see notes on i^^ ^ al.

12. Vice is a road that leads to death.
There is a way that seems straight to a man.
But the end of it is the road to death.

Ternary-binary. Identity in subject, antithesis in predicate, = " a
way seeraingly straight, but really fatal " ; or, coraplete antithesis,
= " the beginning of the way is straight, the end of it is death."
The figure is that of a journey, in which the traveller iraagines
that he is pursuing a st7-aight path that will lead hira to his
desired goal of success and happiness, but finds, too late, that it
leads to earthly death, that is, to the destruction of happiness.
The substitution of the ethical terra 7-ight (RV.) for straight abandons the figure. The thought of the proverb is the illusive character of an iraraoral life : it seeras to proraise wealth, power,
happiness, while its inevitable issue is destruction — wickedness
fails, righteousness succeeds; see 2-- 5'^''^ •]'•" 9^* lo'' al.; the
couplet occurs again at 16^. The process or raethod of delusion
is not described. In second cl. the Heb. has plur. ways (or,
roads). If the text be correct (we should perhaps read sing.,
with Targ.), the plur. is poetic conception of the road as consisting of nuraerous paths ; it is not intended to indicate that iraraorality leads by raany paths to death, while to life there is one way
only; against this interpretation is the sing, way in first cl. (cf
Mt. 7 ^ " ) . Grk.: the end of it goes into the depths of Hades.
There is no reference to punishraent in the other world. On end
see note on 5*.

13. Alternation of joy and sorrow in human life.
Even in laughter the heart may be sad,
And the end of joy may be sorrow.

Idendcal parallelism, binary-ternary (or, ternary). The text may
be rendered :
the heart is sad
the end
is sorrow.
The proverb will then say that joy always passes into sorrow, a
pessimistic utterance, hardly in place in this Book. Nor does the
sage raean to say that there is a deep-lying sadness in the huraan
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soul which springs frora a sense of the vanity of life (De.). This
is a conception found nowhere else in OT., not even in Eccles.,
in which, while life is regarded as vanity, there is no distinct reference to a U7iiversal sense of failure ; the OT. generally looks on
life as a good gift of God, and expects, by the divine blessing, to
find it full of joy (3^^ 5^* i/' 16"). Nor, as Reuss remarks, can
there be reference here to a pervading sense of sin as the cause
of sadness; this conception also is foreign to OT. (and to NT. as
well, Mt. 6^ Rom. 12^' Phil. 4* Eph. 5^" Jno. 14^). The verse
probably speaks of the alternations of ordinary experiences, and
the raixed nature of emotions, and doubtless means to suggest
that raen should not be surprised at the occurrence of these alternations, or yield theraselves irrationally to either sort of emotion
(cf v.^"). The assertion of Eccl. f", that sorrow is better than
laughter, represents a diff'erent conception of hfe.

14. Deeds determine fortune.
The bad man reaps the fruit of his acts,
The good man (enjoys the outcome) of his < deeds.'

Antithesis of subject, ternary-binary. Lit.: Fro77i his ways the
bad 7nan is sated, and f7-0771 hi7nself the good man. Instead of the
iraprobable fvm hi7nself we raay read, by the insertion of one
letter, fro7n his deeds (Grk. fro7n his thoughts) ; to take the Heb.
expression as raeaning that the good raan finds sufficient reward
in his inward experiences would be against the raanner of thought
of Prov., which everywhere conteraplates outward recorapense;
cf Isa. 3'" In first cl. the subject is lit. he who in mind turns
aside (that is, frora the path of right) = the disobedient or wicked
or bad 77ian (Zeph. i*^ \p 44^**("'>) ; RV. backslider conveys the
wrong irapression of an apostate, one who declines frora or abandons his own previous position of raoral right; the Hebrew expression here implies simply non-adherence to the right. On
good see note on 13^^; on the doctrine of the verse cf 2^^-^ a/.,
Gal. &

15,16. Necessity of thoughtfulness and prudence.

(= ^f-)15. The simpleton believes every word,
But the man of sense takes heed to his step.

Cf 22'
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l6. The wise man is cautious, and avoids misfortune,
But the fool is arrogant and confident.

15. Explicit antithesis of subject, iraphcit antithesis of predicate,
ternary. Si7npleton is the person untrained, unforraed intellectually (i"* 22^ Ez. 45^ i/f i9^<*') or morally (i''* 9") ; the terra is here
used in the forraer sense, in contrast with the thoughtful, prudent
man. The point of view of i Cor. 13' is different: love has a
largeminded, though not blind, trust in raen; the sirapleton is
credulous, the man of love is syrapathetic. —16. Antithetic, ternary. The reference, as in the preceding verse, is to intellectual
qualities — such is the intimation of second clause. Is cautious ;
ht. fears. Misfortune (or, harm) is lit. evil, a term used in OT.
in the widest sense. In second cl. the first adj. is lit. passing
beyondJ>ounds ; the verb usually = to be a7igry (Dt. 3^ i/' 78^^-*^"^
3g38(39)^^ and the Partcp. in 26^^^ —get excited, get into a passion;
for the meaning arroga7it (which is suggested by the synonym
confident) see the corresponding substantive in n^^ 21*^* Isa. 16*
Jer. 48*. Other proposed renderings are presu77iptuous, i7isolent,
passionately excited. — In first cl. if fears had been raeant in a
religious sense, the divine narae would have been added; see 3'
14^ 31'"', and cf x' 8*^ 16^ 22^ al The word here = "is apprehensive (of men and things) and on his guard." The predicates
may be written: cautiously avoids and is arrogantly co7ifident.
Instead of arroga7it the Grk. has 77ii7igles with, and Frank, renders :
The wise man guards himself anxiously against evil.
But the fool lightly takes part therein,

evil being taken as = wicked conduct.
favors the translation given above.

The context (v.^^- •"^' ^*)

9. ?§ V^'; 3 b<t)€iX'^(Tov<Tiv, perh. = some form of 3n. In i* @ has otKtai.
(no) for | § p3, and it introduces this word in »; the resulting couplet is intelligible, but not probable. A simpler reading, based on 3, would be : l3ni DSIN
jii Di'i'iSi D'.;'*<; this assumes that the jsi exists, for the upright, without DifN.
— 2C read fh-., but renders it by J^nc, taking the stem in the sense speak in
parables. — Lag. changes 3 Kadapia^pbv to Kadv^pianbv, and gives as Heb.
text of 3: ni;'J IX''SD '711N. See Baum.—S has two forms of the couplet, one
— 3, the other nearer to f § ; the second reads: fools commit (i3v) sin, but
the sons ('J3 for pj p3) etc.; for x^^ it had, perhaps, some form of hhy (hardly
a form of \hy). Gratz, jS'; Frank. DtyK jSi 'IN jvi. but the f}> is hardly appo-
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site. —10. ?^ It; 3 ippei, = jif, adopted by Frank.; see note on this v.
above. The suff. in inniDif might then be omitted, — 1 1 . J§ mo'; 3 (TT-IIaovrai; Gr. suggests mi> have free space. — 'JIN, in Heb. tent; thence, in
Arab., family, people; cf. Ass. alu, = city. —12. J^ 1311; probably to be
read, with SC, sing. — 1 3 . For ?§ 3'? 3N3' Gr. proposes yh 3N3\ —?^ nniiN
nnnif; the n is probably not anticipatory suffix (though it may have been
added by an Aramaic-speaking scribe, see 13*), and is not to be prefixed, as
art., to following word (which would be against the usage of Pr.), but is better
deleted as scribal inadvertence. — Before verb of » (§ inserts the neg., which
may be the slip of a scribe (Lag.), or may come from v.*", or from an altered
Heb. text. Sb attaches suff. to nnrif. —14. ?§ iSyp; read iSSysp (De. Str.
Kamp.). On 3 biavo^ripdruv (hardly = v^h^yv, possibly yhy, taken as = what
is in him) see Capp. Crit. 4, 17. 6, Buxt. Attticrit. 579, Jag. Lag. Baum.; on
Sk cf. Pinkuss. For the combination of ^11 and SSyo see Ju. 2'^ Hos. 4' Jer. 4^'
lyio 2 2 " Ez. 3521 Zech. l*-« al. — 1 5 . ?§ 'ns; © dKaKos, ignorant of evil,
simpleminded in good sense; and, on other hand, 3 iravoOpyos takes Diy in
bad sense. In 3*', iravoOpyos bi epx^rai els ptrdvoiav, it is not clear what
Heb. is represented by ets /ter.; Jag. mtfuS; Schl., = | § ; Heid., n3ffi'nS.
&tE take J§ liifN as from -wa good fortune ; % gressus is preferable. — IL adds
the couplet given in <§ 13°. —16. f§ 13ynD is read by (3 (followed by S®
Frank.) as 3iynD (Capp. Crit., 4, 7. 3), dvdpup being addition of translator;

17,18. Good sense versus irascibility and stupidity.
17. A quick-tempered man acts foolishly.
But a wise man < endures.'
18. Simpletons come into possession of folly.
But men of sense < acquire > knowledge.

17. Anrithetic, ternary. In second cl. the Heb. has: and a
schemer (or, a man of wicked devices) is hated. According to
this reading the proverb corapares two bad dispositions by their
outcorae and by the irapression they raake on raen. The quicktempered raan (he who is easily a7igered, RV. soon a7igry) often
acts foolishly, and thus loses the respect of his fellows; the malicious plotter, on the other hand, is hated. But a better contrast
is obtained if (by the oraission of one Heb. letter) we read (with
the Grk.) a man of thought endures, bears ranch without getdng
angry. The verb bear, endure is used absolutely in Isa. i " 46*
Jer. 44^^ (and cf Pr. 19"). In the subj. of second cl. the term
thought (or, sche77ies, plans) may be understood in a good sense
(hence wise ma7i), or in a bad sense (hence wicked plotter) ; see

.^VX V . 1 J—.i.KJ
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note on the word in i*; it is understood by all Anc. Vrss. except
Lat. in the good sense. The antithesis is chiastic : angry is contrasted with endures, and foolish with wise. —18. Antithetic, ternary. Simpleton, as in v.", In first cl. the verb should not be
rendered by inherit (RV.), which raay suggest the incorrect interpretation that the silly, unforraed man falls heir to folly without
effort, while the raan of reflection or good sense acquires knowledge only by exertion; the proverb affirras raerely that a thoughtless person is ignorant and foohsh, while a raan who understands
the needs of life gains knowledge. — The translation in second cl.
are crowned with knowledge, or, wear knowledge as a crown,*
while it gives the sarae general sense as that of the emendation
here adopted, is lexicographically doubtful.

19. Triumph of goodness.
The bad bow before the good,
And the wicked at the gates of the righteous.

Identical parallelisra, ternary. In second cl. we raay supply sorae
such verb as sta7id suppliant. The adjectives are all to be understood in the ethical sense. The forra of expression is taken frora
Oriental custora : the inferior prostrates hiraself before the superior, or waits hurably at the great raan's gate to implore his favor.
The doctrine (based on belief in the iraraediate intervention of
God) that raoral goodness must in this life triuraph externally
over wickedness was held by Jewish philosophy till it accepted
the broader doctrine of ethical immortality (Wisd. Sol. 2-5).
20, 21. Evils and claims of poverty. — Antithetic, ternary.
20. The poor man is hated even by his neighbor,
But the rich has many friends.
21. He who despises his neighbor sins,
But he who has pity on the poor, happy is he.

20. Neighbor is any one who stands in close social relations, frora
whora, therefore, syrapathy raay be expected (Lu. 10^'). Hated
is probably to be taken hterally, = " detested " as a troublesome
and obstructive person; possibly, however, = " relatively disre* Theod. Targ. Saad. Rashi, Luth. RV. Schult. De Wette, Noyes, Reuss, De.
Kamp. Frank, al.
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garded " (cf Lu. 14^ with Mt. 10"). The second cl. is lit.: the
lovers of the rich are many. The proverb states, without comment, a universal social fact. — 21. Neighbor, as in the preceding
verse, only he is here a person to whora syrapathy is due, and it
is assuraed that he is poor; despise {= conteraptuously neglect
and repel) is substantially hate. The first cl., thus, passes judgraent on the coldhearted " neighbor " of v.^, declaring that he
sins against the law of God (see notes on i'° 8^*). The parallelisra of the two proverbs points to the rendering poor (RV.) in
second cl. ( = physically poor), though the Heb. word may also
mean afflicted, suffering in a general sense (De. Kamp. al). — As
he who despises the poor sins against God, so he who is kind to
him is happy (not in the consciousness of weU-doing, but) in the
favor of God, who will reward such beneficence. Here we see
the starting-point for the later view (Dan. 4^^*^') that almsgiving
has expiatory efficacy, and for the use of righteous7iess as = almsgiving (Mt. 6^).
17. pj nstD va is taken in good sense by the Vrss., except GIL. — J§ KJB";
(3 viro<f>ipei; read Niyi; Hi. [xif i is quiet; Ew., against the usage, a^m ( = niii'i)
bears hitnself quietly, endures (he refers to \j/ 131^). IL = | § . On S ( = 3)
see Pink. 2C paraphrases J§, only taking 'o in good sense, and NJB" as Qal,
making subj. in •>• the same as in b. —18. For | § iin3^ neither the Heb.
meaning surround (as = get possession of, cf. Ez. 21**) nor the Aram, wait
for (Job 36^) is here appropriate. The denom. sense, from in3 crown
(favored by a large number of authorities, ancient and modern) is more
appropriate; but this use, which occurs nowhere else, is of doubtful correctness, nor does it furnish an exact or specially apt antithesis to the iSnj of *.
The term for crown in Pr. (48 12* 14^* 16^1 17^) is ma;;; the noun 113 may
be Heb. (cf. n i n i a capital, 1 K. 7I6, and Ass. kudur, a sort of cap or headcovering [De. Ass. Wbch.']), but, as it occurs only in Esth., and as, according
to Suidas, Ktbapis was said to be a Persian term for royal or priestly crown, it
may be Persian. The Pers. word may, however, come from the Babylonian.
Klbapis {= Klrapis), it seems, meant also a felt hat, a sense which Bab. kudur
might well have. Cf. Lag. Gesamm. Abhandl. 207. De. compares post-Bibl.
1130 giver of crowns, and nyin in3 crown of knowledge. Bi. 113' buy, which
is not decidedly apposite; Gr. iLSjani glory (as he and Cheyne read in ^ 142')>
also unsatisfactory. The connection calls for the sense acquire, but the reading
is uncertain; we should, perhaps, emend to i r i " or iifiT", or to itnN', which
(@ KpaT-i)(jov<!iv may represent. —19. The Anc. Vrss., except IL, supply a verb
i n ^ : (@ Qtpa-Kiiuovaiv; 3M. \ncome. — 20. In f§ inp'^ the S expresses general relation, = in respect to, for. The cl. may be rendered: even to his
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neighbor the poor man is a hated person. — 21. ^yy and My are identical in
meaning throughout OT. In Prov. Keth. always gives the former {T,^^ 14^1
15I5 i6i9 2222 2 0 " 3i9- 20), the latter is given by Qeri in 3^'' 1421 i6i9. Possiblj
the Massoretes in the last-named passages, and in \j/ 918(12) 10I2, take •<iy in a
physical and •\iy in a religious sense (cf. the opposite change in ^ gi'JCiS)); the
distinction is unwarranted, and it is difficult to see why they have altered the
text in just these passages. S^E (pD^) understand the term in the physical
sense. In ^ 91^ S has pDC, 2C the vb. ^y;. — (©"• irivriras perhaps represents
Dit'i (instead of inyi), but may be interpretative assimilation to the irTOixois
of ••. — IL adds at end the gloss: qui credit itt Domino misericordiam diligit.

22. 'Recompense of beneficence and maleficence.
Do not they go astray who devise evil ?
But they who devise good meet with kindness and faithfulness.

Antithetic, ternary. The interrogative forra is emphatic, = verily,
they go astray. The derived sense devise is here better than the
more primitive cut, carve (Reuss), or plough (Ew.) ; devise evil,
devise good are general expressions for planning and doing wrong
and right. The figure in go astray is that of travel: the bad man
wanders hopelessly, and the expression may be rendered : go to
dest7-uctio7i. The expression kindness and faithfulness (or, as
hendiadys, faithful kindness) denotes honest, constant, friendly
deahng, on the part of raan or of God ; see Gen. 47^ (Jacob asks
of Joseph), Jos. 2" (the spies proraise Rahab), 2 Sara. 15^ (David's farewell to Ittai), 2 Sara. 2" (David's greedng to the raen of
Jabesh-Gilead) ; the phrase occurs in Pr. 3'' (on which see note)
16^ 20^*, in which passages the reference is to huraan relations,
and such is probably the sense here. The proverb affirras that
bad men are without the friendly help of their fellows, while good
men meet with kindness. The translation 77ie7-cy and truth (RV.)
may be retained for its beauty, if it be understood in the sense
given above. — The Grk. (followed by Syr.) has two forras of the
couplet. One follows the consonants of the Hebrew, but changes
the grammatical forms :
They who err devise evil.
But the good devise mercy and truth.

The other departs raore widely frora the Hebrew:
The workers of evil know not mercy and faith,
But acts of kindness and faith belong to good workers.
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In second cl. the Lat. has : mercy and truth devise good. These
readings off'er no satisfactory suggestions for changes of the
Hebrew.
23. "Work versus talk.
In all labor there is profit.
But mere talk tends only to penury.

Antithetic, ternary. In second cl, ht.: the talk of the lips is
only, etc. The Grk. interprets : he who is merry and careless can
07ily come to penury. The verse (the siraple reflection of which
seemed bald) is paraphrased by the Syr. in a distinctly religious
sense : in all thine anxiety there is one thing which is profitable,
(namely,) he in whose life there is lack shall have repose and comfort; the Lord heals every sorrow ; but the talk of the lips of the
wicked brings the7n to penury. This is quite in the manner of the
Jewish Midrash (but the Targ. here is literal). Lagarde thinks
the paraphrase the work of a Christian scribe who had in mind
Lu. 16'*^^ (parable of Lazarus) 10*^ (Mary's "good part"). The
proverb siraply inculcates industry.
24. Coronets of sages and fools.

The Hebrew reads:

The crown of the wise is their riches,
The folly of fools is folly,

which raust be taken to raean that wealth is an ornaraent to those
who wisely use it (better: wealth is the [or, a] crown, etc.), and
that folly, when accompanied by wealth, remains always folly.
But this interpretation requires too much to be supplied, and the
stateraent of first cl. is strange ; elsewhere in Pr. the crown is the
honor bestowed by wisdora (4''), or a good wife (12*), or the hoary
head (16^'), or grandchildren (17^) ; wealth is bestowed by wisdora (3^" 8'*), or is the reward of piety (22''), but not elsewhere
an ornaraent to wise men. The interpretation "wealth is that
crown of honor which is bestowed by wisdom" (4' 3'^) seems
farfetched — the line here refers to the use made of wealth by the
wise. A couple of changes in the Hebrew (based on the Grk.)
give the reading:
The crown of the wise is their wisdom,
The diadem of fools is their folly.

This offers a natural antithesis (ternary). In second cl. Targ. has :
the glory offools ; Syr.: the subversion, eic. Cf. BS. 13^*: Wealth
is good for him who is without sin, and poverty is bad in the
mouth{?) of the pious (or, according to another reading, the
ungodly).
25. True testimony saves, false testimony slays. Our Hebrew
reads *
A true witness saves lives.
But he who utters lies is ( = causes) deception.

Antithetic, ternary. Instead of is deception we may read: deceives. The reference is to legal procedures. Truthful testimony
saves men frora death (when they are unjustly accused), and in
general frora loss and misfortune, while false testiraony, according
to the present Heb. text, deceives the judges and the pubhc, and
thus brings ruin or loss on innocent persons. Sirailar sayings are
6'' 12" 14'. — But the form of second cl. is gramraatically unsatisfactory, and does not give a clear antithesis to first clause. It is
probably better, by a slight change of the Heb., to read:
But he who utters lies destroys.

26, 27. The preservative power of godly fear.
26. He who fears Yahweh has strong ground of confidence,
And his children will have a refuge.
27. The fear of Yahweh is a fountain of life.
Whereby one avoids the snares of death.

26. Continuous parallelisra, ternary, or quaternary-ternary.
The Heb. has : in the fear of Yahweh is, etc., but this gives
no antecedent for the his of second cl., which cannot refer to
Yahweh; the usage of Prov., and the parallel aphorisra, 20', show
that the children of the God-fearing raan are raeant: such passages as Dt. 14^ (Ew.), i/' 73^^, in which Israelites are called "sons
of God," have no bearing on this verse. Nor is it satisfactory to
consider the his as referring to a he who fears contained imphcitly
in the fear (De. Str. al.) ; this is rhetorically hard and unnatural.
If the unity of the couplet is to be preserved, it is better (with
Luther) to change the text and read as above. To fear Yahweh is
to have reverent regard for his law, with its rewards and punishments, and this ensures his protection. The second cl. involves
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the idea of solidarity and inheritance, according to which children
reap the fruits of the father's deeds (Ex. 20'", and contra, Dt. 24"
Jer. 31*^ Ez. 18''). It is less likely that the reference is to the
good training of pious fathers, whereby their children learn to fear
God and thus have hira as a refuge ; this, if it were the sage's
thought, would be distinctly expressed. — 27. Continuous, ternary
or quaternary-ternary. Lit.: to avoid. The couplet is identical
with 13", with substitution of the fear of Yahweh for the law of
the wise, the two things being regarded in Prov. as rautually equivalent, and as of equal authority (cf BS. 19^"). The teaching of
the sage rests on his own observation and conviction, but it
involves the recognition of God as the suprerae source of truth. —
The change of figure {fountai7i and snares) is not rhetorically bad.

28. Population the measure of strength.
A numerous people secures the king's glory,
But lack of people entails his destruction.

Antithetic, ternary (or, binary). Lit.: i7t the multitude of people
is
but in the lack
is the destruction of the prince (De.,
unnecessarily and iraprobably, the destruction of his glory). This
political observation, which suits any tirae, refers to industrial
activity and international wars, and declares that wealth and military strength are the decisive factors in national political life — a
purely human point of view, standing in contrast with that of the
prophets and psalraists; see Isa. 7" 10" 37^ 14^^ 49^ Ez. 39*

Joel3(4)'^^«./'33''- Cf v.^.
29-33. Various exhibitions of wisdom and folly.
29. He who is slow to anger shows great wisdom.
He who is of hasty temper shows great folly.
30. A tranquil mind is the life of the body,
But passion is rottenness of bones.
31. He who oppresses the poor reviles his Maker,
He honors him who has mercy on the needy.
32. The wicked is overthrown by his wickedness,
But the righteous may trust < to his integrity.'
33. Wisdom takes up its abode in the mind of men of sense.
And < folly > in the mind of fools.
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29. Anrithetic, ternary. Wisdom is, raore exactly, good s&nse;
the irascible raan is characterized as a fool on general principles of
personal and social weh-being. In second line the verb of our
Heb. text is lit. lifts up, exalts, which (if the text be retained) is
best understood * as = inc7-eases {= is full of, brings to a high
pitch), orf as ^= proclai7ns aloud; in any case the sense is that
hasty teraper is a sign of lack of sense; the renderings : takes
folly up (as it hes before his feet) \ and carries folly away (receives
it as his portion in life), § while they give the same general meaning, are not favored by the parallelism. The text should probably
be changed so as to read increases. — 30. Antithetic, quaternaryternary. Tranquil 77iind is lit. hea7-t of heali7ig, — a raind or nature which soothes its possessor; its opposite is an excitable,
passionate disposition which keeps the man in turraoil, which is to
the soul as caries to the bones. Body {y\t. flesh) and bones stand
for the raan's whole being (as often elsewhere), and are not to be
understood (De.) as referring to the close relation between body
and mind; this physiologico-psychological observation is not found
in OT. The xen^exvag passion (for the word which often means
envy, jealousy, indignatio7i) is suggested by the connection (the
term expresses the opposite of tranquillity); for a sirailar sense cf.
Ez. 5^^ Isa. 42^^ Cant. 8". Jealousy (if this translarion be adopted)
will express the pain one feels at the success of others; but we
should then expect in the first cl. the opposite feeling (syrapathy,
well-wishing).—31. Chiasdc andthesis, ternary. The his raay
refer to the subject he, or to the poor; in the forraer case, the
insult to God consists in the violation of his coraraand to be good
to the poor, in the latter case the consideradon is that neglect of
the creature is offence to the Creator. In either case the farailiar
duty is based on religious grounds, but in the latter case (as De.
remarks) there is the iraplied recognition of a coraraon humanity
— the needy man is not raerely an object of passing syrapathy, he
is respected as a creation of the divine wisdora. A sirailar idea is
found in Mai. 2^°, and an exact parallel in Job 31^^; in the wellknown hyran of Cleanthes all raen are said to be sons of God.
Here a practical turn is given to the conception. Cf 17^ 19''
* So Grk. Targ. Syr. Fleisch. Kamp.
t With Schult. Reuss.

% Ew.
\ Rashi, De. Str.
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BS 4'-® (in which a special prudential raotive is introduced).
Maker 1% a divine narae of the late refiective literature (Isa. 51"
54* Job 4'' 35'" xj/ 95*) ; Hos. 8" Isa. 17', in which also the word
occurs, are probably late editorial insertions. — 32. Anrithetic,
ternary. In the reading given above (which follows the Grk.)
the contrast is the coraraon one between the results of righteousness and wickedness, the second cl. affirming that a good man, on
account of his integrity, has ground to expect the protection of
God. This does not involve self-righteousness (De.), but is simply the general teaching of Prov. as to the reward of the righteous.
— As the text stands, it raust be rendered:
The wicked is overthrown by his calamity,
But the righteous has hope (even) in his death,

in which the contrast is between the absoluteness of the fall of a
wicked raan, and the confidence or trust which the good man has
even in the greatest of calamities. One objection to this rendering is that the term hope (or, trust, confidence) is nowhere else used
absolutely, but always with the addition of the object or ground
of hope (30^ Isa. 30^ ^ 118^ a/.). But the chief difficulty lies in
the necessity of defining hope in accordance with the usage of
Proverbs. The book does not recognize a joyful immortality, but
everywhere retains the old idea of Sheol, and regards death as a
raisfortune. What hope could the righteous have for the hereafter ? Delitzsch suggests that, though there was then no revelation of true iraraortahty, yet the pious trusted God, and feh asleep,
believing that they were going home to hira ; this, however, is hut
another way of saying that they had the hope of iramortal life.
We raust either suppose that Prov. here announces a doctrine
which is ignored in the rest of the book, or we raust recognize an
erroneous reading in the Hebrew text. A slight change gives the
reading of the Grk. — 33. Antithetic, ternary. Lit.: In the heart
{— mind) of the intelligent man wisdom reposes (or, is at rest),
but in the mind (or, inward part) of fools it makes itself known
(or, is made known). Since the raeaning cannot be that true
wisdora is possessed by fools, the it {= wisdo7n) of second cl.
raust be understood (according to the present text) in a sarcastic
or ironical or huraorous sense, and known raust express a contrast
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to reposes, so that we raay paraphrase: " a raan of sense, not
being ambitious to gain applause, keeps his wisdora to hiraself
(reserving it for fit occasion), while a fool, anxious to shine, or
ignorant of propriety, airs what he thinks his wisdora at every
opportunity." But this paraphrase contains too ranch explanation,
and the eraployraent of wisdo7n in a sarcastic sense is unexampled
and improbable; raoreover the expression it 7nakes itself known in
the mind offools is strange and hard. Cf 12^^, where a sentiment
of this sort is clearly expressed. The Grk. (followed by Syr.)
inserts the negative, and says that it is not known in fools, while
the Targ. reads : folly is known (or, makes itself known) ; these
emendations offer an intelligible statement, but they leave the
strange terra known, which yields no satisfactory sense. The Lat.
gives the bold interpretation : /'/ will teach fools also (cf 8"), which,
however, the Heb. cannot raean. The rendering : {that which is)
in the inward part of fools is made known (Schult. RV.) is syntactically highly iraprobable, if not irapossible. The present text
seeras irapracticable ; the change of is k7iown to folly (not a violent one in the Hebrew) gives a syntactically natural sentence,
with a sense substantially that of 13^^ 14^ 15^" (and cf Eccl. 7^) :
practical wisdora is the perraanent possession of men who have a
true perception of the relations of life, while folly in conduct
(nbix) characterizes those who are intellectually dull (bos). The
disdnction between perception and conduct is made elsewhere in
Prov. (10^ 14' al).
34, 35. Eolation of nations and kings to integrity and
intelligence.
34. Righteousness exalts a nation.
But sin is the disgrace of peoples.
35. The king's favor is bestowed on a servant who acts intelligently.
His anger rests on one who conducts affairs badly.

34. Antithetic, ternary. Righteousness here = general moral
integrity, its opposite is sin ; exalts = gives prosperity and power;
disgrace = that which produces contempt, namely, on account of
lack of nadonal vigor and power. The sentiment is substantially
that of the prophets, that national prosperity accompanies obedience to divine law— only, there is here no reference to the specific
Israehtish Law, and the relation between integrity and success is
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conceived under the general laws of social life. It is- not clear
whether there is reference to the nation as a political unit, whether,
that is, we have here a principle of international ethics; but, as
such a principle is nowhere else stated in OT., the reference is
probably intranational. The recognition of the necessity of integrity in the hfe of the people is distinct and noteworthy; the
raotive, as elsewhere in Prov., is utihtarian : morality is commercially and sociaUy profitable. — 35. Antithetic, ternary. In first
cl. the predicate is who acts cleverly, skilfully, that is, in administrative affairs; the contrasted predicate is who acts badly, that
is, is incompetent. Se7-vant = any subordinate, here an official
person. The verse may be rendered :
A clever servant has the king's favor,
An incompetent one his displeasure.
22. J§ NiSn is not expressed in any Anc. Vrs. ( S ah^y the godless, and so W),
but is good in sense and rhythm. For f§ lyn' Hi. proposes lyi'', and for '> 'n Gr.
suggests I3yn> DSB" ; neither of these emendations is a distinct improvement of
J§. Before itfin in •> insert h (cf. 13I* 16^); so 3. — On the double rendering
in (3% see Lag. Baum. Pink. Lag. regards the second form in (3 as original,
but this is not clear. — 23. (S appears not to give a double translation of J§»
(Lag.), but to render J^ D''nD'i' 131 freely by ^5i>s Kal (ii'<iX7ijroj. On & (which
follows <3, but also gives ^ paraphrastically) cf. Pink. — 24. J§» u-vtfy;
<3 •Travovpyos; read DDij; or onniy. — ^^ n'?iN (first occurrence), rendered
freely by (3 biarpi^-li; read PMS ( I * 4^). The second 'a is better written
DnSi«.—J^ iDip; read, with Hi., noin destroys. — 26. ^ .iin> P N I U ; read
•1 Ni'S, to gain an antecedent for the suffix in following vj3. — 27. | § ^^T.'
(3 irpbcrraypa, = nih, as in 13I* (Jag. Baum.). — 28. | § fn, only here; elsewhere (815 21* Ju. 5^ Hab. ii" Isa. 402s \{/ 2^) jii; the stem (see the Arab.)
= heavy, weighty, powerful; S bvvdnTOv; 2E DUS {rrpbvoos) provider, leader
(so Heb. n;;i); S ISD; IL principis; cf. name of Syr. king }n, i K. n28.—
29. | § Din; (S laxvpbs {to^xvpCis B"^ N<=''A); ST •'JD, apparently = n3lD (Gr.),
which we should probably here read. — 30. (S* (followed by S ) irpg.idvpos
dvr]p Kapbtas iarpbs is free rendering of J§, the two first words ( ^ 0^^^ "")
having been conformed, by scribal caprice, to the beginning of v.29, paKpbBvpos
dv-r/p, and taken as subject; for J§ NSID 3S 3 appears to have read 3^ NsiD.
— 31. | § pii>'y; (3 b avKo<t>avTG)v. — Si and p3N do not occur in chs. 1-9.—
32. J^ inb3 ryo'n; 3 b Tre-iroidiis ry eavroO bffibrriTi; read ions (Bi. Kamp.
Frank.). — 33. Jg >'iin; read nSw. For dvbpbs, in 3 iv Kapblq. dyady dvbpbs
cro^ta, Jag. proposes evebpos, which would satisfactorily represent ^ ran (see
Lag.). — 34. J§ ion (apparently an Aramaism); 3 iXa<r<rovov<Ti, = IDn (Jag.).
— 35. J§ ''•ii3i)l; 3 Txi bi iavrov ei(TTpoipt<f., = inDi;;i (Jag.). — 3 has another
rendering of •> in 151": bpyi) dirbXXv(Tiv Kal (ppovlpovs (l3p).
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XV 1. Power of gentleness.
A soft answer turns away wrath.
But harsh words stir up anger.

Antithetic, ternary. 6'(7/?= mild, gentle ; see 25'', Turns away;
cf 29" 24^* Jer. 18^; one Greek text has causes to cease ( = destroys). Harsh {BN- grievous) is that which produces vexation
or pain. Hindu, Chinese, Greek and other parallels to this proverb are given by Malan ; see also Ptah-hotep (in Art. Egyptian
Lit., in Lib. of World's Best Lit.). — To this couplet the Grk.
prefixes a raodified form of second cl. of 14"^: anger destroys even
the wise.

2. Speech of sage and fool.
The tongue of the wise < dispenses' knowledge.
The mouth of fools utters folly.

Antithetic, quaternary (or, ternary). Dispe7ises is lit. drops (5^
Job 29^ Ara. 7*" Ez. 20*'' [21^] al), for which the Heb. has 77iakes
good, that is, does or treats in a good, excellent way, RV utter-eth
aright; this does not give so exact a contrast to utters as the reading here adopted, which is obtained by a slight change in one
Heb. letter. The reference is to all wisdora and folly, religious
and other. Cf xo^-'^^-^ 12^^ xa,\

3. God's criticism of life.
The eyes of Yahweh are in every place.
Keeping watch on wicked and good.

Continuous, ternary. The Participle in second cl. is used of the
watchraan of a city (2 K. 9" Isa. 52^), of the prophet as raoral
and religious critic (Ez. 3^''), of the wife as guardian of the household (31^), and the verb of God as observer of raen {\p 66').
This universal divine criticisra is adduced as a warning against
wrong-doing (De.) : Yahweh will punish the bad and reward the
good — nothing escapes his eye. Possibly also (Frank.) the
couplet is airaed at the philosophical theory that God looks with
indifference on huraan actions (Epicureanism).

4. Gentle speech.
A soothing tongue is a tree of life,
Rut violent words wound the souL
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Antithetic, ternary. Soothing tongue is lit. the healing of the
tongue, that is, its utterance which has power to heal or soothe
the feelings of others, becoming thus to thera a source of enjoyable life; the two terras of the Heb. expression should perhaps
be inverted, so as to read a tongue of healing (such is the order
in 14^, a heart of healing). RV wholeso7ne tongue; De. gentleness of tongue. On tree of life see note on 3'^ — The Heb. of
second cl. reads lit.: but violence (RV perverseness) therein (that
is, in the tongue) is a breaking of the spirit, a crushing or wounding of the raan to whom or of whom such words are spoken;
spirit = inner being or personality; for the expression see Isa.
65" (RV- vexation of spirit).— Violent is that which passes
beyond the line of right, the imraoderate, extravagant, or false;
see note on 11^, and, for the corresponding verb, notes on 13* 19'
21^^ 22^^. The parallelisra here favors the %exvae i7nmoderate (so
the Lat.) or violent, which gives a contrast like that in v.^ — The
second cl. is misunderstood by all the Anc. Vrss. except the Latin.
5. Docility a mark of wisdom.
A fool despises his father's instruction.
But he who regards reproof acts wisely.

Anrithetic, quaternary-ternary (or, ternary). Cf. 13^ 15*. Acts
wisely = is wise, that is, shows his good sense in accepting reproof The first cl. assuraes that parental instruction is the basis
of raoral life, but the characterization of the fool as a despiser
holds good, in Prov., in respect to all instruction (10^ 12^ al).
6. Financial reward of righteousness.
In the house of the righteous are great stores,
But the revenues of the wicked are < cut off.'

Antithetic, ternary. Cf lo^ 11* 15^ Physical prosperity is represented as the reward of virtue. The Heb. reads lit.: the house
of the righteous is a great sto7'e (or, treasure), but in the revenue
(or, produce) of the wicked is a thi7tg troubled (that is, brought
into misfortune, calaraity, or erabarrassment, see Ju. 11" i Sam.
14^ I K. i8>') ; cf ii"-^. This last expression is not here appropriate ; calamity (RV trouble) would be logically correct,
though the Heb. does not adrait of this translation; the andthesis
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favors the reading (found in one Greek text) destroyed, cut off;
the prep, in should be reraoved frora second cl., and inserted (as
in RV.) in first clause. The forra of expression of the couplet is
drawn frora agricultural life; the terra revenue occurs in 3 ^ " 8"
io>« 14* i6« 18^ Ex. 23'" Jos. 5^2 a/.—The Grk. has two renderings of the couplet, one differing slighdy frora the Heb., the other
conforraed to it; the forraer is probably the older, the latter a
revision.
7. Sages, not fools, seek knowledge.
The lips of the wise < preserve > knowledge,
But the mind of fools is without < intelligence.'

Antithetic, quaternary-ternary. The proverb contrasts the wise
man's devotion to knowledge with the intellectual dulness of the
opposite "class. Wise and foolish denote tempers or constitutions
of raind; knowledge is the product or the accumulated treasure of
wisdora. Lips and mind {heart) are substantially synonyras ; the
lips speak what the raind thinks; so in v.^^, and cf v.". Here, as
elsewhere in Pr., stress is laid on utterance and teaching. — In
the first line the verb in the Heb. is scatter, a word elsewhere
used of destrucrive dispersion (20^-^^ Ez. 5'" \\i 106^' al.) ; the appropriate terra preserve is obtained by the change of one letter.
The last expression of second cl. reads in the Heb. is not so, ox,
is 7iot upright (or, ho7test, or, steadfast, or, trustworthy).
The
first of these renderings is rhetorically larae and iraprobable, and
is hardly bettered by RV. doeth not so; the verb scatter, retained
by RV., suits lips, but not t7iind, though this difficulty disappears
if we read p7-eserve. The second rendering supplies no good contrast to first cl.; the point is not the fool's lack of uprightness,
but his inability to appreciate knowledge. The contrast is gained
by a slight change in the Heb. text, whereby we have the sense
does not understand; for sirailar expressions see 18^ 23'° 28* 29',
The fool, whose point of view puts hira out of syrapathy with the
right, has no real coraprehension of life.
8, 9. Two abominations of the Lord. —Antithetic, quaternaryternary.
8. The sacrifice of the wicked is an abomination to Yahweh,
But the prayer of the upright is acceptable to him.
X
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9. Abomination to Yahweh is the life of the wicked.
But him who practises righteousness he loves.

8. This is one of the few places in Prov. in which the sacrificial
ritual is raentioned (see 7" 17^ 21'-^), and here, as in 21'-^, it is
introduced in a connection which calls for disapprobation. Sacrifice without righteousness, say the sages and the prophets, is abhorrent to God; sacrifice with righteousness is not raentioned in
Prov., perhaps because it was obviously proper, and called for no
reraark. The sages recognize the ritual as a legitimate and binding form of worship, but they lay no stress on it — they never
enjoin obedience to its requirements. — The contrast oi sacrifice
and prayer appears to be doubly significant: it intimates that the
forraer is an outward service easily perforraed by a bad man,
while the latter is an inward service appropriate to the sincerely
pious; and it suggests that, in a certain circle, a raoveraent had
begun which, by laying stress on communion of heart with God,
tended to bring about the abolition of the sacrificial ritual; a similar raoveraent appears to be indicated in \\i 50'*, and is most fully
visible in the Sermon on the Mount. — The two terms can hardly
here be synonyras, standing each for a ritual coraplex which includes the coramonly associated acts of sacrifice and prayer (see
I Sam. i^'' 2 Sam. 7'*, and cf Lu. i^") ; the antithesis is here
marked. — For a sirailar attitude toward sacrifice cf Am. ^ Isa.
i " Jer. 7^ I Sam. 15^^./. 50^^" 5ji6.i7(i8.n.)_ Qn sacrifice see note
on 7", on acceptable, notes on 8^ 10^^ 11', and, for the ritual use
of the terra. Lev. i^. The prayer of the raorally good man is
acceptable, is pleasing and is heard, siraply because he is good —
but it is not said whether or not he also offers sacrifice. — 9. Parallel to the preceding couplet, with substitution of ethical for religious conditions. Life is ht. way, = line of conduct, raanner of
hfe ; practises is hi., follows after. — Possibly the editor, in putting
the two couplets together, raeant to explain the first by the second.

10. He who will not learn must die.
There is stern correction for him who forsakes the way,
He who hates reproof shall die.

Identical, ternary. The way is that of truth and righteousness.
The stern (hard, grievous, sharp) correction is death (second cl.
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shall die). On correction and reproof •iee notes on i^ ^. The
person described is the raorally wicked, disobedient raan; the
punishraent is physical and earthly. Life is represented as a discipline — woe to hira who fails to profit thereby ! — Grk., interpreting : shall die basely (or, a shameful death).

11. The depths of the soul are known to God.
Sheol and Abaddon lie open before Yahweh,
How much more the hearts of men !

Extended parallelisra, ternary. The couplet expresses a conclusion frora the less to the greater; it is assuraed that the Underworld is a more remote and mysterious region than the human
soul. .On Sheol see notes on i'^ 5^ al. The term Abaddon
( = place of destruction, region of death) occurs elsewhere in OT.
in 27^ (in connection, as here, with Sheol), Job 26" (parallel to
Sheol), 28^^ (in connection with Death, = the Realra of death),
3x12 ( = Underworld), if/ 88"<'-' (parallel to G7-ave, and = Underworld) ; it is thus a synonyra of Sheol, to which it is here added
for rhetorical eraphasis. There is no authority for the opinion
(De.) that Abaddon is the lowest region of Sheol. The OT. does
not recognize strata in Sheol; the expression in Dt. s^^ ^ 86'^,
Sheol below (AV. lowest hell, RV lowest pit), siraply describes
Sheol as a place beneath the earth, hke the Netherland { = Sheol)
of Ez. 31", In the NT. Apocalypse (9") Abaddon is the narae
of the Angel of the Abyss ( = Angel who inflicts death, and sends
raen to Sheol) ; in the Talraud {Shab. 89*) it is used in a sirailar
manner; as the conception of the other life became raore definite, the tendency was to personalize OT. expressions. Here, as
in Job 26", Yahweh is apparendy represented as controlling Sheol;
a diff'erent view is expressed in Isa. 39^*, where (as generally in
the earlier literature) Yahweh has nothing to do with the Underworld (cf note on i^^) ; the change of view was due to the completer development of the raonotheistic idea. Even Job (Job
14^) is not sure that God's power controls Sheol; the view of
Prov. is raore advanced, but still does not express a raoral control
exercised by God over the denizens of the Underworld. — Men is
ht. children of men; son of 7nan is a coraparatively late Heb.
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expression for " huraan being " ; so Ez. 2' al. Job 25® 1^ 8*<'' 33"
Dan. 8'^ (and Araraaic, 7^^).
12. Indocility of the scoffer.
A scoffer loves not to be reproved.
And will not walk < with > the wise.

Explanatory parallelisra, ternary-binary. On scoffer see note on
i^^. In second cl. the Heb. has go to; the better reading is
given in 13^ (so the Grk. here) ; cf 22^^ ("do not walk [associate] with an irascible raan"). Cf. also i ' ' 4 " . The scoffer is
regarded as a raan whose character is fixed. It is not suggested
that he might be helped by association with the wise.
13. Joy enlivens, sorrow depresses.
Joyous heart makes cheerful face,
But by sorrow of soul the spirit is broken.

Antithesis partly implicit, ternary. RV. ( = AV.) : a 7nerry heart
maketh a cheerful countenance, in which the word me7-ry now implies more of movement and utterance than is contained in the
Heb. terra, which raeans joyful, glad. Soul is lit. heart; heart
and spirit are synonyms, both signifying the inner nature or being,
but, in the connection, spirit may have the connotation (in Heb.
as in Enghsh) of courage and hope.—Exact antithesis in expression would require " sad face " in second cl.; the variant phrase
implies that a broken spirit is manifested by sadness of countenance, while a cheerful face shows a high, courageous spirit. The
proverb notes a fact of experience : joy is inspiring, sorrow is
depressing — the advantage of the forraer is clear. The raan's
raood is shown by his countenance. Cf BS. 13^.

14. The aliment of sages is knowledge, of fools folly.
The mind of the wise seeks knowledge.
The mouth of fools feeds on folly.

Antithetic, ternary. The relation between wise and knowledge
is the same here as in v.', on which see note. In second cl. the
Heb. text has face, which Ewald retains; but the reading of the
margin, mouth (which is found in all the Anc. Vrss.) accords with
the wexh feeds, and is obviously better; 7nouth feeds is a rhetorical
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variation of mind seeks. — Instead oi feeds on, the verb of the second cl. may be rendered is occupied with, strives after (lit. associates with), or, delights in, but feeds better suits the noun 7nouth.
— The word rendered/^<7/f denotes the highest degree of stohdity,
insusceptibility and unreceptiveness; the mental furniture and
nourishment of such an one is foolishness or folly in thought and
deed, and this is the product of ignorance. Here, as in 14^ al.
and throughout chs. 1-9, virtue is alhed with knowledge, vice with
ignorance. The verbs express eager interest and devotion.
XV. 1. JI? 3'J'i; Berakoth, l-ja 3B'p (Strack, Proleg., 105) — p? i i ; (g freely
vTO-n^lTTTOva-a submissive. — J§ I'^V; (3 iyeipei, free rendering of | ^ , or of i v c ,
as & has it. — 2 . J^ 3C3ri; read Ton (Mic. 2^ Ez. 2 l 2 ) ; t h e stem occurs in Pr.
only in 5^, and then in t h e literal sense; (3 KaXd iirlaraTai = J^ n y i 3tan.—
% n'jiN; S inoiS, = n'?N ( J a g . ) . — 4. I n ^ <3S)'E diverge widely from ? § :
3 b bi o-vvrTipQv airTjv 7rXi;o-&'i)o'6Tat Trveiparos; •TTX, := ;J3lf''; <7VVT. perh. from
DVB or D70D weighs (Jag. G r . ) ; Schl. suggests pr] (rvvrripuiv and crvvrpi^'tiffeTai.
E (and substantially &) y2'ffi ^r\}-\^D jn I3N11 {& adds n j r ) , apparently free
rendering of 3.
Bi. writes ']^b and ^3;;'. T h e r e seems to be nothing better
than to retain J§, perh. omitting 3 in n i 3 (Isa. 65I*); De., in support of the 3,
adduces Arab. ''3'?p3 i » 3 he has broken my heart; t h e 3 would thus mark t h e
place of the act of breaking. — f]SD ( t h e stem in S usually l-jn, 2C ^php) occurs
only here and 11^, on which see note. — 5. J§ •^ay; <§ pvKri\pi^ei. — 6. I n
| § nN3n3 omit the 3, and insert the same prep, before np (so S9E). Bi. n 3 i n 3 .
?^ '113"!; read ni3J. — On 3 see Lag. Baum. — 7. J§ 1H'; 3 biberai, from
UN; 2 <t>vXd(r(Tov(7i; read ii!i' ( F r a n k . ) . — p j | 3 ; 3 d(T(j>aXe?s; IL ( p NS) dissimile; read f3i (so also Gr. suggests).-—10. | § n i x 3t;S; l3 yvwpt^erai virb
Twv irapibvTwv, ='a n a y ? ( J a g . ) , yv. being supplied to m a k e t h e sentence
complete. — (3 d/cdKou ( | ^ y i ) , probably error for KO/COO ( J a g . ) . & follows 3;
® nniN Niya;:, perh. free rendering of p j . — | ^ n p ' ; Gr. BO'' (Flos. 1 3 I ) . —
11. pj ti3N; 3 d-irdiXeia.— 12. p j SN; read PN {(3 perd). — 1 3 . I n •>
3 UKvdpiinrd^ei is sad maintains oja as subject, while ,S follows J^ except
that it makes t h e verb transitive; in both cases we have the natural freedom
of translators. — 1 4 . K e t h i b >IB; read Qere ifi (so (S<S2C). — ?^ nSw njji'>;
3 yvitxrerai ( y i ^ Ka/cct ( p e r h . = J § ) ; Gr. nsi^ delights in, and Frank. nyi> as
corresponding Aram, form; all the senses of the stem ny\ seem to be closely
related to one another.

15. Happiness is better than sorrow.
Every day is hard for him who is in trouble,
But the happy man has a continual feast.

Antithetic, ternary. A statement of ordinary experience (cf.
v.^'), without ethical iraport, but with iraplied coramendation of
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cheerfulness and happiness. Happy is Mi. good of heart, that is, in
a good, joyous, or cheerful frarae of raind. The feast is the enjoyment of the conditions of hfe. Hard here represents the same
Heb. word that is rendered by stern in v.". On the adjective
translated in trouble (which elsewhere has also the senses poor,
afflicted, pious) see notes on 3^^ 14^^ 16'".

16,17. Superiority of spiritual over physical wealth.
16. Better is little with the fear of Yahweh
Than great treasure and trouble therewith.
17. Better a dish of herbs with love
Than a fatted ox with hate.

16. Single sentence expressing an antithesis, ternary. Lit. in
the fear, etc., that is, so held. Trouble (a diff'erent word from that
rendered in trouble in preceding verse) is disturbance, anxiety,
perplexity. It is assuraed that the fear of Yahweh, raorality based
on or connected with religion, saves one frora harassing care, since
it brings divine protection. It is not said that wealth necessarily
entails trouble and distress, but only that this raay be the case —
a stateraent which the experience of all raen, especially in highly
organized coraraunities, abundantly confirras; and the couplet is
a warning against rage for riches. —17 Antithetic sentence, ternary. Cf. 17^. The word rendered dish appears to mean primarily, " that which one offers to a traveller," and then, in general,
" a portion of food " ; Grk. entertain7nent of a guest; the allusion
in the proverb may be to such entertainment, though the application is general, to all meals. The allusion, as in the preceding
couplet, is to the perils of wealth {fatted ox stands for luxury in
general). There is no polemic against wealth, but a reminder that
it is not always an unmixed blessing. On fatted see note on 14*,
a n d c f . I K. 4^3 (5^).

18,19. Commendation of patience and industry.
18. An irascible man stirs up contention.
One slow to anger appeases strife.
19. The way of the slothful is < hedged up with' thorns,
But the path of the 1 diligent > is well-built.

18. Anrithetic, ternary. The raan of first cl. is not one who is
angry (RV. wrathful), but one prone to anger, quicktempered, in
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contrast with the calm, patient raan of second cl. See the sirailar
stateraents in 14^ 15^ BS. 8^*^ 28^'^ —19. Anrithetic, quaternaryternary. Grk., happily: the way of the slothful is strown with
thorns, that of the sturdy is smooth. Heb.: is like a hedge of
thorns, in which the like is to be oraitted (in accordance with the
form of second cl.) and the hedge changed to hedged—a path
cannot be compared to a hedge, but raay be said to be hedged
up, encumbered; so Hos. 2^<**: / will hedge up thy way with
thorns. The slothful man meets with obstacles at every point, and
makes no progress. On the other hand, the path of the industrious raan is carefully constructed and free from obstacles, like a
highway (so RV.); the adj. raeans cast up, roads having been constructed by throwing up earth (Jer. 18" Isa. 57"). The antithesis
requires that the man of second cl. be described as diligent; the
Heb. term {yashar) raay raean honest, straightforward (usually,
upright), but an inconsiderable alteration gives the ordinary word
iox industrious (10* 12^^-^'' 13* 21*).
20, 21. Wisdom and folly — their results for life. Antithetic,
ternary. Delitzsch makes v.^ (on account of its reserablance to
10^) the beginning of the third section (see 13^) of the collection
contained in 10^-22^^. It raay raark the beginning of a separate
minor collection; see the Introduction.
20. A wise son makes a glad father,
A fool scorns his mother.
21. Folly is delight to one who lacks sense,
But a man of understanding is straightforward in his ways.

20. The first ch is identical with first cl. of i o \ In the second
cl., instead of the is a source of a7ixiety to of 10^ (which furnishes
an obvious contrast), we have the variation scorns, which may
be taken to mean " despises advice and so brings sorrow to his
mother," or " shows by his conduct that he despises his raother's
teaching," or siraply " scorns bis mother and her advice " (so
the Grk.) — that is, the wise son honors and gladdens his father,
the foolish laughs at and saddens his mother. The variation of
expression in a farailiar apophthegra would be not unnatural; it is
possible, however, that the second cl. stood originally with sorae
such line as a wise son honors his father. — In second cl. the
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Heb. reads (as in 21*') : a fool of a man {SN. foolish man) — a
construction hke that of Gen. 16'^, a wild ass of a man (a man
of the fool sort, of the wild ass species). The Anc. Vrss. and
sorae Heb. MSS. xesA foolish son, which raay be assirailation of the
expression here to the raore farailiar forra of lo^ — 21. The term
folly here has a raoral as well as an intellectual content. The
delight is made possible by intellectual and raoral obtuseness —
the fool does not understand the consequences of his actions, and
therefore has no basis for his raoral life; he takes pleasure in
things bad not because they are bad, but because he does not
know that they are bad, and does not see or beheve that they wiU
bring punishraent on hira. — He who has insight into the laws of
hfe, huraan and divine, acts in a st7-aightforward way, is wisely
upright, knowing that this is the only safe rule of hfe. Knowledge
is thus represented as the foundation of character.
15. Before J^ 3a insert h. — (5" irdvra rbv xpt>vov ol 6(j>daXp,ol riiv KaKwy
{= Dp ^yy) irpoabixovTai /ca/cd. Lag. supposes that the Grk. translator had
•pi -y-i -;;i, which he read nyi ni'i oyi; perh., however, the Grk. stands for
nvi opi ^yyh; Bi. nyi y\ •^yy. — J§ r\r}ivc; & ri<Tvx&(rov<Tiv, = npivp (Lag.).—
16. | § nnno; Gr. noic. The following 13 is omitted by Bi. on rhythmical
grounds. — For | ^ c O has dipo^las, a singular expression ( = without the fear
of Yahweh), but apparently chosen as contrast to the (pb^ov of *; the reading
d<repeias ( S " 23. 252. Lag.) is scribal emendation; cf. Baum. On S see
Pinkuss. —17. J^ pnii^; 3 ^eviirpbs; &K nys7 a meal; % freely, vocari ad.
Bi. omits cu', instead of which 3 has Kal x^P'-") perh. = jni (Bi.), perh.
rhetorical expansion.—S NOB'I; not Rabbin, (love of) the name, i.e. God
(Baum.), but (love of) reputation; see Pinkuss. —18. On the two renderings
of 3 see Lag. Baum.; daefi-^s (Dcn), as being farther from | § , is regarded by
Lag. as genuine; 3 r^v piXXov<rav ( = the impending or threatening quarrel)
is free rendering of | ^ 31, or, possibly, = N2n; pdXXov, in like manner, may
freely express the contrast of the clauses, the jln of | § being left untranslated.
S combines the two renderings of 3, perhaps by alterations of successive
scribes. —19. pj npi-DC; read ns^b:: (so 3,cf. Lag.). — pj 0 1 ^ ' ; 3 dvbpdav;
read oxin (cf. 3 in io«). —20. pj aiN SDD; 3BE and 7 Heb. MSS. have
SD3 P , probably assimilation to lo^ — p j n n ; (3 pvKTi)pt^ei; S Nnnns disgrace (the same stem is employed in 10^). — 21. 3 appears to leave nriDie'
untranslated, and to insert rpi^oi from the connection; Lag. emends ivbeeis to
ivbeei.

22, 23. "Value of wise words.
22. Where there is no counsel plans are thwarted,
They succeed when many give advice.
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23. Joy comes to a man from the utterance of his mouth.
And a word in season, how good is it!

22. Antithetic, ternary. The idea of the couplet is substantially that of 11", on which see note ; variations of such aphorisras
were doubtless coraraon ; see note on v.^". The plans (RV purposes) raay be those of a governraent or those of a private faraily
or person; thwarted (RV. disappointed) is lit. broken; succeed
(RV are established) is lit. stand; the last expression of second
line is lit.: by (or, through) the multitude of counsellors (or, advisers) . The king had his cabinet, and the private raan his circle
of friends. On counsel see 3^^ 11^^ 20^" 25^, and cf Ara. 3^ Jer. 23^*
Job 19^* i/* 55"'^^'. — 23. Synonyraous, ternary. Utterance is lit.
answer, a terra which is often used in OT. and NT. for expression
or speech in general, where there is no obvious response. The
meaning appears to be that a well-considered and apposite word
may bring profit and joy to him who utters it. The general expression utterance of the mouth is defined in second cl. as a word
in season (lit. in its time), appropriate to the situation. The reference will then be to all sorts of occasions of private intercourse
(business relations, and other social and faraily relations) and pubhc
aff'airs in city and state. Good — useful, effiective.— If the word in
season be understood as a word of advice, consolation, or general
friendliness, which is helpful not to the utterer, but to others, it
win be necessary to orait the possessive pronoun in first cl., and
read frotn an utterance of the mouth. — The oraission of the pronoun stih permits, however, the first interpretation of the couplet,
which may be rendered : a judicious utterance brings satisfaction,
a seasonable word is useful,

24. "Wisdom is life.
The wise man's path goes upward, to life,
He avoids (the way to) Sheol beneath.

In forra antithetic, in raeaning identical, ternary. The second
cl. is lit.: so as to turn away from Sheol beneath {•= so that he
turns, etc.) — appositional proposition put (as is not uncoraraon
in OT.) in the forra of result (or, what is the sarae thing in Heb.,
purpose). The first cl. is lit.: the way of life upward is to {=^ is
the way of) the wise man; as beneath (or, downward) qualifies
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Sheol, so upward qualifies way of life; the stateraent is that the
way of hfe (which is described as an upward one) pertains to the
wise and not to the unwise. Sheol stands here (as everywhere else
in Prov.) for physical death, and the life of first cl. raust, accordingly, be physical life; see, for exaraple, 13" 14^ The significance of the terra upward is given in the paragraph 2'^^ where
the way that leads down to the dead is contrasted with the path
of the righteous who continue to dwell on upper earth; the
couplet repeats the familiar belief that good men (for wise includes
good) will enjoy long and happy life in this world; see notes on
2" 3'^ 5^ 10" 13" al. The rendering of RV., to the wise the way
of life {goeth) upward appears to imply that there may be a way
of hfe which goes in some other direction; that of Reuss is better:
the wise man climbs the way of life. There is, however, no reference to an eminence above the earth (heaven, for exaraple) to
which the wise man ascends; raen in OT. (except Enoch and
Elijah) go, after this hfe, not to heaven but to Sheol; the upward
is siraply the negation of the beneath (or, downward). — There is
in this verse, therefore, when its terras are interpreted in accordance with the usage of the Book of Proverbs, no intimarion of a
doctrine of happy iraraortahty.
25, 26. Divine antagonism to moral evil.

Antithetic, ternary,

25. Yahweh uproots the house of the proud,
But establishes the border of the widow.
26. Evil devices are an abomination to Yahweh
[But pleasant words are pure.]

25. Widow here stands for any poor, helpless person, the natural prey of the powerful and unscrupulous, here called the proud
(16*^ Job 40" i/' 94^); Yahweh is described as the protector of the
weak (so always the chiefs, kings, and national deities of antiquity);
he is the father of the orphan, the judge who secures the rights of
the widow (i/' 68*^'^*). The word border alludes to the Israelitish
law which endeavored to raaintain intact the landed property of
every faraily by forbidding its alienation (Dt. 19") ; greed of land
is denounced by the prophets (Isa. 5* Mic. 2^) and the later moralists (Job 24* Pr. 22^*). The law, based at first on the inseparable connection between land and citizenship, became later more
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directly the expression of a sentiraent of justice. — 26. Evil devices are thoughts or plans which look to the injury of others. On
abomination see note on 3^^. The second clause, as it stands,
cannot be original. The connection calls for the stateraent of
something which is not an offence to Yahweh — the clause simply
describes certain words. Many recent comraentators and translators, in order to secure a connection between the two clauses,
insert the words to hi7n in the second; but, if this is done, the
difficulty remains that pure {tahor) is not a proper contrast to
abomination {t^eba) ; even if it be taken in a ritualistic sense as
= clean, its opposite is unclean {ta77ie) ; in any case it is a singular
epithet to apply to friendly speech. Grk. (with a diff'erent Heb.
text frora ours) : the sayings of the pure are held in honor, which
gives a good thought, but not a satisfactory contrast; Lat. (following Grk.) -Tpure speech will be confirmed by him as very beautiful.
We should, perhaps, change the text so as to read : pleasant (or,
gracious) words are well-pleasing to hi7n ; gracious words will then
stand as the sign of friendly intention. But even this reading
does not give a satisfactory contrast to the first cl., and the line
seems to be out of place as well as formally corrupt.

27. Against taking bribes.
He who is greedy of gain destroys his own house,
But he who hates gifts will live.

Antithetic, ternary (or, quaternary-ternary). The expression
greedy of gain involves injustice in the acquisition of wealth (see
note on i " ) . A rebuke of avarice and highhanded deahng, with
special reference, in second cl. (and apparendy in first cl. also)
to judicial and other bribery. Governraent in Oriental lands has
always included the giving and taking of gifts. See 11^, Ex. 23*,
Ez. 22^^, EccL f
A greedy unscrupulous raan (that is, a corrupt
judge or magnate) coraes to grief, says the sage; he is ruined by
natural causes, or by direct intervention of God.
Frora this point onward the order of verses in the Grk. varies
in an irregular raanner frora that of the Hebrew; the nature of
the material (isolated sayings) made such variation easy. The
arrangeraent in the Greek (as in the Hebrew) seeras to be soraetiraes deterrained by verbal reserablances, and there was here
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great play for the fancy of scribes. Whether the advantage in ar
rangeraent is with the Heb. or with the Greek must be determinec
separately in every case.
28. Speech of good and bad men.
The righteous considers his words.
The utterances of the wicked are vicious.

Antithetic, ternary. Lit. the mi7id {heart) of the righteous consid
ers (RV. studies) to answer, and the mouth of the wicked utter,
bad things; the Heb. idiom likes to describe fully processes ot
thought and action. — The antithesis is ethical, not raerely Intel
lectual; the raeaning is not that the righteous speaks cautiously
the wicked inconsiderately, but that the good raan takes care t(
speak what is true and kind, while the bad raan, feeling no con^
cern on this point, follows the bent of his raind, and speaks evil
The propositions are put as universal, in accordance with the ethical systera of Proverbs, which recognizes no nice distinctions
but regards raen as wholly good or wholly bad. The verb rendered utters is lit. pou7-s out (see i^ 15^), and is possibly, but noi
probably, raeant to contrast the wicked raan's unscrupulous
deluge of words with the deliberate speech of the righteous.—
Grk. in first line : the hearts of the 7-ighteous meditate faithfulness
which gives a better contrast with second line than the Hebrew
and should perhaps be adopted.
29. What prayers are heard.
Yahweh is far from the wicked.
But he hears the prayer of the righteous.

Antithetic, ternary. Cf. v.^ Far from = inaccessible to, deaf tc
the appeal of It is involved that the wicked may pray (that is
ask for sorae favor), but their prayer will not be favorably received. The case of a bad raan's repenting is not considered
such a raan, in the view of the OT., would, by his repentance, be
transferred frora the category of the wicked to that of the
righteous.
30. Good news.
Pleasant news makes the heart glad.
Good tidings make the bones fat.

Synonymous, with variation of terras, ternary. Pleasant news is
lit. light (or, shining) of the eyes, that is, the light which shines in
the eyes of the bringer of good news (as the second cl. suggests) ;
cf i6^ Job 29^* xfi 4" 44^*'" 89'*. The expression is by sorae understood to raean good fortune, which gives the sarae general
sense; but this meaning is doubtful, and does not furnish so
direct an antithesis as the rendering here adopted. Grk. (with a
variation of text) : the eye tvhich sees beautiful tJwigs. Fat bones
are those which are fuU of marrow; cf i/* 63*'®', and notes on

31-33. Docility and humility.
31. He who hearkens to life-giving admonition
Will dwell among the wise.
* 32. He who rejects instruction slights himself,
But he who regards admonition gains understanding.
33. The fear of Yahweh is instruction in wisdom.
And before honor goes humility.

31. Single sentence, quaternary-ternary. Lit. the ear that hearkens to the admonitio7i of life; the ear = the man ; on admonition
(or, reproof) see note on i^^ Dwell is properly lodge, pass the
night (Gen. 19^ 2 Sam. 17* Job 31'^), but the terra is used in
poetry to express perraanent dwelling (19^ Job 19* xf/ 91^).
Teachableness is the key that unlocks the door of the sages.
The observation is a general one, but has an acaderaic coloring.
The life is of this world, and priraarily physical (see 3* al), but
involves the higher moral and religious elements. To dwell with
the wise is synonyra of success and happiness, knowledge is the
fundaraental fact in life. — The abrupt and vigorous synecdoche
which, in second cl., puts ear for man, is especially natural in
gnomic poetry. — 32. Antithetic, quaternary-ternary. Oxi instruction see note on i^; admonition, as in preceding couplet. Slight
is despise, lightly estee/n, then treat slightingly, and reject as bei7tg
of small value (i Sam. 8' Job 5" Pr. 3'^). One who refuses to be
taught fails to become wise, and thus puts a slight on hiraself,
treats hiraself as being of sraall account. The contrast to this is
stated clearly in second clause. The Heb. has a formal antithesis which cannot be reproduced in English: slights his soul
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( = personality, self)
. gains heart ( = understanding) ; the
parallelisra forbids us to take soul as = life. The Greek translator abandons the text in order to get the sharp contrast: hates
himself
loves his own soul. Here, as in the preceding
couplet, understanding, knowledge, wisdora, is the essential thing
in life, the synonyra of well-being. — 33. Quaternary-ternary.
The connection between the two clauses is not explicit — one of
thera is perhaps out of place ; but see below. The fear of Yahweh is elsewhere described as the beginning of knowledge {x') or
of wisdom (9^"), and here, in substantially the sarae sense, as the
instruction of wisdom, that is, the inst7-uction which wisdom gives,
or, raore probably, instruction in wisdom. The latter expression
is, therefore, the proper subject of the sentence : the raaterial or
the essence of wisdora is reverent regard for the divine law, for
(as Pr. elsewhere declares) this law is the perfect expression of
the truth of life, and obedience to it ensures safe guidance and
perfect happiness. This fundaraental conceprion, the identity of
divine wisdora and huraan wisdora, is thus coraraon to the two
Divisions, chs. 1-9 and chs. io'-2 2'®. See notes on i' 9'". — The
proper antithesis to second cl. is found in 18^^: pride leads to destruction as hu7nility to honor; but a connection between humility
and the fear of Yahweh is given in 22*, which is an expansion of
this clause. According to 22^ the two things are substantially the
same : humility is a reverent attitude toward God as supreme and
holy ruler. If the terra be so understood here, the honor is the
reward (as in 22*) which God bestows on those who obey him,
and our couplet contains an expanded parallehsra: the fear of
God is wisdom, and it entails honor—first the inteHectual product
of reverence, and then its reward. On the other hand, 18'^, compared with 16^*, suggests that it is the natural social law that is
here contemplated : hurable deraeanor procures friends and
honor, as pride raakes enemies and leads to downfall. Probably
both conceptions of the aphorisra were held, and the gnomic
writers used one or the other as suited their purposes. The identity of the two conceptions results from the doctrine that God is
the author of natural law.
22. 3 pi) TipC}VTes = ap (|§ PN3); iv Kapbtais = ^hi (|§ 313). —The
insertion of nx-j counsel at end of *> {3S>E) is adopted by Bi., who refers to
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the sing. DpP; this insertion is possible, but hardly necessary; Gr. n3tt'nD men.
— On S, which follows (@, but with arbitrary changes, see Baum. Pinkuss.—
23. 3 oi pi) vwaKoiffT] 6 Kaxbs airy oibi pi) etwr) Kalpibv TI Kal KaXbv rip Koivip
= 3b ID i n p 1311 niD n:yj33 ca yr:-ir^ NS, the man being interpreted as KaKbs,
and the couplet freely rendered throughout.—As to the original sense of the
stem nyy answer cf. Ges. l^hes., and Arab, ^ly, >yyv. — 24. J§ nSycS; (3 Siacoijpara, perh. after Ez. ll^, perh. = n3i:'nD; cf. Jag. Lag. — p} nop; 3 (ru9y,
perh. = Sxp (Baum.), or nahp (Jag.). — 26. On ^ see note on this verse above.
3 dyviov bi p-l)<7eis aepval, in which it is doubtful what Heb. word <r. represents. For J§ Dino we should perhaps read i:"si. — 27. Instead of o-wferat
(?§ I'n'') 23. 103. 252. 253 have fijfferai, a correction after the Heb. — See
notes of Lag. and Baum. on the dislocation of couplets at this point. — 28. In
8' 242,1/' 2I njn is followed by the object directly, in \(/ •jy'^^ 143^ by 3 and
object, here by 3 in S2C; as, however, the object is here an act, the h is
appropriate. — J^nry;*]; 3^ irtiTreis; (3"^^ irta^riv; S C (following (§) Nnjcn;
these Vrss. seem to have had njpN or PJCN, which should perhaps be adopted
in | § . — 30. J§ a^yy IND; (3 162 BeoipCiv b<p0aXpbs KaXd, free rendering of J^
taken to mean " what the eye sees." The Heb. expression does not occur
elsewhere in OT., but appears to mean the light that resides in the eyes (cf.
^ 90*); for the rendering good fortune there is no authority in OT.; IND
occurs only in late writings (from Ez. on). — 31. Lacking in (H, probably
by scribal accident. The rendering in S " appears to be based on that of
AS6E; these Vrss. and SM- = ?§; S ' ' differs from S in a couple of words. —
32. ^ Dsb and nip; (3 16^, freely, to gain a distinct contrast, piaei and
dyair^. — 33. | ^ nin^; (g (16*) ^ <"• Oeov; (gBAN Kvplov; which of these is
original in the Grk. it is hard to say.-—J§ iDc; Perles, Analekt. p. 60: iDD
basis, which is suitable, but the change is not necessary. — See H-P, Lag.
Swete.

XVI. 1-9. Divine control of life.
1. To man belong the plans of the mind,
But from Yahweh comes the answer of the tongue.
2. All a man's coiixluct seems to him pure,
But it is Yahweh who weighs the spirit.
3. Commit thy work to Yahweh,
Then will thy plans succeed.
4. Yahweh has made everything for its own end,
Yea, even the wicked for the evil day.
5. The proud man is an abomination to Yahweh,
He will assuredly not go unpunished.
6. By kindness and truth sin is expiated,
And by the fear of Yahweh one escapes misfortune.
7. When a man's ways please Yahweh,
He makes even his enemies to be at peace with him.
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8. Better is a little with righteousness
Than great revenues with injustice.
g. Man devises his way,
But Yahweh directs his steps.

1. Antitheric, ternary (or, binary). This proverb is identical in
meaning with v.^, and with our " raan proposes, God disposes ";
see Malan for Chinese and other parallels. Plans is arrangements (RV prepa7-ations) ; nmid is lit. heart; the answer of the
tongue — the final outcorae of one's reflections and purposes. To
regard the couplet as contrasring raerely thought and expression
(De.) is to erapty it of raeaning; Mt. l o " (referred to by De.)
is diff'erent. The idea of God's absolute control of human affairs
is found throughout OT., as, for ex., in Am. 3® i/^ 118' Ex. io\ cf
Rora. 9'^ In the terra answer there is possibly allusion to the
task of speaking (defending one's self, etc.) before great men
(P>ank.). See 2 2^\ and note on 15^. — 2. Antithetic, ternary.
See 3' 14^^ 21^ 24^^. Contrast between human and divine moral
judgments. The first cl. does not raean to affirra that raen never
conderan their (3wn conduct, but states a general rule of huraan
self-satisfaction, or is in the nature of a supposition, so that the
couplet raay be paraphrased: " though a raan's actions raay seem
right to hira, ignorant and prejudiced as he is, yet the final verdict on thera coraes from the infallible investigation of God."
The suggestion is that raen should not take their own judgment of
themselves, but should test themselves by the judgment of God,
that is, by the absolutely pure raoral standard. Conduct and
spirit are lit. ways and spirits; the latter terra expresses the
whole inward nature, its purposes and raotives; weighs = raeasures, deterraines, tries, appreciates. — In i Sara. 16' we have a
soraewhat different contrast, naraely, between huraan judgment
based on the raerely outward and visible, and divine judgment
which regards the raind. — 3. Continuous, ternary-binary. Lit.
roll on Yahweh thy works (or, deeds), trust everything to him; so
i/' 37^ cf \^ 22*<»>. Syr. Targ. Lat. read disclose. —V.^-^ are lacking in the Greek. — 4. Conrinuous, ternary. The Heb. perraits
the translation for his ow7i e7id, but the rendering its is indicated
by second cl., which states the end or destiny for which wicked
men are created. The proverb declares, in a siraple and direct
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way, the principle (recognized everywhere in OT.) of the absoluteness of Yahweh's governraent of the world, and it is added
that every one of his acts has a definite purpose ; since the
wicked are punished, it is Yahweh who has created thera to that
end. This predestination to evil (to use the raodern expression)
is held in OT., without metaphysical speculation and without erabarrassraent, in connection with the belief in human freedora —
men are considered to be either good or bad, but the good raan
may at any raoraent becorae bad, or the bad raan good ; see Ex.
9'« Ez. i4« 18, BS. 39'<^, cf Eccl. 3"!. — Grk. reads: all the
works of the Lord {are do7te) with righteous7iess, and the wicked
man is kept for the evil day. — The evil day is the day of judgment, retribution, punishraent. — The prophets regard the nations
of the garth as controlled by Yahweh in the interests of Israel;
the sage considers individual men as created with a purpose.
This larger view belongs to the philosophic period of Jewish history. What God's purpose is in creating the wicked for punishraent the proverb does not say. According to Ezekiel (Ez. 38^^
39^') Gog is punished that Yahweh may raanifest his power and
glory to aU nations, and so in the Pentateuch Pharaoh is dealt
with (Ex. 9'^, cf. Rom. 9'^). The sage's point of view is not
clear — it is, perhaps, that the raoral governraent of the world
makes the punishment of the bad man necessary; but no explanation is given of why the bad raan should have been created at all.
There is no intiraation of a belief that the wicked are a necessary element of God's education of the world (cf BS. 15'^).—
5. Conrinuous, ternary-binary. The first cl. is the sarae as
first cl. of 11^, with substitution of proud for false; the proud
raan is he who sets hiraself presumptuously against Yahweh, and
refuses to obey the divine law. The second cl. is the same
as first cl. of 11^^, with oraission of the wicked; on the expression assuredly (Ht. ha7id to ha7id, = my hand on it!) see note
on II^^

Grk. here inserts the two couplets :
The beginning of a good way is to do justly,
And it is more acceptable with God than to offer sacrifices.
He who seeks the Lord will find knowledge with righteousness,
And they who rightly seek him will find peace.
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These couplets (which may have been written originally in Hebrew) resemble proverbs in our Hebrew t e x t ; the first raay have
been suggested by 16", the second by 28^ (cf 14"). It is probable that many aphorisras were in circulation which are not included in our Book of Proverbs; sorae of these are found in the
Greek text of Proverbs, others in Ben-Sira. — 6. Synonyraous,
ternary. The expression ki7idness a7id t7-uth stands for raorahty
or virtue in general; so it is used in 3^, on which see note. By
such ethical integrity sin (or, i7iiquity) is expiated (lit. covered),
that is, the divine anger against sin is turned away, and the
raan's relation to God is as though he had not sinned. The
priestly raode of expiating sin was by off'erings, but prophets
and sages lay the greater stress on disposition of raind and
on conduct; see Hos. 6^ (where love to God and knowledge
of him are said to be more desired by Yahweh than sacrifice),
Jer. 7^^- ^ (where Yahweh is said to have coraraanded not sacrifice
but obedience) ; cf Ez. 18 i/^ 5 0 " ^ i^"'"*'*•'^'; in Isa. 40^* the sin
of Jerusalera is said to have been expiated by her suffering.—The
fear of Yahweh is parallel and equivalent to kindness (or, love)
and truth, and misfortune (or, sufferi7ig), lit. evil, is identical
with the punishment which is averted when sin is expiated.—
7. Continuous, ternary. Grk. (the couplet occurs after 15^) :
the ways of righteous 77ten are acceptable with the Lord, and by
the77i even e7te7/iies beco7ne frie7ids, which is identical in raeaning
with the H e b r e w ; the forra of the latter seeras preferable. Instead of the by the7n of the Greek we should perhaps read to them.
In the H e b . couplet the happy condition of the righteous is
brought about directly by divine action ; but huraan causes, such
as the kindliness and helpfulness of the good raan, are probably
not meant to be excluded. — 8. Comparison, ternary. Substanrially idenrical with 15^". The proverb differs frora the others of
the group in not containing an exphcit reference to the divine
governraent; but righteousness := the fear of Yahweh (15'^)- —
9. Antithetic, ternary. Idenrical in raeaning with v.^ Lit. the
mind (heart) of man devises (or, thinks out, plans).
Grk.: let the
heart of a man thi7ik (or, reckon) justly, that his steps may be set
right by God, which raisses the striking antithesis of the Heb., but
gives a good thought; the justly is added frora the connection. —
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In v.'-' we have two substantially identical aphorisms in close proximity. One is a variant of the other, perhaps in a different collection ; the editors naturally took all good raaterial that they found.
10-15. Functions of kings.
The couplets are extended paraUelisras. The reference is to
all sovereigns, not raerely to those of Israel; if, as is probable,
the paragraph is postexilian in date, it is the nuraerous nonJewish raonarchs of the Greek period (possibly, also, the Maccabean princes) that forraed the writer's raiheu. It is, however,
the ideal king whose character is here sketched (except in v."-'^),
whether the proverbs be preexilian or postexilian — the king who
governs in wisdora and justice. In such ideal portraitures in the
Prophets and the Psalras (Isa. ii'"^ i/^ 72) the king is guided by
God, and controlled by the divine law; here, and elsewhere in
this part of Prov., the reference is to the human law of right (in
8" to the personified divine-human wisdora). The term " theocraric " can be used of the Israehtish kings only in the vague way
in which it is apphcable to all ancient sovereigns — they all performed religious rites, and consulted the deity in important aff'airs.
The kings of Israel were as arbitrary and absolute as the independent spirit of the clans, tribes, elders, and princes perraitted
thera to be — hardly one of thera paid ranch respect to the moral
law of Yahweh in his political policy or his private concerns. Dehtzsch observes that the OT. never speaks of the actual king as
infallible ; the idea " the king can do no wrong " did not exist in
Israel. — Reference to kings is found both in chs. 1-9 and in chs.
10-31,
10. The lips of the king are an oracle,
In judgment his mouth transgresses not.
11. [ ] Balance and scales are < the king's,'
All the weights of the bag are his work.
12. It is abomination to kings to commit wickedness.
For the throne is established by righteousness.
13. Righteous lips are the delight of kings.
And they love him who speaks right.
14. The anger of the king is a messenger of death,—
A wise man will pacify it.
15. In the light of the king's countenance is life.
And his favor is like a cloud of the Spring rain.
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10. Binary. Lit. on the lips
is an oracular decision (RV.
divine sentence) : the decision of the ideal king is as just as if
God hiraself had given it — that is, as second cl. puts it, he does
not violate justice ; judg7nent = legal decision. The raeaning (as
may be inferred from the paraUel proverbs in chs. 10-31) is not
that God speaks through the king. Delitzsch's rendering : let not
his mouth err is out of the question.—The terra 07-acular decision
is \\X.ex3S}Ly divination, the consultation of the deity (Ez. 2x^^'^'' Nu.
23^) ; the practice was conderaned by the prophets as generally
connected with the worship of other gods than Yahweh (i Sam.
15^ Dt. 18^° 2 K. 17"^), or with false pretensions to speaking in
his name (Jer. 14" Ez. 13^). Here the terra is used figuratively.
— Bickeh eraends to oracle of Yahweh, but the addition is unnecessary— the divine narae is understood. — 1 1 . Ternary-binary.
Weights is lit. stones, which were kept in a bag. Frora Am. 8* we
may, perhaps, infer that, as earb as the eighth century B.C., the
Israelites had a legal standard of weights and measures (and, for
the sixth century, cf Ez. 45^°"'^ ; it is possible, indeed, that the
Babylonians had introduced their system into Canaan in or before
the fifteenth century.* It may be assuraed that, after the Exile,
under the Persians and the Greeks, the Jews had a regular system
of staraped weights of stone or raetal. — The balance is the steelyard—cf III 20I0-23 Ara. 8° Hos. i2'(« Mic. 6" Lev. 19^ Jer.321".
— In the first cl. the Heb. has are Yahweh's, for which it seems
better (with Gratz) to read are the king's, with the sense that
the systera of weights and raeasures is ordained by the king as
suprerae authority and fountain of justice ; this eraendation brings
the couplet into forraal accord with the context. As the text
stands, God is the ordainer of the raachinery of coraraercial transactions, a stateraent which is not elsewhere found in OT. — he is
said (as in Lev. 19^ al.) to demand just weights, he is not said to
raake or establish thera. The word king may have been interpreted by some scribe as meaning the divine king, Yahweh. — In
the first line the Heb. reads : bala7ice and just weights are, eic.
* T h e Babylonian predominance in Canaan is shown by the fact that the
Amarna correspondence employs Babylonian script and language. On early
Babylonian weights and measures see C. F. Lehmann, Altbabylon. Maass- und
Gewichtssystem, 1893, and G. A. Reisner on Bab. metrology.
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It is singular that the adjective just should be attached to one of
these, and not to the other. The Lat. avoids this difficulty by
rendering (with a slight change of text) : balatice a7id scales are
{matter of) judgment for Yahweh, that is, he has to decide all
cases in which a false use of them occurs. But this interpretation
of the terra judgment is difficult, and the resulring sentence does
not offer a proper parallel to the second line. It would be better
to orait the word balance (which would get rid of the difficulty),
but a raore satisfactory sentence is gained by oraitting the adjective, which is here not appropriate — as second cl. states that all
stones are the work, etc., so first cl. raust state that balance and
weights in general belong, etc. A scribe raight naturally think it
desirable to note that the balances are just. — The renderings
just balance and scales a7-e, etc., given by raany coraraentators
and translations,* is grararaatically incorrect. —12. Ternary. Cf
Dt. 17'^-2" Isa. 32^ The affirraation includes all kings considered
as ideal rulers; such rulers understand that justice is essential to
their perraanence. Grk., less well: he who does evil is a7i abo77tination, etc. — Cf 2 Sara, "f^^^ ip 94^ Isa. 16*; sirailar aphorisras
are 20^* 25' 29".—13. Ternary. Good kings desire honest counseUors and servants. The verb love is sing, in the Hebrew, either
individualizing ("every king loves"), or agreeing with a sing.
king, instead of the kings of the text, or error for plural. —
14. Binary. The Heb. has plural messengers. The sense of
second cL is probably not "it raay be pacified by a wise raan"
(that is, by wise precautions or other raeasures), but " he who is
wise win seek to pacify it" (instead of braving it). The point of
the couplet is to magnify the king, not the wise man, and the
second line is raore naturally understood as adding soraething to
the stateraent of the first line : the king's anger is so terrible a
thing that a raan shows wisdom in trying to pacify it. The king
is represented as absolute, as was true, in raany respects, of all
ancient raonarchs; this trait is not necessarily out of keeping with
his ideal character; the couplet, however, rather regards hira
simply as ruler. —15. Binary. The antithesis to the preceding
* Geier, Ew. De. Str. RV. al. These assume an exception to the grammatical
rule. Zockler: scale and just balances.
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aphorism. The light of the countenance is a friendly look, =^ favor,
gracious reception; the word for light is diff'erent frora that used
in 15^, but the general sense is the sarae. — Life is long and
happy life, = prosperity.
The king, here as in v.", is regarded
siraply as the arbiter of fate; his raoral qualities do not corae into
consideration. — The Spring rain ("latter rain," March-April)
was essential to the ripening of the crops, and the cloud which
heralded it was a syrabol of blessing; see Jer. 3* Zech. lo^ Job
2 9 ^ ; the Auturan rain (" forraer rain," October) preceded the
sowing ( H o s . 6» Dt. 1 1 " Jer. 5^* Joel 2^ ij, 84"'''). For details of
agriculture see Nowack, Arch. I. § 4 1 .
XVI. 1. Wanting in (3^, fonnd in S^3^^'"^ &E%; ®252.253«!. ^ H add %
;U^7as £(• ToaovTov Tawelvov a^eavrbv Kal ivavTi KVplov TOV 0eov ei/j^creis Xt^'")
= BS. 3I8, and perhaps thence taken by (g^ssoj. — 2. The adj. ^t occurs only in
the late priestly ritual (Ex. 27^0 30^* Lev. 24^-'), Job, Prov., but the verb not is
found in Isa. I^^ Mic. 6^^. — The stem pp, = establish, appears to be a secondary formation from p ; the origin of the sense weigh, test is not clear. Gr.,
unnecessarily, [na.—The couplet is not found in this form in 3^; something
like it appears in 3 16*, which is nearly related to the added couplet given
above under v.^; cf. BS. 351^-18. _ 3. Wanting in 3^, found in GS"®^""'perhaps a late addition to ^ , after ^37*. — On v.^ * see notes of Lag. Baum.
Bi. — 4, = 9 in ©. — J§ S^;n; (g epya. — J§ DJ; 3 ^vXdaaerai, = iDif. This
is probably a mere scribal variation, and not an attempt to avoid the statement
that God destines the wicked to punishment (Pink., who refers to Baethgen,
/PT 8, 413). — <3's rendering of ^nyyuh by perd biKato(Tivi)s is accounted for
by Heid. from the Rabbin, reference of the Heb. expression to students of law;
but, like ST those who obey him, <© simply takes the form in f§ as = obey. — In
l§ iii";n'7 the vowel-point under '? may be scribal error, or it may be anomalously inserted to distinguish this expression from the prep. \yxh with suffix (so
Ew. De. Philippi). — 5 , = 6 in ©. — % n3;;n; 3 aKdOapros (cf. pbiXvypa,
15-6). — 10. ODp, originally part, fragment (Arab, portion), from stem =
divide ; divination is perhaps from the fragments (of stone, etc.) which were
used in divining processes (Halevy, RE/., 1887), perhaps from the verb =
divide, determine f3.\.ei. — 1 1 . The stems ohs and [rN (Arab, wazan) appear
to express the idea of evenness, equality. — taoifD qualifies only IJTNC, not DSB;
see Philippi, Stat. Const, im Heb., p. 12 ff. <§ poiri\ fu7oO biKaioaivi) irapd K. =
nil-''? taaiyn O'JTND DSS, taking DDK'D as pred., and so S3L. The laoiyD is better
omitted as gloss. — J§ nin^S; read, with Gr., iSaS; see note on this v. above.
—12. S read n^-Jn and a-yy, the latter word quahfying 03*?^; BE appear to
have been influenced by 3; see Baum. Pink. —13. ?§ 3iN', Qal; E Nif. (and
so Jag.); if a change is thought necessary, it will be better to write the
vb. Qal. plur., or (with &) the noun sing., ISD. —14. '^ ipN^D; 3, sing., is

^ v ± . 15-x/
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belter. —15. fpSs is, perhaps, originally time of gathtring, and nib, m'l
sprinkler. On the reading of 3C see Fleisch., in Levy, Chald. Wort., I. 420,
and on SiE cf. the notes of Baum. and Pink.

16-19. Wisdom, integrity, humility.
16. Wisdom is better than gold.
And understanding more to be desired than silver.
17. The path of the upright avoids misfortune.
He guards his life who takes heed to his way.
18. Pride goes before destruction,
And a haughty spirit before a fall.
19. It is better to be of a lowly spirit with the poor
Than to divide the spoil with the proud.

16. Two equivalent coraparisons, ternary. Lit. the getting of wisdo7n and the getting of understanding; for the terms see note on
3*^ Fully expressed : " the acquisition of wisdom is better than
that of gold," etc. The Heb. of first cl. reads : the getting ofwisdo77i — how much better is it tha7i gold! but the how much is
probably scribal error. The identity of the thought of this
couplet with that of 3" is an indication that the final forra was
given to the two sections, chs. 1-9 and chs. 10-22'®, about the
same time. —17. Identical, ternary-quaternary. In second cl.
he who pays careful attention to his (moral) conduct is said thus
to guard or preserve his life (or, hiraself, lit. his soul) —that is,
integrity is a guard against raisfortune — this is the farailiar teaching of Proverbs; in accordance with the parallelisra the evil of
first cl. (as the Heb. ht. reads) is naturally 7nisfortune, which the
path of the upright avoids. The interpretation " the conduct of
the upright consists in avoiding moral evil" is possible, but does
not furnish an antithesis. — The second cl. may be rendered: he
who guards his life (or, Iwnself) takes heed to his way, that is, be
who desires to have a good, happy hfe looks carefully to his conduct. Combining this with the second rendering of first cl., the
couplet would raean : " a good raan avoids wrong, and he who
has care for hiraself looks to his conduct," which (if we raay be
guided by the context) is less satisfactory than the interpretation :
" the upright raan escapes raisfortune. and he who is careful in
his conduct saves his life" — the surrounding couplets deal not
with the raethod of securing happiness, but with the results of
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good living. — Grk., adding three lines after first cl. of v.", and
one hne after second cl., raakes three couplets, as follows:
The paths of life turn aside from evils,
And the ways of righteousness are length of life.
He who receives instruction will be prosperous,
And he who regards reproofs will be made wise.
He who guards his ways preserves his soul,
And he who loves his life will spare his mouth.

This is probably a scribe's expansion of the Hebrew couplet; the
raatter is all to be found in the Heb. Proverbs. —18. Identical,
binary. Cf ii^ (pride brings disgrace), 15''* (huraility brings
honor), 16'^ 18'^ (contrast of pride and huraility), 21^ 22^ 30"
The reference seems to be to the social laws and conditions which
tend to abase pride. The Enghsh " pride wiU have a fall" may b<
derived frora this proverb. —19. Chiastic coraparison, ternary
With lowly is contrasted p7-oud, and with poor the rich who dividi
the spoil. Instead oi poor we might render by humble (RV. marg,
meek), but this would destroy the antithesis, and introduce a tautology, since lowly — hu7nble. The terras lowly and proud arc
here ethical, = the unassuming or inoffensive, and the overbearing
or oppressive : they have, perhaps, also a rehgious iraport, = those
who subrait theraselves to God, and those who disobey and disregard hira. — The expression divide the spoil is taken frora railitarj
Hfe (Gen. 49^^ Ex. 15" Jos. 22« Ju. 5^ i Sam. 30""^^ Isa. 53"
1// 68'^<'^*), or from the judicial and other civil injustices of the
rich ; cf i'* 31'^

20-25. "Wisdom and graciousness.
20. He who gives heed to the word will prosper.
And the man that trusts in Yahweh, happy is he!
21. The wise man is called a man of discernment:
Sweetness of speech increases power of persuasion.
22. Wisdom is a wellspring of life to its possessor,
And folly is the chastisement of fools.
23. The wise man's mind makes his speech judicious,
And gives persuasiveness to his discourse.
24. Pleasant words are a honeycomb,
Sweet to the soul and healing to the body.
25. There is a way that seems right to a man,
But the end of it is the way to death.
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20. Synonymous, ternary. Gives heed is acts wisely (in reference to) ; cf 2i". The word is the law of right as given by
the sages and by God, and it is unnecessary to add of Yahweh
(Gratz); see note on 13'^; it is not improbable that the reference
is in part to (postexilian) legal and prophetical documents. Prosper is XxX.find good. — Trust substantially = gives heed, since trust
and obedience involve each the other. The good and happi7iess
include all desirable things of this life. The proverb gives the
purely religious point of view: God blesses those who obey and
trust hira, and they need no other protection; see v.^3'''. The
expression happy is he occurs in 14'' 29'^. — 21. Synonymous, ternary. The power of discreet gentleness of speech. Lit., in first
hne: the wise of mi/id [lit. heart] is called disce7-7iing. The discernment, as may be inferred frora second line, shows itself in
selecting proper language by which to influence raen. Is called ^=
"is recognized as, given credit for being." The last expression of
second hne (RV learning, as in i^) is to be rendered pe7-suasiveness, as in 7**', on which see note; such is the effect of sweetness
of speech (lit. of lips). A raan of true wisdora of thought shows
himself intelligent, judicious, discerning (RV prudent) by his
attractive words, whereby he brings men to his way of thinking, or
to a recognition of duty. The rendering increases Iear7ii7ig does
not convey a distinct sense; in i* the sage adds, by study, to his
own learning; sweetness of discourse could increase the learning
of others only, but the Heb. expression does not naturally convey
that idea. — Instead oi discerning (or, intelligent) Gratz, by change
of text, would read agreeable, and Bickell ha7p (that is, as melodious as a harp) ; the latter reading is unnatural, the former
furnishes a good antithesis, but the Heb. text is favored by v.*.
— Sweetness =. graciousness, friendhness ; on discerni7ig see note
on i^ — 22. Antithetic, ternary. On wellspring {ox, fountain) of
life^ee 10" 13" 14^ 18^; on chastisement (the word is also rendered instruction and correction) see i'' 3" "f^ 13^* 22". As wisdom secures for its possessor (by natural and divine law) all the
blessings of life, so folly brings on its possessor loss of blessing,
and positively punishraent. The chastisement is not here a means
of reformation, but raerely a requital of wrongdoing; the fool is
once for all ignorant, inapprehensive, disobedient to huraan and
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divine law. — 23. Synonyraous, ternary. Identical in thought
with v.^'. On makes judicious (a different terra frora the discerning of v.'^') see notes on i^ io°-'^ 14^ 15^*. Here it is the wise
man's mind {= good sense or sagacity) that makes his speech
persuasive; in v.'*' the agent is sweetness of expression; but the
epithet judicious or sagacious favors the reading discerning (instead of ag7-eeable) in v.^^ The two couplets are variations of one
theme. Speech and discourse are lit. mouth and lips. — 24. Single
sentence (second cl. interpreting first cl.), binary (or, binaryquaternary). Honeyco77ib, cf. i/' i9'''<"\ i Sara. 14^ Cant. 5''
pleasant = graceful, gracious, friendly ; body is lit. bone. Grata
finds in this couplet a suggestion for his eraendation in v.^'; il
does give sorae support to his reading, yet it is to be observeo
that the reference here is simply to charm of expression and raanner, while there the connection between wisdora and speech ii
considered. — 25. Identical with 14^^.
16. On n'j|i cf. Ols. § 173^, Ges.^ § 75 «; it seems probable that the fora
is here, as Ols. suggests, scribal error for njp, since the latter occurs in ^\
% Impv. in both clauses, inserting quia; Stade takes it as Inf. abs., Bi. ai
Impv., but the | ^ Infin. is more satisfactory. 3 voffaial, = njp or ijp. — Omii
nn (probably repetition of preceding r\r.), which is syntactically difficult, if noi
impossible. —17. In b a reviser has brought the text of 3 into accord with |^
which latter is obviously correct. Bi. makes two couplets, adopting the i" anc
the •= of <@; but no great advantage is thereby gained, and the preferenc(
should probably be given to | § as the shorter. —18. On the dnat^ Xey. i'?B';
cf. Barth, Nominalbild. § 196 b. —19. '?flB', Infin., taken as adj. by S, whicl
inserts it also before 'y, pointed D\rv\ — On the relation between oiiy (here
Qeri) and O'JV (here Kethib) see critical note on 1421. — 20. ?§ i a i hy, where
hy — according to, in respect to (cf. ^119^ iiaiD iDiyS); Bi. iai3, after 3 iv
— Gr. nini 131. In •> the Grk. Codd. vary between Oeip and Kvptip, a variation that appears throughout OT., and is adduced by Klost. as proof thai
difference of divine names in the Heb. text is not a sign of difference ol
authorship (for a criticism of Klost. see E. Konig, Theol. Stud. u. Krit., 1893)
— 21. <3 expands J^ 2*? D3n into ao<t>ois Kal a^vverois. — J§ p j ; 3 0aiJXoiis, =
Saj (Jag.), whence Bi. '731 harp; Gr. suggests a-k'!. S> gives J§ freely. Sec
note on this v. above. —22. Before | § r'?v3 insert S, with (g; it fell out b)
reason of the h of preceding hya. — 23. © S vary from, but support, J§
— 24. 3 in '', less well, yXiKaapja bi airov laais xf/vxv^! = *<S1D ifBj'? Ipnpi.—
25. (SS5CIL here vary slightly from their renderings of 14^*.
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26. Hunger makes a man industrious.
The laborer's appetite labors for him,
For his mouth impels him to work.

Single sentence (second cl. explaining first cl.), ternary. Cf
Eccl. G Appetite is Heb. 7iefesh { = soul), that part of the nature
which desires or craves food ; so 6*" 23^ 27^ Dt. 14^ 23^^*^^^ Job 33^.
The second cl. is lit. for his 7nouth presses on him. The paronoraasia in first cl. is eff'ective : man works, and his appetite works
for hira. Hunger, says the proverb, is a useful thing, since it
drives a raan on to work ; or, a raan will work, whether he likes it
or not, for hunger forces him to gain food. Industry, from this
point of view, is not a virtue of high rank. Grk": A 77tan who
labors labors for hi77iself, and d7ives away ruin; but the pe7-verse
brings 7-uin 07i his own 7nouth; ruin is misreading of the Heb.
word for 77iouth, and the last clause is the comraent of a scribe.
Syr.: the soul that i7iflicts suffering suffe7-s, andf7-07n its 7nouth
comes ruin, which in part follows the Greek.
27, 30. Mischief-making. Ternary.
which is out of place in chs. 1-9.

Cf. 6'"*, a paragraph

27. A wicked man digs (a pit of) mischief,
And on his lips there is as it were a scorching fire.
28. A false man scatters discord abroad,
And a backbiter separates friends.
29. A villain entices his neighbor,
And leads him in a way not good.
30. A slanderer devises falsehoods,
A backbiter consummates mischief.

27. A raetaphor and a siraile. Wicked 7nan, ht. man of belial;
see note on 6^1 Mischief (or, misfortU7ie) is lit. evil. The second
cl. indicates that the reference of the couplet is to slanderous talk :
the raan's lips scorch, burn those of whom he talks — he digs a
pit into which they fall — 2 8 . Synonymous. Cf 17^ Lit. a man
of falsehoods, a liar; on this term see note on 2^^; backbiter is
ht. murmurer, whisperer; in the second line, lit. : separates a
friend, probably = not alienates his friend, but, as the parallelisra
{discord) and 18'* suggest, separates {— alienates) one friend from
another; on friend see 2^' (the RV- rendering, chief friends, =
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intiraate friends, is possible but unnecessary) ; Rashi : alienates the
prince (such is the meaning of the Heb. word in Gen. 36^^ Zech. 9'),
that is, God ; Luther : makes princes disagree. — 29. Extensive.
Villain is lit. man of violence, here in general a man of immoral
or criminal raethods of procedure; he entices his neighbor or
comrade (as in ii"-'") into habits of vice and crirae, not to some
secret place where he may rob or raurder him — this last does not
suit the expression in a way not good. Neighbor — any associate
or acquaintance, and, in general, any raan. — 30. Parallelism of
expressions. The couplet is alraost identical with 6^^-". Lit.: he
who shuts (or, winks) his eyes to devise, etc., he who shuts (or,
bites) his lips C07isu77imates, etc.; in first cl. the Infinitive expresses
purpose, and the sentence is incoraplete, or the raeaning raay be:
he who shuts, etc. {does it) to devise, etc. (RV.) ; in second cl. the
verb expresses the corapleted act. We raay gain syraraetry and
corapleteness by changing the Infinitive into a finite verb, and
reading : he who shuts
devises, etc., and he who closes consum7nates, etc.; this reading supposes that the acts of shutting or
winking eyes and closing or gnawing lips are regarded as signs of
evil purpose, which, from 6^^'", appears to be the case. On the
other hand, if we change the finite verb of second cl. into an
Infinitive, we have a natural expression, but, at the sarae tirae, two
incoraplete sentences, and it raust be supposed that a final clause
has been lost, the complete proverb reading : " he who closes (or,
winks) his eyes in order to concoct mischief, and he who shuts
(or, snaps) his lips in order to perfect (or, as a sign that he has
perfected) mischief, let him be avoided (or, he will surely corae to
grief)." Such a couplet, however, would be contrary to the norm
of this Division, in which every couplet is coraplete in itself The
construction with two finite verbs is the sirapler and the more
natural. The expressions he who winks the eyes and he who closes
(or, gnaws) the lips are equivalent to slanderer and backbiter.
The progression of thought, devises
consummates, is rhetorical
— each of these classes of persons does both of these acts. — The
Grk. reads:
He who fixes his eyes devises falsities
And marks out all evils with his lips;
He is a furnace of wickedness.
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Whence Bickell: he who shuts his eyes is false, he who closes his
ears is a furnace of wickedness. — Lit. : he who with astonished
eyes meditates wickedness biti7ig his lips perfects evil. — The general
sense of the couplet is plain, but forra and translation are uncertain.

Cf BS. s".
31. Righteousness gives long life.
A hoary head is a crown of glory
Which is gained by a righteous life.

Continuous, ternary. The second cl. is lit. in the way {= life)
of righteousness it is found ( = co7ne upon, acquired). The Heb.
hardly allows the rendering if it be found in, etc. (this idea is
expressed eloquently in BS. 25*^). The assertion is that old age
is the reward of rightdoing: righteousness, = wisdora, bestows long
life (3^' '^ al.). The possibility that a bad raan raay live to be old
is not here considered; it is assumed that the wicked perish early
(2^ 12'^ 24^" 29^ \p 9"*^*' SS^^'^^O- This conceprion, which is the
prevailing one in OT. (it is opposed by Job) and in BS. (i^^ 16*),
was raodified by the acceptance of the doctrine of happy immortality (WS. 4'' ^ " honorable age is not
measured by number
of years " ) , and is not found in NT.

32. Excellence of self-control.
He who is slow to anger is better than a warrior,
And he who rules himself than he who takes a city.

Synonymous, ternary-quaternary (or, ternary-binary). Himself
is ht. his spirit {= his inner nature, soul). The sage extols the
virtue of moderation, self-control, a farailiar one to Greek thought
{(T(o(f>po(Tvvr)); in OT. it is referred to only in the Wisdora books.
Nuraerous parahel sayings (Chinese, Hindu, Greek, etc.) are cited
by Malan; see Hor., Ol 2, 2. Delitzsch refers to Pirke Aboth,
4, I, Par. Regained, 2, 466 ff. — The Grk. adds, after first cl., its
rendering of second cl, of 24^: and a ma7i of prudence than a
great estate.

33. God controls men's decisions.
The lot is cast into the lap,
But the whole decision of it is from Yahweh.
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Implied antithesis, ternary-binary. The thought is substantially
that of v.^-': all huraan affairs are controlled by God — only, in
this case, the arbitraraent is consciously referred to hira. The determination of the divine will by casting lots was probably universal
in the ancient world; the deity was supposed to direct the throw.;
see Iliad, 3, 316 ff., Cic, De Divin., 2, 41 (Cicero says that educated people of his tirae regarded the custora as a superstition),
n OT. iraportant public and private affairs are so determined
(Ju. i^ Isa. 34" Lev. 16*"^- Jon. i ' al, cf Acts i^^) ; the priestly
decision by Urim and Thumrain was probably by lot (i Sara. 14^'*^^
28^ Nu. 27^^ al). The terra lotyfa.s used also as = one's part or
portion (Ju. i* ijj 16'). On lap see notes on 5^* 6^; the reference
here is to the garment.
26. J§ Spy tfsj; (3 dviip iv irbvois; but': is better understood as = appetite.
— ^ VI1B; (3 diriiXeiav, = lifl (Hitz.); in 3 the line " is gloss on ••. — The stem
t^ax appears to signify lay on (so in ArsJo.), press, urge, impel; in Syr. to be
solicitous, for the Assyr. see De. Assyr. Hdwbuch.; in J§ Job 33'the noun
f|3S< is probably to be ernended, after (§, to 13 (Ols. Siegf. Budde, al.). hy 13X
is regarded by Wild, as Aramaism. Cf. BDB. — 27. On hyhi see critical note
on (i^"^. ^ 113; Gr. suggests (but unnecessarily) irin. — Between Kethib
i^notf and Qeri ines' there is little choice. — 28. p i j was not understood by
the Vrss.: <5 Xapirriipa bbXov irvpaeierei KOKO?S, in which X. suggests ip (Lag.),
and K. is interpretation; SC quarreller, ot fiery, irascible; S empty, inane;
fL verbose; cf. Lag. Baum. — The small final Nun is doubtless due to some
scribal accident in the archetypal MS. (cf. Lag.). — 30. The stem r\ty — compress (so Syr.) or strike (so Arab.); see note above on this verse. Stade compares Dxy, which stem, in its late-Heb. and Aram, sense, shut, should perhaps
be read here (so Gratz, Frank.). In any case the sh'ut may suggest wink.
On yip see notes on 6'* IQI*, and cf. •^ 35^^. The sense gnaw, bite, found in
Ass. (De. Wbch.) suits the connection {lips); cf. iiribdKvuv below, and the
connection of y\p in Arab. Aram, with slander.—In 3 irdvra rd KaKd is
doublet of O5TOS Kdpivbs i<rriv /ca/cios, but which is the earlier is uncertain;
Bi. adopts Kdpivos KaKtas, = nyi ip. Instead of the bpl^ei of 3^, = ^"^3
{(8^ bpyl^ei, perh. scribal error, perh. = l^fp), a number of Codd. (23. 106.
109. 147. 149. 157. 252. 260. 295. 297) have iiribaKVwvgnawing, adding, however, bpll^ei before irdvra, and e. is probably the original (S reading (Lag.).—
On S see Pink. — For yip Gr. reads ysp, a possible but unnecessary emendation.— 33. Sijn PN after passive verb (so Gen. 4I* al.); what is commonly
grammatical subject is here presented as the object of the action, or rather, as
the object of contemplation, as in Arab, after 'inna, 'anna, it is an attempt,
on the part of the language, to give prominence and emphasis to the thing
by holding it up as object of thought; see Ew. § 295 b, Ges. ^'' § I2I b.—
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6 , having rendered laDifD hi by irdvra r i StKaia, assimilates * to *" by writing
rdyra rots dSf/cois, Vu being left untranslated.

XVn. 1. Desirableness of a quiet life.
Better a dry morsel and quietness therewith
Than a house full of feasting and strife.

Antithetic comparison, ternary — the value of a quiet life. Cf.
IJ'*-" 25^''. The word here rendered feasting is lit. sacrifices; in
ancient Israel all eating of flesh was a religious act — the animal
was first presented to the deity by the priest, and then eaten by
the worshippers with the accompaniments of a feast; see i Sam.
^12.13 2o^-2^ 'pjjg ordinary terra for this aniraal sacrifice is the
one eraployed in our verse. Such sacrifice was offered at a
shrine; _but the Deuteronoraic code, which abohshed all shrines
but the Jerusalera teraple, expressly authorizes the kilhng and
eating of animals at horae (Dt. 12'*-^'). The old terra for the
ritual slaying of beasts is, however, soraetiraes used to express
private slaying (Dt. 12'' Ez. 39" Isa. 34"), and thus comes to
denote feasting (so RV.; AV- raarg. good cheer) ; this word sufficiently expresses the contrast of the raeagre dry morsel, bread
without savory accorapaniraents, and the richness of a raeal in
which raeat is the principal feature. It is uncertain whether the
proverb conteraplates a sacrifice proper, or a private preparation
of aniraal food, but the general sense is the sarae in the two cases.
Cf note on 7".

2. Cleverness succeeds.
A wise slave will rule over a profligate son,
And will share the inheritance among brethren.

Continuous sentence, quaternary (or, ternary). Wise = one who
acts with sagacity, a clever, capable person ; moral excellence is
not expressed, but is possibly to be understood. Profligate — one
who acts sharaefully, in such a way as to bring disgrace on hiraself
and his faraily (see 10' 12^ 14^). Share is lit. divide. The slave,
in the case here supposed, is said, not to act, after the father's
death, as executor of the estate, distributer of the property araong
the heirs (De.), but himself to be one of the heirs, proraoted
above the unworthy son; for this sense of the verb see 29^* (RV.
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is partner); share the inheritance need mean no raore than come
into possession of part of the property. Slaves in Israel, even
when non-Israelite of origin, were considered as merabers of the
faraily, adopted the religion of the raaster, and took part in the
national festivals (Gen. 24^2 Dt. 5" i2'^i« 16""") ; in the later law
(Gen. 17'^) the slave is required to be circuracised, though this
rule is relaxed in the Talmud {Yebam. 48 b). Abraham (Gen.
15^) speaks of his horaeborn slave Eliezer as his heir; a man
soraetiraes gave his daughter in raarriage to his slave (i Chr. 2*'),
who thus carae to be head of the household. So an unworthy
son, it is here said, might be partly or wholly set aside in favor of
a capable slave. Such a case was, no doubt, exceptional — the
Old Testament law regards sons as the heirs, but it appears that,
in later times, the father had considerable liberty in disposing of
his property (see 30^) .* In regard to the value set on sons compare what is said in Ben-Sira (16^) and Wisdora (4') of the undesirableness of bad children. — For the idea cf BS. lo*^.

3. God the judge of character.
The fining-pot is for silver, and the furnace for gold.
And Yahweh is the trier of hearts.

The couplet raay be regarded (as in RV.) as expressing a contrast between raaterial and spiritual testing, but is better understood as an iraphed coraparison: as
so; quaternary- (or,
binary-) ternary. Other references to the process of testing and
refining raetals are Isa. i^' Jer. (i^ Ez. 22'^"^^ Mai. 3^; the figurative use is found in Isa. 48'" y\i xf 66'" Dan. 12'" al. The character of metals, says the proverb, is disclosed by the human process
of refining, and the true nature of the huraan soul by God — it is
involved, of course, that he alone can fully estiraate the soul —
man may know something of it, but not all. The first cl. of this
verse occurs in 2'f^.\

4. Moral badness of listening to evil talk.
A bad man gives heed to wicked words,
A < false > man listens to mischievous talk.
* Cf. Ewald, Alterth^ilmer, p. 240; Nowack, Arch., \ 29.
+ See art. Refining in Smith, Diet, of Bib.; Now., Arch., § 43. 4; Rawlinson,
Phoenicia, p. 317.
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Identical thought with variation of terms, ternary. Words and
talk axe lit. lip and tongue; wicked words is lit. lip of wicked7iess
(Yie!o. awen)—the defining noun is employed in 6'^'* lo^ i i '
12^ al, and in OT. the majority of its occurrences are in Job, Ps.
Prov.; mischievous talk is lit. tongue of i7iju7y (or, destruction) ;
for a false 7na7i the Heb. text has falsity, hardly abstract for concrete, rather the text must be corrected; false is to be taken in
the sense oifalse {ox, faithless) to friends a7id co7/ipanions ( = unmindful of what is due to raen), substantially equivalent to bad.
The purpose of the proverb seeras to be not to define bad and
false as those who give heed, etc., but to assert that those who so
give heed are bad and false. Another rendering of the couplet
(Frank.) is : deceit (?) results when one gives heed, etc., falsehood
results whe7t one listens, etc., but this is scarcely natural. — Many
MSS. of Grk. here add a couplet which in the Vatican MS. occurs
after v.^

5. To laugh at misfortune is impious and dangerous.
He who mocks the poor reproaches his Maker,
He who is glad at calamity will not go unpunished.

The rhythraical forra is that of v."*. The first cl. is a variation of
14^", on which verse see note. The cala77iity is apparently, frora
the parallelisra, that which befalls the poor, and he who is glad at
misfortune thus mocks the unfortunate; such an one, inasmuch as
he reproaches (conteraptuously criticises) his divine Maker (by
raistaking and blaraing his providential control of the world), will
incur punishraent frora God. The second cl., taken by itself,
raight refer to the punishraent of heartlessness through the operation of natural laws. The sympathy with the poor here expressed
is found throughout the Old Testament. The 7tiocki7ig is perhaps
simply or raainly the failure to give syrapathy and aid; cf BS. 4".
— Grk. adds : and he who is co7npassionate will find 77iercy, a natural contrast, probably a gloss.

6. Parent and child — each the ornament of the other.
Children's children are the crown of old men,
And the adornment of children is their fathers.

z
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Parallelism of forra, two sirailar or coraplementary thoughts, ternary. Cf ^ 127''-^ BS. 3" 25'' The intiraate relation between
parent and child, in general the value of the faraily, is expressed
by the stateraent that each raeraber is the crown or adornraent of
the others; raother and daughter are to be included. Parent
and child form a social unit — each gives support, dignity, and
happiness to the other.—The RV. rendering in second c\., glory,
is possible, if the term be taken as raeaning " honor received,"
but the parallelisra shows that it is here equivalent to the crown
of the first clause. — The value placed on children as procuring
respect for parents is apparent throughout OT.; a sort of protest
against this feeling occurs in Wisd. Sol. 3'^-" 4^. Originally this
desire for children was connected with the belief that the childless raan, having no one, after his death, to provide food for his
Shade, would fare ill in the Otherworld. Of this priraitive belief
(and of the related cult of ancestors) there are no definite traces
in OT. —The Grk. (Vat. MS.) adds:
To the faithful belongs the whole world of wealth,
But to the faithless not an obolus.

It is difficult to explain this couplet as a corruprion of any Hebrew proverb, or to attach it to any distich in the context. The
sentiment reserables that of 3'®, but the forra is Greek, and we
raust suppose that a Greek-speaking scribe has inserted the fines
in this place, (or after v.^) as a familiar saying, or frora a current
written collection of aphorisms.

7. Let fools be false, and good men true.
Honest words do not become a fool,
Much less do lies a man of rectitude.

Parallel between a less and a greater, ternary (or, ternary-binary).
Lit. lip of excelle7ice and lip of falsehood. The first cl. appears to
be sarcasric and sardonic, = "a fool has no business to talk truth,"
or " true talk does not comport with a fool's character." Fool
(Heb. nabal, in Pr. only here and 17^^ 30^^) is a contemptuous
and opprobrious terra involving lack of intellectual and raoral insight and weight (i Sara. 25^' 2 Sara. 3** Job 2'" 1/' 14') ; the contrasted word in second cl. {nadib) elsewhere in Pr., except 17 ,
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means nobleman or prince (8^® 25'), but here, from the parallelism, better man of noble character, of rectitude (cf Isa. 32*,
where it is contrasted, as here, with/^?^/). The general sense of
the aphorism is apparent frora the sirailar sayings in 19^" 26^; in
both of these soraething is raentioned which is obviously out of
keeping with the status of the fool, and in 19^" an advance is
made to soraething which is regarded as stiU less appropriate in
some other person. The precise sense of first cl. turns on the
meaning of the subject of the sentence. The terra which there
in the Heb. defines speech signifies re7nainder or (in adverbial use)
exceedingly throughout OT. except in our verse and Gen. 49^ (in
Job 4*^' the forra is probably corrupt), but neither of these senses
{abundance, diffuse7iess) is here appropriate; in Gen. 49* the
meaning suggested by the connection is excellency or (as Dillmann
explains*it) superiority, pree7ni7ience, and the sarae sense is found
in Syriac and in a related Heb. word which occurs a nuraber of
times in Eccl. (2'^ 7^" al).
There appears to be no authority for
the meanings elevated, noble (Ew.) and p7-etentious, arrogant (De.
Reuss, RV raarg.). The proverb seeras to offer a sharp and sarcasric antithesis — the sage would say: " let every man act in
character — excellent (here = honest, true) words do not become
a fool, nor lies a raan of rectitude." According to De. the raeaning is: " it is repulsive to us when an ignorant, vulgar man puts
himself impudently forward, and much raore repulsive," etc.; but
this raeaning (if it could be got from the Heb.) is not appropriate, since, frora the tone of the second cl., we expect in first cl.
the raention of soraething which is ahen to the fool. Nor, according to OT. usage, can the contrast between the characters be a
social one : churl . nobleman. Grk.: faithful (or, true) words
do not beco7ne a fool, in which the adjective may be chosen as
offering a distinct contrast to false, but the sense is appropriate,
and raay rest on a Heb. term ; Lat.: verba co77iposita (feigned,
false words, which are in excess of the truth). — If the meaning
honest, true be regarded as foreign to the word of the Heb., it
may be got by a slight change of text.
XVII. 1. As nai is rarely used of private slaughter of animals, Dys., not
without probability, proposes to read ^n3J here, as in 9^; the Vrss. had the
word of ^ . — ©" P^9' \bovr\s probably = nai • (see |£J 20I') for jl^ 1311 (Jag.),
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but may be interpretation of | § ; in •> instead of the iroWui' of B we should perhaps read irX-f)pi)s with NAC, and dyaddiv Kal dblKuiv are expansion, db. being
possibly scribal variation of ^leTd/idxiys. — 2. | § r a n p ; ® beairoruv d<t>p6vuv, apparently = -a hyi; Bi., comparing BS. lo^^ {iXeiOepoi), reads Dl'n3, but
this is hardly probable. — In'- 3 has free rendering of p j ; in l" for jn3 stands
iKXcKrat {a* iKXiyerai), from 113. Instead of Kvplip 3^ has 6(3 (0ev).—
4. J§ yiD is Hif. Partcp. of yyi; we therefore expect a corresponding concrete form in •*, and may, with Gr., read ipS'D (cf. I S. 15*^') instead of ipir;
trn is for tiNC; both this verb and 3::'pp are commonly and properly followed
by SN, and so we should probably here read instead of '?y. — For an extraordinary translation of this couplet see Schultens. — 3'^^^"^^ blKaios bi oi irpoaix^^t probably scribal alteration to gain an antithesis; J§ is followed in
jg68.161. 248. Compl. — On a couplct here added in (3^ "'• see note on v.^. —
6. 1^ i^N; & diroXXvpivip, perh. = I3N (Lag.). — After misfortune 2EiL add,
as interpretation, of another. — 6. On the couplet added in 3 see note on this
proverb above, and cf. notes of Lag. and Baumgartner. — 7. In * (5 irurrd
may be free rendering of J§ ini to gain a contrast with the yj/evbrj of •>; but
it is possibly error of Grk. scribe for irepiaad (Grabe, Lag.); in •> biKalip
(representing J^ 31:) may be miswriting of biKa<rrrj or bvvdarig (Jag.), or, the
Heb. may have been read piy, but (3 may be free translation of J^. — in> must
mean either remainder or abundance or excellence ; see note on this couplet
above. The stem has the sense over and above in North Sem. (Ass. Aram,
Heb.) and South Sem. (Arab. Eth.); in all these dialects, except Ass. (so
far as reported in De. Wbch.) the noun also means string—whether this sense
is related to the other is uncertain. The word should here probably be
emended to its''.

8. Power of a bribe.

The Heb. reads:

A stone of favor (or, beauty) is a gift in the eyes of its possessor—
Whithersoever he (or, it) turns, he (or, it) prospers (or, acts cleverly).

Extensive (second cl. explaining first cl.), quaternary-ternary.
Gift here, frora the connection, = bribe, as in Ex. 23* ( = Dt.
16^^) Isa. i^ ij/ 15*. The possessor (or, owner) is raore naturaUy
the briber, who succeeds by bribing; if it be taken as = the
bribed, the raeaning is that the latter, stiraulated by the gift, does
his best {acts cleverly, skilfully, wisely), or is successful The
stone, if characterized by beauty, —precious stone (cf i^ 3^^), and
the raeaning will be that the bribe, as a costly, precious thing controls the action of venal raagnates. But this sense is too nearly
tautologous to be probable — to say that a bribe is a precious
stone is to say nothing to the point; a bribe was in fact often ht-
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erally a precious stone, generally its equivalent in raoney. We
expect an expression describing the power of the bribe, and such
an expression is furnished by Frankenberg's interpretation of
stone of favor as =^ a stone that brings favor, a lucky stone or
magic stone. The Heb. expression does not occur in this sense
elsewhere in OT., but the Israehtes had amulets (Ez. 13'*), and
charms, sometimes raade of precious stones, were widely eraployed in antiquity. The rendering : a bribe is a source of good
luck gives an intelligible thought. — The expression in the eyes of,
= in the estimation of, suits the bribed better than the briber,
though it raay be understood of the latter; the reading in the
hands ^ would be more appropriate for the briber.—The couplet
raust be taken to mean either:
A bribe is a beautiful thing in the estimation of him who accepts it.
And he (accordingly) in all respects acts skilfully (or, successfully);

or:
A bribe is a thing of power in the hands of him who gives it,
In all that he undertakes he prospers.

The latter interpretation is the raore probable. If in second cl.
it he substituted for he, the general sense remains the sarae : the
bribe succeeds. — The two raeanings of the verb {acts wisely and
succeeds) are substantially identical; one states the manner, the
other the result of action; see i Sam. 18^ Isa. 52'^, and cf Pr.
JQ5.I9 J^35 J^24 jg2o j ^2 j ^14 jjis^
-phc sage statcs, without comment, a fact of experience : bribery is a potent raeans of success.
It is forbidden in Ex. 23* al
9. Forbearance promotes friendship.
He who covers up transgression seeks love.
He who harps on a matter alienates his friend.

Antithetic, ternary. Sirailar reflections are found in 10^" 16^".
He who covers up (is silent about) the hasty speeches and illadvised acts of his friend thus puts aside occasions of quarrel,
and promotes kindliness of feeling; he who repeats (or, spreads
abroad, or, harps on) iraprudent talk alienates his friend. The
proverb is concerned not with crirae but with gossip. The inversion of subject and predicate, so as to read he covers transg7-ession
who seeks love (De., who refers to 10'^), is possible, but accords
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less well with second cl., in which the man's raode of dealing wM
his friend's slips of word and deed is the subject; in lo" th
point of view is different — hat7-ed and love are the subjects.On friend see notes on 2'^ 16^*; on alienates ( = separates) note
on 16^^ 18''*, and cf. 18' 19*.

10. A wise man heeds criticism.
A reproof enters deeper into a man of sense
Than a hundred stripes into a fool.

Simple comparison, ternary. The Grk., following a diff'erent point
ing of the Heb., has : " a threat humbles (lit. crushes) the heai
of a man of sense, but a fool, though scourged, does not undei
stand." The general raeaning is the sarae in the two forms
there is no good ground for changing the present Hebrew. Th
proverb is an observation of common experience, and has para,
lels in other literatures. Hu7idred is a large round number; c
the legal " forty stripes save one." We may render: " a reproo
affects (or, benefits)," etc.—E7iters is ht. descends; Hitzig com
pares Sallust, Jug. x x : altius in pectus descendit.

11. Kebellion is dangerous.
A < rebel > seek to do mischief.
But a terrible messenger is sent to him.

Continuous sentence, ternary (as the text stands). Thefirstc
reads literally: rebellio7i seeks 07ily fnischief or possibly, rebellio
certainly seeks, etc. — the translation above given involves a sligh
change of text; there is no good authority in OT. usage for th
statement (De. Siegfried al.) that the abstract rebellion is used fo
the concrete rebellious (in Ez. 2' 44" we should read, with Grk
house of rebellion). Grk. (followed by Lat. and RV.) inverts thi
order of subject and predicate : every bad man stirs up strifei
but so general an allegation does not account for the sharp threa
of the second clause. The stateraent a bad man seeks only rebel
lion (as the Heb. raay be rendered) is not true unless the las
term is taken (as it is used elsewhere in OT.) as = "disobedienc
to God " ; so it seeras to be understood in part by the Grk.
which renders the second cl.: but the Lord will se7id to him apii

.rvYXi. y-i;*
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iless angel (or, messenger), that is, sorae frightful misfortune
(storm, pestilence, or the like). This sense is, however, here iraprobable — if Yahweh were raeant to be the subject, it would be
expressed — and the second cl. suggests that sorae flagrant crirae
like rebellion is had in mind, and then the subject of the sentence
is naturally a rebellious man or a rebel. Rebellious, in the sense
of " disobedience to God," is distinctively a terra of the Prophetic
thought. If the text be correct (as to which there is ground for
doubt) the proverb is purely political (like 23'"^, etc.), affirming
that rebellion against constituted authority is an evil and dangerous thing. Such an opinion raight suit many different periods of
history : it raight possibly belong to the tirae of Ezekiel, who (Ez.
17) denounces Zedekiah for his rebellion against the King of
Babylon, or to the fifth or fourth century B.C., when the Jews were
accused (Neh. 6^*) of wishing to raake theraselves independent
of Persia, or when (according to Euseb. Chron., in the Arraenian
translation) a considerable body of Jews was deported, by Artaxerxes Ochus, to Hyrcania in punishment for an uprising; but it
more naturally falls in the Greek period when rebellions were rife
in the various provinces into which Alexander's empire was divided. — The eraendation: the ki7ig will se7id a te7-rible one
against him (Dyserinck) gives a good sense (substantially identical with that of our Heb.), and should, perhaps, be adopted.
On terrible (or, cruel) see 5" 11^^ 12'" Jer. 6^ Isa. 13^

12. A fool is dangerous.
Meet a bear robbed of her whelps
Rather than a fool in his folly.

Continuous sentence with iraplied comparison, binary. Lit.: let
a bear, etc., meet a man rather, etc. For the picture of the bear
see 2 Sara. 17* Hos. 13^. The poftit of comparison is the danger
involved in the two meetings; in the animal the danger arises
from her ferocious anger, in the fool from his intellectual and
moral idiocy — he is capable of everything, his folly is an integral
part of hira. The couplet raay be based on an old folk-saying.
— Grk. (with a peculiar reading of the Heb.) : care 77iay come on
a wise man, but fools meditate evil
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13. Punishment of returning evil for good.
Whoso returns evil for good,
P'rom his house evil shall not depart.

Siraple affirraation, ternary. Such base ingraritude, it is
be punished — whether through the social laws that spi
raen's moral sense, or by direct divine action, is not s;
the phrase of first cl. see i Sara. 25^', and on returning
evil see Pr. 25^^-^^.
8. ?§ inb'n jn p x , for which 3 has piirdbs x^-ptriiiv iraibda;
probability, emends to ffradpbs for p., and iwlSoais for ir.; 2E, in\
NiDn Niniyi; S misunderstands; IL gemma gratissima expectai
lantis. — 9. ?§ Ui;' repeat (with 3 introducing the thing in which
tion occurs) gives a good sense; Gr. emends to njc errs, and V
n:i£'D reports, a meaning which occurs in Ass. (De. Wbch.) but not
(3 picret Kpiirreiv, in which p. = ayy (and so IE), and K. may be r<
131 understood as = the idea contained in the nD3D of" (Lag.). C
is based on 3, see Pinkuss. — 10. In pj rn-^. (from nm) the first rae
lated, and the tone, for rhythmical reasons, is retracted; the assimila
also in Jer. 21^3 Job 21*3, but not in 1^ 38^; cf. Ols. § 237 a, Ges.^s §
stem is perhaps Aramaic. — <S in » has free rendering of f§; in i)
have read DXD "703 n3n3 (Jag. Lag.) or to have taken nnn from n;
ySet), a reading which Frank, adopts; the derivation from nm s
appropriate. VL expands J§; B follows (§; IL = ^ . — 1 1 . ?^ 1«< (
<5SSE, in IL rendered by sonper) taken either as = only or as = f
inapposite, and the abstract >ia (read n3iD in (§IL)is here very imj
not impossible; read 11D li'a (as S2C have it). — After nSs' the Prt
properly to introduce the object which one stretches out the hand
we should here perh. read th or rSx. — Before y-\ Bi., following 3,
for ^ INSD Gr. reads -[SID (SO 6'^), but the difference is not import
more probably, "iSo and nSu-\ —12. For the Heb. of (3^ Jag. su
S3t' iS'N3 ^3Ni; in^ 3 read "?>< instead of Sx : to a fool is folly. B 1
3, only doubUng the subject {care and fear), in •> = J§, with VN for
mingles | § and S, in ^ reading SN, interprets | § . fL = ?§.

14. Of quarrelling.
Text and translation are doubtful. Our Heb. raay be xi
a letter out of water is the beginning of st7ife, and bef or
wrought up {= excited, angry) leave off conte7ition, or
contention (or, qua7Telli7tg) breaks out, leave off. The \
dered getting wrought up (or, quarrelling) occurs elsewhei
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only in i8' 20', on which see notes.* The reference in the first
line of our Heb. text seems to be to raaking a sraall aperture in a
dam or in anything which prevents the flow of water : it is easy to
let the water out, hard to stop it — the aperture grows larger, and
the flow of water stronger. This construction is intelligible,
though the language is soraewhat indefinite; we should expect
menfion of the point whence the water is let out; in any case, we
must, for grararaatical accuracy, read: a letting out, etc. The
Grk. gives what is perhaps a better text by reading words instead
oi water, whence we have : outpouring of words is the beginning
of strife, a warning against thoughtless talk, as in 10^^ 17^. — In
the second line the norra of the Book leads us to expect an assertion (parallel to that of first hne) that soraething coraes before
something (as in 15** 16^*)—perhaps (oraitting the leave off) :
before conflict goes quarrelling, a progression in the thought.
Either the rendering of RV. {leave off contention before there be
quarrelling) or that of Siegfried {before contention break out leave
off) is, however, possible. Whatever the precise forra of the
aphorism may be, its general sense is clear — it is a warning
against strife.

15. God abhors judicial corruption.
He who gives judgment for the wicked and he who condemns the righteous
Are both of them an abomination to Yahweh.

Simple affirmation, quaternary-ternary (or, binary-ternary). The
offence described is that of the unjust judge, controUed by prejudice, passion, servihty to governors, or a bribe. The Heb. of
first cl. contains an assonance that cannot well be imitated in
modem Enghsh, somewhat as he who rights the wrong and he
who wrongs the right (the verb right as in Shakspere, Rich. III.
I, 3). The rendering of RV., justifies (that \%,p7-onounces just),
now conveys a wrong irapression, one too distinctly ethical, and
acquits is too narrow a terra, since the bad raan is not necessarily
the defendant in the trial. Frora this Heb. word the forensic expression ywj/i)^/ has passed into NT. (Rora. 3^, etc.). Wicked is
• Schult. De. al. take it (from Arab, and Syr.) to mean show the teeth (in sign
of anger), whence quarrel; according to others (Siegfried al.) it means break
forth (in a hostile way).
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he whose cause is bad, righteous he whose cause is good. On
abomination see note on 3^^ For the idea of the couplet cf Ex.
23^ Dt. 25I Isa. 5^ I K. 8=*^ Job 34" ^ 94'' Pr. 24^

16. "Wisdom is beyond the fool's reach.
If the fool has money to buy wisdom,
What boots it, since he has no mind?

Question, really prose, but arranged in ternary forra. Lit, why
(or, of 7vhat avail) is the7-e a price i7i the fool's hand to buy wisdo7n, and intellect (lit. heart) there is 7ione ? Grk.: why has a
fool wealth ? for a dolt ca7tnot buy wisdo7n. The term fool appears to refer to both intellectual and raoral weakness, since wisdom in Pr. is coraraonly eraployed in the wider sense. There
raay be an allusion to attendance, by mentahy and raorally weak
persons, on the instruction of sages; but, as it is doubtful whether
fees were taken by the Jewish teachers, the proverb raay merely
affirra that wisdora cannot be got without certain qualities of
raind. Here, as elsewhere in the Book, the fool is absolutely excluded from the domain of wisdom, and nothing is said of a
change of mind whereby he raay enter it. De. cites the " golden
proverb" of Democritus : " there are many who have learning
without mind (vow)"; but the antithesis of Pr. goes deeper—
the fool is not raerely lacking in breadth and fineness of intellectual apprehension, he is also unsympathetic toward all knowledge
and wisdora. Mind is properly " capacity to learn," which here
probably involves "disposition to learn."—The Grk. adds a
couplet raade up from v.'^" and v.^.

17. "Value of friendship.
A friend is always friendly,
A brother is born for adversity.

Identical, ternary. As symbols of steadfast, helpful affection
friend and brother are here (as in ^ 35", cf 2 Sam. i*) equivalents : one is loving at all tiraes, even in tiraes of trial; the other
is born for {= intended for, adapted to, exercises his specific
function in) adversity, the occasion which raost severely tests
friendship. — Many recent translators (De. Reuss, Kamp. RV.
marg. al) adopt the rendering and is born as a brother for (or.
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in) adversity, that is, the true friend, in time of trial, is, as it were,
bom anew into blood-kinship and assumes the role ot brother.
This translation gives substantially the sarae sense as the other,
identifying/w«<^ and brother in respect of faithfulness, but is less
natural, and less exact. — Sorae interpret the second line as expressing a contrast to (and an advance on) the first line, with the
sense: " a friend, it is true, is always friendly, but in time of trial
it is the brother (at other rimes indifferent) that comes forward " ;
but the terra always appears to include times of trial; the friend
is not friendly in fair weather only, and the brother does not confine his kindness to seasons of adversity. A brother is a natural
representative of unselfish love; but Pr. in two places (18'** 19^)
represents the fraternal relationship as far frora perfect, and in
two places (18^ 27'") puts it below the relationship of friend or
neighbor-^that is, it estimates the bond of social affection as
higher than that of blood. — On the value of friendship see BS.
514-U 2223. The love of sister for brother or of brother for sister is
nowhere directly spoken of in OT. (in 2 Sam. 13^ Absalom is
next of kin and natural protector), but the word sister is used as
= dear friend (7'' Cant. 4" a/.).

18. Folly of going security.
Void of sense is he who pledges himself,
Who becomes security to another.

Identity of predicates, quaternary or ternary. Pledges himself is
\\\.. strikes hands; on the expression see notes on 6^ 11^*. The
aruther refers to the creditor. To another is lit. in the presence
of his neighbor. Grk.: for his ow7i friends, with the sarae general sense. Sirailar warnings are given in 6^"^ 11^' 20^^ 22^^ 27''
BS. 29''<^'. The OT. law says nothing of such security; the custom arose, doubtless, in the later coraraercial life.

19,20. Strife and falseness are destructive.
19. He loves < wounds' who loves strife,
He who < talks > proudly seeks destruction.
20. A false heart finds no good,
A lying tongue falls into calamity.
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19. Chiastic parallelisra, quaternary (or, binary). Instead oi
wounds the Heb. has sin, not here appropriate, the correspondinj
terra in second cl. being destruction; the eraendation require
only a slight change in the Hebrew. In second cl. the text reads'
he who makes high his door, which is understood to refer to the
pride and ostentation shown by building the house-door high*
but no such custora is known to have existed in antiquity, and the
parallelisra calls for an expression referring to strife; the change
of a letter gives the reading makes high his mouth, = speaks lof;
tily, haughtily ; cf the sirailar expression speak loftily in i Sam, 2'.|
— The paraUelisra involves the idea that proud words occasion
strife, and strife is always injurious, often destructive. Cf ii'
18'^ 20'' 29'''^—20. Synonyraous, binary-ternary. Lit. ^^ who is
false in heart {= raind, inward being) and he who is false in
tongue; on the first of these terras iox false see note on 2" — it
raeans " that which deviates frora the straight line," " raorally
crooked"; the second raeans " that which is turned away from
the proper forra." Finds = meets with. The good and calamity
(lit. evil) relate not to raoral advantage or disadvantage, but, as
appears frora the whole course of thought in the Book, to external
prosperity or adversity; it would, besides, be tautological to say
that the har is not raorally good.

21. Children not always a joy.
He who begets a dolt does it to his sorrow,
And the father of a fool has no joy.

Identical, ternary. The two terras dolt (Heb. kes'tl) and fool
(Heb. nabal) are here practically identical in raeaning. The
former (which occurs nearly fifty tiraes in Pr., see note on i")
is " dull, slow-witted," intellectually, raorally, or religiously; the
latter (found elsewhere in Pr. only in 17^ 30^^ and less than
twenty tiraes in the whole OT.) coraraonly, outside of Pr., relates
to religious folly. Here the reference raay be to intellectual and
raoral stupidity, or to the intellectual sort alone. Cf v.^ of this
chapter, and BS. 22I — Grk. (iraitating 10^) adds: but a wise
* The Grk. has: who makes his house high.
t Aben Ezra, Schult. al. interpret door as = mouth, but this is an improbable
metaphor.
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son makes a glad mother, an antithesis which raight naturally have
been appended by a scribe.
22. Cheerfulness is health.
A cheerful heart is a good medicine.
But a broken spirit dries up the bones.

Antithetic, quaternary (or, binary). Cf 15'^, to first cl. of which
ourfirstcl. is conforraed by sorae critics ; but the variation of the
Heb. seeras raore probable. On heart and spirit see notes on 2^
and 11'^; both terras here relate to teraper of mind — in first cl.
we have a cheer)', courageous nature, in second cl. a broken-spirited, dejected, downcast nature. In first cl. the predicate is ht.
causes good healing (or, recovery). The bones, as skeleton, represent the whole body; they may be vigorous, fat, full of marrow
(3' IS** 16^^ Isa. 58"), or feeble, rotten, eaten by caries (12'' 14^
^ 2jio(ii) JQ^J ^Q.W^ . |,j jj^jg verse the dryness is contrasted with
the fatness (fulness of marrow) of healthy bones. The reference
is primarily to the physiological effect of teraper of raind, and
then, perhaps, to the general effect on life ; as to the old-Hebrew
conception of the relation of the bones to the rest of the body,
the process of nourishraent in bones, and the relation of raind to
body we have no precise inforraation. For similar sayings araong
other peoples see Malan; on ancient medicine see art. Medicine
in Smith, Diet, of Bible.
14. TJ3 or lao is better than ^ la'o (so G r . ) . — On the stem yhi see Schult.
Ges. Thes. BDB. From Arab, it appears to signify uncover, disclose { = H e b .
i'7j), then show the teeth, quarrel, rage ; the last-named meaning suits the use
of the Hith. in Pr.; Gr. (after Nidda, viii. 2) takes it as = burst forth (so also
Siegf.); Heb. nSj, Syr. yS.i, Arab, y"?!, seem to be different stems. Frank.,
in opposition to the rendering before there be conflict, says that ' : B S is never
used in dehortation, but always introduces something that actually precedes;
yet cf. Gen. 27' 'nb 'jaS. — (g is partly corrupt, partly based on a different
Heb. text from ours: ii,ov<Tlav blbiacriv perh. = lt3D gives free course (but Jag.
refers to 1^ 22^); X6701S = DSD (instead of o^c); biKaioaivi)s is perh. for biabiKaalas and ivbelas for dvaiSelas (vSjnn) ( J a g , ) . — S read DDi for Q^r, and
perh. 3-131 for ySjni ( B a u m . ) ; E appears to expand S (cf. P i n k u s s ) ; iL'' et
""tequam patiatur coniumeliam (perh. = before he is stripped) judicium
dese>•'/. —16. On the arrangement of lines in 3 see note on v.^^ below. — 1 7 . T o
take iijS as = in adversity is perh. possible, but is here hardly natural. — In ••
@ has a doublet, the second member of which is abridged; or this second line
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may be an interpretative gloss, pj j?ii was, according to Jag., understood by
3 as Hif. Impv. of i;'i make thee a friend. — 18. (@IL take 13 vpn as a gesture
of joy. — J§ l i p •'JD'?; Gr., retaining sense of ?^, 'i xyxh; Bi., after 3 (TW»
iavrov 4>lXo>v) li'i^, making the reference general — the nature of the warning
is not thereby affected. —19. ?§ y-'s; Gr. yxn, which is preferable. — In (S
the order of lines differs from that of ?|J: after v.^ come v.^b and a modified
form of v.2\ then v." (w'* doublet). 18. lOa. 20. the change is due to an error of a
Grk. scribe. —J§ 'nie; 3 rbv iavrov OIKOV, = in3 or in.13, a good sense, but
not preferable to that of ?§. It is better, however, with Frank., to read 'o; cf.
the combination of 131 with 13"', i Sam. 2^. — 21. ^ i^'^; 3 Kapbia, = 2h.
here inapposite and against the parallelism; it is perh. induced by the K. of
v.2^. — 22. ?Q 11^ is most naturally connected with the verb of Hos. 5I8, and
so, = healing. The similarity to 15'' has suggested the sense face, for which,
however, there is no authority (see Arab, nil and nji). The primitive signification of the stem is uncertain; cf. Syr. ar\\ fiee, withdraw (whence perhaps
our noun, = cessation, bcllcrment), and see notes of De. Now., and the lexicons. (S iiiKriiv; S2b read I'lJ body, and Dys. Gr. emend to nu.

23. 'Wickedness of taking bribes.
A wicked man accepts a bribe
To pervert the course of justice.

Single sentence, ternary. Lit.
accepts a bribe from the bosom
(that is, of a briber)
. the ways of justice. On bosom as = a
part of a garraent, and on its use as pocket see notes on (P 16'';
on bribe (lit. gift) see v.* above, and on the power of gifts cf
21". The rendering
takes a bribe from {his own) bosom
(that is, in order to corrupt a judge and pervert justice), while
possible, accords with the Heb. and with parallel sayings less well
than the translation above adopted. The wicked man is here the
corrupt judge or other influential person.

24, 25. Inanity and oppressiveness of the fool.
24. The goal of the man of understanding is wisdom.
The fool's eyes roam over all the world.
25. A foolish son is a grief to his father
And bitterness to her that bare him.

24. Antithetic, ternary. Lit. in fro7it of the man of understanding is wisdom, but the eyes of the fool a7-e on the ends of the earth.
The 7na7t of understanding (see 8^ 17^" 2°) is he who compre-
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hends the issues of hfe, and raakes it his aira to attain the true
principle and law of conduct (the divine law implanted in the
mind of man); the fool, on the other hand (Heb. kesil, see v.^'),
lacking in insight and stability, is incapable of fixing his attention
on any one thing, and therefore does not seek wisdora. The interpretation " the raan of sense sees wisdora everywhere, the fool
seeks it unsuccessfuhy everywhere" (Ew. al.) is iraprobable —
the fool is not represented in Pr. as seeking wisdora except in the
moment of final deadly peril (i^*), while the reference here is to
the man's ordinary thought, and the point is his lack of seriousness; cf, on the other hand, the attitude of the scoffer in 14*.
For the expression ends of the earth see Jer. 25*^ Dt. 28*^ \\i 135'
Mt. xi*"^ al.; it denotes the extreraities of the then known world,
that is, the region south of Ethiopia, the south of Arabia, the
region just east of the Tigris (perhaps to the centre of Asia), Asia
Minor, and the coasts of the Mediterranean Sea. — 25. Identical,
ternary-binary. The proverb is a variation of 10' xe^^ 17^^ Fool
{kesil) as in v.^*-^^ — Delitzsch raakes 17^^-18^ a separate section
on the ground that it begins and ends with the sarae thoughts
which open and close the preceding passage, 17^'"''*; but the
repedtion of a proverb hardly warrants such a division; see the
Introduction.

26. Against injustice under forms of law.
The first line of the Heb. is clear :
Also to fine the righteous is not good.

The word also ( = intensive and), which iraplies a conjunction or
contrast with something that precedes, is here without significance,
unless we suppose a lost line or couplet with which this hne or
this couplet stands in contrast (possibly 18') ; and even if the
order of fines in the couplet be inverted, the word will stiU be inapposite, since the relation of thought between the two lines does
not call for such an emphatic connective ; the rendering even
(Kamphausen: already) is, for the same reason, improper. —
Fine (usually employed of a pecuniary mulct, Dt. 22^^ al.) may
= raore generally punish (as in 22^). Not good = not proper.—
The second line may be rendered : To smite the noble for upright-
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ness (RV.), or :
against equity, = unjustly (Frank, al), or:
is against equity, = is U7isee77ily (Wild.). The first sense is
improbable : in first line the bad act is siraply punishing a just or
righteous raan (without the addition " for his jusrice or righteousn e s s " ) , nor in fact is the " n o b l e " raan coramonly assailed "for
( = on account of) his nobleness," but in a rapacious spirit which
cares not whether its victim be noble or ignoble, or his cause just
or unjust. The second rendering (in which the expression is not
good raust be supplied frora first line) involves a tautology — any
punishment of a righteous raan raust be unjust. The third rendering gives a distinct parallelisra of predicates in the clauses.
Karaphausen changes the text and renders: to smite the noble is
so in high degree (that is, is C77iphatically not good), but the translation is doubtfiil, and a cliraax here is iraprobable. — If the word
noble be retained, it raust, from the parallelism, be understood in
a raoral sense, as == 7-ighteous. It raay raean noble77ian, prince
(8'" 25'' Job 12^' i/f 118" al), or willi7ig, freehea7fed (Ex. 35'), hut
also, apparently, 77i07-aUy 7ioble: thus in v.' of this chapter it is
put over against fool, and in Isa. 32°"* is contrasted with fool and
Imave. — Another emendarion of text (Frank.) gives the reading:
to oppress {him) i7i court unjustly (or, i7iequitably), to which the
tautology {opp7-ess
unjustly) seeras a decisive objection.
Probably the
(or, fai/) to
justice. Cf
and after it
court.

second line should be read either: it is not seemly
oppress the up7-ight, o r : it is not seemly to pervert
18', which appears to be a variation of this couplet,
our hne raight be r e a d : to oppress the upright in

27, 28. 'Value of silence. — Identical, quaternary-ternary (or,
ternary).
27. He who is sparing of words is wise,
A man of cool spirit is judicious.
28. Even a fool, if he hold his peace, is accounted wise.
Sensible, if he keep his lips shut.

27. Cf 10". First cl. lit.
knows knowledge; cf t^,know
understandi7ig. The raan of cool spirit (lit. he who is cool of
spirit) is one who raaintains coraposure and self-control, is not
under the dorainion of excited feeling, and is therefore caurious in
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speaking; the proverb is primarily directed not against literary
loquacity (though this raay well be included), but against language which raay stir up ill feehng. — Subjects and predicates
maybe inverted, so as to read : The wise man is sparing of words,
the judicious 77ian is cool. — The ancient Heb. editors (in the Masora) read, in second cl., he who is precious ( = costly, dear, rare)
of spirit, which is interpreted by Rashi (perhaps guided by first
cl.) to mean he who is sparing of words, by others of worthy bearing (Saadia) ox character (Schult. AV.). The two last renderings are tautological (cf De.) ; the translation cool (which is
generally adopted by recent expositors) seems satisfactory ; Grk.
longanimous; Targ. humble.— Wise, lit. a 77ian of wisdom (or,
comprehension). — 28. The raeaning is not that the fool shows
wisdom in keeping silence, but that silence conceals folly, and is,
moreover, comraonly regarded as a sign of profundity. See raany
proverbs, similar to these two, in Malan's Notes.
23. 3 gives a very free rendering of the whole couplet as a single sentence,
and adds a doublet of the second half; see Lag.'s attempt to explain the wording, and Baum.'s criticism of Lag. — ^he who receives bribes is wicked, and perverts the way of justice, less probable than J^. •— 24. J§ ^is HN alongside of, in
front of; Gr. emends improperly to 'J3 ^N toward. Before t3i3 Bi. inserts •aa,
unnecessarily; sense and rhythm in ||J are good. In (@SE nN is not rendered.—With ©'<»• IW- 233 the Grk. text is better read irpSawirov avverov dvbpbs
(ro<t>&v, 3^ giving no sense (Lag.). The pn rejoice of ®Lag must be emended,
after S), to p'n look, as in the Breslau Codex (Pink.). — 26. Omit aj as meaningless ( f. note on v.^^ below). The ^ before p-jx is improbable, since i^yy is
elsewhere followed by noun without Prep, (see 2 l " ) ; we should perh. read
•C3^^ (see the S in •>); the insertion of the Prep, before the noun may be error
of eye, or may be due to an Aramaic-speaking scribe. —1§ nsnS; better r\mnh
(Frank.). For 3-ii cf. Arab. 3ii active, excellent { = physically or morally good),
and Eth. 31ID exposed to peril { = pressed on) ; the stem perhaps = tnove on,
press forward. — '^ 1B>^ iS; affords no satisfactory sense; read i;-; "^3 (Gr.), as
© oibi &<riov{liys. i r i 1^3); the emendation 1;^; ^'-; superabundantly (Kamp.)
does not accord with the'context. SilL who say what is right; iL qui recta
judicat.~2T. K l|ii; Q i p \ The latter is followed freely by 3E1L and the
medieval Jewish interpreters, the former by ^ —28. pj aj introduces a contrast between the SIN and the naturally suggested a3n (in v.^' there is no
such natural suggestion of contrast between pis and yifi). —(5 dvo-qTtp iwepwrii<ravTi (^'inr) (To<plav ao(pia (ii:3n) XoyiaB'^aerai, an improbable reading.
On the unimportant couplet added in 3 *• i " to v.^^, and apparently a free
variation of v.^^a, see L a g . - S repeats 3a'nnD in K
2A
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X"VIII. 1. Our Heb. reads: 07ie who separates himself (or,
holds hi7nself aloof, or, is alienated) seeks desi7-e, qua7rels with
(or, rages agai7ist) all wisdo7n (or, qua7rels by every means).
This is now generally held to mean that one who holds himself
aloof frora his friends or frora society follows his own selfish desires and arabitions, and opposes everything reasonable.* This
observation, however, does not accord with the tone of Proverbs.
The character thus described is that of a man who, wrapped up
in himself, ignores the interests and clairas of the coraraunity, and
thus becoraes an enemy of society. The sarae thought, in ecclesiastical forra, is expressed in Hillel's saying {Pirke Aboth, 2, 4 ) :
"separate not thyself frora the congregation," that is, " b e not a
separatist, a free-lance or schismaric, do not withdraw thyself
frora the mass of belief and custora represented by the community " — an idea natural to an Israelite of the later tirae, but, in its
broader form iraprobable for the sages of Proverbs. — Grk. (followed by Lat.) has: a man who wishes to separate from friends
seeks p7-etexts, but at all ti/zics he will be liable to 7-ep7-oach (or, perhaps, a7id
will be full of 7-ep7-oach), which reads pretext for
desire and will be rep7-oached for will qua7-7-el, and adds from
friends.
This reading is adopted substantiaUy by Hitzig and
Frankenberg. The latter renders: the alie7iatedfrie7id seeks an
occasion [of quarrel], seeks by all 7nea7is to stir up st7-ife, which in
its horaely tone reserables other aphorisras of the Book, but
appears to be over-cynical. The renderings at all ti77ies (Grk.)
and by all 77iea7is (Frank.) are doubtful. Hitzig's translation is
not raore satisfactory : he who is excluded [by raen from th^ir
society] seeks an occasion, g7iashes his teeth against all that is beneficial [to others]. It seems irapossible to get a sari:;factory
sense from the Hebrew, and no good emendation presents itself
2. The fool's fatuousness.
A fool takes no pleasure in sound sense.
But rather in revealing his nature.
* So Luth. RV. Ew. De. al. For the views of the early commentators see Critici Sacri and Geier. Aben Ezra explained it as referring to the traveller who
leaves home in order to search out all knowledge. So nearly B. Hodgson (Oxford, 1788) : A retired man pursueth the researches he delighleth in, and hath
pleasure in each branch of science, a pleasing picture, but forbidden by the verb
of the second clause.
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Antithetic, ternary. On/^i?/(>^^J-//) see notes on i^^ 17^^ Sound
sense is comprehension and the conduct which follows therefrom;
see note on 2". The second cl. is lit. but in his mind's \_heart's]
disclosing itself. The fool, that is, having no inkling of what is
wise and noble, has fatuous satisfaction in following out and raanifesting his intellectual and raoral feebleness, which he regards as
wisdom.
3. Vice entails disgrace.
when < wickedness ' comes then comes also contempt.
And on < insolence > follows scorn.

Synonymous, binary (or, quaternary-binary). The Heb. reads :
when tlie wicked 77ian co7nes, comes also conte7npt, a7td with disgrace ii. scorn. The reading wickedness (obtained by a change
of vowels) is favored by the forra of expression of first cl., by the
second cl., and by.the parallel line in 11^ {cotnes pride, then comes
disgrace). — Of the three other nouns of our Heb. the first and
third are active (expressing one's feeling toward a person), the
second is passive (expressing the state of the despised person).
The relation of the nouns of first cl. to each other is ambiguous :
the contemptraaybe felt by the wicked for others, or by others
for him; the second sense is favored by the paraHelism (the
scorn of second ch is directed toward the bad pian), and by such
proverbs as 11*. — The second cl. in our Heb. affords no satisfactory sense. Disgrace cannot be taken (Zockler) as = sha7neful
conduct (synonyraous with wicked7iess). The couplet is by sorae *
understood to raean : " the wicked raan despises others, but with
the disgrace which he inflicts on others coraes scorn frora others
for him," a forced interpretation of second cl. Others,t following
the Grk., read : " When the wicked coraes, coraes also contempt,
disgrace, and scorn," which is grammatically and rhythmically
improbable. A slight change of text gives the reading for second cl. \ : and with hi7n a7-e disgrace and scor7i, that is, he (the
wicked man) inflicts these on others; this (identical in sense
with Fleischer's rendering, but grammatically better) is intelhgible, but is not quite natural. — A parallel to first cl. is got if
• Strack, al.

\ With Fleischer.

% Gratz, Bickell.
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(by an easy change of consonants) we substitute insolence (or,
pride) for disgrace ; " with wickedness is contempt, with pride is
scorn." The ambiguity of direction in scorn remains; for the
reasons given above it is better to take it as felt toward the bad
raan. Grk. and Lat. regard the co7ttempt of first cl. as inflicted
by the wicked; in second cl. Lat. raakes hira the suff'erer, Grk. is
doubtful. — Oxi conte77ipt, disgrace, scorn see notes on 12* 3'" 6''.
The distinction made by Delitzsch, that the first and third of
these terras relate to words, and the second to conduct, is not
warranted by OT. usage.
4. The Heb. text reads : The words of a 77ian's 7nouth are deep
waters, a flowing brook, a wellsp7-i7ig of wisdom.
This unrestricted stateraent does not accord with the thought of Prov., in
which no such excellence is ascribed to raen in general (in 12"
the text is to be changed) ; nor can we take 77ian as = " the ideal
raan," or paraphrase (Ew. De.) " i t often happens that the words,"
etc. — this is not in the raanner of the Book. As the couplet
stands, the 77ta7i raust be qualified by sorae term like " good," or,
"wise," and the second cl. raust be regarded as continuing the
predicate of first cl. To take second cl. as an independent sentence, and describe the wellspri7ig of wisdom as a flowing brook
(RV.) is to introduce an impropriety of language — a fountain is
not a brook; and the rendering the words, etc., are deepened
ivaters [that is, of a cistern, which is exhaustible], the welhp7-i7ig,
etc., is a flowi7ig [or, bubbli7ig, = inexhaustible] b7-ook (Hitz.)
supposes a meaning ("deepened'.') which the Heb. does not
permit, and thus introduces an unwarranted antithesis between
"man's words" and "wisdom."—The two lines of the couplet
do not agree well together. A coraparison like that of our first cl.
is found in 20', but in a sense which is hardly applicable here:
there a raan's secret thought is compared to " deep water," as
hard to fathom and get possession of; here the deep water is
rather the symbol of inexhaustible supply, a sense which is given
by the parallel terms flowi7ig brook and wellspring.
This inexhaustibleness cannot be meant to be afihrmed of raen in general;
the man must be defined. We may supply righteous (as in 10"),
or wise (cf 13" 16-^), but then the wisdo/n of second cl. wiU not
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be appropriate — it is not naturally related to "righteous," and,
with " wise " in first cl., it would produce an identical proposition.
Further, the iexxa fountain (Heb. maqor), when it is used raetaphorically, always occurs elsewhere in connection with the idea of
"hfe" (5" 10" 13" 14'' 16^2 Jer. 2^== xf^ ij/ se^^'"* 68^<^'), and the
definition life here suits the context better than wisdo7n. The expression fountain of life raay raean either " fountain of life-giving
water," or " perennial fountain " ; the latter sense accords with
the paraUel brook. The reading life, instead of wisdo7n, is found
in the Grk. and in a few Heb. MSS.; the testiraony of the latter
is not of great value, and the Greek reading raay be a correction
after 10". But the usage of Prov. must be allowed to have
weight, and we should perhaps read the couplet: The words of
the wise are deep waters, a flowing brook, a pe/'e/mial fountain,
that is, an inexhausrible source of counsel and blessing. — On
word ds equivalent to thought see note on 10".

5. Against legal injustice.
To favor the guilty is not good,
Nor to oppress the innocent in court.

Identical thought with antithesis of terras, ternary. A forensic
saying, = 17^* (cf 17^') ; guilty and in7iocent axe the terras usually
rendered wicked and righteous respectively. Favor is lit. lift up
tlie face, that is, " raise a suppliant frora the ground in token of
favor" (Lev. 19^' Mai. i* 2^ Job 13* i/f 82^, and the verb alone in
Gen. 19^', = accept) ; the iraplication here is that the favoring is
unjust. — The Heb. of second cl. reads: to oppress (lit. turn
aside, that is, frora one's rights), etc., which raay be taken to
mean so as to oppress, etc. (RV marg.), but it is more natural to
understand second cl. as siraply paraUel to first cl. Court is lit.
judgment, — legal decision. Lat.: that thou 7nayest decline from
the truth of justice (reading truth or righteousness instead of righteous). Grk. (expressing the iraplied adjective) : nor is it holy to
pervert justice in judgment. Cf. i K. 21*"^^ Ara. 5'^ Isa. i^ Jer.
22' Ez. 2 2^2 al
XVin. 1. ^ iix?; 3 irpo(l>d(reis, = UN'O, as in Ju. 14* (Capp. Crit. Sac. 4,
5.13), which should, perhaps, be adopted; cf. 2 K. 5'. Possibly p i j slanderer
should be read instead of i i s i ; cf. i628. the *? of J^ appears to be taken by 3
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as sign of Ace. — JIJ I'B'in S33; (3 if iravrl Kaipip, perh. free renderin
on M see Lag on this passage. — J§ v'?jn'; (@ ^Trove/Stirros, = Sjfj.i'
(Capp. 4, 7, 3). — On S and 2C see notes of Pink, and Baum. — 2. (5
(supplied by the translator) is apparently scribal error for dyarai (Ja
d<t>po(Tvvrj is interpretation of JtJ is*? n'7Jnn, or perh. (Gr. Baum.) re
n'?'?n (which, however, it does not represent in Eccl. IQI^). — 3. J^
j^p; read vr'i and pr. — r3, jSp, noin, are general terms for contenip
is naturally often expressed by words, sometimes also by deeds; see
335 ^^83", 633 Ju, ^18_ Bi (and so Gr. doubtfully) reads iD>i.--6
is ingeniously explained by Jiig. as = DJNS into the pool (for J^ DJ N:
is doubtful whether ^dOos would be used for DJN, a word which 3 e
in o r . perfectly understands; one might rather think of pDj"; cf. ;8ai
J§ apnv.—4. For K'x ID read D3n (Gr. nj3n ifK), and for nD3n read a
and several Heb. MSS.). — 3 Xbyos iv Kapblg, dvbpbs, = tva 3'73 I3i,
3S3 appears to have arisen out of pj B13 (in •'O I 3 i ) , the 1 and fl bee
and 3 (Lag.). — 3 dvawtjbvei Lag. regards as error for ivairibiei.

6-8. Foolish and slanderous talk.
6. The lips of a fool lead him into strife.
And his mouth brings on him stripes.
7. A fool's mouth is his ruin.
And his lips a snare to him.
8. The words of a slanderer are like dainty morsels.
They penetrate into the innermost recesses of a man.

6. Identical, ternary. Cf xf*^^^ 19^ 20^ Lit. come intt
= lead, etc.; or a shght change of the Heb. wiU give It
the Grk.). Brings on hi/n is lit. calls for. The fool's thot
or raalicious words involve hira in disputes (legal or other),
since he is in the wrong, entail punishment. — 7. Identi
nary-ternary. Cf 12^^ 13* 17-^. The thought is the sami
the preceding couplet. Ruin is to be taken as = " griev
laraity, crushing raisfortune." The Heb. is ht. a snare
person {Mt. soul), = to hi77iself. — 8. Comparison explaim
nary. The couplet occurs again at 26^^; cf 16^'26™. Th
derer is one who whispers malicious gossip, which, sa
proverb, is received by the hearers as eagerly as choice 1
of food, and, like them, pass into raen's being, and so affei
thought and action. On other translarions of the word he
dered dainty /norsels (such as sport or mockery, blows
wounds] bur7ti7ig, tormenti7ig, si7nple, reserved, soft) see
note below. The text does not express an antithesis in t
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lines: the wo/'ds a/e soft {ox, reserved), nevertheless they pe7tetrate
(lit. go dmon) ; it is the quality of sweetness in the words that
makes them acceptable. The Heb. has lit. in second cl. go down
into the inner chambers of the belly, in accordance with the mention of food in first cl.; the expression the recesses of a 77ian is
more appropriate to the acceptance of gossip. On i/mer cha7/ibers (here = i7iterio7-) see note on 7^ The proverb siraply states
a fact—men's readiness to listen to raalicious talk—without comment. For the concluding phrase cf 20^**.

9. Sloth is destructive.
He who is slack in his work
Is brother to him who destroys.

Single sentence, binary-ternary. Against indolence and carelessness. The priraary reference in work is probably to the ordinary
bread-winning occupations of life, but the terra may include all
affairs, of friendship, statesmanship, etc. The slothful or indolent
man, the proverb declares, ruins things as effectuaUy as the spendthrift or traitor or any one who sets himself to destroy. Indolence, as an offence against physical weU-being, is specially
denounced in Proverbs; so in 6^'^ 10* 12^* 15^^ 20^-^^ 21^ 24**"^*
26'*-i« (cf BS. 2 21-2 4O28-30), Brother = "one of similar nature"
(so companio7i in 28^^). Hitn who destroys is lit. a possessor
{=a dealer) of dest7'uction ; the reference is not to robbers and
murderers, but simply to those who bring ruin on their own
affairs and those of others. Rashi explains the expression as
referring to Satan.
6, 3§ Qal 1X3'; 3K Hif. 1N3% unnecessary. — | ^ mcSipS; 3 rb Opaffi
Bivarov; the last word seems to represent the three last letters of pj (JSg.),
the rest is doubtful: Jag. suggests that (3 out of nnh made neh (comparing
9I' 2oi), Baum. suggests nchi (9^^ .y„y^
Bpaffeta), and Levy {Chald.
fV'ort., s.v. Nnin) in^s (out of brfah); the reading ncnn is the most probable.
— 8. On 111J see note on 16^^. —1§ acnSnn (found only here and in the
duplicate couplet 26^2) has been variously explained: I. (5 (in 26-2) paXaKot
(which elsewhere in 3 = l i ) ; cf. pSn 2823 fiatlering (so Kimlji, Geier), and
Arab, ncn'? soft (Ew. compares ayi), or (Frank.) Aram. nSn sweet; possibly
2 (2622) iy irapipyip subordinate, incidental is here to be included, in the
sense of feigned, but see below under sport. 2. Whisper, vitirmiir ( = 'iirh) ;
A (26^) yor/riKol jugglers, Ew. suggests comparison with Aram, ayi as
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possible, = murmur, as expressing either the transient or the insinuating
character of words. 3. 2t J3NI disturb, vex (and so substantially 5 ) , as = nSn
strike; so Immanuel (in Reuchlin), Rashi wounds (cf. anS, Heb. and Arab.)
or (26^2) combatants, Luther, AV. (see text and margin), Levi, Vatablus those
who feign themselves wounded. Similar is 9E p i (2622) strike dozvn, perh. scribal
variation of pNi (cf. Levy). 4. S in S " [O'DP, = dKipaioi (Middeldorpf dicoKoi), IL simplicia, 9 (2622) i^airXoipcvoi, perh. free rendering of 3, perh. error
of text. 5. Sport, play, taking an'? as = nnV; so Saad. Mich. Zock. 6. Hidden
(Aben Ezra), perh. with reference to Arab, an'-', IV, or connected with ivhisper.
7. Burning (Ew.) = destructive (like poison), taking on'? as = 31S.—The
comparison with Arab. onP siuallow with avidity seems to be the most satisfactory, though the rendering jw^^/ morsels is possible. — 3 omits the couplet,
substituting 19'^, but with changes (Jag. Lag.). — 9. | ^ Qi, with reference to
other classes of persons who are destructive. Originally it may have pointed
to an immediately preceding statement; in the present connection it is without significance.

10,11. God and wealth as fortresses.
ID. The name of Yahweh is a strong fortress.
To which the righteous runs and is safe.
II. A rich man's wealth is his strong city.
It is like a high wall in his estimation.

10. Single sentence, ternary (or, binary-ternary). The expression 7iame of Yahweh, coraraon elsewhere in OT. (except in Ju.
Ru. Ezr. Esth. Job [discourses] Eccl. Cant.), is found in Pr. only
here (a sirailar expression in 30°). The name = the person,
because it expressed his nature and quahties (as early naraes comraonly did), and because in very ancient tiraes the narae was regarded (perhaps in consequence of its significance) as having an
objective existence and as identical with its possessor,* and the
locution which thence arose survived in later tiraes when the old
crude conception had vanished. Every people came to associate
with the narae of its god all that it attributed to the god. The
narae Yahweh was significant to the Jews at this tirae not because
it was a " tetragramraaton " or had in it anyraysteriousraeaning,
but because, as the proper narae of the national deity, it represented for theiu all ideas of divine guidance and protection. On
the period of the history during which the narae was coraraonly
employed see note on i^ The superstitious notions which were
* See Spencer, Sociol., I. 263; Jevons, Introd. to Hist, of Rel., pp. 245, 361;
Brinton, Pel. of Prim. Peoples, pp. 92 f.
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later attached to the " tetragramraaton" are unknown to the OT.*
Cf Ex. 3". — Is safe, ht. is set on high or in a high place, where
he is safe frora the attacks of eneraies. The proverb affirras generally that God protects the righteous; it says nothing of the
means eraployed. Cf i/^ 27^. — 1 1 . ParaUel coraparisons, quaternary-ternary. Esti7tiation, lit. picture, then, apparently, imagination, thought; cf 1/' 73^ and note on Pr. 25". A better
parallelisra is given by reading : and like a high wall is his riches.
The Heb. appears to say that wealth is a protection not really,
but only in the opinion of its possessor; this is possibly the correction of an editor who took offence at the role ascribed to
wealth. Whichever reading be adopted, the couplet siraply states
a fact; it is doubtful whether praise or blarae is implied ; cf 10^^,
in which our first cl. occurs. Wealth is regarded in Pr. sometiraes
as a desirable source of power, soraetiraes as associated with iraraoral and irrehgious pride. — From the collocation of v.^"" it
might be surmised that the forraer is a correction of the latter, or
a protest against it. Such protest raay have been added or inserted
by an editor; v.^^ stood originally, no doubt, as a siraple record of
observation.

12,13. Danger of pride and hasty speech.
12. Pride goes before destruction,
And before honor humility.
13. He who answers before he hears,
It is folly and shame to him.

12. Antithetic, ternary-binary. Lit., in first cl., before destruction
a man (lit. a man's heart) is haughty; see i6^^ The second cl.
occurs in 15^.— 13. Single sentence, ternary. Hears— " ^vei,
attention to " ; shame = " disgrace." Cf BS. 11^ Pirk. Ab. 5, 7.

14,15. Value of courage and wisdom.
14. The spirit of a man sustains misfortune,
But a broken spirit who can bear ?
15. The mind of the intelligent acquires knowledge.
The ear of the wise seeks after knowledge.
* See Buxt. Lex. s. v. C'13 and tt'lisn BU'. In Lev. 2411- !<• " the Name " should
be read " the name of Yahweh " ; the " Yahweh " was omitted causa reverentiae by
late scribes.
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14. Iraplicit antithesis, ternary, — "an unirapaired spirit is s
a broken spirit is weak." Frankenberg, in first cl, not so
He who soothes a man sustains { = controls) his anger. Sp
the inner being thought of as the seat of vigor and courage
Eng. spirited) ; broken = stricken, C7-ushed. Sustain and bet
here synonyras; the rendering r a w up (RV raarg.), inste
bear ( = endure), is here iraprobable. Misfortune is ht. si
(RV infirmity), here used of any suffering. The proverb r(
a fact of huraan experience, the sense being : when the
which is the source of strength, is itself crushed, what h
there? (for the rhetorical forra cf Mk. 9^"), and the iraplit
hortation is : be brave, do not succurab to trouble. There
reference or allusion to divine aid. There is here a near app
to the Greek conception of " courage " as a virtue, a conc(
hardly elsewhere formulated in OT. —15. Identical paraU
ternary. The first cl., with variation of verb, occurs in i
which the second cl. introduces the fool as contrast. — Intel
(see note on i') and wise are synonyms, and so acquire
seeks after. The word ear points to oral instruction. A pn
sion of thought, such as: " the intelligent (the higher gra(
mind) already possesses knowledge, the wise (the inferior g
is only seeking it," is improbable. No such disrinction ex
Pr. between intelligent and wise.

16-18. Legal and other contests.
16. A man's gift makes room for him.
And brings him before great men.
17. The first comer is right in his plea.
Then comes the other and tests him.
18. The lot puts an end to disputes,
And decides between the mighty.

16. Synonymous parallelisra, ternary. The gift is not inteU(
endowraent,* a sense foreign to the Heb. terra, nor the b
which a liberal raan benevolently dispenses (19"), thereby gJ
friends,! nor precisely a bribe, but probably, as second cl. ap
to indicate, a present made to g7-eat and powerful raen, wh
they becorae well disposed to the giver, afford hira protectioi
* Hitzig.

t De. Str. al.

aid and he thus has roo77t, a free field, access (as in second line)
to the presence of the patron. Cf 17*. The custom of making
such presents to the great, common in Israel and elsewhere, was
notably prevalent in the Greek period of Jewish history ; see, for
ex., the stories of Joseph, Hyrcanus, and Herod in Jos. A7it. x 2,
4, 2. 9; 14, 12, 2. —17. Single sentence, with imphed antithesis,
ternary-binary. First comer, he who first presents his cause
before the judge, and is naturally able to make out a good case;
is right, that is, in appearance ; plea, lit. lawsuit (RV. cause) ;
the other, ht. his neighbor, the other party to the suit; tests him,
lit. searches him, examines his argument, and presents the other
side. The first cl. raay be translated he who is first in his plea
{KY. pkadeth his cause first) is right*; the sense reraains the
same. — In Pirk. Ab. i, 8 it is said that the judge, so long as the
parties are in his presence, raust regard both as guilty, that is,
must distrust both. — The proverb = audi altera7n parte7n. —
18. Synonyraous, ternary-binary. On the eraployraent of the lot
among the Israehtes see note on xip. In this case the contending parties, instead of going into court, agree to refer their dispute not to an arbitrator, who would weigh the arguraents and
decide like a judge, but to God, who was supposed to order the
drawing or casting of the lots in accordance with justice; this
divine decision, if accepted in good faith, would at once stop contention, even when the contestants were powe7ful. The questions
in which the lot was resorted to in the later tirae were, it is probable, chiefly or whoUy such as concerned property rights of private
persons — pohtical disputes would coraraonly be otherwise settled.
Decides is lit. separates, that is, parts the contestants, so that the
dispute ceases.
19. It is difficult, if not irapossible, to construe the Heb. text.
Lit.: a brother sinned against ( ? ) than a stro7tg city, and disputes
are like the bar of a fortress. The translations si7ined against
{treatedperfidiously, injured, offended ) f and who resists, sets hi7nself in opposition % are grararaaticaUy doubtful. The insertions
harder, stronger, harder to be wo7i, etc., before the comparative
sign than, are unwarranted ; it would be necessary, if the preced* So De. Reuss, al.

t Rashi, RV. al.

X Ew. Zock. al.
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ing word should be retained, to change than to like (see second
line). But even then the coraparison of an injured friend and of
disputes to a fortified city or a fortress is strange and improbable.
It is not irapossible that the couplet is a variant of v." of this
chapter (cf 10^^), and should read: the rich ma7i's wealth is a
strong city, a7id his riches is like the bars of a fortress. — Grk.: a
brother helped by a brother is like a strong and lofty city, and is as
strong as a well-founded palace. This is better than the Heb.,
but is still unsatisfactory — there is no reason why a brother
helped by a brother should be thus singled out. — For the bars of
cities and fortresses see Ju. 16^ i K. 4^^ Isa. 45^ Neh. 3', and cf
Nowack, Arch. i. 142, 368 ff.
10. (@ iK peyaXuirivris, = Si'jp (Jag.). — 1 1 . | § nsfc'n (cf. 25II) apparently
= " something graved or fashioned " ; the meaning of the stem is uncertain.
Frank, suggests VS'3J or VD3J, which is, perhaps, to be adopted. —12. J§ B'N
need not be omitted in the interests of the rhythm, since t^N 3V may be
pronounced as one word. —14. J^ •?!?'!]" > ® depdiruv <j>pbvipos, according to
Jag., = n^nn (cf. ig") o>ie who carefully attends to him (see Lag.'s note),
which Frank, adopts, rendering: wer ihn schmeichelndbesanftigt, and taking
m as = anger, but the resulting line does not offer a good antithesis to second
line. — J^ iMDj n i ; "^ spiritum ad irascendum facilem. —17. K N'3>; Q X31.
Either reading gives a good sense, but a connective is natural, and we should
perh. write NSM; a l may have fallen out by reason of preceding 1. — 3 iavrov
Kar^fiyopos, — 131D (l Sam. 2I*) or 131 (Isa. 45*). —18. J^ Sijn; (S^BX aiyripbs {=z aiyijXbs) a silent man; better KXr)pos, as in (gsc. a. marg. ^H a/.—
| § aor;; Gr. suggests NX: or Dxn contestants. —19. J§ ytyci n«; 3 (followed
by SStiL) d5eX0As virb dbeX<pov por)9oip£vos, = yK'3 r\a, improbable in the connection. The isolated ys'oj is suspicious; the Nif. occurs only here, and the
Qal is always followed by 3 or hy; De. compares iDp = >hy ai:p, but to this it
may be replied that the two forms are different (Frank.) — in the case of an
Act. Partcp. the construction is possible, but not in the case of Pass. Partcp.
See note on this v. above. — J^ iy n'li'^c, though syntactically possible, is hard;
the substitution of 3 for D is favored by ^ and by (5SEiL. — On K DliD,
Q Di^lD see critical note on 61*. — Jg ;blf< ni33; (§, inverting order, uffirtp
redepeXiiapivov fiaaiXeiov as a firmly founded palace; for r. (ABN a/.) Lag.
would read pepo-yX^vpivov ( S ^ al!) barred.

20, 21. Power of the tongue.
20. From the fruit of the mouth comes requital to men,
The outcome of the lips they must bear.
21. Death and life are in the power of the tongue,
They who use it must eat its fruit.

36s
20. Synonyraous, ternary (or, quaternary-ternary). The thought
is that of 12" 13^-^ on which see notes — a raan must take the
consequences of his words, which are here regarded as expressing
his thought and nature. Lit. from the fruit of a man's mouth his
belly isfilled,the outcome (or, product) of his lips fills him. Fill
and belly belong to the figure eraployed (earing)—words are
spoken of as something that a raan feeds on, they, by their consequences, deterraine his position and fate, they bring requital, for
good or for evil according to their character. On outcome
{=produce, product) see notes on 3^". — 21. Synonyraous, ternary. See 13^ Good and bad speech are contrasted by their
results. The death and life are physical; see notes on 3* 5*.
Are in the power of =^ "are at the disposition of, are dealt out by."
Caution in speech is suggested, since words may bring the greatest misfSrtune (the termination of earthly hfe) or the greatest
good fortune (a long and prosperous life). — In second cl. the
Heb. reads lit. they who love it (the tongue), which, in the connection, can raean only they who are fond of using it, but the verb
is not natural, and the text is perhaps wrong. Grk. they who control it does not agree with the general forra of the predicate of
second cl., or with the thought of first cl.; the predicate to such
a subject should be will enjoy good. The suggestions of De., that
the // may refer to wisdom, or should be read Yahweh, are out of
the question. Cf BS. 37^^

22-24. Wife, wealth, friend.
22. If one finds a wife, it is a piece of good fortune,
A favor bestowed on him by Yahweh.
23. The poor man uses entreaties,
The rich man answers roughly.
24. There are friends who only seek society,
And there is a friend who sticks closer than a brother.

22. Synonymous, ternary (or, quaternary-ternary). Lit. he who
finds a wife (that is, a good wife) finds good, and obtains favor
from YaJiweh, that is, he finds not a good thing (RV.), but good
fortune, which, says second cl., he raust regard as a special favor
from God, who bestows all good fortune (not " he raay, in consequence, expect favor frora G o d " ) . Reuss: may congratulate
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himself, it is a favor from God. On the sentiraent and on the
raeaning of good ( = capable) as used of a wife see 12* 19" 31!"-"
BS. 7" 25' 261-3-i^"-i^-^* 40^ (read prudent wife) ; cf 5^* Gen. 2'*
Eccl. 9* (for another view see Eccl. 7^*). Rashi: " he who finds
the law" ; Saadia sees in the wife an allusion to Eve. — Cf 8**, in
which our second cl. occurs, the reference there being to the finding of wisdora. Nuraerous sirailar sayings are cited by Malan.—
The Grk. adds : " he who puts away a good wife puts away good,
and he who retains an aduheress is foolish and ungodly," a scribal
addirion intended to bring the thought of the couplet out more
fully. — 23. Antithetic, ternary (or, binary-ternary). The social
erainence and the rudeness of manner which someriraes accompany wealth, and the social dependence and humble bearing of
the poor raan — put by the proverb as a general rule; this may
be taken as a testiraony to the raanners of the tirae (probably the
Greek period) ; cf 22^ BS. 13". — 24. Antithetic, ternary. Heb.,
first line : A 7nan of friends is to be broken [ = crushed, ruined],
that is, his norainal friends, so far frora helping hira, wiU only use
hira for their own purposes. This interpretation * is exaggerated
in its stateraent, does not off'er a satisfactory antithesis to the
second line, does not follow the best Heb. text, and is in part a
doubtful translation. The expression man of friends, with the
sense " he who possesses (or, makes) raany friends " is not quite
in accordance with OT. usage, in which the defining noun after
7nan states a personal quality or a characteristic occupation (see
3^ 10^' 12* 19^^ 29* Isa. 53^ \\t 41''^''^) ; thus in Gen. 46"* the men
of the fiock raeans precisely not " men owning flocks," but " men
whose business is the tending of flocks." Apart from this the
parahelism (supported by a Jewish tradition) favors the reading
there are instead of man (the difference between the two is that
of a vowel), and first line might be rendered : there are friends
for being crushed, that is, who only bring ruin. But, since the
second line speaks of a steady, reliable friend, we expect in first
hne a reference to superficial, untrustworthy (rather than to hurtful) friends; this reference is gained by giving to the verb the
sense of " friendly association," a sense which is found in several

* Adopted by Schultens, De. RV., and the majority of modern expositors.
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Anc. Vrss.,* and is adopted by Luther, Mercer, Geier, AV- The
verbal form (the Prep, to -f- Infin. in the Heb.) raust be understood to express the purpose and function of the friends: they
seek only society, and are found wanting in time of stress, while,
on the other hand, there are friends who stand by a raan in his
darkest days, and are raore to be relied on than the nearest bloodkinsman. Friends, says the sage, are of two sorts : sorae are fairweather corarades, but sorae are stout and faithful helpers. — The
texrxis friends (first line) axid friend (lit. love/-, second line) are in
themselves synonyras — the difference between thera here intended is suggested by the context. The second line has soraetiraes been understood to refer to the Messiah. Cf. BS. 6^"
(especially v.") 37^*.
20. Bi. omits the Prep, in nsD, making the noun the subject of the verb —
possible, but unnecessary. — The reading 3i3 i^a, suggested by Gr. (who refers
to 12") is here inappropriate. — 21. J§ st. 3 I N ; (3 Kparovvres, from ma,
which affords no good sense; all other ancient authorities and most moderns
follow 5^, which can hardly be original. No good emendation has been suggested; neither 13? {those who are subject to it) nor icu' {those who give heed
to it) (Gr.) is satisfactory. Rashi: " he who loves his tongue and exercises
himself in the law." Saadia: " according as he loves one or the other"
(death or life). — 22. The insertion of n3i3 after ncN (@S2CIL) is natural, but
unnecessary (cf. Eccl. 728). — On the couplet added in (3 (and in SIL) see
note on this proverb above; "• follows closely the norm of ?^*, and •> is the
natural antithesis.—23. Lacking in (©ABX^ given in S ^ and H-P 23. 103. al.;
see notes of H-P, Field, Lag. —24. J^ ppinn, not from yi (Gr. Ven.), or y\
bad (Zock. al.), but from pi break. Read nyinn, from nyi (so S3EiL(S^^). —
3§ va is read t^_ by SE Hitz. Lowenstein, Frank, al., and is, from the parallelism, to be adopted. Baer (in App. Crit. to the B-D ed. of Prov.) observes
(from the Masora) that this is one of the three occurrences of Z"a, in which
8" is to be expected, the others being 2 Sam. 141^ Mic. 61"; see Kimhi, Libr.
Rad., s.v. -e^a. — The couplet, like the preceding, is wanting in 3^'^, found
in H-P 23 al.; yvinnS is rendered by rov iraipi'baaadai, cf. IL ad societatem.
S a man loves himself in order that he fnay be loved, either a free rendering
of (g, or a corrupt Syr. text. The construction of | ^ is periphrastic future,
= nnS n<i, is going to be (or, is to be) ruined. In the emended text h y Inf.
expresses purpose. Cf. critical note on 198.
* Targ. Lat. and some Grk.
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XIX. 1-4. Poverty, wealth, folly.
1. Better is a poor man, upright in life.
Than he who is false in speech, even though he be «rich.>
2. To act without reflection is not good,
He who is hasty in action fails of his aim.
3. A man's folly ruins his affairs.
And then he is angry with God.
4. Wealth adds many friends,
But the poor man — his (one) friend withdraws.

1. Coraparison, antithetic, ternary. In first cl., ht. who walks in
his uprightness {ox,perfectness). Speech is lit. lips; oxifalse (RV.
perverse) see note on 2^°. Instead of rich the Heb. has a fool.
The couplet occurs again at 28^, with rich instead oi fool, a reading here required both by the parallelism of the clauses {poor
. . . rich) and by the obviously intended antithesis in second cl.:
the though he be (lit. and he is) naturally introduces soraething
which raight appear to oppose the better, but fool could only
strengthen the coraparison. Ewald thinks that rich was the original reading, but retains fool on the ground that this expression
( = haughty) is a synonym of rich *; but this is obviously not
true in Pr. — the poor may be upright, but he is never identical
with the religiously humble; and the rich, though he may be arrogant, is always the raan of physical wealth. — 2. Synonymous,
ternary. Against heedlessness. The Heb. begins with the word
also, which is significant here only in case it is intended to add
heedlessness to falsity (v.^) as a thing not good, and this is hardly
probable.—The first half of first cl.-is defective, ht. without
knowledge of soul, that is, " in the soul," = without reflection, as
appears frora the paraUel haste of second cl.; the verb, act or be,
raust be supplied, and soul should perhaps be oraitted. The Heb.
word for soul raay also raean self or desire, but the renderings to
be without self-knowledge (Ew.) and desire without reflection
(Hitz.) are not in accordance with the usage of the Book. The
translation that the soul be without knowledge (RV.) is grammaticaUy untenable. So, also, the interpretation : when one pays no
regard to his desi7-es (that is, denies himself all pleasures, in order
* So Zock. De. Nowack al.
hausen.

The reading rich is adopted by Gratz and Kamp-
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to save money), that is not good, is hardly to be obtained from
the Heb., and is not a probable reflection for Pr. The last expression of first cl. means " not a good (or, sensible, useful, helpful) thing," nearly = unsuccessful; Reuss's blind eagerness can
only be hurtful, and Wildeboer's where there is no knowledge (or,
reflection), there also (evea) eagerness is not good are grararaatically doubtful. — In second cl. is hasty in actio7i is lit. hastes
with his feet — If the proverb be taken in connection with the
preceding, it raust be interpreted as directed particularly against
heedless pursuit of wealth; but it seems better to understand it
as a condemnation of thoughtless eagerness and hastiness in general. Fails of his aim = 7nisses the mark (see 8^ Job 5^'').—
3. Conrinued thought, quaternary-ternary. Ruins = overturns
(RV. subverteth) ; affairs is ht. way; God, lit. Yahweh. For
the thought cf BS. 15^^"^ Soph. Oed. Col. 1693 ff., and other parallels in Malan. — The couplet is a criticism of the allegation that
failure is the work of God; the reply is that the fault is with men
themselves — a practical way of dealing with a much-debated
question characteristic of Pr., and standing in raarked contrast
with the hnes of thought of Job and Ecclesiastes. — 4. Antithetic,
quaternary-ternary. Cf. v.' and 14^". The second cl. may also
be rendered : the poor is separated fro7n his friend (so RV). On
the terms wealth axid poor see notes on i^ 10".

5-7. Perjury, liberality, poverty.
5. A false witness will not go unpunished.
He who utters lies will not escape.
6. Many seek the favor of the liberal man,
All are friends to him who gives.
7. All the poor man's brethren hate him —
How much more do his friends stand aloof!

5. Identical in thought, ternary (or, binary-ternary). For the
expressions see 6'^ 14'-^ and v.** below, of which this couplet is a
doublet, and here not in place ; the reference is to legal proceedings, and the certainty of punishment is affirmed as a general rule
—a testimony to the justice of the courts of law of the time.—
6. Identical in sense, with increment of expression, ternary. The
2B
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indefinite 77iany is heightened into the definite all, and thus
receives the suggestion of universality. Seek the favor is Ht.
stroke (or, smooth) the face (caressingly) or 7nake the face soft
(gende, favorable) ; see Job ii^"«/' 45^^'^^^ i K. 13^ i/^ 119^*, etc.
The translation liberal (lit. willing) is suggested by the parallelisra, but the Heb. word {nadtb) may also be rendered potentate
(Grk. kings) or noble. see notes on 8^" i f- ^. The reference is
probably to the raunificence of the rich private raan or prince
who seeks, by gifts, to attach raen to his person and his cause —
such was the raethod in ancient political and social life. A more
general reference to unselfish liberahty is possible, but the proverb appears to conteraplate the soraewhat corrupt city life of the
later period of Judaisra. — 7. Advance frora the less to the
greater, ternary (or, ternary-quaternary, or, binary-ternary).
Hate is to be understood literally — a poor raan, as hkely to be
burdensorae, easily becoraes an object of detestation; brethren
= kinsfolk in blood, and friends are associates, not bound by the
tie of blood, whose friendship is superficial and untrue. It is
assuraed that blood-kinsraen are under greater obligation than
friends to help.
At the end of this couplet the Heb. has a hne which is now
unintelligible, reading lit. he who pursues words, they are not
(Heb. raarg. his they are), which RV interprets as raeaning he
[the poor raan] pursueth them with words, but they are gone, a
sense which is not contained in the Heb., and is forced and unnatural in forra (RV. marg. is correct except the expressions which
are nought and he pursueth). Lat.: he who pursues only words
shall have nothing, which is intelligible (though not a rendering
of our Heb.), but the expression pursue words is strange. The
line appears to be the corrupt remnant of a lost couplet, but it is
hardly possible, with our present means of information, to recover
the original form.

8, 9, "Wisdom is profitable, falseness is fatal.
8. He who acquires understanding is a friend to himself.
He who follows wisdom < will > get good.
9. A false witness will not escape.
He who utters lies will perish.
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8. Synonymous, binary- (or, quaternary-) ternary. Understanding, lit. heart, = raind, inteUectual perception, with reference to
all the affairs of life; the sarae idea is expressed by wisdo7n, lit.
"apprehension, coraprehension, insight" (see note on 2^) ; follows = preserves, pays due regard to; is a frie7id to (or, loves)
himself (lit. loves his soul) = " has regard for his own interests " ;
as predicate of second cl. the Heb. has to find (or, get) good,
which raay be understood as = "is going to get," etc., but a
simple change of letters gives the better reading will get; good
= "what is advantageous." The sense is: inteUectual insight
(= clearness of thought, good sense) is profitable in this hfe, the
moral as weU as the physical life being probably included; cf
3'^'*, etc. — 9. Synonyraous, ternary (or, binary-ternary). The
couplet 13 a variation of v.^, with the stronger expression perish in
second clause.

10. Wealth and power befit only the wise and the free.
Luxury is not a fitting thing for a fool,
Much less for a slave is rule over princes.

Chmax, ternary. Fitti7ig = appropriate (not exactly see7nly or
becoming) ; see i f 26V The proverb corapares two things in
which there is no propriety : the value and use of luxury are not
understood by an obtuse, uncultivated man, rather it develops his
bad qualities, and he becoraes ridiculous and disgusting; and a
slave, with all the vices of a servile class, elevated to political
power, is likely to becorae arrogant and tyrannical. Wealth was
often acquired by raen raorally and intellectually dull, and the promotion of slaves to places of authority was not uncoraraon in
Asiatic and African governments (Strack refers to the role played
by eunuchs) ; cf. 30^ Eccl. 10' BS. 11'. The fool of first cl. may
be identical with the slave of second cl., but this is not necessary.
On the other hand, slaves soraetiraes proved excellent governors;
cf 17^ 1435. — On the position of Heb. slaves see notes on 11^
12' 22^*
* Cf. Job 41* [402R], from which, however, it cannot be inferred that the relation
of a slave to his master was based on an agreement between the two.
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11. Forbearance is wise.
It is wisdom in a man to be slow to anger,
It is his glory to pass over transgression.

Synonymous, ternary (or, quaternary-ternary). On wisdom,
= "sound sense," see note on 12* (in 3* the text is incorrect);
the couplet in the Heb. is lit. : a man's ivisdom defers his anger,
and his glory { = that on which he raay pride hiraself) is to pass,
etc.; the translation given above is obtained by changing the
vowels of one word, whereby we gain the exact parallelisra to be
slow {= to defer) . to pass, corresponding to the other parallel expressions a man's wisdo7n .
his glory. The same
thought is found in 14"-^, and cf 25^-^ and Eccl. 8\ Forgiveness of errors and injuries is here represented as a sensible thing,
probably because it promotes social peace and wellbeing; there
appears to be no reference to divine reward, though there raay be
an iraplication of raoral law. For the expression pass over transgression cf. Mic. 7^*.
12. A king's anger is dreadful, his favor refreshing.
The wrath of a king is like the roaring of a lion.
His favor like dew on vegetation.

Antithetic, ternary (or, quaternary-ternary). The first cl., with
change of one word, occurs in 20^, on which see note; similar
references to royal power see in 16" 28'* Eccl. 8^*. The picture
of the king suits raany periods of history, but particularly the time
when the Jews had special reason to fear the caprices of foreign
rulers. The word rendered by vegetation includes grass, herbs
and cereals.
XIX. 1. Wanting in (gxABC. g n sub ast. Compl. H-P 23. 103. 253 = % —
J§ VD3; Sb a-\T\y, % dives (but adds et insipiens at end); read iB'y, which the
parallelism imperatively demands. The insipiens of 3L and the abpo of some
MSS. of S are corrections after J§. — For J|; vnsB' S)% have ways, which may
be free rendering of J^, or may represent Heb. V3ll (cf. Pink.). — 2. Lacking
in 6'*-*^^^; H-P 23 al. without knowledge of the soul there is no good; S)^ to
be without knoiuledge etc. is not good; Saad. Compl. without knowledge the soul
is not good; SM he who does not know himself, it is not goodfor him ; 3L where
there is no knowledge of t/ie soul it is not good; Rashi as H-P 23 IL. —30 ah
must be predicate; NSS -j- noun always qualifies a preceding word (noun ot
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veib), and cannot here qualify lyflj ( " a soul without knowledge"). The
Heb, text appears to be defective. Gr. proposes to attach " to the SD3 of v.^,
change DJ to DJ (cf. Isa. 21^^)^ and insert *? before NS, but the resulting sense,
"a fool flees without knowledge of soul to what is not good," is awkward, and
hoi is probably not original. The t^'OJ is unnecessary and strange, and looks
like a gloss on nvi; if this be omitted, and DJ be changed to ntry or n\i"y (cf.
2i') or n'l, the clause becomes clear in construction and meaning. — U'sj may
be a gloss on ny\ N'?3 riM. — 4. In f^ myiD the D may be Prep., or nominal
preformative. — 6. The art. in y i i is to be omitted; Bi. j;i fh;i. — 7. ?§ iipiD
is defectively written plu. — (3 follows J^"'' with change of pointing.—
Bi. adopts the additional couplet of (3 and renders it into Hebrew.—
8. J5 NSDV; read NXD^ as apparently 3SiW.% (and so Dys.), though these
Vrss. may merely give idiomatic translations of «XDS ; to take it as abridged
periphrastic Future, = 'oS n'n (De. Wild, al.) is allowable, but seems here
less natural; cf. note on yyinnS, i8^*. — 9. See notes on v.^ — 1 1 . Point
y\«rt as Inf. (so apparently AGS). © is corrupt (see Jag. Baumg.).

13,14. Bad sons, bad and good wives.
13. A foolish son is ruin to his father,
The quarrelling of a wife is like the continual dripping of a roof.
14. House and riches are an inheritance from fathers.
But a wise wife is the gift of God.

13. CoUocation of two sirailar things, ternary. The thought of
first cl. is found in 10^ 1^21.25 ^^^^ ^.f ^is below), that of second
cl. in 27^'. We expect, as contrast to first cl., a reference to the
wise son, or, as contrast to second cl., a reference (as in v.") to
the good wife ; the couplet is perhaps raade up from two others.
The noun drippi7tg (or, dropping) is found elsewhere in OT. only
in 27'^, the verb drip, drop only in Job x6^ ip 119^ Eccl. 10^*, all
late passages; the term continual (lit. pushing, driving) occurs in
Heb. only here and 27" (Aramaic in Dan. 425.32.33(22.29.30) j2i)_ Q^
Wisd. Sol. 3^^ — Wife is lit. wo7nan, here possibly any "woraan,"
but the special reference is more probable. An Arab proverb,
which De. heard from Wetzstein, says that three things make a
house intolerable : tak (the leaking through of rain), nak (a wife's
''Egging) and bak (bugs) ; other parallels are cited by Malan.—
14. Antithetic, ternary (or, quaternary-ternary). Wealth, says
the sage, is an accident of birth, while a wise wife is a special
favor from God (lit. Yahweh). This seems to be a curious limitation of divine providence, which, we expect an Israelite to say.
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certainly controls a man's birth and inheritance of property as
well as his choice of a wife ; the distinction raade between social
conditions established by social law and acts controlled by the
will of the individual is popular, not philosophical or theocratic
(the forra in i8^ is better) ; it shows, however, the value set on a
good wife. In early tiraes the wife was usually chosen by the
young raan's parents (Gen. 24^'' 38*), though not always (Ju.
14^); at a later period considerable freedora was doubtless
accorded the raan, and a happy choice on his part is here represented as due to special divine guidance. V,^* suggests an unhappy choice. — Wise = intelligent, probably in the special sense
of thrifty; cf. 31^*'^^ This second cl. gives a contrast to the
second cl. of v.^^. Cf. 18^^ (and Eccl. 9^) ; in BS. 26^ a good wife
is the portion of those who fear God, and such is the iraplication
in our passage.

15. Inconveniences of idleness.
Slothfulness casts into a deep sleep,
The idle man must suffer hunger.

Synonyraous, ternary. The noun deep sleep is found in Gen. 2^
15'^ I Sara. 26'- Isa. 29^" Job 4^* 33^^, the corresponding verb in
Ju. 4^^ Jon. I* Dan. 8^^, the Participle in 10* (on which see note)
i/f 76*'^* Jon. I® Dan. lo^ The expression here signifies complete
inactivity. Man, lit. soul{ = person). Cf. 6"-^^ 10* 12^ 20" 24^'".

16. Obedience to law gives life.
He who obeys the law preserves his life,
He who despises the < word' will die.

Antithetic, quaternary-ternary. Lit. he who keeps the commandment keeps his life (lit. soul), he who despises his ways will die.
The law raay be human (especially the teaching of the sages) or
divine ; the principle of the couplet is the sarae in both cases, but
in the latter case it is God who (directly or indirectly) deals out
reward or punishraent (as in 3^), while in the latter the agent of
retribution is the court of justice, or the natural law of human
society. —We may also translate : he who obeys (or, conforms to)
law, that is, regulates his conduct by an established (and, presum-
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ably, wise) norm, instead of by his own caprice; the general
sense remains the same. — For the Heb. despises his ways an easy
change of text gives the reading: despises the word (as in 13"),
which supplies the appropriate parallelisra of nouns; the verb
despises cannot weU be used of a raan's ways (Frank.). Will die
is the reading of the Heb. raargin (Masoretic), the text has will
be put to death, that is, by decision of the judge — the comraon
legal expression (as in Ex. 21'^-^^, etc.) ; the former is raore in
accordance with the manner of Pr., which regards death as the
natural consequence of wrong-doing. Cf 13^^ 15^" I6^^
17. God rewards kindness to the poor.
He who has pity on the poor lends to Yahweh,
And he will repay him his deed.

Continued thought, binary, or ternary-binary. On poor see note
on 10'^; cf 22^ 29^ x^/ 41''^'. In second cl. we may render good
deed (as RV.), the adj. being supphed from the connection ; the
Heb. word signifies "something done," sometimes good {\p 103^),
soraetiraes bad (1/^ 137*), often with the suggestion that there is to
be retribution or recorapense for the thing done, as here and 12".
Kindness to the poor is regarded as done to God .(cf Mt. 25^"),
who wiU repay it, as the whole Book suggests, by bestowing long
life and worldly prosperity. — The ethical basis of the proverb is
the recognition of the natural duty of caring for the poor. The
motive urged is not the obligation to do right, but the reward of
rightdoing.
18. Chastisement saves a child.
Chastise thy son while there is still hope —
Set not thy heart on his destruction.

Imphcit parallelisra, quaternary-ternary. Chastise is teach (i/^ 2'"),
reprove (Pr. 9'), correct (Jer. 30"), here punish bodily, as in
2^17.19 j)j_ 21I8. Instead of while the Heb. raay be rendered/^r
(RV. seeing). Set not thy heart is ht. lift not up thy soul {= thy
desire), as in i/^ 24* 25' 86^ On his destruction is lit. to kill hi/n.
Cf- 13^* 23" 29" The sense is : train thy son by bodily chastisement in the docile period of childhood — do not, through weak
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or mistaken kindness, so neglect to control him that he shaU go
astray and finally suff'er death as the natural (legal or other) consequence of his iU-doing. The second cl. can hardly be understood
as a warning against excessive bodily punishment {do not ca7ry
your chastisement so far as to kill hi7n). According to Dt. 21"'^
a son, on the representation of his father that he was intractable,
raight be sentenced to death by the elders of the city; but the
more refined feeling of later times revolted against this procedure.*
In the faraily hfe conteraplated by Pr. it is highly iraprobable that
a father would ever think of carrying chastiseraent to the point of
killing his son. The raeaning of the couplet is given in 23''. —
Bickell: do not fancy that thou could'st kill him, a violent and
inappropriate eraendation. The rendering let not thy soul spare
for his cryi/ig (AV.) j- is hardly perraitted by the Hebrew.
13. Before ?§ nSi dripping 3 should, perhaps, be inserted. — 1 4 . ^ nS3if D
prudent;
3 dppbt^erai (with which L a g . compares the 3 rendering of '?3B' in
Gen. 48^*) takes the H e b . word as = is wisely adapted, that is, given in
marriage ( a n d so S9E). — 1 5 . T h e couplet occurs in (@ in 18', with variations.
— 1 6 . Bi. changes the second i c e ' of J§ to 3 1 ^ to avoid repetition (referring
to v . ' ) ; but t h e repetition is here effective. — ^ V 3 n ; read 13-", to agree
with n p . Keth. n c ; ; read Qeri n o \ — 1 8 . | § inpn SN; 3 (followed by S ) tfs
v^piv, — inicin SN, from ncn ( J a g . ) , or Aram. Non neglect, despise ( L a g . ) ; ASEIL
= J§. — T h e text appears to be corrupt, but no satisfactory emendation offers
itself. Bi.: WflJ Niyn Din SNI.
T

19. Text and translation doubtful.
The Heb. raargin reads : A man of great anger pays a fine (or,
77iust bear a pe7ialty) (or, he who pays a fine is very angry), .for,
(or, but, or, in truth) if thou rescue, thou must do so again (or,
thou wilt increase). In first cl. great is the reading of the Heb.
raargin ; the text has an obscure word, variously rendered {stony,
• In the oldest known Semitic material there is no mention of the father's power
of life and death over the son; see the Sumerian " L a w s relating to the family"
(found in Assurbanipal's library, and probably adopted by the Assyrians), in
which the severest punishment that could be inflicted on a refractory son is expulsion from the father's house. But the law in Dt. 21I8-21 is probably a modification
of an earlier Hebrew regulation, according to which the father had the power of
inflicting death (cf. Ex. atWi?). Cf. W R. Smith, Relig. Sem!^, pp. 59 f. The
power of life and de^th was originally included in the Koxnunpatriapotestas.
t Following medieval Jewish authorities.
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hard, rough, frequen^.
Of the many interpretations offered of
second cl. the following are the principal: If thou save [thine
enemy] thou wilt add [good to thyself] * ; If thou save [thy son,
by moderate chastisement], thou mayst continue [chastisement,
and so educate him to virtue] f; If thou save [the angry man
from the legal penalty, thine interposition is useless], thou raust
do it again [since he will repeat his off'ence] \ ; If thou save [the
person who is the object of the angry raan's wrath], thou increases! [the angry man's wrath]. § These interpretations supply a
great deal, and the two last assume (what is iraprobable) that
anger is a finable off'ence. With changes of text we raay read:
The raore he sins, the raore he adds to his punishment || ; or, [a
man who is fined is very angry] but if he show contempt [of
court], he has to pay m o r e ^ ; but such details of legal penalties
(even irthey could be got naturally) are out of place in this
series of aphorisras. The text appears to be incurably corrupt,
and there is perhaps, in addition, a dislocation.
20, 21. Human counsel, human and divine plans.
20. Hearken to counsel, and receive instruction,
That thou mayst be wise in future.
21. Many are the thoughts in a man's mind,
But the plan of Yahweh, it will stand.

20. Continuous, ternary, or quaternary-ternary (possibly binaryternary). On counsel axA instruction see notes on i^-^; they are
the teaching of the sages, or of sagacious persons in general, and
they raake one wise in all aff'airs. The thought may be simply
the coraraonsense one : " take advice if you would act sensibly —
only a fool refuses to take advice," or there may be a reference to
the philosophical, ideal conception of wisdora of chs. 1-9. In
future is lit. in thine after-life (RV thy latter end), an expression
which generally raeans " the end of hfe " (see 5^), but here, frora
the connection, seeras to signify "hereafter [after receiving
instruction] in thy life." The Syriac reading in thy ways is per• Rashi.
t Saad. Michaelis.
t Bertheau, RV. al.
\ Str. Wild. Strack quotes Rabbi Simeon ben Eleazar {Pirke Aboth 4, 18) : " do
not try to soothe thy neighbor when he is angry," for you thereby only exasperate
him.
II Syr. Targ.
i; Frankenberg.
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haps better. It is not probable that the couplet, taken as an
address to the pupil, refers to technical teaching and proraotion
in the schools: " thou art now only a beginner, but listen to
instruction, and thou wUt become a sage" (Wild.). — 21. Antithetic, ternary. Thoughts = refiections, designs; plan' is in Heb.
the sarae word as that rendered cou7isel in v.^, but here decision,
design (regarded as the result of deliberation). The absolutely
wise and sure divine purpose in the governraent of the affairs of
men is contrasted with the diversity and uncertainty of human
plans; cf xG^-^-^ 20^ f.
22. Form and sense are uncertain.
Lit.: the desire of a man is his kindness, and a poor man is
better than a liar. The meaning of first cl. is doubtful. It may
be taken (with objective genitival construction) to be: "the
desire felt toward a man (our regard for him) is called forth by
his kindness" (to us or to others), but this* is an improbable
translation; or " that which is desired by raan is to receive kindness" (Saad.), or "raan's desire and joy is to show kindness,"f
both of which are doubtful as translations, and give a thought
which is not in accordance with the tone of the Book. Many
recent expositors % render: " a man's goodwiU is his kindness,"
that is, beneficence lies in the intention; but the Heb. word
hardly means " goodwiU "—it is " desire " or " the thing desired," §
as in 10^^ 11^ j^i2.i9 ^ JQ17 ^g29 Qgjj_ 2^^ ^j^^ never elsewhere in
OT. has the sense of " intention." And further, if it could he
held to have that sense here, the form of the Heb. sentence
would still be hard and iraprobable. None of these translations
establish a relation between the two clauses of the couplet; the
interpretation: "the essence of beneficence is the intention — a
poor raan who would give, but cannot, is better than a rich man
who could give, but lies and says he cannot give " || raanifestly
iraports into the text what does not exist there. — Grk. (with
change of text) " raercy is fruit to a raan," whence Ew. " a raan's
gain is his pious love," and so a poor man who has this love (Grk.
* RV. marg., Rashi and other medieval Jewish expositors, Schult. Noyes ("that
which makes a man beloved").
t Bertheau, Zock.
J Stade, Kamp. Wild.
J Euchel, De. Reuss, Now. Str., and so RV.
|| De. Str. al.
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a righteous poor man) is better than one who has becorae rich by
lying (Grk. a rich liar) ; this, though more intelhgible than the
Heb., is stiU forced. It would give a better sense to read: a
man's kindness is a revenue to him, that is, " kindness is good
policy," but the Heb. would not be a natural form of expression
for this thought. The Lat. gets the doubtful proposition in first
cl.: "a needy raan is merciful." Hitzig, taking the suggestion of
the Grk., renders : " from the revenue of a man is his kind gift,"
an insignificant truisra. Dyserinck, changing the text in second
cl.: " what is attractive in a man is his friendhness, but better
rough (or, crabbed) than false"; but the interpretation of "the
desire of a raan " as = " what is desirable in a raan " is not supported by OT. usage. — The second cl. should probably read : an
honest poor man is better than a rich liar. The first cl. must be
left untranslated, as affording no satisfactory sense; and it cannot
he brought into natural connection with the second clause.
23. Piety gives safety.
The fear of Yahweh leads to life,
< Who hopes in him > will be unvisited by harm.

Synonymous. Lit.: the fear of Yahweh {tends) to life, and he
dwells (or, abides) satisfied, he will not be visited by evil The
enaUage of subject in the Received Text is harsh, and not in
accordance with the style of Pr. — the he of second cl. has no
antecedent; the rendering one dwells (De. Zock.) is not allowable, but, if our Heb. text be retained, this form, or the insertion
of" to raan " in first cl. or the explanation " he who has it dwells "
(RV. and most recent translators) is necessary for syntactical
clearness; the Heb. text is in bad condition, and soraething like
the eraendarion above suggested seems necessary; cf 29^ i/^ 146^.
Life = long hfe and prosperity, bestowed by God as reward of
obedience; see notes on i^-^ 3^. On dwell see note on 15^^
Satisfied = content {2f \ji 17", cf. Pr. 30^ \p 16"). With first cL
cf 14'", with second cl. cf lo^
24-29. Sluggards, mockers of parents and of truth, perjurers.
24. The lazy man dips his hand into the dish,
And will not bring it to his mouth.
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25. Smite a mocker, and the ignorant becomes wise,
Reprove a man of sense, and he gains knowledge.
26. He who maltreats his father and drives away his mother
Is a son who acts shamefully and disgracefully.
27. ? < He who ceases' to listen to instruction
• Will' wander from words of knowledge?
28. A false witness scoffs at justice.
And the mouth of the wicked (utters > iniquity.
29. Penalties are prepared for scoffers.
And stripes for the backs of fools.

24. Continuous, quaternary-ternary. A huraorous and sarcastic
rebuke of laziness, repeated, with variation of expression in
second cl., in 26^^. Dips is in the Heb. ht. hides (RV. burieth);
dish occurs in 2 K. 21" (and nearly the sarae Heb. word in 2 K.
2^ 2 C. 35^^) ; the scene is a raeal, and the method of eating is
Oriental (cf Mk. 14*). The verb of the Heb. {taman) is hardly
appropriate (Schult. Bi.), and should perhaps be changed (to
tabal, dip). The last word of first cl. is rendered or read variously in the Anc. Vrss.: bosom * / a7-7npit\ ; Rashi reports a rendering slit in a gar7ne7it ( = bosom), and Gratz suggests garment.
There seeras to be no good reason for changing the reading dish,
though boso7n gives a good sense. — 25. Antithetic, quaternary or
ternary. On tnocker {= one who conteraptuously rejects right
teaching, is unteachable) see note on i^^. Ignorant = simple,
raoral sirapleton (i^-^^). The morally ignorant man, says the
proverb, is warned when bad raen are punished — it is an intelligible object-lesson; a wise man learns in a raore rational way, hy
giving heed to advice. — 26. Continuous, binary-ternary. In
second cl. we raay render : who is vile and despicable (Reuss), or
who causes shame and reproach (RV. De., cf 29^°). Cf 10' 13'
17". Nothing is said of the punishraent of the unworthy son; the
old laws (Ex. 21^'-^'^) had probably at this tirae fallen into desuetude.— Maltreats is probably equivalent to drives away. The
son here seeras to be in possession of the property in his father's
hfetirae ; the latter is presuraably decrepit, the care of the property
falls naturaUy to the son, whose unfilial conduct, though it may be
condemned by public opinion, does not come under the cogni* Grk. Syr., and so some medieval Jewish commentators, AV. Bickell.
t Aq. Sym. Targ. Lat.

zance of the law. — 27. Lit. cease, my son, to listen to instruction, to
wanderfro7n the words of knoivledge. The saying has been interpreted as a serious exhortation, = " cease to listen to that sort of
teaching which wiU cause thee to wander," etc.,* but the Heb.
term here rendered instruction can hardly be understood, when
used without an adjective, to raean anything but right instruction,
nor has it any other meaning elsewhere in Pr.; or f " cease to
Hsten to [good] instruction in order (that is, if thy purpose is, or,
if the result for thee is to be) to wander," etc., but such an exhortation ( = "better not bear than hear and not obey") is foreign
to the thought of Pr., which elsewhere divides raen into the two
classes, those who hear and those who do not hear, and does not
deal with the case of those who dally with teaching or seek it in
sport or know and act not (Wildeboer refers to Lu. 12^'). Ewald
and Reuss regard the exhortation as ironical, = " only cease to hear,
and you wiU soon wander," etc., but the latter thinks such a forra
unexarapled in Pr. and doubtful. The grararaatical construction of
the Hebrew, also, is not clear, and the address my son does not elsewhere occur in this division of the Book (10^-22'®). The text must
be changed either as in the translation given above, or so as to
read: Cease, my son, to hate instruction, to wander, etc., or, do
not cease, my son, to listen, etc., and do not wander, etc. If the
second or third reading be adopted, the couplet should be transferred to chs. 1-9 (cf 5I') or chs. 22i''-242' (cf 231^). —28. Synonyraous, quaternary or ternary. False is lit. wicked; for the meaning of the terra {belial) see note on 6^*. The scene of first cl. is a
court of justice (Ex. 20^^ Lev. 5^), and the second cl., frora the parallelisra, is to be so understood : the wicked witness inflicts injury
by false stateraents; the iniquity is the harra done by the perjurer
not to his own soul (so the Grk.), but to the legal rights of others.
Instead of Heb. gulps down, read utters (see i^ 15^ lA 59^'** 78^).
Cf 6'' 14^ 25^^—29. Synonyraous, ternary. Penalties, \\t. judgments, a terra which occurs only in the plu., and is found elsewhere
only in Ez. and later parts of Ex. Num. Chr.; a change of one
letter of the Heb. gives rods (so the Grk.), which offers an exacter
paraUelisra to the stripes of second cl. On scoffers (to which fools
* Saad. Schult. Str.

t Oetinger, De. Now.
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is here equivalent) see note on i^.
that inflicted by men.

The punishment spoken of is

19. Kethib h^^3, with which Arab. Slj stony, hard may be compared (Ew.
explains it by Arab. S'lJ frequent, but the interchange of t and 1 is improbable).
The stem Su in this sense may be found in i i j /o/(originally, perhaps,/irW/*,
Schult. al.), but as the adj. does not elsewhere occur in North-Semitic, the
Qeri Su (so 0) seems preferable. For J§ Sxn and loii Frank, proposes ^-S'
and ID'. — J^*" appears to be corrupt, but a satisfactory emendation is difficult.
— 20. J§ininN3; S nnniN3, perhaps to be adopted. — 22. ?^ niNfi; 3Ko.piths,
whence Ew. and Bi. emend to nN3n revenue; kindness may be said to be a
source of revenue, but cannot be called revenue, ion is not "pious love"
(Ew.), but general benevolence and friendliness, — In ^ 3 supplies the suggested adjectives. — 23. J^*" fS yy<t> appears to be a corrupt expression. An
intelligible reading of •' would be: jji ips^ Ss vSp I 3 r ; the same thought is
expressed in 29^5, with n:33 instead of 13a'. — 24. | § nnSx; 3 /ciXTroy accords
with the verb of | § , jctfl, and is perhaps a guess induced by this verb. The
noun in | § is more pertinent (for why should a man take his hand from his
bosom in order to carry it to his mouth ?), and the verb should perhaps be
changed to S3B. — 26. J§ n e ' e ; Gr. iiJD ejects, to secure exacter parallelism
with ni3^, or, as he writes it, m s c . — 27. O : tun for J§ TWO, and y\ for
1^ nyi; iL: do not cease
and be not ignorant etc.; SST: cease, my son,
and hear
and thou wilt not wander efe. The Heb. form is doubtful; we
may insert the neg. with 3L, or write aye for J§ yao, or, omitting 'J3, read Sin
and nji'i for J§ Sin and njrS. — 28. J§ SyiS3 1^; (§ 6 iyyvdipevos iraiSa
&(ppova, = -2 p 3iV (Lag.). — J§ yS3'; Frank., better, ya^. — 29. J§ oam;
(3 pjdariyes, = 0^38", perh. better.

XX. 1. Folly of drinking to excess.
Wine is a mocker, mead is a brawler,
Whoever is overtaken thereby is not wise.

Extensive, quaternary- (or, binary-) ternary. The sense is : it is
not prudent or sensible to indulge to excess in intoxicating drinks,
or: one thus overtaken (that is, drunk) does not in this condition behave or act wisely. Wine {yayin) is the fermented juice
of the grape; of mead (RV. strong d7-ink) aU that appears from
OT. is that it was intoxicating (Isa. 28'), and, in the later legislation (Lev. 10^) forbidden to priests, that it was a comraon beverage of the people in the religious feasts of the preexilic time
(Dt. 14^^), and that Nazirites (and probably also the Rechabites,
Jer. 35) abstained from it (not on account of its intoxicating

quahties, but because they represented the old pastoral life, and
rejected agricultural novelties). It is not improbable that it was
the fermented juice of fruits (other than grapes), such as the
pomegranate (cf Cant. 8^) and the date.* Mocker, scoffing at all
things good and true ; brawler, violent, loud, uncontroUed. The
drink is credited with the characteristics which it produces in
men. Is overtaken, lit. reels (Isa. 28'), is intoxicated (cf 5^^) ;
the rendering errs (RV.) or is deceived (AV.) is possible, but less
appropriate.
2. Royal anger.
The wrath of a king is like the roar of a lion.
He who < angers > him sins against himself.

Comparison and its explanation, quaternary-ternary. Wrath of,
lit. terror of, = " terror inspired by " ; Grk. threat is formaUy a
more appropriate expression — the lion's roar is properly an illustration of an utterance of the king; the Heb. means to say : the
teiTor produced by an angry king is as great as that produced by
the roar of a hon. The translation angers follows the Grk.; the
Heb. is rather is angry with (RV raarg.). Instead of himself we
may render his own life {nefesh, soul).
For sins against we
should perhaps read harms, as in 8^. Cf 16" 19^^.

3. Folly of strife.
It is an honor for a man to keep aloof from strife.
Only fools are quarrelsome.

Antithetic, quaternary-binary. The second cl. reads lit.: but
every fool is quarrelso7ne (or, quarrels, RV., will be quarrelling).
On the word here rendered quarrel see notes on 17" 18^.
4. Sloth produces no bread.
In the autumn the sluggard does not plough,
And therefore in harvest he looks in vain (for a crop).

Continuous, ternary. Autumn is here particularly the season,
following the last ingathering of crops, when the ground is to be
* Our words sugar, saccharine probably have the same stem as the Heb. term
{shikar). On its meaning cf. Lag., JI//VM««7««.^£«, 2, 357; Nowack, .^r^A., i, 120.
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prepared for sowing (the season of the "forraer" or "early"
rain), beginning in October and lasting four or five raonths; the
Heb. term is, however, generally used for the colder half of the
year (Gen. 8^^ Am. 3^* ijj 74'') as opposed to the warmer half
which includes harvest-time and summer. The harvest begins in
April (barley) and lasts tih September (grapes). The rendering
by reason of the winter (RV.) or of the cold (Lat.) is improbable
— the sluggard is deterred not by cold, but by laziness; from the
beginni7ig of autumn on (De. Str.) is possible, but less natural
than in autumn. Looks in vain, lit. asks and there is nothing;
he seeks food frora his fields, but, owing to his neglect, there is
none; the rendering begs (or, shall beg, Lat. RV.) is inappropriate — the man's slothfulness would not prevent his being
helped by his neighbors, especially in the plentiful and joyous
tirae of harvest.

5. Shrewdness discovers plans.
The purpose in a man's mind is deep water,
But a man of sagacity will draw it out.

Continuous, quaternary-ternary. A raan's real thought, the proverb says, is hard to fathora, but raay be discovered by one who
knows how to sound the raind. Pu7pose is counsel, plan, the
result of dehberation ; mind is ht. heart; deep water (plu. in the
Heb.) is the symbol of soraething hard to exhaust or apprehend.
The figure is that of a raass of water which has to be drawn from
a weU or reservoir; the deeper the water the harder the task.
The allusion is to men's disposition to conceal their plans. A
clever man will discover a plan by shrewd inquiries and guesses.
The proverb has no moral content. See i8^ in which our first cl.
occurs with words for purpose, and mouth for mind.
6. Rarity of real friendship.
Many men profess friendship,
But a trustworthy man who can find?

Antithetic, ternary. The first line is lit.: many men proclaim
every one his kindness (or, many a man proclaims his kindness),
— " professions of willingness to be helpful are frequent," with
the iraplication that such professions are frequently hollow —it
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is not easy to find a raan trustworthy or faithful, one who can
be relied on for sympathy and aid in tirae of stress.* — The text
has also been rendered : many a 77ia7i meets a man of kind7iess
(or, a man who is kind to him), taking kind in the sense of
" kind in words only," or " kind in occasional raatters " (with the
iraplication that the friendliness does not go far).t The general
sense in this translation is the sarae as that given above, but the
meaning attached to kindness is hardly perraitted by the Hebrew
— the word raeans "real kindliness." The same general sense
also is given by the rendering (which involves a slight departure
from our Heb. text) : many a ma7i is called kind, % in which the
antithesis is direct and natural. Either this translation or the one
here adopted gives a satisfactory forra to the couplet.
7-11. Rectitude of conduct. — Single sentences (partial parallehsm in v.^).
7. A man of probity and righteousness —
Happy are his children after him!
8. A king who sits on the judgment-seat
Winnows all evil with his eyes.
9. Who can say: " I have made my heart clean,
I am pure from sin " ?
10. Divers weights, divers measures,
Abomination to Yahweh are they both.
11. < Even a child > is known by his deeds.
According as his conduct is good or < bad.'

7. Ternary. Lit. one who walks in his probity as a righteous
man. The expressions in p7vbity and righteous are to be taken
together as hendiadys. The terra probity (lit. perfectness, integrity) signifies hearty conformity to divine and huraan law, not absolute sinlessness (cf v.^) ; see 2' 10* 19^ Job 4® ^ 26^ loi", and cf.
the adj. in Dt. 18^ Job i^ x\i 37'' Pr. 2^1 28'^ 291" al
Instead of
righteous we raay translate by just—each of these terras here
=perfect. The first line raay also (but not so weU) be rendered :
the 7-ighteous man walks i7i his p7-obity (or, in probity). — The
second cl. states the coraraon OT. doctrine of the heritability of
blessing for good conduct; see, on the other side. Job 21*"^^
• So Saad. Ew. RV. al.

f I^e. Reuss, Wild. al.

% Syr. Targ. Lat. Kamp.
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i/f 17". — 8. Ternary. The Oriental king (hke the chief of the
tribe or clan) acted personally as judge; cf. 2 Sara. 15^ i K. 3^*
Isa. 11^* i/f 72'' (so also, for ex., the Cahfs of Bagdad). The king
(who is assuraed to be just, see note on le^""^) wi7inows all
causes with his eyes, personally examines all clairas and charges,
sifts the evidence, especially sifts and exposes aU crirae and
injustice. The verb of second cl. raay also raean scatters (RV),
= dissipates, destroys; but the other sense accords with the
expression with his eyes, and is supported by the use of the verb
in v.^. — 9. Ternary-binary. A declaration of huraan moral
imperfectness. Such a belief was doubtless coeval with ethical
reflection in Israel (Gen. 3 Isa. 6^), being a necessary resuU of
observation. In the earlier literature (down to the sixth or fifth
century B.C.) it is taken for granted without forraal statement.
The distinct recognition of sinfulness as an eleraent of huraan
nature begins to appear in Ezekiel (18. 33), and the formulation
of the view is found in philosophical or refiective writings and
utterances (i K. 8''* Job 4""^^ 14* [apparently an interpolation]
i/f 51**^^ 130' Eccl. 7^) ; in the Psalter we have only two or three
occurrences of the general affirraation, the reference in i/f 14' and
sirailar passages being (as the context indicates) to the enemies
of pious Israel. The two conceptions, universal sinfulness (v.')
and the possibility of practical perfectness (v.'), were held
together, without atterapt to harmonize thera logically — they
furnish the raw raaterial of later theological dogma; in our Book
of Job the hero is pronounced perfect by God (Job i'), yet is
charged with sin not only by Elihu (Job 34' ^) but also apparently by God himself (Job 40^). There is, in OT., no reference of huraan peccability to the event described in Gen. 3. —
10. Binary. See ii^ 20^ Ara. 8' Dt. 2513-1" Ez. 45!", and, for
second line, 17"; cf BS. 26^, and v." below. — 11. Ternary.
The Heb. reads : also (or, even) by his deeds a child is (or,
makes himself) known, whether his work be pure or right. The
initial particle here quahfies either the expression by his deeds, or
the whole clause; in the forraer case it introduces a contrast
between deeds and soraething else (conceivably, words) as mark
of character, but of such other thing there is no trace; in the
latter case it contrasts this clause with sorae other, but there is no
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other with which it stands in contrast. The natural suggestion is
that the eraphasis is on child, and the position of the particle raust
be changed so that it shaU quahfy this word. Even a young child,
the sense is, shows character by conduct; the suggestion is that
conduct is always the test of character (Mt. 7^), and that training
must begin early. In second cl. the form of the Heb. iraphes an
antithesis, and it is therefore better to read bad instead of right:
whether the child's conduct be good or bad, in either case it
indicates his character. The translation good and right (Lat.)
gives up the antithesis. The rendering eve7i in play (Ew.) is not
supported by Heb. usage, and the sense _7^/^«, dissemble (Gen. 42^)
for the verb of first cl. is here inappropriate. The rendering
whether his actions [hereafter] will be pure etc. is syntactically
improbable. In chs. 1-9 of Pr. child is used of raature young
manhood, in chs. 10-31 it signifies a person under the control of
parents, living (unraarried) in the father's house.
XX. 2. For J§ nc'N Frank, suggests nnn; cf. the lyr of 19I2. — laynn elsewhere = to be (or, become) angry with ; the Vrss. take it here as = provoke,
and it may be so poetically used, in a sense for which we might expect Piel,
but this form is not found with such a meaning; a reading 3l?iic, as in yP,
is here improbable. Hi. conjectures ii3;'pr, denom. Tiphel from the late
(Targumic) ibyn anger, but such a verb does n t occur. Possibly we should
read ioysc (cf. Dt. 3221). After Nan the object sinned against is elsewhere
introduced by 3 or hy; ^ 'xan he who misses me appears, indeed, to show
that a direct object is possible, but we should perhaps here adopt the reading
of that passage li'OJ D;:n (so Lag. Gr.); otherwise 3 should be inserted before
i'i'B:; ?§ is supported by (gSSCIL. — 3. (§ diro<TTpi<pe(T8ai, = 3i;' turjt away from,
a good reading; %, from yv or 03^, is more vigorous; 3L separat se; E = | § ;
3> trans, to put away strife. — 4 . The Prep. \a may indicate the time at which
something is done. — 5 . The reading X670S {=% nxy) of H-P 109. 147 al.,
instead of the (3ou\i} of Codd. BxA, is regarded by Lag. and Baumg. as
original, on the ground that it could not have been a correction of the latter.
If this view be correct, the word presents a noteworthy instance of the preservation of an original reading by cursive MSS. But at most it can only be
looked on as probable; the possibility of a change of ^ouXiJ into Xbyos, or of
an independent rendering of the Heb. by the latter term, must be admitted.
— 6. In 5§ "Dn omit the suff., which may be scribal insertion from following 1.
— J§ !<lp''; 3 rtpuov, = -\p\-—8. | § ni!J3; 3 oiK ivavrlovrai, = 'Pass. r\-\W,
which Gr. adopts with the sense faslidio est. — 10. 3, interpreting: ardOpuov
M^a K7.\ pxKpbv. — @B nere, varying from | § , gives the order of couplets as
V.9.20-28 il-u. 23-30. jjjg order of | § is given in N 23. The reason for the differ-
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ence is not apparent; but as there is no logical connection between couplets,
accident or scribal caprice might easily vary the order. — 1 1 . Transpose DJ to
stand before lyj, and for liri read i'li-i. ^ I L Bi. omit the second CN. — S f
refer ^t to lyj, and liri to ^hyD, which does not relieve the syntactical difficulty.

12-14. Man's faculties the gift of God. Industry, honesty.
12. The hearing ear, the seeing eye —
Yahweh has made them both.
13. Love not sleep, lest thou come to poverty;
Open thine eyes, and thou wilt have plenty of bread.
14. " Bad, bad! " says the buyer;
But when he is gone, then he boasts.

12. Continuous, quaternary- (or, binary-) ternary. Hea7ing and
sight here stand for all man's faculties — all, says the proverb, are
the creation and gift of God. The suggestion is that he is greater
than they, that be watches them, and that they raust be used in
obedience to him. Cf i/' 94^. — 1 3 . Antithetic, ternary. Lit.
open . have plenty (or, be sated with), two Iraperatives, the
first stating the condition, the second stating the result — a common construction in Hebrew. — Instead of bread weraaysa-yfood;
the sarae terra means for the pastoral Arabs meat, and for the
agricultural Hebrews bread. — 1 4 . Continuous, quaternary-ternary. A trick of trade. The purchaser disparages the ware,
beats down the seller, and boasts of his cleverness.

15-18. Wisdom, fraud.
15. Store of gold and wealth of corals
And precious vessels — (all this) are wise lips.
16. Take his garment — he is surety for another!
For another hold him in pledge!
17. Sweet to a man is bread gained by fraud,
But afterwards his mouth will be filled with gravel.
18. < Arrange ; thy plans by counsel,
Carry on war under advice.

15. Single sentence, ternary. Wealth is abundance ; wise lips is
lit. lips of k7iowledge ; the Heb. has sing, a p7'ecious vessel. The
syntactical order is not certain, but ,the translation here given, in
which the three first expressions aU describe wise lips, is the most
natural. The couplet is sometimes rendered in anrithetic form:

store, etc., but {ox, yet) lips of knowledge are a p7-ecious vessel, but
this leaves first cl. syntactically suspended, and the resultant sense
either suggests that a precious vessel is more valuable than gold
and corals (" gold etc. is valuable, get wise hps " etc.), or puts
wisdom and gold together as sirailar values ("gold etc. is valuable, and wise hps [also] are valuable") ; neither of these statements is probable. Most expositors render: there is gold etc.,
but lips of knowledge are a p7-ecious vessel (or, jewel).
In this
translation the antithetic form makes a difficulty, as above, and
the expression " there is gold etc." is, in the connection, strange,
feeble, and syntactically loose. Possibly the text should be
changed so as to give a coraparison like those of 3"-" 8". — On
corals (RV rubies, or co7-als, or pearls) see note on 3^^. Vessels
are articles of household furniture, soraetiraes made of precious
metals, soraetiraes ornaraented with precious stones (see Gen.
24^ Ex. 3^^ 31''^) ; the Heb. word is also used for articles of personal adornraent, as of a bride (Isa. 6i'°), coraprising jewels and
sirailar ornaraents. —16. Synonyraous, ternary. Lit. for (or,
when) he is surety etc.; in second cl. the Heb. text has plu.
others (or, strangers), the raargin fera. sing, a strange woma7t
(= "another raan's wife"); the latter reading is less probable
from the parallelisra, which also favors masc. singular. — The
couplet (which occurs again in 27^^) is an exclaraation of contemptuous rebuke: " he has been foolish enough to become
responsible for another raan's debt — hold hira to account, exact
the legal penalty !" The garment, coraraonly given as security
(Dt. 24^'*'^'), could be taken by the creditor if the debt was not
paid.— In second cl. we should perhaps translate: hold it (the
garment), for, though the person might be pledged for debt (Neh.
5*), the reference, as first cl. suggests, is rather to the garment;
hold him in pledge raay, however, be understood to raean not
"hold his person as security," but "hold him to account as security."— On the \.exxa. a7iother see note on 2^". —17. Antithetic,
ternary. Lit. bread of fraud (or, deceit). Gravel is a mass of
smaU particles (Lam. 3^^), here perhaps earth or sand. Pleasure
fraudulently gained, says the couplet, is not lasting; cf 10^ 23'
Job 2o^^'^ —18. Synonymous, ternary. The necessity of consultation and deliberation in all proceedings; the thought is substan-
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tially identical with that of 24*. Counsel is the advice of wise
persons. The first cl. in the Heb. is declarative: plans are
arranged by counsel, to the forra of which the second cl.raaybe
assirailated by reading : and by (or, under) advice war is carried
on. But it is better to understand the couplet as an injunction
and assirailate first cl. to second cl., with the sense : " when thou
forraest plans or carriest on war, do it under skilful guidance"
(with the advice of able counsellors, statesraen, and generals).
In any case war is spoken of as a common incident of hfe; nothing
is said of its moral accorapaniraents or its desirableness or undesirableness. Cf 21^^ 24*^ Ecc. 3^ Lu. 14^^ There seeras to be no
ground for taking war to refer to the coraraon affairs of life, such
as legal processes, and similar conflicts (Frank.) ; in the Psalms
(27^* 35' 120^ al.) terras relating to war are doubtless soraerimes to
be understood figuratively, but such can hardly be the sense here.
On plans and direction see notes on 6^* i^.

19-21. Gossip, filial impiety, unjust acquisition.
19. A talebearer reveals secrets —
Have nothing to do with a gossip.
20. He who curses father or mother,
His lamp will go out in midnight darkness.
21. Property got prematurely at first
Will in the end not be blessed.

19. Developed thought, quaternary- (or, binary-) ternary. On
the terras in first cl. see the substantially identical first cl. of 11".
— Gossip is lit. one who opens wide his lips, as in 13^ (where, however, the Heb. verb is different) ; the Heb. expression would ordinarily raean foolish of lips, which might possibly be understood as
= " gossip," but it is easier to take the Partcp. in the sense of
" opening," or else change the text. Luther false mouth and AV.
him thatflattereth (marg. enticeth) with his lips are incorrect; RV.
openeth wide his lips. — 20. Single sentence, ternary or ternaryquaternary. In the old law the punishment for cursing a parent is
death (Ex. 21" Lev. 20^, and cf Dt. 27'"); the reference here is to
the natural consequences of barbarous irapiety (so 30") ; it is not
probable that the old law was in force in later tiraes — the punishment for the off'ence in question was rather social, as now, and such
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is the point of view of the Wisdora-books ; cf BS. 3'*, and see in
BS. (7^) the moral motive urged for honoring parents (another
motive is given in Ex. 20^^). The old legal control of children
was gradually replaced by the control of the faraily and of society.
— Midnight darkness is lit. the pupil of darkness, — deepest darkness; on pupil (of the eye) see note on 7^*. On the raeaning of
the expression his lamp will go out see note on 13*. — 21. Single
sentence, ternary, or ternary-binary. Instead of property, we raay
render inheritance, property which comes to one from one's
father (cf 17^ 19") ; the raore general reference is the more
probable. Got prematurely (one word in the Heb.) is the reading of the Heb. margin, which is adopted by most recent expositors; the verb means to act hastily, precipitately, and (if this
reading he accepted) the suggestion here is that the man accumulates wealth unfairly (or that the heir does not wait to receive
his inheritance in due course of nature, but obtains it prematurely,
by foul means); no blessing, the proverb declares, will attend property so acquired. Saadia, referring the couplet to the impious son
of the preceding couplet: his inheritance will be full of trouble.
The meaning of the verb of the Heb. text is doubtful: Schult.:
(an inheritance on which) rests the curse of niggardliness; Ew.: is
cursed; Geiger : full-g7-own ; raodern lexicons : is loathed, disgusting, abominable (cf. Zech. 11*), that is (if this reading be here
adopted), because obtained by foul raeans. The marginal reading here adopted, which is that of the Anc. Vrss., appears to yield
the raore satisfactory sense. — In the end refers to the final outcome of the raan's wealth (see note on 5*), perhaps with connotation of divine retribution.
13. J§ r\vv; 3 KaraXaXeiv, for which Jag. compares 17^ BS. 19''; Lag.
refers to ^ loi^, where K. = a form of the stem j r S . — ^ tt-iin is by some
derived from u^\ and = shall be expelled (or, deprived), by others taken as
metaplastic formation from B'I to be poor ; better, perhaps, as Hof. of iri. —
14. 1?' is reference of the action to the personality of the grammatical subject,
the so-called ethical Dative. — ^ Sts; Gr. SIN, = Sin bought cheap, from Sit.
— V.1^19 are wanting in 3; they are supplied, from 9, in S'^ 23. 149. 253.
260. The omission is probably connected with the fact that our y.^-^ are
placed after our v.^, but the origin of the change is uncertain; there is nothing
in v.i«9 to cast doubt on their genuineness. —15. ?§ 3ii vy, Gr. 'ii3 i n \ On
I" see note on 8'-"; it is better to take it here as noun, but it is possible to
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understand it as verb. —16. The Impv. nph is found elsewhere only Ex. 29I
Ez. 37I8. —1§ II; Gr. It'', as in 6^, which is allowable, but apparently not
necessary; for noun without Prep, after 3ij; see ll^* 27I'. — K Dnsj, Q nn3);
read sing. masc. n j j . — inSsn might, so far as its form is concerned, be Impv.
or Perf.; the latter would be possible only in the sense he has pledged (parallel to 31;;), which does not elsewhere occur; as Impv. it is to be taken as
Qal, not as Piel (Konig), which would = jVyKr^. —17. 3§ inx; Gr. inint<
(see 23^2)^ unnecessary. —18. For JQ Impv. niry we might, to secure completer parallelism, read Infin. (so Bi.), or Nif. Impf. (so apparently S2EiL),
but it is better to change JIJ pn to Hif. Impv. tp-i. —19. J^ nnb; C JJIBID
entices, = Piel of nnc, here hardly appropriate; 9, similarly, dirarUvri;
S pniDD hasten, perhaps free rendering, = open wide ; % dilatat. — ][§ can
mean only foolish (of lips), and this sense is here possible. If the text be
changed, we should take not nns (which is used, in connection with lips, only
in a general sense, of speech, never in a bad sense) but P'os, as in 13^ (so Gr.).
— 20. K JIB'^'N; Q IIC-N, a word of doubtful meaning, rendered in SC by the
equally doubtful NIIDN, on which see De. and Levy, Chald. Wbch.; the other
Vrss. render Kethib. Instead of Prep. 3 (of ^ ) S C read 3, which suits the
connection less well. — 21. K nSnsr, Q nSnsD. Schult. explains Sn3 as
= Arab. '703 avaricious, Ew. as ^13 curse, the Lexicons as = Syr. Sn3, which
is appropriate in Zech. 11*, but not here. Read Qeri. Ew. adopts curse
as antithesis of the bless of'', but the contrast thus gained is not satisfactory—
we rather expect in * an explanation of why the property is not blessed. —
For MSS. and edd. which give the Qeri see De' Rossi.

22-24. God's control of life.
22.

Say not: " I will take revenge for wrong " ;
Trust to Yahweh, and he will save thee.
23. Divers weights are an abomination to Yahweh,
And a false balance is not good.
24. A man's steps are ordered by Yahweh;
How, then, can man understand his way?

22. Sentence with iraplied anrithesis, ternary, or binary-ternary.
The sarae injunction is given in 24^, and is iraphed in 25^^; so, in
NT., I Th. 5" Rom. 12'' i Pet. 3", cf Heb. 10^. It is the protest which the advancing moral feeling raade against the prevalent
principle of retahation; see note on 24^". — The ground or motive
adduced in second cl. appears to be siraply that God wiU deliver
his servants frora the raachinations and injuries of eneraies (so
De.), there being no reference to revenge, an interpretation which
is favored by 24'*. God is thus represented not as avenging, hut as
saving. The conception of Yahweh's vengeance on enemies in

.
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Dt. 32''' (quoted in Rom. 12^^ Heb. 10'") does not refer to private
relations between man and man. — Take reve7ige for wrong is lit.
repay evil, that is, with evil; trust to is hope in, wait on, that is,
confide a matter to God, wait for hira to act. — For sirailar sayings
among other peoples see Malan.—23. Synonymous, ternary. See
v.'" and 11^. — 24. Continuous, with imphed antithesis, ternary. See
3* i6'-' 19^^ Jer. 10^. Since, says the proverb, huraan life is controlled by God [a principle which is a necessary inference from the
doctrine of divine omnipotence], it is obvious [as Jeremiah had
already affirmed] that no man can comprehend fully the raeaning
of his own experiences. The suggestion is that raan raust throw
himself on God, acknowledge, obey and trust hira (v.^^ 3^) — then
his life will be rationally and successfully directed. Exactly bow
this reliance on God is to be reached our couplet does not say;
there is no raention of written law, of Tora or Prophets (though
these a pious Jew would naturally have in raind) — here, as elsewhere in Proverbs, the sage rests on the conscience enlightened
hy aU available raeans. — If, in the second line, we eraend unde7-stand to order, the raeaning of the couplet reraains the sarae. —
This Division of the Book is thus at one with the first Division in
the recognition of absolute divine sovereignty, and no atterapt is
made to reconcile this belief with the belief (held with equal distinctness) in huraan freedora. — The first cl. is nearly identical
with first cl. of \p 7,1^, and is perhaps taken from it (though the
sentence raay have been a commonplace of religious thought) ;
but, while the psalraist uses it to point out that a good man will
be upheld by God, to the sage it suggests the liraitations of
human knowledge (and so, it raay be inferred, the necessity of
inteUectual and moral huraility and reverence) ; the former is
national-religious, the latter is philosophical-religious.
25. Text and translation are uncertain. Our Heb. may be rendered: / / is a snare to a man when he rashly says "sacred!"
and after vows to make search, that is, perhaps, to try to avoid
payment. To declare a thing sacred (or, holy) was to renounce
ownership in it (for ever, or for a time), and raake it the property
of the Temple (Lev. 27). The Heb. is not syntacrically or logically clear: the snare (or, danger) to the raan is expressed in the
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first line only; the second line appears to give the ground of this
stateraent, that is, the nature of the danger; and the word rendered rashly says is doubtful. The Grk. is clearer : it is a snare
to a man hastily to consecrate property, for after {such) vowing
comes repentance; this raay be a free rendering of our Heb., or
raay represent a diff'erent text. — The precise raeaning of the
expression make search is not certain. Elsewhere in OT. it signifies look after, look for, seek out (Ez. 34"'^, of lost sheep; Lev.
13^*, of signs of leprosy on the skin), or make inquiry (Lev. 27^^,
of inquiring and distinguishing between good and bad parts of the
tithe), and perhaps inquire of an oracle (2 K. 16^^ i/^ 27^, though
the reading in these passages is doubtful); for the rendering
reflect on there is no authority, and the sense make a selection,
= " endeavor to substitute a less valuable thing for the thing
vowed" (Frank., who refers to the expression in Lev. 27^:
inquire between good and bad) is hardly here appropriate, since
there is no question of choosing particular objects out of a mass
(as was true in the case of tithes). The more natural sense
appears to be : " raake inquiry into one's aff'airs or into the terms
of the vow, so as to escape payraent." The couplet may be conjecturally rendered:
It is dangerous for a man hastily to consecrate property,
For, after vowing, he begins to make inquiry.

Under some sudden impulse, good or bad, men would sometimes
make gifts which they afterwards regretted: they would see (as
sometiraes happens now to those who raake religious or charitable
donations) that they had given beyond their raeans, or had been
unjust to other obligations, or, when the raotive was one of selfish
personal interest, that they had failed to gain their ends. Such a
procedure the proverb declares to be a sna7-e as leading into difficulties financial and raoral; in like raanner Koheleth (Ecc.
j2.4-6(1.3-5)^ ridicules hasty vows, when a raan, called on to pay
(for rates of rederaption see Lev. 27), has to say laraely to the
Temple collector that he raade a raistake. Against this thoughtless, iraraoral habit of giving to religious objects the sages protest;
a sirailar evil is rebuked in Mk. 'f-, where, however, the gift
{corban) is made advisedly, and for a bad purpose. On vows
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see note on 7". The renderings to devour holy things (which
were lawful only for sacred persons), and destroy holy things are
improbable. Saadia, who has the first of these, explains the
search of sedbnd cl. as referring to attempts to get possession of
property consecrated by others, or to avoid paying one's own
vows. Cf the Talraud tract Nedarim [Vows] 2xa.
26,28. The ideal king is just and kind. — The two aphorisms, by their contents, belong together.
26. A wise king winnows the wicked,
And passes the wheel over them.
28. Kindness and truth guard the king,
And by (justice > his throne is sustained.

26. Synonyraous, quaternary-ternary. On first cl. see note on
v.*; here the king is described as wise, and it is the persons, the
wicked, who are winnowed, sifted, disposed of The wheel is that
not of fortune, but of the threshing-cart (Isa. 28^-^), which separated the grain frora the straw,* and there is also the iraplication
of destructive or serious punishraent; the winnowing proper was
done with fork and shovel (Isa. 30-* Jer. 15'). In Am. i^ the
devastation of the Syrian invasion is corapared to the crushing
power of the threshing-sledge — it was the custora of war of the
time.f A shght change in second cl. gives the reading: and
repays them their iniquity. Cf. Isa. i i ^ — 28. Synonyraous, ternary. On kindness and truth see notes on 3^, and cf 11^'' 14^
i6^ Truth involves faithfulness to aU obligarions; kindness is
not raerely me7-cy ( = corapassion or cleraency), but general
benevolence. The corabination of the two terras (frequent in
OT.) gives an expression of high and attractive raoral character.
The two are applied to a king in Isa. 16°; in the Prophetic portraitures of the ideal king it is raore coraraonly justice that is
emphasized (Isa. 11* i/^ 72^ Zech. 9"). — In second cl. the Heb.
reads lit.: and he sustains (or, supports, or upholds) his throne by
kindness. The repetition of only one of the two quahties raen* See Nowack, Arch. I. § 41.
t On the interpretation of 2 Sam. 128I see Hoffmann, ZA W. 1882 (in which it is
maintained that David did not torture the Ammonites, but only set them to work),
Stade, GVI. I. 278, Driver, Samuel, and cf. Geier's note.
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tioned in first cl. is strange, and the substiturion, in the Grk., of
the other quality which should characterize royal administration is
probably right.
27. Conscience is God's search-light.
The spirit of man is the lamp of Yahweh,
Searching all the chambers of the soul.

Single sentence, ternary-binary. The spirit is the breath (Heb.
neshmia) which is breathed into the body by God (as in Gen.
2'), whereby raan becoraes a "living soul," that is, a complete
living person. The OT. conception appears to be that into every
huraan body, as soon as it is forraed, there is introduced a new
" breath," which is the inward raoral and intellectual being*; but
there is no theory of preexistence of souls, such as is found in
Wisd. Sol. 8™.—The spirit is here ra'an's raoral and intellectual
perception, the conscience, represented as the critic of the moral
life, and therefore the search-light of God, who is the supreme
and final critic; the presupposition is that the conscience is not
only the creation of God, but also raorally identical with him. —
On chambers (fully secret cha7nbers) see i8*; soul (lit. interior,
or belly, as in i8*, cf Job 32^*) = the whole inward being, here
especially the raoral nature. Though, in the expression "the
spirit searches the soul," there is a forraal antithesis of "spirit"
and "soul," the two terms are really equivalent each to the other,
as in our expression " the conscience judges the soul"; but the
forraer denotes the moral nature in its capacity of judge, with reference to the raoral ideal, while the latter exhibits it on the side
of its actual life. — Cf i Cor. 2'". — The rendering the light of
Yahweh searches the spirit of 7nan and all etc. (Gratz) is rhythmically unsatisfactory.

29. Strength in youth, wisdom in old age.
The glory of young men is their strength.
The beauty of the old is the hoary head.

Antithetic, ternary.
Glo7y = beauty, = adornment, that which
constitutes the highest attraction, and is thus an indication of per* Cf. the later theory of creatianism, as opposed to traducianism.

.VA. 25, 27, 29-30
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fectness. The proverb raust be understood as giving one aspect
of things : what is most characteristic, attractive, and admirable is,
in the young (persons in the prirae of life), physical strength and
exuberant aniraal life, in the old, gray hair regarded as the indication of gravity and wisdora; the sage would doubtless hold that a
young raan should have soraething more than bodily vigor, and
an old raan raore than wisdora. Cf 16^^, and the references
there given.
30. Text and translation are uncertain. The Heb. raay be rendered : " wounds frora stripes [RV.: stripes that wound] cleanse
away evil (or, cleanse the bad raan), and blows (cleanse) the
inward parts (or, and reach the inward parts, or, and blows which
reach the inward parts)." — Grk. (with diff'erent text) : blows and
contusiotts befall bad men, and stripes (penetrate) into the inward
parts; Lat. (followed by AV.) : the blueness (or, bruise) of a
wound clea7ises away evil things; Rashi: bruises and wounds are
remedies [lit. abstergents] for evil, and blows {entering into) the
inward parts. Modern expositors * generally adopt Rashi's rendering. In second cl. De. translates : and reach the inward parts
(Partcp. striki7ig, reaching instead of Subst. blows) ; RV.: and
strokes {reach) etc. — The thought of the proverb appears to be
(cf 17'") that raoral evil raust be put away by severe chastisement.
The word in first cl. representing "cleansing" occurs as noun in
Esth. 2 ' ' - " in the sense of " cosmetics " (applications to the skin)
for women of a harem, and as verb in Jer. 46* Lev. 6^*'^^' 2 Chr. 4^"
in the sense of "furbish" (of weapons and vessels). The text
appears to be in bad condition, and we should, perhaps, adopt
the reading of the Grk., or emend so as to read: Stripes cleanse
the body, and blows the inward parts, in which body and inward
parts raay both refer to the raoral being, or the first terra raay be
taken literally, and the second as = soul; or, since it is difficult to
understand how stripes (or bruises) cleanse the body, we raay
read: Cosmetics purify the body, a7id blows the soul.
24. Instead of j3< several MSS. (and so S>) have p ' (cf. ^ 37^*), which
also gives a good sense. — 25. | § yh-. may be Impf. of yyh or yh or T\yh, or
Perf. or Impf. of pV. Lag. identifies the stem with Arab, yh^ IV., = incite,
* Geier, Schult. Mich. Reuss, Zock. Noyes, Kamp. al.
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and so, hasten, and he would then point the following word trip; the two
words, he observes, would thus be correctly rendered by (S raxi
&,yii,aiu.
Another proposed derivation (De.) is from ny'?, = Arab. ny>, speak carelessly
(cf. \yh fD', a vow made lightly); yh> may thus be taken as Impf. of yyh or
y\h, = "that he should lightly s a y " : cf. Job 6' (in Obad. i6 some form of
yh^ should perhaps be read). — (g may = B-ipS '?n3 (Frank.). — JE n j vow,
free rendering, or guess based on •>; 3t devorare, = pS3. — J§ ip3; (g well
peravoeiv. — Gr. reads jS and niN, procrastinate in paying one's vows.
26. J§ JON; Gr. DIS (and requites them for) their iniquity (^ 94**).—
27. | § i j ; © (pQs, = IJ or IN, or is perhaps free rendering of ?§.—Clem.
Al. 221*3 irvevpa Kvplov Xi)x''os ipevvQv rd rapeia rijs yaarpbs, affected hy
I Cor. 2io. —28. 3^ i;-D, the subj. being the ^Sc; Nif., Perf. or Impf., would
perhaps be better (though Nif. does not occur elsewhere). — 30. K pnon,
Q pilDP, 3 sing. fem. of Hif. and Qal, or two nouns; 3 (rvvavr^, = iipn
(Lag.), or njnpn (Frank.), or, less probably, nnpn (Gr.). — ^ yi3; Kamp,
J'"'?- — ?§ '^''•'3" and yap are synonyms (Ex. 21^5 Isa. i^), and the latter should
perhaps be omitted as gloss. For ^ jji3 we may read ifc'3; better perhaps:
1B'3 pinn i3n; for Hif. of 113 see Jer. 4 b 51I1,

XXI. 1-3. God's control of men.
1. Like watercourses is a king's heart in the hands of Yahweh —
Whither he will he turns it.
2. All that a man does he thinks right,
But Yahweh tries the heart.
3. To do justice and equity
Is more acceptable to Yahweh than sacrifice.

1. Comparison with explanation, ternary. A king is generally
supposed to be autocratic, but God, the proverb declares, controls even his decisions and actions. Heart = mind. The picture is that of a land (as Egypt or Babylonia, but not Palestine),
or a garden, watered by canals (cf 5'^ Isa. 58"), whose flow is regulated by officers or gardeners ; in the fertilizing water there may
be an allusion to royal deeds of kindness (cf. 16"), but the main
reference is to the divine control of kings. Cf Tob. i'^ Esth.
(Grk.) 14'^ — 2. Anrithetic, ternary. See note on x6\ with
which this couplet is nearly identical; cf. 16^-^17^. Lit. eiiefy
way of a man is right in his eyes. Tries is lit. weighs or measures.
— 3. Single sentence, ternary. Cf v.^ 15* i/- 40^'' 5ii«"'"®
Am. 5^24 jg^_ jii ^^ ^^jjj ggg ^jgg ^^,^ ^6^ ^j^g 61^031 concep"
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tion of piety, announced by the prophets, lost none of its force
with the sages; see BS. 34'^'' 3 5 ' '
4. Text and sense doubtful.
The couplet appears to contain fragments of two couplets.
Lit.: haughty look and proud hea7-t (or, haughty of look and
proud of heart) —the tillage (or, ploughing) of the wicked is sin.
This may be understood to raean that pride, which is the industry
or occupation of the wicked, is sin ; but the figure is strange and
forced. In Hos. 10^^ Jer. 4* preparing one's heart for a new life
is called " breaking up the fallow ground " ; so here in second cl.
the bad man's preparation for life may be supposed to be called
sin, but this is not a probable sense — the meaning is rather that
his hfe itself is sin.—The difficulty is not diminished if, by the
change oT a vowel, we read (with Grk. RV.) lamp instead of
tillage; the sentence the lamp of the wicked is sin conveys no
meaning; cf 13^, where the figure of light and larap is simple
and clear. — The first cl. recalls 16', the second cl. 10^^ 13' 24^;
new couplets raight be conjecturally constructed, but the recovery
of the precise forra seeras irapossible; see Lagarde and Wildeboer.
5. Industry and sloth.—Antithetic, ternary. The Heb. reads :
The methods of the industrious lead surely to gain,
But every one who hastes (hastes) surely to want.

Hastes can here be understood to raean only " hastes to be rich,"
as in 13" 28^; but in that case we expect the terra to be defined,
as in 13" xff 28* 29^. Hasty (even if it be taken to mean
"using improper raethods") is not a proper antithesis to industrious; we rather expect slothful, as in 13* (so the Lat.). The
paraUelisra also suggests, instead of every one, sorae term equivalent to methods, and the word surely (or, only) adds nothing to
the meaning. We may thus read:
The methods of the industrious lead to gain,
The ways of the slothful to want.

jl/'<r/,^(7(/j = thoughts, reflections, plans (12' 15^* 16' 20"). The
couplet is an exhortation to industry; so 10* 12", cf. 6^" 24**^.
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6-10. The way of the wicked.
6. The acquisition of wealth by a lying tongue
Is a fleeting breath, a deadly < snare.'
7. The violence of the wicked will sweep them away
Because they refuse to act justly.
8. Crooked is the way of the vicious,
But the conduct of the pure is straight.
9. It is better to dwell in the corner of the housetop
Than with a quarrelsome woman in a < large > house.
10. The wicked desires to do harm;
He has no kindly feeling toward his neighbor.

6. Single sentence, quaternary (or, binary-ternary). Cf 10'. In
first cl. acquisition of wealth may be understood as = wealth
acquired. Fleeting breath is lit. breath driven (by the wind) ; cf
Isa. 19^ 1/' 68^'^'. The last expression of second cl. stands in the
Heb.: seekers of death, or (by a shght change of text) the sing,
may be read : (the acquisition etc.) is a fleeting breath, seeking
death, an obscure and iraprobable forra. The reading snare,
instead of seekers, coraes from the Greek, which has: he who
gains wealth by a lying tongue pursues vanities to (or, on) snares
of death. — 7 Single sentence, ternary (or, binary-ternary). For
the thought cf i^^ Violence is highhanded, oppressive conduct; see
24^ (RV opp7-ession). Sweep away, = " take away, carry off"; see
Hab. i^* (RV. catcheth), and a sirailar verb in Ju. 5"^^ The instrument of punishraent for the wicked is law, divine and huraan.—
8. Antithetic, ternary. The word here translated vicious is hy
sorae rendered sin-laden (De. RV.), by others/a/x^, dishorwrable
(Barth), or, with the oraission of a letter, proud or insolent
(Gratz) ; the general sense is the sarae in aU these translations;
the rhythra appears to favor the last (and cf. v.^*), of which
vicious is a synonyra. By sorae critics the word is regarded as a
corrupt forra, of which no translarion is possible.—The second cl.
reads lit. : but the pure, straight {= upright) is his conduct (ht.
doing or work). — The sense is : bad raen are underhand in their
procedures, good raen are straightforward — that is, no man, whatever his pretensions, can be called pure, if he does not act
uprightly.—9. Single sentence, ternary-quaternary. The couplet
= 25=^*; cf 1913 2119 2yi5_ I - J . j^^ff^^ ^^g dwelling . . . than a
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quarrelsome woman etc. It was customary to sleep on the roof
(so Saul, I Sara, g^, according to the Grk. and RV raarg.), and
there a siraply-furnished guest-roora raight be built, such as Elijah
(i K. 17^') and Ehsha (2 K. 4^") occupied; but to live always in
so narrow a space would be lonely and inconvenient. — The sense
large (or, wide) is obtained by transposition of letters; the Heb.
text has house of a companion, which is interpreted to raean house
of society,* co77imon house,\ or house in co7nmon, J that is, a house
in which one has society; but the phrase is not a natural one —•
we should at least expect the plu. co77ipanions ; or the companion
is taken to be the wife, the man being thus described as a householder (Frank.), an interpretarion equally difficult. In any case,
the antithesis in first cl. is "loneliness" (cf xp 102^) and discomfort.— The woman is probably the wife, but any woraan, as a
mother or a sister, raay be raeant. — Others § translate : it is
better to sit on the pinnacle etc., a situation of danger as well as of
inconvenience; but, though the word may raean corner-tower
(Zeph. i^*), the idea of danger is not probable — the point is
rather the discorafort of the situation : rather any privation with
peace than luxury with strife. — The Grk., with a diff'erent text, or
else raoralizing, has unrighteousness instead of a quarrelsome
woman. —10. Synonyraous, ternary. Lit. the soul of the 7vicked
etc., and his neighbor does not flnd mercy (or, kindness) in his
eyes. Cf 4!^ 10^ i2i"Isa. i "
XXL 1. J§ mi''; 3 deov. — T^ Sy; read, with Bi., SN. — © E interpret » as
comparison: as
so; S2E have only as; | § , as curter, is probably original.
— 2. J§ 12"; Tosef. Yebam. l, l l , IT, doubtless scribal variation, after 16^,
^°^ ?§ 12^ Gr. (as in 16^) reads in3, but unnecessarily, since 'n may = tries.
pn (from p ) , =fix accurately, determine, and so, perhaps, weigh. — 3. | § nini"?;
6 Trapdeey. — 4. ?§ i r , (SSEIL 11. OIL make " a complete sentence; SM,
inserting 1 before u , make the couplet a single sentence; Bi. makes * an
exclamation, and inserts 1 before 13. Possibly some such word as PDJ (cf. 24^)
should be substituted for 1:. — 5. Wanting in 3; © 5 " = ?§. — ^ V? ''31;
C and the foot (as if it read S J I ) of the hasty ; S> and {those) of tlie wicked,
perh. reading yS (Pink.), perh. free rendering of p j ; IL omnis autem piger,
= h'iy '731. — Read Sxy 1311; h'iy is read by Gr. The IN may be retained, but
is unnecessary, and the thought is better without it. — Q. 3 reads Partcp. hyo.
— ?§ 11:; 3 biuiKei, = fjil (Jag.).—1§ •'!:'p3C; 3 iraylbas, 3L laqueos, = itt'pb
* Schult.

t Lat. Ew.

J De. RV. marg.

§ Mercer, Geier, De. al.
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(so Rashi, Ew. Hitz. Reuss, Kamp. at.), obviously to be preferred to l^. — g'j
form of the couplet, adopted by Bi. Frank., is not clear.—7. J§ oi>; 3 ivt^n,.
B-f)<rerai, = Dir (Hitz.), improbable. — 8. | § i n , &ir. Xey., may be a noun of
agency from a stem in (Capp.), which occurs in Arab, in the sense bear a burden, and (as denom. from wizr, burden, sin) commit sin ; it would then mean
not sin-laden, but simply sinner. The derivation from a stem lit, in Arab. =
turn aside, be false, is less probable (but cf. @ffKoXidsbbois). SSCiL foreign
( i t ) . Gr., taking the i to be scribal insertion from following y\ reads it, which
also gives a good sense, and is perhaps preferable to J§. — 9. On K D':ni;,
Q D'ric, see note on 6". — p} i3n n o is followed by ©SGiL; ?C N|11D'3 a
closed house, free contrast to " open roof," perh. after (5 Kexoviapiivois; Si omits.
For i3n read 3ni (so Gr.).

11. How simple and sage are taught.
When the scoffer is punished, the simple is made wise,
When the wise man is instructed, he receives knowledge.

Antithetic, binary-ternary. On scoffer and simple see notes on
i^'*. The punishraent of the bad raan is a warning to the
morally untrained, who is too unripe, intellectually and morally, to
be benefited by instruction ; the wise raan, on the other hand, is
receptive and teachable. Cf 19^.—The three sirailar terms of
second cl. are here eraployed with different shades of meaning:
wise denotes general coraprehension of the issues and needs of
life ; to i7tstruct is to cause to know, to give insight into practical
truth; and the result is knowledge, acquaintance with definite
rules of conduct.
12. Text and translation are uncertain.
The Heb. raay be rendered : the righteous considers the house
of the wicked 77ian, overturns the wicked to misfortune (or, ruin).
As the Heb. text stands the subject of the couplet raust be God,
the righteous one (so most recent expositors, and RV. marg.); a
righteous man raight be said to note the wicked, but could not be
said to hurl thera to ruin; the rendering " one hurls the wicked
etc.," = " the wicked are hurled " (RV how the wicked are overthrown to their ruin), is difficult if not irapossible, and the same
thing is true of the interpretation : " the righteous raan notes etc.,
he ( = God) hurls etc."; see textual note on 10". The reference to God is favored by 22'^, in which it is said that Yahweh
overthrows ( = hurls down) the aff'airs (or, words) of the wicked.

On the other hand, the designation of God as " a (or, the)
righteous one " * occurs nowhere else in Proverbs, and elsewhere
in OT. only in Job 34" " the just-raighty one," where the context
makes the reference obvious and natural; here, on the contrary,
the word is isolated.t — The Heb. text seeras not to be in its
original forra. Hitzig eraends so as to read: the righteous man
considers his house, but wicked7iess hurls the wicked to rui7i (cf
13*), a possible sense for the hnes separately, but giving no
natural connection between them. The repetirion of the terra
wicked is strange — we expect a contrast in the lines, such as Hitzig gains, or, with closer connection : Yahweh considers the righteous, but overthrows the house of the wicked; oi. 3^, and i/f 41*'^'
— Consider (or, note) is lit. to act wisely in reference to a thing,
direct one's inteUigence to it; cf i/f 41^'^^ The house of the
wicked is his household or faraily, which stands for his social
position. Oxi hurls (or, overthrows) see 13^ 19* 22^^ Ruin is ht.
evil, harm.

13,14. Kindness to the poor.

Bribery.

13. Whoso closes his ears to the cry of the poor.
H e also shall call and not be answered.
14. A gift in secret turns away anger,
A n d a present in the bosom violent wrath.

13. Single sentence, ternary. The poor is the physically needy.
Also emphasizes the fact that the unkind man will suffer the same
fate as the raan whora he neglects; it is the law of retaliation.
He will tall not to God (Targ. Syr.), but to his fellow-raen; the
stateraent is that a hardhearted man need expect no syrapathy in
his misfortunes. For answered we may write heard (RV ), in the
sense listened to. Cf. BS. 4'"* Jas. 2". —14. Synonyraous, ternary. The gift and the present are bribes, carried by the briber
in his bosom and given in secret; the reference is to dealing with
* Delitzsch's assertion that the word, being without the Art., cannot mean " the
righteous one " is disproved by Job 34I''.
t The Anc. Vrss. all understand the righteous to mean righteous man, and so
the body of interpreters (except Rashi) up to De Wette, Fleisch. Ew.; Rashi refers
it to God, but this exegesis of his has no great weight, for the reason that he
habitually introduces references to divine things (God and the Tora), often without
ground. " God " is supplied as subj. of second cl. by A V. Geier, Mich. Wordsw. al.
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judges and other great raen. For the use of the bosora of the
dress as a pocket see 17^. — For turns away sorae Anc. Vrss.*
have extinguishes (RV pacific th), a probable reading. The Grk.
makes second cl. antithetic : he who withholds a gift stirs up violent wrath, a sense good in itself, but less probable than that of
the Hebrew. — The power of a bribe is here noted simply as a
fact. Against bribery see 17^.

15,16. Punishment of bad men.
15. The execution of justice is a joy to the righteous.
But destruction to evil-doers.
16. The man who wanders from the path of wisdom
Will rest in the assembly of the Shades.

15. Antithetic, quaternary-ternary. The sense is : to those who
are in sympathy with what is good, and are conscious of rightdoing, the execution of justice (by courts or otherwise) can only
be a source of satisfaction (making raanifest their integrity), while
to off'enders against law and right it raeans destruction. Instead
of destruction we raay render dis77iay, terror,^ which furnishes a
raore direct antithesis to the joy of first clause; but destruction is
the meaning of the Heb. word elsewhere in Pr., and gives an
eff'ective heightening of the thought. — The subject of first cl. is
ht. to do justice, which raay be taken to raean " rectitude of conduct," J but this interpretation affords no sarisfactory sense for
the second cl.; the statement that "rectitude, or obedience to
the law of God, alarras evil-doers " § is unnatural in itself, and is
foreign to the tone of Proverbs. The rendering there is destruction to the etc. (AV.) is not favored by the paraUelisra, which
suggests that destruction raust be predicate of the subject of first
clause. —16. Single sentence, quaternary-ternary. Wisdom hexe
— "understanding, insight, intelligence " in the law of life, which
is the law of God. The assembly of the Shades is the population
of Sheol; to rest therein is to be numbered with the dead. The
verb rest ( = "take position") is the poetic equivalent of dwell,
and is probably not meant to convey the idea of repose. In Job
* Sym. Targ. Lat.
t So De. Wild. al.

+ De. Reuss, RV. al.
\ De. Wild.

3" the " weary " find rest in Sheol from the wicked who trouble
them on earth; but here it is the wicked themselves who are said
to rest. There is possibly a tinge of sarcasm in the expression;
but this is hardly probable. The idea of the couplet is the old
one that bad raen die preraaturely — physical death is the punishment of sin; cf ij/ 8"<i»> 55^^'^'' Pr. 1^' etc. —On wisdom and
Shades (Rephaira) see notes on i* 2^*.

17-21. Thrift, righteousness, comfort.
17. He who loves pleasure will come to want.
He who loves wine and oil will not be rich.
18. The wicked is a ransom for the righteous —
Instead of the upright stands the bad man.
19. It is better to dwell in a wilderness
Than with a quarrelsome and vexatious woman.
20. There is precious treasure [] in the abode of the wise,
But the fool swallows it up.
21. Whoso follows after justice and kindness
He finds life [ ] and honor.

17. Synonyraous, ternary. Immoderate love of pleasure and of
luxurious living is meant; cf 3^", where wine is regarded as a
blessing, and, for the representation of wine and oil as comraon
sources of enjoyment, cf 27^ Ju. 9'-^^ ij/ 104^* BS. 31^' Araong
the Hebrews, as araong the Greeks and Romans, they were usual
accompaniments of feasts; see Am. 6^ Dt. 14^^ Neh. 8*^; the oil
was used for anointing the person. In first cl. the Lat. has who
loves feasts, but the reference is rather to unbridled luxury in general, which is hkely to lead to excessive expenditure of raoney
and to poverty; cf BS. 19^ —18. Synonymous, ternary. Ransom is that which is given to free a person frora a penalty to
which he is exposed; in 6^ it is a sum paid to an injured
husband, in 13* it is raoney considered as securing its possessor
against legal judgment or the oppression of great raen, and so in
xj/ 49'(*' a consideration paid to God for averring physical death,
the comraon lot of raen ; it is the old legal terra for weregeld (Ex.
21*); in I Sam. 12" it appears to be equivalent to "bribe."
Here, as second cl. suggests, the idea is a more general one :
when punishraent is inflicted (by God) on a coraraunity, it is the
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bad man, and not the good, on whom it falls. The form of the
couplet suggests the sense that the righteous would, in the ordinary course of justice, be punished, but that God takes the wicked
as his substitute; but this is too crude a conception—the thought
appears to be siraply that the bad and not the good suffer, a fact
which is poetically represented as a substitution of the former for
the latter. See note on i i ^ — On bad (or, faithless), here
= wicked, see note on 2^^ —19. Single sentence, quaternary-ternary. See V.' 25^*, from which this differs in putting wilderness
instead of housetop, both lonely and incomraodious dweUingplaces, but at least affording peace. Wilderness is pasture-land,
not wholly without houses and people, but sparsely settied and
quiet. — In second cl. we may render (so RV. raarg.) a quarrelsome woman and vexation; the sense is the same, since the vexation comes frora the woraan. — The Heb. is lit. better abode in a
wilderness than a quar7-elso7ne etc. — 20. Antithetic, quaternaryternary. The meaning appears to be: the wise man amasses
wealth, the fool squanders it; cf lo'. The forra of expression is
soraewhat strange : elsewhere in this Division of Prov. the sage is
not represented as rich, and here the fool seeras to squander the
wealth amassed by the sage (as if he were his heir). The //must
mean the fool's own treasure, and wise raust = " provident." On
treasure (physical, not spiritual, riches) see 10^ 15^" 21*; precious
is lit. desi7able (Gen. 2^ \\i i9^''("'). The Heb. has precious treasure and 'oil; the oil (wanting in the Grk.) is, however, here
inappropriate, and raust be regarded as an incorrect scribal insertion (perhaps frora v.^'^). Fool is lit. a fool of a man, as in
15^". — Grk.: precious treasure will rest on the mouth of the
sage (cf 1 0 " " " ) , but how the fool can swallow this treasure is
not clear. — 21. Single sentence, ternary. Probity, the proverb
says, brings long life and honor — the sarae thought as in 3^' ^ al.
Instead oi justice the Heb. word raight be rendered righteousness,
but this general terra would make the following kindness unnecessary ; a good life is summed up in the two quahties justice (see
8^' i^) and kind7iess (see 3^), as in 3^ it is summed up in kindness
and faithfulness. — In second cl., after life, the Heb. adds justice
(or, righteousness), which is raanifestly a scribal insertion (probably an error of eye) frora first clause ; to say that he who follows

righteousness finds righteousness is raeaningless. — On life and
honor see notes on 2^^ 3'*.
11. In | § 030^ the Prep, is possible, after Sstt'n, but may be scribal repetition of preceding h. —12. It is doubtful whether Ssrn can be understood as
= " observe in order to control." It occurs in the sense of give heed to (the
law) for the purpose of obeying (Neh. 8^^ Dan. 9^^), consider (one's ways)
for the purpose of rightly ordering (16*'), and be {kindly) considerate ^ / ( t h e
poor, ^ 41^); nowhere else in OT. is the term used to express observation on
the part of God. The difficulty would thus not be set aside if nini were
substituted for pix. The deliberate hostility, moreover, thus ascribed to
Yahweh, is unexampled in Pr., even in l2-*-32. These considerations would
incline us to interpret pix of the good man, but | § , as the text stands, cannot
be so understood. Dys. hv/'x, for '?3i:'r, hardly helps; Gr. IB'N 'in''3S, for
yv\ noS, and l^pi, for l'?pc, gains a contrast between the reward {good
fortune) of the righteous and the punishment {destruction) of the wicked, but
gives aJext which is syntactically difficult. —3L apparently read yiD oyiri tiSoS
{ut detrahat), but such procedure is not elsewhere in Pr. ascribed to the pix,
and «ISD is nowhere else in OT. used in a good sense. — It is probable that the
original form of the couplet stated a contrast between the actions or fortunes
of righteous and wicked men. We should, possibly, read: noi pix nini h^ytra
<ISDD wn ys""!. — 14- ?§ nsp'.; ® aoy-\i:,'iL extittguit, = n2j\ —15. J§ nnriD;
3 dKddapros, perh. reading nsan; 8(nos is then supplied as subject. —
16. | § O!??"*; <§ yiydvruv; &W, ay-\a ij3. —18. <3 omits ^ (probably by
accident), and v.^^^ was then wrongly attached to v.i". — 21. Omit the second
npix, with ©AB oj.^ Ziegler, Elster, Gr. Bi.

22, 23. Power of wisdom and prudence.
22. A wise man scales the city of the mighty,
And casts down the stronghold in which it trusted.
23. He who is careful of mouth and tongue
Saves himself from trouble.

22. Synonyraous, ternary. Intellect or practical sagacity versus
physical strength. Cf Eccl. 9 " " f^ Pr. 20'* 24^. Scales is lit.
ascends (Joel 2^). In second cl. lit. stronghold of its co7tfidence ;
the Heb. has strength, which raay be understood as = stronghold,
or the text raay be changed (by the addition of one letter).* —
23. Single sentence, ternary. Lit. he who guards etc. guards
himself (lit. his soul) from troubles. Cautiousness in speech is
* On the ancient Semhic methods of defending and attacking cities see Nowack,
Arch., \\ 71. 72; Billerbeck, Der Untergang Nineveh's (ift Beitr. z. Assyriol., iii.).
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inculcated, as in 13' i8^^ The troubles referred to are probably
social and legal difficulties into which iraprudent talk brings one,
especially in a coraraunity in which there are gossips and professional inforraers (Eccl. 10^) ; the reference is hardly to distress
of conscience (De.).
24. Definition of scoffer.
Scoffer is the name of the proud, arrogant man.
Him who acts with insolent pride.

Single sentence, ternary. The syntactical construction is not perfectly clear. The Heb. is ht.: proud, arrogant, scoffer is his
na77te, acting i7i insole7ice of p7'ide. We cannot well translate " he
who acts with insolent pride is proud and arrogant and is caUed a
scoffer " (Reuss), or " the proud and haughty man, scorner is his
narae, he worketh etc." (RV.), since this would be defining/r<7«(/
hy pride. The couplet must rather be taken as a definition of the
term scoffer; in that case it and 24* are the only examples of
forraal definition in the Book. If this interpretation be correct, it
appears to point to the existence of a precise, philosophical form
of instrucrion in the schools, and to the distinct recognition of a
class of arrogant disregarders of raoral law, both of which facts
suit the tirae when the Jews carae under Greek influence. The
terra rendered proud occurs only here in Pr., and is not found in
any preexilian writing ; from such passages as Mai. 3^° \\i 119°' we
should infer that it was soraetiraes a designation of those Jews
who were faithless to the national law. The corresponding substantive occurs in 11^ 13", where it = haughtiness in the ordinary
individual sense. Arrogant (found elsewhere only in Hab. 2')
raust here be a synonym oi proud. Insolence is lit. outb7eak, used
of anger and pride. On scoffer see note on x"^. The definition
given in the couplet appears to include all persons who acted with
bold disregard of raoral and religious law. The word does not
raean "freethinker" in the raodern speculative sense (De.)—it
is conduct with which Pr. deals — nor (to judge frora the general
tone of Proverbs) can it designate raerely national eneraies or
apostate Jews (as in the Psalms) ; it is siraply " insolently wicked,"
one who scoffs not at belief, but at law.

"—
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25. Sloth kills.
The desire of the sluggard slays him,
P'or his hands refuse to labor.

Single sentence, ternary. The sluggard's desire is for ease, and
this kills hira, since his indolence prevents his acquiring food and
clothing and other necessaries of hfe. For desire see 10^* 13^^ Nu.
II* Job 33*; the word has a wider sense than appetite. Cf 19^''
24^*.
26. Text and raeaning uncertain. Lit.: All the day he desires
desire, but the righteous gives and withholds not. The second cl.
apparently refers to the good raan's kindness to the poor (cf
Mt. 5*^), but with this the first cl. stands in no relation, and in
itself yields no sense. The repetition of the word desire points to
the preceding v., and the clause (read all day long he desires) may
be raerely a variant of, or a gloss on, v.^^*. The meaning of the
couplet is by sorae * taken to be : people are all the tirae wishing
and begging, but the righteous raan, so far from asking for hiraself,
is always ready to give to others; but the Heb. does not perrait
this interpretation. — No satisfactory emendation has been proposed. Grk.: the wicked man desires
bad desires, which gives
no antithesis to second cl.; Bickell: all day long there is request
on request, which fails to say who they are that request. The
substitution of diligent for righteous in second cl. gives an improbable stateraent. The clauses appear to be dislocated. The first,
by a violent eraendation, raay be read : the sluggard desires and
has not, with antithesis as in 13*, and a new couplet might be
formed on the second clause.

27-29. The wicked man's methods and perils.
27. The sacrifice of the wicked is (in itself) an abomination —
How much more when it is brought as atonement for crime!
28. A false witness will perish,
29. A wicked man hardens his face,
An upright man considers his acts.

27. Climax, ternary. The first cl. occurs in 15^, with the addition to Yahweh, which ought perhaps to be inserted here, though
« De. Bick. al.
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it is naturally taken for granted. The proverb declares (as Am.
5^'"-* Isa. i""") that sacrifice without righteousness is displeasing
to God. A bad man's offering, even in the ordinary performance
of ritual comraands (vows, passover etc.), is abhorrent; how
much raore when, offered without repentance, it is raeant raerely
to relieve one from the consequences of evil-doing ! Sacrifices
were prescribed, in the law, for sins of inadvertence (Lev. 4) and
for certain cases of fraud (Lev. 5 6^"^ [Heb. ch. 5]), but not for
more serious crimes, such as raurder and adultery; but it is not
iraprobable that in the popular view an offering atoned for any
offence (see ^ 50'*"^^). The suggestion is that this superstitious
and iraraoral conception of the power of sacrifice existed araong
the Jews of the writer's tirae. The case of genuine repentance is
not considered; the wicked raan is regarded as one who is given
over to sin. — As atone7nentfor crime (RV raarg.) is lit. in crime,
that is, " in the case of a crirae." The word here rendered crime
means originally plan, but appears to be used in OT. always in a
bad sense (10^ 24"), often of unchastity (Ez. 16** 22^ 23^'"'- Lev.
18''^) .* — This seems to be the raost probable understanding of
the expression, the raeaning of which is, however, doubtful. Grk.:
wickedly (or, U7ilaufully), ^ " •w\\h evil design" (RV.: with a
wicked raind) ; the " wicked design " is naturally to secure safety
for the offerer, hardly to do harra to others. We know regrettably httle of the custoras and ideas of sacrifice of the later Jewish
period. — 28. The first cl. is nearly identical with first cl. in 19'';
there the false witness is punished, here he perishes, either by
course of law (cf Dt. 19^®), or by divine intervention. — The
second cl. is obscure, lit. a man who hears (lit. a man hearing)
shall (or, will) speak for ever. The expression a man who hears
yields, in this connection, no good sense. It cannot mean one
7vho hears God (Saad.) or is obedient to the law of God (Rashi),
for such predicates are elsewhere either expressed (i**' x$^^ al.)
or clearly suggested by the context (i* al Ez. 2^). In i K. 3'
the hearing 7ni7td which Soloraon asks for, in order that he may
judge the people, is a raind which attentively considers, and in
this sense the terra is here understood by some interpreters f ',

* In Job 17II the text is doubtful; see Budde, Hiob.

t Saad. Ew. De. al.

.
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but there the context clearly indicates the nature of the hearing,
here there is no such indication; a hea7-ing 77ian is a strange
phrase by which to express the conception a man who ca7-efully
listens (and so is able to give trustworthy testimony). — The predicate is not less obscure. To speak for ever is soraething which
would not be naturally said of (or desired for) any man, good or
bad, in a court of law or elsewhere. Dehtzsch interprets it to
mean "will never need to be silent," or, preferably, "what he
says will stand " (RV- shall speak unchallenged), but these raeanings are not contained in the words. Instead oi for ever we may
perhaps render to victory (or, glory) *; but this rendering is
obscure and unnatural. Wildeboer connects this terra with the
preceding, and suggests the translation : a man who is known as
trustworthy may speak, but the interpretations known and trustworthy 'axe both lexicographically iraprobable. Graetz changes
the text and reads : a man of truth will be remembered for ever,
in which truth stands in satisfactory contrast -^xth false, but rememberedfor ever seeras to be too large a reward for the man of truth,
if, as the connection would suggest, he is siraply a " true witness " ;
cf lo', where such a reward is assigned to the just, the raan of
general probity. We expect a stateraent equivalent to " a true
witness wiU be established." — In default of a satisfactory interpretation or eraendation the clause is better left untranslated.—
29. Antithetic, ternary. On " hardening the face " see note on
7". Here the expression (lit. shows boldness in his face) refers
to the irapudence with which a bad raan deports hiraself toward
facts and persons; he unblushingly raaintains what suits hira,
without regard to truth. On the other hand, the upright or virtuous raan, anxious to do right, carefully considers his ways
(= conduct, acts). Considers is the reading of the Heb. raargin
(and of the Grk.) ; the text has establishes, which Reuss prefers,
finding thus the adrairable antithesis : " a bad raan fixes his face,
a good raan his deeds " (cf. 4^) ; so RV : ordereth his ways.
On the other hand, the marginal reading offers a better antithesis
to the picture of effrontery which appears to be given in the first
clause. On establish see note on 4^, on consider notes on 2* 14^*.
• Aq. Sym. Theod. will advance to victory ; Lat. will speak victory.

41^
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30, 31. Divine sovereignty.
30. There is no wisdom nor understanding
Nor counsel against Yahweh.
31. The horse is prepared for the day of battle.
But to Yahweh belongs the victory.

30. Single sentence, binary. In the second line the preposition
may mean over against, in comparison with, or against. The two
meanings give the sarae general sense for the couplet; the second
meaning appears to be favored by v.^^: " no huraan wisdom can
avail against Yahweh." A similar thought is found in Job 5^",
cf Jer. 9^, The three nouns of the subject are practically synonyms,* counsel involving "capacity for giving advice"; see
notes on i^ 2^ i^ 8". — 31. Antithetic, ternary-binary. Victory
in battle, the couplet says, is decided by God, in spite of huraan
arrangeraents. A sirailar thought, frora a national point of view,
is found in i// 33" 76^*'^ 124; here the point of view is universal.
Victory is deliverance frora eneraies ; see 11" {safety). Prepared
= set, harnessed. — The horse is here spoken of as a usual (and
apparently as a legitiraate) feature in an array. The early
Hebrews in Canaan, being raostly mountaineers, did not employ
horses in war, and the use of them, as characteristic of foreigners,
was not favored by the prophets; see Hos. x' Dt. 17^" Zech. 9^"
al. Horses were imported frora Egypt by Soloraon (i K. 10^) .f
22. In f^ finB3p the suff. n is written without Mappiq, and quiesces in the
preceding vowel, the object being to secure a fuller vowel sound at the end
of the couplet; for a list of occurrences of He raphatum in OT. see Bottcher,
Lehrb. §418. On the Segol under 0 see Ges."* § 29;«. — 3 interprets the
suff. as = ol dae^eis; 2E omits the suff., perh. by err> r of copyist. —23. Sing.
nix is given in Kenn. 30. 253, Bibl. Soncin., Brixiens., (SS2C. — 24. On in>
see Ges. Thes. and De.'s note; the stem is probably in% with which I ' l is
allied (cf. Arab.); the Aram. Vrss. render it by nic, a stem (found also in
Arab.) with a related sense. — 26. S E = | § ; 11 in » concupiscit et desiderat;
Bi. niNn niNn. f§ niNn seems lo be scribal repetition out of the preceding
word. — On the unexpressed subj. see Ew. § 294, Ges."* § 144. — 27. nn'' is
* Immanuel, cited by Delitzsch, interprets the first of theology, the second of
worldly science, the third of politics; but no such distinction exists in the Hebrew
terms.
t On Assyrian war-horses cf. Rawlinson, Anc. Mon. i. 414-427. The horse
appears to be native in Ceiitral Asia.
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read or supplied after n3pn (n3;T) in 3 and S^, and is added by Dys. Reuss,
Kamp. — ?§ ''3 1*< is inexactly represented in 3 by Kal ydp; in the other
Vrss., including B^, ']a is neglected. — 28. ^ vpt'; (3 vir-qKoos, for iiri)Koos.
g ntp; 3 <t)vXa<rcrbpjevos, — I'xjS (Capp.), or possibly free rendering of f^
(Baumg.); S ^ has laj; S C rightly ; % victoriam ; A S 9 eis VXKOS. — Gr. V!a\
I3i> nxjV ncN. — The Heb. noun nxj appears to represent two stems: one
— shine (Syr. Arab.), whence glory, victory, clearness (of voice), purity
(of heart), and hence perh. nxic; the other = endure, whence continuance
{mh forever). Cf. Orelli, Syn., pp. 95 ff. — 29. K p ' is given in the great
mass of Heb. MSS., and in ASSEIL; Q p^ is found in ©2lr, and about 50
Heb. MSS. — K V3n; Q 1311. —30. ^ mm; (gs <•'• rbv dtre/S^ (in some
cursives Kvpiov); d(re;8^ is perh. error for eiaepi], perh. (Baumg.) represents
mil uiS fo ^iw who is U7ifaithful to Yahweh (see ^ 73'^); possibly the Heb.
expression was written 1 1J3 ( = nin^ -3), and the '' was overlooked by the
Grk. scribe.

XXII. 1, 2. "Value of reputation.
and poor.

Mutual relations of rich

1. A good name is rather to be chosen than great riches,
To be well thought of is better than silver and gold.
2. The rich and the poor stand side by side,
Yahweh is the maker of them all.

1. Synonyraous, ternary, or quaternary-ternary. The Heb. has
simply name, = " repute, standing," here involving the predicate
good, as in Gen. 6*, me7i of (railitary) 7-eputation, Job 30* a nameless race (God-forsaken, without social standing), Eccl. 7^ (good)
repute is better than oil, BS. 41^^ be careful of thy (good) na7ne.
To be well thought of (ht. favor) is to have kindly appreciation,
good reception frora others, to be persona grata; and, frora the
paraUelisra, name is the estiraation in which one is held by others,
during hfe, and after death. On favor see notes on i'' 13^', cf
Eccl. 9". A good reputation, the proverb appears to say, is valuable for the advantage it brings, respect, influence, raaterial prosperity. Or, the sense raay be the larger one that good repute,
involving high intellectual and raoral character, is a raore precious
possession than raaterial wealth. The first interpretation is perhaps supported by the terra favor. — RV lovi7ig (lit. good) favor
is improbable; good is not a proper epithet oi favor (in which it
is imphed), and does not so occur elsewhere in OT. See note
on !». — 2. Single sentence with suggested antithesis, ternary.
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Stand side by side is ht. 7neet one another. The raeaning is:
There are social differences araong raen — but all raen, as creatures of God, have their rights, and their rautual obhgations of
respect and kindness. This conception of huraan equality, having
its roots in the old Hebrew hfe, and recognized by the Prophets,
is raore definitely expressed in the later gnomic literature, which
looks at men apart from accidents of birth and station. Cf Job
34^^ BS. I I " ; Frank, refers to Syriac Menander 66.

3-5. Sagacity, piety.
3. A prudent man sees danger and hides himself.
Simpletons go on and are mulcted.
4. The reward of humility (and) of the fear of Yahweh
Is riches and honor and life.
5. (Traps and > snares are in the path of the lawless,
He who has regard to himself avoids them.

3. Antithetic, quaternary-ternary. The couplet occurs again in 27'^
Qx\.p7'udent = " observant, sagacious," see notes on 12'^ i^. Danger
is lit. evil, anything which is a source of injury, financial, physical, or
moral. Si77ipleto7i, a favorite terra in Pr., occurs elsewhere only in
Pss. (three tiraes) and Ez. (once) ; it expresses lack of good sense,
and is not properly represented by Eng. " simple " ; see note on i*.
Mulcted or subjected to fine (Ex. 21^^ Dt. 22^^ Ara. 2^ 2 C. 36^) here
= suffer injury or are punished in general, but the legal coloring
raay be retained in the translation; see 17^® 21". — The prudent
raan here is not a sneak or a coldblooded and selfish person, but
siraply a raan of forethought and acuteness. — Grk., first cl.: an
intelligent man, seeing a bad 77ian seve7-ely pu7nshed, is hi7nself
i7istructed—a sense good in itself (cf 21"), but not that of the
Hebrew. — 4. Single sentence, ternary or quaternary-ternary.
The and of first cl. is not in the Heb., but should probably be
inserted. The cl. may be rendered : the reward of humility is the
fear of Yahweh,* but humility, in such a connection, is substantially identical with the fear of God, or if a relation of sequenoe
be supposed, it is rather the fear that precedes. — The corabination of the two terms is, however, soraewhat strange. They raight
be taken as in apposition (Now.) : hu77iility (which is) the fear of
* De. Wild.

Ydittvek, in which case hu7nility would have the rehgious sense,
and would = piety; the sage raust then be supposed to be
guarding against the non-religious interpretation of the terra —
"humility," he would say, "provided it be the fear of Yahweh, is
rewarded " ; this construction, however, seeras hardly natural, for
elsewhere (15^ 18'^) honor is declared to be the reward of nonreligious huraility. The term hu77iility raay, however, be a gloss
explaining fear of Yahweh. Or, the couplet raay be based on
15^, combining in one clause the two subjects there standing in
two clauses (see note on 15''^) ; in that case hu77iilityraayhere be
understood as non-religious. Cf the sirailar expression in i/f 45*'^'.
For hu7nility see 15^ 18'^, and cf ./^ i8^'''«* ( = 2 Sara. 228").—
The general raeaning of the text is clear: reward follows huraihty
and piety. On the nature of the reward see notes on 3-- ^®. —
5. Single sentence, with iraplied antithesis, quaternary. On lawless ( = crooked) see notes on 2'' 11^. He who has 7-egard to (lit.
keeps) hi77iself (lit. his soul) takes care to avoid (hi. be far f7-077i)
the dangers of the lawless life. Instead of t7-aps the Heb. reading
is thorns, an expression which, in the connection, is hardly appropriate ; if the word be correct, the reference raay be to hedges,
which bar the way of the vagrant. It is better to emend to a
term synonyraous with S7ia7-es (see Job 18^). S7iares are set for
trespassers. — Dyserinck reads : snares a7-e hidde7i in the path etc.,
which gives a good sense.

6. Education forms the man.
Train up a child in the way he is to go.
And even when he is old he will not depart from it.

Single sentence (condition and consequence), ternary, or quaternary-ternary. Train up = give instruction, experience. In the way
he is to go, lit. according to his way, that is, not exactly " in the
path of industry and piety " * (which would require i7i the right
^ay),x\.ox " according to the bodily and raental developraent of the
child"! (which does not agree with second cl.), but "in accordance with the raanner of life to which he is destined," | the implication being that the raanner of life will not be morally bad; but
• Ew. AV. RV.

t Saad. De.

% Now. Zock. Wild.
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the point on which stress is laid is the power of education.
Frank, renders: train a child i7i the begin7ii7ig of his way, then
etc.; but the translation in the beginni7ig is without authority.
The couplet reflects the opinion of a community in which the precise training of children was recognized as possible and obligatory.

7-9. Thrift, improbity, liberality.
7. The rich rules over the poor,
And the borrower is slave to the lender.
8. He who sows iniquity will reap calamity.
And 1 the produce of his work > will come to naught.
9. The kindly man will be blessed
Because he gives bread to the poor.

7. Synonyraous, ternary. Cf 11^^ 12^^ 17''. The couplet states a
natural social law; the reference appears to be not to legal control, but to the state of dependence consequent on poverty and
borrowing; this is expressed by the strong terra slave, which is
probably not to be taken literally. According to the old Heb. law
a raan raight sell hiraself or his children into slavery (Ex. 21^' Neh.
5^), or the creditor raight sell the debtor (Ara. 2® 2 K. 4^) ; how
long this law continued in force is uncertain, but the parallelism
in our couplet suggests the raore general sense for the term slave.
— 8. Synonyraous, ternary. Iniquity = raoral badness in general
(Hos. 10^^) ; see the similar terra in 29^^—The terra {awen)
here rendered cala7nity ( = trouble) comraonly raeans iniquity (so
in 6'^ 10^' 21^^ al), soraetiraes idolatry ox false god (as vsx Bethave7i, Hosea's contemptuous narae for Bethel, Hos. 4^'), here the
result of wickedness (as in 12^'). — In second line the Heb. has:
a7id the sceptre of his insolence (or, the rod of his wrath) will (or,
shall) fail { = pass away), the reference being apparently to the
tyranny of bad and powerful men * ; the interpretation the rod of
his punishment ( = the wrath that falls on hira) shall co7ne to pass
(be fulfilled)! is improbable. Gratz, with change of text: will
destroy him. The expression of the Heb. is, however, unnatural
(whether rod be taken as erablera of rule or as instruraent of punishraent) , and offers no good antithesis to first clause. The emendation above adopted % {work being tilling) preserves the figure
* De. RV.

t Schult. Ew.

% Frank.
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of first line, and furnishes a precise antithesis. On the doctrine
see notes on x"'' 2^ etc. — 9. Single sentence, ternary. Kindly is
Xxi. good of eye; the opposite, evil of eye, occurs in 23" 28^^ Eye
here = look, expression ; there is no immediate connection with
the idea in the magical "evil eye." — Blessed, by God, iraraediately or through natural laws, and by raen ; see 10" ii^**. Bread,
ht. of his bread Cf 14'' 19'' 31"" BS. f WS. 7^^.

10. Insulting words stir up strife.
Expel the scoffer, and discord vanishes,
And strife and insult cease.

Synonyraous (second cl. = predicate of first cl.), quaternary-ternary. Oxi scoffer see note on i^^. Strife is lit. decisio7i ox judgment, then a lawsuit, here, frora the connection, any quarrelling
or contention, = discord. Insult, lit. disgrace (3^ 9'), here substantially the talk that tends to inflict disgrace. — The Grk., reading second cl. differently : for, when he sits i7i a council {a-vveSpiwi),
he insults (or, dishonors) everybody. The reference in the Heb.
is probably not specially to proceedings in courts of law. Cf 17"
20^

11. Defective text. The Heb. reads : He who loves purity of
heart (or, the pure of hea7f) the grace of his lips the king is his
friend, which is syntactically defective. A slight change of text
raay give the sense : he who loves etc., on whose lips is g7-ace, the
king etc.* ; this is intelligible, and the corabination of ethical and
intellectual quahties (purity and eloquence), though not usual
(see i2>''-2» 1433 1522 1610 18* 2o8-» 25' 29*" .A45''^> Eccl. lo^^)
occurs in 16^'. Ewald : he who loves with pure heart, which the
Heb. does not allow. Lat. (followed by RV.), emending by the
insertion of a Preposition : he who loves etc., for the grace etc.,
which introduces an inconsequence in saying that, if a raan is
morally pure, then he is loved not for this purity, but for his graciousness of speech. Grk. : the Lo7-d loves holy hearts. Delitzsch
mentions a Jewish interpretarion which, in second cl., translates :
his friend is a king, that is, the friend of an honorable and culti• Rashi, Luther (who takes king to be = God), De. Reuss al.
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vated man is as fortunate and happy as a king — which, as De.
reraarks, is a beautiful, but iraprobable, exegesis. — If resort he
had to conjectural eraendation, we may suppose either that there
is a contrast between God and king, or that king is the subj. of
the whole couplet. In the first case we raay read : God loves the
pure in heart, grace of lips pleases the king (so Wild.) ; such a
contrast occurs nowhere else, and is not probable. In the second
case the reading will be : the ki7ig loves the pure in heart, a7id
grace of lips is his delight (so substantially Rashi and Luther), and
this seeras to offer the raost probable sense (see i6^^).
12. Text and translation doubtful. Lit.: The eyes of Yahweh
guard knowledge, but he overthrows the words of the wicked. The
text of first cl. cannot be correct for several reasons. The verb
can here (as predicate of the eyes of Yahweh) raean only guard
(not obey), and cannot be foUowed by the abstract terra knowledge, nor does OT. usage permit the interpretation of this terra as
= him who has knowledge * ; and the verb is not an appropriate
predicate of the eyes of Yahweh, which are said elsewhere to "rest
upon, be directed toward," but never to " guard, protect." For
this latter reason the eraendation (Ew.) knowers of knowledge is
unsatisfactory. Soraewhat better Gratz: the eyes of Yahweh are
on those who keep ( = observe, obey, or, preserve) knowledge; the
verb, in the sense obey, is elsewhere followed by a concrete noun,
as law (28' i/f 119^*) or precepts {if/ 119^) ; in the sense preserve,
guard, it is followed by sagacity (3^^), which is a quality of
the raind, and i7istruction (4^^), which is concrete, and it is, in
any case, doubtful whether such technical philosophical terras
would be eraployed in a theocratic couplet. Frank, interprets:
Yahweh possesses (all) knowledge, and etc., but the verb does
not raean possess, and this rendering offers no good antithesis
or synthesis of the two lines. As the ordinary antithesis to
wicked is a terra = up7-ight, we raay perhaps read: the eyes of
Yahweh are on the righteous; cf ij/ 34'3("'> loi^ The expression
" the eyes are o n " carries, in OT., an iraplication of benevolence.
— On overthrows and wicked {faithless) see notes on 13* 2^, and
cf 21^1
* Saad. De. Zock. RV. at.
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13-15. Sloth, adultery, folly.
13. T h e sluggard says : T h e r e is a lion without.
On the street I shall be slain.
14. T h e mouth of the adulteress is a d e e p pit,
H e with whom Yahweh is angry will fall thereinto.
15. Folly is bound to t h e mind of a child,
But the rod of correction will remove it.

13. Continuous, with synonymous predicates, quaternary-ternary.
Humorous sarcasm: to suppose that there was a lion on the
street (Heb. streets or ope7i places) was absurd, but any excuse
would do for one who was determined not to stir frora his place.
In the Heb. the danger in second cl. is frora the hon, in the Grk.
from human raurderers {the7'e a7-e 7nu7-de7-ers i7i the st7eets) ; see
the paraUel 26'''. On the sluggard see 6®'^ 10^^ 13^ x'^'^ 19-^ 20'' 21^^
24*" 26'''"'^*'^*. —14. Continuous, ternary. Adulteress (plu. in the
Heb.) is ht. st/'ange wo7nan, on which see note on 2^^. Mouth is
a reference to her seductive speech. — Except in this couplet and
its paraUel 23-'' the terra here rendered stra7ige wo7nan in RV
occurs in Pr. only in chs. 1-9 (2^® 5^ ^ 6^* 7^), and Ewald would
therefore here read harlot. But a reference to this vice in the
present section is not improbable, if the final revision of the Book
be put in the Greek period.* — In second cl. De. has cursed of
God, and RV abhorred of the Lord, both possible, but the ordinary sense of the Heb. terra, a7igry, is raore appropriate. —
15. Continuous, ternary. Children, the proverb says, are raorally
immature, and the rod is the best discipline for thera; see 13^*
22I3.H 2gi5_ q-^jg foQi ig ^Q |3g similarly treated (10^^ 26''). Corporal chastisement of children was probably universal in antiquity
(so in Egypt, Greece, and Rome — Plato commends raoral training, Laws v., p. 729).—The affirraation of the couplet is general,
and is not to be put as conditional: " if folly is bound
then
the rod" etc. — Cf Menander, Mo7iost ^,22 : he who is not flogged
is not educated, f
• Another word for adulteress (lit. strange woman) occurs five times in chs. 1-9
(2I6 5I0. 20 624 76)^ once (23'^'') in the rest of the Book; still another is found once
(in a gloss, 3020). x h e term for harlot is found twice in chs. 1-9 (626 710)^ and
twice in the rest of the Book (232? 298).
t S e e Becker, Char., Exc. to Sc. I., Gallus, Exc. II. to So. I., and, for Egypt,
the maxims of Ptahhetep and Dauf.
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16. Lit.: He who oppresses the poor, to bri7ig increase to him,
he who gives to the rich, only to loss. Interpretations have varied
according as the couplet has been taken as a single sentence or as
antithetic, and according as the hi7n of first cl. has been referred
to he or to the poor, and the loss of second cl. to he or to the rich.
Hence a great nuraber of forced translations.* Possibly, following 28^-^' (cf 11^''), the opp7-esses should be changed \.o gives to:
he who gives to the poor it is gain to hi7n, he who gives to the rich
it is only loss; we should then have a double contrast, between
poor and rich, and between gain and loss, and the couplet would
be a comraendation of benevolence and a conderanation of bribery and servility. Gifts were raade to the rich not out of love,
but to secure their favor. — Cf 14^^ 19^' 28^.
XXII. 1. After J§ xyo an adj. = good is inserted by 3WL Bi., not by S;
the adj. is probably not original—-the usage permits, and the rhythm rather
favors, its omission. —1§ 3b is not a proper epithet of jn, and must be taken
as predicate. — 2. Gr., referring to 291^, supposes that there is a lacuna before
ni'i'. The statement " Y. enlightens (or protects) them all " would be appropriate; but J§ gives a good sense. — 3. K inO', Q IPDJ; between the two
there is little choice — the time is present, the Impf. with 1 would follow the
general rule of sequence, with 1 would isolate the act as inchoate, the Perf.
would be parallel to I N I . — 4. Before PNI'' insert 1. — ni:y occurs outside of
Pr. only in Zeph. 2^ (where it is parallel to pis), 2 Sam. 22^^, = ^ 18^
(where it is an attribute of God), and ^ 45^; in the last passage it
apparently forms a compound with pix, but the text is doubtful (see Wellh.
in SBOT., and cf. Cheyne, Psalms and Psalter). Here it is unnecessary,
probably a gloss. — 5. | ^ Dix; 3 rpl^oXoi thorns or thistles ; ft arma (taking
njs as = shield); S C N3a>j snares, = aox (Job 18*), which is the better reading; Gr. Ven. dKavOai. The sense thorns for J§ may perh. be inferred from
njx, Am. 4^, parallel to nj'i nio fishhooks; masc. plu. D:X occurs elsewhere
only in Job 5^, where the text appears to be corrupt (cf. Budde, Hiob).—
Dys. Djpx {snares are liidden), which is appropriate and should perh. be
adopted, though D:X gives a more satisfactory parallelism in first line.—
6. The couplet is wanting in (§BAf<^ found in 23. 109. 147. al, and in S^,
where it is ascribed to 9. — The stem ^Jn in OT. = dedicate (a building,
Dt. 2o5 I K. 88« ^ 30I Dan. 3^) and, only here, train. In Arab., in the sense
give training, experience, sound judgment (cf. Eth. understand), the verb is
a denom. from ^ln (Heb. ^^ palate); this sense may be supposed to come
from taking the palate as the seat of taste, first physical and then intellectual
(so Ges. Thes.), or from the guidance of an animal by a bridle in the mouth,
* See the Anc. Vrss. Saad. Luth. Ew. Hi. De. Reuss, Str. Wild. RV. al.
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or from the rubbing of children's palates (with dates, etc.) as an act of initiation into full membership in the clan; this last appears best to account for
the two senses of the verb in Heb.—The 'j before lyj may result from the
meaning of the verb give initiation or training (to the child); otherwise it
must be regarded as an Aramaism. — J^ IIDD is omitted by Bi. as having no
antecedent; but it refers naturally to oi-i. — 8. J^ ini3y D3B'; for-j; © has
|p7fc)i., = im3y (so Wild.) ; Frank., better: ini3y I3i'. ?§ nSp''; Gr. inS3\ —
10. 3 read ji ns 38"i. — 1 1 . Read either myi vnett' j:nni 3^ i i a nini 3ns
^''D, or, with transposition, ijxi a^nav jm 3S m a ISD 3nN. S in •>: and he
(God) loves {= }jn) t/ie lips of those who love ( = ipi) the king. —12. Ew. •'•^y
. njn; Gr. '1 >ixj hy; Hi. nyi for nyi. Read either -1 iyi> hy mm ^yy (which,
however, does not offer a good contrast to ij3 n s i ) , or opixs •> >yy.—
14. ^ .nir; Gr. nit. —16. ^ pB'y; read perh. jn'j, though this is graphically
not easy.

III.

SECOND COLLECTION OF APHORISMS
(XXIL 17-XXIV- 34).

This collection consists of two parts, 22^-24^^, and 24^**^*, the
second being an appendix to the first. The collection is raarked
off frora the preceding (10^-22^") by the introduction of the
author (22^'^"^') and by the title prefixed by the continuator (24^').
It differs also in tone and structure from the preceding collection:
it is in the form of an address to the pupil (who is called the son),
it is intimate, argumentative, descriptive, and it is arranged in
strophes instead of couplets. In the two last points it approaches
Ben-Sira. The moral and religious content is the sarae as that of
the rest of the Book. On the date see the Introduction.
XXIL 17-21. The author's introduction.
The person of the author of 2 2'''-24^^ is unknown; he is probably not the sarae with the author of i'-9"', the structure and
raaterial being very different in the two sections. This introduction differs also frora that (i^"®) which is prefixed to the whole
Book — it is more personal in tone, and less lapidary in style.
The author speaks as a sage who has composed or collected a
body of raaxims which he regards as of high iraportance.
The text is doubtful; the Greek forra differs considerably from
the Hebrew.
The Hebrew reads:
17. Incline thine ear, and hear the words of the wise.
And apply thy mind to my knowledge.
18. For it is pleasant that thou keep them in thy mind.
That they be ready on thy lips.
19. That thy trust may be in Yahweh
I instruct thee to-day, thee also;
20. Did I not formerly ( ? ) write for thee
In plans and knowledge,
21. To cause thee to know the truth of words of truth,
To return answer, truth, to him who sends thee?
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17, 18. The expression the wise seeras to be a raarginal title
(as in 24^) which has got into the text; read 7ny words. The
description of keep them by pleasant is iraprobable; this term
properly describes k7iowledge (so the verb in 2^°), but "keeping"
is rather characterized as wise or beneficial (2"^ 3^'-^^ A/.). The
Grk. has in 17'': apply thy 7/ii7td that thou 7nayest k7iow that they are
good, but the proper object of "know" is "instruction" (i^ 4^).
Ewald, better : apply thy hea7-t to k7iowledge, because it is pleasant.
— Be ready is lit. be fixed, established, = ready for use. —
19, 20. By the to-day thee also of the Heb. the sage appears to
intimate that he had taught other persons at a forraer time, but
he does not further explain this. In the for7nerly ( ? ) there
would be a reference to forraer instruction given to the pupil here
addressed; the Heb. word raay be a fragment of the coraraon
expression for for7nerly (lit. yesterday and the day before). This
rendering is, in any case, iraprobable, for the reason that it introduces a strange contrast between the instruction now given to
teach trust in Yahweh, and that formerly given to irapart the
capacity of answering (v.^'). — The Heb. raargin, instead of this
word, has a terra raeaning officers (2 Sara. 23* 2 K. 7^ 9^ Ez.
23"), which by raost interpreters, frora Saadia on,* is taken as
= noble (or, excellent) sayings, a rendering which is without
authority in Heb. usage, and cannot be called probable.
Dehtzsch, in support of it, refers to the 7ioble things of 8^ (which
is probably an error of text), to the royal law of Jas. 2*, and to
Plato's /lepjj ijye/Awes {Ti7n. 91 ^), = "governing powers of the
soul"; but neither of these references is in point, since the terras
"royal" and "governing" are epithets of the nouns "law" and
"parts," while here the word officers stands alone and undefined,
and the designation of a raaxira siraply as a " captain " (or, " officer ") is unexampled and unnatural. — In some Anc. Vrss.f the
word is rendered triply (which Rashi explains as referring to the
Law, the Prophets, and the Hagiographa), by Luther, freely, 7nanifoldly. This rendering (which may perhaps be taken as = repeatedly) is intelhgible in the Grk. translation {do thou transcribe
them triply for thyself), but not in the Hebrew. — 21. In the
• AV. Mich. De. Reuss, RV. Kamp. al.

t Grk. Syr. Targ. Lat.
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Hebrew the first truth is superfluous, probably a gloss. SiraUarly
truth has been repeated, by scribal error, in second cl. — The
expression to hi7n who sends thee (or, in sorae texts, to those who
se7id thee) could only be understood to raean " to thy parent or
guardian, who has sent thee to school, and desires an account of
thy progress." A better sense is given by the Grk. reading to
those who question thee.* The pupil, as sage, would be consuhed
by raany persons, and the proof of his maturity would be his
ability to answer questions concerning the conduct of hfe; cf
I K. io=* BS. 39«i''WS. 81"-^^
The text of the passage has suffered greatly; the following
translation is an attempt at a restoration of the original.
17. Lend thine ear and hear my words.
And give heed to learn right things,
18. So that thou mayest keep them in mind,
And they be ready on thy lips.
19. That thy trust may be in Yahweh
I teach thee my words.
20. I write(?) for thee
That thy plans may be intelligent.
21. I teach thee words of truth,
That thou mayest answer him who questions thee.

On the oraission of the wise see the note on this verse above. To
learn, lit. to know (v.^") is adopted frora the Greek; right things
is suggested by 23^®. The form of v.'* is taken frora i^. The
term write is suspicious, since elsewhere in the Book the instruction given by the sages is oral; but cf Eccl. 12^". The verb suggests a very late date for the final recension of our passage. For
the word omitted in v.^"' I can offer no eraendation; the connection suggests a word = " wise counsel or instruction " or " excellent things." In y.^^ plans and knowledge raay be understood as
hendiadys, = plans of k7iowledge ; on plans see note on i*' (RV.,
there, devices) ; we raight perhaps render: that thy counsels (to
others) may be intelligent.
Notwithstanding the difficulties of the text, the general thought
of the paragraph is plain : the pupil is to devote hiraself to study,
in order that his religious life raay be firmly established, and that
* So Saad. Rashi, Ew. De. Reuss, Now. Bick. Frank.
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he may be able to give wise counsel to those who seek advice.
The exhortation supposes a coraraunity in which study is valued
and provided for: there are teachers and recognized bodies of
truth — this is the Jewish reproduction of the Greek schools of
philosophy.
XXn. 17, 18. J^ DD3n, though given in the Vrss., appears to be a gloss, a
marginal title, perhaps originally 0031^7; cf. 24^^. (3 has a doublet, one form
{Kal &Kove ip.bv Xbyov) apparently omitting'n. Read ' i 3 i . — 1 § ay: 13 inyi'?;
(5 tva ^KijJs tin KaXot eiiriv; read Dl'i''n nyiV — S2C because they are pleasant,
keep them etc. — Bi. inserts iniDNS at the beginning of v.^', and makes v.^'^-1^
triplets; but the triplet is rather to be avoided than sought in this Section.—
19, 20. J§ iiiN f|N DM yields no good sense; 3 rr)v bbbv <rov may be interpretation, the niN t)** being carried over (Jiiger) to the next v. (KOI ai); yet
the connection favors some such reading, perh. '13-'. — K DC''?C', Q QB'IB';
6 rpKraCis; IL tripliciter; 3C(S) JlDT aTbT\ hy. The embarrassment of the
Grk. translators and expounders is shown by the variety of readings in v.^^- ^,
on which see H-P, Lag. In | § nifvbo we should perhaps write *? for 3. —
\n MegiL 7 a | § v.^" is cited (against the proposal to canonize the Book of
Esther) as showing that the three divisions of the Canon were already made
up: haveLnot written three {and no more) ? — 21. 1^ li^inS; better, perhaps,
^Myin. —1§ at'p is the gloss of an Aramaic-speaking scribe. (3 omits 'p, but
expands the line by a second clause; S appears to have read apv quiet instead
of'P (Pink.), and to have followed (3 freely in its insertion; SEIL insert 1
between 'p and nDN. — J§ l^'^i^'S and so all Vrss. except <3; <3 TOIS irpo^aXXopivois (70(, for which Lag. reads TOIS irpo^dXXovirt iroi, = I'SxiyS. Read sing.

T H E MAXIMS O F T H E SECOND COLLECTION

(22^^-24^*).

22, 23. Against oppression of the poor.
22. Rob not the poor because he is poor,
And oppress not the lowly in the gate.
23. For Yahweh will plead their cause.
And rob their robbers of life.

22. Synonymous, ternary. Poor (see 10^') and lowly (see 3^)
are here synonyras, both referring to physical poverty, which carries with it low social position and defencelessness {because he is
poor). Opp7-ess, = crush, = " rob of possessions." The gate is
the place of dispensing justice; cf i^' 24'. — 23. Synonyraous,
ternary. Cf Ex. 22'^^-^^^^^ 23" Dt. 24" ''
The word rendered
rob (different frora that of v.^^) occurs elsewhere only in Mai. 3*-'
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(where Wellhausen changes the text So as to read cheaf); its
exact meaning is not certain, but sorae such seiise as "rob, cheat"
is suggested by the connection.
24, 25. Against passionateness.
24. Consort not with a man given to anger,
And go not with a passionate man,
25. Lest thou learn his ways,
And bring destruction on thyself.

24. Synonyraous, ternary. Consort not with (or, be not friendly
with) = go not with. Cf 15^^ — 25. Single sentence, binaryternary. Learn ( = accusto7n thyself to), a late, poetic word; the
stera is found elsewhere only in the causative forra, = teach (Job
15" 33^ 35")-—Ways is the reading of the Heb. raargin; the
text has way. — Destruction is lit. a snare, which is explained by
sorae * as = da7iger, but the suggestion in the word is rather death;
see 12^^ 13" 14^^ 29", Anger is denounced not as iraraoral, but as
injurious; the obvious iraplication, however, is that it is raorally
bad. The destruction (or, danger) coraes through the violation
of huraan law, which the sage doubtless regards as also divine law.
Cf BS. 8'"-'^ — BickeU (v.^*-23") ; a7id be not friendly with a passionate man, lest thou get in his way, that is, the destruction
comes frora his passionate violence (see BS. ubi sup.) —but the
translation is lexicographically doubtful.

26, 27. Against going security.
26. Be not of those who pledge themselves.
Of those who are surety for debts.
27. If thou have not wherewith to pay.
Thy bed will be taken from under thee.

26. Synonyraous, binary. Sirailar cautions in 6' 11" 17^* 20'^
Pledge the7nselves is lit. strike hands. Are surety for debts, ht.
bind {ox, pledge) themselves for (other persons') loans. — 27. Single sentence, ternary (or, binary-ternary). Heb.: why should
one (or, he) take thy bed etc. ? the why is scribal repetition (dittograra); the question would be appropriate only if the first cl.
* Ew. Reuss.

AAII. 23-29
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were omitted. On the legal right of the creditor to seize the
debtor's bed see notes on the couplets cited above (on v.''*).
28. Rights of property.
Remove not the ancient landmark
Which thy fathers set up.

Partially synonyraous (second cl. explains predicate of first cl.),
ternary. The couplet is substantially identical with part of Dt.
19". As citizenship and a share in the protection of the tribal or
national deity were regarded, araong ancient peoples, as dependent on possession of land, boundaries were treated as sacred, and
were placed under the protection of deities (Zeus Horios, Terminus etc.). The land of the poor was often encroached on by
the rich'and the powerful (i K. 21^* Hos. 5^" Is. 5* Dt. 27^^ Job
24^). The antiquity of a boundary-line {^landmark)
gave it
special sacredness. Cf note on 15^, and see 23^", which is a variation of this couplet. — Bickell omits the couplet as a shortened
form of 23^°, with a gloss (the second cl.) on a7icient taken frora
Dt. 19" (in which the Grk. has thy fathers instead of Heb. they of
old). It is true that we expect a strophe of two couplets here, as
above, and there is, perhaps, sorae derangement in the Heb. text.

29, Praise of business capacity.
Seest thou a man skilful in business?
Before kings he shall stand,
Not stand before obscure men.

The triplet forra, unusual in Pr., perhaps indicates the loss of a
line. Skilful, as in Ezr. 7^ \\i 45''-'; the Heb. word raay also be
rendered quick, swift, and so, perhaps, diligent (RV.), but the
suggestion is rather of readiness and skill. Stand before = enter
the service of. Obscure. RV- mean.
23. On the meaning of y3p cf. Ges. Thes. and Lag. In Arab, the stem
'=^ hide,in Kxanx. fix firmly. Possibly we should read 3py; in Mai. 3*9 3
has irripviire, = 2py. &W "13 take revenge; IL coitfiget {= transfix).—
27. The interrog. in •• is not given by (@^®. In ?§ r\rh the DS seems to be
dittogram of preceding oS (in aSi'S).-—29. pj \ifa nnn; (3 bpariKbv dvbpa,
= nun u'N (Jag.). — Bi. makes a couplet of " by inserting nj3n after TK.
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XXIII. 1, 2. Good manners at a king's table. — The quatrain is a single sentence, ternary.
1. When thou sittest to eat with a ruler,
Consider well who is before thee,
2. And put a knife to thy throat,
If thou be a man of great appetite.

If one be in danger of excess in eating, one raust be severely cautious — anything like voracity will excite the contempt, and perhaps the hostility, of the ruler.* — " To put a knife to the throat"
is said by Fleischer to be a proverbial expression for self-restraint;
one, as it were, threatens to kill one's self if one misbehaves. — In
v.^'' we may render : if thou have a great appetite (on this particular occasion) ; the moral is the sarae. In v.^*" lit.: consider him
who etc. The rendering what is before thee ( = the dishes) is
possible — it would enjoin a wise choice of food — but is less
probable than the other; it is the ruler that the guest raust have
in raind. To this interpretation it may be objected that to
describe the ruler as being " in the presence" of his guest is
unseemly — rather the expression should be: consider in whose
presence thou art (so Frank.) ; yet see Gen. i8^, where it is said
(in the correct text) : and Yahweh was still standing before
Abraham. The modern courtiiness of expression appears not to
have been the rule in the OT. times. — Ewald : thou wilt put a
knife to thy throat ( = wilt bring ruin on thyself) if thou give free
rein to desire (that is, if the avaricious ruler perceive that thou
too art avaricious) ; but this does not so well accord with the
place (the dinner-table). —Cf BS. ^x^'^-'^.
In the Heb. follows, as v.^ the couplet:
Do not desire his dainties,
Seeing it is bread of deceit.

This appears to be out of place, since the point in the preceding
quatrain is control of appetite, and not treachery or insincerity on
the part of the king. The first cl. is identical with second cl. of
v.", where it is appropriate, and whence it may by mistake have
» Cf. Prisse Papyrus, Sect. 2 (translated by Griffith, in Lib. of the Worlds Best
Lit., Vol. 13), and Malan.

.<^.^VJ.XX,
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got to this place (so Bickell). The second cl. also is misplaced
— the sing, it does not accord with the plu. dainties. Bickell
places it after fitst cl. of v.'. — Bread of deceit is food offered with
deceitful purpose. Cf Pi7-ke Aboth, 2, 3 : " be cautious in intercourse with the powerful; they are friendly only so long as they
can use men for their own interests."

4, 5. Against anxiety for wealth.
4. Toil not to make thyself rich,
From such a < purpose > desist,
5. For 1 riches > makes itself wings
As an eagle that heavenward flies.

4. Synonymous, binary. First clause: " make not wearisome
effort (== take no pains) to become rich," that is, it is not worth
the trouble. The second cl. is lit. fro7n thy wisdo7n (or unde7'standing, or intelligence) desist (RV cease from thine own wisdo77i),
which appears to say that the raan holds it wise to get riches;
this is a singular form of expression, and is certainly not the point
of the couplet. Some such terra as purpose raust be understood.
^•5. The Heb. text is in disorder : lit. shall thine eye fiy to (or,
on) it, and it is gone (ht. is not) ? (or, Heb. marg., make thine eye
fly to it etc.), for it assuredly makes itself wi7igs etc., in which the
"flying of the eye" is an irapossible expression, and the it has no
antecedent. The first fly appears to be a scribal insertion frora thd
nearly identical forra {flies) at the end; the expression thine eye
{is) on it, and it is gone is a gloss on the couplet (describing the
fleeting character of riches) — cf Job 7*; the assu7-edly is raiswriting of the word for riches. The couplet, thus restored,
expresses siraply and effectively the reason why one should not be
anxious to be rich. The rendering of RV-: wilt thou set thine
eyes upon that which is not? is not permitted by the Heb.; see'
RV. raargin, where the correct translation is given.
6-8a, Z^. The niggardly (or, churlish) host.
6.

Eat not the bread of a niggard.
And desire not his dainties.
"J a. ( ? ) For as he deals with himself,
"] b. So he deals with thee ( ? ) .
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" Eat and drink," he says,
But his heart is not with thee.
The morsel thou eatest thou must spit out,
For it is bread of deceit.

6. Synonyraous, ternary-binary. Niggard is \\t. a man of evil eye,
ihnatured, ungenerous, inhospitable ; the expression occurs in OT.
only here and in 28^^ (cf. 22^) ; see in Pirke Aboth 5, 13 four
classes of the "evil-eyed." The eye represents the look with
which one regards men, and evil (or, bad) is siraply the opposite
of good and kind. In our couplet either niggard or churl suits
the connection. — 7. The Heb. of the first couplet (which has
apparently lost sorae word or words) hardly adraits of a satisfactory translation. The renderings: as he reckons within himself
(lit. in his soul), so is he (RV.) ; as one who reckons etc. (De.
Reuss) ; as he had decided etc. (Saad.) ; after he has reckoned in
his {niggardly) soul, then he says to thee etc. (Frank.) 've no natural sense, and do not connect theraselves with the context; to
describe the churl simply as a calculating person, looking after his
own interest, is not what we expect, nor would this be a natural
way of expressing that idea. Moreover the translation reckon
(derived frora the later Jewish usage) is open to doubt. Bickell
eraends so as to read : for selfish and calculating is he in soul, but
with his lips not so is he, in which the two adjectives are both
doubtful. Possibly : for not as he is with his lips, so is he in his
soul; or, for kindness is on his lips, but in his soul he is not so;
or, as the verse is rendered above : " he deals stingily with thee,
as with hiraself" — 8. According to a possible rendering, the
sage, continuing the injunction (after eat not), bids the guest spit
out, as soraething offensive, any morsel {= any sraall bit) which
he may have eaten ; but it is probably better to translate by thou
must (or, wilt) spit out (or, vomit up) the disgusting morsel
which offends the taste or turns the stomach — the verb will then
describe siraply the result of the eating. — As second cl. the Heb.
has : and thou wilt lose thy pleasant words, a stateraent which has
only a farfetched relation to the preceding context (it would
mean that the guest had thrown away his agreeable conversation
or his thanks on the host), but connects itself naturally with v.,
to which it should be transferred. What we here expect is a line
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describing the disgusting morsel, and this raay perhaps be given
hy second cl. of v.^: it is bread- of deceit, that is, not offered in
true hospitality. — In any case the paragraph is a raaxira of social
intercourse, a caution against indiscrirainate dining out. Cf BS.

9, S^*. Do not try to teach a fool.
9.

Speak not to a fool.
For he will despise thy wise discourse,
8 b. And thou wilt throw away thy goodly words.

Single sentence, ternary. Lit.: speak not in the ears of a fool,
that is, so that he can distinctly hear, not raerely "speak in his
hearing" (RV.) ; the expression "uncover the ear," = "reveal a
secret" (i Sara. 22*) is different. — Lit. despise the wisdom of thy
words. "On fool and wisdom see i^^ 12*. — The suggestion* that
^ be attached to this couplet coramends .itself as good; the
change raakes a natural connection. Lit.: thou wilt lose (or,
ruiti) thy goodly {ox, pleasant) words; the ad!\. goodly {Gxk. beautiful, or good) occurs nowhere else as epithet of words — it
appears to belong to the philosophical vocabulary (Grk. /caXos),
in which " beautiful " and " good " are synonyras.f — A line, necessary to forra, with 8'', a couplet, has perhaps been lost — something like "thou wilt weary thyself in vain." —Cf 9* 26^-^BS. 22'''.

10,11. Eespect the land of widows and orphans.
10. Remove not the landmark of 1 the widow,'
Into the field of the orphan enter not;
11. For their redeemer is mighty,
He will plead their cause against thee.

10. Synonymous, ternary. Heb.: the ancient landmark, probably taken frora 22^ or Dt. 19"; the parallelisra favors widoiu (the
graphic difference is not great in Heb.) as natural correspondent
to orphan \ ; for the collocation of the terras see Dt. 10* 14^ al.
* Pinsker, Babyl.-Hebr. Punktations-system, p. 134.
t Such terms may have been introduced in imitation of Greek phraseology.
The question whether there was such borrowing is discussed in recent works on
Ecclesiastes (Tyler, Plumptre, Renan, Wright, Siegfried), and cf. Siegfried, in
Z. Wiss. Iheol., 1875, Pfleiderer, Heradit, Bois, Phil. Judeo-Alex.
X So Dys. Bi. Wild.
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Jer. 7^ Job 22* 34' al. ijt 146'. — 1 1 . Single sentence, binary-ternary. Redeemer (or, protector) is the technical term goel, the
next of kin, whose duty it was, under the Hebrew law, to redeem
the lands of kinsfolk which had for any reason been alienated.
Here the supposition is that there is no human goel, in which case
God hiraself will act as protector. For the function of the goel
in regard to land see Lev. tf" (cf Nu. 5*) Ruth 4*''. —Cf note
o n 22^".
XXIII. 1. 5^ IUDV iifN ns<; (5 rd irapatidipevd ffoi (and so S2EIL).—
8. J^ ^y'?a. The air. Xty. yh has been rendered by throat from Saad, on
(Rashi: throat, lit. jaws), which seems required by the las' noB"!. The verb
has the sense swallow in Ob.'^, and in Aram. = lap (cf. Arab. j;'?i); the noun
in Aram. = chin, and is here rendered by ® chin, by Sb mouth. It was
perhaps a general designation of the parts concerned in swallowing, with
different special applications in the various dialects. Lag.: in thy longing,
from stem yS == p'?i (in Arab, desire), but this does not go well with the
preceding words.—4. f§ -wyrh; @ irXovat^p, =-^mh (Hitz.). — 5. % nvy;
read 1B*;. — K ']vy^; read Q '\Yy\ — 7. | § lyc'; <§ rplxa, = ive-, and so S ;
® y^r, = IVB*; IL quoniani itt sit/iilitudine arioli et coniectoris aestimat quod
ignorat, apparently free rendering of | § taken as = " guess, predict." The
stem = in Aram, estimate, reckon, in Arab, knoiv,* neither of which senses
suits here; the word is probably error of text. Frank, takes iD3 as conjunction (after the Aram.), = after, and regards the words nnifi SSN as citation
placed between the subj. Nin and the verb ICN^; but this rendering of iD3 is
without authority, the corresponding sense of p , then, is equally doubtful, and
the interposition of a speech between subj. and verb is unexampled in Hebrew.
Bi. ivi'i D3; the sense he attributes to the former of these, holding back,
= self-seeking, is doubtful, and the occurrence together of two Aram, words,
otherwise unknown in OT., would be somewhat strange. Possibly we should
read: 13 r\tiry> p ia'3J3 ri-i>y^ ID3. — 9. The noun Ssi' occurs, in preexilic
writings, only in I S. 258; it became a term of the gnomic literature. — V.*""
(properly added after v.^) is expanded by Bi. into a couplet by the insertion
of q'^O!) |->lS after the first word; it would be rhythmically better to keep v.^*
as a line, and insert a second full line parallel to it. —10. ?§ ah'y; read njD?K.

12. Introductory exhortation.
Apply thy mind to instruction
And thine ear to words of knowledge.
* On the old-Arab, poet as = seer, diviner, cf. I. Goldziher, in Trans, of Tenth
Internat. Congr. of Orientalists.

x x i n . 11-16
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Synonymous, ternary-binary. The appeal is similar to that in
2ji7 2^15.16.19.26. jj. jg intended to call special attention to what follows, and perhaps once introduced a longer collection of apho'
risms. See note on i*.
13,14. Training of children.
13. Withhold not chastisement from the child;
If thou beat him with the rod, he will not die,
14. Thou must beat him with the rod,
And rescue him thus from Sheol.

Ternary. The two couplets are rautually identical in meaning,
perhaps independent variations on the sarae theme. Chastisement represents the sarae Heb. word as instruction in v.^^; the
connectii)n indicates that it here raeans corporal correction or
instruction. The second cl. of v." reads lit.: and deliver his life
(ht. soul) from Sheol. The iraplication is that iU conduct brings
physical death, by huraan and divine law; from this fate the child
is saved by instruction, in which corporal chastiseraent is recognized as a universal and necessary raeans; see notes on 19^^ 22'^
On death and Sheol see notes on 2^** i^^,
15,16. Exhortation to the pupil.
15. My son, if thou be wise,
I shall be glad;
16. I shall rejoice
When thou speakest right things.

The quatrain is chiastic, the fourth line being parallel to the first,
the third to the second. The first couplet is ternary, the second,
as the text stands, binary-ternary, but a word raay be lacking. —
The second cl. of v.^* has lit.: / also, here = " I, on my side " —
"wisdom for thee, gladness for rae," The sarae contrast exists in
v.'^ though the word also is not there written. — In second cl. of
V." the subject is my heart, = my mind, = myself; in first cl. of
v.^* the subject is my kidneys (RV. reins), = my mind, = myself.
The Hebrews regarded both the heart and the kidneys (on
account of their physiological iraportance) as seats of intellectual,
moral, and religious life, and the two terras are in this respect
treated as synonyras (Jer. 11^" 17^ '/' 26^); both are regarded also
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as seats of physical life. Whether or not there was sorae specific
difference in the intellectual functions ascribed to thera the stateraents of OT. do not indicate. — On 7Hght things see note on i'.
— It does not appear why this hortatory address is inserted just
here. Possibly the section is a collection of fragraents, and the
following quatrain, which this address introduces, is only a part of
a paragraph.

17,18. Eeward of fearing God.
17. Do not envy sinners,
But fear thou Yahweh always,
18. For there is a future,
And thy hope will not come to naught.

17 Antithetic, ternary. The second cl. reads in the Heb.: but
in the fear of Yahweh all the day, an incoraplete sentence. The
line has been rendered : but those who are in the fear of Y. etc.
(Saad.), but the insertion of those who are is not allowable, and
the verb envy, in this construction, is always used in a bad sense.
This latter objection apphes to the translation : but 07i account of
the fear etc., that is, — " seek after not sinners but the fear of
God" *; this rendering is forced and contrary to usage. By
others f the Subst. Verb is supphed in second cl.: but be thou in
the fear etc.; this also violates the usage of the language. A simple
change in the Heb. gives the reading : but fear thou Yahweh etc.
(cf 24^), which follows naturally on first cl. — In first cl. ht. let not
thy heart envy etc. —18. The second cl. expands and explains first
cl. The introductory particle of the Heb. is a compound, lit. " for
if" The xex^6,ex\xi^% for surely (RV.) and rather (Ew.) are syntactically irapossible. It is better (with Saad.) to orait the if, which
raay be scribal repetition from the preceding couplet. — The word
futu7-e (ht. end) may signify the last part of a raan's hfe (5*" 19*
Job 8' ^ zf) or of a certain period of tirae (Isa. 46^"), or the resuU
or outcome of a thing or act (14^^-^^ 16^^) ; here the reference is
to the termination (RV. raarg. sequel) and the outcome of the
righteous man's hfe, and the word nearly = reward (so RV.).
The outcorae ( = the hope) is long life and prosperity, as in 2"
• Schult. Hitz. De. Zock. Wild. al.

t Grk. Lat. Ew. Reuss, Bi. RV.
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3'* lo"-^' XT,^ 14^ {contra, of the wicked, 10^^ 11^), not the hfe
beyond the grave. Grk.: posterity. — The forra of first cl. is
somewhat strange; everywhere else (except in the idenrical
phrase in 24") the term end is defined by some special word or
(Isa. 46*") by the context, and here Grk. adds for thee. Reuss,
not so well: everything has an end at last; this expresses resignation, but the connection suggests confidence.

19-21. Exhortation.
°

''

"Warning against drunkenness and

19. Hearken, my son, and be wise,
And walk in the path of 1 prudence.'
20. Be not thou among winebibbers,
Among gluttonous eaters of flesh;
21. For drunkard and glutton come to poverty.
And drowsiness clothes one in rags.

19. Synonymous, ternary. The second cl. is lit.: make thy heart
walk { = guide thy heart) i7i the way; on the verb of the Heb. see
notes on 4" <f. The ivay, according to this reading, is the path
of rectitude or wisdora; cf Jno. 14" and the Buddhist and Moslem
use of the terra for the rule of life which leads to perfection and
happiness. But the term does not occur elsewhere in Prov. in this
absolute (undefined) sense, and the text raust be changed so as
to read a word (as prudence or unde7'standing, cf. 9^) parallel to
the wise of the first line. — 20. Synonymous, ternary. Winebibbers = "those who drink wine to excess" or "drunkards in wine."
Gluttonous eaters (one word in the Heb.), ht. "squanderers,
excessive consumers." The flesh is not their own bodies, as if
drunkards were described as self-destroyers (Ges. Ew. al), but
(as the parallelisra shows) raeat consuraed at table. — 21. Parallel, ternary. Drunkard, the sarae word as in v.^ above {bibber,
without the wine).—The drowsiness (or, sleepyheadedness) is the
torpor which follows excessive eating and drinking. Cf Pirk Ab.
3,322-25. "Value of parental instruction and approval.—V^^
(which is wanting in the Grk.) belongs more naturally with v.'*.
Bickeh oraits v.^, raakes a quatrain of v.^ ^*, and regards v.^ as an
appendix of the editor. The paragraph interrupts the series of
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injunctions relating to definite lines of conduct, and was probably
here inserted by a scribe or editor. It belongs raore properly at
the beginning of the series, just after 22^^
22. Hearken to the father who begat thee,
And despise not ' t h e words ofi thy mother.
23. Buy the truth, and sell it not,
Wisdom, instruction, and understanding.
24. The father of a righteous man will be glad,
The < mother > of a wise son will rejoice.
25. Let thy father [ ] rejoice,
Let thy mother be glad!

22. Parallel, ternary. Lit. thy father who etc. The injunction
relates not to honoring parents, but to heeding their instruction.
Hence the Heb. of second cl., despise not thy mother when (or,
because) she is old, does not accord with first cl.; BS. 3'' exhorts
a son not to despise his father when the old raan's intehect fails,
and we might suppose a similar reference to the aged and faihng
mother here, but the question in the paragraph is one not of age,
but of instruction, and it seeras better to change the text accordingly; cf. I*.* — 23. Synonyraous, ternary. Cf 4°-^ 15". The
nouns are here substantially synonyras : instruction is training in
truth; understanding and wisdom are perception and practical
knowledge of truth ; see notes on 3" i'^. — 24. Parallel, ternary.
In second cl. the Heb. has the begetter of a wise man, but the parallehsm and v.'^ suggest raention of the 7nother. — 25. Parallel,
binary. In first cl. the Heb. has thy father and thy 7nother, but
as mother (lit. she who bore thee) stands properly in second cl. as
obvious parallel to the/a/^^r of first cl., it should not be anticipated.
26. Exhortation (introductory to the two following paragraphs).
Give heed, my son, to me,
Let thine eyes take note of my ways.

Synonyraous, ternary. The first cl. is ht. my son, give me thy
heart, that is, thy mind, thine attention (not thy affection, or, thy
spiritual devotion). As all other introductory exhortations in
this Section are by the sage, there is no ground for holding that
* With the expression thy father who begat thee cf. the phrase, frequent in the
Assyrian royal inscriptions, my father, iny begetter.

,/v.^xxx, aa—iso
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the speaker here is Wisdora, and that she is contrasted with the
harlot of v.^, as the two characters are contrasted in ch. 9 * ; the
exhortation in f^ also is by the sage (cf. 7*). — The reading take
note of {= "watch, for the purpose of following") is that of the
Heb. margin and of most Anc. Vrss.; the Heb. text has delight in
(so RV.), which gives a good sense, but the other reading is a
common terra in Pr. (3^ 4^^ 6^ al), while delight in occurs elsewhere in the Book only once (3'^), and then does not refer to
instruction. For the sense take note of ci. Nah. 2^*^*: "keep an
eye on the fortification, watch the way." See note on 22^^ —
The ways of the sage are those which he enjoins; cf 22""^^
27, 28. Warning against the harlot.
27. The harlot is a deep pit.
The adulteress a narrow well.
28. Yea, she lies in wait like a robber.
Many are they she < plunders.'

27. Synonymous, ternary. Adulteress, ht. st7-ange woman; see
note on 2'®. She is a married woman, in character a harlot; see
y5.io_ jjjg j.^Q hxxe'a apparently introduce the two classes of
unchaste woraen, the unraarried and the married; but the sarae
destructive character is ascribed to both. For / / / (RV. ditch)
see 22" Jer. 2" i8^-^^ Well (RV pit) is here used in its hteral
sense, not figurarively as in 5'* (cf. <// t^^^^"^^ 69"<i'"). The narrowness of the well (or, pit) would make it harder to get out
when one had fallen in. — The conjunction /^r, with which, in the
Heb., the couplet begins, may introduce it as the ground of the
exhortation of v.^, or raay be incorrect scribal insertion. —
28. Parallel, ternary. Yea ( = also) introduces an additional
thought: she is not only a pit into which the unwary raay fall, a
passive danger, she is also an active danger, like a robber who
attacks. This word for robber occurs only here in OT.; the
expression cannot be rendered as for a prey (RV. raarg.). — The
second cl. reads in the Heb.: and the faithless a77io7ig men she
makes many (RV i7icreases). Faithless raay mean "unfaithful to
the law of God" {2^ 11^" 13^ ^^ 21'** 22^^), or, "untrustworthy"
(25"); the second cl. might be rendered : she increases, among
* De. Now. Str. Wild.
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men, the sinners, ox, she increases the sinners among men. But
the parallelism suggests for second line a term sirailar to the
robber of first line, and a change of vowels gives treacheries (Jer.
12^ Isa. 2^'^), = wicked7tesses (cf 22^^), instead oi faithless (or,
sinne7-s) ; the woraan's treachery is that of a robber or plunderer.
Render: plundering of men she practises largely, or, as above,
many are they etc.
13. | § •'3 is omitted by Bi., but this seems unnecessary. —17. J§ nNii3;
read PN M I \ —19. The Piel -vsa means not guide, or set right (in Isa. i " the
word is probably error of text), and ^ n cannot be taken as = right way, or
absolutely the way; we might perhaps read IB'I make right (Frank., and,
apparently, 3), but the resulting sentence is not quite natural, and the
parallelism suggests a term corresponding to D3n; read nj3 "1113 I C N . —
20, 21. © (Tvp^oXais (cf. 3L symbola in v.^'), in its sense of feasts may
well = Kpeuiv dyopa<rpots, and may represent J§ >'7'?t consumers. The Grk.
term is adopted in the Talmud (nSip), but it seems unnecessary to suppose,
with Lag., that it here renders ("'?3iD3, scribal repetition of ^ j " 'N3b3.—
nnij is dir. Xey. — 22. On nt as Rel. Pron. see the grammars. — f§ IDN nipi 13
does not accord with the rest of the strophe, and the 't '3 appears to be a gloss
which displaced the original word 'IDN or "'131 or iDr. Bi.: ^aD ]p\ but
V.24.23 niake it probable that the reference to the mother should be retained
here. — 23. The couplet should perhaps stand at the beginning of this strophe,
or it may be omitted. — 24. Read Q ^^y '?iJ. — If masc. ^^•' be retained, then
Q nptt" must be adopted (the connecting 1 of K would here imply that hy is
repeated); but it seems better to preserve the antithesis of v.^- ^, and read
niVi and ncB'.-, in which the n may perhaps account for the •'i of K nDB"i. —
25. Omit J§ ^3Ni. —26. K njxii; Q, better, nnxn. —27. | ^ npny nnir (of
the harlot), which (3 (cf. 22'*) renders by irlOos rerpijpivos; the expression is
taken (Jag.) from a Grk. proverb, which is cited by Erasmus (I. 10, 33) from
Aristotle {Econ. i. 6) — to get riches without being able to keep it is " to draw
water in a sieve and a perforated t u b " ; thus the dXXbrpios OIKOS ( | § Ut) is
wasteful and destructive (see Lag.). — 28. The &ir. Xey. inn is, from the
connection, a concrete noun, = robber (in form like •^^^p); the verb inn
occurs once (Job 912). The stem is written with n here and Job 9^^; elsewhere (Ju. 2i2i ^ IQS) written with B, as in Aramaic. — J§ DIJ'3; read, from
the parallelism, iJ3, or DIJ3 (cf. Frank.).

29-35. Against drunkenness.
29. Who
Who
30. They
Who

cries " woe "? who " alas "? who has strifes? who complaints?
has wounds without cause? who redness of eyes?
who linger long over wine.
often taste mixed wine.

XXIII. 28-31
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31. Look not on wine when it is red,
When it sparkles in the cup. [ ] *
32. At the end it bites like a snake.
It pierces like an adder.
33. Thou wilt see strange things.
Queer things thou wilt say.
34. Thou wilt be like one who is sleeping at sea.
Like one asleep in a < violent storm.'
35. " I have been struck, but I feel no pain,
I have been beaten, I am not conscious of it.
When shall I awake < from my wine > ?
I will seek it yet again."

29. General parallelisra, quaternary (or, a quatrain). A lively
description of the bodily effects of excess in wine. Instead of
nouns* the first hne uses interjections — lit.: who has oh ! who
has alas ! The man quarrels over his cups, gets into difficulties,
whence complaints (Job 10^ 21* 23^ i/' 64^*^*) ; in scuffles he is
wounded (cf Zech. 13^) without cause, that is, unnecessarily, for
those slight and groundless differences that arise araong drunken
men; his eyes, by their dulness or redness (cf Gen. 49'^), proclaim his dissipation, and indicate that he is not fit for work. —
30. Synonyraous, ternary, or binary-ternary. How mixed wine
(lit. simply mixture) was prepared is not known, perhaps by
adding spices; cf note on 20^.— Lit. go to try, = investigate, test,
taste; the raan is a devotee — he drinks continually. — 31. Second line = predicate of first line, ternary. Description of wine
when complete ferraentation has taken place. The wine of
Canaan seeras to have been red; cf. the expression " the blood of
the grape" (Gen. 49"), and Is. 63^"^. — Sparkles is lit. gives its
gleam (the ^erra rendered gleam is the ordinary word for eye),
that is, is fuh of hfe. — The Heb. adds : it goes straight (cf Cant.
7''^°*); this does not accord well with the rest of the couplet, and
appears, as the text stands, to be a gloss, explaining that wine in
this state glides straight or sraoothly down the throat; the expression was perhaps here inserted frora Canticles, and was possibly
raeant as contrast to v.^l Or, it may be original, in which case
we should perhaps read : At first it glides smoothly down, over the
* The Heb. adds: it goes straight (or, smoothly).
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lips and the palate, but at last it bites etc. We should thus have a
quatrain instead of the couplet, v.''^ or the triplet, v.'^"*'.—
32. Synonyraous, ternary-binary (the second hne is perhaps
defective). Lit.: its etid is : it bites etc. The rendering adder
is uncertain — the species of snake raeant is not known (Jer. 8"
Is. 11^ 59^). — The precise signification of the verb in second line
is not sure (it raust be a synonym of bites) ; it has been rendered
stings,* = pierces, and poiso7ts.^ The point of coraparison is the
deadly character of the result, but there raay also be allusion to
the silent, treacherous attack of the snake. — 33. Synonymous,
ternary. Lit.: thine eyes will see . thy heart ( = thou) will
speak. Description of the erratic fancies and fantastic talk of the
drunken raan — perhaps reference to deliriura treraens. — The
connection forbids the interpretation of strange (fera. plu. adj. in
the Heb.) as = strange women. — On queer {= distorted, topsyturvy, false) see note on 2'^ — 34. Synonyraous, ternary.
Description of the raan's unsteady, whirling brain. In both lines
we raay render : like one who sleeps, or : like one who lies down ;
both renderings represent the disturbed rest, the perturbation of
thought, occasioned by the motion of the ship at sea; the first
seeras to be favored by v.^, in which the drunken raan is awaking
frora sleep. — In the first hne the Heb. is ht.: in the midst of the
sea, which raeans not at the bottora of the sea (a place where
men do not usually lie down), or on the surface of the water (on
a plank, for exaraple), but (as in Ez. 27^-^" 28^-* Jon. 2^^') surrounded by water, on the high seas, at sea. — The text of the second line appears to be corrupt. Literally it reads : and as one
sleeping (or, lying) on the head .; the word left untranslated (RV.
mast) occurs only here in OT., and its raeaning, if it be a real
word, is unknown ; it is similar to the terra for line, rope, but can
hardly raean mast (which is a raere guess). Grk.: and as a pilot
in a heavy sea ; Targ.: as a sailor who is asleep in a ship; and
so Frank. : as a sleeping sailor in a storm. A sailor, however, is
precisely the person who sleeps well in rough weather, or, in general, at sea. It is sirapler to adopt the expression in a violent
storm (see Jon. i*), which requires no great change in the
* De, RV.

t Grk. Lat. Saad,
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Hebrew.. The couplet apparently describes the broken, unsound
sleep of the reveller — his head is whiriing, his raind is confused.
There is no reference to the danger of drowning; the raain reference is not to any danger, but to giddiness. — 35. The first couplet is synonymous, binary; the second couplet is two sentences,
and, as emended, ternary. The words of the drunken raan as he
is awaking from his debauch. He recollects that he was beaten
in a quarrel, and congratulates himself that he feels no bad effects
from the blows. The first couplet may also be rendered : / was
struck but I felt no pain, I was beaten but I did not know it, with
reference to his former happy state of insensibility; but the soliloquy appears to describe his present feeling. — Hitzig (by a slight
change of text) reads: it [the wine] has smitten me
it has
beaten me; but, though wine is represented in 20^ as a mocker
ahd brawler, its sudden introduction here unannounced is not
quite natural. His experience teaches him nothing — his only
desire is to get back to his debauch. When shall I awake ? that
is, I hope I shall soon recover full consciousness and strength;
xxK.if I awake,^\i\ch the Heb. does not perrait. — The expression from my wine is not in the Heb., but seeras to be required
by the following //, which otherwise, in the translation here
adopted, would have no antecedent (so Bickell) ; it also gives
rhythmical symmetry to the couplet. If Hitzig's rendering be
adopted, the insertion wiU not be grararaatically necessary. — This
paragraph, v . ^ gives the fullest and liveliest description of drunkenness in OT.; cf Is. 28»-i», BS. 19^ In its length and vividness
It resembles certain paragraphs of chs. 1-9 (see chs. 5 and 7).
29. On the form of DJID see critical note on 6 " . — ? ^ oan; 3, here and
Job 2» 9" 226, bid KevTis, but usually in Pr. biapedv; Lag. calls attention to the
difference of usage in the two books. —The stem Ssn = dark; cf. Ass. akal
(in De. Ass. Handwbch.), Schult., Ges. Thes. BDB.; the reference appears to
to the dull red effect produced by excessive drinking of wine, perhaps,
however, simply to the dulness of stupor. — 3 1 . K 03; read Q DJ. —Jt? TJ'
Mre hardly refers to the round bubbles, like pearls, on the surface of the wine
(Ges. Fleisch.), for which, as De. remarks, the plur. would naturally be used
(for a possible Ass. use in this sense see De. Ass. Wbch.). Since the eye is
determining feature of expression, the word is used in Heb. for the appear»•«« of a thing, and so here, perhaps, from the connection, sparkle, gleam
(or perhaps from the sparkle of the eye), — I n ?§ Dii-na i^in^ the Hith.
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is somewhat strange (Cant. 71" has Qal). —32. ^ '^nins is denned by the
pred. It?' B'm3. — For the stem irio cf. Ass. paruSiu staff {De.) Aram, tyia oxgoad, which appear to involve " piercing," cf. Schult. Ges. De. — 34. J§ 33K'M
San ITKIS; <S Kal uxrirep Kv^epvf)Tr)s iv iroXXlp KXibiiivi, whence Frank.* Sanji

(or niyifs) B'pi3 asz*. A preferable reading is: Vu lyDS 33B'31. — 35. 3: ivhen
will it be morning, that L may go and seek those with whom L may associate,
the suff. having perhaps been understood (Schult.) to refer to the symposium;
but such a reference would be too remote.

XXIV. 1, 2. Bad men are not proper objects of envy.
1. Do not envy bad men,
Desire not to be with them,
2. For they meditate harm.
And talk of mischief.

1. Synonyraous, ternary. Envy = " he stirred up by, seek to
emulate," attracted by their apparent success. Bad men is lit.
men of badness, with special reference not to disposition, but to
deeds. — 2. Synonymous, ternary. Lit.: their mind (lit. hearf)
meditates and their lips speak. They plot evil, and wiU come to
grief; cf i^^^^ 3^^-^^ 24'* i/^ 37^-^. We have here again a resemblance to chs. 1-9. Harm is "spoliation, robbery" (21' Job
j2i.22 ^^.j ^10 j^ab. i^) ; the term mischief (properly "harmful
deeds ") occurs in Job 4* xj/ 7"^^^' Isa. 59* etc.
3, 4. Domestic utility of wisdom.
3. By wisdom a house is built,
By intelligence it is established,
4. By knowledge its chambers are filled
With all precious and goodly wealth.

The quatrain forras one sentence; the first couplet is synonymous,
binary (or, ternary-binary), the second is a single clause, ternary.
The three nouns wisdom, intelligence (see i^), knowledge are sj^nonyras, all expressing practical sagacity, without reference to
raoral and religious qualities. The house is here not the family,
but the building ; its erection and furnishing are, however, put as
the sign of doraestic perraanence and prosperity. On chambers
see 7^ 18* 20^, on precious, i^", on goodly (or, pleasant), 22" 23'
xi> i6« Cant. i'". Cf 14^ —This quatrain probably does not give
the antithesis to the preceding.
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6,6. Military value of wisdom.
{ A wise man is .better than a warrior,.
And he who has knowledge < than he who. has strength,
6. For war is conducted by wise guidance.
And victory Ues in counsellors.

5 Synonymous, ternary. Heb.:
awisemanisinstren^h,and
a man of knowledge strengthens might. The second couplet however indicates that a contrast is intended between intellectual
insight and bodily strength. - f^'^m'^r, ht. mighty
man.-Has
strenglh ht. strengthens might. —6. Synonymous, ternary. Lit.
thou conductest (or, makest) war; cf. 2 0 « . - L i t . safety is in the
multitude of counsellors, that is, in well-considered advice. On
wise guidance or planning {= wise counselling, steering) see i*
ii" 12' 20'' Job 37'^; as the guidance is civil, pohtical, and militajy, the terms "statesmanship" and "generalship" are too narrow.—An exacter paraUelisra is gained by wriring counsel instead
oi counsellors. For victory see 21'^ Ju. 15^* i Sara. 11^ 2 K. 5* al
CfEccl. 7"9'^i^-'*'.
7. Text and meaning doubtful. Heb.: Corals to the fool is
wisdom, in the gate he opens not his mouth. This reading of first
cl.» gives no satisfactory sense. Corals (or, pearls) is taken as
= " unattainable treasure," of which the fool can raake no use;
but the term is elsewhere (Ez. 27^" Job 28**) used in the sense of
a thing esteemed as valuable, and the addition " unattainable " is
farfetched. Moreover, elsewhere in Pr. (17^ 18* al.) the fool is
only too ready to open his mouth, and the one moment in his hfe
when he may be called wise is when he closes his lips. On gate
see note on i". — The first clause may also (by a shght change)
be rendered : wisdom is high to a fool, which is held f to raean
too high, = " unattainable " (identical in sense, therefore, with the
preceding reading) ; this interpretation of the Heb. is doubtful,
and, if it be accepted, the difficulty of second cl. reraains. — Bickell : If thou art silent in the presence of a fool, thou art wise. If
thou hoU thy peace, it is to thy credit; For a wise man refrains
from strife, In the gate he opens not his mouth. This reconstruc• Adopted by Rashi, De. Reuss, Now. Str.
t By Saad. Luth. Mich. Ew. RV. al.
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tion is ingenious, but in 31^ it is an honor to the raan that hfe is
known in the gate, the place of public deliberation. We expect a
quatrain, in which the loquacity of the fool is contrasted with tiie
reticence of the wise man; an exact restoration of the text is
hardly possible.
8, 9. Public opinion condemns the mischievous man.
8. He who is intent on mischief.
Men call him an intriguer.
9. Sin is folly's intrigue.
And a scoffer is offensive to men.

8. Single sentence, binary-ternary. Lit.: he who devises to do
evil, that is, harra to others. Intriguer {schemer, plotter, trickster)
is lit. master of {evil) pla7is. The terra was perhaps a popular
epithet of scheraing, raischief-raaking raen. On plans see notes
on I* 12^. The couplet gives a definition of a current terra; cf.
21^. — 9. Synonyraous, ternary. The translation given above
imitates the paronoraasia of the Heb. baal mezimmot {intriguer)
and zimmat {intrigue). The latter word raeans "scherae, plan,"
good or bad ; see notes on 10^^ 21^ The first cl. is lit.: the plan
of folly is sin, in Which plan raay be taken as subject, and folly
will then be defined as sin (so Lat. RV- al.); but, from the parallelism (second cl. is lit.: an abomination to man is the scoffer),
it is better to regard sin as subject,* it being thus defined as the
•scheme of folly, and therefore despicable, just as a scoffer is despicable to raen. On scoffer (here equivalent to "raischiefraaker")
see notes on i^^ 19^^— Offensive = "that which produces loathing " ; see note on 3^^.
10. Text in bad condition. Heb.: If thou art inert (or, slack)
in the day of adversity, narrow is thy strength ; or: If thou art
inert, in the day of adversity thy strength will be narrow. The
general idea is intelligible (an exhortation to work while there is
opportunity), but the wording and forra are doubtful. Strength
raay be understood in the sense of substance, wealth (as in 5*" Job
6^^) : indolence brings poverty. But narrow (as Hitz. points out)
is not a proper epithet of strength, whether the term = power ox
* So De. Reuss, Wild, al.

= wealth; ci., iox the use of this adj., 23^' Nu. 22^^ Is. 49* (in
Isa. 59" Job 41' the text is probably to be changed). We might
suppose a paronomasia: in the day of straits (Heb. sarah) strait
(Heb. sar) is thy strength, but it is doubtful whether the word
would be thus used out of its proper sense. — Bickell: Trust not
in thv good fortune. And let not thy hands be slack; If thou be
slack in the day ofprosperity, In the day of straits thy strength will
be strait.
11,12. Duty of rescuing those who are going to death. —
It may be a question whether we should take these verses separately, or regard thera as giving a couplet followed by a prose
comment. The couplet reads :
11. Deliver those who are taken to death,
Save those who are tottering to slaughter.

Synonymous, ternary. The expressions take7t and tottering appear
to describe the gait of persons who are conderaned, by the political or judicial authorities, to death. The reference raay be to
the ransom of prisoners of war, or to the rescue, by legal raeans,
of innocent men who have been conderaned by the tribunals.
Perhaps some rime of persecution of Jews is referred to (see WS.
2""* I Mac. i*^^ Jos. Ant 12. 4. i ; 12. 5. 4) ; or, the injunction
may be a general one, suggested by the custoras of corrupt and
tyrannical governraents. The vigorous character of the expressions {death, slaughter) raakes it iraprobable that the reference is
merely to the ordinary oppression of the poor by the rich, who
deprive thera of wealth, and thus of livelihood ( = life). It is
still more improbable that the couplet should refer to the holding
back of those who, by vice or iraprudence, are hastening to death.
The verb rendered save is lit. hold back; elsewhere (as in i Sara.
25* 1/, ipWdO) it imphes restraint of the man's voluntary effort,
but the parallelisra {deliver) here requires the sense save, as in
Job 33W ^ 78«>.
V.*^ of the Heb., of which the English translation raay be written stichometrically, reads (with one slight change) :
12. If thou say: «< 11 did not know this,"
He who weighs hearts, does he not perceive?
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He who observes thy soul, does he not know?
And will he not requite every man according to his deed?

In first line the Heb. has : we did not know this; it is bettei; with
the Grk., to write the sing., in accordance with the thou and thy
soul. — The this, in this reading, raay refer to the situation
described in the preceding couplet; if a raan plead ignorance of
the situation, the answer is that he ought to have known. Or, the
this raay possibly (though not probably) refer to the obligation to
help the suffering; the raan would then say: " I did not know
ray duty," but this would be an extrerae case of ignorance. Cf
Tobit i^^^". It is an objection to both these interpretations thai
the this has no expressed antecedent, since v.^^ does not state a
fact, but only enjoins action in a supposed case. The Lat. rendering : it is not in my power, is, therefore, perhaps preferable,
The man pleads inability — but this plea will be scrutinized by
God. If this reading be adopted, the it may be regarded as referring to the duty enjoined in v."; or v.^^ may perhaps be taken as
an independent exhortation. Bickell oraits first and second lines,
and thus raakes a quatrain of v."- ^^, in which there is no excuse
and answer, but siraply the stateraent (the interrogative particle
being omitted) that God observes and rewards deeds of kindness.
The first and second lines raay have been inserted by a scribe
who supposed that the third and fourth lines contained a rebuke
of negligence. Or, the whole verse raay be regarded as the annotation of a scribe or editor who wished to enforce the exhortation
of v.". — For the expression weighs hearts cf 16^ 21I Heart axiA
soul here = "inward being" (or, "thought"). On the fourth
line cf 12" 24^ Jer. 25" 50^ Job 34".
XXIV. 2. J§ lij', or plene US'; (3 ^evbrj, = Nit:', with N for i, a confusion
which appears to suppose the old alphabet (Lag.); cf. lo^* 19^8 20* 24^^ 28I
— 5. J§ ti>3 D3n 13); (3 (followed by BW) Kpela^atav ( = 13J) (Tocfibs l^xvpov.
Read: tyn 30 D3n 13J, or vyjp 031 13J. Similarly, in •>, for | § nb !"!??<?> ^^^^
n3 VI3NC (cf. Job 9*). — 7. Bi.'s reconstruction is as follows: nD3n SwS noi
na nns» NS IVB'3 3ip 3C'> D3n •'3 li"'!<oi'^ ntyinn. It is hardly probable that
so much of the Heb. text would have fallen out. —10. Bickell: 313 nasi ha
in3 i5i nix Di'3 nsinn nita DI''3 poin Sx iii'i iS-n. — 1 1 . For DN as hortative
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particle cf. \p 81* 139". It was treated by (5S1L as if = SN, is lacking in ST,
and may be omitted without detriment to the sense, and with advantage to
the rhythm. —12. J§ i3Vi'; <3 OVK olba, = >n;;i> NS; IL vires non suppetunt.
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= uSi)< n'j.or better ' T SNS ps, a reading which may be adopted. — ^ rs'n;
«7liwir«, = r3n(jag.).

13,14. Comparison of wisdom to honey. — The Heb. has
first an incomplete quatrain:
13. My son, eat honey, for it is good.
And honeycomb is sweet to thy taste.
14. So know wisdom (to be) to thy soul.
If thou find it.

To this is appended the reraark: and there is an end, and thy
hope will not be cut off. This reraark is hardly here appropriate ;
elsewhere in Pr. there is reference to the end only when there is
direct question of retribution; see 5^" 14^^-^^ 16^ 19^ 20^^ 23^*-^^
24" 25' 29^'. The sentence seeras to be here iraproperly inserted
from 23", where it is in place. — Note the difference of statement
in v." and 25''; for other "references to honey and honeycomb see
5" 16" The address my son should perhaps be oraitted, and for
eat we might write thou eatest. Taste is lit. palate. — In v." we
expect the statement, in couplet forra, that wisdora is sweet to the
soul. The expression if thou find it is suspicious ; a reference to
finding is natural in such passages as 3^^ 8*^ 25'", but not here
where the sweetness of wisdora is the point. Coraparing 2^" 16^*
weraaysurmise that the original forra of the couplet was in substance :
So knowledge will be pleasant to thee.
And wisdom sweet to thy soul.

The general sense of the quatrain is clear, though the form is
doubtful.
15,16. Caution against assailing good men.
15. Lie not in wait [] for the home of the just,
And assault not his dwelling-place.
16. For seven times the just man falls and rises.
But the wicked are overthrown by calamity.

15. Synonymous, binary, or ternary-binary. After lie not in wait
e Heb. inserts 0 wicked man; this is stylisticaUy out of place
lance throughout this Section it is the pupil who is addressed
mdwarned against the wicked), mars the rhythm, and is proba-
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bly a g\os%.—Home is abode (3^ 21^) ; just = righteous ; assault
=• do violence to, violently assail, injure, devastate (see 11' 19*
21' Ara. 3" Jer. 5® Job 5^') ; dwelling-place, properly couchingplace, the lair of animals (Is. 35^ 65^"), used of Israel when the
narion is caUed a flock of sheep (Jer. 50"), the verb also, ordinarily used of aniraals (Is. xx^ y\i 104^^), soraetiraes referring poetically to raen (Gen. 49" i/' 23^). The injunction is against secret
and open atterapts on the homes of righteous men, and contemplates a period of violence, probably in a great city. —16. Antithetic, ternary, or quaternary-ternary. Seven, a round number
(cf Job 5'^ Mt. 18^^-^^) —the righteous, it is said, shaU never be
permanently cast down (cf Mic. 7*) ; the wicked, on the contrary, has no power to rise above raisfortune — once down, he
does not rise. The couplet probably refers not to the natural
inspiriting power of integrity and the depressing effect of moral
evil, but to divine retribution. — Are overthrown, lit. are made to
stumble, or do stumble. Instead of by calamity we raay render in
calaitiity, that is, " in time of calamity."

17,18. Against taking pleasure in the misfortunes of enemies.
17. At the fall of thine enemy rejoice not,
At his overthrow do not exult,
i8. Lest Yahweh see and be displeased,
And turn his anger from him.

17. Synonymous, ternary. Lit. at the falling of and at his being
overthrown. In second cl. lit. let not thy heart exult. The verbs
rejoice and exult comraonly signify the audible expression of joy;
the exultation may be generous (as in 5^* 23^), or raalicious (as
here and in i/'35^^). The injunction is negative (cf Job 31®),
against exultation over eneraies ; the positive side, syrapathy with
eneraies (see \p 35^^^^ Mt. 5^*), is not expressed, but is perhaps
involved. —18. Single sentence, ternary. The turn his anger from
him (that is, from the eneray) is not to be understood as affirming
that God wih cease punishing a wicked raan because another man
is pleased at the punishraent; the full form of the expression is
" turn from him to thee," and the stress is to be laid on the "to
thee." "Thou," says the sage, "wilt then becorae the greater
sinner, and Yahweh will be more concerned to punish thee than
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to punish him." — The motive here assigned — fear of Yahweh's
displeasure — belongs to the ethical system of Proverbs. But
this motive does not impair the dignity of the moral standard presented. Yahweh's displeasure is the expression of the moral ideal 1
it is one's duty, says the proverb, not to rejoice at the misfortunes
of enemies. This duty is enforced by a reference to compensation, but it remains a duty.
19,20. It is unreasonable to envy the wicked, seeing their
end is unhappy.
19. Fret not thyself because of evil-doers.
Envy not the wicked;
20. For there will be no (happy) end for the bad man.
The lamp of the wicked will be put out.

BotR couplets are synonyraous; the first is binary, the second ternary, or ternary-binary. Cf 3^*-^^ 23^^'* 24^ ip 37''^'"^ 73. Fret
= "be not angrily excited," that is, at the apparent prosperity of
the wicked. On end see note on 23'*. Lit.: there will be no end,
no outcome of hfe — that is, no good outcorae. This pregnant
use of the term is found only here and in 23^^ (see note on 24") ;
everywhere else it is defined. Thus it raight be rendered future
(Saad. al!), or reward (R"V.) in this hfe. Grk. posterity (as in
^ 109") is, in this connecrion, less probable. — On the figure in
v.** see notes on 13" 20^. —The problera of the quatrain is that
of the Book of Job; the practical raorahsts retained the old view,
holding that it furnished the strongest incenrive to well-doing that
could be urged.
21, 22. Duty of obedience to constituted authorities. — Our
Hebrew text reads:
21. Fear Yahweh, my son, and the king,
And with those who change have naught to do;
22. For suddenly arises their ruin.
And the destruction of them both who can know?

The address my son, because of its strange position and because it
raars the rhythra of the Heb., is better oraitted as scribal insertion.
Save naught to do is lit. mix (or, join) not thyself. — Who can
^nowf = "comes suddenly, unexpectedly." — The expression
2G
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who change (intransitive) has been variously rendered: Schult.
RV- : them that are given to change, which can raean only novarum rerum avidi, political agitators ; a slight modification of the
word gives the sense changers (transitive), wrongly interpreted
(by Hitzig al.) as = revolutionists, insurrectionists; Mich, al.:
those who are of a different mind, that is, those who do not fear
God and the king—a rendering lexicographically inexact; Ewald:
the quarrelsome; Reuss: the discontented; Syr. Targ.: fools;
Lat.: detractors. — Grk.: do not disobey either of them {= to
them both be not disobedient). If in the expressions their ruin and
the destruction of the7n both the pronouns be understood as referring to God and the king (with the sense : " the ruin and destruction inflicted by thera"), the Greek reading is satisfactory. If
the expressions in question raean "the ruin etc. which befaU them,"
the reference raust be to persons mentioned in the second line of
v.^', and the reading them both is irapossible (since the expression
cannot designate the two classes, those who fear Yahweh, and
those who fear the king). If the pronouns be taken as objective,
we may read :
Fear thou God and the king,
With the wicked (or, with fools) have naught to do;
For on them falls sudden ruin.
And destruction unforeseen.

If the pronouns be regarded as subjective, a natural reading will be:
Fear thou God and the king,
Anger not either of them;
For the ruin they inflict is sudden.
And the destruction they send unforeseen.

The general sense is the same in the two forras: obedience to
God as supreme rehgious authority, and to the king as supreme
civil authority, is enjoined (so i Pet. i^') ; opposition to them by
wicked conduct will be punished with destruction. — God, as the
more familiar word, raay be substituted for Yahweh. — The translation of v.^^*": the destruction of their years who can know / * is
unnatural — in OT. years (as = life) are said to be increased or
lengthened (9"), or dirainished (10^), but never to be destroyed.
* Syr. Targ. De. RV. marg.

.....
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—The Grk. here inserts 30^-" of the Heb., giving an improbable
order.
13,14. The Vrss. substantially reproduce J§. The pointing of the Energic
Impv. n;i (Cod. Hillel), instead of nvi, is due (as in the Art. before n) to
the following n, to which the vowel is made to conform; see Strack, Proleg.,
p. 19, and notes of De. B-D, Ginsburg. — 1 5 . Omit | § VK'i, with Bi., as the
gloss of a scribe who incorrectly assumed that the warning must be addressed
to wicked men; the word is represented in all Vrss., but S has dai^eiav, and
\ impietatem. — \%. | § yit, = seven times, as in ^ \i()^^. —17. K plur.
T^x; Q, better, sing. — J^ iVs'sa, as if abridged form of Nif.; better Qal
*SP:3.—18. ]!§ JJ11 is better understood as 3 s. m. Perf. with 1 consecutive;
the adj. would properly be followed by Nin; (S /cal oiK dpiaei. —19. J§ innn;
6 X«Vf. = Id^' (Lag.). — 2 1 . Omit J^ 'J3. — ?^ D'jiB'; S> (and %) N'Oi- fools,
= " those whose intellect is changed, witless " (cf. Aram, NJ;-) ; % detractorito, = "disparagers," perh. = "those who change their attitude, opponents,"
peHi. = "haters"; Venet. rots pi<sovai, = 'a^^a-it\ — @, in '^•. Kal pr)6erip(p
oi>r«i> dTetflijo-js, = I3?nn SN an>iy/ hy (Jag.). — See De' Rossi on v.^'.—
22. J^ Di'iB* gives no satisfactory sense. Ew.: Di\l!?; Bi.: on'w their
idiocy, taking T\ys in the Aram, sense, on'ja' is perhaps corrupted scribal
repetition of the D''JB' of v.^i; in that case we should add suff. to | ^ i s , and
make it parallel to DIN. — On the added couplets in @ see Ew., Jahrb. d. Bibl.
IViss., xi. pp. 18 ff., Bi. Baumg.

APPENDIX TO THE PRECEDING COLLECTION.

24^^''.

This appendix was added by an editor, probably by hira who
collected 22^^-24^^, possibly by the general editor of the Book.
It is introduced by the tide :
23 a. These also are by the sages,

in which the also appears to aUude to the sirailar tide in 22"
(according to the emended text). The plur. sages points to the
existence of a special class of wise men, who were oral teachers or
writers. The utterances of these raen forraed a distinct body of
thought, part of which is preserved in the Book of Proverbs, and
other parts are given in Ben-Sira and Ecclesiastes. While it is
not probable that all that they said has been edited, it is likely
tbt we have in the various collecrions the gist of their thought. —
The present group is part prose, part in defecrive rhythm; its
contents nearly reserable in tone those of the preceding part of
the Section.
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23b_26. Judicial partiality. Honest words. — The mutual
relations of the lines are doubtful. 'V.^^'' raay be retained as
prose, or emended into rhythraical forra; v.-^ raay be connected
with v.^'' or with v.^^ The verses read in the Heb.:
23 b. Partiality in judicial decisions is not good.
24. Who says to him who is in the wrong: "Thou art in the right";
Him men will execrate, and people curse.
25. But (or, and) they who reprove fare well.
On them rests the blessing of prosperity.
26. He does a friendly act
Who gives an honest answer.

Here v. ^^ is a prose sentence, a legal maxim; its thought is continued in v.^* by the statement that the partisan judge is universally execrated. Bickell, changing the text of v.^*" and dividing
second line of v.^^ into two parts, raakes a quatrain : he who is
partial i7i judg77ient, who says etc. The eraendation is attractive,
and should perhaps be adopted; if he who is partial had been
corrupted into to be pa7'tial, a scribe would naturally add the
words not good; it is, however, doubtful whether syrametry of
poetical forra can here be insisted on. — As the text stands, v.^
appears to describe, as contrast to v.^*, the happiness of the
upright judge, the reprove (or, rebuke) being taken as = " reprove
the wrong, judge justly" (RV., interpreting, inserts him, as
exphcit reference to the wicked 7nan of v.^*) ; the blessi7ig (the of
prosperity being oraitted, as in the Grk.) will then stand over
against the curse of v.^*. But the verb reprove is not elsewhere in
Pr. used in the sense " judge justly " ; v.^* raay be understood to
refer to those who frankly rebuke wrong in general, and wiU then
stand in close connection with v.^^ Bickeh transposes v.^*^*, reading : \_he who rebukes'] is a true friend etc., and they who reprove
etc., raaking the quatrain relate to honest rebuke, and gaining a
natural position for the a7id of v.^ as a connective of the two
couplets. The only iraportant difference between the two interpretations of the paragraph lies in the sense given to reprove. —
23b. Lit. to have respect of persons, to look (with partial eye) on
a person; see Dt. 16'" (and i"'), frora which this line is probably
taken; it occurs again, in slightly modified form, in 28^'. —
24. On the technical forensic expressions of first line (usually
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rendered wicked and righteous) see notes on 2^- '^. The line may
be translated: he who says to the guilty: Thou art innocent. —
Execrate (ii* Job 3*) and curse (22''' 25^') are synonyras (Nu.
23', where RV., for the second, has defy). Men is lit. " nations,"
ind people is "peoples"; for the meaning see 11^^ 14^ 29^^*
^94*; the plu. forra, if it be genuine, raust be understood to signify "all bodies of the people." — 25. Lit. and (or, but) to (or,
•with) those who reprove it is well (or, pleasant) ; for the last
expression see 2*" 9" 2 Sara, i^^ — Second line ht. on the7n co77ies
(or, will come) blessing of good, that is, not " good (or, rich) blessing," but a blessing which consists in good fortune (cf ip 21^'^').
The tone of the verse in the Heb. forra suits the good raan rather
than the just judge; if of prosperity be oraitted, it may be understood of the latter.—26. Lit. he kisses the lips who returns ho7iest
(or, pure, upright) words; the first expression signifies not " he
wins love," but "he shows love," he is a true friend.* Straightforward, honest speech, says the verse, is a raark of true friendship.
27. Preparation for marriage.
Set in order thy work without.
Make it ready in the field;
T h e n thou mayest (take a wife).
And build thee up a house.

The first couplet is synonyraous, ternary; the second appears to
be defective. Without and in the field refer to agricultural life ;
see note on 3>», and cf Mt. (f 12^ —The Heb. has lit. afterwards then (ht. and) thou mayest build— a construction in itself
intelligible and good, but the defective rhythra suggests that after
the adverb a verb has fallen out. Most expositors, frora Rashi on,
see in the second couplet a reference to the setting up of a
doraestic establishraent {house ^ household, fa7nily, cf Ru. 4II),
and understand that sorae such expression as take thee a wife is
This IS the only place in OT. where there is explicit mention of kissing
hps; there seems to be reference to it in Cant. 4II (interpreted by Cant. 5I).
the ancient world one kissed the hand, breast, knee, or foot of a superior, and
cheek of a friend. Herodotus (i, 134) mentions kissing the lips as a custom of
Persians. Possibly from them it came to the Jews.
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to be supplied in the first hne. The verse enjoins providence:
" first acquire the means of supporting a faraily, then thou mayest
marry, and accomplish thy desire to build thee a house." Tlje
establishment of a faraily was a main ambition in Israehtish and
all ancient life.
28, 29. Against revenge.
28. Be not a witness against thy neighbor without ground.
And mislead not with thy lips.
29. Say not: " I will do to him as he did to me,
I will repay the man for his deed."

The quatrain has parallelism of forra, but, like v.^^ above, is prosaic rather than poetical. The supposed scene is a court of
law, as in 3^". — 28. Without ground = "when he has given you
no ground for testifying against hira " (see note on 3^) ; Grk.;
be not a false witness. The expression is soraetiraes (by Reuss
al.) taken to raean : " when you are not legally required to testify,
but corae forward, actuated by the spirit of revenge, as a voluntary witness " — a sense possible, but opposed by 3^. Elsewhere
falsity of testiraony is expressed by words raeaning deceit (so 6"
12^' Ex. 20^^ al), or, wickedness (19^*), or, malice {\p 35"), here
by the terra grou7tdlessness. — In the second line the literal reading is : and dost thou mislead (or, befool) etc. ? It is better, with
the Grk., to take the cl. as a prohibition. For the sense mislead
see Jer. 20' Ez. 14^; in Pr. i^" 16^ the verb raeans entice.—
29. Bickeh oraits one clause in first line, and writes: say not: as
he did to me, so I will repay etc.; but this is stylistically bad —
the omission of the expression / %vill do to him is hardly permitted by Heb. usage. There is possibly a reference or aUusion
to v.^^. The Lat. makes the second line a general statement: /
will repay every one etc.; this is less probable than the reference
to the particular case. — The quatrain (especiahy v.^) is a raodification of the old law of retaliation, as given in Ex. 2 1 ^ ^ Dt. 19"'
Lev. 24'"- ^. This regulation, it is true, was, in the later legislation, not a raatter of private revenge, but a legal right, controlled
by judges ; it was, however, based on the old principle of retaliation, and breathed its spirit. It was gradually modified by the
advance of moral and refined feeling, and would be substantially
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set aside by the principle announced in this quatrain; the sage
here expresses the higher moral idea of his time.*
30-34. The sluggard.
30. I passed by the field of the sluggard,
By the vineyard of the thriftless,
31. And lo, it was all overgrown with thistles.
Its surface was covered with nettles.
And its stone wall was broken down.
32. I beheld and reflected thereon,
I saw and learned a lesson.
33. A little sleep, a little slumber,
A little folding of the hands to rest;
34. And thy poverty will come as a 1 highwayman,'
And thy want as an armed man.

See notes on 6*"", to which this paragraph is parallel. The two
passages accord literally in only one quatrain : 6^"-" = 24^- **; it
is hardly necessary to atterapt to bring thera into closer sirailarity
— the sages doubtless had raany variations on the sarae text. —
We expect quatrains here, but Bickell's raethod of gaining thera
(omitting part of v.'^ and inserting 6^ after v.^) is somewhat violent—30. Synonyraous, ternary. A supposed or iraaginary case;
we may render: a sluggard and an U7ithrifty (or, a negligent)
man. Thriftless is ht. the 77ian void of understandi7ig, lacking in
the good sense which would raake hira provident.j — 31. Ternary, triplet. The first and second lines are rautually equivalent,
the third line stands alone. We raay obtain a quatrain by adding
aline (parallel to third hne), or a couplet by oraitting second line
or third line, or by corabining the two first hnes into one. The
triplet is suspicious, but it is not clear how the text is to be
treated. — The precise raeaning of the words rendered thistles
(RV. thorns) and 7iettles is not certain ; the first occurs only here
in OT., the second elsewhere only in Zeph. 2* Job 30', perhaps a
sort of lathyrus or vetch. The two represent the growth that
springs up in deserted and neglected places. Stones axe abundant
* Similarly, in Mt. 538.39 it is assumed that the spirit of the old legislation was
morally defective.
t On vhiculture in ancient Israel see Nowack, Arch., tj 42, and the Bib. Diets.;
on the modem culture of the grape see Robinson, Bibl. Researches, ii. 81 al.
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in Palestine, and have always been used for building walls about
fields and vineyards (cf Is. s"'). — 3 2 . Synonyraous, ternary.
Reflected thereon, lit. applied 77iy 7/iind, obse7-ved, took note (RV.
conside7'ed well). — Lea7-7ied a lesson, ht. 7-eceived instruction.—
33, 34. See notes on 6'°-". In that passage the description of
the sluggard's laziness is introduced by an address to him; here
the introduction to v.^- ^^ is given by v.^^ so that the insertion of
6** (Bick.) is hardly necessary. — In v.^* the Heb. has: and thy
poverty will co7ne walki7ig (or, a walker) ; a slight change of the
last word gives the sense as a highway77ian (as in 6"), which is
obviously the right reading (RV as a robber).
23. ^ ~^^r\; Bi. reads isa and omits 2B hi. — 25. 3 omits 20. Hif. oi
ny occurs in the sense decide, judge (always with connotation of just decision)
in Isa. 113 al., sometimes absolutely; in Pr., absolutely, only here. — 26. 3: they
kiss lips which answer; S S :
the lips of those who reprove (SD return
right words) ; X: he who answers etc. will be kissed with the lips; IL, correctly: he kisses
who answers.—27. On the l in J§ n^m inN as introducing the apodosis see Ew. § 344 3, Ges.'^^ § 112, 5. f. It seems better, on
rhythmical grounds, to insert nu'X i*^ npr. — 28. pj nTiani, interrog. part, and
Piel introduced by % a construction (n preceded by 1) which is found in
2 S. 15^^ The n is better omitted, and the neg. may then be continued
from ", or we may read 'r\ SNI; (3 prjbi. The sense make wide, for Hif.
{(3 irXarivov) seems to be assured by Gen. 9^^. — On the reading mrsn^ from
nns, see De' Rossi. — 30. For | § hy in both cases 3 has Hxrwep, and it omits
in-i3l'. — 31. DTi'op is written with either i;- or C'; see B-D, Ginsb. On
the meaning of the terms I'li'Dp or ii'op (Hos. g^ Is. 34'^) and S-in see Low,
Aram. Pflan%ennam. — 33, 34. See notes on 61"- " . — ?§ 1 'O"'?'•>read l^riD.

IV. CHAPTERS XXV.-XXIX.
This Section falls, by its style, into two parts. The first (25^if) bears greater resemblance to III. (22^^-24**), the second
(28. 29) to II. (10^-22'*) ; between the two stands a discourse
(27^^) after the manner of III. The Section thus appears to
have been forraed by the corabination of two collecrions. It has
certain couplets in coraraon with the other collections. See the
Introduction.
THE TITLE.

251.

The title reads : These also are proverbs of Solomon which the
men of Hezekiah, king of Judah, transcribed.
The verb has this sense only here in OT.; elsewhere (Gen. 12^
Job 9' 21'al.*) it raeans re7nove (in space or in tirae), and its signification here {transcribe = "remove from one book to another")
belongs to the late literary vocabulary.f This superscription thus
belongs in the same category with the tides found in the Prophetical Books and the Psalter, and has no value as a witness to the
date of the original collection or to the origin of the particular
proverbs; it only bears testiraony to the disposition, in later tiraes,
to ascribe all wise sayings to Soloraon, and a special suggestion of
Solomonic authorship raay have been found in the raention of
kings with which the cohection opens. Internal evidence leads
us to refer this Section to the sarae general period as that of chs.
10-24; see the Introducrion. — The supposition of the tide is
that, in addition to Solomon's own book (10^-22^"), other coUections of his proverbs were in existence in written forra, and that
these were copied out (or, in raodern phrase, edited) by Hezekiah's men. \ This indicates the opinion that our Section was
* Job 32IS appears to be an interpolation ; see Budde, /Hob.
t On the Talmudic use see Buxt., Lexicon.
X If the meaning were that the proverbs were handed down orally, and committed to writing from the mouths of men, the verb would naturally be wrote.
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later than IL, an opinion which is supported by considerations of
raatter and style. Hezekiah's tirae may have been selected by
the author of the ride (or by the tradition which he represents^
as being the next great hterary period, in Judah, after Soloraon,
the time of Isaiah and Micah, or, the selection raay have been
suggested by the raihtary glory of the period (the repulse of the
Assyrian array), and the farae of Hezekiah as a pious raonarch
and a vigorous reformer of the national religious life; the men of
Hezekiah are the literary raen of his court. The period would, in
these regards, be an appropriate one, but the history of Israelitish
literature raakes it improbable that such a work should have been
then undertaken; to regard Hezekiah as a Jewish Pisistratus
(De.) is to ascribe to the tirae a literary spirit of which our docuraents give no hint. It raight be supposed that the faU of
Saraaria would have led the raen of Judah to cohect the literature
of the northern kingdora, and our Section has, in fact, beer
regarded as Ephraimitic ; but the vocabulary, style, and raatter of
the Section do not warrant such a supposition.
2-7b. On kings.
2. It is the glory of God to conceal,
It is the glory of kings to search out.
3. The heaven for height and the earth for depth,
And the mind of kings is unsearchable.
4. Take away the dross from silver,
And < it' comes forth < perfectly pure.'
5. Take away the wicked from the king.
And his throne is established by righteousness.
6. Claim not honor in the presence of a king,
And stand not in the place of great men.
7. Better that it be said to thee : " Come up hither,"
Than that thou be humbled before the prince. []

The paragraph consists of three quatrains, a structure sirailar to
that of the third Section. The space devoted to kings is noteworthy ; cf, in the first Section, 8'", in the second, 14^'^ igio-ia-w
1912 2o2-8-2''-28 21I 22", in the third, 22^3 24^ in the fourth, 29*",
in the fifth, 3027-28.31 313.4^ ^j^^j similar sayings in Eccl. and BS.
The political condition assuraed is probably not that of old Israel.
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2. Antithetic, quaternary, or ternary. It belongs, says the
proverb, to the greatness of God that his work (in nature and in
history) is mysterious, and his purposes inscrutable; on the other
hand, the function of rulers is to investigate (not the purposes of
God, but) all the affairs of the State — they should be open and
straightforward in government. The saying is perhaps directed
against the tortuous diplomacy and other underhand methods of
thetime.— Lit.: conceal a thing and search out a thing, that is,
anything and everything. — Cf Robert Hall's sermon entitled:
"The glory of God in concealing." — 3. Comparison, quaternary
or quaternary-ternary. As heaven and earth are too large to be
comprehended, so the purposes of kings. The couplet is complementary to the preceding; both are to be taken as statements
of political facts, not at all as sarcastic or disparaging. The
sage'has a great respect for kings. — The heaven is the sky, the
indefinite visible upper region, somewhere in which is the abode
of God (Eccl. 5^) ; the earth is indefinitely deep, reaching down
to Sheol (2^* s^ Jon. 2^-^). — Dehtzsch regards the forra of the
couplet as that of the priarael, the three subjects having the coraraon predicate unsearchable; but it is raore natural to confine
this latter to the second line, the first hne having the two predicates high {height) and deep {depth). — 4, 5. The quatrain forras
a comparison (the couplets are ternary). In the second line of
v.* the Heb. reads : and a vessel comes forth to the smith (RV.
finer). The vessel, according to this reading, has, as its parallel,
the throne of v.^; both raay be said to be products of skill, and
the vessel (according to sorae expositors) raay be poetically conceived of as emerging to (or, for) the artist out of the refining
process (cf Aaron's brief history of the golden calf, Ex. 32^^).
But this is not a natural forra of expression —the vessel (as Wildeboer remarks) does not corae to the silversmith siraply by the
process of refining, and the parallelisra points to a coraparison
between the purity of the silver and that of the throne. It is,
therefore, better to follow the suggestion of the Greek, which has :
d will be purified entirely pure. — Yox dross see Isa. r^ Ez. 22"
^ "9""- —.ffy righteousness, that is, by raeans of righteous counsellors and counsels; the Heb. expression raay be rendered in
nghteousness, that is, in the sphere of righteousness or justice. —
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For the Heb. smith {silversmith or goldsmith, lit. refiner) see Ju.
17* Isa. 40". In postexilic times the goldsmiths forraed a guild
(Neh. 3*) ; the reference in Neh. is to general artistic work, elsewhere in OT. to the raaking of images.* — 6. Synonymous,
binary, or binary-ternary. Clai7n not ho7ior; the sense is well
given in RV : put 7iot thyself forward. One's place in the royal
presence was determined by rank or royal favor; the reference
here seems to be to a feast. For an example of prudence see
Jos., A7it. 12, 4. 9. — 7. Single sentence, containing antithetic
comparison, ternary. The scene is a dinner; cf Lu. i4*-^.i
Hither, that is, near the prince; Grk. to me. — Be hu77ibled,
— be put lower (RV.) at table. — After prince the Heb. has:
whom (or, what) thine eyes see (or, have seen), a larae and
insignificant expression in the connection. Grk. Syr. Syra. Lat.
attach the words to the following line. Syra. (with v.^) : what
thine eyes have seen do not bring out to the multitude quickly.
70-IO. Condemnation of gossip and tattling.—V-^ ^^ forma
quatrain, and v.^ gives three lines, for which a fourth raay be
found by adopting the reading of Sym. given above, and we then
have two variant quatrains. Otherwise it is difficult to make anything out of the concluding line of v.^ 'We raay provisionaUy
render as follows:
7 c. What thine eyes have seen
8. Report not hastily < in public >;
< For) what wilt thou do in the end
When thy neighbor puts thee to the blush ?
9.
10.

Discuss the matter with thy neighbor (in private),
And reveal not his secret < to > another,
Lest he who hears put thee to shame.
And thine ill-repute pass not away.

7°, 8. Single sentence, ternary. What thine eyes have seen (or,
see), that is, of thy neighbor's affairs. — The reading of the second
line of the couplet is got by changing two vowels; ht.: do not
bring forth to the 77iultitude hastily (Heb.: go not forth to strive
[or, to st7ife'\ hastily). Instead of a warning against lawsuits or
* On casting in metal see Now., Arch. ^ 43, 4; Rawl., Phoen., ch. 7; Pietschmann, Phoen., pp. 175, 246 at.; Moore, Judges, on Ju. 178.
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(juan-els we thus have a caution against gossip (see note on 16'*),
which is the topic of the next quatrain. The term hastily implies
thoughtlessness, impropriety. — In the third line the Heb. has:
Itst what wilt thou do etc. ? or, lest what thou wilt do etc., which
is syntactically irapossible, and the majority of expositors have
supplied a word after lest, as : lest thou know not what to do* ;
lest it be said: " what wilt thou do"}'\ lest the question "what
doest thou?" be the end of it.X These insertions are not easy,
and do not produce satisfactory senses, and Ewald's translation,
kst thou do something {that is, soraething thou oughtest not to do),
is equally unsatisfactory. It is better to change lest to for, or (with
Reuss) to omit it. — The second couplet describes the confusion of
the tattier when he is charged with his fault. Neighbor here = any
raanjvith whora one has relations (cf Lu. 10^*''). The situation
described is a private difficulty. Cf. BS. 2 7^^^^ — 9,10. Single sentence ; V.' is ternary, v." is binary (or binary-ternary). The injunction is identical with that of the preceding quatrain. Lit. qua7-rel
thy quarrel etc., = debate thy cause (RV.) or discuss the 77iatter
(Hodgson) with thy neighbor, that is, with hira alone, in private —
do not talk of his affairs to others. He who hears thee = any one
who hears thy talk, and thus becoraes aware of thy gossiping, untrustworthy, and dangerous character; but we should perhaps, with
the Grk., read thy neighbor, as in v.*. — On secret see notes on 3^"
n**. The second cl. of v.^ reads, in the Heb.: and reveal not anothcT's secret; Lat.: do not reveal a secret to another, which is a
more appropriate injuncrion than that of the Heb., being exactly
parallel to the preceding line. — Ill-repute, properly, defamatory
talk, usually active, concerning others (Gen. 37" Jer. 20^" Pr. 10^*),
here concerning the raan hiraself, and so equivalent to his reputation; a babbler, the proverb says, is universally disliked and
despised.
XXV. 1. g •hvn; (gB Traibtlai = nDD; (g** "• »• A irapoiptai, probably correction after %~3
adds al dbidKpiroi (var. eibidKpiroi, biaKpiroi), perh.
= miscellaneous, and representing | § oi (Jag.); S E render 3 by 'pDy profound, that is, " not (easily) comprehensible." E omits |g HDSS', probably
by scribal error. —2. | § ipn; 3 npg. (Grabe reads ripdv), = ^pri (Jag.),
from 1|1'. —4. |g ,1,3 t]-^jih NX^I; (g Kal KadapKreijaerai Kadapbv iiirav (TIXD
» Saad. Rashi, Schuh. RV.

t Hitz. De. Str. al.

t Wild.
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was read by Si and Bemidbar Bab. c. 7); read with Dys. Wild. iVa «)"}« xjii;
Frank, iix, instead of i^xj. —2E NBIX JC, = nVxp. — 7 C , 8a. S a el5oi» ol
i(t>BaXpal crov pi) i^eviyK-rfs els irXijdos raxi.
Read, with Bi., in v.8»: NXh •?(;•
inn aiS. Elsewhere 3iS = in abundance, and 2\ except in such adverbial
expressions, is always defined by a noun (so 12 times in Pr.); yet it is possible
that from such an expression as DIN an (20") it may have come to be = multitude ; cf. Syr. >(ain. If this sense be thought improbable, then for ai we
might read nan. — P'or J§ j3 read ia.

11,12. "Value of wise advice.—The raeaning of several words
in the quatrain is so uncertain, and the text is in such bad condi-,
tion, that only a tentative translation can be given. The Heb.
reads *
11. Golden fruits in silver carvings
Is a word fitly ( ? ) spoken.
12. A golden earring and a necklace ( ? ) of gold
Is a wise reprover to an ear that hears.

11. The first noun (RV. apples here and Joel i^^ Cant. 2'^ f^^
8^) is variously understood as meaning apple, apricot, quince,
citron, orange; all that is certain is that it signifies some sort of
fruit.* — The second noun signifies carved work on a stone or
image (Lev. 26^ Nu. 33*^) or carvings or drawings or pictures on
a wall (Ez. 8'^).t Here it has been rendered ornamental objects
(Saad.), admirable things (Syra. Theod.), beaten work (Syr.
Taxg.), filigree-work (RV. xxiaxg.), pictures (AV. Wild.), Ja/w«
(Luth. De..), baskets (Ew. RV.), necklace (Grk., possibly error of
text for basket), couches, or sofas (Lat.). — The golden fruit oi
the Heb. text must be understood to raean an object of solid gold,
which does not accord with " pictures of silver " or " baskets of
silver " ; solid gold apples or other fruits were never put in such
pictures or baskets, nor would the representation thus given fiu^
nish a natural simile for the thought of the couplet. The ixAtxT^xetation golden-colored fruits is not perraitted by the usage of the
language. J — T h e interpretation fitly (that is, under proper cir* H. B. Tristram {Survey of West. Pal., 4, 294, and Nat. Hist, of the BiiW)
apricot; W. R. Smith {Journ. of Philol., 13, 65) and I. Low {Aram. Pflam.,
p. 15s) apple; Celsus {Hierobot., i, 254 ff.) and Houghton {PSBA., 12, i, ifl\
quince; De. takes golden apples {aurea mala) to be oranges.
t For the sense thought, imagining see iSU i/i 73''.
X Tristram: golden apricots in silvery foliage, a charming picture, but not
obtainable frora the text.
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cumstances and conditions, in due season) is inferred from 15^
andfrorathe connecrion; the meaning of the Heb. expression is
doubtful. —12. Earring, as in Gen. 35^ Ju. 8^*; the word raay
also iaea.n nosering, as in 11°^ Gen, 24^" Isa. f^ Ez. i6^l — The
rendering necklace (RV. ornament) suits Cant. 7^'^' (the only
other place where the word occurs in OT.), and corresponds well
to earring; the Anc. Vrss., however, take the word to mean some
sort of precious stone (a sense which also would suit Cant. 7''^'),
and its signification raust be regarded as doubtful. The second
gold (Lam. 4I Isa. 13'^ Job 28'''i» 31^^ V 45"'*'^ Cant. 5" Dan. x&)
isa poetic word (RV. fine gold).
By changes of text the quatrain may be rendered conjecturally as follows :
Like graved work of gold and carved work of silver
Is a word fitly ( ? ) spoken.
Like an earring of gold and an ornament of silver
Is a wise reproof to an ear that hears.

Like is supplied (twice) as an expression raore natural in Eng.
than the Heb. forra. The sense graved work is obtained by a
transposition of two letters in the Hebrew; the resulting word
occurs in Ex. 28"''"•^ ^g^"-™ i K. 6^^ 2 C. 2^(^»"<'»> Zech. 3'
^ 74'.—The a«^ (instead of in or on) follows the norra of the
third line, and secures a better sense — the rendering like golden
graving on silver carved work (or, on a carved figure of silver)
gives a combination hardly congruous. — In the third line the
terra silver is substituted (by an easy change of letters) for the
word of the Heb., and the line is thus raore nearly assimilated to
thefirstline. Reproof (instead of reprover) is parallel to word,
and requires only a shght change in the Hebrew. —The point of
comparison in both couplets seems to be the adornraent of character which results frora wise advice given to receptive minds;
see i» 3» 491424^ and cf BS. 50^ 22^^ This last passage compares
a mind composed and fixed by wisdora to ornaraentation (sculptures) on a wall, and it has been held that in like manner the
thought of v." is the fixedness and enduring character of counsel
given to a man of sense (Frank.). To this interpretarion it seeras
to be an objection that it does not accord with v.'^, with which v."
u probably identical in raeaning, whether the two couplets forra a
real quatrain, or v.^^ be a variant of v.".
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13. The faithful messenger.
Like the coolness of snow in harvest-time
Is a faithful messenger to those who send him.

Comparison, with added explanarion, — ternary. The rhythmic
norm here changes frora the quatrain (as in III.) to the couplet
(as in II.). On the tirae of harvest see note on 6^ Grk. here
understands a fall of snow, but this, as is suggested in 26^ would
be untiraely (so Rashi) ; the reference is raore probably to drinks
cooled by snow brought frora the raountains.* — As third line
the Heb. adds: he restores {= refreshes) his master's soul
{= spirit), an unnecessary explanation (contrary to the raanner
of proverbs), a gloss.— Bickell raakes the Heb. text a couplet:
As snow in heat is a faithful etc., he refreshes etc.
14. Braggart pretence of liberality.
Clouds and wind and no rain —
So is the man who boasts of gifts ungiven.

Comparison, ternary. The first line describes a deceitful appearance or attitude : clouds and wind, as it were, boast of rain, and
there is none. In second hne ht. a gift of falsity, which must
refer not to what is received (Hitz.), but (Saad. Ew. al.) to what
is bestowed. Clouds, properly vapors, mists (Jer. 10^*51^*1/' 135'),
which ascend. For Arabic parallels see Schult. De., and, for
others, Malan.
15. Power of patience and gentleness.
By forbearance < anger is pacified,'
And a mild word breaks the bone.

Synonymous, ternary. The Heb. has a prince (instead of anger) ;
but one does not show forbearance to a prince—it is he who may
be forbearing. The eraendation requires only the change of a
letter. Forbearance, lit. slowness to (lit. deferring of) anger
(14^ 151* 16^^ Ex. 34"). On prince (Ju. ii« Isa. i^" Dan. 11")
see note on &; the rendering judge (De. RV. raarg.) is iraprob* For the ancient custom see Xen., Mem., 2, i. 30; Aul. Gel., 19, s; a similar
usage in Austria is mentioned by Michaelis; cf. notes of Hitz. and Zockler, and,
for the modern custom in Syria, Hackett, Illust. of Script., pp. 53 fF.
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able. Instead of is pacified the Heb. has : is befooled, deceived,
tnticed (i'" 16^ 24^^ i K. 22*), a strange term in the connection;
the eraendation is taken from 15^*. Breaks the ^t7«^ = " destroys
power," that is, in this case, takes away desire and disposition to
speak angrily.
16. Moderation in enjoyments.
If thou findest honey, eat what is enough.
Lest thou be surfeited and vomit it up.

Single sentence, binary. On honey see note on 16^*. 'With the
couplet cf v'^" below, and see 24'^ Cf BS. 31^^ li^^17. Caution against wearying one's friends with visits.
Let thy foot be seldom in thy neighbor's house,
Lest he be sated with thee and hate thee.

Single sentence, ternary-binary. Lit. make precious {= rare) thy
foot. Cf BS. 21^ 13I—This couplet bears a general resemblance
to the preceding, but is not so hke it that the two should be considered as forming a quatrain.
18. The false witness.
A maul, a sword, a sharp arrow —
Such is the man who bears false witness against his neighbor.

Single sentence, virtual comparison, ternary. In the Heb. the
couplet is a metaphor: a maul etc. is the man etc. The terra
rendered maul raeans " that which shatters," as a hararaer or a
club; related terras are found in Jer. 51^ Ez. 9^ — The second
line has the expression of the Decalogue (Ex. 20'^ Dt. S^'^'O,
probably a common legal phrase.
19. The hope of a bad man is ill-founded.
A broken tooth and an unsteady foot,
Such is a bad man's ground of hope in time of trouble.

Metaphor, quaternary. Such is supplied as in the preceding couplet. The rendering broken requires a slight change in the Hebrew.
Unsteady, or out of joi7tt, or palsied, is lit. wavering, tottering
(Job 12'). On bad (or, faithless) see notes on 2^^ 2f^. For the
^^ase ground of hope (one word in Heb.) see 14^ Job 8" 31^* Jer.
2U
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17' Ez. 29'^ That on which the bad man rehes will fail hi
says the proverb, in tirae of stress. — To break a man's teeth is
deprive him of power (i/^ 3'^*' 58^*''), an expression derived, p
haps, from observation of wild beasts (cf \p 35" 112'") or
savage raen. — The translation : (such is) confidence in a bad {
unfaithful) man etc. (De. RV al.) is in itself iraprobable, a
gives a stateraent that is not quite correct: it is not confider
but the ground or basis of confidence that is as unreliable a
broken tooth etc. — The ground of hope referred to is wealth
power, or deceit and violence.
9. For J§ nriN ib read -inxS "nD. — 1 1 . | § insn; read 'nno. Write 1 insti
of a before nba'c. See Lag.'s note. — J§ vjax "^y; see Geier, Ges. Thes.d
Buhl, DBD. and De.'s note. 3^& omit; S (and so IL) iv Kaipf air
2C niN'OD, perh. (Pink.) from D<B {ireiiris), and = " i n the way of argument (
persuasion)"; AG©**'-* iirl dpptb^ovaiv aiirip, perh. = "under suitable c<
ditions, on appropriate occasions," perh. (Ges. Lag.) represents OJDNS, cf. <
a reading (adopted by Frank.) which is not precisely parallel to an ear tl
hears, and is not quite natural in the connection. Ges. Orelli al. take I
stem in VJBN to be \oa turn (as in joi.s wheel), and the noun as = time (Ge
or circumstance (Orelli); Barth. assumes St. T\-is, and the expression (after i
Arab.) as = " according to its propriety." Others compare the late Jew. 1
of [oiN in the sense of manner (Rashi according to its modes, = on its bast
None of these explanations are satisfactory — the word may be scribal error
but nothing better suggests itself than to adopt the interpretation of S.
12. ?§ ona; read <]Dj. The origin of ana is unknown. Neither cover, conci
for the stem (Ass. Arab.) nor mark, spot (Aram.) suggests a suitable sens
the meaning blood-red in Jew. Aram, is prob. merely a special sense of ma.
J§ npb; <3 Xbyos; Bi. I 3 i ; better rnsh. — 1 3 . J^ n « and a"a; 3 fb'
{= PNx) and Kard Kavpja ( = oria).
Sb follows 3 ; 2E follows ^ .
16-18. | § jxp nns'; read t\ifi lopy^; Frank, ixp. — J§ vpp is regarded
Lag. as incorrect pointing for ys-o (Jer. 51*^, cf. Ez. 9*); the stem yoi shal,
is more suitable than yo scatter. —19. J^ HUT may be Qal Part, (for n?p;
= crumbling (Fleisch.), IL putridus, which would answer to following a
steady; an equivalent sense is given by the reading nyi ((SSSt and perha
iL); it is better to read n-jii, the first letter may have fallen out after prece
ing I (Frank.). —J§ n^wii;, as if abbreviated Pu. Part.; better Qal Part, mj
— On the haggadic interpretation of the couplet as referring to faithh
Israel's reliance on other nations (tooth and foot of beasts) Wild, cit
Houtsma, in ZATW. 1895, PP- ' 5 ' f-

20. Gayety in the presence of sorrow. — Heb.: One who la_
off{?) a garment in ti77te of cold, vinegar on soda, {so is) he wi
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sin» songs to a troubled heart. The rendering lays off is doubtful;
K
usuallyraeansadorn (Isa. 6 i - Job 40'" ./•), once ( ob 28«
IcHor stalk) ^j, whence the Causative (which occurs only here)
S ='/«/ off (as in Jon. f, with a different verb, laid off hts robe
isUt madehisrobepassfromhim). But, even if this translation be
correct the line is not in place, for it describes an act of imprudence, while the connecrion calls for soraething not only inappropriate but painful. Nor does the translation he who adorns himself
with a garment give a suitable sense. Moreover the line is substantially, in the Heb., the reperirion (with diff'erence of vowels) of
second line of v.'", and is not found in the Grk.; it is better, therefore, to orait it as dittogram.—There remains a couplet, in which
also'the forra of first line is not clear. The Heb. neter is not our
nitre (potassium nitrate), but native sodiura carbonate, nearly our
common soda, more precisely natron (Grk. vtVpov, Lat. nitrum) ;
it is mentioned elsewhere in OT. only in Jer. 2'^, frora which
passage it appears that it was used in washing the person. The
effect of the acid vinegar on the alkali natron would be to destroy
the efficiency of the latter; but destruction of efficiency is not the
point of the aphorism, which rather calls for sorae painful effect.
The Grk. has: as vinegar for a wound (or, a sore), which is suitable, since the immediate effect of the application of vinegar to a
wound is painful.* — If the reading of the Grk. be adopted, and
be supposed to stand for another word than Heb. neter, there still
remains the latter to be accounted for. It raight be regarded as
erroneous insertion; but, from the norm of v.^'- ^^, we expect the
mention of two combinarions. Bickell: water on natron, and
Grk.: as a moth in a garme7it a7id a worm in wood do not suit
the couplet; possibly the missing expression is : smoke to the eyes
(10*). The couplet may have read:
Vinegar to a wound and
,
So is a song to a troubled heart.

In second line the Heb. is lit.: and one who sings in songs, in
which, in any case, the and and in must be omitted, and the cor• On the medicinal use of vinegar for wounds see Lag.'s note.
Egyptians mix it with natron as remedy for toothache.

T h e modern
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res•pondent to vinegar is rather song than singer. A joyous song
'^es a pang to a sad heart.
gives
21, 22. Kepaying evil with good.
21. If thine enemy be hungry, give him to eat,
And if he be thirsty, give him to drink;
22. For thou wilt heap coals of fire on his head.
And Yahweh will reward thee.

The quatrain is a single sentence, ternary (as emended). The
quatrain form suggests that this aphorism properly belongs in III.
(cf 24"'*) or in the paragraph 25^"^l—Enet/iy is lit. he who
hates thee. The Heb. has bread to eat and water to drink ; bread
and water (omitted in the Grk. and Rom. 12*) appear to be
glosses. Heap coals of fire on his head = " produce sharp pain,"
and the pain can here be only the pang of contrition — the
enemy will be converted into a friend ; the reference, in the connection, cannot be to punishment inflicted by God. Or, less
naturally, v.^^" may be understood to mean : " thou wilt take vengeance on him," that is, the noble vengeance of returning good
for evil. — The ethical rule is lofty, though the motives presented
are those of advantage to self Instead of urging the simple obligation of universal love, the sage insists on what he thinks the
strongest raotive with raen. The declaration Yahweh will reward
thee assuraes that kindness to eneraies belonged to the divine
ethical code. Cf 2o''2 24"-1*-2" BS. 281-' Mt. 5" Rora. 12*.—
Bickell oraits on his head, taking the raeaning to be: " thou wilt
put away the burning coals of hate," and so raake a friend of an
eneray — a sense not diff'erent frora the one given above, but it is
doubtful whether the verb can have this meaning.
23. Malicious talk.
A north wind brings rain,
And a backbiting tongue makes an angry face.

Two parallel sentences involving an illustration, ternary. In Palestine rain coraes usuahy from the west (cf Lu. 12**) ; it may
have corae also from the northern mountains, or the word 7iorth
may be used here in a general sense, as = " northerly," including
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northwest.* The word is possibly an error of text. — The last
expression in second line may be rendered by the plu., angry
faces; the reference is to the person or persons maligned. —
Backbiting is ht. secret. — Grk. and Lat., in second line, make
face subject.
24 = XXI. 9. — The natural suggestion is that this particular
collection (25^-27^) was made independently of collection II.
(l0'-22«).

25. Good news from afar.
As cold water to a thirsty man,
So is good news from a far country.

Virtual comparison, quaternary. The Heb. puts the two stateraents side by side, and lets the coraparison suggest itself: cold
water etc. and good news etc., better, however, cold water etc. is
good neivs etc. as in v.^**"^. — Thirsty is properly weary, the special
sense coming frora the connection, as in Job 22^. — Man is lit.
soul {= person).—The difficulty of getting news frora a distant
place heightens the refreshment it gives. Cf 15^. Wildeboer
refers to Gen. 45^
26. The overthrow of a good man.
A troubled fountain and a ruined spring —
Such is the righteous man who falls before the wicked.

Virtual comparison, quaternary-ternary. Troubled is lit. trampled
(Ez. 32' 34'*) ; it was and is the custora in Western Asia for raen
and beasts to enter a fountain or pond, for drinking or washing,
and so to foul the water as to raake it useless. — The vexh falls
(properly is moved out of one's place) is the standing expression
for loss of position, that is, of wealth and all that raakes life prosperous and enjoyable; usually in OT. it is said that the righteous
will never be moved (10^ 12^ ^ 10* 15* x6^ al), will never be
ejected from his posirion by the machinarions of his eneraies. In
one passage (i/^ 17*) the verb signifies moral faltering, and in this
sense it is someriraes here understood,t with the rendering: the
* On Palestinian winds see Robinson, Bibl. Researches, i, 429; Now., Arch. \ 11.
t So Mercer, Geier, Lag. De. al.
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righteous man who yields to (the teraptation of) the wicked—
such an one is a melancholy picture of lost purity and usefulness,
like a ruined spring. In this sense, however, it is the path of rectitude frora which the raan is raoved (so in \p xf), the verb is
not naturally followed by such an expression as befo7e the wicked,
and it seems better to understand our couplet as referring to the
loss of social standing and prosperity by the plots of bad men
(see 12* i6^ 24-1//^ 11^ xf al). — For the reason given above the
couplet probably does not contain a reference to yielding to evil
through false raodesty and fear of raen (Reuss) ; nor can the
stress be laid on the wicked as contrasted with the righteous, with
the interpretation : " if a good raan's fall is known only to good
raen, it does not injure others, but if it is known to bad raen, it
encourages them in mockery and all evil" (Str. Wild.) — this hmitation of the range of the couplet is not suggested by first hne or
by the general tone of the Book, and such a secret society of the
righteous, concealing the sins of its merabers frora the outside
world, would be imraoral, if it were possible.
27 The Heb. gives two unrelated lines. With the first: to
eat 7nuch honey is not good cf v.^^. The second reads lit.: the
investigation (or, searching out) of their glory is glory, an obviously corrupt text. Sorae expositors, by change of vowels, get
the intelligible sentence: the investigation of difficult things is
.glory (or, honor),* that is: "there raay be a surfeit of honey,
there cannot be excess of investigation " — a not very attractive
antithesis, and the rendering difficult is doubtful. Noyes : so the
search of high things is weari7iess (cf 27^), which offers a sceptical senriraent, proper to Eccles., but strange in Proverbs. Grk.:
/'/ is proper to ho7ior notable sayings, and Frank.: therefore refrain
from compli7nentary words (lit. words of honor), a sort of speech
as cloying as honey — a rendering in itself appropriate, but elsewhere in OT. the Genirive defining wo7-ds is always subjective
(characterizing thera as true or false etc.), never objective
(stating their aira or result). — Probably each line has lost its
* So De. Reuss, Str. Bi., and the same translation, without change of text, is
given by Zock. al. Hodgson's in deeds of virtue to exceed is glorious furnishes an
antithesis to the first line, but cannot be got from the Hebrew.
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companion line, and the text of second line reraains doubtful; it
is perhaps a corruption of v.^*. — For other atteiupts at translation
see the notes of De. and Zockler.
28. Absence of self-control is fatal.
A city broken through, without a wall —
Such is a man without self-control.

Virtual coraparison, ternary. Broken through, a breach raade in
the wall, so that it is defenceless — the wall is practically
destroyed; the reference raay or may not be to a siege. — In
second line, lit.: a man to whose spirit there is no restraint— he
has no defence against anger and similar emotions. — Such is
supplied.
20* % •'") hy; 3 ?\/ce(, whence Oort |inj scab or scurf {\^e\. 13'"), but
this is not suitable; Bi. writes ysy^i after hy, and adds hy D''D before i.'ij.—
J^ antja i r i ; read simply -\ty. — <§ in ^, Ti'3 ib'; ^^ is variation of •>;
6= is perhaps based on !§". — 21. ^ onS and D'n are probably glosses;
their absence from 3 may, however, be free translation. — ^ riNji:"; <@ 6
^9f)is aov, perh. = J§, perh. = ri^'N (so Bi.).—22. 5§ 'i^n; 3 (napebcreis,
% congregabis. The stem seems to mean snatch, seize in Isa. 30^* ^ 5 2 ' Pr. 6^';
see Ges. TAes. BDB.; here, in pregnant sense, seize and put, = lieap. Whether
it = snatch aivay (Bi.) is doubtful; the sense away might come from the
context (as perh. in •^ 52'), but here, after the omission of I^NT hy, such
pregnant sense would be difficult. On the Ass. stem see De. BDB.—
23. 1^ '?'?inr, brings forth, from Sin; 3 i^eyeipei; IL dissipat, from SSn.—
25. 5^ PN is omitted by Bi. unnecessarily. — 27. ?§ rnain has been construed
(De. Wild, al.) as subject of the sentence and defined by r ^ i SON : " to make
great the eating of honey"; but this construction is unnatural (Stade), and
it is better to read nann, as adj. much (so the Vrss.). — % onio; De. Dys.:
Dm 6 in •>: rip^.v bi xpi) Xbyovs ivbb^ovs, perh. = niao Diasj -\prf]; Frank.:
133 naTii^m. —SSL (and RV.) carry over the neg. into i).

XXVI. 1-12 (except v.=) forra a Book of Fools —a string of
sarcasms on the class raost detested by the sages. The folly
described is inteUectual.
1. The fool and honor.
As snow in summer, and as rain in harvest,
So honor does not befit a fool.
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Coraparison, quaternary-ternary. Honor is high posirion, respect,
especially pubhc. The saying is probably airaed at the elevation
of incorapetent raen to high places in the governraents of state
and city. On the seasons see notes on 6' 25^*,
2. The groundless curse.
Like the sparrow in its flitting, like the swallow in its flying,
T h e curse that is groundless does not strike.

Coraparison, quaternary-ternary. Flitting, lit. wa7idering. Strike,
lit. co77ie, RV light. — The point in first line is the airalessness of
the birds' raotion, which never reaches a definite place. The aphorisra is a partial denial of the old belief (generally held among
early peoples), that blessings and curses had objective existence,
and, by whomsoever and howsoever uttered, always reached that
at which they were airaed — that is, that the deity invoked (in the
blessing or curse) was coerced by the utterance of his narae, and
could not but respond to the adjuration. This behef, held by the
earlier Hebrews (Gen. 27^ Ju. 17^), necessarily receded, to some
extent, before the advance of a purer theistic faith. It is so
far raodified in the proverb that the power of an unjust curse
is denied. How far the belief in the efficiency of well-founded
blessings and curses reraained we have no means of ascertaining.
— In second hne the Heb. margin reads : the curse
comes
to him, the him referring to the curser or to the cursed (the old
belief, never corapletely eradicated) ; but the neg. particle is
required by the ihustration of first line, in which the point is
failure to reach, not certainty of reaching. — The translarions
sparrow (6* 7^ Gen. 7" i/^ 11^ 84^'*' Eccl. 9^^ al.) and swallow
{\p 84^*^'), though not certain, are probably substantially correct.*
3. Government of the fool.
A whip for the horse, a bridle for t h e ass.
And a rod for the back of fools.

Virtual coraparison, quaternary- (or, binary-) ternary. A fool,
says the proverb, is hke a beast, not to be controlled by appeal to
* See Bochart, Hierozoicon ; Tristram, Survey of West. Pal., and NcU. Hist, of
the Bib.; Now., Arch. ; Hastings, Diet, of the Bib. ; Cheyne, Cyclop. Bibl,
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reason. The designation of whip for horse and bridle for ass may
be in part rhetorical variation — both animals may at times have
required both instruments of guidance; but there may be special
propriety in the terms; the ass, the favorite riding-animal (Gen.
22'Ju. i" I S. 25* Zech. 9^), hardly needed the whip in moving
over the rough mountain roads of Palestine ; but for horses, rarely
employed except in war and on plains (21^^ 2 S. 15^ 2 K. 9^* Isa. 31^
Job 39^'" i/'2o^<*'), the whip might be useful; cf. note on 21^^
See 10" i/- 32^
4,5. How to answer fools.
4. Answer not a fool according to his folly
Lest thou become like him.
5. Answer a fool according to his folly,
Lest he become wise in his own conceit.

Each couplet is a single sentence, ternary; the two form an antithetic quatrain. The first is a warning against descending in raanner of thought to the fool's level; the second enjoins rebuke of
folly. The Talmudic interpretation,* which refers v.'* to worldly
things, V.' to religious things, raisses the point; such juxtaposition
of contradictories belongs to the nature of gnoraic teaching. The
rabbis, however, took exception to these discrepancies, and hesitated to receive Proverbs into the Canon; the objection was
removed by such interpretations as that quoted above. Cf Aboth
Rabbi Nathan, i., and see notes on f 11^. The second line of
v.^ is ht. lest thou also become like him. Cf BS. 22^^
6. The fool as messenger. — Heb.: He cuts off {his) feet,
dnnks in violence, who sends a message by a fool. The second
line expresses an imprudent act, of which the injurious consequence is described in first line, but the text and meaning of
the latter are not clear. Cuts off {his) feet is coraraonly taken
to signify: "deprives hiraself of the power of locoraorion" —
that is, to send a fool is equivalent to not sending at all; the
expression is perhaps designedly bizarre. In the phrase drinks in
violence the verb raust raean not " pracrices " (as in 4" Job 15")
* Shabbath, 30 b, cited by De.
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but " suff'ers " violence (as in Job 21*). The noun makes a difficulty ; the connection calls for a sense like " damage, injury " (so
De. RV- al), but the word means "violent wrong, highhanded
injusrice" (cf. 4^'^), an expression which seeras here out of place.
— The text of first line appears to be in disorder; we might read
for the second phrase : prepares disgrace (for himself) ; or, for
the line : he cuts off his messenger's legs. We get frora the couplet
only the general sense that it is imprudent or dangerous to employ
a fool as a messenger.
7. The fool as proverb-monger. — The second hne: and a
proverb in the mouth of fools is clear, but no precise translation of
first hne can be given. The first word of the Heb. is taken to
mean either " draw up, elevate, take away," or " hang loose."
Hence : take away the power of locomotion from the lame (Grk.),
that is, if a larae man can walk, a fool can utter wise sayings * ;
the legs [of others] are higher than those of the lame, and so a
proverb is too high for a fool (Rashi) ; like dancing to a cripple,
so is etc. (Luth.) ; the legs of the lame are not equal (AV.) ; the
lame man's legs hang too loose (Ew.), or
hang loose (RV.) f
With change of text: what the lame man's legs are to him, so is a
proverb etc. (Reuss) ; {as) the leaping of the legs of a lame man,
{so is) a proverb etc., that is, both are irapossible (Hi. Frank.,
= Grk. Luth.). The sense of the couplet perhaps is: a fool
fares with an aphorisra as a larae raan with his legs — he limps
and does not go far.
8. Honoring a fool. — The least improbable translation of the
Heb. is that of AV : As he who binds a stone in a sling so is he
who gives ho7ior to a fool The first line then expresses an absurd
procedure, naraely, the fixing a stone in a shng so firraly that it cannot be thrown out (so Ew.). Delitzsch (fohowing Rashi) takes the
raeaning to be : " as a stone is placed in a sling only to be thrown
out, so honor, bestowed on a fool, does not reraain " ; but if the
author had meant this, he would rather have said : " as a stone is
slung frora a shng, so honor vanishes frora a fool." — The raeaning
* So substantially Syr. Targ. Lat. Saad. Zock. al.
t So substant4al!y Ges. De.. Str. Kamp. Wild, al.

j/,WgJven (in the Grk.) to the last word of the hne is by no means
certain; it may also perhaps be translated stone-heap, but to bind
{or, enclose) a stone in a stone-heap (that is, it is said, to do a useless thing) is not a natural expression. — Nor, if we take the first
word as = bag (or, bundle) (as in 7^), does the rendering as a
bag (or, bundle) of stones (properly a stone-bag) in a stone-heap
offer any clear sense, and if, on the authority of Zech. 3* i C. 29*,
we make the first stone ^^precious stone, gem (Saad. RV.), this
does not suit the verb bind, or the noun bundle. — It is equally
jnadraissible to give to the first word the meaning put — lay,
throw, as in Lat.: as he who casts a stone on the heap of Mercury,*
that is, as he who takes part in idolatrous worship ; the allusion is
to the custom of casting stones on a sacred cairn, particularly at
the foot of a Hermes-pillar, the survival of a very old usage.f
Luther: as one who throws a jewel on the gallows-heap (that is,
the heap of stones at the foot of the gallows). — The proverb may
have had some such forra as : " like him who puts a jewel on a
swine's snout is he who gives honor to a fool."
9. The fool with an aphorism.—The second line is idenrical
with second hne of v.^ The first line raay read, if we follow the
usage of Bibhcal Hebrew: a thorn grows up in the hand of a
drunken man, which is raeaningless, or a thorn goes up into the
hand etc. (RV.), which is contrary to fact (the verb does not
mean pierce). Or, instead of thorn we raay render thornbush (as
in 2 K. 14' Cant. 2^), and, with De., assuraing that the expression
contains a late-Heb. idiora, translate : a thorn-branch comes into
^ hand ( = into the possession) of a drunken man ; the resulting
sense is not inapposite : there is a touch of huraor in the comparison of a fool with a wise saw in his mouth to a half-crazy drunken
man brandishing a srick. We raay, perhaps, read : like a thornstick in the hands of a drunken man is an aphorism in the mouth
of a fool.
10. Corrupt text; lit. : much produces (or, wounds) all, and
lu who hires a fool and he who hires passers-by;, the word ren* So the Midrash; cf. the Talm. tract Cholin, 133 a.
+ Tfce god was often, in early times, represented by a cairn, and it was a pious
duty to throw a stone on the heap.
^
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dered much may also mean master, lord, and is by some (probably incorrectly) rendered an archer. Many combinations anc
modifications of the words may be made, but the text is in toe
bad condition to permit a translation, and no satisfactory emendation has been suggested.*
11. The fool as learner.
Like a dog that returns to his vomit
So the fool repeats his folly.

Comparison, ternary. Or, first line freely: as a dog returns etc
Returns etc., that is, to eat it; the fool, how often soever warned
does not learn; cf Terence, Adelph., i. i, Hor. Ep., x. 24.! —
The Grk. adds a couplet which is word for word the sarae witl
BS. 4^' (Jager) ; the addition is probably by a Christian scribe.
12. Folly versus self-conceit.
Seest thou a man wise in his own conceit —
T h e r e is more hope for a fool than for him.

Single sentence, quaternary-ternary. Lit. in his own eyes, anc
more hope to a fool. Folly is obtuse, but self-conceit is bhnd anc
unapproachable. The folly is intehectual. Elsewhere (excep
* Of the innumerable attempts at translation and emendation the following an
the principal: Grk.: all the flesh of fools suffers much, for their fury is crushed
Syr. Targ.: the flesh of fools suffers much, and the drunken man crosses the sea,
Sym. Theod. in second line: and he who shuts up [Th. muzzles\ a fool shuts uj
[Th. muzzlesi anger ; Lat.: judgment decides causes, and he who imposes silence ot
a fool mitigates anger; Saadia (connecting with v.9) : he [the fool] repel
[— wounds] all with it [with his wise saying], refusing it to the ignorant and th,
bygoers; Aben Ezra: a lord [ = a ruler] afflicts all, hiring fools etc. [that is, tc
make them work] ; Rashi: The Lord [ = God] creates all, giving pay to fool and
passer-by (cf. Mt. 5*5) ; Luth. Fleisch.: a (good) master makes all right [— fashion;
everything], but he who hires a bungler [ = a fool] ruins it; Reuss (cf. RV. marg.)
the master does everything himself, the fool hires the first comer; Ew. RV.: ar,
archer who wounds every one — and he who hires fools and loungers [ = bypassers];
D e . : much produces all [that is, he who has much gains much], but the fool's hiri
and his hirer pass away ; Bickell: {like) an archer who wounds all bypassers is ht
who hires fools and drunkards.
t The first line appears in 2 Pet. 222 as part of a couplet different from ours
which is cited not as " Scripture " but as a " true proverb " ; it would seem eithei
that the line, taken from Pr., had been recombined in popular use in the second
century of our era, or that Pr. took it from a popular saying. The reading in Pel
agrees with the Heb. and the Aram, of Pr., not with the Grk.

A..\.\ I. 10-17
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29*) the fool is treated as incurable; here a possibihty (though a
very small one) is granted hira. The point of the proverb is the
denunciation of self-conceit. See v.^" and 29^.
Here ends the Book of Fools, and is followed by a Book of
Sluggards (v.^^"'"); cf 6"i 2 4 ^ .
13. The sluggard says: " There is a roaring beast without,
A lion is on the street."
14. The door turns on its hinges
And the sluggard in his bed.
15. The sluggard dips his hand into the dish —
To bring it to his mouth costs him an effort.
16. The sluggard is wiser in his own conceit
Than seven men who can answer intelligently.

13. Single sentence containing a parallelisra, quaternary-ternary.
Withfut, lit. in the way, that is, in the street. Roaring beast, lit.
lion, a poetic word (Hos. 5" Job 4^° i/' 91^^^ al!) ; for this animal
Heb. has many naraes; see Job 4^°-". A variation of the proverb
is given in 22^^—14. Coraparison, ternary-binary. The sluggard
turns in his bed without getring out of it. Cf. e**-^" 24^.—
15. Single sentence, quaternary-ternary. Bring it, lit. bring it
again. Costs him an efforf, lit. wea7-ies hi7n, — he is too lazy to
bring it etc. See note on 19^*, with which this couplet is nearly
identical.—16. Single sentence, ternary. His own conceit, as in
V. . Answer intelligently, lit. answer good sense, = answer discreetly (RV. raarg.), not exactly 7-ender a reason (RV.), though
this is involved. — Seven is a round nuraber. —The proverb apparently means to say that the sluggard thinks hiraself wise in avoiding trouble and thus enjoying hfe — raen about hira are toiling,
but he has repose. Possibly the sage has in raind sorae forra of
Epicureanism; the intiraation then is that the sluggard is blind to
the higher pleasures of life. He is put beneath the fool in intelligence (cf v.^^).

17. Meddling with other men's quarrels.
He seizes a dog by the ears
Who meddles with a quarrel not his own.

Single sentence, ternary. In second hne ht.: excites hi7nself over,
= takes part in, meddles with (Lat. AV.), or this sense raay be
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got by a siraple change of text.-—At the beginning of second
line or the end of first line the Heb. inserts the adj. passing by,
whence the translations who, passing by, takes part (or, vexes*
himself, RV.), or seizes a passi7tg dog etc. The first of these
renderings is the raore appropriate : it is folly in a bypasser to
mix in a quarrel, but there is no special propriety in designating
the dog as one that happens to be passing by. This is understood (De. Bi. al.) to refer to a strange dog; one raay, it is
suggested, with irapunity seize one's own dog, but not a passing
dog. But the dog was not a doraestic animal in Palestine, and to
seize any dog was dangerous. The adj. in quesrion is in any case
unnecessary and curabersorae, and is probably a gloss or an erroneous repetition; its omission also improves the rhythm.

18,19. Folly of deceiving for amusement.
18. Like a madman who hurls about
Deadly brands and arrows
19. Is he who deceives his neighbor
And says " I did it in jest " !

18. Single sentence, binary-ternary. In first line the noun of the
Heb. text raay mean "one who is exhausted" (Gen. 47'^), or
(Aram.) " stupefied " ; neither of these senses is here appropriate.
A slight change of text gives the sense madman (Jer. 51'), or,
one who plays the fool, feigns madness {x Sara. 21"), that is, the
jesting deceiver is hke a man really insane, or, like one who pretends to be insane ; the second interpretation agrees with the jest
of v.^^, but the first seems better to convey the sense of the quatrain.— The second line is lit.: brands, arrows, and death, the
last terra qualifying the two preceding. —19. Single sentence, ternary. In second hne lit.: was (or, am) I noi in jest? The
quatrain forms a comparison.
20-22. Malicious gossip.
20. When there is no wood the fire goes out.
And when there is no talebearer strife will cease.
21. Charcoal for embers, and wood for fire,
And a quarrelsome man to make strife hot.
22. = 188.
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80. Virtual comparison, ternary-quaternary. On talebearer see
18'.—21. Virtual comparison, quaternary. The rendering charcoal accords with the terra wood (that is, in each raeraber fuel is
mentioned), but is not certain; in the other passages in which
the term occurs (Isa. 44^^ 54") it raay raean burning coal, a sense
not here appropriate. A change of text gives the reading bellows
(Wild.), which should perhaps be adopted.

23-28. Hypocritical words.
23. Impure silver laid over a sherd —
Such is < smooth' discourse when the heart is bad.
24. With his lips one who hates dissembles.
But in his heart he nourishes deceit.
25. When he speaks fair believe him not.
For seven abominations are in his heart,
26. One may conceal hatred by guile,
But his malice will be revealed in the congregation,
27. He who digs a pit will fall into it.
And he who rolls a stone, it will come back on him.
28. A false tongue < brings about destruction,'
And an insincere mouth works ruin.

23. Virtual coraparison, quaternary-ternary. Impure silver, lit.
silver of dross, — the irapure raass left when, in the process of
refining, the pure silver has been reraoved (RV. silver dross,
= the dross which contains silver) .* A sherd overlaid with this
mixture had a gloss which resembled that of silver, a false exterior
which concealed a mean raaterial. — In the second line the Heb.
has burning {= glo7ving, fervent) lips, which is taken to raean fervent protestations of friendship, but it is hardly a natural expression; the smooth { = flattering, specious) of the Grk. accords with
the first line and with v.-^"^^; on the word see note on 5^ —
24. Antithetic, ternary. Disse77ibles, cf Gen. 42^ i K. 14^ In
his heart is lit. in his inward part. Nourishes, lit. puts, sets; ci.,
for the verb, Job 38''^ \j/ loi^; the rendering arra7iges is less
appropriate.— 25. Single sentence, ternary. With the preceding
this couplet raay be considered to forra a quatrain. Speaks fair,
* It is probable that this dross was largely composed of lead oxide. See Rawlinson, Phoen., ch. x., and the Bible-Diets, under silver and lead.
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lit. makes gracious his voice; cf. v.^*". Seven abominations,
= "countless wickednesses." On abomination see note on 3'^
— 26. Single sentence, with one antithesis, ternary. The Heb.
reads: hatred may conceal itself; the insertion of his before
hatred (so RV.) gives a satisfactory sense; a different change of
text gives the equivalent reading : one may conceal hatred. One
or the other of these changes is required by the following expression his malice. — The terra cong7-egation ( 5 " 21'®) raeans any
asserably. From the tirae of Deuteronoray on it is generally used
(but not in Job and Prov.) to designate Israel asserabled in a
theocratic or ecclesiastical capacity (i K. 8" Joel 2^* al). In
the Persian and Greek periods the Jewish coraraunities in various
parts of the world acquired civic organization, with the right to
adrainister justice, and the allusion is probably to this function of
the co7igregation.* — 27. Two parallel sentences, quaternary (or,
ternary). Mischief recoils on the perpetrator — a widely diffused
proverb. The pit is supposed to be dug with raalicious raotive;
Grk. adds for his neighbor, an unnecessary explanation. The
stone is apparently rolled uphill, so that it may descend and crush.
Cf </. 715.16(16.17) Eccl. lo^ BS. 272^^ Esth. 9I Dan. 6 ^ —This general observation seeras to receive a special apphcation in the next
couplet. — 28. Two parahel lines, ternary. Ruin is " a blow that
causes a destructive (or, fatal) fah," and so the "ruinous faU"
itself — The form of the Heb. in first line : a false tongue hates
its afflicted ones is iraprobable, and has called forth a nuraber of
forced interpretations, sorae of which may be seen in the notes of
Dehtzsch and Zockler. The rendering of RV : hateth those
whom it hath wou7ided (raarg. crushed) is incorrect: the last
word is a siraple adj., = oppressed, unfortunate (i/f 9*^^°' 10^' 74^');
and further, the tongue is said in OT. to speak and to smite and
pierce, but never to hate or to crush a person (in 25'^ it is the
soft tongue that breaks the bone, a figurative expression, = " disarms opposition"), and the rendering crush is not found in any
Anc. Version. The expression works ruin appears to require in
first line sorae such sense as deceives its possessor (or, owner), or
brings (or, produces) hate or destruction ; Fleischer (assuraing an
* On the later Jew. civil organization cf. Schurer, Hist, of the Jew. People, § a/.
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hypallage) : crushes those whom it hates, but this is hardly allowjble it is better to change the text. — The couplet raay refer to
the ruin brought by the false tongue either on others or on its possessor; the latter interpretation is suggested by the sense of the
preceding couplet; the forraer is the raore natural suggestion of
the words.
XXVI. 2. K NS; Q 1*7; the authorities are given by Ginsburg. The Kne.
Vrss. follow Kethib. — 3. ?^ ii; 3 eflcei, = "i, improbable. On the form of
11 see Ols. § 153, Ew. § 146 f., Stade, § 184. — 5. S>%, stumbling at the formal
contradiction between v.* and v.*, put here iniDan in place of J§ inSw. —
6. |§ n«pc; (SS read ryi-^-z ((@Ba!. iStSy should be irobdv, as in S^ 106 al.);
IL claudus; 2t NOm he who runs, a free rendering or guess; Bi. ."ixpi:, which
he takes as = at the end, finally, a sense not supported by usage, and not here
specially appropriate; Ew. nsr>c, perh. better than the Act. — ^ Dcn; 3 bvei5oj, i^nsin, which is better. 3 iroieirai; read irierai. — n.-r;' is perh. corruption of n^e-; we might read: IONSD ISJ-I nx|->D. — 7. | § v^';!, possibly intended
for Aramaizing Pi. Impv. of nS"', which, however, is here inappropriate in
sense; Ew. Stade VST Qal; De. ii"?"', but the sense of verbal noun, which he
gives to this form, the hanging dowti, is doubtful (see Ols. § 186 b, Barth. Sem.
Nom.-Bildung); Hitz. Frank. iVi (cf. Isa. 35''), but the expression the leaping
of the legs is strange and improbable. The form of •> permits either a noun or
a verb asfirstword of*, but what noun or verb is not clear — the whole clause
is suspicious. — 8. J§ -\^x; better -i^'s {3 os dTroSeir/iei/et), parallel to jn:. But
the whole line seems to be corrupt; possibly it should read: '\a'3 n-ipi p s o
i|n. —10. The meaning archer for 3-1 is doubtful. In Jer. 50^ Job l6i^ we may
point S3i (instead of oa'^); in the latter passage Budde retains the pointing of
J^, but renders, by conjecture, missiles. In Gen. 21^^ Ball emends nan to na^. —
17. 15 i]iN; 3 KipKov tail, = 2it (Jag.). — Omit ^3;' as insertion out of following word (naync). SIL aipnr, which should be adopted. —18,19. J§ riSi^nc;
Frank. SSnnc. On nn'? in Gen. 4713 cf. Ball (in SBOT.) ; the stem appears to
be Aram, (not found in Ass. Arab.), but might occur in Prov. — 21. J§ nno;
6 iffxdpa hearth; IL carbones; Bi. rns, Inf. of HDJ; Wild. nsD (Perles,
Analekt. p. 90). —On J§ a':nn see note on 6I*. — 2 3 . ?§ D'pSi; 3Xe'ia; read
=V^"(Jag.). —24. "^ap;
(@ ^x^/"5s, whence Bi. a;s-. —26. ?§ nc^n, Hith.;
6 6 Kpiwruv, = r\Do or nsac (and so S2C1L). Read (or ^payy) nayc- -c, or
viNii. noan. —On'the form' of rs-^n (from NC^J) see Ols. § 215 d. 1 1 . —
27. g VVN; 3 i(t,' iavrbv; read vS;. —28. | § IST MIU-; (5 picrei dX^^deiav
(and so S2CE), a guess from the connection, or reading Aram. N3-1 pui-e.
I'ossibly in -j^y we have a^w^ (from avi), and for 131 we might read rSya
(befools its possessor); N^a^ rtait', brings hatred, is graphically easy, but '::• does
not give a full contrast with nnir; better (or, ns-:;) -lau- N O \ — On the omission of the ' in r i (Hahn r z i ) see B-D, Ginsb.; it is perhaps a scribal
accident, perhaps veils a different reading of the text.
21
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XXVII. 1, 2. Of boasting.
1. Boast not thyself of tomorrow.
For thou knowest not what a day may bring forth.
2. Let another praise thee — not thine own mouth;
Some other — not thine own lips.

1. Single sentence, ternary.* The boast iraphes overweening
sense of one's capacity and power. We raay orait day, reading
what it tnay etc.; the sense is the sarae. Cf Isa. 56'^ BS. 10^*
11*^ Jas. 4'^^^. — 2. Synonymous, ternary-binary. Another and
some other are lit. stranger; on these terras see note on 2'^

3, 4. Folly and jealousy.
3. A stone is heavy, sand is weighty.
But a fool [ ] is heavier than both.
4. Wrath is ruthless, anger destructive,
But before jealousy who can stand?

3. Coraparison, quaternary- (or, binary-) ternary. Lit.: the
heaviness of a stone, a7id the weighti7tess of sand! that is, these
things are well known, but etc. — In second hne the Heb. has : a
fool's a7iger is heavier etc.; but heavy is not a proper epithet of
anger — it is the fool hirnself that is burdensorae; cf BS. 22" ^,
where it is said that a fool is harder to bear than lead, sand, salt,
or iron ; a7iger is a gloss, perh. suggested by the next couplet. —
On a7iger see 12'^ 17^ 21^^; in the Heb. it is the effect of the
anger not on the fool himself (Zock.), but on others, that is
meant. Frank., less well, regards the a7iger as that excited in one
by the folly of the fool.—4. Coraparison, quaternary, or binaryternary. Lit.: ruthlessness of wrath, a flood of a7iger! The
flood is probably here thought of as destrucrive; cf Nah. i' Job
38^^ ^\l 32" Dan. 9^^ 11^-. — On jealousy see notes on 6"* 14^. The
reference is to the jealousy of a husband; cf Cant. 8* (the
jealousy of raarried love).
5, 6. Healthy rebuke.
5. Better is open rebuke
Than a love that is hidden.
* Each member of this couplet is composed of four Iambi, but it is evident from
the punctuation that the Heb. editors did not so read it; they divided it not by
feet, but by ictus.
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6. Sincere are the wounds of a friend,
< Deceitful' the kisses of an enemy.

5. Comparison, ternary-binary. Open (lit. manifested), frank,
direct, from friend or foe. The love is hidden, invisible, manifesting itself by no rebuking word, and therefore raorally useless; or,
by change of vowels : love that conceals, that is, does not tell the
friend his faults. Frank.: love given up, that is, the raan, instead
of telling his friend his fault, withdraws his friendship without a
word; but the rendering given up is not possible. De.: " love
that does not show itself by helpful deed in time of need,"
but this gives no antithesis. Cf BS. xff^^^.—The Heb. text is
not quite satisfactory — the antithesis rebuke
love is not
clear, and possibly hate should be substituted for love (cf v^) —
"hatred hidden under pretence of friendship." — 6. Antithetic,
ternary. The adj. of first cl. is faithful, trustworthy, here = sincere. In second hne we expect a contrasted terra, instead of which
our Heb. text gives a word which is represented in the Anc. Vrss.
by suppliant, confused, fraudule7it, bad, but is generaUy interpreted
by modern expositors as = rich, plentiful, profuse (so RV.), that
is, the eneray is profuse in insincere professions of love. This
latter rendering is to be rejected as lexicographicaUy doubtful,
and as not furnishing a proper antithesis. For the reading deceitful {S!^., after Lat.) a change of text is necessary. — Yox fait/iful
cf 25I' Dt. 7^ Job 12*; for wou7ids cf. Job 9 " ; friend and ene77ty
are lit. bver and hater.
7. Hunger is the best sauce.
One who has enough refuses honeycomb;
To the hungry any bitter thing is sweet.

Anrithetic, quaternary. Lit. : the full soul tra77iples on {= disdainfully rejects) ho7ieycomb, but to the hu7igry soul every bitter
thing is sweet Soul here = the person, especially as possessing
appethe. RV. loatheth, = rejects. There is perhaps an aUusion
to praise and congratulation, which may be nauseous to him who
has much of it, grateful to him to whora it rarely coraes. — Cf
the references to honey in 251""
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8. There's no place like home.
Like a bird that wanders from her nest
Is a man who wanders from his home.

Synonyraous coraparison, ternary. Home is lit. place, a general
term which raay signify either the abode of the individual raan
or family (Ju. f x S. 2*), Eng. home, or the land of abode,
Germ, heimath (i S. 14*"). For "native land" the Heb. usually says siraply " land " ; for Eng. " home " it has only the terras
" place " and " house " (cf Fr. chez lui. Germ, zu hause), but the
idea of "horae" was doubtless coeval with that of "faraily." —
The reference in the proverb appears to be to any withdrawal
frora the security and corafort of one's perraanent dwelhng-place
— the wandering of a merchant or a vagrant, the enforced journeying of an exile, or the departure of one who is ejected from his
house by creditors or enemies.* There is probably, however, no
allusion to Jewish narional exile, or to the absence of the Dispersed Jews from Palestine — for that the language is too general,
and the Jews of the Dispersion were quite at horae in their
adopted countries. — The renderings a bird scared from and a
man driven fro7n are not exact.
9. Lit.: Oil and perfu7ne (or, incense) make the heart glad,
and the sweet7iess of his friend fro7n counsel (or, sorrow) of soul
The first hne describes a physical pleasure which is presuraably
the illustrarion of a spiritual pleasure to be next described. The
second hne of the Heb. is unintelligible : the his has no antecedent, the expression "sweetness of a friend" is strange and doubtful (cf 16^^), and counsel of soul, if it be a possible expression,
raeans siraply "counsel given," not hearty^ (or, highmindedX)
counsel, or one's own counsel. %—Grk. (with different text) : and
(or, but) the soul is rent by misfortunes, which offers neither par* De. calls attention to the pathos of the Germ. adj. elend " wretched," = eli lend
" foreign land " ; see the citations in Grimm's Worterbuch.
t See Mich. De. Str. al. AV RV
X Ew.: but a friend's siveetness cotnes from counsel of soul (from a " deep, full
soul," in contrast
vi\thperfume).
J Saad. Rashi, Zock. at.: the sweetness ( = agreeable discourse) of a friend is
better than one's own counsel.
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allel nor contrast to first line ; Lat. (by inversion) : and the soul
is sweetened by the good counsels of a fiend, an appropriate parallel; Kamphausen: but sweeter is 07ie's friend tha7i f-agrant
woods (cf perfume-boxes, Isa. 3^), but the introduction of
another physical illustration is improbable ; Reuss : sweet friendskip (= " the sweetness of a friend ") st7-engthens the soul, a satisfactory reading but for the phrase " sweetness of a friend." Possibly: sweetness of speech (or, of cou7isel) strengthens etc.;
"sweetness" is an epithet not of persons, but of things ; cf 16^*
^55i4(i5)._c>// (21" Am. 6" Ez. 16" Cant, i^ 4'") and perfume
(see the adj. in Cant. 3^) are cosraetics and accompaniments of
feasts. Cf i/'104'^ BS. 40^ V
XXVn. 1. J§ D" is omitted by S, Bi.; 3 i) iwiovaa. — 2. The NS in »
distinguishes ^>B from ni; in *• the Ss makes TiTiiJi:' the subject of the prohibition. It is a'question whether this difference is rhetorical variation, or whether
the NS should be written SN, or the SN be written NS. — 3. Omit ^ Dj?3 as
scribal insertion. — 5. ^ nans may have been induced by the anx of v.^.—
6. % nn.iri. The stem iny, = abundance, is Aram., but can hardly be Heb.,
since the proper corresponding Heb. form ~\Z'y exists; cf. Smend, Cornill, Toy
(in SBOT.) on Ez. 35I', and @ in Jer. 336. But, even if ?§ be accepted as
Aramaizing form, it is here inappropriate in the only sense {abundant) possible for it. The Vrss. give no helpful suggestion. 3 v iKo6(Tia, whence Bi.
njiip than the willingness. Dys.: nix-ivi dreadful. But these emendations
do not furnish the desired antithesis. The form of the couplet does not favor
the introduction of ^ by p (as in 3); as correspondent to QIODN: we expect
an adj., possibly Nif. Part, of irpv (cf. 28'*) Or of rny, = crooked, evil, deceitful.
—9. nntap is used elsewhere only of the fragrant vapor or incense of the
ritual service; but the verb (Pu. Part.) = perfume in Cant. 3^, and the noun
may have this sense here. — 3 otvois is scribal addition for fulness. —1|? pnp
"?T; (5 Karapityvvrai, = nyipPD (Jag.), which reading (accepted by Hi. Bi.
Frank.) is incongruous with ». — J§ '1^01 nxyn; Reuss 'j yoND, good graphically
and in sense. Kamp.: -j "xsr, taking ': as = fragrance.
Bi. M nx?a nj)-ipnDl;
Frank.: -j naxja 'Di. Possibly the line should read: 'j ycND 7\-iy pnDi.

10. Of friendship. — The verse is composed of three lines
which, in their present form, appear to have no immediate connecrion one with another. —10^'. A friend of thyself and of thy
father forsake not (ht.: thy friend and thy father's friend etc.),
= "do not abandon an old family friend for new friends," as
* For Grk. and Rom. use of cosmetics see Beck. Mommsen and Marquardt,
Blumner (Eng. tr. by Zimmern).
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youth is often disposed to do. The reference is not speciaUy to
seeking aid frora such an one, but in general to raaintaining
friendly relations with hira. Only one friend is spoken of —
10''. Lit.: And to the house of thy brother go not in the day of thy
cala7nity. But to whora should one go if not to a brother? "A
brother," it is said {xf), "is born for adversity." And even if
there be a friendship which is stronger than fraternal aff'ection
(i8^*), this would be no reason for ignoring the faraily tie — nor
is anything here said of such a stronger friendship (see note on
v.^"" below). It is futile to suppose that the prohibition wishes to
save the brother distress (Saadia), nor is the reference to excessive visiting (as in 25^^), and it is impossible that the sage should
lay down the general rule that one should not go to a brother in
time of need — such scepticism and cynicisra would be out of
keeping with the tone of the Book. The text must be regarded
as defective, or the clause must be taken as a gloss inserted by
sorae scribe whose experience had raade him bitter against
brothers, as Koheleth (Eccl. 7^*) is bitter against women. .We
might orait the negative particle and read : but go to a brother's
house etc., which would be an isolated and unnecessary injunction,
unless, with Bickell, the brother be taken as = the friend of the
preceding line, and this is iraprobable — xifrie7id had. been raeant,
it would have been so written. Cf. the warning, in 25", against
wearying one's neighbor with visits. —10°. Better is a neighbor
who is near than a brother who is far off. The near and far
refer to space, not to feeling; the saying is a raaxira of comraon
experience. But there is nothing to show that it is this " far-off
brother" who is raeant in the preceding hne — on the contrary
the " brother " of the second hne is regarded as near. As the text
stands, the third line is an independent aphorisra, perhaps part of
a full couplet, of which the rest has been lost. — A connection
between the three lines raay once have existed; but if so, the
hnks have disappeared. If the second hne be oraitted, a couplet
might possibly be forraed of the other two.
11-15. "Wisdom, prudence, hypocrisy, strife.
I I . Be wise, my son, and make my heart glad.
That I may answer him who shall taunt me.
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12. = 22*.
13. = 20I*.

14. When one blesses another with a loud voice, []
It is to be reckoned as equivalent to a curse.
15. A constant dripping in a rainy day
And a quarrelsome woman are alike.

11. Single sentence, condition and consequence, quaternary-ternary. The speaker is the teacher (whether the father or sorae
other), who is concerned for the young raan's career, and desires
that he may so conduct hiraself as to furnish a triuraphant answer
to all assailants. IVise is to be taken in the raost general sense. For
the verb taunt {ox, reproach) see 14" xfij/xxg*^ (in the psalra the
answer is furnished by religious trust, in the proverb by wisdora) ;
for the noun see 6^ 18^. The taunt (here raenrioned as a possibihty
of the future) wiU have been induced by sorae real or supposed raisconduct or display of ignorance on the part of the youth. The
teacher is held responsible for the faults of the pupil. Cf 22^^ 23^^
BS. 30^"*. —13. The text in second line has fera. sing, a strange
woman, which is to be eraended, frora the parallelism, to raasc.
sing, (or, plu.) ; the reference is simply to going security for other
persons. —14. Condition and consequence, quaternary-ternary.
Heb.: he who blesses his neighbor (or, f7ie7id) with a loud voice
early in the morning {ox, in the 7norni7tg, risi7ig early), a curse it is
(or, will be) reckoned to him. The expression early in the morning
refers not to the dawn of good luck (this is not warranted by Heb.
usage of language) but to the zeal of the blesser (Jer. 7^^) ; the
him may be either the blesser (he shall be considered to have
uttered a curse) or the blessed (he shall be considered to have
been cursed). It raay be man or God who reckons. In the
forraer case the proverb is a rebuke of hypocrirical loud-raouthed
adulation, which public opinion will regard as concealing willingness to ruin its object, if profit is to be thereby gained. In the
latter case the raeaning is that a loud-raouthed blessing wih excite
the anger of the deity, and call down a curse on the person
blessed; in this interpretation the early is coraraonly held to
raean "before the issue of the raan's good fortune is known" —
the deity is offended by this preraature assuraption. On divine
jealousy of huraan pretensions cf note on 0^; elsewhere in OT.
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except in early raythical narrarive (Gen. n ^ ' ) , it is direcici
against Israel's eneraies, or against wickedness, not against men
good fortune. It seeras better, therefore, to adopt the first inter
pretation raentioned above. — The ea7ly in the morning is unnecessary, raars the rhythmical syraraetry, and is probably to b«
oraitted as gloss. On curse see note on 26^, and cf 20*. —
15. Coraparison, quaternary-ternary. The couplet is substanriall)
identical with second line of 19'^, on which see note. — Grk.: dropi
drive a 7nan on a wi7itry day out of the house, so a raili7ig woman
also [drives hira] out of his own house. Our Heb. may in fact be
translated : dripping drives on a rai7iy day, out of which the Grk,
expands its line. Syr. better : a drop which drops { = continues tc
drop). Lat.: leaking roofs in a cold day, in which roofs is free
translation, and cold follows Grk. wintry, a sense less probable
than rainy. The roof, raade of board, with a layer of earth and
straw, was kept frora leaking only by constant repairs.*
16. Lit.: He who hides her hides wind, and oil meets his right
hand (or, his right hand calls for [or, meets'\ oil), which conveys
no sense. Lat. he who restrains her is as one who restrains
the wind-\ connects the couplet with the preceding, the sense
being supposed to be that he who undertakes to restrain the
woraan of v.'* (whora Rashi regards as unchaste) raight as well
try to hold the wind or slippery oil (or, according to Rashi, he
uses oil to get rid of the taint of her presence). But the verb
does not raean rest7-ain, and the interpretation is obscure, unnatural, and iraprobable. Grk.: the north wind is a severe wind, but
by its name is ter7ned auspicious. \ Bickell: the north wind [it is
true] is the chee7fulest of wi7ids, but the [hot and oppressive]
southwind is called " auspicious." But, whatever the Grk. translator raight atterapt, one hardly expects such subtle etyraologizing
from the Heb. sage. § No satisfactory construction of the couplet
has been suggested. Cf 25"-^^ 26^
* On Pal. roofs see Thomson, Land and Book, ch. 25 ; Now., Arch.; cf. Mk. 2*.
•t So Saad. Rashi, Luth. Ew. De. Kamp. RV. at., but not AV.
t The Heb. word for hide may also = north, the right hand represents good
fortune in Grk. Lat. Aram. Arab., though apparently not in Bibl. Heb.; its name
comes from a slight change in the word for oil.
§ For other impossible readings see De. Wild.
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12. Before inoi insert \ — 13. ?§ it s-y:; 3 irapffKBev
U/S/JIO-TT/S, = nay
•f (]*&•)• — ^ '"''"'31; read n3J; the n is insertion induced by following n, or
else the incorrect interpretation of a scribe. — 14. ?^ D'piyn "\p33; (§ rh wptal
may include both words. — f§ i"? is to be retained. — 1 5 . Lag. regards | ^ iS-i
ind T110 as unintelligible, and thinks the sense continual for "inb " very
funny." But the signification drop for ']h-\ (which is perh. Aram.) seems
assured by Job 16^1 ^ 119'^ Eccl. loi* (cf. note on 191^) and by Aram, and
Arab, usage. — The origin of the dir. Xey. I>"\JD is doubtful; 3 x*'MfP'>'5
(=irt)?); % frigoris; S9t "(ID. The stem -no in Heb. and Aram. = .r,4«^,
tnclose; in Arab, it = fill, whence the noun = a filling rain (see the authorities in Lane). Or, our noun may be from a secondary 5-stem, formed on "ij
=ffi(used in Ass. of the running of water); cf. Levy, NHW.
The connection, with the support of the Ass. or Arab., may justify the rendering rain. —
The stem TiSJ = drive in Aram, and Ass. (® here iK^dXXovaiv); for the
intransitive sense cf. Arab, in'ip, = that which follows on, a successor. — On
15 D'jnD see note on 6I*. — J^ ni.-iri is regarded by some (Qamhi, J^iklol,
131(1) as Nithpael (cf. Dt. 21* Ez. 23*^), with omission of Dagesh and transposition of n and E', by others (Ols. § 275 Stade, § 410 (5, A Ges.^", § 75 J^
Hi. De. Str. a/.) as Nifal. As the form stands, it may be regarded as masc.
(from nw), or as fem., with metathesis of 1 and .1 (Bottch. Kon. i. 591 f.); it
is better, with Ols. Stade, to read fem. nnia'j (see Str.'s note). —16. De.,
for*: nn JDX (in ijflx, = ^^ who lays up riches etc. Bi., for the couplet:
nip; DID) jDni ( = nn*') 'n-i nns nijsx. Wild.: n n jox r^^^isi, and perhaps
"^l?! '^^P) IP?*'! = <^nd oil the southwind is called, or the oil of the south is
named (= is famous). These are all desperate expedients.

17-20. Influence, fidelity, sympathy, greed.
17. As iron sharpens iron,
So man sharpens man.
18. He who tends a figtree will eat its fruit,
And he who has due regard to his master will be honored.
19. As [] face answers to face,
So men's minds one to another.
20. Sheol and Abaddon are never satisfied,
And the eyes of man are never satisfied.

17. Comparison, ternary. Lit. : Iron sharpens iron (or, iron is
sharpened by iron), and a man sharpens the face of his friend,
= " friendly social intercourse develops character." Face (if the
word be retained in the text) —person, as in 18° — the whole
man. Friend = neighbor = any associate. Ew.: iron together
ivith iron, and one together with the face of another, that is, as
iron attracts iron (a fact known as early as Homer), so should
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men stand and work together — a good sentiraent, but an unnatural translation. Reuss, not so well: is polished. —18. Comparison, quaternary-ternary. The reward of faithful devotion to one's
raaster as to one's work. The proverb is addressed to servants,
and conteraplates only the huraan master; ci. Eph. 6' Has due
regard to is lit. observes, = gives heed to (Hos. 41°). — Grk. he
who plants a flgtree offers no advantage over the Heb. —
19. Comparison, ternary. Heb.: as water face to face, so the
heart ( = mind) of man to man (breviloquence for so the heart of
man to the heart of man), or, the heart man to 7na7i. The first
line in the Heb. yields no sense, and the text has been variously
changed. Those who read as in water etc.,* or, as water shows
face etc. so the heart shows man etc. (RV raarg.), take the reference to be to the reflection of the face in water, and understand
the couplet to state the psychological identity and rautual sympathy of raen, or the supposed fact that every man sees only his own
nature (pride, for ex.) in other raen, or sees hiraself reflected in
other hearts. The as water is, however, probably error of text
for as, and the expression as face to face raay signify either similarity t or diversity % : men's faces and minds are hke or unlike.
The latter sense is favored by the fact that what most strikes the
attention in raen's faces is their unlikeness, and the proverb raay
= " raany raen of many minds"; but the wording of the text
rather suggests the forraer sense, and this interpretation is perhaps' supported by v.". — 20. Coraparison, ternary. Cf 30'^
On Sheol and Abaddon see note on 15". The forraer is the ordinary name of the Underworld, the latter is a poetical synonym;
the corabination of the two is rhetorical fulness. As, says the
proverb, generations of raen forever troop down to the land of
Shades, which yet is never filled, so raen's desires are never sarisfied. On the eye as the symbol of desire see Eccl. 2'" 4', and cf
Eccl. 1^. In the connection the reference cannot be to the wish
to see new sights. — The Grk. adds the couplet: he who fixes his
eyes is an abomination to the Lord; and the uninstructed do not
restrai7i their tongues; cf 16** 21^^ The couplet is possibly a part
of the original Heb. text, raore probably a scribal addirion.

* De. Str. Wild. RV. al.

f So most expositors.

% So Grk. Frank.

^v^^.ii. .^^«.

4gi

21. Public opinion as test of character.
The crucible for silver and the furnace for gold,
And a man (is to be estimated) according to his reputation.

Comparison, quaternary-ternary. The second hne is ht.: and a
man accordi7ig to his praise, probably the praise he receives from
others. The proverb will thus state the half-truth : " public opinion is generally right " (another side is given in Mt. 5") — it tests
a man as fire tests raetals. Less probable are the renderings:
according to that which he praises, and that on which he prides
himself {•= what he regards as his praise, that is, as his title to
praise)—these fail to bring out distinctly the notion of test contained in first line. Fleischer: a i7ian is (a test) to him who
praises hi/n, but obviously the couplet raeans to apply the test to
the man himself — In 17* it is Yahweh who is the tester ; here it
is man. Section IV. has less of the religious tone than II.—
On methods of refining see notes on 17^ 26^. — The Grk. adds:
The Iieart of the transgressor seeks evil, but the up7ight hea7-t seeks
knowledge — a sentiraent which has raany parallels in the Book,
and may belong to the original text, or to sorae sirailar collection.

22. Folly ineradicable.
Though thou bray a fool in a mortar, []
Thou'lt not < get > his folly out of him.

Single sentence, ternary. The Heb. reads: his folly ivill not
depart from him; the causative forra thou wilt not remove (so
Grk.) suits the first hne better. — The proverb is a picturesque
and forcible way of saying that a fool's folly is his nature; the
folly is inteUectual, not raoral. — At the end of first line the Heb.
adds: in the midst of grit (or, bruised corn, or, pounded grain)
with a pestle, which raars the syraraetry of the couplet by unnecessary additions: the " pestle " goes as a raatter of course with
the mortar, and the " grit" is out of place — it is the fool alone
that is pounded. The phrase appears to be a gloss. — Vat. Grk.:
though thou scourge a fool, disgracing Iwn in the council etc.
One Grk. text represents the process as beating the fool up in a
raass of preserved fruit (figs, olives, or grapes).*
*0n the word rendered mortar see Moore, Judges (on Ju. 15!'), and G. A.
Smith, The Book of the Twelve Prophets (on Zeph. i " ) .
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17. Omit 'JB. — On in' cf. Kon. i. 373 f.; the stem is probably nin (Job l'),
and the first "> may be Hof. (Ez. 21I*) or Hif., the second Hifil. If the first
be read Hif., the Prep. 3 should be omitted. —19. | § D>03; 3 uicirep; read
1D3 with Vog. Bi.; Bottch. De.: D'lCS -\iira^i. — 3 ovx bpoia, which Bottch.
explains as = Dim pxr, misreading of DID3 •\'i'aj; or, the negative particle
may be interpretation of the translator. 2C follows &, except that it inserts
the o^D of | § . — 2 2 . | § C'ii3.7; 3 paanyols. — On the stem see Ges. Thes.
BDB.; cf. Heb. Aram, and Arab. nns. The stem a'ns seems to be used of
any pounding or pressing of hard or soft substances. It is perhaps Aram.;
cf. D. H. MuUer, Sendsch. 58. — J§ •hyfi niflnn •^ins B'13D3; 3 iv piaif awebplov dripd^djv, after which Bi. omits '03, makes 73 the beginning of '', and
also with 3, omits yhyc; dnpd^iav he refers to some form of '?'?;'. N. Herz
(cited by Cheyne) makes a^vv. = ."n3n a company or society (Job 34^); Cheyne
prefers injn, and renders the Heb.:
a fool amidst his associates (or, eguals
in rank, cf. ^45^), you would not retnove etc. See Expos. Times for May,
June, July, 1897. ^'^ seems better to retain '03, and omit the three next words
of f^; <§ may have omitted 03 from its similarity to following 1103. — On
noin see Hi. (who makes the stem l^n), Ges. The word occurs elsewhere in
OT. only in 2 S. 17I*; 'KZ irriadvas; Qira!XdBas; ILptisanas {barley-groats) \
in 2 S. 17!^ 3 dpa<t>d!0. The form of the stem is uncertain; perhaps lin, i n
or nfl-\; cf. Job 26II, and Arab. Aram, I B I , strike, break.

23-27. Importance of small and large cattle for the farmer.
23. Look well to the appearance of thy flock.
Give careful attention to < thy' herds,
24. For riches last not forever,
Nor 1 wealth > to all generations.
25. When the hay is removed, and the aftergrowth appears.
And the grass of the mountains is gathered,
26. Then the lambs will supply thee with clothing,
And goats furnish the price of a field,
27. And there will be goat's milk enough for thy food, [ ]
And (enough) for the maintenance of thy maidens.

The poera is a short treatise on the culture of aniraals, and gives
us a glimpse into the life of the rural population of Palestine.
The soil of Israelitish Palestine was better adapted to the raising
of sheep and oxen than to the production of grain, and the writer
points out that it is to the forraer that the country landowner
must look as his chief source of wealth. The introduction of this
subject is in accordance with the practical aim of the Jewish
gnomic writings. Cf the works and reraarks on agriculture by
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Aristotle, Theophrastus, Cato, Varro, Virgil, and others, and the
extracts in the Geoponica.
23. Synonymous, ternary, or quaternary-ternary. Look well,
[it. know (emphatic). Appearance, ht. face, — state or condition
(RV.). Flock, of sheep and goats. Give careful attentio7i to, lit.
set thy i7ii7id on. The Heb. has siraply he7-ds (that is, of catde
or of sheep and goats) ; the insertion of thy (so Grk. and Lat.)
is favored by the parallelism. The context (v.^^-^) shows that
the writer has in raind sheep and goats, not large cattle; so
Nabal (i S. 25^''-*) has sheep and goats. Oxen, however, were
owned in the south of Canaan (Isa. 7^1 Dt. 8"), though the
country seeras to have been better adapted to sraall cattle. See
f- 14^ 15" for raention of oxen. — 24. Synonymous, ternary.
Exhortation to continual eff'ort, which is necessary because one's
stores are constantly being consuraed — if one would transmit
wealth, one raust be aU the tirae amassing it; the wealth is then
that of rural products, especially sheep and oxen. Or, the wealth
referred to raay be non-agricultural, ready raoney and the like,
and the meaning will then be that flocks and herds are the only
solid and perraanent riches; in that case we must think of the
writer as unfriendly to urban and commercial life. — In second
line the Heb. has crown as the terra corresponding to riches; this
is explained as = " princely dignity," but the expression is inappropriate to the condition of such a person as is here described ;
a slight change of letters gives the ^ax2X\e\ wealth (cf. Jer. 20®).
— 25. Single sentence, quaternary-ternary. Lit. : the grass is
removed and etc. The connection indicates that this verse gives
the protasis or condirion of a conditional sentence, of which the
apodosis or result is expressed in the following verses.* The
grass is reraoved to the barn in the forra of hay as food for the
animals. After it is stored appears the second growth of grass
(RV. tender g7-ass), the aftergrowth. This is the growth of the
lower lands, but the high lands {mountains) furnished adrairable
pastures (i Sara. 25^), frora which also, it appears, the grass (the
term including all herbage) was gathered. The haying began in
Nisan (March-April). — 26. Synonyraous, binary-ternary (the
* So Saad. Rashi, Fleisch. De. Str. Wild. Frank, al.
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first raeraber is perhaps defective). Provision thus laid up, the
flock will be well nourished and profitable ; aniraals raay be sold,
and will thus furnish raoney to buy clothing or a field. Probably
also in first line there is reference to the making of clothing at
horae frora wool (cf Job 31^) ; the clothing of the household
for the year was doubtless prepared at this tirae. — 27. Parallel
statements, ternary-binary (according to the eraended text).
Goat's milk here appears as a comraon arricle of food. In the
enuraeration of foods in Dt. 32^^", besides cereals, honey, oil,
flesh, and wine, we find curd {= sour railk) of kine and milk of
small cattle (sheep and goats). Meat was rarely eaten; the
staples of food were bread, honey, fruits, and the products of the
dairy.* — The second line is ht.: and 7naintenance (lit. life) for
thy maide7is, but the Prep, {for) is probably to be continued.—
After for thy food the Heb. adds : for the food of thy household,
thus giving three terras after enough, of which Syr. oraits the third,
and Grk. the second ; these two are really synonyraous, and it is
better to orait the second, which seeras to be a gloss (explanation
of the third).t
23. | § \:B; 3 ^vxb.s, perhaps = cflj, perhaps (Jag.) = IJD in sense of
person.—|^ Dmy; read, with 3, qmy. —24. ?§ iti; read ixs (cf. Jer. 20^).
— J§ DNi may be retained, or we may read N*?! ((© oi55^). — Before second m
insert 1 (Qere). — 27. Omit J§ rino onSS (as gloss) with (5, whose BepairbvToiv represents | § nSj;: (Jag.) rather than n'3. — The first fwiiK of 6
appears to be assimilation of the Heb. expression (onS) to the following
phrase, in which ^<ai)v = i;n (J§ 0"n).

XXVIII. 1. The courage of a good conscience.
The wicked flee when no one pursues,
But the righteous are as bold as a lion.

Anrithetic, ternary. Bold= confident, secure (11" 31" Ju. 18').
A bad conscience suspects accusers everywhere.
* Cf. the standing expression in OT.: a land flowing with milk and honey (Ex.
333 Ez. 206 a/.) I cf. also Eurip.,5ai:£:/4., 142; Ovid, jl/^/. i, i n . For modern customs in Arabia and Palestine see Robinson, Bib. Res., i. 571 al.; Palmer, Desert of
the Exodus, p. 239 al.; Thomson, Land and Book, I. xxii al.
t With this paragraph cf. those passages of the Avesta (as Fargard 3) in which
similar prominence is given to the culture of cattle.

C\J—.^V.^V
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2. The first cl. reads : By the transgression of a land many are
its princes, that is, unstable governraent (a rapid succession of
rulers) is a result of social corruption. Rapid change of rulers
may, however, be an accident of the political situation. Possibly
we should read : by etc. many are its enemies (or, misfortunes). —
The second line is lit. : but by intelligent {and) i7istructed men
right lasts long, or, by men i7itelligent {and) cognizant of right it
(the exisring status) lasts lo7ig; the second translation (in which
the verb is taken as indefinite) is not probable. To understand
right (in the first transl.) as = "jurisdiction, pohtical authority"
(De.) is a soraewhat forced interpretation. StiU less natural is
RV.'s rendering, state {= existing status), frora the sense " place,
basis," which the Heb. word soraetiraes has. Instead of men we
may write man (De.), the raeaning then being that by a single
intelligent raan political order will be raaintained. — Grk., with different text: by the sin of ungodly men disputes arise, but a clever
man will extinguish the77i, which is intelligible, but disputes are
said in Pr. to arise frora the nature of the wicked, not frora their
sin—the disputes are theraselves sin.— If the expression knowing
right be oraitted (as gloss on intelligent), we raay read : by a 7nan
(or, by men) of insight it [the land] is made stable {= is established) (cf 29*) ; or, if days be inserted: by a man of intelligence
its existence is prolonged.—The text puts "intelligence" as antithesis of "transgression"; this may be understood in accordance
with the point of view of Pr., which raakes raoral error the result
of ignorance. — The general sense of the couplet appears to be
that moral ignorance and transgression is responsible for political
distress or disorder (so the Heb.), or, perh., that quarrels and lawsuits are the work of bad raen (so the Grk.), and that order, or
peace, is raaintained by a broad intelligence which recognizes the
claims of the raoral law. It is possible, however, that the two
lines of the couplet do not belong together.
3. Oppression of the poor.
A < wicked ruler > who oppresses the poor
Is a beating rain which leaves no food.

Virtual coraparison, ternary or quaternary-ternary. The Heb.
reads: a poor man and an oppressor of the poor, a beating rain
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and no bread, that is, a poor man who opp7-esses etc. is etc. But
in Pr. (or in OT.) a poor raan is not conceived of as an oppressor
of the poor, is not thought of as being in position to oppress; nor
does it add to the distress of the poor that their oppressor is one
of their own class. — Grk.: a bold (or, courageous) man by wickedness oppresses (or, accuses) the poor, whence we raight read : a
wicked man who opp7-esses etc. By the change of a vowel the
sense is obtained : a ruler (lit. a 7nan, a chief) who etc.,* but it is
doubtful whether this is an allowable Heb. construction.f The
reading here adopted, which is suggested by v.'*, is obtained by a
couple of simple changes of the text.
4. Attitude of faithful and faithless toward the wicked.
Those who forsake the law praise the wicked,
But those who observe the law are zealous against them.

Antithetic, ternary, or quaternary-ternary. The special interpretation of the couplet depends on the raeaning given to the word
law. If this raeans the " law of Yahweh," the national code, then
the reference is probably not only to the general fact therein
announced, but particularly to the condition of things in the
Greek period when raany Jews did give up the national religion
and attach themselves to foreign rulers and raagnates, who are
often in the Psalras referred to as the "wicked," and Reuss is substantia:lly right in translating : the apostates praise the heathen. If
this be the correct interpretation, the couplet forras the only reference in Prov. to such apostasy (cf. ip xx^^ WS. 2-5). — lilaw be
taken to be the instruction of the wise (3^ 4^ f 28^®) the couplet
will raean that he who refuses this instruction does thus in effect
endorse the wicked, while he who gives heed to it wiU in efliect
oppose them. This precise forra of expression is not elsewhere
employed by the sages in speaking of their own instruction, but
the idea is found throughout the Book, particularly in chs. 1-9. —
The sense "law in general" does not accord with the vexh forsake,
which iraplies a body of instruction with which the man stands in
• Hitz. De. Bi. Str. Wild. al.
t It occurs elsewhere only in the title chief priest (2 K. 2518 al!) \ in Ez. 38' the
construction is different, Rosh being a proper name.

'
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special relation; for the general idea of law the appropriate verb
would be " transgress." The second interpretation seems to be
the more probable. — The interpretation: they who praise the
wicked forsake the law (De.) is not a natural rendering of the
Hebrew.
5. Piety comprehends justice.
Wicked men do not understand justice,
But they who seek Yahweh understand it completely.

Antithetic, ternary-quaternary. To " seek Yahweh " is to inquire
of him in order to learn his will in any given case. It was the
technical expression for inquiry at an oracle (2 S. 21' al), and so
came to signify dependence on and devotion to the will of God.
— Understand it completely is lit. U7iderstand all, the reference
\it\Xigto justice (in dealings with men). It is only, says the proverb, frora the divine will (here = the divine law) t}c\.at justice (here
= right in general) can be known. — The couplet has a national
tone rare in Provetbs.
XXVIII. 1. J§ iDi with sing, noun, and Dipnx with sing, verb; (S, sing.,
^ei!7ei and biKaios. — 2. For J^ nnir we should perhaps read 'n^'Si or n'nix
(cf. Dt. 31!'). (S* read aiyiy"! and D3-I; @>, for J§ -p-\N> jj yf, Karatr^ia-ei
airis, = i3yTi (Lag.). The reading of " is not probable; that of ^ is better,
but not satisfactory. — Bi. omits "in^i (as repetition out of the two preceding
words), and for J3 yv reads ]py\\. Dys.: 311 ni< IJJT. We may perh. read:
ipyn [3D D1N31 or mcp'' 'D DINI. — 3. J^ U'\ i p j ; 3 dvbpeios iv dtre^eiais;
read ys'i -131, and omit the 1 before pB'?; Dys. E'i'j 13J; Frank. ^JC"! "UJ.—
?§ urh pNi; 3 Kal dvoxpeX'fis, on which see Lag.

6. Honest poverty better than dishonest wealth.
Better is a poor man whose life is upright
Than one whose conduct is base, though he be rich.

Antithetic comparison, ternary. A variation of 19^, on which see
note. Lit. who walks in his perfectness and one crooked of ways.
—The Heb. has the dual, two ways, which is coraraonly interpreted as referring to the good way and the bad way, between
which the man has to choose ; but this representarion (appropriate in BS. 2^') is here inappropriate — the expression crooked in
ways is a coraraon one for "dishonest, base" ; a change of vowels
gives the plu. Cf v.^* below.
2K
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7. Profligacy is unwise.
H e who obeys instruction is a wise son,
H e who consorts with profligates brings disgrace on his father.

Imphcit antithesis, ternary-quaternary. Cf IQI 13I 17^ igisae
23!^ 27!^ Obeys, lit. keeps, observes. The instruction meant is
that of the father and teacher, not the national law (cf v.^-*).
Wise is lit. intelligent. On profligates {=^ spendthrifts, rioters)
see 23*"^. The text assuraes that he who heeds instruction wiU
not associate with profligates, and that a wise son brings joy to
his father. The first line raay also be translated : a wise son
obeys instructio7i; the antithesis of wise will then be profligate.
The two lines belong perhaps to diff'erent couplets.

8. Against demanding interest on loans.
H e who adds to his wealth by taking interest and increase
Gathers it for him who is k i n d to t h e poor.

Single sentence, quaternary-ternary. In the OT. legislation the
taking of interest is regarded as oppressive and is strictly prohibited between Israehtes (Ex. 2 2^<2^> Dt. 23i^(^' Lev. 2 5 ^ ^ cf Ez.
18* i/f 15^), though allowed in transacrions with foreigners (Dt.
2220(21)) * • the law was, however, frequently violated (Ez. 22"
Neh. 5^"). Later, when the dispersion of the Jews forced thera
into coraraercial hfe, its provisions were made raore stringent
{Bab. Mes. v.). — The objection to charging interest was based
on the fact that loans were raade to poor raen to supply the
necessaries of life, not to be eraployed productively; to demand
interest was to take advantage of a fellowman's distress, the antithesis being kindness to the poor.-\ The OT rule was thus ethically
good, except in so far as it excluded foreigners frora its benefit.
The punishraent of the interest-taker here announced is loss of
* This interpretation of Dt. 2320 is denied, but on insufficient grounds, by Rabbinowicz in the Introd. to his transl. of Baba Me.;ia {Legist, civ. du Thai-mud, Vol. 3).
t Charging interest was from early times common in Egypt, Greece, and Rome,
and evidently in Israel also; it was a natural condition of lending money and other
property.
In Greece and Rome it was regulated by law. The opposition to it
came from the moralists (as Plato, Arist., Demoslhenes), not from the people, and
no prohibition of it (in Israel, for example) was effective.
See Wilkinson, Anc.
Egypt.; Erman, Egypt; Smith, Diet, of Grk. and Rom. Antiq.^
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wealth, which coraes through social laws and divine retribution;
the weaUh, by these sarae laws, falls to the benevolent raan (14'^
19" 22'*). Cf. BS. 3 ' " ^ VV^hether there was any diff'erence of
meaning between the terras interest and increase is not clear.*
RV. retains the word usuty in its old sense of interest.

9. The prayer of a bad man is futile.
H e who refuses to listen to instruction,
H i s prayer is an abomination.

Single sentence, quaternary-binary (or, binary). Cf 158-29 jg^.
ii* BS. 35^^" Lit. he who turns aside his ear f7-0771 hearing; the
reference is to the instruction of the teacher or parent. On abo77iination see note on 3^1 — In second line the Heb. has : also (or,
even\his prayer etc.; the " prayer " is, doubtless, raerely a petition for sorae physical gift, and the also probably = " on the
other hand," the couplet expressing an antithesis, or a relation of
reciprocity: " if a raan, on his part, is deaf to instruction, then
God, on his part, is deaf to prayer." Cf. ij/ iS^-^et^e-^).

10. Malice rebounds on itself.
H e who seduces t h e upright to evil
Will fall into his own pit. [ ]

Single sentence, ternary-binary (in the eraended text). Lit. into
an evil way, that is, probably (as in 8'^) into raorally bad conduct. The OT. assumes that good raen raay go astray (Ez. 3^ al).
For second line cf 26". — The first line is soraetiraes rendered:
he who misleads the up7ight into misfortune; but it is doubtful
whether, if leading into unwise investraents and the like were
meant, the stateraent would be restricted to the upright (cf BS.
37')- Elsewhere {^^ x(f 20^ Job 6^* i/' 119^" al.) the verb seduce,
lead astray, is used in a raoral sense. — The Heb. adds : And the
perfect will inherit (or, possess) good, which raay be a gloss on
this couplet (a rerainiscence of such passages as 2'^ i/'37'''^'"'^'^),
* A distinction is perh. made in Lev. 253!'. interest referring to loans of money,
increase to loans of food, but the variation of terms may be merely rhetorical. In
Dt. 2319(20) the former appears to be used as a general terra for interest, and the
latter is so employed in Bab. Mes. v. i. Cf. Fleisch. in De., Wild. Litt. des AT,
h 7. Now. Arch., \ 66.
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to bring out the other side of the picture, or perhaps the half of a
new couplet, of which the other line has disappeared.
11. A self-conceited rich man.
A rich man may think himself wise.
But an intelligent poor man will probe him thoroughly.

Single sentence involving antithesis, ternary. Lit.: a rich man
may be (or, is) wise in his own eyes; probe thoroughly = search
out. Rich men, the proverb holds, being financially successful,
are inchned to have great confidence in themselves (cf i8"), but
wisdora does not always go with wealth. Here, as elsewhere, the
sage takes a defensive atritude for the poor against the rich —
doubtless from the conviction that the former need help (cf Eccl.
9i^ie).

12. Contrasted administrations of righteous and wicked.—
The text is uncertain. Heb.: when the righteous rejoice, great is
the glory, but when the wicked arise, men are sought out (or,
searched). Antithetic. Rejoice is explained a s = triumph, equivalent to arise, that is, " come into power," and are sought out as
= must be sought out, = hide themselves, or, are plundered (with
reference to Ob. 6, in which, however, the text appears to be
defective). These interpretations are strained; in the sense
search ( = examine) the last verb of the couplet is not elsewhere
in OT. followed by a noun meaning a person. The couplet
should probably be eraended so as to read soraewhat as follows:
when the righteous are exalted there is great confidence, but when
the wicked come into power men hide themselves, that is, when good
men control a city or state, there is prosperity — when bad raen
are in power, the people suffer. Cf. for exalted ip 47^'!"^ 97*, and
for confidence Job 4*.
6. J§ du. a>3-n; point as plu. —12. J§ v'^P?; read, perh. n'7pn3. — J& ri!)??!?
is possibly for nipp. — For J§ K'sni we may read nno'' (v.28) which is graphically
not impossible. Dys.: t\^ry or BB-O"; Perles and Frank, suggest ron tremble.
— In » Bi. omits nsn on rhythmic grounds.

13. True repentance.
He who conceals his transgressions will not prosper,
But he who confesses and forsakes them will obtain mercy.
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Antithetic, ternary. Conceals is ht. covers, = refuses to confess.
The confession is made to God and the mercy is accorded by hira.
Cf Hos. 14^'^ Isa. i^^^* Job 31^*'- i/^ 32^ Forgiveness is here raade
to depend not on sacrifice, but on purely ethical conduct. Confession is assumed to be a necessary accompaniraent of repentance.
Kindness to a repentant sinner is enjoined in BS. 8*.
14. Fear of sin.
Happy is the man who fears always,
But he who hardens his heart will fall into misfortune.

Antithetic, quaternary (or, ternary). Fears = not 7-everences (3^
24"), but is afraid of, in dread of (3^* Job 3^^). The object of
the verb is here probably not " God," but " sin " considered as
involving " punishraent" : one who fears that he may transgress a
divine coraraand is said to be happy because he is on his guard,
and will thus escape punishraent. — Harde7is his heart (that is,
his mind, hiraself), braces himself in his own doings, does not
dread sin. The misfortune (contrasted with happy) is sent by
God, but is probably thought of as produced by natural agencies.
The point presented is not directly fear of moral impurity, but
dread of its physical consequences.

15. The oppressive ruler.
A roaring lion and a ranging bear —
Such is a wicked ruler over a poor people.

Comparison, ternary, or quaternary-ternary. Cf. v.*. Roa7-ing
lion, cf 19" Jud. 14' Zeph. 3^ Ez. 22^ Job 4^"./' 22'»("'- Bear, cf.
17" 2 K. 2^ Am. 5!** Isa. 59". The lion and the bear occur
together in i S. 17^. — Ranging is roaming in pursuit of prey (cf.
Joel 2'), or the word xaay = greedy (cf Isa. 29" \^ 107"); we
should perhaps read robbed of her whelps, as in 17^^ — The reference in a poor people raay be to any financially poor coraraunity,
or there may be special allusion to the later Jewish comrauniries.
16. Folly of oppression. — Lit.: A prince (or, O prince)
devoid of understanding and a great oppressor—he who hates
unrighteous gain will p7-olong his days. The first line raay also be
read: a prince etc. is a great oppressor, but the natural form
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would be : a prince who is an oppressor is devoid of intelligence.
The word prince should probably be omitted as the gloss of a
scribe who interpreted this couplet by the preceding. V\^e should
probably read: he who is oppressive is lacking in intelligence, he
who hates unjust gain will live long. The live long, = "he happy,"
forras an implicit contrast to lacking in intelligence, — " knows not
what is good for hira."
17. Lit.: A man oppressed by the blood of a person flees (or,
must fiee) to a (or, the) pit— let them not seize him (or, support
or maintain him).
The words yield no sense. The term
oppressed cannot raean conscience-stricken (De.)—elsewhere in
OT. it always refers to external acts; nor is it a natural expression for " weighted with guilt." The pit is not the grave (De.
Frank.) — a man cannot be said to "flee to the grave." The
criminal referred to is hardly the grinding, destrucrive oppressor
of the poor (Frank., see note on i") —if such an one should be
" fleeing to the grave" it would be quite unnecessary to forbid
men to help hira. Possibly there is sorae reference to the lex
talionis: " if a raan charged with horaicide flee to a city, let no
one seize (or, protect) hira." The sentence (which is prose)
perh. belonged in a lawbook, and was here inserted by mistake.

18. Profit in integrity.
He who lives blamelessly will be kept in safety.
But a man of vicious life will fall [ ] .

Antithetic, ternary (in the text as eraended). Lit. he who walks,
and one crooked of ways. The second line reads in the Heb.:
but one crooked {^ false, evil) in two ways will fall in one. The
dual tvuo ways is iraprobable (see note on v.® above), but if it be
retained, the stateraent that a raan doubly false is sure to fall in
one way or another seems an unnatural and improbable mode of
expression. The sense at once, suddenly, for the word above rendered in one is doubtful, and here not appropriate. Lagarde
eraends : into a pit. This is possible, but it is better to orait the
word, and thus gain the siraple and sufficient contrast of be kept
in safety (lit. be rescued) and fall; the in one (of the ways)
appears to be a gloss on the tivo ways of the Heb. text. — The
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reward and punishraent are to be referred to God. On bla7nekssly, lit. bla7neless, perfect, see notes on i^'' 2^*, and on vicious (or,
CDH)^ =. crooked, see 2".
15. J^ 31; @ XbKos, apparently = Aram. 311 or 3NI. For J§ ppB' we should
perh. read Spr. —16. Omit J§ i^jj (as gloss) and the 1 before 3"i, and insert
1 before ava (Q). TJJ in sense of prince only here in Pr.; cf. Job 31*'
Qjn g25.26 ii22_ poj 1^ 3-,, £)ys, rcads 31'. — ' ^ niji3n; <g irpoabbuv,
- nw3n (Trom.); Lag. cites Suet., Calig. 38. —17. For the expression DT
roi cf. Jer. 2^*. —1§ -113 "IV; ® 6 iyyvdpevos, = ui'y (Lag.). —1§ SN; 3%
render as if it were NS. — J§ p'l^u and 113; possibly to be read •\ov and "I'j?.
— 18. ?§ du. D o n ; read plu. — J§ nn(<3; (@ ipirXaK-tjaerai, to which 254.
297 add eis KaKd; & NXCIJ3, = ninE'3 (Vogel), cf. v.'". Lag. (and so Dys. Bi.)
reads nnB'3. The word is better omitted as gloss suggested by v.i".

19-22. Industry, integrity, greed.
19. He who tills his land will have plenty of bread,
And he who follows vain pursuits will have plenty of poverty.
20. A trustworthy man will be richly blessed,
But he who hastes to be rich will not go unpunished.
21. To have respect of persons is not good —
For a piece of bread a man may sin.
22. An avaricious man hastens to be rich,
Not knowing that want will befall him.

19. Antithetic, ternary. Variation of 12", on which see note;
the anrithesis {bread
poverty) is here raore direct. —
20. Antithetic, binary (or, ternary). Trustworthy = ia\\!x\i\yS. to
commercial and other obligations. Lit.: will be great in blessings;
the blessings are the products (and so the rewards) of honest
labor, as in Gen. 49-' Mai. 31", or, gifts, as in Ju. i", the giver,
however, being God. — The hastes, it is assuraed, involves dishonest procedures; the raan, in that case, wih not be unpunished,
or will not be (or, be held) free from guilt (cf 6^ 11^^ 16* 17'
19''). The forraer sense gives a direct contrast to the blessed;
possibly, however, the raeaning is : " a raan who is in a hurry to
become rich will fall into dishonest practices and thus incur guilt "
(see I Tira. 6'). —Cf BS. 3 1 ^ . — 2 1 . Synonyraous, binary. On
first line see notes on first line of 18' and second line of 24^=*.
The couplet refers to corruption in courts of law — a man raay be
tempted (or, many a man is terapted) even by a small bribe {a
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piece of bread, cf 6^). — 22. Single sentence involving antithesis,,
ternary. An avaricious 77ta7i, lit. one evil of eye, one whose look
is unsyrapatheric, self-seeking; the expression occurs in OT. only
here and 23^ (on which see note), the opposite, good of eyi
{= kindly benevolent), in 22*. The raan srints hiraself and
others; but his parsimony is an economic mistake, and leads to
poverty. There raay also be the suggestion (as in v.^) that greed
leads to or involves sin, and will be punished. — Not knowing, cf
f^; the expression may also here = not considering, hardly without his knowing ( = unawares).
23. Reproof vs. flattery.
He who reproves [ ] will find more favor
Than he who flatters with the tongue.

Single sentence, ternary-binary. An asserrion that raen's good
sense will prefer honest reproof to flattery; cf 15^'^^ 25^^ 27*-* 29^
— Lit. : he who reproves a man, after which the Heb. has after
me. This latter, if it here mean anything, can raean only "in
accordance with ray instructions," a strange and improbable direction for the sage to give.* The translation : a man going backward (De.), is out of the question. Better, by change of text:
will afterwa7'd find, that is, though flattery at first be sweet, one
will in the end be grateful for honest rebuke.f But the sense
" afterward " is involved in the declaration, and the word is probably a gloss. Bickell, iraprobably : than he who fiatters with the
tongue after him, that is, servilely follows him with flattery.

24. On robbing parents.
He who despoils father or mother
(Saying: " there is no wrong in i t " )
Is companion to him who is a destroyer.

Triplet (if the second line be original), single sentence, ternarybinary-ternary. Despoils = robs {2 2^^) ; destroyer, that is, of property (cf 6^^ ri" 18'), or, of the faraily hfe — probably, frora the
connection, not murderer. The proverb appears to be airaed at
* Aben Ezra, Mich.: affer my [Solomon's] example and precepts.
t Lat. Rashi, RV. Reuss, Kamp. Wild. Frank.
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attempts (legal or other) by children to get control of the property of parents, and thus diminish their resources (cf Mk. 7"-1^),
For ordinary theft, or for siraple unkindness, no such forra of
jonderanation would have been used. The practice in question
was evidently not uncoraraon, and (as appears frora second Hne)
was someriraes defended as raorally proper, probably on the ground
that the faraily was a unit, that what belonged to the parents belonged legahy to the children. The OT legislation, in fact, contains no provision bearing on this point; the declaration of the
proverb is based on general ethical grounds. The second line
states in a natural way the defence offered by the son; yet the
very naturalness of it suggests that it is a gloss. To the people of
the time the couplet would be coraplete and intelhgible without it,
but such an explanation would easily occur to an editor. — The
couplet'is soraetiraes understood to refer to the case of a son who
is master in the house and is bound to support his parents, but
withholds their proper raaintenance. This interpretation hardly
credits the verb despoil with its full force ; nor does it appear how
a son could be raaster in the lifetirae of his father. — Cf Pers.,
Sat 6; Juv., Sat. 14.
25,26. On trust in self and trust in God.
25. A greedy man stirs up strife.
But he who trusts in Yahweh will prosper.
26. He who trusts in himself is a fool.
But he who walks in wisdom will be saved (from harm).

Antitheric, ternary. Greedy is lit. large (lit. wide) of appetite (lit.
w«/); cf Isa. 5" Hab. 2^* — Prosper, lit. be made fat; see 11^
13* i5a'._To "trust in one's self" (one's heart, intellect) is
(according to the parallelisra) to follow the untrained suggestions
of the mind (passion, selfishness, dishonesty), or, to rely wholly
on one's own mental resources, opposed to which is living in
accordance with the instruction of ethical wisdom. — Will be
saved, that is, in any eraergency where true insight into life is
*0n the similar phrase wide of heart, = proud, see note on 21*. De.'s statement that nefesh {soul) = the "natural heart," and leb {heart) = the "spirhual
heart," is without support in OT.
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required. — The lines appear to be dislocated : v.^*- ^ form a natural couplet; v.^'- ^'' have lost their correspondents.
27. Kindness to the poor.
He who gives to the poor will not lack,
But he who disregards them will have many a curse.

Antithetic, ternary. Similar exhortations to liberality and kindness are found in ii^^-^ 14^' 19" 22" BS. 4* f^ 2<f; cf 3i^'-^.—
Disregards, lit. hides his eyes, so as not to see distress. — The
curse is uttered by the poor; cf BS. 4®, in which it is said that
such curse wiU be heard by God. Cf note on 26^
28. 'Wicked government.
When the wicked are in power men hide themselves.
And when they perish the righteous increase.

Antithetic, ternary (or, quaternary-ternary). Are in power is lit.
rise. Increase, that is, in numbers, being free from oppression.
See note on v.*^ above. The reference is to political administration in the City and the State, perhaps especially to the later fortunes of the Jews. Cf notes on ii^*^ 29^ i". — The interpretation
of increase as = beco7ne mighty is hardly allowable (in 29^ the text
must be changed), and its emendation to rule is not appropriate;
cf. 29^.
20. In explanation of (3 Lag. refers to I i^i ig'- 9. — 21. J^ D'lo; 3^"'• irpbabiira biKaioiv, and SatB. S** had apparently ir. dbUiav, whence Bi. reads 'JB
Dv'iyi; but it seems more probable that the insertion is interpretation, after
18^; cf. Dt. i " . — 22. Bi. omits J§ '3, but his rendering: he knows not—
want comes, is doubtful. — 23. f^ '•yya; © bboiis perh. = imi<3 (Lag.), asomewhat unnatural locution; Kamp. Wild. -\na; Frank, suggests that J§ may be
an Aramaic form, — inN. The word is better omitted as gloss or dittogram. —
24. If we omit ||J yas ps IDNI, then following Nin is, on rhythmical grounds,
better omitted. Bi. makes a couplet of the v., omitting IDNI as dittogram,
and writing »: ya^: ]>a IDNI V3N hu — a division rhythmically and syntactically
good, if b be retained.

XXIX. 1-3. Peril of persistence in sin. "Value of probity.
I. He who, being often reproved, persists in wrong-doing
Will suddenly be destroyed, and that without remedy.
When the righteous < rule.' the people rejoice,
TTIien tlie wicKeu govern, tne people groan.
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3. A man who loves wisdom rejoices his father,
He who keeps company with harlots wastes his substance.

1. Single sentence, ternary. Lit.: a man of reproofs who harjiens (or, stiffens) his neck will suddenly be broken to pieces etc.;
cf 6'* 13'* 15^". Stiff'ening the neck, in obstinate persistence, is
the opposite of bending the neck, in token of submission.—The
term suddenly raay refer to the law of divine intervention; more
probably it signifies that the raan, secure in his obstinacy, does
not foresee misfortune. The reproof comes frora huraan teachers
and judges. — 2. Antithetic, ternary (or, quaternary-ternary).
The Heb. has: when the righteous increase, the suggestion being
that they then have control of aff'airs (so Saad. R"V. raarg.) ; the
change of a letter gives the reading rule, which is required by thegovern of second line. Cf 11^"-" 28^^- '^. — 3. Antithetic, quaternary-tSmary. On first line cf 10^ 231'-^* 27"; on second hne cf.
S'-". Licentiousness is put as the opposite of wisdora, as in 2'''- ^®
ji-3 ^23.24 gi.i3_ — jjj second line the predicate wastes etc. (instead
of the precise antithesis grieves his father) states that which
causes the father sorrow.

4, 5. Royal administration.

Malicious cajolery.

4. A king by justice gives stability to a land,
But he whose exactions are excessive ruins it.
5. A man who cajoles his neighbor
Spreads a net for his steps.

4. Anrithetic, ternary (or, quaternary-ternary). Gives stability,
lit. establishes {causes to stand) ; stability involves prosperity. In
second line lit. a man of exactions; cf a 7nan of reproofs in v.^.—
Everywhere else in OT. the word here rendered exactions denotes
ritual offerings (2 S. i^^ Isa. 40^"), which in the Israelirish law were
of the nature of iraposts or taxes (Dt. 12* Ex. 25^ Ez. 44*" 45^^'^
Lev. 7" Nu. 5* Mai. 3*) ; here the terra is eraployed in the nonritual sense. The royal exactions raight be legal taxes or deraands
for " voluntary " gifts; probably all sorts of deraands for raoney
are meant. Cf v.".* — 5. Single sentence, ternary. Cf 2'^ f
* On the method of collecting taxes in Egypt in the middle of the third century
B.C. see the great Greek papyrus discovered by Petrie, and published by Grenfell
and Mahaify (cf. Recent Research in Bible Lands).
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26^* 28^. His neighbor = any person. The word flatter in first
hne (RV.) does not exactly represent the Heb. term, which suggests guile and seduction.
6. Security and happiness of probity. — Antithetic, ternary.
Heb.: in the t7-ansgression of a bad man is a snare, but the good
7nan is joyful a7id glad. In first line the Syr. has the simpler
forra : the bad 7nan is snared in (or, by) his sin. The iraplication is that the righteous has no fear of snares, and raay therefore
be lighthearted; the text does not warrant the interpretation that
he rejoices because the sinner has fahen into the snare and been
destroyed. — A raore satisfactory forra is perh. given by reading
path for transgression, and may run for is joyful,
7 The cause of the poor. — Heb.: the good 7nan regards the
rights of the poor, the bad man does not understand knowledge.
Antithetic. Good = righteous. Regards is lit. knows, = " has
syrapathetic knowledge of," " considers favorably " ; see note on
12'", and cf \p I* 37**; this pregnant sense of the verb belongs particularly to the later language.* Rights = cause (properly the
legal judgment, the justice due) ; see 20^ 31''' Jer. 5^ i/^ 140'^'"*.
The word poor refers to physical poverty (10' 19^^ 22"^ 1^ 41^*^*
al). — The expression does noi understand knowledge is usually
explained as = "has no knowledge of ( = no concern for) the
poor," but the words will hardly bear this interpretation; understand knowledge raeans simply " have understanding or knowledge
or insight" (19^* Isa. 32^), and such reference to intellectual
clearness and vigor is not what is required in our couplet. The
text raay be changed so as to read the wicked (or, bad) man does
not understand justice, or
. does not plead for the needy (cf
31^ Jer. 5^8).

8. 'Wisdom is a peacemaker.
Unscrupulous men kindle discord in a city.
But wise men turn aside anger.

Antithetic, ternary. Unscrupulous men, lit. men of scoffing (see
x^), raen who laugh at raoral obligations, and srir up the baser
* Cf. the early use " to know intimately (that is, carnally)," as in Gen. 4I.

passions of their fellow-cirizens (Isa. 28"). Kindle discord in,
Elizabethan Eng. infla7ne (RV- set in a flame), lit. blow up (a
fire); so in Ez. 2x^^^^\ cf Cant. 2I' 4«i''. Elsewhere in Pr. the
ytxh= utter (that is, "puff out words," 6^^ 12I' 14'-^ 19"-«) ; cf.
^ 10^ puffs at, poohpoohs; ixv xf/ x 2^^*' the sense is rather pants
after, desires. — The anger is that of the men (the parties) of the
city.

9. Lawsuits between wise men and fools. — Lit.: A wise
man has a lawsuit ivith a fool, and he is excited (lit. trembles)
and laughs and ther-e is no quiet (or, 7-est). The subject of second
lineraaybe the wise man (Lat.), with the sense : whether he be
angry or laugh, there is no quiet (no end to the contention), or
X\itfool (Grk.), who is then said to show, by his excitement (that
is, probably, his anger) and his frivolous or derisive laughter, that
he has no sense of the seriousness of the situation. The predicates is angry and laughs appear to belong more naturally to the
fool than to the wise man, who is rather marked by quiet (Eccl.
9"); the expression there is no quiet can hardly raean constantly
(see Job 17^^ Eccl. 4* 6^). — The general sense seems to be that it
is not advisable for a wise raan to have a controversy with a fool.
According to OT. usage the predicate in first line signifies an
action at law (i S. 12' Jer. 2^ Ez. 17^ Isa. 43^ i/^ Q^'^O))^ not any
quarrel or controversy. Quiet (or, peace) is understood by sorae
as = silence, that is, the fool talks so much that there can be no
profitable discussion.
XXIX. 2. J§ n'31; ® e7Kw/iiafo;u/»'a)j', = n'3i3 (Jag.) or perhaps '^isn
(Lag.); read m i . — J^ plu. opis; better sing. (Bi.). — 3. The parallelism
suggests the omission of I^'N'. — 4 . J§ n!:iin ^^a; 3 (followed by %%) irapdvom, = n'D-intt'iN(Lag.) or ninin i!"X (Baumg.), cf. Kethib in Jer. 14I*. IL avarus. — B. ^ VB'9; Pinsker {Bab.-Heb. Punktationssystem,-^. 156) ya'o (i S. 20^).
— ] ^ n;; Pinsk. p ' ; Dys. o i ' ; S
tt'P'J
ryvsi. — 7. ^ n;;i I3j is suspicious; possibly i:y jV. — 9. v!-<a PK maybe omitted.

10. Lit.: ]^n of blood hate a perfect man, and upright men
seek his life, the second line of which is irapossible. To put a
pause after up7-ight men, reading : me7i of blood hate a perfect man
and upright men — they seek his blood, gives an unsyrametrical
division of lines and a loose gramraatical forra. The renderings :
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and as for the upright, they (the raen of blood) seek his (the
upright's) life (RV.) and (Zock. RV- raarg.) : but the upright care
for his life (or, soul) are unwarranted (the construction is diff'erent in 1^ 142'''"). We may change upright to wicked, or seek to
seek out (that is, " care for " ) . The eraended verb occurs in 20'"'
in the sense examine into, reflect on (vows), and in Ez. 34"i''in
that of seek out (scattered sheep) ; in this sense of inquire after
it raay = " l o o k after the interests of" (cf i/r 142^'*^). Bickell:
the upright seek to refresh (or, sustain) him. — The second eraendation calls for the less change in the Hebrew; the first gives the
more probable sense.

11. Restraint of anger.
A fool utters all his wrath,
But a wise man < restrains his anger.>

Antithetic, ternary. In second line the Heb. reads : but a wise
man stills it back ; the // naturally refers to the fool's wrath, but it
is obviously the wise raan's wrath that the couplet conteraplates.
The verb still (i/' 89^*^*") does not accord with the adverb back,
and the constr. pregnans (RV keepeth it back and stilleth it) is
improbable; nor can back = " in the background of his soul"
(De.), or "afterwards" (Siegf). The Grk. suggests the appropriate term restrain (Bi.), and for the doubtful back we raay read
his anger (Frank.).— Wrath is lit. spirit {= mind ox frame of
mind or temper), here, from the connection (as in Eccl. 10*), a
state of wrath.

12-14. Great and poor.
12. If a ruler listens to falsehood.
All his servants are wicked.
13. The poor and the oppressor meet together,
Yahweh gives light to the eyes of both.
14. A king who deals equitably with the poor.
His throne will be established forever.

12. Condirion and consequence, ternary-binary. Falsehood is here
any sort of untruthful stateraent, as unjust accusation (especially
of the poor), falsity in civil adrainistration and polirical relations;
the courtiers adjust theraselves to the prince. — Servant is any

XXIX. 10-16
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functionary in the service of the king (i S. 16* 2 S. 2^^i' 2 K. 5'
Pr. i4^«/.). —13. Single sentence, ternary. A variation of 22^,
on which see note. Oppressor seeras to be a general terra.
Involving aU sorts of hard procedures, financial and other (cf the
similar terra in i/^ 10^ 55"''^* 72'*), but there may be special reference to raoney (cf. the rich of 22^) ; Grk.: creditor and debtor.
—Meet together, as in 22^ — The second line = " God enables
both to see," that is, " gives to both the hght of life " {\\i 13'' Job
33* Eccl. 11^), creates both, permits thera to exist, and controls
them — that is, there raust be social classes, but God governs all.
—14. Single sentence, quaternary-ternary. Lit.: who judges the
poor in truth. Cf. 16'^ 20^^ 25^ 31*. The perpetual duration of
the dynasty is raade to depend not on physical or intellectual but
on moial character; the sage has in mind probably divine blessing, possibly econoraic and other social laws; cf i/* 18^**'^ 45^*'^
72".

15-17. Training of children.

Triumph of the righteous.

15. The rod of correction gives wisdom.
But a child left to himself brings disgrace on his mother.
16. When the wicked < are in power,' wrong increases,
But the righteous will feast their eyes on their fall.
17. Correct thy son, and he will yield thee comfort,
And give delight to thy soul.

15. Antithetic, ternary (or, quaternary). Lit.: rod and correction, hendiadys. Cf 13^ 23I*. For left to hi7nself {ht. let go,
= unrestrained) see Isa. 16* {scattered nestlings) 27'" {a scattered
home), and cf Job 39*. Brings disgrace, cf loi i "j^. The mother
appears to be naraed not as being the tenderer parent, perhaps as
the one who has raost to do with the training of the young child,
possibly for rhetorical variation (cf 17^^ 23^^'^). Grk. parents
may he free translation. —16. Iraplicit antithesis, ternary. Cf
niou 2812.28 2g2_ In first line, for Heb. increase, read govern (as
in29''), or are in power. — The second line assuraes that right
will prevail in civil governraent as in all other things. Feast the
'yes on is lit. see in (so Ez. 28") ; the fall of the wicked is the
salvation of the righteous (i^ 3'**' 5^"'"' 34'"^^^ and passim) —a
sentiment engendered by the conflicts of the later riraes (cf the
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Enghsh Puritans of the seventeenth century). — The couplet separates two sirailar couplets, and is perhaps out of place. In the Grk.
it stands both here and after 28". —17. Single sentence (with two
identical consequents), ternary. See 19I* and passages referred
to under v.". Yield comfort is lit. give rest, reheve frora anxiety;
see Dt. 12'" 2 S. 7^ Ez. ^^ Lara. 5' al
18. Heb.: where there is 710 vision people perish (or, become
disorderly), but he who obeys instruction (or, law), happy is he.
Antithetic, ternary. The word vision must refer to divine coraraunications to prophets, and the text gives the two forras of Israehtish divine revelation. But the vision can hardly be genuine.
The stateraent of first cl. is historically incorrect: the raost calaraitous period of Israehte history, polirically and raorally, was that
during which prophecy was at its height (and foreign nations do
not come into consideration), and the people were obedient at a
tirae when God hid his face and there was no prophet (i/^ 44. 74).
Moreover, Pr. nowhere else raentions propheric teaching, its
guide being wisdora, the instruction of the sages. We should
probably substitute for vision sorae such word as guidance (see
xx^^).—People = " folk," as in 24-* Ez. 36^ ^ 2 2«(", not the people,
the nation. The precise raeaning of the verb of first line is
doubtful; it appears to be equivalent to the "fall" of 11"; the
significarion " become disorderly, throw off restraint" is assumed
frora Ex. 32^.
10. J^ wp?'; Dys. n p 3 \ It is perhaps better to change Dnts"' to OPB*-!.—
Bi. 'wiai i»p3>, citing, for such Aram, form, the nn-i of Hos. 13I; but the form
n m is doubtful (see 3), and for a Heb. verbal noun tt'o: there is no authority;
for B^BJ respiration, quiet see Buxt. Lex. — 11. On the sense quiet for stem
n3B* see Lane (Z^x.), who holds the fundamental meaning to he far removed,
free (from care), whence declare free (from imperfections) = praise; cf. the
Talmudic use to ?nake better, more effective. (5 rapieirai; SOU 3tJ'n; IL differt
et reservat. Read "liyn, with Bi. —1§ -inN3; S3C Nrj;i3, in thought. Read
'ij'in. — 1 3 . J§ D'ssn t>a^\ ty-i; (5 baviarov Kai xpeu<^4X(^Toi; (as if = TAKOJ, Lag.).
The sense of stem in appears to be press, repress, oppress (so Aram. Arab.);
cf. "IP. —16. J^ n3-\3; read mns. —18. J§ fin; © ^|I/77JT^)S ^zVif, perhaps
free rendering of ^ , possibly = riSpn^, which, however, is elsewhere (except
in Job 371^^) represented by Kv^ipvriais or KV^epvSxris. — S3C avoid the statement of J§ (which probably seemed to them disparaging to an age that had
no visions), and substitute, from v.i^, when the wicked increase (Pink.).— We
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should perhaps read n'73nn; '73n line (not curb) hardly suits. — % may have
been influenced by the nnn of v.^o. For J^ pio' Frank, suggests, as possible,
pD' will be scattered, which, however, is hardly suitable. On stem y\& see
Ges. Thes. and note on i^^j the sense perish may perh. be allied with the
sense free ; cf. Arab. y-iD.

19. The training of servants.
Not by words must a servant be taught,
For he understands, but does not obey.

Single sentence, ternary. The servant, so the proverb intiraates,
like the son (v."), raust be trained by the rod — words will not
guide hira — he is not quite a rational being. On servant (properly slave) see note on 11-". Taught = corrected, set right, disciplined {<f 19^* 29^', cf 31^). Does not obey is ht. there is no
answet^ — Grk., interpreting : a stubborn semant. The rendering: that servant will not amend upon ad7nonition who, understanding, will yet give no answer (Hodgson) misses the point of
the couplet. Cf Ben-Sira's detailed instructions for the management of servants (BS. 33^"^).
21. The couplet seems to belong with v.^^ Heb.: he who
delicately brings up his servant from a child, in the end he will be
The subject of second line may be the subject {he) or
the object {se7-vant) of first line. In the end — at the conclusion
of this raode of procedure — it denotes the outcorae of the experiment, not necessarily the end of life. The omitted word, which
occurs only here, has been rendered ref-actory (Lat.), unthankful
(Ew.),j-^« {^aaA.'RN.), young gentleman (Luth.) etc.; it is probably an error of text. De.: he [the master] will flnally become a
nursery, that is, his house will be overrun by the children of his
pampered servant. — Grk.: he who from a child lives luxuriously
will be a servant, and in the e7td will come to grief. Sorae such
reading as this for second cl. should probably be adopted, though
it is not clear whether it is the raaster or the servant or the child
that coraes to grief

20, 22, 23. Of passion and pride.
20. Seest thou a man hasty in his words ?
There is more hope for a fool than for him.
2L
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22. An irascible man stirs up strife.
And a passionate man is the cause of much wrong.
23. A man's pride will bring him low,
But he who is of a lowly spirit will obtain honor.

20. Condition and consequence, ternary. The rendering affairs,
business (RV raarg.) instead of words is possible — the general
sense is the sarae : haste is destructive of reflection ; cf 10'. —
For second line see note on 2(P. Cf BS. 9'^ Jas. i^^. — 22. Synonymous, ternary. Irascible 7nan, lit. tnan of anger = one given
to anger (not an angry man, which expresses a raerely teraporary
feeling), := passionate (ht. possessor of wrath). The predicate of
second cl. is lit. great (or, abounding) in transgression, that is,
causing sin in hiraself and others by occasioning and foraenting
quarrels. Cf 151* 14'^-^ 16^2 222^^/. — 2 3 . Antithetic, ternary.
See notes on 11^ 13'° 15^ i6"'^'. — The paronoraasia low
lowly is found in the Hebrew.

24. Partnership in theft.
He who is partner with a thief is enemy to himself—
He hears the curse and discloses nothing.

Single sentence, quaternary-ternary. Is partner with, lit. walks
with, that is, probably, belongs to a gang of thieves (see i'**"'*).
The case conteraplated (if the text be correct) raay be that of a
theft in which the guilty person is unknown — a curse is pronounced on the unknown thief—the raan in question hears it,
but is afraid to say anything, and the curse, which has objective
or magic power (see note on 26^), strikes hira; cf Ju. 17^.* As
an oath involved a curse (the vengeance of the deity being
invoked against the violator of the oath), the word here used raay
also mean oath (as in Gen. 24" i K. 8^' Ez. 17^^) ; in Dt.
2^14(13). 19(18) jj^g texxci is equivalent to covenant (a curse being pronounced against a delinquent). The case described in Lev. 5' is
apparently that of a witness in court who, having heard the curse
uttered on an unknown offender, fails to tell what he knows, and
thus hinders the execurion of justice ; he is acquitted on presenting an offering. — The couplet is otherwise explained as referring
* See Moore, Judges.
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to the accomplice in a theft who is caUed into court as witness,
has an oath administered to him (RV. he heareth the adjuration),
and perjures himself But in that case the connection between
the two lines is not clear. Partnership with a thief does not necessarily or usually involve being summoned as witness, it does
involve moral injury to the man whether he is forced into perjury
or not, and the perjury does not bring physical injury unless it is
discovered; raoreover, the verb hears is not the natural expression for taking an oath — we should rather expect: he swears to
tell the truth, yet discloses nothing. Hitzig, therefore, interprets :
" he is really partner with a thief who, being called on to testify,
says nothing." Possibly second line is corrupt, or out of place.—
The proverb raay be aimed at men in high places who employed
inferiors in acts of robbery or peculation, and shielded them in
legal'inquiries.

25-27. Of piety and probity.
25. The fear of man brings a snare,
But he who trusts in Yahweh is safe.
26. Many seek the ruler's favor,
But every man's case is decided by Yahweh.
27. The righteous abhor the vicious.
The wicked abhor the upright.

25. Antithetic, ternary. Fear of man = regulation of one's conduct by the opinion or attitude of raorally untrained raen, fearing
to speak truth and do right lest it should provoke enmity.
Brings a snare = involves in misfortune. He is safe (lit. set on
high in a safe place, cf. iSi"" i/^ 20'*^') who trusts for protection
in God, and does bis duty. Cf 10^ 12^ al. — 26. Antithetic, ternary, or, ternary-binary. Cf i6^-^-^. Favor \s, Ut.face; ci. \fi 2f
and Pr. 6^ xp 10" 16". The face showed the disposition or
temper of mind, and the terra is equivalent in Heb. to presence.
The proverb deplores imraoral (cringing or corrupt) rehance on
human (especially political) power — God decides every raan's
destiny. — 27 Antithetic, ternary. Lit.: the abomination of the
righteous is etc., and the abomination of the wicked is etc. On
abomination see note on 3*^; vicious, ht. man of iniquity; upright,
lit. upright of way. Cf 8' 15* 24^
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21. ^ t''JC, air. Xey., is usually taken as = pj scion, offspring, a sense
possible but not probable; Berth.'s emendation jnn does not afford a satisfactorily definite antithesis; JIN (cf. 25!^ 27!^ 30I'') would be better — the sing,
form of this word is found in 30!" Keth., in the other instances the plur. The
choice of a air. Xey., = son, instead of p , would be strange; the word is
probably a miswriting. 3 bbwijO-^aerai, = (Jiig.) \i^2 n'n>; S njnnn (from
PUN) ; W, HDlD. For JID Ew. {Jahrb. xi. p. 10 ff.) cites Eth. mannani, one who
despises. 3^^ should probably be adopted; for " either J^ or (§ gives a good
sense. — 23. Note the assonance in Ssrn and Sor. — 24. After J^ 3:J Bi.
inserts n3)l Dt;' 3JJ3, and omits '^, which may be a gloss after Lev. 5I. Bi.'s
emendation is ingenious, and the resultant sense is not inapposite, but n3Jl ciy
is an improbable expression (see, for ex., Gen. 43^^). — 25. 3 has two versions
of the couplet, J§ mM m i n being rendered in the second by dai^eia, free
translation, opposite of Beoai^eia (Lag.).

V.

CHAPTERS XXX., XXXI.
CHAPTER

XXX.

The chapter forras a separate collection of sayings, differing
markedly in tone frora the rest of the Book. Its contents lead
us to refer it to the latest period of gnoraic collections; it was
probably added by the latest editor, that is, after collections I.-IV.
had been made up. It appears also to have undergone editorial
revision; see notes on v.^"-^^'^'.
It consists of the title (v.i*), what appears to be the "words of
Agur" (v."*"*), an exhortation to trust God (v.*-*), a prayer (v.""^),
an isolated raaxim (v.^"), a series of tetrads (v.""^i), and a sextet
on pride and anger (v.^^-^).
How ranch of the chapter the collector intended to include in
the "words of Agur" it is hardly possible to say. By some expositors the whole ch. is referred to Agur, by others v.'"^ or v.^'i", by
others v.'"^. The plu. sayings might suggest a nuraber of gnoraes,
butcf 31!"^. Since the paragraphs are in thought independent,
and raust be treated separately, the question of unity of authorship is not iraportant. — The Heb. of v.i reads : The words of
Agur, the son of Yakeh {Jakeh), the prophecy (or, oracle), the
prophetic utterance (or, divine utterance) of'the man to Ithiel, to
Ithiel and Ucal Since the expression prophetic utterance always
introduces the words uttered (Gen. 22!" Nu. 24'' Ara. 2" al!), the
title proper consists of the preceding part of the verse. In this
title the word prophecy {massa) is inapposite ; it is a terra of the
Prophetic vocabulary (rendered in AV. RV by bu7-den*), and
expresses a divine message or oracle, a form of utterance quite
out of keeping with the individual and reflective tone of what follows. How the word is to be treated is uncertain. One Grk.
* It means burden as well 2i% prophetic utterance ; in Jer. 2383-40 there is possibly
a play on the two senses of the word.
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Vrs. and many expositors take it as the narae of a place, or name
derived frora name of place, and eraend to from (or, of) Massa,
or, the Massaite. Others, by a different eraendation, read : the
gnomic saying (Heb. mashal), or, the gnomic writer (Heb.
moshel). Those who regard it as a proper narae idenrify it with
the region Massa of Gen. 25" i C. i^, of which the exact location is not known, though it was presuraably not far frora the Israehtish border (cf note on 31^). In that case Agur (hke the
personages of the Book of Job) would be a resident of a nonJewish region; it would not follow that he was not a Jew, or that,
if a Gentile, he was unacquainted with Jewish thought. But, as
we know nothing of the civilization of this Massa, the narae adds
nothing to the understanding of the passage. The second reading (Saad. Geig. Bick.) has the advantage of reheving the question from the geographical discussion. But, if it be adopted, it
must probably be regarded as not original, since sayings is a sufficient description of what follows; or, if it be original, it raust
have been defined in sorae way (see note on 31^), but the text
gives no definition (the Lat., iraproperly attaching following cl.,
has : the vision which the man spoke). The word of the third
reading (Gratz), moshel, is found elsewhere only in Nu. 21^' Ez.
16" 18^ (the verb several tiraes in Ez.), and then in the sense of
"speaker, reciter, writer, or eraployer of proverbs," and it appears
not to belong to the vocabulary of the philosophical school; we
should rather expect sage as the epithet of Agur. Faihng a satisfactory eraendation, we may regard the word of the text as a gloss
or as unintelhgible, and orait it without detriment to the sense,
rendering provisionally:
la. The title proper. The words of Agur Ben- Yakeh. Of the
Anc. Vrss. Syr. Targ. and Venet. Grk. take Agur and Yakeh as
proper naraes; Lat. regards the words as descriprive appellatives,
and translates : the words of the assembler, the son of the vomiter,
in which asse7nbler = " teacher, one who gathers the people for
instruction," and vo7niter = " one who pours out words of instruction." Agur is idenrified with Soloraon (Yakeh then being David)
by many Jewish and Christian expositors (Rashi, Aben Ezra, L.
de Dieu, Stier al.) ; by others (Saad. Mich, al.) he is taken to be
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an otherwise unknown ancient sage. The narae " Y a k e h " is by
some (Muhlau, De.) held to raean obedient, pious; the Midrash
explains son of Yakeh as = " one who is free frora all sin and
iniquity " ; Hitzig changes the word and renders : Agur, son of
her whom Massa obeys (Zockler : son of the princess of Massa),
Agur being thus raade into a brother of Lemuel ( 3 1 ' ) . Grk. sees
no proper names in the sentence ; it renders : reverence t/iy words,
son, and receive them and repe7it. — There seems to be nothing
better than to keep the Agur Ben- Yakeh, and to regard Agur as a
sage, Jewish or non-Jewish, not of the time of Soloraon, but of the
late reflective period, or else as a man (like Job) famous in tradition, and taken by sorae late writer as his mouthpiece for the
expression of philosophic thought.
I''. Secondary title ( ? ) . Lit.: inspired utterance of the man
to Ithiel, to Ithiel and Ukal, in which most of the older interpreters
see the naraes of two ancient sages, sorae suggesting that Ukal
might be the Calcol of i K. 4*^[5"]. The naraes were soraetiraes
interpreted as significant, Ithiel (Neh. 11') as = " signs ( = precepts) of God," or "with me is God," or " t h e r e is a God,"
Ukal as = " I can " (that is, " I can maintain ray obedience to
God "), the reference being to Soloraon or to sorae other raan or
men. — Very early, however, there were atterapts to get rid of the
proper naraes and explain the sentence as an expression of
thought introductory to what follows. Grk.: these things says the
man to those who trust in God, and I cease; Aq.: to Ethiel, and
do thou finish; T h . : to Ethiel, and I shall be able; Lat. paraphrases : the vision spoken by the 7na7i with whom God is, and
who, because God abides with him, is strengthened.
In 1669 Cocceius (Koch) in his Lexico7i proposed to translate the words following the word man : I have labored on account of God, and I
have obtained, and this forra of rendering, which found litrie favor
at the tirae, has been alraost universally adopted, though with variations, by raodern expositors. The clause (after the word 77ia7i)
is translated : I have wearied myself about God (or, O God), I
have wearied myself about God (or, O God), and I have pined
away (or, am consu77ied ox fai7it, or, have finished) ; or, with the
insertion of the negative : / have wearied myself etc., a7id have
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not succeeded (or, prevailed, lit. am not able). In all such interpretations, if the letters of the present Heb. text be retained
unchanged, the Vocarive, O God, raust be adopted; the rendering about God is unwarranted. The expressions have pined
away, or a;« faint, or am at an end (that is, of ray powers)
are soraewhat forced; the form with the negative (Bick.) is
better. Apart frora these differences of construction the sentence, thus eraended, expresses Agur's coraplete failure in his
effort to coraprehend God's nature and mode of procedure. This
confession of ignorance (agnosticism) may be a reverent acknowledgment of the transcendence of God (cf Job ii^"^"), or it raay
be an expression of purely philosophic doubt; see notes on v.^.
— None of these eraendations, however, can be considered satisfactory. In the first place, the man cannot stand isolated, but
must be followed by a descriptive phrase, as in Nu. 24^-*• i''-^® 2 S.
23^ * ; and Bickell accordingly changes the text and renders:
utterance of the man who has wea7-ied himself about God: I have
wearied myself etc.; but this repetition is unnatural and iraprobable. It is raore likely that the second of these expressions is
erroneous scribal repetition of the first, or a corruption of some
other word. In the next place, the word utterance, which is the
technical terra for the raessage of the prophet or the chant of the
seer, is here out of place as definition of a philosophical dictum.
It is understood by some as an ironical designation (by Agur or
an editor) of the doubt expressed in v.**"^: " behold the exalted
effusion of the champion " ; but such irony is extremely improbable. Probably a descriptive expression originally followed the
narae A^r Be7t-Yakeh (cf. 31^) or sorae stateraent the ground of
which is introduced by the for of v.^, but the text appears to be
corrupt beyond possibility of restoration. Fortunately the sense
of the following verses is independent of this clause.

2-4. Agur's dictum.
2. I am stupid, beneath man's level,
Have not human intelligence.
• The text of '^ 361(2) is corrupt; see Ols. Cheyne, and Wellh. in Haupt's Sacred
Books.

.S.AA. 1-4
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3. I have not learned wisdom,
I do not comprehend the Holy One.
4. W h o has ascended to heaven a n d descended.
Gathered the wind in his fist,
B o u n d t h e waters in a garment,
Fixed t h e boundaries of the earth ?
W h a t is his n a m e , and what his son's n a m e ?
Surely thou knowest.

2,3. Synonyraous, ternary. The Heb. begins the v. with for; the
reference being apparently to some preceding stateraent now lost.
Apparently a sarcastic avowal of intellectual dulness, = " there are
some who profess to understand God perfectly, and can give a
full explanation of all that he does — I am not one of these wise
men " — a sarcasm possibly airaed at raen like the Three Friends
and Elihu in Job, Agur syrapathizing with Job hiraself; only,
while Job's doubt is agony of soul, Agur's interest is dispassionate.
—The first cl. of v.^ is lit.: I am stupid (or, a brute beast) fro7n
man, not, that is, "the raost stupid (or, the least learned) of raen,"
but " of a stupidity that separates rae frora humanity, and equals
me with the lower animals," and this is the sense of second cl.
also. — Stupid, cf X2^ ij/ 73^^; here it refers to the intehect. On
Holy One see note on 91". Possibly there is here allusion to such
declarations as that of 9^°; cf Job 6'". Wisdo7n = the pretended
wisdom of the schools. — 4. Five questions, ternary. The subject cannot be " God " (De. al.) — this interpretation is excluded
by the sequence ascended
descended (the starting-point being
the earth), and by the reference to the son.* Since the questions
(which appear to be modelled on Job 38, cf Pr. 8^^^**) express
divine acts, they must be regarded as a sarcastic description of a
man who controls the phenoraena of the universe (cf Reuss) ;
only such an one (as Yahweh says to Job) can speak authoritatively of God's nature and administrarion. — The gar77ie7it is the
* In support of the reference to God, Cheyne {Job and Solomon, p. i s r f.) cites
Rig-Veda, lo, 129: " W h o knows, who here can declare, whence has sprung,
whence, this creation?
From what this creation arose, and whether [any
one] made it, or not, he who in the highest heaven is its ruler, he verily knows, or
[even] he does not know." But, as Cheyne himself intimates, between the speculations of an Indian philosopher and the skepticism of a Jewish sage there is a
wide gulf.
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clouds (Job 26^). Cf notes on 8""^'. To know a raan's name
and his son's name is to be well acquainted with hira. The satirical tone is continued in the last words : surely thou knowest, or
less well that thou shouldest know, or if thou knowest. Cf Job
38*. — The questions are by sorae expositors supposed to be
asked not by Agur, but by a doubter (the 7nan of v.'), to whom
Agur rephes in v.^-^; see notes on v.\ — On the supposition that
the subject of the v. is " God " the so7i has been understood as
= Israel {Midrash), or the demiurge (Levi ben-Gerson), or Christ
(Procop. al), or as an adurabration of the Alexandrian doctrine
of the Logos (Ew.) or of the NT. doctrine of the Son of God
(De.). But in all these cases both the narae and the son's
name would be known. — The brevity of Agur's discourse raakes
it obscure. But there is no reason to regard it as irreverent
toward God or as a denial of his existence, or as scoffing at
"revealed religion"; the conception of "revealed religion," in
the raodern sense of the expression, did not then exist. He
seeras to take the position of the discourse of Yahweh (Job
38^*) ; his attitude is one of reverent agnosticism, and he
belongs to the school of the last reviser of the Book of Job and
Koheleth. Cf the submissive tone of !/> 131 in the face of questions hke that here raised.

5, 6. Exhortation to trust and obey God.
5. Every word of God is pure;
He is a shield to those who trust in him.
6. Add not to his words,
Lest he rebuke thee, and thou be found a liar.

V,^ is a couplet, ternary, taken from 1^ i8^<^i' ( = 2 S. 22^^) ; cf
i/f 12*"'^ II9"". V.^ is a prose sentence, the first half of which is
taken frora Dt. 4^ (or 12^^ [i3^])j and the second half appears to
be based on Job i3''-^''. — The word God is in the Heb. the sing,
form {Elo'^h, plu. Elohim), found in Prov. only here, often in Job,
elsewhere rare, always in postexilian writings, except Dt. 32'^-"
Hab. i " Isa. 44* (and in the two last passages, and perhaps in the
first, it is not a proper narae, but a coraraon noun) ; in \p 18*' the
name is Yahweh.—The adj. in v.° raay be xendexed pure, purified,
like a raetal, raorally perfect, a perfect guide, or tried, trustworthy.
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so that his proraise may be relied on. —Rebuke = reprove, correct,
set right; see 3^^ 9^-^ 15I'' al. — The passage is by sorae regarded
as the editor's reply to Agur's preceding sceptical utterance, by
others as Agur's reply to the sceptical opinion quoted by him.
But the expressions are too general for a forraal reply; in a
polemic we should expect a raore specific reference to what precedes. V.^ assert that God is incomprehensible; v.'- ^ declare
that God's word is pure, final, and coraplete, and that he protects those who trust hira. The paragraph raay have been here
inserted by the editor to relieve the negative tone of v.^, but
hardly to refute the assertion of the latter. — The stress is here
laid on the corapleteness of God's words, and the paragraph is
aimed at certain persons who wished to add to them. The words
are the written revelation, that is, the Law, and probably the
Proplfets, and also the Psalras, since one of these is quoted.
The threefold division of the Jewish Scriptures (Law, Prophets,
Wrirings) is first expressly raentioned in the Preface to Ben-Sira
(B.C. 132), and this paragraph raay have been written not far from
that tirae. It is difiicult to say what additions are referred to.
In the preceding paragraph (v.^"*) there is no indication of intention to add to the written word ; rather, if any raodification of the
word is suggested, it is a subtraction (see notes above), but our
sage, in quoting frora Deut., oraits the injunction take 7iot from it,
as if he had only additions in raind. These are more probably
doctrinal than ritual, and raore probably religious than philosophical. Possibly the allusion is to the new doctrines of resurrection
and immortality, which began to take shape among the Jews in
the second century B.C. The writer, in that case, belonged to the
conservative party. The authority of the written word was universally recognized; but the progressive party (afterward known as
the Pharisees) adopted suggestions frora Persian and Greek
thought, and thus raade additions to the teaching of Law, Prophets, and Psalms. Koheleth (Eccl. 9*) combats the doctrine of
immortality; Daniel (ch. 12) affirras resurrecrion of Israelites,
but says nothing of immortality proper ; Wisd. of Soloraon (ch. 3)
accepts this latter doctrine, but says nothing of resurrecrion. The
two ideas were not established without a struggle.
Omitring v.i*-"• ^o^^. 33^ ^j^g reraainder of the chapter consists of
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proverbs in which groups of two or four things are named (as in
6'"""). This numerical arrangeraent is found as early as the
eighth century B.C. (Am. 1^-2®), and appears several tiraes in late
poetry {xp 62^^'-^^'> Job 5" 33" 40'), but is most fully eraployed in
this chapter. It is probably a very ancient forra of the Heb.
mashal or stanza, in which it was useful as an aid to raeraory.
The peculiarity of enuraeration seems to be merely a raode of
expressing indefiniteness ( = three or four), in accordance with
the raashalic principle of parallelism (heightening). — Cf BS. 23"
25^ 26^, and the Kalevala.

7-9. A prayer for preservation from the temptations of
poverty and riches.
7. Two things I ask of thee,
Deny me them not before I die:
8. Deceit and lying put far from me,
Poverty and riches give me not —
Provide me with the food I need —
9. Lest I be full and deny thee,
And say: " Who is Yahweh ? "
Or be needy and steal,
And profane the name of my God.

The form of the stanza is not symraetrical. Of the two things
raentioned in the petirion, naraely, deceit and financial extreraes,
only the latter is referred to in v.*; the poet, perhaps, thought the
reason for the prayer against lying too obvious to need raention.
The third line of v.* looks like a gloss; it is involved in the second
hne. In v.'' we might expect, in accordance with the norm of several following stanzas, the enuraeration one
two (De.). Also
the expression befo7-e I die is somewhat strange. The sirailar
expression in i/^ 39^^*"' involves the raeaning : " I ara soon to die;
grant rae relief frora ray present suffering that I raay taste sorae
happiness before I die and lose the possibility of enjoyraent."
Here, however, the situation is different: the petitioner asks not
for cessarion of suffering, but for a lifelong provision ; in the Ps.
the rehef raight be deferred rill death, here the petirion involves
hfe, so that the before I die is unnecessary, and, as it involves the
present, the setting a future limit is inappropriate. The couplet
should perhaps read: one thi7ig I ask of thee, two things deny 7ne
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not; the norm one
two is perhaps, however, intentionally
departed from; cf. v.""" below. — The insertion of O Yahweh
after of thee (Bick.) is appropriate but not necessary. Deceit
(RV. vanity) is synonyra of lying (lit. word of falsehood) ; see
'^24* 144''^^ Provide me, lit. cause me to secure. The food I
need, lit. the bread of my determined (that is, proper) portion;
Reuss: my sufficient bread; De. not so well: the bread allotted
me (by God) — the bread is of course allotted by God, but what
the petitioner desires is that necessary provision which avoids
extremes.* Deny {thee) : because a raan of independent means
is apt to forget that all coraes frora God. The use of the national
name Yahweh would seera unfavorable to the supposition that
v.'-'are by the same author. — P7-ofane, lit. lay hold of, that is,
not use disrespectfully (by venting discontent on God, reproaching
him with his apparent injustice), but bring into disrepute (by
stealing) ; cf Ez. 36^". To profane is to raake coraraon (the
opposite of sacred, holy), to cause (a divine person or a sacred
thing) to be considered unworthy of reverence.—'We might
expect the prayer: " teach rae to use both poverty and riches
aright" ; but the writer's experience and observation have apparently impressed him with the dangers of both.

10. Against speaking ill of a servant.
Defame not a servant to his master,
Lest he curse thee, and thou be held guilty.

Single sentence, ternary-binary. Defame, lit. wag the tongue
against, gossip about. If the defamation be false, the act is
slander (so xf/ xox^) ; here it seeras better to adopt the raore general sense, since slander is always a crirae, and a special prohibition in the case of a servant was not necessary. The proverb
forbids raeddling in other raen's household arrangeraents. — The
ground of the warning is the punishment that will fall on the raeddler. The aggrieved servant will curse his traducer, and the curse
will certainly affect the latter; see note on 26I The verb be held
guilty (or, be guilty) is a coraraon technical term of the later
ritual (Lev. 4" Nu. 5" al, and cf ^ s'"*"' 3421.22(22.23)) . jt occurs
* Cf. the TOV iniovaiov of Mt. 611 Lu. ii^.
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only here in Pr., but the corresponding noun is found in 14'. On
servant see note on 11^". — The proverb would stand raore naturally in chs. 23. 24, and has probably been misplaced by a scribe,
who connected its curse with the curse of v.". Ewald seeks to
bring it into relation with the preceding context by rendering:
incite not the servant [ = the pious raan] against his Lord [ = Yahweh], but the translation incite is doubtful, and the sense then
given to second cl. (" the pious man, when he perceives the error
into which he has been led, curses his seducer ") is improbable.*
XXX. The section 30I-" stands in 3 next after 24^2. — Some MSS. and
printed edd. have a^^ instead of nfi\ — 1. 3 read Dnpi ij3 ijn n a i ; peravbei
may be explanatory insertion (in which case J§ xcon is not rendered), or may
represent some form of Ni:'j. — f§ Na-an; SiW who received a propliecy, combining NS'D with DNj; 31 visio, = '^.
It should perh. be read hvf'D, and
regarded as a gloss on n a i ; cf. notes on 31I. —1§ DNI is hardly the inflated
expression of a late editor who wished to imitate the old Prophetic style. —
J§ 13 jn is rendered in & by and he was strong, = nail. — Ginsb.: SN •^m -iS.
— J§ "^sx may be pointed ^jsi (from nSj) or SaN (from ^ij) ot {Geig. Urschrift,
p. 61) SsN (from hy); Geig. takes it as interrog.: how couldL? Bick. inserts
N*?. On the pointings SDN with 3 raphatum (which is the better supported) and
SsK see De. and B-D. — 3. The neg. NS is to be continued into b, or inserted
in the text; cf. v.i^ 3 debs, = ha\ — 4. |g n a n a ; (S ei/K6\7rv, = ijxna.—
| § 1J3; 3 riKvois avrov. — For | § apn Bi. writes ynp, and after ^ )-\a inserts
SN hy ri-i^-i'iay as introduction to the following questions. — 8. J§ 'pn nnS, for
which, in Gen. 47^^, stands simply pn (Frank.). — Bi. converts * into a couplet
by inserting 1 OfliJ after nail. — 9. ?§ nini in; 3 ntni ID.

11-14. Four depraved classes of men.
H. Men who curse their fathers,
And do not bless their mothers!
12. Men who count themselves pure.
Yet are not cleansed of filthiness!
13. Men of haughty looks
And supercilious bearing!
14. Men whose teeth are swords,
And their mouths armed with knives!

In the last verse the Heb. adds the couplet:
To devour the poor from off the earth,
And the needy from among men.
* Cf. the similar representation in Koran 1423-27 3480-32,

The four classes are the unfilial, the self-righteous, the arrogant,
and the rapacious. — As the text stands, each couplet is the
exclaraatory mention of a class, with descriptive relative clause,
but without predicate, and this is the raost satisfactory reading.
Grk. inserts an adj. and takes the verb as predicate : a wickedge7ieration curses e t c . ; others supply the substantive verb : there is a
generation who etc. (R"V al), or take the first noun as "Voc.: O
generation, that curses etc. (Ew.) ; the reading woe to the ge7ieration etc. is not in accordance with the norra of the chapter. The
couplets appear to approach the rhythraical norra of the H e b .
elegy, as if the writer mingled sadness with his denunciation. —
11. Lit.: a generation which etc., the word generatio7i raeaning
not a genealogical group, or a raass of people living in the sarae
age, but a class or circle, — {certai7i) 77ien, as in i/f 24^. — On the
sin reTerred to see note on 20^. — 1 2 . Lit.: a gcne7-ation pure in
its {own) eyes, yetfro7n its filthiness not washed, men who thought
themselves raorally good because they observed certain conventional or ritual proprieties, yet at heart were bad. Cf 20^ Mt.
23^^. The term filthiness, ox, filth, here (and in Isa. 4*) signifying moral defilement, is used in a physical sense in 2 K. 18-'
( = Isa. 36'-) Isa. 288 (cf Dt. 23"<»' Ez. 4^^ Zech. t*)- —
13. Lit.: a ge7ie7-ation, how lofty are their eyes, a7id their eyelids
are lifted up!
Cf 6" i// 131^ — 1 4 . Lit.: a ge7ieration, their
teeth are swo7-ds, a7id their teeth knives. The Heb. has two words
(synonyms) for teeth; the second (a poetic word. Job 29I' Joel
I* i/f 58"^''') does not raean jaw-teeth or 7nolars (Grk. RV
al).—
The sin denounced is unscrupulous use of power to gain one's
ends; the figure is that of a ravening beast. — It was natural that
this description of rapacity should be interpreted (as in the
appended couplet, v."''''), by a scribe, as a reference to oppression of the poor. But the addition of an interpretation is not the
manner of the numerical groups of this chapter; the aphorisra is
supposed to carry its own interpretation. The couplet may refer,
in general, to oppression of the poor, or the terms poor and 7ieedy
(which are synonyms) raay = Israel (as in x\i 35'" 82*^/.); the former
interpretation appears to be favored by 31"-^. On poor and needy
see notes on 3"'^ i4°i. — The whole stanza may refer to Israelitish
offenders, or to rich and powerful foreigners (cf \^ 13. 14. l o i . 120,
123 a/.).
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Here begins the series of tetrads proper, the progressive form
of numeration, three
four, being employed, except in the
group in v.^^^. "V.^^% however, stands out of connection with
what follows.
15*. Lit.: Aluka has two daughters, give, give.
The word
aluka raeans leech in Syr. and Late-Heb. (and the Arab, has
nearly the sarae forra), is here so rendered in the Anc. 'Vrss., and
is so understood by the great body of recent expositors. Allegorical interpretations, such as the Underworld, with its two daughters.
Paradise and Gehenna {Midrash
of Pss. Rashi), or siraply
Gehenna {Aboda Zara xi a. Midr. of Pr.), or Nonentity (Saad.),
or Wicked Desire (Calvin), or Greediness (De.), are without foundation. Nor is there any philological ground (Ew. al.) for
regarding the word as the narae of a bloodsucking or cannibal
deraon, sirailar to H e b . lilith, Rora. Ia7nia, Arab, giil, Hindoo
vetala, Egypt, ka. — The two daughters are explained as the two
raouths of the leech, or two young leeches, or paradise and
gehenna, or avarice and arabition, or two sorts of nothingness etc.
There is a difference between calling a hill a " son of oil," that is,
"fruitful" (Isa. 5'), and saying not "Sheol etc. are daughters of
the leech," but " the leech has two daughters." The double give,
give is regarded by sorae as giving the naraes of the daughters, by
others as an exclaraation or cry uttered by thera: daughters [7vho
conti7iually C7y :~\ give, give ! — Various eraendations of the text
have been proposed. Ewald : the bloodsucker has two daughters,
" hither, hither" ! three that say: "hither, hither, hither the blood I
the blood of the bad child" I, to which he then attaches v.i' De.
supposes a triplet, which r a n : the Aluka has two daughters;
Give ! give ! — Sheol and the barren wo7nb ; there are three that
are never satisfied, the three being Aluka and her two daughters;
and on this, he suggests, followed a quatrain (of which only a part
reraains), beginning : four say not enough (v.'^"). Bickeh: th7-ee
things are not satisfied; four say not: enough! Aluka has two
daughters: give, give, Sheol and the wo7nb, and the rest as in the
Heb. text. These reconstructions, all arbitrary, are called forth
by the desire to bring v.i^° into logical connection wi?E the following lines. The first word in the Heb. has also been taken as a
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title: By Aluk'ah, which adds nothing to our knowledge, and,
from the norm of the chapter, is highly iraprobable. The line is
a fragraent, or a gloss, whose text has suffered, so that the original
sense is no longer visible. An illustration may have been drawn
from the habits of the leech; the persistency of the aniraal, in
clinging to the object on which it fastens itself till it is glutted
with blood, was weh known to the ancients (Horace, Ep. ad Pis.
476). — The remainder of the paragraph accords with the norra
of the following groups (characterized by three . four), and
obviously forras in itself a coraplete proverb.

15b, 16. Four insatiable things.
ie,b. Three things are never satisfied.
Four say not: " Enough " :
16. Sheol; the barren womb;
The earth is unsated with water;
Fire says not: " Enough."

In v.^^ a quatrain (as in the following groups) may be obtained by
expanding first hne, possibly : Sheol is 7iever satisfied with dead,
the barren womb never sated with childre7i. Sheol is described in
27* as never satisfied; cf Isa. 5" Hab. 2*. The barre7i womb is
lit. the closing of tlie womb ; cf. Gen. 16^ 30^ 20^^; the reference
is to the desire of a childless wife for children. The earth,
desiring to be fruitful, is always thirsty; fire ever needs fuel. — Cf
the Indian proverb : Fire is 7iot sated with wood, 7ior the ocean
with the streams, nor death with all the livi7ig, nor wome7t with
men {Hitopadega 2, 113) ; and an Arab, proverb (Freytag Proverb. Arab, iii. I. p. 61), in a long hst of triads of insatiable things,
has, as two of its three things, wood byfi7-e,and the earth by rain.
Whether the Heb. and Arab, proverbs can be traced to the East
is uncertain. — Our proverb has no ethical meaning or application ;
it is siraply a record of observation, which may broaden the
pupil's knowledge of the world.
17. Punishment of filial disobedience.
The eye that mocks a father.
And scorns <the old age o f ' ( ? ) a mother.
The ravens of the valley will pick it out.
And vultures will eat it.
2M
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A quatrain, both couplets synonymous, the first fernary, the se
ond binary, or ternary-binary. This serious quatrain, out of pla
in a string of sarirical and descriptive tetrads, naturally attach
itself to v.ii, to which it was perhaps added as coraraentary
adraonition. —The eye is naraed as the organ of the expression (
feeling (cf. Job x6^ Ez. 28*'). The reading old age is from tl
Grk.; the word of the Heb. text, now commonly rendered obea
ence, is doubtful in forra and meaning, and this sense is hei
hardly appropriate — the proper object of sco7'7is is the person c
the raother. The 7-azien and the vultU7e (so, and not eagle, th
Heb. is probably to be rendered) picked out the eyes and ate th
flesh not of the living, but of the dead (i S. 17^^ i K. 14" Jer. 16
Ez. 29' 39^0-* Disobedient children are to die violent deaths
their bodies are to lie unburied and be food for birds, they wiU b(
honored with no funeral rites, and their position in Sheol wil
therefore be an inferior one. The verse is an expression of thf
high estiraation in which regard for parental authority was held
(cf 23^^ Ex. 20I-).— Valley is the bed of a water-course, or a
depression through which a winter streara runs (Arab. wady).
Viiltu7-es is ht. sons of the vulture, that is, not "young vultures"
(RV young eagles), but " merabers of the species vulture," like
" sons of the prophets," = members of prophetic guilds, and
" sons of the Elohim," = beings of the Elohira class. — The verse
is by sorae regarded as a polemic against Agur's alleged repudiation (v.^"^) of parental instruction; but of this there is no hint in
the text.

18,19. Four mysterious things.
18. T h r e e things are beyond my ken,
A n d four I do not u n d e r s t a n d :
19. T h e way of the vulture in the air;
T h e way of a serpent over a r o c k ;
T h e way of a ship on the high sea;
A n d the way of a man with a woman.

The first couplet is quaternary-ternary, the others are ternary.—
Beyond my ken, lit. too wo7iderful for 7ne, or wonderful beyond me.
* Cf. Iliad i. 4. 5 and the imprecations « xopa/tas, /3aAA' i% Kopoucas. Geier refers
to Arist. jyist. ..hiimal. c. i, and Epictetus : ravens destroy the eyes of the dead, flatterers the souls and eyes of the living.
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It is held by many expositors (Mercer al.) that the characterP ^ intended in the four things is that they leave no trace behind;
on' the tracelessness of a ship and a bird see the fine passage in
Wisd. of Sol. (s'""). This characteristic holds of the three first
cases, but hardly of the fourth; and as to the second, there would
be no reason for particularizing the serpent, since no trace is left
on a rock by the passage of any animal. The point is rather the
wonderfulness of the things named (Geier). The soaring flight of
a great bird (Joh39^''"), the raysterious raoveraent of the serpent,
performed without feet (Gen. 3"),* the path of the ship through
the trackless deep (WS. i4^'^),t and the procreation of a huraan
being (i^ 139""'* Eccl. 11^) excite the adrairation of the writer.
Apparently no religious sentiment is involved; the stanza is rather
a lesson in natural history and physics. — On vulture see note on
V.I' On the high sea is lit. /« the heart of the sea; cf 23^''.
Woman, '^xo^txXy young woman (Gen. 24** Ex. 2* Isa. 7" x\i 68^'^*
Cant. i'6*), married (as in Isa.), or unmarried (as in Gen. Ex.
f and probably in Cant.). {
20. To the last line of v." an annotator has added a prose
explanation: So is the way of an adulteress: she eats and wipes
her mouth, and says: " / have done nothing wrong!' The eats
and wipes her mouth is a humorous figurative expression of the
woraan's non-moral indifference. The annotation misses the
point of the aphorisra : the latter is concerned with the wonderfulness of the act, the forraer with the supposed moral carelessness
of one of the actors; the gloss assuraes that the you7ig wo7nan is
unchaste. On adulteress (lit. adulterous wo/7ia7i) and wrong cf
notes on 6'^i^ 10^.-The v. is regarded as a gloss by Hitz. De.
Reuss, Strack, Frank, al
12. On the Mas. change of n^i to HNX (as if from NX>) see Geig. Urschrift,
M I 0 . - 1 5 . The section 301*^ stands in 3 next after 24*8; the order in
wimal . ^ t e ^ ' ^ ' '^'°™ ^'^"^ "^ "'"^ *"' ^'^- ^^^- '^'^"'" (^^•^' "^""^ ° ^ ^ "
mma. J^ ^n 3^; 3 dyair-ficrei dyainipevai, from an, and so Si ja^an, from
The Jerusalem Targum inserts, as part of the curse: thy feet shall be cut off.
.h;«
f 1 *"" * ° ' ^ "^'^' '" 6.0Mh\.fvi\; ot the first cl. may be an interpolation;
rae^second cl. connects itself immediately with v.25.
as i r ^ ' ' " " "^"^ " ° ' ""^^^ ''''''^'" ^ ^ ^ - ' " ^'^- ^"'^ C^"*-) in^y "^^ regarded
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which (or from J§) 'E incorrectly writes \2r\2ryv, burnitig {= destructive).—
16, ?§ oni "ys'y; 3 epm ywaiKos, ••^ being taken as = woman (cf. Ju. 5*>,
fnscript. of Mesha, 1. 17), and 'y guessed at or rendered freely (cf. the force
of -Kiy in 2 C. 141" Dan. 10*), or it was perhaps not in O's Heb. text. The
word should perh. be omitted (Bi.); it may be scribal explanation. —
17. J§ nnp', elsewhere only in Gen. 491", on which cf. Ball, in SBOT.
On the form see De. Ols. § 83 a, Ges.-» § 20 h. The possibility of a Heb.
stem T^p". obey seems to be proved by Ass. aku (De. Wbch.), but the noun nnp^
is doubtful. It was not understood by the medieval Jew. commentators (who
generally render it collection or weakness), and was not read by any extant
Anc. Vrs. @ (and so S9C Rashi) 717^05, = njpt; % par turn. The rendering
obedience appears to have been first proposed by Abu'l Walid (c. A.c. 1000),
from Arab, ipi, but is here inappropriate. Read njpt. Bi. further inserts
na'B' before as. —19. ?§ ^rj"???; 3 iv vebrrjn, = vpSpa (Lag.). — 20. | § nnnm
nis; (3 dirovi\j/ap,ivii = J§. — Bi. omits "•; but the whole v. is a gloss.

21-23. Four intolerable things.
21. Under three things the earth totters,
And under four it cannot bear up:
22. A servant when he becomes a king;
A fool when he is prosperous;
23. An unwooed woman when she (at last) finds a husband;
A maidservant when she is heir to her mistress.

The couplets are apparently ternary. The tone seeras to be
humorous or whimsical: the earth is said to totter (or, tremble)
under the intolerable burden of the characters naraed. The
expression raay be taken (but less probably) to raean that by the
changes of fortune here described the raoral order of society is
subverted. The cases cited are ah of persons of relatively inferior position who come into power, and the intiraation appears to
be that they are then excessively pretentious, arrogant, and disagreeable ; it is hardly probable that the writer was so bitter a
conservative that he viewed with horror any departure frora established rules. The examples are taken equally frora the two sexes.
— The rendering/<?r, on account of, instead oi under, is weak and
not quite accurate. The word servant (or, slave) may denote an
officer of high rank (hke Zirari, i K. 16^), who, however, is far
beneath a king; such sudden elevations have always been comraon in Oriental lands (for example, the Maraluk [that is. Slave]
dynasty of Egypt) ; see notes on 11^ 191". — The texxafool (Heb.
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nabal) raeans, in the early narrative literature, a person of low
grade, socially (2 S. 3^), or intellectually (17'"), perhaps also
(cf I S. 25^) a boorish person; in Prophetic writings its signification is religious and ethical (Dt. 32" Ez. 13" Isa. 32**'), in the
devotional literature it is used in the sense of " ungodly" {ip 14I
al.); here, as elsewhere in the Wisdora books (Job 2I" 30*), it
appears to be employed in the intellectual sense. Is p7-osperous,
lit. is filled (or, satisfied) 7vith b7-ead, = is wealthy. — Uiwooed, lit.
hated, that is, the object of dislike, or, not liked, not beloved
(and so, nearly, not attractive) ; the terra is used of an unloved
wife in Gen. 29'^-^ Dt. 2ri^*-; here it means not odious (RV.),
but simply unattractive, u7isought, and describes a woman who
has long reraained unraarried, and has felt the disgrace of her
position (Hitzig). The couplet supposes a society in which a
woman's personal attractiveness entered into her chances of raarriage, in which, that is, there was freedom of choice to the raan;
this appears to have been the case in old, pre-monarchical, Israel
(Gen. 291^ Ju. 14^"* I S. 25^^), and in the Greek period, doubtless,
considerable freedora existed.* — The term hated is by sorae
(Dathe al.) understood to raean divorced (Dt. 24!"^). But the
word never has this sense. Hatred (that is, dislike) on the part
of the husband was, under the law, a ground of divorce, but the
divorced woraan is never called simply one hated (not in Isa.
60''). Moreover, a divorced woraan was not necessarily/^'j-f^wa
ingrata to others than her forraer husband ; the law allowed her to
marry again, and such a second raarriage would be looked on not
as subversive of order or offensive to the common sense of propriety, but as natural and proper. Grk. a hated wo77ian, if she
obtain a good husband appears to understand the term as = disliked. — Is heir to, that is, inherits property, and herself becoraes
a mistress. The verb raay raean supplants, that is, gains the favor
of the husband, and thus becoraes the real raistress of the household. Between these two senses of the verb it is not easy to
choose, but both give the same general raeaning for the clause.—
In the OT. law the next of kin inherits, usually the son (Dt. 21",
cf Gen. 211"), and (in the late legislation, Nu. 27*), if there were
* Cf. Moore, Judges, on Ju. 14I ff-; Now. Arch. \ 27.
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no son, the daughter; in late tiraes a raan or woraan raay have
had the legal right to bequeath property at pleasure (cf Job 42I').
In the present case, if the rendering is heir to be correct, the
property-holder is a woraan, a case not conteraplated in the OT.
legislation (in Nu. 27^ the heiress raust raarry a raan of her own
tribe, who then becoraes the owner of the property), nor do we
know what the property-rights of Israelitish women were in the
fourth, third, and second centuries B.C.; in the Roman law a
woman could raake a will, and this freedora had not improbably
crept into Jewish society. See note on 17^*

24-28. Four things little but wise.
24. Four things there are, small in the earth.
But yet exceedingly clever:
25. Ants — a people not strong.
Yet they prepare their food in summer;
26. Shaphans — a people not mighty,
But they make their houses in the rocks;
27. Locusts — they have no king,
But they march all in ranks;
28. Lizards — one may be grasped in the hands.
Yet are they in kings' palaces.

Ternary. Sraall aniraals which show contrivance and skiU. The
proverb is siraply descriptive of the habits of the aniraals, a bit of
natural history, without expressed reference to huraan life, but perhaps with the imphed suggestion that success is not confined to
bigness; cf Aristorie, Hist. Anim., cap. i. — 24. The number
four alone is given, not the sequence three .
four; the variation is possibly purely rhetorical, the predicates in the two lines
being anritheric, not, as in v.^*-^^-^^-^^, synonymous. — Exceedingly
clever, lit. wise, endowed with wisdom; Grk.: wiser than the wise.
— 25. See note on 6^ The word people, here and in next v.,
appears to refer to the industrial organization of the aniraals in
question. The intiraation is that ants lay up in the suraraer their
food for the winter. — 26. The shaphan, as is now agreed by naturalists, is the Syrian hyrax, a sraall pachyderra, which lives in
crevices of rocks.f This habit (mentioned here and in xp 104")
* For the Talmudic law of inheritance see Baba Bathra 120a (cf. Taanifh 30b).
t See Tristram, in Survey of West. Pal.; Wood, Bible Animals.
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is proof that it is not a "cony (or, coney)," that is, rabbit. It
was erroneously supposed (Lev. ii^ Dt. 14^) to chew the cud, an
inference frora its habit of raoving its jaws from side to side. —
27. Inarch, ht. go forth. In ranks, = in orderly a7'ray. In Joel
i^ four species of locusts are raentioned, of which one (Heb.
ai-beh) is the sort here naraed; a vivid description of their warlike array is given in Joel 2 (cf Ju. 6* Job 39""). In the OT. legislation locusts are "clean" (Lev. n^^ cf Mk. i").* —28. The
fourth aniraal is probably hot the swallow (Saad. al), or the ape
(Aben Ezra al), or the spider (Levi, Luther, AV.), but the lizard
(Grk. Lat. and raodern expositors generally). The first line raay
be translated (RV. al.) : the lizard seizes with its ha7ids, but, as in
the other couplets the first line refers to the aniraal's weakness, it
is better to render: the lizard thou 7nayest grasp, or, by a change
of vowels, may be grasped. The form given above : lizards etc.,
is assimilated to that of the preceding couplets. — The lizard's
habit of running over the walls of houses, in pursuit of food, is
well known.

29-31. Four stately things. —Heb.:
29. Three things there are of stately step.
Yea, four of stately gait:
30. The lion, mightiest of beasts —
He turns before no foe;
31.
; the he-goat;
A king

29. Quaternary-ternary. The forra recurs to the sequence three
four, the two lines of this couplet being synonyraous. The
characteristic fact is noble carriage, which, in the case of the lion,
is associated with power, and this last is probably to be understood in the others. The proverb is an adrairing reraark, without
moral or religious suggestion. Lit. are good (or, excellent) in step
(or, march), and are good in gait (or, going). Step occurs in 4^^
5* i()^,gaitixx 21^41^ 15^^ — 30. Synonyraous, ternary-binary. Lit.
a mighty one among beasts, and turns not back before anything.
This terra for lion is found elsewhere only in Isa. 30" Job 4" (in
* See Tristr. Wood. A description of a recent invasion of locusts is given by
Thomson, Land and Book, ii. 102-108.
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the last passage RV. has incoxxeciiy old lion). — The word here
used for beasts commonly signifies doraestic animals as distinguished frora wild aniraals (Gen. x^* Lev. i^ \p 148^", RV. cattle),
but in poetical or elevated and gnoraic style is soraetiraes
employed for aniraals in general (Ez. 8'" Isa. 30** al). — 31. The
couplet enuraerates three objects (so v."^" has two objects), of
which only one is clear. The first expression (oraitted above)
appears to be lit. girded {ox, girthed, or, co77ipressed) about the
loins, and has been understood to be a description of sorae animal,
as cock (so all the Anc. Vrss., except Venet. Grk.), frora its warlike strut, or eagle (Saad.), or greyhound (Ven. Grk. Luth. RV.
al), as being narrow in the flanks, or zebra (Ludolf), frora its
girding stripes, or warhorse (Ges. Wild. RV. marg. al), as accoutred for battle (cf. Job 39'^^*). Of these renderings warhorse
suits best in respect of stateliness, but cock has the best ancient
support. If this sense be adopted for the first word of the
expression, a change in the following word gives the reading:
the cock lifti7tg hi7nself up (or, holding his head high), or the
proudly stepping cock. The Grk. fills out the picture : the cock
marching bravely among his hens. — The he-goat is the leader
of the flock (Grk. adds: who leads the flock). Cf Dan. 8*
(where, however, the Heb. term is different). — The last clause
reads : and a king alkmn with hi77i (or, by the change of a vowel,
his people), in which the word alku7n is unintelhgible. Grk.: a
king who hara7igues a people (that is, stands up to address a
nation) ; Lat.: nor is there a ki7ig who can resist ( = stand up
agai7ist) hi7n (that is, the goat) ; Saad. RV : the king against
who77i there is no rising up. These renderings are all grararaatically irapossible. Others (Gesen. De. al.) take alku,7n as pure
Arabic, and render: the king who has authority to call out the
host; but the eraployraent of a foreign terra, for which Heb. had
an equivalent (2 S. 20'*), is improbable. Lowenstein: King Restless, that is, one who does not stand still or pause in his career of
conquest.— Faihng a natural sense in the Heb. expression, eraendation of the text has been resorted to. As the Jews, in Talraudic tiraes, soraeriraes, to avoid profanation of the divine narae
Elohim, subsrituted a k for its h, Hitzig here reads : a king with
whom God is ; but the religious expression is out of place in this
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series of non-religious tetrads. Dys.: a king with who/n are
thousands; Bick.:
who stands up for {the protection of) his
people. — Halevy {Melanges, p. 123) regards alkUm as the narae
of an Arabian deity {Kaum), but the king who had the support
of Kaura would hardly excite the adrairation of an old Jewish
gnomist. Geiger {Urschrift, pp. 61 ff.) takes it to be the antiMaccabean highpriest Alcimus (i Mac. 7^^^ ^i 54-56 jQg_ ^^^_ ^2, 9,
7; 12, 10, 6), here ironically called "king," a title to which he
possibly aspired; the introduction of a personal name, however,
in this series is not what we should expect, and the reference to
the king is obviously not ironical, but serious. We can only surmise that king and alkum are corrupted forms, and that the original text referred to the majestic mien and movement of sorae
animal.
In ^.32.33 ^.jjg tetradic form is lacking, and the expressions,
though quaint, are not humorous or ironical. In the present
state of the text it is irapossible to say whether there was originally (as the for of v.^ appears to suggest) a connection between
the two verses. — 32. Heb.: If thou
in exalti7ig thyself,
and if thou hast planned— ha7id to 7nouth. The omitted word is
usually rendered hast acted foolishly (or, a7-t foolish), but this
sense is found nowhere else in OT., and is doubtful; the translation thought evil (RV. al.) for planned is possible only when the
connecrion shows that the plan is evil. Before ha7id the verb lay
is coraraonly inserted. The sense thus obtained is: " if thou
exakest thyself in mere folly or by deliberate plan," or, " if thou
art foolish in exalring thyself or in planning," or, " if thou art foolishly elated and plannest evil," or, " if thou art contemptible, it is
by boasting; and if thou art wise ( = plannest well) " — "then
preserve silence." Taken in connection with what follows, the
meaning of the v. would be that silence is pacific ; but text and
sense are doubtful. — 33. For, p7'essi7ig 77iilk bri7igs out curd, and
pressing the nose brings out blood, a7id pressi7ig a7iger b7i7igs out
strife. The first line is perh. a scribal addition; blood, but not
curd, is alhed to strife; in nose (Heb. ap) and anger (Heb.
appayim) there is a play upon words. — Cu7'd, ox, sour 77iilk (not
butter, or, crea77i), is produced by shaking milk in a vessel; it is
a refreshing drink, and was a favorite beverage of the pastoral
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Israelites (Ju. 5^ Gen. i8« Dt. 32" 2 S. 17^ Isa. 7"-^^ Job 20"),
as it is of the Bedawin to-day.*
23. ^ Vfyn; <3 iK^dXij. — ^ "^yan ; 3 idv rbxv dvbpbs dyaBov. —
26. | § DiJOB*; 3 xoVT/"^^^'"!, hedgehogs; S3E DJn, probably the hyrax,
Arab, wabr (cf. Payne-Smith, Thes. Syr.); IL lepusculus. — 28. Of ?§ an^a
U'snn 3 has two renderings: x*/'"'^'' ipeibbp^vos supports itself by its hands,
reading Piel or Qal; and evdXwros Hiv, easily taken, xe'i.6!\n^'^if?\.—31. On
the post-Bibl. Jew. interpretation of -int as a bird of the raven species see De.
For pj 01:00 we might read najc, which would suit the cock or the horse, hardly
the raven. — Arabic itni (or "\ni) is starling; if the name be mimetic, it might
have been applied to more than one bird. The derivation from irN, bind, is
improbable. Cf. 3 Mac. 5^^. —'%. loy DIPSN; <§ bi\pi\yopS>v iv idvei, perhaps
_ 10"; S.V D'lp (Jag.), less probably iD?'? Dp (Bi.), better y SN Dp; and so
substantially SST; IL ttec est rex qui resistat i??, = iDP Dp N*? ^?Dl; Hitz.
D^HSN; Dys. DiflVN. The n. p. Alcimus is written DDpSf* in the great bilingual
Palmyrene inscr., col. 2, 1. 28. DpSx might be corruption of ipN (A. S. Waldstein, in an oral communication), though wild goat (Dt. 14*) would be very
near he-goat. nSn may be corruption of DpSs, or vice versa. For J^ t:"n IN
read a'^ni. — 32. Everywhere else in OT. the Qal Sa: = fade, languish (on
Job 14I8 and 4' 18*" see notes of Budde and Wellh.); cf. Ass. nabalu, dry
{land), and nablu, ffat/te; in Arab, the stem has the sense of skill, capacity.
Whether Qal is ever denom. may be doubtful; it is so taken by QSkWL, but
their rendering may be a guess. What Heb. text is represented by 3 iav
irpbri (Teavrbv iv ei^potrivri is not clear. — 33. Bi. makes a quatrain by inserting
after first yn: ym D^D NXH jSty.

XXXI. 1-9. A manual for kings or judges, a warning against
such indulgence of appetite as raight hinder the execution of
jusrice. The Aramaizing diction suggests a late date (not earher
than second century B.C.). Cf the aphorisras in x6^'^^^ al, the
national religious adraonirions of Dt. 17^^^, the theocratic portraiture in Isa. g'i-^^^fi) 11I-5 32I-8 al, and the religious tone of
WS. 1-9.
1. Superscription. — Heb.: The words of Lemuel, a king, the
oracle which his mother taught hi77i; or: The words of L., king
of Massa, which etc. (or, whose 77iother taught hi7/i). The translarion
of king L. (RV.) requires a change in the text. The
* See Rob. Res. ii. 405; Thomson, Land and Book, ii. 149; Doughty, Arab.
Desert, i. 263 ; Now. Arch. i. 113 ; Moore, Judges, on Ju. $25 ; Driver, Deut., on
Dt. 32!*.
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rendering oracle is out of the quesrion; see note (on 77iassa) on
30^ " Lerauel " raight be regarded as " king of Massa " if there
were any good ground for supposing that there was a country
Massa, governed by a king, and somehow associated with wisdora
and learning; but of such a land nothing is known.* Nor is
there any reason for interpreting the narae Lemuel ( = " to God,"
that is, "devoted to God") syrabolically (De. al!). The superscription is not necessarily by the author of the raanual; it raay
be frora the hand of a late scribe, representing his guess at the
origin of the counsel; the word king raay be scribal insertion
(Frank.), or Lemuel raay have been introduced frora a corruption
of text in v.* (Bick.). The advice is not inappropriately put into
the raouth of the raother, but of her nothing is known, and her
introduction into the title may be the result of a wrong reading of
v.^-*-On taught ( = set in the right way) see (f x(f^ 29^'-^^

2-9. The counsel.
2. What, my son? and what, son whom I bore?
And what, son granted to my vows?
3. Give not thy strength to women.
Nor thy heart to < those who > destroy kings.
4. It is not for kings [] to drink wine,
Nor for rulers 1 to mix > strong drink,
5. Lest, drinking, they forget the law.
And disregard the rights of the suffering.
6. Give strong drink to him who is perishing,
Wine to him who is in bitter distress,
7. That, drinking, he may forget his poverty.
And think of his misery no more.
8. Let thy decisions be > true,'
Uphold the rights of all who < suffer >;
9. Pronounce thy judgments with equity,
Maintain the cause of the poor and the needy.

2. If the text be correct, the repetirion expresses earnestness,
and the what refers to the content of the advice, = " what shah I
say to thee? " But the forra of expression is strange and doubtful ; possibly, taking a suggestion frora the Grk., we should read :
* See Dillm. on Gen. 25!*, De. Paradies, p. 302, Ptol. 5, 19, 2.
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give heed, my son, to 7ny sayi7igs, and observe 7ny words (see 5^ 7^
al, and cf Frank.) ; the speaker will then be the sage. — The
word for son is Arara. On vows in general see 7" 20^ Eccl. 5*<''
y\7 50", and, in connection with prayer for a son, i S. i " . —
3. Synonymous, ternary. Second line lit.: nor thy ways so as
(or, in order) to destroy kings; the change of a vowel gives the
reading those who destroy, as the parallelism suggests {women
= destroyers of kings) ; that which destroyeth (RV.) is not
allowed by the H e b . ; Targ.: to daughters of kings ; Syr.: to the
food of kings (against luxurious eating). Ways may be freely
rendered by heart, or the text raay be changed to gain this sense,
or, by another eraendation, to read love. Strength apparently = virility, not wealth. The couplet seeras to be directed against such
debauchery as is described in chs. 2. 5. 6. 7. 9. — 4. First line
lit.: be it not to {-=far be it fro7n) ki7igs, Lemuel, be it not to
kings to d7'ink wi7ie ; the repetition be it not to ki7igs, though rhetorically intelligible as eraphatic, raars the rhythra, and is probably a scribal error, and the Lemuel also appears to be repetition
of a part of the preceding word. The text is, however, doubtful;
one Grk. reading is : do everything prudently, drink wine prudently. — Second line lit.: nor for rulers where (or, or) strong
drink, in which where is probably scribal error for a verb raeaning mix (Isa. 5^^), or one meaning dri7ik, indulge in (Isa. 56^).
On wine and strong drink see notes on (f 20I. — 5. Synonyraous,
ternary. The reason for the preceding warning. The verbs in
the H e b . are sing. ; the connection (the plu. subjects in v.*)
favors the plu. The law is the civil law of the land. On suffering (or, poor, or, lowly) see note on 3^. Disregard (RV pervert) is lit. change. — 6, 7. Synonyraous, ternary. Two proper
occasions for the use of alcoholic drinks: bodily suffering (frora
hunger and want) and raental distress. In v.^*" lit.: to those who
are bitter of soul. The quatrain is syraraetrical — v.^* is explained
by v.^% and v."** by v.^**. V ^ is parallel to v.'. — 8. Synonyraous,
ternary. Lit.: ope7i thy 77iouth for the dumb. The terra dumb, if
it were the right reading, would obviously not refer to physical
incapacity of speech (for the man, in that case, would depend
not on the king, but on his nearest friend or his legal representative), but would raean (as is coraraonly understood) " o n e who,
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from poverty, or timidity, or sorae such cause, is unable to defend
himself, by pleading, against his oppressor." This sense is, however, inappropriate : the Oriental raan or woraan, when wronged,
is anything but " d u r a b " (see, for ex., i K. 3i^*''- 2 K. 6^"') —
the king is always accessible; and the parallelism suggests a terra
synonyraous with the equity of v.^' (v.^" is parallel to v.*% and v.**"
to v.""). Read : open thy mouth in truth {ci. 20^ 29" i/^ 45*'*') ;
in truth = " with faithful regard for justice." Another eraendation (Bick.) reads for the widow, but this, though simple and
attractive, does not so well accord with the parallelisra. All who
suffer is an eraendation (Dys.) of the Heb. all the sons of the
passing-by, interpreted (but without ground) to raean those who
disappear, = those who are perishi7tg (Ew. De. al), or those who
are left behind, = left desolate ( R V ) , and this is taken to' raean
orphans (Noyes, Bick. Frank.) and other persons destitute of
protectors. — 9. Synonyraous, ternary. Lit.: open thy mouth,
fudge justly, and judge the poor a7id the needy. On equity see
note on i*, oxi poor and needy, notes on 3^ 14^^.
XXXI. In 3 the section 31!-^ stands just before ?§ 25; the date and cause
of the dislocation are unknown. ^ 1 . (g had ^Sa NS-n "JN IDS naT (Jag.).—
2. The plus of & is mainly rhetorical expansion, though irpuroyevis may
= l'aa. — 3 . ^ -iS>n; © abv irXovrov.—|g I'^'J"'; Dys. i m (Cant. 71^);
possibly we should read -|aaS. — J§ rune';'; read n'nbS (Ges. Bott. Dys. at.);
3 eis mrepo^ovXiav, = pSp^amS (Lag.).'—4. The second DaScS SN appears
(from the rhythm) to be scribal repetition, and SKirsS to be miswriting of preceding DaSD*? (Bi.). —On the form of this name (Prep. -|- divine name) cf. Gray,
ffeb. Proper Names, p. 207, where similar forms are given (Heb. SNS, Palmyrene B'DB'S al!). T^ -.a (Q -.a) can hardly be read '?!< (as 3 and Saad. seem to have
understood it). The rendering cupiditas (Schult.) is without lexicographical
support, and {to say) where is etc. (Mich. De. RV. al!) is forced and unnatural.
Read IDC or NaD. —<g ^ovXr^s supposes \i^-q for | § Da'^n; its icdvra irolei
perhaps = VaS, for J^ SNOS. — S E of kings take care, = ^,a.nd so 3L« noli
regibus dare vinum; IL'' quia nullum secretwn est ubi regnal ebrietas is
interpretation, with allusion (Baumg.) to Aram, n secret. —b. |l? "^a should
perhaps be omitted, with (g. — 8 . | § dia; <i Xbyip Beov (perhaps = nSc, with
the divine name added), which Lag. emends to poyiXdX(i> (see Isa. 356);
?E those who do not pervert judgment, free rendering from the connection, the
sense dumb seeming improbable; S> the word of truth, based. Lag. suggests,
on a Grk. reading Xby^p dXijOei (a corruption of ^07iXdXv) — possibly it
represents Heb. P C N . - S o m e t h i n g like this latter should be read as parallel
to |§ p-ix in V.9. Bi. n i - ' - s . - J § JT S S ; better f;, as in v.^. —J§ qiSn 'J3;
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read, with Dys., '^n -a (see Jer. 6' Eccl. 6^). — 9. Before | § Bfliy we may
insert 1 or h.

10-31. The ideal housewife. — This description, the Alphabetic Ode or " Golden ABC " of the perfect wife, is notable both
for what it includes and for what it oraits. She is the industrious, sagacious business raanager of the house, a kindhearted
raistress, the trusted friend of husband and children, honored in
her own person for what she does — a picture not roraantic, but
also not " Phihstine." On the other hand, nothing is said of intellectual interests or pursuits. Nor is religion raentioned (see note
on v.^); this is due (as in ch. 30, Esth. Cant.) to the fact that the
author is concerned with soraething else. The husband takes no
part in the doraestic adrainistration — he is occupied with public
affairs (v.^) .* — The alphabetic structure is coraplete, twenty-two
letters (as \xx\p 119). This arrangeraent (found in the Pss. and
other late writings), raneraonically useful, is often rhetorically bad,
inducing an unnatural diction and order of couplets (see, for ex.,
v.^'). The rhythmical norra is ternary.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.

A good wife who can find?
Far above the worth of corals is her worth.
To her her husband trusts.
And has no lack of gain.
She does him good and not harm
All the days of his life.
She gathers wool and flax.
And works it up as she will.
She is like the ships of the merchant,
From afar she brings her food.
She rises while it is still night,
And gives food to her household. [ ]
She examines a field and buys it.
With her earnings she plants a vineyard.
She girds herself with strength.
Makes her arms strong (for work).
She perceives that her profit is good:
Her lamp goes not out at night.

* Cf., for Egypt, life, Wilkinson, Anc. Eg., ch. 8, Art. Egypt Lit., in Lib. of
World's Best Lit, and for Grk. and Rom., Becker, Char, and Gallus,

—
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19.

She lays her hand on the distaff,
Her hand grasps the spindle.
20. She stretches out her hand to the poor.
Extends her hand to the needy.
21 a. She fears not snow for her household,
22 a. Coverlets she makes her.
22 b. Her clothing is linen and purple,
21 b. Her household are clad in scarlet.
23. Her husband is distinguished in the council.
When he sits among the elders of the land.
24. She makes linen cloth and sells it,
Girdles she delivers to the merchant.
25.
26.
27.
28.
29.
30.
31.

Strength and honor are her clothing.
She laughs at the time to come.
Her speech is full of wisdom,
And kindly instruction is on her tongue.
She looks well to the ways of her household,
She eats not the bread of idleness.
Her children congratulate her,
And her husband praises her (saying) :
" Many women do well.
But thou excellest them all."
Beauty is deceitful, and comeliness is transitory,
A woman < of intelligence,' she will have praise.
Give her credit for what her hands have wrought!
Let her works praise her among the people !

10-12. First stanza: praise in general terras. —10. On the rendering good wife see note on 12*; on corals, note on 3I*. The
sense is: " a good wife is not easily found, but, when she is found,
she is of inestiraable value." — 1 1 . Lit.: the mind (ht. heart) of
her husband; the reference is not to the husband's affection, but
to his confidence in her capacity as raanager of household affairs.
— The second line is arabiguous — lit. spoil (or, outcome) is not
lacking, in which we raay supply to her (Grk.), or to him (Lat.),
or to the household (Ew.) ; probably, from the connection, to him,
as representative of the household.—Spoil everywhere else in OT.
means "booty taken in war"; the more general sense acquisition,
gain appears in the verb (RV pull out) in Ru. 2". The military
term came to be jemployed in a peaceful sense. —12. The good
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and harm refer, according to the connection, to the general
(raore particularly, the financial) prosperity of the household.—
13-15. Second stanza: the industrial pursuits of the household.
— 1 3 . Gathers, lit. seeks. On wool and flax as industrial products see Hos. 2*-^''ii' Jos. 2* Dt. 22"; the preparation of cloths
and garments from this material was the work of women.* — Second hne lit.: and she works in (or, according to) the pleasu7-e of
her hands — she works up the raw material into such forras (of
garments, girdles etc.) as seeras to her best. The interpretation
with her hands' pleasure, = willingly, cheerfully, diligently (Ew.
RV al!), involving a personification of the hands, is unnatural (it
is not supported by ^ 78"). Hitzig's rendering: she works in the
business of her hands (cf. Isa. 58^ Eccl. 31-" al.) is allowable, but
the statement has no special connection with first hne. —14. She
does not rely solely on local supplies, but from all quarters provides raaintenance for her household. —15. In the Heb. the v. is
a triplet, but it seeras probable that the third hne and portions to
her maidens is a gloss, a repetition or explanation of second hne.
Portion, frora the parallehsra, =food (30* Gen. 47^ Ez. 16^'), not
"appointed work" (RV. task). Bickell oraits first line, but it
would then be hard to account for its presence in the text.—
Food, as in i/f i n * (cf Mai. 3^" Job 24*) ; the Heb. word usuahy
raeans prey. —16-18. Third stanza: the housewife's financial
enterprise. —16. Exa7nines (RV. considers) (see 30^) = reflects
on, that is, examines from a business point of view. — Buys, lit,
takes, gets possession of (see Neh. 5^). One might almost say:
" she speculates in land" (Frank.). Bick., not so weh : Considers . . . in order to buy it. — Plants is the reading of the Heb.
margin ; the text has : [considers] the planting of etc. Her earnings is lit.: the fruit of her hands. — The culture of the vine was,
and is, an iraportant industry in Palestine (see 24^ Ju. 9^ Neh. 5'
al,), —17. Lit.: she girds her loins with stre7igth, that is, probably, not strongly (Grk.), but, by a figure, with strength as a girdle;
the gathering up the robe with a girdle was a necessary preparation for serious work (2 K. 4^). — The expression for work.

* See Schroder, De vestitu Mul. Hebr. ; Hartmann, L>ie Hebrderin etc.; H.
Weiss, Kostiimkunde ; Palmer, Desert of the Exodus, p. 74.

added above, is obviously implied.—18. The verb here rendered
perceives means generahy taste, physically (i S. 14^^ Job 12" al),
and so, by natural transference from the physical to the intellectual (hke Lat. sentire), perceive; the transition of meaning is visible in i/r 34*''" : taste ( = find out by trial) and see {= becorae
convinced) thai Yahweh is good. So here the housewife learns
by trial that her work is bringing pecuniary profit, and this statement is repeated and expanded in second line, the raeaning of
which is not: " she is indefatigable in work," but (Wild.) : " her
house is prosperous." In a well-ordered house the larap burned
all night as a sign of life (see note on 13") ; its exrinction raarked
calaraity (Jer. 251*' Job i8«').* —19, 20, 21*, 22*. Fourth stanza :
her provision for her household and for the poor. —19. Lays on
\%\\t.jtretches out to. The translation <?« the distaff h inferred
frora the connection. The Anc. Vrss. (except, perh., Targ.)
understand the expression as adverbial: Grk. to useful things;
Lat. to strong things ; Aq. Syra. Th. Syr. strenuously. — 20. This
couplet belongs, by its contents, with v.^- ^^; it was placed here
perh. because the phrase stretches occurs in v.^^ — 21. On the
occrrrence of snow in Palestine see notes on 25'^ 26^ — As the
texl is arranged the reading of the Heb. (v.^"") are clothed in
scarlet is iraprobable. The connection calls for the raention of
sorae warra sort of clothing; a scarlet robe, though raade of woollen raaterial, was not necessarily warra enough for winter — and,
if it were, it is unlikely that the writer would use this terra instead
of saying directly that the clothing was warra.f If the Heb.
order of lines be retained, we raight change the text so as to get
the raeaning war7nly. But it is easier to change the order of
lines as above. According to this arrangeraent the coverlets
(v.^*) are the protection against the cold, and the colored garments corae together in one couplet. — Lat. (followed by AV.
marg.) iraprobably : clothed in double garments. — 22*. Qxx coverlets see note on 7*^.
* Cf. Now., Arch., p. 144; Benzinger, Arch., p. 124.
+ Scarlet robes were articles of luxury and magnificence (Ex. 25* 2 S. i^* Jer.
4'", cf. Lam. 46). On the cochineal insect, from which the coloring matter was
obtained, cf. Rawl., Phoen., ch. 8.
2N
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The section 3ii»-3i stands in (3 next after ?§ 29. —16. K yay, read Q r\va
Bi. retains K, and omits the connective 1 in J^ nnpni. —18. The K S^S, poet
cal form (Isa. 16^ Lam. 21'), may be retained; Q gives the usual form nS>'
—19. | § Tiir^sa; 3 (followed by &) iwl rd (rvpupipovra, = iB'sa (Lag. niiraa
see f 68', and cf. Esth. 8^ Eccl. loi" 2^1 at.; ASG dvbpelg., and IL ad forti
from iirp or n]^p, or perh. = @; E Niiraa (so ed. Ven. of 1568, Lag.), writte
also Niiyjaa (Buxt.) or Nia'jaa (MS. of A.c. 1238); the second form (of whic
the third is a variation) is a rendering of J§ IB' navel in 3^, and is not elsewhei
found in any other sense (Levy's rendering distaff is a mere conjecture) ; tl
first form is repetition or transference of the word of J§, and its meaning
unknown (it can be only guessed to be = distaff); comparison of the ste:
i r a as probably = straight, and of Targ. and Talm. lira beam makes it probi
ble that the word in IK and in 5^ = distaff, which sense is suggested by th
correspondent | § 'n|?B spindle. Frank, emends to Talmud. B'la spindle {Sha
Mishna 17, see Buxt. Lex.), but it seems more likely here that the expressic
would be varied; possibly, however, cia and ^'?fl are not exactly synonymou
— 21. J^ 0':^; (3 Sio-o-As, which it makes the beginning of v.^'^; %duplicibui
hence it has been proposed to emend J§ to Dijir, which, however, is lexic(
graphically improbable, and the emendation onS for warmth (Hag. i^)
graphically hard. The change in the order of the lines, as given abov
appears to remove the difficulty in the interpretation of J§.

— 22b, 21b, 23, 24. Fifth stanza : the distinction which she gair
by her industry. — 22^. The term here rendered linen (RV. fir,
linen) signifies some fine raaterial, raade of flax or of a mixture 0
flax and cotton, and was probably an Egyptian product (Gei
41*'' Ez. 16'"^' 27' Ex. 25-39). — The purple coloring raatter w£
obtained from a Mediterranean shellfish {murex, or purpura
and its preparation was an important Phoenician industry (Rawl
Phoen., ch. 8). Garments dyed with it indicated wealth or hig
rank (Ju. 8=* Jer. io» Ex. 25-39 Cant. 3I"). —The housewife
wardrobe is costly and luxurious. — 21^. See above, under v.^. 23. Distinguished, lit. known, a prorainent well-known raan.Council, ht. gates, the place of asserably of the elders of the city
see notes on i " 24' The old-Israehtish governraent by " elders
(somewhat similar to that of the old-Aryan village *) appears t
have continued to a late period (Ju. 8" 11' ^ 107^^ Joel i " ) . The husband thus derives civil benefit frora his wife's reputatio
— it is assuraed by the people that the head of so well-ordered
household raust be a worthy raan, though it is probably not h
* Cf. the Saxon witenagemot and the New England town-meeting.
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dress (as v.^ raight suggest) that gives hira distinction. The
order of couplets is not good. — 24. The linen cloth (a different
terra from the linen of v.^^) was sorae fine fabric, the precise
nature of which is not known, though it raay be inferred from the
ancient Jewish authorities that its material was hnen. What the
housewife made and sold was probably a square piece of cloth
that could be used as an outer garraent or as a night-dress. The
terra occurs elsewhere in OT. only in Ju. 141^-1^ Isa. 3^^; cf. Mk.
14*1 {sindon) Herod. 2, 86 al. The girdle was probably of sirailar raaterial (Jer. 13I Ez. 16'°) ; for the various sorts of girdle see
the Bib. Diets. The weaving of fine raaterial appears to have
been a Palestinian industry frora a coraparatively early period. —
Delivers, lit. gives, that is, in exchange for raoney or for other
arricles; cf Tob. 2". — Merchant, lit. Canaa7iite, that is, here,
Phoenician. From the comraercial character of the Canaanites
the narae came to be used as = merchant (Zech. 14^ Job
4i«[40»], cf Hos. i2^(»> Isa. 23^ Zeph. i " Ez. 17*). Later the
comraerce was largely in the hands of the Tyrians ; and it would
appear that trade between Israelites and Phoenicians began as
early as the tenth century B.C* — 25-27. Sixth stanza : her wisdora and prosperity. — 25. The strength and honor which she
enjoys corae frora her firra financial and social position. She is
so well established that she laughs at the future, is without anxiety.
— In v."^ the strength is physical, here it is social. — 26. Her wisdom is comraon sense, good judgraent, discretion.
Kindly
instruction is ht. instruction of kindness (RV laiv of kindness),
instruction, to her children, servants, and friends, which springs
frora a kindly, friendly nature : though firra in her administration,
as becoraes a business woraan, she is not doraineering or harsh.
The interpretarion: "instruction in the duty of kindness to
others " does not so well suit the connecrion, which rather raarks
the kindness as a quality of the woraan herself — The first line is
ht.: she opens her mouth in (or, with) wisdo7n. — On kindness
see notes on 3^ 11". — 27. Looks well to = acts as watchman for
(15^ 2 S. 18^ Ez. 3" i/' 37'''')- — Ways = " conduct, doings " ; she
supervises all that goes on. —This couplet would stand raore
* On Phoen. commerce see Rawl., Phoen.; Now., Arch., \ 44.
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properly next after v.^. — 28, 29. Seventh stanza: her merits .are
recognized by her faraily. — 28. Lit.: her children rise up and
call her happy—her husband [rises up] and praises her. She
has the praise of her own iraraediate circle, those who know her
best. — Bick. inverts the order of lines of the couplet, but the language of v.^ is raore appropriate for the husband than for the
children. — Frank.: Her sons prosper, therefore people congratulate her—her husband, therefore people praise her. This sense is
in itself appropriate — the coraraunity congratulating a woraan on
the success of her husband and sons — except that it seeras to
give her all the credit for their good performance. But the Heb.
hardly perraits this interpretation : the verb rise up cannot mean
prosper (the rise to power in 28'^ is different), and the supplying
people (that is, they) as the subject of the other verbs is very
doubtful, if not quite out of the question. For the verb call
happy see Mai. 3^^i* ^ ^2" Gen. 30^^; the rise up describes the
movement preparatory to a formal utterance (Gen. 37^).—
29. Lit.: many daughters do etc. The use of the word daughter
as = woman (only here and Cant. 2^ 6") is a survival (found only
in poetry) from the tirae when the woraan, even after raarriage,
reraained always a raeraber of her father's faraily, and was defined
as his "daughter." — ff*?//represents the same Heb. word a?,good
in v.^", = " vigorously, effectively, admirably." — These words of
praise are obviously uttered by the husband as the spokesraan of
the faraily; the writer speaks of his heroine in the third person.
— 30,31. Eighth stanza : laudatory suraraing-up by the poet.—
30. The author's point of view: what he values in a wife is
doraestic efficiency. He need not be understood as despising
beauty — he says only that it is transitory, while intelligence is a
lasting source of doraestic happiness. — On beauty and comeliness
(here synonyras) see notes on i^ i ii" -d^. The two adjs., also,
deceitful (lit. deceit, see 6^' al.) and transitory (lit. a breath, a
nothing, see 13") are probably raeant as synonyms: beauty is
said to be deceitful because it passes away, and with it passes the
hope of happiness based on it. The raeaning raay, however, be :
he who judges a woraan raerely by her beauty may be disappointed in her character. — The second line reads in the Heb.:
a woman who fears Yahweh, she etc. But this, while a sentiment
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natural in itself, is improbable in the connection: the ode elsewhere makes no reference to religion, confining itself to a portraiture of the woraan's doraesric ability; in the second hne of
.this couplet the verb praise obviously conteraplates the sarae characteristic (naraely, housewifely skill) that the sarae verb in -v.^*
has in view, and, frora the tenor of the ode, the contrast to beauty
is not piety, but intelligence, thrift, ad77tinist7-ative capacity, i7idustry ; in accordance with this view v.^i refers solely to her industrial
achieveraent. Following a Grk. text, we raay read of intellige7ice
instead of who fears Yahweh ; the latter reading raay be the correction of a scribe who thought that a poera describing the ideal
woraan should not fail to mention piety as an eleraent of her character.— 31. Lit.: give her of the fruit of her hands, that is, as
second hne indicates, let her have recognition and credit for her
industry and skill — such ability as hers deserves general praise.
The woraan is regarded by the author as an independent individual, not raerely as an appendage to her husband. The expression
perhaps contains an intiraation that woraen, by reason of the privacy of their life, did not always get public credit for their adrainistrative ability or for the iraportant part they played in securing
the well-being of the faraily. —Among the people is lit. in the gates,
the place where the people gathered and talked over the affairs of
the coraraunity ; see note on v.^.
24. ?§ p-iD; <S aivbbvas (followed by H sindonem) muslin garments. In
Targ. (Lam. 22»>-22 ^ 1042) p o signifies an enveloping cloth or garment, and
it is used in Talmud for any covering for day or for night (Kimchi nightdress);
cf. Ass. sudinnu, garment (in De. Ass. Wbch.), and Arab, sidn, = a curtain,
whence sddin, curtain-keeper or doorkeeper (to the Kaaba or any shrine).
See notes of Geier, Mich. De. on this v., Moore on Ju. 1412-1^, Cheyne and
Davidson on Isa. 323. — Grk. (nvbdiv seems to be derived from the Sem. word.
Herod, uses it of a cloth through which the Babylonians sifted pounded fish
(l, 200), of a similar material in which the Egyptians wrapped the bodies of
their dead (2, 86), and of bandages which the Persians used for the wounded
(7, 181). To the derivation from Sindhu (the Indus) the objection lies
(Schrader, Forsch. zu Handelsgesch., I. 199 ff.) that the old Grk. name for the
Indus was not aivbbs, but ivbbs (from the Eranian form); and no appropriate
Egypt, etymology has been proposed. If the sense garment for Ass. sudinnu
be correct, the Heb. word is undoubtedly Semitic, and from such a form the
Grk. could come by the insertion of n; the u of the Grk. perhaps points to a
form Sudan or sudon. Syr. M:-;D appears to be a loan-word from the Grk.,
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influenced, perhaps, by the Heb. form. No verb pD occurs in Semitic, a
the meaning of the stem is unknown. See Bochart, Phaleg, col. 751, a
H. Lewy, Sem. Fremdwort. im Griech., p. 84. — 25. J§ jnnN • Bi., unnecess
rily: inb the morrow. — In <§ v.^^ follows v.26 (of | § ) , the order of lett(
being thus Pe
Ayin, as in Lam. 2. 3. 4 (the order in f 10 Nah. i^-w, cit
by Bi., is uncertain); this arrangement may indicate an early variation in t
order of the letters of the alphabet.* — In the Sahidic Vrs. the order of Iir
is: v.25a-27i). a. 26b. 26a. b . _ 2 6 . | § ipn n i ^ ; © rd^iv iarelXaro, perh. =
ritrnn. — 27. K niaS^ is scribal error for Q niaiSn. — 3 adds the greater p;
of v.*^; see also @'s addition at 3IS. — 30. ^ nvf" PNi'; 7wa, for which 3 \
the doublet yvv^ avver^ and (pb^ov Kvplov; the former appears to be t
original reading, since it would be less easy to account for its introduction
ascribe; read nra nirN (cf. 30^) or n:a: niva (cf. i^). — 31. 3 x^'^^Wi 1
3§ nn% should probably be emended to x^'.p^" (so S^', Compl.). — J§ nipy
(S 6 dviip abr^s, = nSya or ntt'N (the preceding word ends in D).
* Accidental variations of order are perhaps found in 1(1 25. 34.
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